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IN LONDON

20, FORDINGTON ROAD,
HIGHGATE, N.6.

FROM AMERICA.

September 19th, 1924.
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Messrs. THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO., LTD.,
7=1"

Eictract from " The Daily Mail,'
Sept. 13th, 1924.

HOW THE FIGHT WAS HEARD.
BLOWS AND MOVEMENTS

OF THE MEN'S FEET.
Mr. Davies picked up the report of
the fight on his set at his home, using
detector, 3 high -frequency and 2 low -

frequency valves.

The reception-which was very clear
-was all the more remarkable for the
fact that Mr. Davies used a loud -speaker.
Describing this notably successful
experiment to a Daily Mail reporter

yesterday Mr. Davies said :-
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Exi6e

THE LONG -LIFE BATTERY.
Obtainable from your usual dealer
or any Exide Service Station.
Look for the Sign.

LONDON.

Dear Sirs,
You may be interested to know of the part your batteries played
in my recent successes in receiving American broadcasting, which
culminated in my being able to supply the Daily Mail with a complete
report of the Firpo-Wills fight many hours before it would have been
otherwise available.

As you know, I have been using lE-Xie Batteries both for High
and Low Tension for some considerable time, since, in fact, I first
commenced my experiments in long distance reception. The circuit
which I have at last evolved is capable of bringing in KDKA on the
loud -speaker on occasions quite equal in volume to 21,0. This may
seem a little difficult to believe, but the fact does not rest upon my
own testimony.

I can honestly say that these results would not be possible with
any other make of storage battery I have ever tested and I am taking
this opportunity of writing you as some measure of thanks for the
great courtesy I have always received from your Mr. Kerman.
In a circuit as sensitive as the one I am using, both filament and
plate voltages are extremely critical, the least deviation in steadiness
throwing the whole set out of balance. Even as low as one hundred
metres the set is quite easy to control providing the filament current
is exact. I have not been able to get this exactitude on any accumulator other than your own.
-Using six valves, two of them power valves, it is obvious that the
ordinary H.T. battery will very soon give rise to internal cracklings
which would make long distance reception impossible. Your H.T.
accumulator renders me a perfectly steady plate current free from
any noise at all.

I will go so far as to say that the freedom from noises

generally regarded as atmospherics which I enjoy nightly in my reception of American broadcasting is due entirely to your batteries
and I am of opinion that much if not all of the static complained of
in long distance work is due to faulty High Tension supply. With a

really sensitive circuit it is not sufficient to have a set which is normally
quiet, as the magnification is sufficient to make the least whisper sound
like a cannonade. H.T. must be absolutely silent and lengthy ex-

periments have led me to the conclusion that up to now you make

ExIbc
BATTERIES

SERVICE STATION

450 Service Agents.

the only battery that is of the least use for this work.
You may make use of- this letter in whatever manner you wish.

I remain,

Yours truly,
(Signed) EDWARD C. DAVIES.

Send for Catalogue "W."
LONDON:
219-229, S'hopesbury A,enue, IV.C.2.

BIRMINGHAM:
z8, Dale End,

BRISTOL:
ibt* ELECTRICAL STORAGE

COMM NY T.IMI'iEI).

22, I7 letoria Street.

MANCHESTER:
1, Bridge Street.

MADE IN THE LARGEST BATTERY WORKS IN THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
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TUNGSTALITE'S TRIUMPH
AMAZINC UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY

TUNGS

TUNGSTALITE BLUE LABEL (Regd. No. 447149)

SUF

,AYI

A REMARKABLE IMPROVEMENT

Rev, Yn.447ia4

Birchwood,

Messrs. Tungstalite. Ltd.,
Burton Orson, Nr. Kenilworth,
47, Farringdon Road, E.C.1
WARWICKSHIRE.
Cctober 11th, 1924.
Dear Sirs,
I thought it might interest you to know that I invested in one of your Blue

ins

Ilk

1.

Label Tungatalite Crystals purely out of speculation, and substituted it for a
" Rertsite " in my Gecophone One Valve Amplifier Eet, which was already giving

very good results.
The improvement was remarkable, in sottnuch that it has enabled me to cut down

the filament current from 6 to 41 gimps-quite an appreciable saving in "juice."

Yours faithfully,
POST
R. E. D. PHILLIPS.
FREE
IT IS ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST CRYSTAL IN EXISTENCE.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR SEND 1/6 TO
LONDON-HEAD OFFICE
LEEDSTUNGSTALITE Ltd.,
TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,
Electric Lamp House.
41 , CALL LANE, LEEDS
47 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1
Phone-Holborn 5357 'Grams-Tungslamp Smith

'Phone-Leeds 5137,.

57. BLUE FA"

4k;.:LABEL:00.

ApjeTITLED .44,="neio''Lrd
Payne & Hornsby. Ltd., 6, St. Andrew's

!
,

J

'Grams-Tungslamp Lee',

J

Buildings, Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
inMessrs.

MANCHESTER
Messrs, A. Franks.

Ltd., Opticians and Wireless

ijgrr:'95tr'De'aVI"'""ter
aVrgesis.11t1rosndgo.),
Ltd.,
69a. Wiest Nile Street. Glasgow.

,

j
I

LOOK OUT FOR THE BLUE SEAL (447149) ON EVERY TUBE

BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS!

SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

at the price of Ordinary

Fallon's, in accordance with their usual custom, are giving the public the
benefit of the improvements they have effected in their new mode! Square
Law Condensers without increasing the price.
,M11,===//1=MMmIMI.

THE

/

10#14.71.1.,f,LInf
RLGD

No. 7
SET
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The New Fallon Square Law Condenser is absolutely the last word
in perfect condenser construction

Extremely handsome appearance,
ail parts being heavily plated:
-068 spacing (the closest possible).

In the new model the overall
length of the 00I condenser is

only ill" as against
in the old
model, and by a new idea in
spacing washers, rigidity of
constructi On, never before
achieved in any mike of con.(1,inscr, haa been obtained.

Features Include:
ONE HOLE FINING, TAO

HEAVY
CONNECTIONS,
AND
ALUMINIUM TOP

BOTTOM PLATES. Metal to
metal adjustable bearings,
stout, well -cut aluminium
vanes. Complete as illustration.
Plates Price Plates
Price
'0002 .. 4/6
'001
'0005 6!- Vernier 5 41-

'0003 5/6 -Vernier 3 3/6
'00025 5/ Fallon's
LINIMMIN

=m11.

ouLeengoL.1MMINI.

Fixed

im-

F A L L O N CONDENSER
CO.,
LTD.,
The Condenser People.
Tottenham
1931.
WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
All Correspondence and Post Orders to above address.
Manchester Depot
3, King Street West, Deansgate.

" THE SET YOU CAN BE PROUD OF "

4 VALVE SET COMPLETE.
No Extras
Whatever.
E26 11 9 CaIlialVe
Also made in two and three valve

Condensers

prove results in all sets.
Capacities up to .001, 113 each.
003, 21- each.

Write Direct for Trade Terms

City Depot
L43, Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

1111III!111111liz

GlasgotoDe pot

120, Wellington St,

Barclay'i too.

models at equally keen prices.
ASK YOUR' WIRELESS

DEALER FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION.

Full particulars free on request.

THE EAGLE

ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

virRmnickz.

London Depot:

8, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, W.C.1.
Museum 2848.
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-the explorer braved hardships
to chart the seas.
W.I. (For Detector and L.F. use).
Operating at 1.8 volts
W.2. (With red top) for H.F. use.
Operating at 1.8 volts
..

2I/ 21/ -

Types W.R.1 and W.R.2 as above but
with resistance incorporated in base to
1

1

operate off 2, 4 or 6 -volt accumulator
23/6
The Wuncell is fully described in a compre-

hensive Folder which will be sent post free
to any experimenter on receipt of a postcard.

Don't invest in a DO Emitter Valve until
you have read about the Wuncell.

While the explorer of long ago had to set
sail and face almost incredible hardships
in his praiseworthy efforts to chart the
globe, his successor

sits by the

fireside
Foreign Broadcasting Stations

and logs
with almost absurd ease. From America
to the borders of Russia and from Scandinavia to the shores of the Mediterranean

the ether is available for his exploration.
But the man who is enthusiastic over long-

distance reception will see that he is not
handicapped either by his Set or his
Valves.

His Set should employ at least

one stage (and two for preference) of high frequency amplification, and for his Valves

he should use those which have been
specially developed for the work.
Undoubtedly the

most

popular

high -

frequency amplifier to -day is the Cossor
P2-the Valve with the red top. Hundreds
of thousands of these Valves are in use at
this moment among all grades of wireless
enthusiasts --from the expert to the novice
-and everywhere it is giving the most
complete satisfaction.

Its striking success is undoubtedly due to
its design. As every wireless enthusiast
knows, she working of a Valve depends upon

the correct use being made of its electron

get Cossor Valves-they cost no more
A. C. COSSOR, Ltd., Higbbury Grove, N.5.

Gilbert Ad. 165S

Popular' Wireless Weekly, Arovembei- 13t, 1924
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rs

he charts the ether from the
comfort of his fireside.
emission.

You must have noticed that

when your accumulator begins to fail and
the filaments of your Valves grow dim that

your Set
volume.

falls off in sensitiveness

and

A clear case that the emission

from the filaments has decreased.

Obviously, therefore, the quantity of the
electron emission is an important factor in

of the tubular Anode the filament is exposed and that a large proportion of the
electron stream is obviously leaking away.

COSSOR BRIGHT EMITTERS.

Remember that for high -frequency use
you cannot afford to'risk efficiency-feeble

PI For Detector and Low -Frequency

thousands of
miles away will strike your aerial and you'll

P2

oscillations from Stations

sensitive to them.

Now compare the Cossor P2 with an ordinary Valve. Instead of a hood -shaped
Anode and Grid totally enclosing an arched
filament and almost completely entrapping
its electron stream, we see that at each end

The remedy is in your hands-for high frequency use select the Valve specially
developed for the purpose and chosen by
the vast majority of Valve users in this
country --the wonderful Cossor P2.

For H.F. use
12/6

From all Dealers.

be none the wiser if your Valves are not

Valve efficiency.

(with red top).

I
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but what a difference in results!
Gillwrt Ad.
- 1653
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1JBILIE
PRODUCTS

Maximum
Capacity
Microfarad.

0'0003
0'0005
0'0007
0 001

PRICE
S.

E

0 : 17 :
1 : 0:
1 : 2:
1: 5:

Ebonite boxes can be supplied
at an extra charge of 7/6, 10/-,

d.

12/6, according to capacity.

6
0
6
0

Calibration charts

can be

supplied at an extra charge
of 10/6.

Extra for Vernier for all capacities except 0.0003 mfd. 2/6.

Deceptive Simplicity.
THE apparently simple
things

in

life

are

frequently the most difficult
to achieve.
Riding a bicycle looks easy-

until you come to try it for
the first time.
There is little apparent difference between the ordinary
variable condenser of unknown make and the Vanicon,

but when you examine a

Vanicon closely several things

will strike you.
The plates are accurately and
evenly spaced, they are stiff
and will not touch one another.

D neon

Works,

Goldhawk Road,
London,

W.12.

The spindle turns freely but
does not work up and down
causing unexpected variations
in capacity, and a fixed
pointer is provided just below
the dial. The moving plates

are joined to their terminal
positively by means of a
phosphor -bronze strip - not
by uncertain " rubbing contact," thus good electrical
contact is assured always.

In fact, the Vanicon abounds
in instances where our twelve
years' experience enables us
to offer you a product which

has no equal on the market
whatever the price.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO. LTD

Telephone :
Riverside 1084.

Telegrams :

Hivoltoon, Phone,
London.

E.P.S. 84.
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Technical Editor :

'

Editor:
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E.,

G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Scientific Adviser

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

R.G.S

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
work. Enthusiasts who are always buying

Dundee's Director.

Mr. E. W. M.

new cat's -whiskers will be interested to

station director at Dundee is a
very popular one. He has distinguished
himself in several spheres already, but what

whisker is made makes little difference

THE appointment
Heddle,

of

m.A., B.Sc., to _be

M.C.,

know that he thinks good regulation of the
contact -pressure is the essential point;
but that the metal of which a cat's -

by wireless. The small boats from which
the whales are attacked will be fitted with
receivers, and they can then keep in touch
with their parent ship through fog or darkness by means of radio.

the Dundee kiddies like best about their

to results.

he was gassed, wounded, awarded the

A Novel Experience.

Military Cross, and mentioned in dispatches !

LONDON guests of Messrs H. J. Heinz
& ' Co.-of
57 varieties " fame' had a novel experience at the
Founders Day Banquet held recently at the
Great Central Hotel, Marylebone. They

Madrid transmissions are becoming
decidedly popular in the South of England.

the central gathering at Pittsburg, and

Tuning -in Zurich.

-

.

Sporting Offers.

IN a letter recently published in " P.W."
a tribute was paid to the friendliness
and co-operation which is to be found
amongst radio amateurs.
This is well
borne out by, the fact that since I announced
'that the last " P.W." Set BOoklet had been
given away, dozens of readers have written

Madrid's Popularity.
R,kDIO-IBERICA

'

*

new " Uncle" is the fact that during the war

listened -in by wireless to speeches made at

presently upon the loud speaker they heard

their own congratulatory telegram being
read out at the American banquet, which

is

still coming in

strongly on 392 metres, and 'these

I am_ told that the microphone used for
these transmissions was made by the famous
French firm 'of Gaumont.
*

*

I RECENTLY remarked upon the

diffi-

culty of tuning in to Zurich, but already

several readers have been successful

in offering to lend their Own copies to
disappointd applicants.
Incidents like
this show the right radio spirit, and on

was broadcast through K D K A and other
stations to all the firm's guests.
anifiumunnaffilininnifinimiammimanunimil"

in logging this station.
One correspondent, who lived at Gloucester, has heard Rome as well (when Glasgow

say " Thank you " once again for these

lE Our Query Department.

whilst the Italian station is occasionally

behalf of the new readers I should like to

sporting Offers.
*

*

Melba Again ?

HOW many listeners

of

to -day can

remember Dame Nellie Melba singing

at the first British wireless concert,
which took place at Chelmsford in 1920 ?

A few weeks ago she bade farewell to

the Australian operatic stage, and is due to

sail for London on November 25th.

It

looks like a great opportunity for the B.B.C.,

and it will be a thousand pities if we- do
not hear this wonderfUl singer again.
Continental News.

INDUSTRIOUS readers who keep an upto-date list of Continental stations
should note that the German station at
Munster is now working upon 410 metres,

and that the call sign 1 R 0 has been
allotted to the Rome broadcasting station.
Poland Next.
OLAND is

P

the

latest

clear, the signal strength varies greatly.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT TO READERS.

*

Continental

conyert to broadcasting, and there
is a possibility of a station being
erected there before the winter is over. A
French company is doing the necessary
backing, and it is interesting to note that
entertainment will be only a side line,
the station's chief purpose being the dis,

*

weeks, Italy is taking to broadcast-_

= arrangement comes into Force at

ing with great enthusiasm. Another station
is being erected at Milan and will be testing

= WIRELESS readers have had all their problems

650 metres.

= once.

Since

in a week or so, upon a wave -length of

the inception of POPULAR

= settled for them free of charge, but with the
= great increase in the circulation and the corresponding increase in the number of queries sent
= in the task of dealing with the latter has be- = come gigantic. A large Technical Staff is now =
= employed answering queries and it is with the =
= object of relieving the pressure on them that E
= we have decided to make the small charges. E
= mentioned.
= Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS know that E
E the Editor and Staff of this journal have always E
= had, and always will have, their best interests =

at heart.

==
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The Bishop and " Mike."
MR. ARTHUR BURROWS tells a good

story of a well-known bishop who
startled listeners by concluding a

religious address with the words, " We shall

all meet in the kingdom of Heaven-I

don't think " The explanation of this
astonishing statement is quite a simple
one.

Forgetting that the microphone was

still in circuit, the bishop turned at the

A Crystal Expert.
CAPTAIN A.

Radio Whaling.

HINDERLICH,

M.A.,

who recently gave a very informative talk upon crystals at a meeting
of the Radio Society of Great Britain, has
done a good deal of experimental crystal

*

ALTHOUGH the Rome station has
only been in operation for a few

conclusion of his address and said : ." I
don't think I spoke too long, did I ? " and
the first three words of this remark were

*

*

Milan Testing.

In future a charge of Sixpence per Query will
E: be made for answering all technical questions
= submitted to the Technical Staff of POPULAR
WIRELESS. A group of three queries will be
= answered for One Shilling. Postal Orders must
= be enclosed with all queries and a stamped
E addressed envelope in addition. This new

tribution of market reports and commercial
information.
*

is off about 6.30 p.m.), but he states that

broadcast!

WHEN the

s.s.

"Sir James Ross"

recently sailed froM Cardiff for the
Ross Sea she carried . a Marconi
direction -finder for the purpose of whaling
VV

*

*

*

An American 5 X X ?

FROM New York I hear there

is a
possibility of a long -wave high -power
station (similar to 5 X X) being

erected near that city in the near future;
and that The Radio World's Fair was a
great success, one of the most interesting
awards going to Mr. E. T. Flewelling, for
the " originality and perfection " of his
circuit.
For and Against.
COMPLAINTS and Compliments"
"
have been pouring in to this office

ever since I asked readers to let the
Editor know their opinions of the B.B.C.
programmes. I have been helping to sort
out some of the post cards and found it a
most refreshing task, and I think readers
will enjoy them as much as I have done
when we publish a selection next week.
Post Cards Only.

IN case you missed the first announcement I will repeat the offer made in
order to obtain our readers' opinions
upon the subject of the B.B.C.'s entertainments. All that you have to do is to state
(CoJi Ailed on, page 490.).
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 489.)

queries. Over 200 letters a day-each letter
containing three queries -600 questions a
day and most of them severely technical-

your candid opinion of the programmes
upon a post card, marking it " Compliment " or " Complaint," as the case may
be, and addressing it to the Editor at this
office. We shall then publish a represen-

have kept every member of the staff
working at top pressure. And with the

of other readers, and to stimulate both

he hopes, may be only of a temporary

1924.

parently my recent remarks regarding

the . Danish station were noticed by the
announcer there, and thinking that as a

result we might be tuned in, he very kindly

broadcast a greeting to us all.

Such a

queries steadily increasing the decision to
charge 6d. per query had to be made. The

courteous

tative selection of both types, for the benefit

Editor feels sure readers will understand the
absolute necessity for this new rule which,

readers who intercepted this message.

criticism and appreciation.

nature.

A RRANGEMENTS for the new Dundee

PA Relay Station are now well in hand.
The studio will be situated at 1,
Lochee Road, and the transmitter at Cal drum Works, St. Salvador Street, where

a high chimney is available for the aerial.
The wave -length will be 331 metres, and
the call -sign 2 P E .

communication.

Three English transmitters and three

amateurs in the Antipodes have succeeded

in bridging with small power a gap of

twelve thousand miles, and in congratulating Mr. Simmonds, Mr. Cyril Goyder, Mr.
Partridge, and their New Zealand confreres,

I feel that I have every reader of " P.W."

*
The 95 Metres Call.

persuaded the Editor to let me pass
on to readers the contents of a
telegram which has just been received -by
him from New York. It is a brief one, but
the significance of the signature will not be
missed by readers of P. W.," I am sure.
Here is the telegram : I have just seen
the 68 -page issue of POPULAR WIRELESS.
A.

EDISON."

TO their long list of successes British
wireless amateurs have now added
the supreme triumph-trans-world

behind me.

NOW that compliments are flying I have

My heartiest congratulations.-Taos.

*

A Great Achievement.

a

Cross, whose call sign is G 2 0 D.

For half

an hour he listened to the New Zealander
Z 4 A G calling up an American amateur,
so the next day he sent out test signals on
95 metres, which he subsequently learned
had been received O.K. in New Zealand,
by Mr. Bell, of Dunedin.

should be very glad to hear from any

CAPTAIN ECKERSLEY is due back
in England from America before

these words are in print, and there

is an enormous pile of work awaiting hint

in connection with the new high -power
station at Northampton.

WHAT THEY SAY.

E

" Mention must be made of the splendidly
E interesting part in the life of war -blinded men E
E which wireless plays.. .
A very large =
E number of the men are- now the possessors of =
E wireless sets of their own, and find, we know,
-I- the most intense pleasure in the science. . . ."
E -Ninth Annual Report of St. Dunstan's.
" Wireless is such a good friend to hapless E
E lonely people, to the isolated farmer's wife =
E who never gets to town but twice a year or so,
E to the men on the. prairies, to the fishermen =
E and sailors at sea, that the fair-minded person =
E

E. Mine. Marguerite D'Alvarez.
.

second London station as well, and as the
technical problems connected with this'
possibility are also hang up pendina the.
return of the chief engineer, he looks' like
having a busy time !

of this feat did not come by
THEcable
newsbut
direct by wireless, for by

this time Mr. Goyder was on the job,
working the Mill Hill School set. To him
belongs the record of establishing two-way
communication, and for over half an hour
he sent and received New Zealand messages,
one of which gave the news of Mr. Simmonds'

successful transmission the preceding day.
On a Two -Valve Set

THE other successful British transmitter

was Mr. Partridge, the well-known

South London amateur whose call -sign,
G 2 K S, is already famous as a record breaker.

The most remarkable feature of the whole
affair is that Mr. Goyder was receiving on a
two -valve set-detector and L.F.-but
more of Mr. Goyder anon !
Readers' Technical Queries.

THE announcement concerning the
queries department which appears on

page one of these Notes will doubtless

come as a shock to readers. Much as the
Editor regrets the adoption of a policy of
charging for queries, he tells me it is the
only solution to a serious problem. For

months past now the technical queries
department have been inundated with

giant Zeppelin

ZR 3 in crossing the Atlantic was

largely due to the wireless installa-,
tion, which kept her in touch with patrols

and land stations and enabled the best

course to be chosen. The power for transmitting was supplied by wind -motors swung

out from the cabins and operated by the
rush of air due to the forward motion of
the airship.

I Sounds and sweet airs that give delight and
hurt not,
Sometimes a thousand twanging instruments =
Will hum about mine ears, and sometimes E
=
voices.

-

THE next B.B.C. station to celebrate its
birthday will be Sheffield, which
was officially opened on November
16th, 1923.

-Shakespeare.
=
I am shocked at the price of wireless =
= apparatus. I have been used to electrical a
= apparatus all my life, and I cannot see where E
= the £30, ±.-al and Vi0 comes in for valve sets,
E whose reasonably competitive price would a
= appear to be about half this. . ."-Earl
= Russell.

It was the first of the relay stations, and
the staff at 6 F L have reason to be proud
of the fact that already about one -tenth of
the houses in Sheffield are fitted with

THE WEEK'S QUERY.
= I am sorry to say that in the dusk the other =
= evening I connected my aerial to the earth =
I terminal of my crystal set, and the earth wire E
= to the aerial terminal. Will it hurt the set if
I I change them back again, or had I better E.
= leave it as it is ?

wWHO is going to win the Cup ? Not the
F.A. trophy, hut the first British

.

-E.-

aerials.

.

Two -Way Communication.

*

*

Wireless Wind -Motors.
THE success of the

Sheffield's Birthday.

Tile isle is full of noises,

.

-

The B.B.0 would like to establish a

"-.L1191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112:

cannot consider its music as a foe to art."- E

THE first New Zealand call -sign to be
picked up in this country was heard
by Mr. E. J. Simmonds, of Gerrard's

additional charm to broadcasting, and I

More Problems to Solve.

A Compliment.

2 D E.

and friendly spirit adds an

=011111111111111111111111111MIMMI1111111111111111111111111111111111111F.

CONJURORS say that children make

a far more critical and exacting

audience than grown-ups, and I
think that announcers with experience of

the Children's Hour will agree that this
broadcasting also.

Glasgow

has hit ,upon the happy idea of making

the children themselves do the entertaining,

and I hear that some promising youthful
talent has been unearthed in 5 S C's radio
circle and will be broadcast shortly.
*

*

Wireless cup, to be presented to the
winner of the POPULAR WIRELESS Con--

structors' Competition, of which full particulars will be found on another page of
this issue.

Youthful Talent.

applies to

*

Coming Cup -Ties.

*

*

Artistes of the Aether.

IN last week's " Artistes of the Aether "
the two photographs appearing in the
first column ware inadvertently reversed, and readers should note that the
top photograph is of Miss Olive McKay,
and the lower one of Miss Dorothy Franklin.
*

A Message from Denmark.
DID you hear the message to all " P.W."

readers which was broadcast 'from
Copenhagen on 750 metres ? Ap-

The White City Exhibition.

THE competition is in connection with
the second London Radio Exhibition,
which is going to be a huge success,

judging by what I hear from Mr. Dale,
who is one of -the organisers. He says that

entries are tumbling in, and that there

will be wonderful wireless value for money

on November 15th, when the White City
opens its doors.
Getting America.

50 many readers have already

got

America " that I am expecting soon
to receive complaints of jamming
by the transatlantic stations ! Experience is showing that H.F. amplification
and wonderful hook-ups are not half as
important as straight circuits and skilful
handling. And that is just where the delicate controls of the Unidyne are going to
score this winter I
ARIEL.
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"IF I WERE MUSICAL DIRECTOR
OF THE B.B.C."

SOME - CANDID OPINIONS
By DE GROOT

(In an, Interview with " Ariel.")

Every listener is familiar with the music of Mr. De Groot, whose broadcast concerts from the Piccadilly Hotel
are such a favourite feature of the Sunday Programmes. In this interview he explains his views on broadcast
music to " Ariel " of "Popular Wireless."
Mr. de Groot considered for a moment.
an audience which does not want to dance
WHEN I called on Mr. de Groot
" In my opinion," he said, " the B.B.C.
I play them rather as I would classical
recently, at his flat off Portman
Square, my mind was still full of have been perfectly wonderful in the way music. I give them expression and an
the wonderful melodies I had heard him in which they have supplied something interest of their own. I have never heard
play that same evening at the Piccadilly which will appeal to everybody. But I am a tune, however dull, but I have been able
Hotel. The chief feature of his programme

not sure that they have quite realised how

had been selections from the opera " Samson
and Delilah," and so vividly- had he and his

much could be done with real classical
music."

attention of an audience. You have, of

almost believed I was watching the develop-

Some Suggestions.

course, heard Jack Hilton's orchestra in the
Piccadilly Hotel. He has shown appre-

Garden.

only by the few ?

and when I told him that I came from

pp my programmes I have found that

jazz number to the style of Liszt and another
to Wagner."

is really more in demand than any other
kind. After all, jazz was invented to be

" If this is your point of view," I asked,
" what would you do for broadcast music
if you were one of the musical directors at

orchestra rendered the music that I had
ment of the story on the stage at Covent

I found Mr. de Groot with his family,

POPULAR WIRELESS he asked me to sit
down, and told me how interested he was
in every branch of this new science.

" But surely classical music is appreciated

I inquired.

" A question," he answered.

In drawing

high-class-not necessarily classical --music

" You know," he said, " I think it is

to find in it some peculiar rhythm or expression which can give it interest and hold the

ciation of jazz music to classical style.

I heard him quite recently play a popular

-Piccadilly I am playing to two audiences.;

When I am playing at the

the B.B.C. ? "
"I should give programmes," he replied,
" very similar to those I do now. I would
emphasise semi -classical music, and prove

`the one before me, which shows its apprecia`lion and gives me inspiration, and the other,

good music is neither boring nor depressing,

the most wonderful invention of the past
_century.

'

to the satisfaction of everyone that really

scattered all over the country, and drawn

and that some of our very best tunes are

" Does not the thought of this unseen

that these programmes would be appreciated. Often when I am playing at the

from every class of the population."

to be found even in classical music. I know

audience distract your attention ? " I asked
with come curiosity.
" No," he replied, " for I know from the

Piccadilly I remembered the letters I have
received from my unseen audience, and I

numerous letters that I receive that these

can picture to myself families in houses and

cottages all through the country listening

people who hear me over the ether, although

to the music I am providing."

they cannot afford to come and see me,

appreciate my work as much as, if not more
than, the wealthier classes, who can come
to me any night they like."

Providing an Audience.

" May it not be true," I asked rather

tentatively, " that the pleasure derived
from your programmes is due not so much
to the music you play as to your rendering

What the Public Want.
Then.- I continued, " you consider that

the broadcasting of music means a lot to
the population of this country ? "
" I am quite sure," he replied, " that the

of that music ? "

" I am sure that is not the case," he

introduction of really good -class music
into all the homes in the British Isles is the
greatest work that has been accomplished
by the entertaining world. It is this that
has made broadcasting so important."

modestly replied. :` Nobody would listen
to a Violinist, however good, if he played
what was uninteresting and not worth while.

told that we English are the most unmusical
nation in the world."
" Don't you believe it," replied Mr.
In my experience England is
de Groot.

audience the sense I have of ,the music and

On the other hand, of course, personality
does go a long way. When I am playing
I strain every nerve to convey to the

" But," I objected, " I am always being

the reason why I love it. And I do think
Mr. de Groot.

the most appreciative and most widely

danced to, and you must not forget that

musical country in Europe, but in America,

I do not know much, I have never been
there, although I have had many very

One sometimes wants to listen to real music.
Now, to listen for a whole evening to dance
music, especially the dance music of to -day,

tempting offers.

is really very exhausting, and when, in an
evening, after a long day's work, one turns
on a wireless set, one wants to be refreshed
and soothed. And it is from this point of
view that good music is so valuable and
makes so wide an appeal."

" I remember when I was in Vienna I

was one of a large audience listening to a
very good concert. I was thrilled with the
performance, but not one of the audience
showed any signs of appreciation, and that
is why I say that England is appreciative."

" Well," I replied, " you, if anyone, I
suppose, are qualified to gauge the taste
of the English public. Do you think that
the musical programmes at present broadcast arc -really what they want ? "

" But you yourself have often played,

popular turns," I suggested.
Of course," he replied. " I have a great

admiration for this type of music, and many
very good dance numbers have been
written. But when I am playing them for

that in this way I help them to realise

the beauty of the music they are hearing,
even those of them who cannot see me.
But I am not sure that I could do this were

it not that I have always before me an

audience which I can watch and see how
my emotion reacts on them."
." Then you agree with other artistes,"
I asked, " that playing to the microphone
only is flat and uninspiring ? "
" Yes," he said emphatically. " If I
were musical director of the B.B.C. I would
always provide for my artiste -an audience

in the studio. Their presence and appreciation gives one the enthusiasm that is
wanted, and through them one can exert

one's personality in such a way that the
unseen "audience can feel it."
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downward by a semi -transparent parchment shade, and sends in all directions. In

RADIO NOTES FROM NEW YORK.

their usual places two little electric lamps are
fixed with chain sockets under the shade.
Unique Receivers.

(From a CORRESPONDENT.)

Often, in the immediate neighbourhood
of a powerful sending station, the ordinary
rules of receiver

Valves Without Batteries.

ANEW wireless outfit in which any

Of course, this system is only practicable
for very short wave -lengths, probably not

number of valves may be used with-

exceeding five or ten metres. It would
take a man in seven -league boots several

Chicago.

All energy is procured from the
ordinary house lighting main of 110 volts.
The experimental set was made with three

years to measure some of the low -frequency
waves with this system.

valves, one for rectification and two for
amplification of signals, and, despite the
fact that no aerial was used, good volume

Ornamental Wireless Gear.
If all the human ingenuity directed

out batteries has been tried out in

and selectivity were obtained.

The outfit was provided with a plug attachment which fitted into an electric light socket. The electric main was utilised

as an aerial, and a ground attachment,
coming from the primary tuning coil, was
clamped to the house radiator. Two choke
coils and two fixed condensers of .006 mfd.
capacity were used to smooth out the com-

mutator hum of the generators, and to cut
the potential down to about 80 volts, suit-

able for the plate circuit.

A 36 -candle-

toward disguising practical, pleasant -looking electrical and wireless apparatus were
diverted to scientific research and develop-

stand, the electric switch may look like
anything from a golf ball to a steering.

one were not informed that the person

may find a telephone hidden under a doll -

wheel, and a reading -lamp may be a dragon
with flaming eyes.
And wireless has not escaped this disguise
craze.

I have seen sets that looked like

" dime " banks, like wall safes, the combina-

ampere for the valve filaments.
There is only one objection, which is that
only direct current can be used. However,
for homes provided with alternating current,
a synchronous rectifier unit is contained in

pens, and telephone receivers.

Measuring Waves with a Yardstick.

This sounds rather difficult, for wireless
carrying waves are probably the most intangible things extant. But it has been
done in a very unique way by an American
experimenter who created a material
manifestation of Hertzian waves.
Two diverging wires were connected to
an oscillator, with an ion -filled tube shunted
across the opposite ends. When oscillations

In the Drake Hotel, Chicago, where the
powerful station W G N is located, a novel
method of reception is used. . A helix of
insulated wire, about No. 12 size, is made
in hat shape, so that it may be fitted upon
the head. For the cover a piece of cardboard is placed over the " hat ' upon which
a crystal is mounted. A telephone comes
down over each ear so that when the com-

plete outfit is placed upon the head the
appearance is that of a straw hat, minus
rim, and with ear -muffs. It is not an un-

tion wheel of which served as the tuning
dial, and like dolls. chiffoniers, fountain -

the outfit to convert the electricity.

energy available.

ment, the age of perfect living would be
with us. In the ordinary household one

power lamp was placed in series with this

circuit to reduce the energy to a quarter

construction may be

ignored, due to the tremendous amount of

common sight to see these "wireless hats"
upon a guest in the hotel corridors, and if

was listening to a concert broadcast from
an upper floor of the hotel, he would feel
a bit confused.
" Some Hook Up." -

These hats work very effectively in the
although without
ground or aerial, collects sufficient energy
to afford a very entertaining concert to the
hotel, for the helix,
wearer.

A Loud Speaker Lamp.

recently and heard distinctly a concert

In Washington, D.C., a different method
is used for receiving nearby concerts. There
a crystal is fitted into a telephone and con-

I traced the wire from the receiving set to
an illuminated table lamp. This latest
novelty is quite interesting, for although
no laws of acoustics, wireless, or electricity are violated, the device works

binding post of the telephone with an umbrella or aerial wire. The aerial wire takes
the place of the tuning element, for when
one is so close to the source of energy, fine

I stepped into a wireless store in Chicago

from a local station, K Y W. Where it came
from, however, was quite a mystery, until

equally well as a loud speaker and lamp.

In the base of the lamp is located the
receiver unit, which carries the sound up
the lamp base, formed like a sound chamber. When it reaches the top it is deflected

nected directly to the magnet windings.
That is all there is to it, and concerts can
be heard quite clearly by connecting one

tuning is not necessary.
Naturally, such methods of reception are

limited in their uses, and unless one lives
"under the aerial" of a station, are merely
curiosities.

were created-i.e. when the wireless trans-

mitter was placed in operation-and the
circuit was tuned, it was found that at a
certain capacity the tube would light.

This marked the point where the wire
system and oscillator were' in resonance.
An illustration of this condition can be made

by comparing the_ wave motion set up by

an oscillator with the curves in a line of
rope when one end is fixed and the other
moved up and down with a steady motion
of the hand. When two parallel wires are
connected to the oscillator and just the
right tuning is obtained, the oscillations
passing to and fro will superimpose one
upon the other just as the curves in a piece

of rope would if a regular motion were
maintained, forming what is known as
" standing waves."

Short Wave -lengths Only.

When the tuning is proper and the circuit

is in resonance, it will be found that the
illuminated tube will go on and off if the
diverging wires are short-circuited at cer-

tain points. When the tube is off this indicates that a point of no voltage has been
found, and the distance between the wires
there is equal to half a wave -length. It is
then a simple matter to estimate the
length of the wave with a yardstick.

Mr. Edward Davis with the set with which he received the broadcast details of the Wills-Firco
fight recently.
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HOW TO MAKE

AN AUDIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER
WITH A VARIABLE GRID -BATTERY.
By M. J. CHUGHTAI.
The amplifier described in the following article contains a grid battery of four cells with a switch to regulate the
voltage. When connected to a crystal set it will work a loud speaker with unusual clarity and lack of distortion.
APIECE of metallic wire falling over

the bare terminals of a valve set

has often been the cause of " blowing " the valves, which can be prevented
by replacing the ordinary terminals by the
sockets into which fit insulated plugs, so
that there is no liability of the terminals
being short-circuited

when a piece of

The most suitable resistance for
the filament resistance is about 5 ohms,
and the transformation ratio of the inter valves.

valve -transformer of a reliable make should
be preferably 1 : 5. The pocket -lamp bat-

teries often used for H.T. work provide

excellent cells for the grid battery, and the
best four should be selected, after testing
with a voltmeter, as it is not
always possible to change the

cells frequently when they

are once fixed in their proper
position.

The lay -out of the panel
is shown in Figure 4, from
which the positions of the

The theoretical diagram

of

wiring is

given in Figure 3, while Figure 5 gives the
actual wiring of the panel. The difficulty of

soldering the wires to the grid battery is
got rid of by connecting the cells in series
before they are fixed in their proper position.

Care should also be taken in insulating the
grid cells, and the suitable material for the

purpose is waxed paper wrapped two or
three times round each cell.
Neat Method of Wiring.

The wire used for connections is No. 21
S.W.G. tinned copper wire, which is carefully soldered by means of a small soldering

iron, as a large one is apt to make the

necessary holes can be marked

components too hot, with the consequent
danger of injury to the panel and the com-

8 in. long, .41 in. wide,
and I in. thick. The ordinary
matt ebonite sheet being
brittle to work, polished

ponents themselves.

on the ebonite sheet, which
is

ebonite should be used for
the purpose, which can be
given a matt surface, after
being drilled, by rubbing its

The connections with
the transformer are made by soldering the
wire on to small copper strips fixed under
4 5'
a

0

0

4-

surface with fine sandpaper.
The position of the valve Fig. 1.

holders and the grid cells is

The amplifier with two plugs in position.

wire happens to fall on them. The amplifier described below is fitted with ordinary
valve sockets instead of the terminal
screws, and the connections are made by
putting in suitable plugs made from valve
legs.

The amplifier, which contains a grid

battery of four cells with a switch to
regulate the potential, when connected to a
crystal set works a loud speaker so that it is
distinctly heard in a large room, and the
application of the correct negative potential
to the grid of the valve nearly doubles the
volume of the sound emitted.
Details of Construction,
The components should

be carefully

selected, as a cheap transformer is liable to
give distortion, while a rheostat of 25 ohms
resistance is practically useless for the

shown in Figures 2 and 5.

Two wooden pieces M, a in.
thick, 31- in. high, and 11 in. wide, arc fixed

on the underside of the panel by long
wooden

screws,

and behind these
is screwed an
ebonite sheet N,

43,

4

in. thick, 4 in.
long, and 11 in.

wide, in the

w

middle of which
is fixed the valve holder shown

at V., Fig. 5.
The grid cells,
diagram
four in number, Fig. 3. Theoretical
of circuit.
are fixed on the
'
inner side of the wooden pieces, two

Ft

1.,;10

ebonite piece E, which is hollowed near the

ends to hold the cells firmly in position.

fixed in its proper position R, Figure

8.

Varying the Grid Bias.

The variation of the grid potential is

effected by the switch G, Figure 6, com-

prising an ordinary switch arm and six
contact studs fixed in a semicircle.

When

the arm is on the first stud, the transformer is disconnected from the valve, while

the connections are made when the switch
arm is at the second stud, and -on moving

the arm to the third stud the Valve grid
receives a negative potential of 1'5 volts,
which is increased as the arm is moved
Position of rheostat and grid batteries.

further on the remaining three studs.

0

0

Having fixed the grid battery and the
valve -holder, the rheostat can next be

Fig. 2.

40-

being clamped on each piece by a small

0

Fig. 4.

2

3

M.

The panel drilling measurements

the terminals; in fact, the wiring becomes
much neater if copper strips are used with
every terminal than without them. Figures
2, 3, and 5 show the wiring of the panel,
with copper strips fixed to every terminal.

Figure 6 shows the place of the panel

fittings, G being the switch to regulate the
grid potential, and R the filament resistance

for controlling the filament current ; between

these two is fixed the valve window. W.
The pair of sockets marked I.P. are the
(Caqinued on page 494.)
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same tone and quality as received on the
crystal set itself. The value of the H.T.
battery used is about 75 volts, which re-

AN AUDIO -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER.

quires &negative potential of 3 volts for the

grid of the valve running on a

(Continued from page 493.)

with the receiver-while those marked O.P.
are the output terminals. The sockets for
high-tension and low-tension batteries are
marked H.T. and L.T. respectively.

The cabinet for the completed panel,

whose dimensions are given in Figure 9,

4 -volt

accumulator, though the exact value of the
grid bias may vary with the type of valve

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O A 41 0 0 0 0 A. AL input terminals-i.e. those to be connected

used.

Fig. 7.

The arrangements of plug and sockets.

the sockets can be very easily made by
clamping together two pieces of ebonite
B, Figure 7, 1 in. long, t in. wide,

in. thick, by a screw and a nut
L, and then drilling two holes A in.

and

diameter and 1 in. apart along the surface
of 'contact of the two pieces. The °pieces
are then undamped, and the valve legs E,
at the ends of which are soldered the ends
of the flexible wires A, are -inserted in the
grooves. The two pieces are then clamped
together by the screw L, which holds the
two legs in position, thus forming a suitable
plug to fit in the sockets.

The connections with the sockets are

made by soldering, the wires to the copper
strips 11, Figure 7. The sockets thus
fitted have a much neater appearance than
the terminal screws themselves. This arrangement also facilitates the connecting .of

the amplifier With the batteries and the
receiver.

The necessary constructional details in

this article are provided by the accompanying photographs and diagrams, which are all
drawn to given scales, and it requires very
little skill to construct the above amplifier by
following them.
Distortionless Results.

The results may be extremely unsatisfactory if the batteries are not connected
properly-i.e. if their positive and negative
poles are connected to wrong terminals.
Fig. 5.

The actual wiring of panel.

can be easily made from a piece of wood
5 in. wide, 4 feet long, and in. thick.
Figure 1 shows the completed amplifier.

It

is possible to get good reception when the
H.T. battery is properly connected while
the L.T. battery is not, but the results are

41 ar

O

4. 0O

A> <1 41 4. Drs,

A NOVEL ARRESTER.
00

000

<>-4><>-

TWO large W.O. telephone terminals,

two heavy type brass pen nibs, and a
short length of slate pencil are the only

parts required to construct a very useful
lightning arrester which can either be

to a separate base and attached to the
window frame.
in the sketch.

The method of fixing the valve sockets to

serve as the terminals is clearly shown in
7.-

A/

The dimensions of the box.

mounted on the panel of a receiver or fitted

The Plug-in Sockets.

Figure

Fig. 9.

The idea is clearly shown

The two sockets C are first

fixed by nuts K to a thin ebonite strip G,
which is 11 in. long. 1- in. wide, ands in.

thick. This ebonite piece is fixes with the
panel D by means of a long -screw N, with a

piece of ebonite
tube M between
them to keep the

sockets nearly

-

6,

flush with the
panel. The hole
drilled i n t h e

,.,

JD

0,,

la

Cr.

0.

9
.

screw N should
be less in

diameter than
the

external

diameter of the

screw, which on
screwing

will

thread the panel
itself, thus avoid-

.
Fig. O.

'

The terminals should be clamped to the

panel for the

.

-?

Showing panel
mountings.

ing the use of an
extra nut.

The plug for

ebonite about 2 inches apart, one being
Fig. 8. Plan of valve and rheostat positions.

connected to the aerial and -the other to the
earth terminal in the usual way. The pen

nibs are adjusted until there is a space of

Diagram 5.

about If in. between their points, the
small clamping screws then being screwed
down very firmly.

crystal set works a loud speaker, loud
enough to be heard clearly in a large room,
and the music, both vocal and instrumental,
is absolutely distortionless, being of the

supersede the A to E change -over switch, it
will be found very useful in passing heavy
electrical discharges which might otherwise
damage the delicate 'phone windings.

further improved if the L.T. and H.T.
batteries are connected as indicated in

The amplifier when connected with a

Although this device is not intended to
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THE BELFAST BROADCASTING STATION.
DETAILS ABOUT 2 B E.
By T. P. ALLEN
(Our Correspondent in Belfast).

0000000 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 00 0 0 00 <><><><>0 00 0 0 00
AT last the first Irish broadcasting
station has opened, and seems already
to be established firmly in the every-

day lire of Belfast and the surrounding
country.

The offices and studio are situated at
31, Linenhall Street, a central and convenient site for artistes and others attend -

station buildings, where the transmitter is

situated. The horizontal portion of the
aerial had to be considerably shortened since

erection, as, on test, the original arrange.
ment gave a wave -length much in excess
of the 435 metres needed.

The studio is about three-quarters of a

mile from the transmitter, and is connected

0 0 4 0000000000000

across the North Channel. this portion being
about 25 miles long, so technical difficulties
were present in obtaining undistorted
speech and music at this end. The B.B.C.
engineers deserve the greatest credit for the

way in which they have met these difficulties, and on the opening night the speech
from London was vastly superior in quality
to that from the local studio. Earl Haig's

speech was the best S.B. that I have ever

listened to, and everyone was commenting
on its clearness.

Items That Broadcast Badly.

The trouble now with the land -line is not
distorted speech, but interference. On

some nights the news is almost unintelligible, due to the amount of what appears

to be interference caused by induction from

some neighbouring wires carrying high-

speed Morse, such as that used in working
Creed machines. But, given a quiet period

on the line, the speech and music from

London is excellent.
The modulation of the Belfast station has

greatly improved during the first week,

and the speech and music from our studio is
now quite satisfactory.

One has one's doubts about the desir-

ability of broadcasting choir music, such as
we had on the first night. The majority of

listeners with whom I have discussed the
matter since are quite convinced that

choir music does not broadcast well, and that

the B.B.C. would be wise in limiting the
amount of such music transmitted. In
fact, I have not heard a single listener say

The 6kw. Transmitter at the Belfast Station.

ing the studio. The space now occupied by

the offices and studio was originally one
large flat, and this had to be divided off
into the various rooms necessary for the
staff.

The

studio itself is approached

through a winding corridor, which divides
the various offices, all of which are situated
on the second floor and above the B.T.H.
Company's Belfast premises.

that he liked the choir music on the opening

by a double land -line, a telephone being
provided for communication between the
engineers and the studio staff.

The land -line which brings us our S.B.
from London is carried by submarine cable

night, and I am quite sure that it was not
the fault of such an excellent choir.
A real treat is before listeners on October
16th, when Miss Erskine and Miss Warnock,
(Continued an page 498.)

The corridors

are liberally placarded with requests for

silence, and a waiting -room is provided for
artistes ; those wishing to listen -in while
waiting their turn may do so.
Initial Difficulties Overcome.

The studio is treated in the same way as
those " across the Channel," and is draped

and carpeted, and has a canopy of light

fabric, all with the idea of reducing echo.
As a matter of fact, the draping was not
finished when the station commenced its
present experimental transmissions.

The transmitting gear is erected at the

Belfast Corporation's electric station at

East Bridge Street, which is now acting as
a sub -station for the new Harbour Power
Station, and supplies the transmitter with
the necessary electrical energy.
The aerial is of the sausage -type, and is
suspended from the two tall smoke -stacks
of the electric station, the sausage -type

lead-in, being taken to the rear of the

The Control Room at the Belfast Station.
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The pillar which carries the
swivelled

A CHAT ON WAVES.
-O. -0

SEEING that certain waves, designated
electrical

or ether waves, play so

important a part in wireless, a few
words on them will, it is thought, not be

0..0.

characteristics. They travel at a definite
speed according to the conducting medium ;
and their speed remains the same, no matter
what the size of the wave may be.

amiss. It is necessary before wireless can be

thoroughly understood, to obtain a sound
knowledge of wave motion on which the
science is founded.

All must have a conducting medium, and
in the case of wireless this medium is known

as ether, a substance which, it is thought,
permeates all space. All waves, too, possess

the property of propagating themselves

radially from a certain point. If we throw a

stone into a pool of water the resulting

ripples or waves all have their origin at the
spot where the water was displaced
the
stone.

If a wave, during

travels, comes into
contact with any body it will produce in that
body a disturbance similar to the one which
started the wave. There is a point concerning
wave motion which the beginner in wireless

will do well to understand.

It is this :

Although a wave travels from one part of a
medium to another, the medium itself does
not travel except for a slight motion of its
particles, it remains where it is.
Measurement of Waves. The measurements of waves often proves
isconcerting to the newcomer to the science.

A complete wave therefore consists of the

part above and the part below the surface
of a medium. Velocity or speed of radiation

is the distance a wave will travel radially
in one second. The number of completed
waves which pass a given point in one second
constitutes the wave's frequency.
-

Another definition of frequency can. be
made in terms of wave -length. For example :

If we take two points of a pond 100 feel
-apart, the total number of waves included
between these two points -in. a second will
be the frequency, because all of them will
have passed the first point in that time.

A simple table for the measurement of
waves is as follows : Frequency equals
velocity divided by wave -length ; velocity
equals frequency multiplied by wavelength ; and wave -length equals velocity
divided. by frequency.
Pressure Waves.

Besides the waves which travel on the

surface of a medium, there are those which
travel in a medium. These are known as

pressure waves, and have the following

arm is
means of

end of the revolving pillar. The connecting
wire from this is preferably soldered to the
brass strip.
An Ideal Selector.

This makes an ideal selector switch for

H.T. batteries made up from unit cells.

for this purpose the arm makes contact

Electrical waves, or ether waves, as they
are sometimes called, am produced in the
same way as pressure waves, since really they

are pressure waves. The displacements of
the ether are caused by the electrical charges
in the aerial. The origin of the pressure used

in this case is the condenser.

During a

complete cycle of operations the condenser
is charged positively, then discharged, next
charged negatively, and finally discharged
again. If during each cycle the condenser
is charged to the same extent, the resulting
waves will be continuous waves, but if the
charges gradually grow weaker and weaker,

we shall get damped waves. Whilst the
condenser is being charged, a current of
electricity will flow in the aerial, and will
cease to flow when the aerial becomes fully
As soon as it ceases to flow, the

,charged.

current will commence to go back in the
opposite direction. It is, therefore, constantly flowing backwards and forwards, and
becomes an oscillating current. These
oscillations govern the frequency of the wave.

with one stud before leaving the other, and

thus short circuits one of the cells every
time an adjustment is made.
With the present arrangement this is
completely obviated, it being possible to
lift the arm clear of one contact before it
is made to engage the next.
0 0 0 -0- -0-

THE BELFAST BROADCASTING STATION.
(Continued from page 495.)

of Belfast, are to broadcast some humorous
duologues in the Ulster dialect.
Many of these delightful pieces are
written by Miss Warnock, and I understand

that she has been asked to write one

specially for broadcasting. The many
Belfast people who have had the
privilege of hearing these two ladies will

welcome their first appearance before the

microphone, and I am sure that distant
listeners will thoroughly enjoy these dialect

tude, the length, the velocity, and the

below.

by

When the ordinary multiple switch is used
Electrical Waves.

These measurements consist of the ampli-

frequency. We will take them in their turn.
By amplitude is meant the distance from
the highest point to the normal level. Thus,
a wave six inches above the normal surface
of a mediiim would be six inches amplitude
or height. The length of a wave is the
distance from the crest of one wave to the
crest of the next If we notice the surface of
a pond over which a wave is travelling, we
shall see that only part of the wave is above
the surface of the water ; the other part is

panel

a spring washer and two lock nuts in
the manner indicated at C. A small
strip of spring brass, X, is secured at one
end to the under side of the panel, the
other end being sprung hard against the

By T. C. ECCLES.
A short article for the new amateur,
0 .0 0.

to the

pieces.

A NEAT
MULTIPLE SWITCH.
00
MOST readers are acquainted with those
useful little sets of switch parts now
on the market. These are specially

intended for panel Mounting, and may

obtained in
complete sets for

be

making up any

type of
Thus an
enthusiast may
desired
switch.

purchase

one

arm with pillar
and

two

split

pillars, as shown

Forthcoming Events.

Other forthcoming events are the recitals
of Miss Edith Mathews, L.R.A.M., and the
" appearance " of Miss Carrodus. Taylor.
Miss Mathews is a well-known teacher of
voice production, while Miss Taylor's 'cello
music will now be familiar to Belfast
listeners, as she assists the station orchestra
on their special Wednesday evening programmes.

Our announcers have excellent voices,
especially Mr. Guthrie and Major Thompson.

By the time these lines are in print

we will be having our own Children's Corner,
under the direction of Miss Eva Kerr. If the
Children's Corner is as good as Uncle
Mungo's we should indeed he satisfied.

at A, to make a

The Interference Problem.
A great deal of controversy is goinr, on in

one arm and one

Belfast about the interference caused by the
local station with the reception of the other

S.P.D.T. switch,

pillar to make a
cut - out
switch, and so on
up to a complete
D.P.D.T. switch.
Now if a dozen
simple

or so of the split
pillars are pur-

chased and fitted

to the panel in

radial formation

as shown at B,
one has a very

neat and efficient
multiple switch.

stations of the B.B.C. This is- a serious

problem for the user of a multi -valve set, and

every listener has not the technical knowledge necessary to make and use a supersonic

set,

as

recommended

by

Capt.

Eckersley, and will have to do the best
they can with wave traps.
But. I'm afraid that, so far as the
ordinary ' listener is concerned, he will

have to be content to lose Glasgow and

Newcastle at least.
Each installation
would really heed individual tiOlatment

to cut down the amount of interference,

and no

general

much value.

solution would

be of
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The Name to Know/

Radio

" Is it natural ? "
Does your receiver reveal the real qualities of the
human voice ? Does it give you the changing inflection registered by varying emotion and expression, or
bring the technique of the trained singer? Or yet the
strains of a delicate instrument throbbing with nervous
life beneath the hands of a master ; the beautiful texture

of the notes of a skilfully woven melody-are they detected with ease ?-is their fineness unblemished ? Let
Brandes receiving instruments achieve this end for
YOU-the "Matched Tone" Headphones and Table Talker bring your receiver to life with no hint of the
distance between. Let them give the thought to your
imagination that you stand watching the actual per-

formance-that you are but a step away from the
golden voice. Ask your Dealer for Brandes.
All Brandes products are obtainable from
any reputable Dealer and carry our officiat
money -back guarantee

enabling you to

return them within zo days if dissattsfiea.

icAlatchges1 `Tone
HEADPHONES

25i.

fiabbie:7:Pker 42'
9/

one withBrandesaNakhed7One

A

Radio Headphones.
Then _Listen withi3randes

Table 7alker

Branles Limited 296 Regent St., W.I.

WORKS I Slough, Bucks.
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If you want to know how

Get this 84 -strand
special -alloy phos-

good your set is-test

phor bronze aerial
from your
dealers to -day. It
wire

on the Mars Aerial.

is spirally woven,
so that each strand
is air - insulated.

It has the
ohmic

it

Surely you have a friend

LI

who owns a Mars '- increase in volume and
over 30,000 have now clarity-if your present
been supplied.
set with 7 22's aerial is
Get him to try out your good, your present set
set on his aerial-the with the Mars aerial
results will exceed your will be just wonderful.

lowest

resistance

yet attained.

highest hopes.

it up from the
Don't worry about Weigh
technical standpoint -

0.1 i

making a super

V.f-ok

crystal set or a 80% greater surface
super valve set until area must make all the
you have proved the difference - and that's

difference the super

aerial will make to

your present outfit.

CLARTL

The Mars gives 50°

the superiority of the
Mars compared with
7.22's.

SPECIALITIES
Before making the Wireless Set you have in

mind, ask your dealer to show ycu the
range of Clarke's " ATLAS components.
Designed by experts, made by skilled work people, carefully tested, and thoroughly
guaranteed, it is impossible to get greater
value or more dependable components.

TheAERIAL
MARS
Costs 916. It's worth it !
E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.
Wellington Works, Welllield Rd., Preston.
Estab. over 40 years.

Tel. No.. Preston 122.
Telegraphic Address :
" Gold, Preston:.

Trade

supplied through
wholesale channels.

usual
cp

2

Clarke's " IMP " Crystal Receiver.

Regd. No. 4,447.

Measures 5 ins, by 3f Ms. by 31, ins. high.
adjustable crystal detector, crystal holder,

Fitted with
wave - length

adjuster and four terminals for phones, aerial and earth
finished

in

polished

mahogany

with all

metal

fittings,

nickel plated.
Can be worked with three or four pairs of head -phones and is
suitable for reception of the lower broadcasting wave -lengths

tuilitti DUPLEX

up to a range of about 25 miles.

Price 6 6 each.

RADIO 0 BASKET
COILS.

The most
inductance coil
efficient

made for

short waves,
mounted on

standard
plugs.No wax
or
varnish
used.

Number

Mounted

Mounted with
Re -action Reverse
Switch.

Umnourited. Number

25
35

1
1

6

3
3

0
3

0

9

9

1

0

50

2

0

3

2

3
9
0
6
9

3

1
1

3

75
100
150
175

6
9
3

2
2
2
3

3

200

2
3
3
3

Postage : 3d. each.

4
4
5

6
0

5

3

25
35

9

6

-

50
75
100
150

9

175

0

200

Set of eight coils post free.

If your dealer cannot supply we send post free if you mention his name and address,

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON. N.J.

Liberal Trade Terms.

LIST FREE.

:

Clarke's " ATLAS " L F. Intervalve Transformers.
Tested with 500 volts across the minding and also tested in
pairs for transformer " Howl ratio 41 to I, guaranteed
for 12 months.

Price 12:6 each.

Say "ATLAS" and be Safe
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

H. CLARKE & Co. (Manchester) Ltd.
RADIO ENGINEERS

Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.
'Phones: 683f 793 Trafford Park. 'Grains: "Pirteid, Monefic.;(cr."
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Get this

wireless
book

free!

The Book of M 0 V. has been written and com-

piled by radio experts at Marconi House and
the Osram Lamp Works. The most interesting
and instructive work of its kind ever produced,
it

issued

is

gratis

by the

proprietors of

irMARGON' --VALVEC
THE SRAM LAMP WOR KSJ

Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

The Book of M 0 V is a work of reference
invaluable alike to the beginner and the experienced experimenter. It should be in the hands
of every wireless enthusiast. The voucher below
entitles you to a copy.
Fill in and post
this Voucher

/'

now-
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Get the Valve in
the Purple Box
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Copiesof TheBook of MOV may

also be had from Wireless and
Electrical Dealers, Stores, etc.
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Announcement of The
Valve Company,Ltd.
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The Loud
Loud Speaker Superlative
Amplion Loud Speakers are world-famous for sensitivity, full volume, clarity and wonderfully natural
tone-qualities due to the incorporation of many
exclusive features including a non -resonating sound
conduit

with

wood horn and an improved unit

embodying the " floating " diaphragm.
Write for Illustrated List W.D.11, post free.

ALFRED GRAHAM & COMPANY (E. A. GRAHAM)
St. Andrews Works, Crofton Park

::

LONDON, S.E.4

1924,
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A RADIO RETROSPECT.
By F. G. LIPSTONE,
O 0. </ AT </ A1 L. </ 41 A> 0 0 0 41 0 A. A

"

2L 0 calling the British Isles," says the
announcer, and the statement nowa-

days leaves us entirely unmoved.

The thought that every word spoken in the

studio at 2, Savoy Hill is heard simul-

taneously throughout Great Britain,' and,
in fact, all Europe as well, interests us a
little, if we think about it, but it does not
thrill us.

In the " Good Old Days."
Yet two years ago we should have sat with
bated breath, wondering at the latest marvel
which brought almost every town and village

in the country within

T0A

A/ 4/ 0 0 0 A/ 0 A/ 0 0

nouncers, it was found, were not- common.
We soon began to recognise some of those
that stayed, however, the soft sympathetic
voice of Captain Lewis, the rich musical
tones of Mr. Rex Palmer, and the bubbling over -with -humour announcements of Mr. L.
Stanton Jefferies.

We don't envy the new announcer when
he- is confronted with his first programme.

Captain Lewis didn't like the job a bit at
first.

Mr. Burrows was called away suddenly to

go to the North of England, and Captain
Lewis undertook to announce the Sunday

reach of a building by

the side of " Father

0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
howls, and chirps. It was then that he, in
the words of the advertisement, " gave out
the following statement," a statement which
will live down through the ages : " If the
_pitch of the note alters when you turn your

tuning handle it is you, and please, oh,

please don't do it ! "

Criticism Displaces Wonder.

Oscillation has decreased a good deal

since those days, but we have by no means
heard the last of it. P.P.E. made sure that
all should know what oscillation sounded

like, and gave us a very true imitation.
His talks are always
illustrated with imitations. Recently he

Thames."

made a noise like an

Broadcasting we

atmospheric, and if he

certainly had two

were asked to make

years ago, but it was
-well, just broadcasting.

a noise like a grid leak
or an L.F. transformer,

For a be-

we've no doubt he'd
have a good try !
The press was en-

ginning, it was good,
but the concerts to
be heard via the ether
then would not satisfy

thusiastic about broad-

casting, and gave un-

us now.

limited space to articles

In those days, our
old friend, Mr. A. R.
Burrows, was

on the subject, some-

times by very ques-

" the

tionable

" experts " !
One writer cheerfully

voice at 2 L 0," and
it was the only voice
2 L 0 had for quite a

told his readers that

" This is 2 L 0,
Marconi House, London, calling. We are

you could always tell
when 2 L 0 was transmitting because of the
large blue sparks that
could be seen on the

short concert of half

aerial ! The technical
terms of wireless rather

time.

about to transmit a

an hour's duration.
A " Sportsmen Ali " dinner party at 2 L 0. Mr. Rex Palmer can be seen on the extreme lent (sitting),
confused the printers,
and Mr. 0. A. Lewis standing at the back.
Stand by for three
too. We saw adverminutes, please."
tisements for radio
An anxious pause, during which we scraped evening programme. His constant ansets, " without VALUE," and advertiseour cat's -whiskers, or adjusted our con- nouncements to a mysterious " C.Q." ments for " TURNING coils." A little
densers, waiting for the concert to begin.
aroused the curiosity of many listeners who
informative " ad." mentioned that the conAnd how we enjoyed it ! How we hung on
were not familiar with the jargon that certs " which were carried on the air waves

every note ! What matter if the lady
singer's voice did " blast " the microphone
when she reached her top notes ? Why
worry if the piano did sound like a dulcimer ?

The microphone had a delicate lisp, too, in
those days. - It used to make Mr. Burrows
say, " Thith ith- 2 L 0 Marconi Houth,

London, calling." Did we mind that ?
Not a bit. We knew that things were just
beginning, so to speak, and the engineers
would soon put things right. And they did.
After much " 2 L 0 tethting. Thunday,

Monday, Tuethday, Wednethday, Thurthday, Friday, Thaturday," and so on, intermingled

with readings from

motoring

journals and the daily papers, we began to
notice an improvement. The programme

organisers began to get ambitious, too.

One Saturday night we had our

first
orchestral concert from 2 L 0, and a wonderful success it was.

Fresh voices " appeared " at the micro-

phone ; some came to stop, others went
after a day or two's trial. Perfect an -

originated in the spark and coherer days.
The atmosphere of the old 2 L 0 studio,
which was originally a cinematograph
theatre on the top floor of Marconi House,
was noted for its thickness " and it wasn't
long before " Caractacus " had a splitting
headache. He confessed afterwards that
he would have handed the job over to anyone " for a bag of monkeynuts " !
A Gift to Posterity.

We had the " canaries " in those days,
much worse than now, and 2 L 0 used to
give out the names of the districts where

oscillation was preventing reception. But
affairs grew worse-the howlers increased
their activities just in order to hear the name
of their district announced from the studioand all in the days when reaction was strictly
forbidden!
Oscillation did one good thing-it roused
Captain Eckersley and he made that
memorable speech condemning those who
made the night hideous with their shrieks,

" could be received on a - receiver.

But we didn't worry much about mistakes
of that nature, then.

The concerts, of course, began to improve
every week, and now we might say that they
have become almost as perfect as possible.
One or two matters might be criticised.
It has been said that many of the " talks "

broadcast are so much waste, as the an-

nouncement that so-and-so would now give
a talk on " Animal Life in Jugomthribanzi
is the signal for a general " switch off." We
might deplore the number of " quartettes "
that render " Drink to me only," and " Off

to the woods away " during the Sunday
programmes, or the disinterested way in

which some of the announcements are made.
After a whole year of listening to their music,

the Savoy bands are beginning to pall, and

many deplore the fact that 2 L 0 hasn't a

dance band of its own, instead of " lifting "
music from elsewhere.

We no longer wonder at wireless.
listen to it, and criticise.

We
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another by a battery manufa cturer, and
the third by an advertising agency. It
was found that about half the total
sets sold were on the tuned -anode system.
Regenerative sets comprised about 33
per cent of the total, whilst multi -valve
sets, such as super -heterodyne, were placed
at 14 per cent.
Resistance -Coupled Amplification.

site end of the glass bulb, and the same

The relative merits of resistance -coupled
and transformer -coupled audio -frequency
amplification are discussed by the Scientific American." According to that journal,
resistance -coupling is slowly gaining favour
in the U.S.A., in spite of the fact, urged by
its opponents, that its amplification is

respective pins in the second cap.
Thus the grid and anode are common to

other hand, makes for the reduction of

Conducted by 3. H. T, ROBERTS, D Sc., Flust.P.
Filament Sag.

AWRITER in the " Irish Radio News ''

gives directiondfor removing the filament from contact with the grid, should
a valve have become a victim to this particular misfortune. The method is as follows.
Take a two -volt cell and connect one terminal
to one filament -pin and the other terminal

to the other filament -pin and to the grid pin. Then hold the valve in such a way
that the filament may fall away from the
grid under the action of gravity, and give
the glass a number of careful taps on the

grid and anode are connected to their

both ends, so to speak, but each end
operates a different filament. An ebonite
cap is provided to cover up the projecting
pins in the upper end of the valve-that is,
the end which is not in use-so as to prevent
accidental contacts.

relatively low.
Resistance -coupled amplification, on the

loud -speaker distortion, and, as regards its
amplifying power, it is computed that three
resistance -coupled stages are equivalent to
two transformer -coupled. It would be in-

teresting to know the relative favour in
which these two methods of

Most Popular Circuit.

An investigation was conducted

amplification are held
British experimenters.

by

Atomic Energy.

underside with- a piece of wood.
If the filament suddenly becomes some-

lately in America to find out the

order of popularity of the different
receiving circuits used for com-

A good deal of popular
misapprehension seems to exist

that it has come away from the grid. One or

having been the subject of mud

bring it to a safe position. Two volts only

mercial sets. Three separate
questionaires were conducted from different parts

should be used.

a wireless magazine,

what duller, this is stated to be evidence

two further taps should be sufficient to

-presumably for a 4 or 6 volt filament-

largely owing to the matte

newspaper publicity, upon thf
possibility of extracting larg

of the country-one by

(Continued ou page 342.)

Matt -Surfacing Ebonite.

In the same journal is a method of removing the glossy surface from ebonite
panels. A glossy surface promotes the

condensation of moisture and gives rise to
electrical surface leakage. Wireless panels
should be of dull or " matt " surface. They
may be made so by rubbing, in two directions at right angles, with fine emery -

paper, finishing with a cloth with a few
drops of sewing -machine oil soaked into it.
Wired Wireless in France.

The Union des Syndicats de l'Electricite

of Paris and the Societe Francaise des
Electriciens are carrying out tests with a
view to the adoption of the systems of wired

wireless, which has been developed principally in the United States. This system
is sometimes known as " guided radio,"
and is thought by many experts to be the

radio system of the future. By its use,
wireless may be broadcast in a limited

sense, being guided along power -lines and
other conductors.
A New Valve.

A patent recently granted to A. P. Port way (218;784) describes a construction for
a wireless receiving valve which is ingenious,
and, if capable of successful commercial

manufacture, ought to meet a demand.

The valve contains two filaments, so that
when one is burnt out the other may be
used ; this idea is not new, but it is the
method of construction which- deserves
mention.

One of the filaments is connected, to-

gether with the grid and anode, to the

contact pins in a cap at one end of the glass
bulb, in the usual way. The other filament
is similarly connected to contact pins in a
second cap which is attached at the oppo-

W N Y C, the Municipal Broadcasting Station, New York City.

reception from W N Y C.

Several amateurs have reported good
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ICRYSTAL AND VALVE RECTIFICATION.
By Lieutenant -Commander H. W. SHOVE, D.S.O.,

This is an article for the student of wireless, showing the similarity between two different types of rectifiers.
<7>

0000000O000
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point at which this particular crystal should
be worked. This is. the case with most of
the crystals used in W.T. But there is no
physical necessity about it. Carborundum,

WHEN a " new chum " first decides to
take up wireless, he usually begins,
if he is fortunate enough to live anywhere near a broadcasting station, with the
purchase or, construction of a crystal set.
If he understands anything of the theory

complete novice, is apt to be 'misleading,
and more particularly tends to make him
think that when he tackles the valve -he is
up against some wholly different kind of
moment contend that the action (even the

Thus we use a battery with this crystal,

this :

rectifying action alone) of a valve is as easy

which keeps a steady pressure of the required

of the apparatus it generally amounts to

" The waves in the ether (often, by the

way, confounded with the air) set up oscilla-

action from that of the crystal he has
hitherto used. Now, I would not for a
to understand as that of a crystal.
But there is far more similarity between

them than the above crude statement,

taken literally, would lead one to suppose.
By thinking in terms of variable resistances
instead of the less accurate idea of " one-

INCOMING W4YETRAIN (PRESSURE)

way conductivity," we shall be able to
appreciate this.

Al

A

IA

Not Unidirectional.

First, as to the rectification effect of a
crystal. It is not true to say that a crystal
will only pass current in one direction. The
real fact on which this popular idea is based
is that the resistance of certain substances

AVERAGE

11111

about 11 volts positive, as shown in Fig. 2b.

amount on the crystal when no signals are
coming in. There will then, of course, be a
steady current through the 'phones. This
steady current will not cause any sound, as
the diaphragms will only move, and so (by
beating the air) enable one to hear signals

when the attractive force of the magnet
varies with variations of current. It is not
current bat changes of current that cause
audible signals.
The arrival of signals will cause changes

of current greater in one direction than in

the other, and, consequently, audible sounds,
just as in the previous case when the steady
current was zero. The actual variations of

H.F. current above and below the normal,
whether that normal be zero or no, will not
be as in Fig. 1, but as in Fig. 3.

RECTIFIED WAVE-TRAIN/CURRENT)
DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING CRYSTAL
REC TIP/CATION

for instance, has the bend in its curve at

The Three Electrode Valve.

Fth./.

An examination of the curves in Fig. 2
will make this clear, and also that the
sensitivity-i.e. the difference between the

tions in the aerial, which- try to force a
current through the crystal alternately in
opposite directions. But the crystal will
only pass current in one direction, and

INCOMING WAYETRAIN (VARIATIONS OR PRESSURE).

therefore only tthose impulses which are in
:this direction 'will 'cause current to flow.

The result is that, instead of very rapid
alternations to which- the, telephones could

f

not respond; We get pulsationa all in 'one
average effect of a frequency to which the
telephones canesporid."
This, or something very like it, appears in
nearly all Meraentary text books, and
diagrams of crystal rectification such as

AVERAGE

(of which rectifying 'crystals are the most

pressures (potentials)' are trying to overcome that resistance. And, further, that
there is a " critical " potential at which a
more or less sudden change of resistance
takes place. We may plot .the relation

of the currents pasiing to the applied
electrical pressure causing them to pass as
a curve (Fig. 2).
Here the point marked zero On the scale

6000
y 5000

emu)
k 1000
kl

S

FIG

ta)

2

of pressure (voltage) corresponds to the
" potential " of the earth, and pressures

higher than this are called positive voltages,
while those lower are considered negative.
In the first case a current tends to flow from
the body considered to earth, in the second

CHARACTERISTIC

'CURVES

0

vice -versa.

We see that, for the crystal

considered, an increase of pressure above
-

-2

-1

OR ZERO VOLTS.
LINE Of STEADY
OR ZERO CORRENE

important)-- varies when different electrical

Crystal Rectifiestion.

4000
3000

LINE OF STEADY'

Mr. J. C. Stobart, B.B.C. Director of Education.

varying amplitude gives

direction, who

0

+2
/mat

+1

APPLIED POTENT/AL

1-3

(a) TREATED GALENA CRYSTAL
CARBORUNDLIM

the zero point causes a greater flow of
current in that direction than the flow in
the opposite direction due to an equal
decrease of pressure.

The " Critical " Point.

Fig. 1 generally accompany the statement.
As a matter of fact, the statement is a halftruth which, useful as it may be in giving
some sort of idea of " how it works " to the

This is because the bend in the curve
shown is exactly at zero volts-i.e. zero
volts is the " critical " pressure for the
crystal considered. So that this is the

RECT/F/ED WAVE rRAIN (CURRENT YARL4770N4
MORE ACCURATE Rti9ZiSENTA7741, Of CRYSTAL Recnricenav

values of the fluctuations in the positive
and negative directions respectively, and
consequent value of the average " audio frequency "

current pulsations, depends

on the sharpness of the bend in the curve.

This may vary at different points in the
same crystal, the curve when the cat's whisker is resting on some points being
practically straight (insensitive spot), and

at others very decidedly bent (sensitive
points).

Passing now to the three -electrode valve.

There are, as is generally known, two
methods of rectification with this device.
To take first that rarely used in this country,

but popular in America, and which makes
use of a principle very similar to that of the
crystal. Without going into the theory of
electron flow, etc., we may start by stating
this fact: That the resistance of the valve

to the passage of a current between the
(Continued on page 501.)

Popula
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CRYSTAL AND VALVE
RECTIFICATION.
(Continued from page 503.)

0 o 0 0 0 0 o oo 00000
filament and the anode varies with the
potential applied to the grid. And again-

without going into the theory-we may take
as a fact that there is a bend (as a matter of

fact there are two,) as shown in Fig. 4,
in the characteristic of this action corresponding to that in the case of the crystal.

With the valve whose curve is shown in
the figure, and which _is fairly typical of
British valves, we can therefore dispense
with " grid 4 bias," since the ordinate of
zero volts cuts the curve well in the middle
of this straight portion.
-

Action of the Grid Leak.

In this method of rectification we introduce another new factor, the time factor.
We institute a race, which may be roughly
described as between the applied potential
and the leak action, which is tending to
destroy this potential. What happens may
be thought of somewhat as follows :

The incoming oscillations try to make
the grid alternately positive and negative,
this action being conveyed freely through

Wireless Weekly, November 1st, 1924.
All

this seems a long way from our

original crystal system, but a careful consideration will, I think, suggest to the
heretofore uninitiated reader what I have
been trying to convey, viz., -that all three
systems can be considered to consist, so

far as the practical results in the outside
circuit are concerned, in the variation of

the resistance of a circuit due to variations
of potential (pressure) applied to the same
or to another interacting circuit. In the
first two cases we are relying on a sudden
change in the resistance at a critical value
of the potential. In the third case we are
piling up our differences by causing them

to take place faster than the apparatus
can neutralise them.

the condenser.

Still without burdening our minds with
" electrons," we may say that it is a property of the valve that negative charges,

7

6
5

though they can be applied to the grid
through a condenser, can only be dis-

4

charged through a continuous path leading

3

back to the filament. , Such a path is

2

so high that the charge induced by one wave

provided by the leak, but its resistance is

has not time to get away before the next

1

one comes along. This action only affects

864

2 4 6 8 10

2 0
GRID VOLTS

*
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE OF VALVE .
PO

the negative charges, so that the result is
that each succeeding positive impulse has
to start its work of reducing the filament
anode resistance from a point lower down
the characteristic curve-i.e. with -a higher

A TERMINAL TIP.
00000 000

-0- 0 -0.

WHERE a number of connecting wires
have to be joined to one terminal it
is usual to provide a small buss -bar,
to which the ends of the wires are soldered.
Alternatively the buss -bar may be fitted with

one or two small terminals, but for simplicity and neatness the idea outlined in

initial value of that resistance, than its
The steady anode current (which is always
necessary with a valve) is supplied by the
anode, or as it is commonly known, the H.T.
battery.

predecessor.

Potentiometer Control.

and the filament anode current is therefore
undergoing an average decrease which will

The function of the L.T. battery is simply
to make the filament glow, without which

the valve will not work, so that it has not

But now, instead of
applying our variations of potential direct
to be considered here.

to the circuit in which the 'phones are
situated, we apply them by means of
another (the grid) circuit.

The result, if we

are working at a bend, is exactly the same
as that in a crystal, except that the varia-

tions are magnified, due to the fact that
a three -electrode valve always amplifies
applied potentials. But this need not be
considered now, and is not really necessarily the case.
It is only a matter of detail design, though

of course the effect is of great value. We
adjust the initial grid potential to the correct value to work on the bend, just as we
did with the carborundum crystal, using as
a rule a potentiometer across the filament
battery (but any other effective method
could be employed). The result is again
as in Fig. 3, except that, as stated above,

the fluctuations will be amplified-i.e. a
stronger current will flow corresponding
to a given potential variation.

Similarity of Three Methods.

As a consequence the resistance is increasing throughout the train of waves,

cause an audible effect in the 'phones.
When the wave -train ceases the leak
action has time to make itself felt, and

(if the leak is of proper proportions to the
capacity of the grid and condenser) by the
time the next train starts the accumulated

charges have been got rid of, and the
apparatus is ready to start the same
series of -operations over again.
shown graphically in Fig. 5.

This is

the accompanying sketch is to be recommended. A medium -size telephone terminal is fitted to the panel in an inverted

position, and the hexagon nuts are replaced
with two milled nuts taken from an ordinary
terminal. Thus all soldering troubles are
eliminated, the ends of the connecting wires

being clamped in the lower terminal in the
usual way.

F/6.5
LEAKY CONDENSER- REC TIP/CAT/ON

0 -0- 0
LINE OFSTEADY
VOLTAGE

0 .0. 0.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-

AN ANTI -CAPACITY
HANDLE
D;.: .0. 0 .0. 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0.0

/NCOM/N6 WAViTRA/N7PRESSURE VAR/AT/ON5)

1:),1

o0o

TT is not often realised that an old motor]. cycle control lever makes a very
efficient anti -capacity handle. It ill
quite easily under the knob of any
NA

fit

L/NE OF STEADY CURRENT

Leak Rectification.

CONDENSE*

The greater number of British -made
valves are more efficient when used to

VULCANITE

MOO

LEVER

!MI

operate on a rather more complicated
system, the leaky grid condenser system.

But, bearing in mind that we are

still
using the same property of varying resistance

in the anode circuit by means of varying
grid, voltage, it becomes fairly easy of
comprehension.

In this case we make use,

not of a bend in the characteristic curve,

but of a straight portion between the bends.

CONDENSER

ACT/ON

LEAK
ACT/ON

RECT/F/ED MIVETRA/N7CIRREA7 VAR/41704

PANEL

variable condenser (see Fig.); and such
Levers are usually fitted with ebonite or
vulcanite handles.
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AFEW days ago amateurs were thrilled

to hear that Mr. J. Simmonds, of

Gerrard's Cross, had picked up a New
Zealand amateur giving the call sign
Z 4 A C, calling up U 5 M I and U 6 A 11 B.

Mr. Simmonds' call sign is G 2 0 D, and

he reports that the signal strength

of

Z 2 A C was very good, with a low musical
note. Subsequent reports stated that the

signals from Mr. Simmonds' transmitter

were strongly received in New Zealand.
Another amateur, Mr. Cyril Goyder, of
Mill Hill School, whose previous experiments have also been dealt with in
POPULAR WIRELESS in connection with
transatlantic work, heard the New Zealand
amateur Z 4 A A calling. Two-way trans world wireless communication was immedi-

ately established, and Mr. Goyder took
down the following message :
" Z 4 A A calling. Pass following to
Radio Society of Great - Britain.

Greetings from New Zealand."
Also this message :
" Z 4 A A calling. Pass following to
G 2 0 D your signals strong last night."
Mr. Goyder received these messages,

1924.

anticipated, again establish
communication.

are read, they will have transmitted the

following message to New Zealand :
To the Radio Society of New
Zealand congratulations on achieve-

ment and greetings from the Radio
Society of Great Britain."
The work of these two amateurs gives
one " furiously to think," as the French
would say. Working on short wave -lengths

and with practically insignificant power,

two British amateurs, one of them a school-

boy, have startled the world by their
experiments.
Some people have poohpoohed the importance of this work, and
have fallen back on the suggestion that
freak messages are nothing new. That
suggestion is by no means a satisfactory
explanation.
There is a technique in
amateur wireless work which few people
realise, who have not devoted hours and
hours to their work and to the perfection of
their apparatus and to the art of extracting
the maximum efficiency
materials.

from

limited

and
THE "P.W." CONSTRUCTORS' COMPETITION. -2

Dunedin, New Zealand."

On another page readers will find
the rules governing the big competidon for constructors, organized by if

A Wonderful Achievement.

" Popular Wireless," to be held at E
The White City Exhibition, corn-

E mencing November 15th.
E

Every reader of " P.W." is invited E. --

to participate in this competition.
No Entrance Fee required.

this country must feel a thrill of satisfaction

Despite restrictions, regulations and other
drawbacks, these two amateurs have

has been accomplished by British amateurs.
Mr. Simmonds, of Gerrard's Cross, is well-

work, and the sceptics who laugh at the
idea of there being established in the near

one to be proud of, and every amateur in

and pride that the first transworld " chat "

known to me by reputation, although I
have never met him personally. Some

proved more than once that there is a great
future for low power and low wave wireless

years ago now I first heard of him through

future a world-wide broadcasting service,
must be feeling rather foolish when they
read of the achievements of 11r. Simmonds

Cross, and who, although knowing nothing

and Mr. Goyder.
To them POPULAR WIRELESS extends

a friend of mine who lived at Gerrard's
about wireless, was often invited to Mr.

Simmonds' house to listen -in. This friend

of mine quickly imbibed Mr. Simmonds'
enthusiasm. Before very long he had
taken up wireless as a hobby, and, with

Mr. Simmonds to prompt him, quickly
became a most efficient experimenter.

Mr. Goyder is still a schoolboy at Mill

Hill School, but my readers will remember

that not many months ago he exchanged
messages across the Atlantic and estab-

its most hearty congratulations, and the
sincere hopes that they will carry on their

good work and mainlain the world's record
for amateur wireless work.
*

*

*

A Great Pioneer.

On November 6th one of the world's
greatest pioneers celebrates his eightieth
birthday. His name is Edouard Branly,

lished two-way communication for the

and he will always be associated with the
coherer, despite the fact that his researches

Mr. Goyder was personally congratulated

into other branches of physics have been of
enormous benefit to the world.

first time in the history of amateur work.

by the Prince of Wales when His Royal Highness visited Mill Hill School a little
while back.
Mr. Goyder and Mr. Simmonds are going

to continue their efforts and will, it

is

Branly has been attached to the Catholic

Institute, which might be united to the

Catholic University of Paris.
I quote from " The Times " as' follows :
" His personal sacrifices for his
faith have undoubtedly precluded him
from receiving many substantial
benefits at the disposal of the Government. It was discovered a few years
ago that his professional income was

less than twenty francs per day, and
a fund of several hundred thousand
francs was promptly raised by public

subscription through one of the newspapers.

With

characteristic

self-

denial Professor Branly utilised the
money for the reconstruction of his
laboratory. He was once offered a
munificently paid post as consulting
by

engineer

Signor

Marconi,

but

politely declined the offer, with the
explanation that he is a scientist and
not a consulting expert."

A Change of Fortune.
Some months ago readers may remember

interviewed this famous pioneer of wireless
and remarked in his article on the exceedingly adverse conditions under which

Professor Branly worked and how, in the
course of a conversation, the famous
Frenchman sadly, if philosophically, regretted his inability to reconstruct his laboratory

on modern lines. But apparently fortune
has changed for the better, and it is pleasant

to learn that this great pioneer is to be
feted on his eightieth birthday by his
scientific colleagues and by the French
nation.

*

in such a startling short space of time.

It is a really wonderful achievement, and

scientists. For many years now Professor

that " Ariel," when on a visit to Paris,

THE
WHITE CITY WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

received as well by Mr. Goyder, reading :
" Congratulations on first trans world message.-Dell, Waiheno,

There is no doubt that these messages

transworld

Quite possibly, by the time these words

gave his address, and then confirmed the
transmissions by cable. A cable reply was

are quite bona fide, and in consequence the
honour goes to British amateurs for being
the first to succeed in realising an ambition
which has long been talked of, but which
very few people thought would be realised
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It is good news to hear that the Radio

Club de France is arranging a great banquet

in honour of Branly's eightieth birthday,
and that members of the French Cabinet

will be present, together with many famous

Broadcast Education.

In last week's POPULAR WIRELESS I
referred briefly to " education " by wireless
and suggested that too much of it,
emanating from the aerials of the B.B.C.'s

stations, might be regarded with some
irritation by many listeners -in.

I have just received an Educational

Broadcasting Syllabus for October/December which might interest readers. It
includes a series of talks designed for
London and .the home counties : " Music,"
by Mr. Geoffrey Shaw ; " British Birds," by
Mr. E.
Mr. S.

Kay Robinson ; " Poetry," by
C.. Stobart (who is the B.B.C.
Director of Education), and " Men Who
Have Made History," by Professor A. J.
Ireland. " French Lessons " by l'Institute
.Frangais are included.

This syllabus is not for simultaneous
broadcast, as the B.B.C. stations outside
the London area are devoting their own
afternoon transmissions for schools.
I
understand that for the evening programmes
an adult education- scheme is being developed. Whatever the merits or demerits of

this scheme, I' am given to understand that
the B.B.C. have been Careful not to encroach

unduly upon the time usually devoted to
entertainment, music, news, etc.
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this must be fixed, owing to the passing of

the control -shaft through the panel. The
stator is mounted upon a platform ,or base
as shown in a similar manner to the rotor,
but this base is provided with two longitudinal slots, enabling it to be shifted along.
It is finally secured in the desired position
by means of two screws with broad washers.

The support of the rotor is mounted upon
two feet; to leave a space for the baseboard
of the stator to pass beneath.
Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Gramophone as Loud Speaker.
There are many gramophones which

Soldering Flux.

are fitted with a curved tube at the end
of the tone -arm, the type of neck being
sometimes referred to as " swan neck."
These tone -arms are readily adapted for

FOR soldering large work, " killed spirits,"

or " acid flux," as it is sometimes
called, is readier than rosin, and,
provided care is taken to wash off the
remainder of the flux when the work
is finished, there can be no objection
to its use.

But it is different when

small work is in question, particularly
line -wire electrical connections, which often

cannot be got at afterwards to wash them.
Here the use of acid flux is undesirable for
several reasons.

FEET TO

RAISE UP
ROTOR
NOUNTINC.

In the first place, corrosion

is apt to take place in the joint afterwards,

so that a bad or broken connection may
result. In the second place, whilst the

STATOR BASE

INCREASING YAR/OMETER RANGE. Fi6.2,

soldering is taking place, the flux sputters
and falls as fine drops upon surrounding
objects, often with the result that surface

SLOT

use with the headphones by the arrange-

leaks are produced upon panels or insulators.

Moreover, the acid tends to " creep " in
course of time, producing similar effects to
those due to sputtering. An excellent noncorrosive flux may be made by dissolving a
small quantity of rosin in methylated spirit.
It will be found that the rosin will dissolve

STATOR

FLAN

two short pieces of stout rubber tube upon
this, or, if that be not convenient, two stout
rubber discs, against which the 'phones

much more readily if it is broken up into
powder.
corked

This flux should be kept in a
bottle, and may be applied to

SCREW 8.
ASHER
itiCREA.5ING YARrONETER RANGE

of flux should always be used.

FIG1

a
switch for cutting the filament battery out
includes

ENDTUBE

GRAMOPHONE
TONEARA4

batteries are out of circuit,

The brass strips may be about 3 in. long
and 1 in. broad, and the springs secured
through them by means of a small hole.
This can easily be drilled in each end of
each strip, and the end of the spiral spring
wire is then inserted and bent over.

DRONE

BRASS

STRIP

whilst when in the right-hand
position the usual connections

between L.T. and H.T. batteries and one end
of the filament are
made.
Increasing Variometer Range.

GRAMOPHONEd
SMALL
HOLE

DRILLED

BRASS STRIP
SADDLE FOR
HOL 0/NG PHONES

AGAINST RUBBER
TUBE

in the H.T. circuit as well, however. The
switch shown herewith serves both purposes
at one movement.
The device will be practically self-

explanatory from the figure. A four -point
two -blade rotary switch is arranged, the

tween the stator
and rotor of the

shown in the

LOUDSPEAKER

It is a very good plan to have a switch

An arrangement
by which very
loose coupling and
line tuning be-

variometer may
be obtained is

GRAMOPHONE AS

connected by removing the wander -plugs.

stiff, connected together by spiral springs.

The proper length for the springs can
only be found by trial, but they should

RUBBER

SOLIPD BOX

of two short pieces of brass strip, fairly

filament return from the L.T. battery
being connected to point 2 and the negative

end of the H.T. to point 4, points 1 and 3
being blanks. The two blades are spaced
for alternate points, and when
in the left-hand position both

of circuit when the set is not in use. The
H.T. battery, however, is generally dis-

CURVED

(If pieces of rubber tube are
used, they should project beyond the end
of the metal tube about
or -It in.) A
saddle should then be made for securing
the 'phones in position. This may consist

will press.

116-

small work, by means of a hatpin or other
sharp object. The least possible amount
Combined Battery Switch.
Every wise experimenter

ment illustrated herewith.
Remove the curved end -tube, leaving the
short piece of right-angle tube exposed. Fit

instead

accompanying diagram. The rotor;
of being mounted

within the stator, is mounted
independently,! and the stator
is fixed to an adjustable base
so that it can be shifted nearer
to or further from the rotor.

The mounting for the rotor

will be clear from the figure ;

be short enough to hold the 'phones firmly
and securely against the rubber pieces.
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MULLARD D.F.A. VALVES give increased volume and clarity
from your loud speaker.

Just take out your last L.F. stage valve, and insert a Mullard
D.F.A. You will be delighted with the immediate increase in
pure volume.
In addition to this marked advantage, Mullard D.F.A. Master
Valves consume LESS current than your present valves, giving
longer life to your battery.

Ask for the D.F.A.0 if you use a 30/.
4 -volt battery

each.

Ask for the D.F.A.1 if you use a 35/.
6 -volt battery

each.

Leaflet V.A.3 gives full technical information.
Take greater care of your valves by using the Mallard Safety Disc, free
on request from your dealer. Send us his name and address if you cannot get what you want, and we will send him the necessary supplies.

IPVW

A tl*.

,

T

o.

Ad,!. --The Mullard Radio Valve Co,, Ltd, (PM.), Nightingale Lane, Balham, S.W.tz.
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NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

LIBERAL TRADE DISCOUNTS.

Three
More
BABYPHONE

JOHN

Ls

M

EBONITE
BASE.

DOUBLE
TUNING.

---

BEST
GRADE
ENCLOSED
DETECTOR.

Es iblisited 1828.

&SONS

Sure Sellers
2 VALVE REFLEX SET

(EQUAL TO ANY "STRAIGHT" 3 VALVE SET)
MAGNIFICENT MAHOGANY CABINET.

HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY THROUGHOUT.

ALL

B.B.C.

STATIONS

'PHONES - LOUD -SPEAKER

ON

STRENGTH UP TO coo MILES FROM STATION.
COILS, BUT EXPRICE INCLUDING

ALL

g10

ACCESSORIESTUNING

FITTINGS
HIGHLY
PLATED

10/6

NOVOCASTRIAN

POLISHED
MAHOGANY
CABINET.

HIGHEST

GRADE VARIOMETER TUNING.
BEST ENCLOSED
CRYSTAL
DETECTOR.
ALL

FITTINGS
HIGHLY
PLATED.
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GAINED BY FITTING
SQUARE LAW

The increased efficiency which the SQUARE LAW Type gives over
the old type with a straight capacity curve justifies the small amount
of trouble which becomes involved in the change. Existing sets
which are troublesome to tune and in which stations are difficult to
separate most certainly require SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS.
But it should be remembered that
w

come

disguised

in

sheen's

clothing-what appear to be SQUARE

LAW are merely old type.i. with

a

redesigned moving vane. This process
will not produce a true SQUARE LAW.

Our reputation as manufacturers of
precision variable condensers-instruments bearing our Regd. Trade Markcontinues to upheld the merits of the
J.B. SQUARE LAW.
Constructional

An accumulator will last from 10
to 12 times as long before requiring recharging when "Six Sixty"
dull -emitter valves are used.
There is no loss of signal

characteristics --- those

which have made our instruments of
world-wide renown-continue to surpass those in type; which cost double
the price..
A little consideration which all set
builders must bear in mind is that once
J.B. Condensers are fixed below 'the'
panel-they require no further attention-briefly, they are trouble -free.
ooi
96
'00025 - 69
'00075 9 - '0002 - 56
55'0001 - 53
'0005
9
Vernier - 4 6
0003 -

There are " J.B." models for

strength but a remarkable gain
in clarity, and less high-tens'on is

needed-a real economy valve.
FILAMENT VOLTS 1'8 to 2.
FILAMENT CURRENT '25 AMPS.

PRICE

20/ -

ever:,

Get then, from your
dealer, or direct.
Post : One, 6d. ; Two, 9th ; Three,
tuning purpose.

Post Free. Cash with Order.
Descriptive leaflets

free on application.
iaPOLAND ST-OXFORD

The ELECTRON COMPANY Ltd
Triumph House,
189, Regent Street, London, W.1.

LONDON - W. I.
(First Floor)

Barclays 198.
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WIRELESS FOR THE BEGINNER.
A NEW SERIES FOR AMATEURS.
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.
Here is the second of a new series specially written for the

amateur who has taken up wireless as a hobby this winter.
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PART II.-WAVES AND WIRELESS WAVES.
IT was stated in the previous article that
the electrical " records " of speech and
music are carried from the broadcasting
station to the receiver by means of waves,
and it is these so-called wireless waves "
we are now going to study. The chief
difficulties to the non -technical " listener in " seems to be that there is no very obvious
connection between we \ es and 'the various

DIRECT/ON

or

gives rise to another wave, and so on, the
energy which caused the original disturb-

ance being passed from one particle to
another of the material in which the disturbance is created.

In other words, the parent disturbance

propagates
itself-like bacteria-very
rapidly and prolifically, each new member of

the family appearing farther from the

original parent than the one
which it follows. So that
what one really sees on the
surface of the ocean is not a
series of waves moving to-

L- ONE WAVELENGTH -4-1

1

ing is that a wave appears at

DIAGRAM OF 5-RANSVERSEWAVE.

and after a certain interval
another appears there, and
then another ; as this process is

occurring at every other point
also, the eye is deceived and

we are led to think that the
humps of water are moving

tones and timbres of an orchestra, and that
anyhow the alleged waves cannot be seen
or felt.
What is a Wave Y

I well remember that after one of my
lectures someone asked me how there could
be waves in space unless space had a sueace.
I think the inquirer had no notion of waves
apart from those he had seen at the seaside.

However, I appreciate fully the difficulty
people may have in conceiving waves
which, like those made by Senatore Marconi

at Poldhu not long ago, can carry the
human voice from this country to Australia
in the twinkling of an eye. This difficulty

arises from an incomplete idea of what a
wave really is-I mean in a scientific sense.
A wave is not a thing ; it is not material.
An air wave is not air, nor is a water wave

made of water. A wave is an effect pro-

duced in some elastic medium, which effect
is

propagated through the medium. A

wave is a disturbance of the substance of
some material, the said disturbance being
reproduced and re -reproduced farther and
farther from the cause or centre of the disturbance, until the disturbing force is used
up. Contrary to what is implied by common
parlance, waves do not travel.

A proper statement of the matter is
rather that the energy of the first wave
travels outwards and makes another wave

some distance farther on, which in turn

In reality each
wave which is observed to surge up the
towards

up the rope.

hold on two facts about these " snakes."
1. The faster you move your arm up and

the place indicated by the pole,

FiGi

verse waves will then appear to travel

from each other.

we think we see waves moving
past it. What is really happen-

D/RECTION Of PROPAGATION --

and holding the free end give your arm a
steady " up and down " motion. Trans-

Wave Length.

If we fix our attention on a
pole sticking up out of the sea

900

same direction as the movements of the air
particles.
Both these types of waves are utilised in
wireless, but the wireless " waves proper
are of the " transverse " kind. To achieve
a working notion of a transverse wave you
have only to tie a rope to the top, of a pole,

wards the beach, but a number
of waves appearing simultane-

ously at about equal distance

MOVEMENT
OF
PARTICLES

(or squeezed together and separated) and
these alternating effects take place in the

the

beach.

pole is created at that spot, and at that
spot it dies, but some of its energy-or
water -disturbing property-is passed on
and in turn produces another wave. This

process continues till no more energy is
left.
There are two kinds of waves.

Waves are not primarily classified according to the mediumair or water or nether-in which
they may be made, but according to the relation between their
direction of apparent movement

and the direction in which the
particles of the medium vibrate.
The two kinds of waves, according to this classification, are :
1. Transverse waves, and
2. Longitudinal waves.

When I was at school we used to call this
diversion " snakes." Kindly take mental

down the more waves appear, and (2) If you

reduce the number of waves they become
longer. From these common observations
of the playground emerges a

truth-i.e. the greater the frequency with
which waves appear-(that is to say, the

greater the number per second) the smaller
they are, and vice versa. In other words, the

more rapid the vibration the shorter the

wave, and vice versa.
How then are waves measured ? Most

commonly by their length.

You have

heard the word " wave -length," London so

many metres, Cardiff so many metres. I
The metre (39.37 inches) is used instead of
the yard simply because electrical en-

gineers prefer the metric system. Waves

could be measured in rods, poles or perches
or inches just as well, though not so easily.
The length of a wave is the distance between

DRECT/ON or WAVE Al0770N
1111111 11 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Traniverse waves appear to
move in a direction at right -angles to the
direction of the vibration. (See Fig. 1.)
Here the particles move up and down,
while the waves appear to travel (or

where it begins and ends, just like the
length of a stick or anything else. For

The Two Figures.

wave cutting across your aerial and that of

Longitudinal waves move in the same
direction as the vibration. (See Fig. 2).
Here is a diagrammatical representation
of a sound wave in. air. The particles of

the nearest wave on either side is 365 metres,

properly speaking, are propagated) along.

air are alternately compressed and rarefied

example, the length of the wave in Fig. 1 is

exactly as indicated, and thus you will
understand that when you are receiving
2 L 0, the distance between the crest of a
The particular kind
of transverse waves used for wireless are
vibrations or disturbances in a strange,
or about 396 yards.

little-known medium called the " aether."

Popular Wireless Weekly, November 1st, 1924.
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HOW TO MAKE

A "NO -CONTROL" CRYSTAL SET.
-By OSWALD 3. RANKIN.

0 0 0 0 0 0 -O.

0000

-0. 0 .0

WITH the advent of the new high -power

station, 5 X X, and with the aid of

a good " ever -set " crystal detector,
the dream of the self-operating receiver is

at last a reality as far as crysral sets are
concerned. It is well known that if the
actual wave -length of an aerial and internal

capacity -in the wiring of a receiver

is

00000000

0 -O. 0 0 0 0 0

The position of the slider on a slide inductance was carefully marked, the slider
awl bar were then removed and the dead
end portion of the winding was stripped off
the coil. The coil was then connected up as
a fixed inductance as shown in the diagram,

Fig. 1, and the -results left nothing to be

desired-except a fancy for a " fixed "

crystal -detector which would complete the
elimination of controls. As this arrange-

0 -0 0

5 X X in conjunction with the existing
aerial, and it is now only necessary to mount

all the components in a cabinet, as shown
in Fig. 3. The ends of the cabinet should be
about 4 in. by 5 in. by i in. in thickness,
these being clamped to the ends of the coil
by means of a length of screwed brass rod
and two nuts. The length of the base, top,
and sides will, of course, depend on the coil

ment was highly successful the design of
the receiver to be described was immediately
proceeded with.

D

A

Winding The Coil.

The construction of such an instrument
is simplicity itself. Obtain a 12 in. by 3 in.

cardboard tube, and wind this full with
No. 24 enamelled copper wire, keeping the
turns very close together. With the point
of a small penknife scrape off the insulation
for a distance of about ai in., as indicated
by the thick black line in Fig. 2, and then
make a temporary slider, S, from two narrow

strips of spring brass, each about 4 in.

mom
r..111.111 "
0001

.4111101:i,

fial:PIE '

Fig. 3

long, and a small block of wood.

Connect the slider to the aerial lead-in,
and also to one side of the detector, join

the other side of the detector to one 'phone

tag, and the other 'phone tag to earth, to
which is also connected the lower end of
accurately determined, the 'tuning coils can

be wound so that the tuning of the whole
system will respond to the exact frequency
of the waves from the station from which
it is desired to receive, without further refinements such as variable inductances or
tuning condensers, but up to the present
time the cost of the instruments required
for making the necessary measurements
has been altogether out of proportion with
the saving effected in dispensing with

the coil winding. Carefully adjust the slider
until signals are loudest, cut the coil winding
at the point where the slider makes contact,

and strip off the portion of winding not

required. Allow this portion to become un-

has been cut away.

Very Simple Wiring.

On the top of the cabinet is mounted the
aerial and earth, terminals (which are preferably bushed with ebonite) and the " ever -

set " crystal detector. D, these being connected up as shown-Le. aerial terminal to

tuning devices.

one end of coil and one side of detector, and

earth terminal to the other end of coil.

Tuning Not Necessary.

Two insulated leads, each about 7 in. long,
are joined to the other side of the detector
and to the earth terminal, these being finally
connected to the telephone terminals, which

But if we take the simplest possible

crystal circuit and design this to receive
the transmissions from the new high -power
station, 5 X X, then the " instrument "
required for calibrating the coil may consist
of a mere brass clip as described below.

are mounted on a small strip of ebonite
attached to the front side of the cabinet.
(Sec lower illustration, Fig. 3). These leads
should be fairly stiff, and when fitting, the
front of the cabinet care should be taken to
see that they do not touch the coil winding.

During a series of experiments with

various types of crystal receivers, 90 miles
from Chelmsford, the writer found that no
advantage was gained in providing elaborate
tit -fling arrangements. For instance, when

using a very selective tapped coil with 10
single turn tapping& to the " fine " tuning
switch, the signal strength remained constant at all variations of the latter. Similarly, ten to fifteen turns on a slide inductance made no material difference in the
tuning, ancgassuming this to be due to the

very high power of -the transmitter at

Chelmsford it was realised that in this case

very accurate tuning was -not such an
important factor at many would iinagine.

after the unwanted portion of the former

When purchasing the " ever -set " de-

tector an actual test should be insisted upon,

and it should at all times be handled with
the greatest care. If desired, this may be
mounted inside the cabinet.

coiled, and pierce two small holes in the
former for the purpose of anchoring the
other end of the winding, which is firmly
held down after being cut.

The coil is now permanently tuned to

Realising that there are thousands of people
desirous of building wireless sets whose knowledge of even the principles of radio theory is
negligible, we have under preparation a series of

constructional articles primarily intended for
the absolute beginner. This series, which will
commence very shortly, will in no way interfere
with our usual features.-Editor.

Popular Wireless Weekly, November 1st,
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IN EVERY DETAIL
R.I. Components mark the peak of progress

in Radio science. Years of experience lies behind
them-successful years, in which inventive genius
and the finest laboratory resources were supported
to an extreme by public appreciation.
Just try the combination :-Two of the New R.I.
transformers coupled with the R.I. detector, and
results will proclaim the finest amplifying unit
possible.

What another enthusiast says 69, High West Street,
Dear Sir,
Gateshead -on -Tyne
I should like to inform you that I am using two of your L.F. Transformers

in a loud -speaker public address system.
These transformers are giving every satisfaction, and are 'standing up well
with 160 volts on the plate using power, valves.
The amplification is as good as a seven -valve resistance coupled amplifier
and is not distorted.
I may say that within four days I burnt out five transformers of other makes.
This will give you some idea of the test that your instruments are undergoing.

I shall be fitting two into my wireless set at a later date.
Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) Harry V. McCalla,
Engineer Palace, Gateshead.
The New R.I. Transformer ..
25/Write for the Catalogue free on application

Telophone: Qegont 6214-5-6

Tgrarns:"IRstradio Londo-\7

Radio IRstrc.iineRtis
12 fiycla 51.-1-aat, OxFc7rd

Sir

LW
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The Test

of Time
A

ANSTON FIXED CONDENSERS
are symbolic of Stonehenge because of the everlasting qualities

which serve to make them immune from the most exacting
and protracted use. They stand the test of time.

FEATURES:
Reliability of -

Capacity. Finest grade Mica
Highest possible

quality

Copper Foil.
Adapted
for
Terminal
or
soldered connections.

-direct from
a Crystal

Mr. C. 0.

Farrer,

writing to

-,

Editor of "
II

.

50

.

the
says :

2 L 0 came in with about
.
.
more strength than I had ever

had it on a crystal. . . . On Tuesday
night I borrowed a Loud Speaker, and
5 X X could be heard THREE

FEET AWAY on my outdoor aerial.

My detector consists of a NEUTRON Crystal
The distance of my
and silver catswhisker.
house from 2 L 0 is afoul eight miles, and from
5 X X about 31 miles. This is typical of the
hundreds of letters
written to us and the

ation to those who

testifying to the importance of this new
discovery -a crystal
that is 100 per cent.

have previously been
content with ordinary
crystals.Each Neutron
rigorous
undergoes
tests before being despatched, and may be
relied upon to be

efficient, and a revel -

fully sensitive all over.

Wireless

Periodicals

CAPACITIES :

'0001 to '001

'002 to 006

Price 1/3 each

Price 2/- each

LIGHTING SUPPLIES Co.,
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2
Barclays

You're Missing Something
Concerts, dramas, news, and the latest syncopated
melodies-entertainment every evening. All
these you can bring into your home, with the aid
of the "Brownie." The latest model, incorpor-

ating a Loading Bridge, which enables you to
An Ebonite Ease,
adapt it for 5 X X gives even clearer,
to flt any model.
stronger reception.

Front your Dealer

7/6

of substantial and
attractive design,
is now supplied at

THE J.W.B. WIRELESS Co., In,6na.ral-li'd'T,
the " Brownie
310a/312a, Euston Road, N.W.1. igiotretheaniellofiN,V,

Facing Warren St. TubeTelephone
Station:thespi
:Museum 3747. screws'-it
supplied.
A Money -Hack Guarantee With Every Outfit.

Concert Tested and Guaranteed.
BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE

E QTR
See Stand D 2,

British Wireless

World's Greatest Radio Crystal
Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers. Packed
The

Exhibition,
White City, in airtight tin with silver catswhisker.
Nov. 15 to 29.

TRADE MARK cat( k4 ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

Insist

on Neutron, in the Black and and Yellow Tinor send I 6 and Dealer's name, and this

/6
wonderful Crystal will be mailed by return. I.

Neutron, Ltd., Sicilian House, Southampton
Row, London, W.C.I. 'Phone-Museum 2677
V. Zeitlin & Sons,
144, Theobalds Rd., London, W.C.I.
'Phone-Museum 3795 & 6841.

Sole Distributors :

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
Continuously Variable.
Silent In operation.
any
Constant in

tomperature.
Dust

and

Damp

proof.
Each

tested and
guaranteed.
Neat and well made.

(Patent No. 206098).

GRID LEAK

5 to 5 megohms 216
ANODE
RESISTANCE
to too,000

5o,000

ohms 3/6.
Suitable
Circuit.

for ANY

SEND P.C. FOR 'DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER.

Note New Address:
Road, LONDON,

WATMEL WIRELESS Co.t332a, GoTel. 7swell990 Clerkenwell.
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Some of the artistes who have given you pleasure when listening -in.
EACH week the demand for improve-

ment increases, anti there is no doubt
that the majority of . the B.B.C.

stations are steadfastly doing their best

to overcome that great difficulty of satisfying
everybody. It is

endeavouring also

to recognise all

tastes, all religions

-at last-and all

desires.

It would

ease its own path
it R 'lowed. a different programme
if

Amongst the many famous singers that
have appeared recently mention must be
made of Mr. William Heseltine, for he has
had wide experience in all branches of the
vocalist's art, and has broadcast on many
occasions in important productions. He
hails from Lancashire, and commenced

singing at the age of ten in the chapel
choir. Wisely he was prevented from

2 L 0 and from

same time, one a

gold medal for an open competition held at
Olympia in London.

Chelmsford, at the
" high -brow,"

T. Morrison.

A Famous Singer.

straining his voice till he reached the age
of nineteen, when he took up the study of
music seriously. Subsequently he won the

to be relayed from

Mr.

success give me a smaller number of players
every time.

the

other a popular

programme ; b u t
perhaps this, too, will come to pass.
The company has been fortunate in some

of its permanent artistes, amongst them
Mr.

He is one of the best-known at all the

stations, his

rendering of the famous
" Retreat from Mons " being memorable.
By special request he repeated Masefield's
" Reynard the Fox " at 2 L 0 on the 29th
nit. Mr. Estcourt has been associated
with the B.B.C. for some eighteen months,
and has done much for the cause of poetry
and drama through this new medium.

Newcastle.

A clever station director here, for he
recognises the claims of the older generation.

To the young, fox trots and nigger song
may be the soul of music, but to his parents
the old melodies of
the half - forgotten
operas recall the
best of life. A recent programme at
Newcastle

Miss Norah Allison.

The possessor of
a soprano voice of
excellent range, she

Well-known Dramatic Orator.

From his
upward, and during
which he then won numerous prizes for his
recitals, Mr. Estcourt has been prominently
before the public, and has given poetry and
song recitals in all parts of the world. He
is perhaps best known through the dramatic
recitals which lie gave towards the end of

the war upon the " Old Contemptibles,"

" Mariners of England," and more recently
the " Flying Services."
Concerted Music.

Though it is hard to convince the B.B.0
of its shortcomings,

this type of music
does not broadcast
well, notwithstand-

has been heard at
other B.B.C. stations.

Although onthis
occasion she sang
Mr. W. Heseltine.

from the operas.
" Tales

of

Hoff-

mann " and " The Song of Fortunio," Miss
Allison is a famous Bach singer, and has
been the winner of the Soprano Class at the
North of England Musical Tournament for
successive years since 1921, and held the

Morison Trophy for the years 1922-23.

She is greatly in demand for oratorio work,

and has performed that

difficult work

Bach's Mass in B minor, twice in Newcastle. In opera, too, she is known, and has

Hoist.
A favourite singer is Miss Edythe Kinch.

She has broadcast on several occasions.

'As a well-known critic wrote of one of her

concert performances, " She has
learnt that a song
has two elements
-words as well as
music ; her enunCia-

- tion is admirable."
This possibly accounts for her suc-

cess "over the
aether," every
word is clear and

tine't. From
early childhood she
has sung and has

received an ex-

Manchester's programmes need but little
They are invariably well

comment.

balanced, free from monotony, and have

the assistance of the best-known artistes.
The musical direction is safe in the hands
of Mr. T. H. Morrison. As a violinist he
- haaoplayed in public since the early age of 71.

Studying under his father for ten years.

he then became a pupil of Auguste Wilhelmj.

and at the age of 18 entered the Queen's
Hall Orchestra., becoming its leader at the

age of 21.

Subsequently he became leader of the
Covent Garden Orchestra, and remained
there nine years. He has played in ail

parts of the world, including China, Japan,
and ail over the European continent..
Upon his work at 2,Z Y there is little need
to dilate. Veritably it- " speaks " for
itself through his instruments. Special

nights marked the appearance again of
Mr. Edward Isaacs, the well-known pianist.
and Mr. Stephen Williams.
The Relay Stations.
These continue to
retain a high

standard. At Liver-

have been engaged.
Amongst the recent

Bournemouth.

station orchestra

Choir on the vocal

" Coinic Opera Night " produced Audran's

ones are the London Welsh Male

side, and on the

instrumental side,

the

Old

3rd

Military
Band, the Stonehouse Silver Band, the City
Cheshire

of Birmingham Police Band, and the 2 L 0
Military' Band. All consist of known and
tried artistes, but for real microphonic

This station is conspicuous for its excellent programmes, and to pick any one
out of the week for mention is difficult.
" La Cigale," an excellent cast working
with the wireless orchestra under Captain
Featherstone. A Night with Modern
COmposers had the support of Miss Doris

Vane, John Collinson, Herbert Heyner,
and included some fine excerpts from the
bestknoWn works of Gerrard. _Williams,
Dame Ethel Smyth, Maurice Bosley, and

Edythe Kinch.

Manchester.

pool an excellent

cellent bodies that

Miss

cellent all-round training.

taken principal parts in " Merrie England,"
" The Sorcerer," etc.

ing the many ex-

Miss Norah L. Allison.

had a

charming singer in

including the Beni Mora Suite of Gustav

night was spent
with Schubert, the
being

under the

direction of Mr.

Joseph Lewis, the
artistes including
Klinton Shepherd,
Doris Gimbal, and
Walter Wright.

Hull, Leeds and

Edinburgh 'have

Mr. Cyril Esteourt.

also had admirably framed schemes, while

no doubt Stoke and Dundee will also be
well to the fore,

Popular Wireless Weekly, November 1st, 1924.
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panel, and the base and supporting ring
mounted underneath, the panel now forming
the top plate. This method of mounting is

extremely convenient and neat, and en-

hances considerably the appearance of one's
receiver.

Provided the base -plate and contacts are

constructed as described above, it is not
necessary to make the supporting piece and
top plate circular in form, and an alternative
design is shown in Fig. 4.
Experimenters who are constructing the
new " P.W." Unidyne receivers, can easily

AT the present time the almost universal method

of mounting valves of
the four -pin type is by means
of four valve sockets mounted

design for themselves holders on these

on an ebonite panel, or by

lines to take the five -pin type of valve.

means of a holder of moulded
composition containing the
four brass sockets encased
therein.
Now this method of mounting

SOME USEFUL

has

several

HINTS.

d i sad van -

t ages.
Firstl y,

the capacity between
each socket and its
associated nuts and connections is considerable,

and leads to a loss

of

strength when
the valve acts as an
H.F. amplifier.
Secondly, as the tops
signal

of the sockets are invariably exposed, it is
possible,

by accident,

to allow the pins of the
valve to make contact
with the wrong sockets,
Fig. 1.

the brass contacts. The top plate is a circle

of diameter 11 in. cut from

in. thick

ebonite, and four A in. holes are drilled in
it as indicated in Fig. 3c.
A valve template may be used to mark
out the positions for drilling these holes. At
the centre, a 4 B.A. clearance hole is drilled

and countersunk to take a 4 B.A. bolt
(countersunk head)

in. in length.

The holder is now assembled by placing
the supporting ring on the base and placing

the top plate on it so that the four holes
come

over the corresponding contacts

Moreover, everyone who mounts his valves

in the above manner must have noticed
the stiffness of the action of insertion and
withdrawal of the valves, and when.deli-

hornite, or any Combination.

A common fault with all leads -in is that

the rain runs down the wire and wets the

night by wiping the lead-in and noticing
the difference of power.

unless extreme care is taken, this jarring may

*

lead to a broken filament.
It was with the view of overcoming these

*

*

A useful and cheap wander plug may be

disadvantages that the holder described

in. long, ' have a 4 B.A. clearance hole
drilled in them at their centres, after which
they are bent to the form of Fig. as.

If a crystal cup be soldered on to the

other end of the cat's -whisker holder, by
reversing the cat's -whisker the cup will
fit over the crystal and protect it when not
in use. Also, the detector may then be
used for such crystals as zincite and

from rain by means of a sheet of lead. The
importance of this is easily seen on a rainy

cate and expensiye dull emitters are used,

A base plate of
in. ebonite is cut to the
dimensions of Fig. 3A, and holes drilled and
tapped 4 B.A., as shown. Four lengths of
thin springy brass or copper, a in. wide and

crystal loses its sensitivity, owing to dust.

the form of a U close up to the tube, the
water will drip off the lowest part of the
U and not reach the tube.
It is always advisable to shield the tube

battery be connected
to the receiver, the valve will be ruined.

Detailing the Construction.

MANY amateurs possessing an open
type crystal detector have no doubt
noticed that after some time, the

insulating lead-in tube, shorting the current
to earth. By simply bending the wire into

and, should the H.T.

herein was designed. The completed holder
is shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows in
detail the component parts.

000

The 4 B.A. bolt is then passed
through the centre hole and screwed into
beneath.

the hole tapped in the base plate, thus
holding the
together.

component

made by screwing a flexible lead to an
ordinary valve leg and splitting the pin.

In this way, since each plug has itself got
a socket, several may be plugged one into

parts tightly

Minimum Capacity.

As the pins of the valve do not make

contact until they have passed through the

holes in the top plate, it is impossible to

damage the valve. Moreover, the action of
insertion and withdrawal is extremely easy
and smooth, and requires very little force.
Above all, owing to the disposition of the
springs, the capacity between each contact
is small, and the inter -electrode capacity of
the valve, when connected up, is much less
than with the old system.
If desired, holes may be drilled in one's

the other. Should it be impossible to
split the pin, the same effect is obtained by

flattening the thread slightly until it fits
Fig. 2.

The four contacts are then screwed to the

tightly.

base plate by 4 B.A. cheese -head bolts,

Readers are invited to submit

in. long, screwing into the holes already
tapped in the base.

less." Every photograph accepted

Next, a support for the top plate is cut

from 1 in. diameter ebonite tube, /
length, and notches filed on one end to clear

photographs of wireless interest
for publication in" Popular Wire-

and I published will be paid for

at the rate of 10/6 per photo.
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DULL EMITTER FILAMENTS.
SOME OBSERVATIONS FOR THE AMATEUR.
By J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst.P.
(Staff Consultant, "Popular Wireless.")

The story of dull emitters, with much interesting information concerning "low consumption" valves, is clearly
set forth in this article by a well-known physicist and contributor to " Popular Wireless."
a> A O 0 O O .0. 0 .0. 0 .0. 0

0 0 .0 0 0 4 .0 a>
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VALVES provided with dull -emitter, or
" low consumption," filaments are
now so familiar that it is difficult to
believe that they only began to be produced
on any sort of commercial scale about the
middle of the year 1921.
No doubt every reader is aware that the
so-called dull -emitter filament is one which
yields about the same thermionic emission
at a dull -red heat as is given by an ordinary
pure metal filament at a white heat. A mis-

similar effect is characteristic of phosphorescent and fluorescent substances.
Similarly, electrons are emitted from certain

relative emissivities of dull -emitter and
bright -emitter filaments. It is sometimes
stated that the dull -emitter filament gives
thousands of times the emission of a bright emitter filament. The statement in this
form is rather misleading. It does not mean

electronic emission, as the case may be, is
produced otherwise than by the employment of ordinary high -temperature coalitions.
There is thus nothing scientifically unsound in the search for the cold or comparatively cold electronic emitter, and the

apprehension frequently exists as to the

that if a dull -emitter filament were to be

operated at the same temperature as a

it would give
thousands of times more emission ; what it
bright -emitter

filament

means is that

if

a bright emitter were

operated at the normal working temperature

of a dull -emitter filament, it would give
very considerably less.

In other words, the comparison is to be
made at the working temperature of a dull emitter filament, and not at the working
temperature of a bright emitter.
The evolution of the dull -emitter fila

substances (zinc, for example) when subjected to the incidence of radiation of short
wave -length.

case, suppose a valve filament consumes

0.5 amp. at 6 volts, that is, 3 watts, and

suppose that the current output of the H.T.

battery is 1 m.a. at 50 volts, that is,

watt. Then the power which is actually employed in, the oscillatory circuits is some-

thing less than 2 per cent of the total

Wasted Energy.

I do not mean that in these eases there
may not be a minute amount of heat generated during the process in question ; I mean

that these are instances in which light or

various scientists and research organisations
responsible for the development of the
present-day dull -emitter filament have

7endered a great and valuable service to

tireless science.
How greatly the efficiency (in the engine..ring sense) of a wireless receiving set is

towered by the necessity of heating the
ilament will be evident from a very
imple calculation. To take an average

battery power employed in the set, most of

the remainder being lost as heat.

improved.

The Origin of D.E.'s.

The idea of employing a filament coated
with a substance of exceptional thermionic
emissivity probably dates from the experi-

ments of Wehnelt, who found that if a
strip of platinum were coated with certain

metallic oxides and then heated to dull

redness in a vacuum, it yielded a copious

supply of electrons : such a coated strip
was known as a " Wehnelt cathode." The
coatings made in this way, however, were

very variable in their properties, and also
appeared to attack the metal of the strip in
some way and caused it to decay. Further (Continued on page 516.)

ment is an important step-probably the
most important practical step up to the
present time-towards the realisation of
the ideal " cold valve," that is, the valve
which shall be operated purely upon the
energy in the anode circuit and without
the necessity for the employment of energy
for the liberation of the electron stream.
Light Without Heat.

So accustomed have we become to the
waste of a large quantity of energy in the
form of heat from an incandescent substance-whether that substance be raised
to incandescence for the purpose of giving

light, as in the case of an incandescent
mantle, or an electric -lamp filament, or for
the purpose of giving a supply of electrons,

as in the case of a wireless valve filament-

that it is often thought that to attempt to

obtain a supply of electrons, without at the
same time dissipating- a large amount of

heat energy, is like trying to obtain perpetual motion-a sort of scientific heresy.

This view, however, is without foundation.

It is true that the readiest and most convenient method of causing a substance to
yield light or electrons is to raise the substance to a high temperature. But there is
no inherent association-or perhaps one
had better say no necessary associationbetween the two effects, and in fact there
are known cases of the production of cold
light and cold electronic emission.

The glow-worm, for example, emits a
light, that is, light without heat, and a

If the

electron emission could be secured without
heating the filament, the power efficiency of
the system would evidently be enormously

Switchboard and power plant at 2 B 2, the Belfast Broadcasting Station.
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HOW TO MAKE

OCTAGONAL
COILS.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

O 0.

iT

MULTI -LAYER coils are known to be
mu4i more efficient than the ordinary
layer -wound type. These can be
easily made at home at little cost. Octagonal coils are equally suitable for a regen-

0 0 0 0 0 <, 0 </

0000000

erative or straight circuit inductance. For
use as wave -meter inductances these coils are

particularly suitable, and if used for this
purpose should be calibrated with a standard
wave -meter and a graph made to show the
different wave -lengths ; the circuit of one
is shown in Fig. 1.

The most convenient sized coil can be

wound on a paraffin -waxed cardboard tube
3-1 in. diameter by If in. in length.
Using No. 24 D.S.C. wire, wind the first

of

layer the full length of the tube. The second
layer is separated from the first by a gap of

up to 480 metres the coil will require be

around the tube.

course, require more turns. A coil is shown
in Fig. 2. There are many ways of mounting

in., made by eight blocks of cardboard'
in. square and lf in. long, spaced evenly

In winding the second layer, cross the

wire back to where the first layer was
started and continue the operation ; eight
blocks, third winding, and so on, until eight
turns have been wound. For a wave -length
0000 0 .0 0 .0 4/

0 <<

-(o-c-o-i>-o*

DULL EMITTER
FILAMENTS.
(Continued from page 515.)

more, the coating was found to evolve
gases which lowered the vacuum, although
this has since been overcome by the introduction of such substances as sodium and
potassium, which have the effect of " cleaning up " traces of residual gas.

It should be mentioned that the coated

filament has been greatly developed by the
Western Electric Co., and a very complete
and interesting account of their work on the
subject, by H. D. Arnold, will be found in
the " Physical Review," vol. 26, p. 76.
A great deal of research work has been carried out
during the past 20 years on the thermionic emission
from metal wires, and it has long been known that

impurities in the material of the filament have a
considerable influence on the emissive properties.
Even gases absorbed in the metal of the filaments
have an important effect, but as the gases -are com-

paratively quickly expelled when the filament is
heated, their effect cannot be relied upon, and It is
found preferable in practice to expel the gases from.
the filament and other electrodes of the valve as
completely as possible, and to rely for enhanced
emissivity upon solid impurities deliberately introduced into the material of the filament.
The term " dull emitter " filament is commonly
employed to designate the type of filament in which,
as mentioned above, solid impurities are introduced
during manufacture, the impurity being usually

Gloria, and the filament being described as a thoriated
filament. The coated filament, however, May in
general be operated at a somewhat lower temperature

than the thoriated filament, so that the title of
" dull emitter " belongs a fortiori to the former.

The reader may wonder how it came to be discovered that a small percentage of thorium oxide
introduced into tungsten, had the effect of Increasing the thermionic emission from a filament
of the metal.
The discovery came about in a more or less accidental way. Tungsten filaments were employed for
electric lamps long before their application to wireless

valves and certain impurities found their way into
the metal during the process of manufacture, probably
from the Battersea crucibles employed. When
attempts were made to purify the filaments and ex-

punge the impurities, the resulting filaments were more

'
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THE "POPULAR WIRELESS"

E-

CONSTRUCTIONAL COMPETITION.

1. Competition to be for home a made complete receiving sets either E
crystal, valve, or valve and crystal. :_: Entries to be limited to one set per
= competitor.
2. Two classes will govern the E
entries, viz.: junior class for cornpetitors under 15 years of age, and
senior class for competitors over 15
years of age. A declaration as to
age may be required at the discretion =
L'.

of the judges.

E

--7-_

3. Sets entered to be the unaided F-

E work of the competitor, who must not ;_-E be in any way connected with the wire-,;,'
less industry.
=
= 4. Entries must be sent to Radio
E Exhibitions and Wireless Con== ventions, White City, Uxbridge Road,
= Shepherd's Bush, London, not before Ff.
November 10th, and not later than 12 =
=
= noon, November 14th.
5. Each entry must be labelled " For F--

E competition," with the name of the E

-1-: sender and description of apparatus E
E_-- enclosed.

E=

Non-compliance with above regnlations or late arrivals of entries may
=
= cause disqualification.
=

.

7--=

All entries must be carriage pre-

f-,- paid and securely packed, and will be

E returned carriage forward as soon as P.

:-E- reasonably possible after the close of
E the exhibition.
6. The judges may, if unanimously :72
E
F.. agreed, alter, modify, or add to these F.

E rules and conditions, and in all cases
the judges' decision shall be final and E
E conclusive.
EThe judges and organisers will not
be responsible for any loss or damage
-_=-2 to the articles entered for competition, but every reasonable precaution
and care will be taken to prevent such :1
74-

toss and damage.
7. Awards will be announced on
impurity, particularly of thoria, had the effect
Saturday, November 22nd, at the E.
of greatly increasing the mechanical strength of the
exhibition, and published in
divalent. In 1911, for example, W. D. Coolidge
(pat. 18167) claimed the use M thoria and other - "Popular Wireless," November 29th.
brittle, and eventually it was discovered that the
deliberate introduction of a small percentage of

refractory oxides mixed with tungsten before sintering.

-
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tween 60 and 75 turns of wire.

Coils for higher wave -lengths will, of

these coils, the beg perhaps being in the

" bookcase forhi," as described in a recent

issue of POPULAR WIRELESS, wood centres

being substituted (similar to cork bungs)
for the pin and socket method.

Thus thoriated lamp filaments were available
known physicist of the General Electric Co. of
before 1914, but in that year Dr. Langmuir, the well-

America, took out two patents dealing with special
methods of heat treatment for such thoriated tungsten filaments which, he had discovered, resulted in a
great increase in the electronic emissivity.
So the short history of the case is that the thoriated

filament was first developed for its mechanical
properties, and it was subsequently discovered to
possess (or rather to be capable, by suitable treatment,
of being endowed with) valuable properties.
The heat treatment indicated by Langmuir consisted briefly in raising the temperature of the
filament to about 2,600° C. for a period of two minutes,

and then lowering it to 2,000° for a few minutes:
the emission from such a filament at a temperature
of about 1,000' C. was then found to be equal to that
from a similar filament of pure tungsten at a temperature of about 1,700°.

This heat treatment has the

effect, according

to Langmuir, of evaporating or driving off all gases
and solid impurities from the surface of the filament

at the higher temperature, whilst at the second
teamerature the thoria diffuses to some extent from
the interior of the filament, and forms a very thin
filament upon the surface. The greatly increased
thermionic emission is considered to be due to this
very thin surface layer of thoria.

" Dr* Cell " Valves.
The exact modue operandi of a thoriated filament is

still imperfectly understood, but it is thought that
at the normal temperature the surface film is being
driven off, but is at the same time being replaced
by the diffusion of thoria from the body of the
filament.
Under ordinary conditions, and after the filament
has attained the " steady state," these two effects
more or less balance. If, however, the normal temperature of the filament should be. considerably
exceeded, the surface film is driven off much more
rapidly than it can be replaced by diffusion, and the
filament for the time being loses its characteristic
properties.
These can, however, be restored by carrying the
filament through the heat treatment indicated above,
although this is a process requiring some degree of
skill in the technique, as well as a good deal of caution,
and as prevention is much better than cure in this
particular case, the best advice for the owner of
dull -emitter valves is always to take great care not
to overrun the filament.
Dull -emitter valves at present usually cost considerably more than bright -emitter valves, and they

also, generally speaking, require more care in handling

and operating, owing to the slender and fragile

nature of the filament. .But;these, disadvantages are
much more than couderbalaneed by great economy ,
in battery power, and many of the dull emitters now

available are quite rightly described as " dry mil':
valves.
It is evident that a valve consuming 0.06 or
0.1 amp. at a voltage of from 1 to 3 volts may easily
be operated for many weeks on a small dry battery.

The dull -emitter valve is now a thoroughly practical
proposition, and goes a long way towards the solution
of what 'is- often called the filament batteik
"Problem."
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As Supplied to the

The CURTIS
CONSTANT - TUNED

--)

B.B.C.

(British Broadcasting Co.)

PARAGON
" The Best
Made."

Post Office

Tipaelciitf5ication

EBONITE PANELS

TESTED and RECOMMENDED by "POPULAR WIRELESS,"
and all other Wireless Journals.

High Frequency

tuRTi:S
CONSTANT TUNED

'

800 - 3000
M.F. AMPL.

Uniform Fine Grain, Dead Matt Finish, Non -Metallic Surface.

8X 6X

12X 101;4
12X I2 X /
14X /2X 1
18X 12X

STANDARD SIZES

3/3
7/3
8/6
10/11/6

18 x I2 X 1
x
24 x
24X 12X

12x 6x

16 x 9 x

13C

.. 146
.. 17:6
4/6
9/-

I2X
II X....86
18x 6X1
69
lox 9 X 1 ..

.
.

69
58

EXTRA PRICE FOR DRILLING AND ENGRAVING THE FOLLOWING
SPECIAL PANELS.
To Specification only.
Delivery from Stock.
Efficient Single Valve
Experimenter's Tuner
3/6
6/ Transatlantic
61Double Reaction
4/6

.

De Luxe Amplifier ..
Single Valve All Wave
3 Valve Dual ..

..

6/-

3/6
8/6

SPECIAL PANELS for Sets described
in the current issue.
Similar quality and finish, Cut, Edges
Ground and despatched same day
;d. per square inch, postage 6d. extra,

Crystal Set (Harris)
All Britain
V2 Portable

.

:

..

3/6
7/5/6

Home constructors may send for any
sized panel specified in any Radio

publication.
PARAGON EBONITE PANELS
delivered same (lay.

are

PARAGON POLISHED

MAHOGANY EBONITE

Is NOT a composition, but GUARANTEED POST OFFICE QUALITY EBONITE
and is of similar specification to the now universally used PARAGON EBONITE.

PANELS CUT TO SIZE, Squared, edges ground, I d. per sq. inch.

.}PARAGON-CURTIS
One Piece
Mica Condenser
The metal plates,

PARAGON-CURTIS
**CONDE IV SEIP.9

mica di -electric

'GUARANTEED CAPACITY ;
GUARANTEED CONSTANT CAPACITY
at ALL TEMPERATURES and under
ALL conditions.

Made in ONE piece.

0008 to 006

NO WAX.

2/6

NO CONTROLS

6-

12X 8X 1

sox 8x4

AMPLIFIER

and connecting terminals are set in
Paralite composition and moulded
simultaneously under considerable
pressure. The Paragon -Curtis Condenser is practically indestructible;
it may be immersed in boiling water
for an indefinite period; will stand
flame heat, or may be thrown
violently against the wall without
fear of damage or loss of efficiency.

NO CONDENSER
ABSOLUTELY AUTOMATIC TUNING.
is quite possible for a signal, practically inaudible on headphones
Jr with even one high frequency and detector valves, to become positively deafening when passed through two stages of low frequency
amplification, but the reproduction will be far more distorted than if the
detector signal strength had been twice as loud, when only somewhat
less than half the amount of low frequency amplification would be required

to yield the same amount of audibility.

It is axiomatic that the louder the signal strength at the detector valve,
the less low frequency amplification required for any given volume of
audibility, and correspondingly more natural and tuneful reproduction
will result.

YOU CANNOT USE TOO MUCH HIGH FREQUENCY
AMPLIFICATION NOR TOO LITTLE LOW FREQUENCY
AMPLIFICATION
FOR PERFECT REPRODUCTION
BUT the use of more than one stage of high frequency amplification
has, hitherto, proved to be commercially impracticable, because
of the extreme difficulty in tuning and the need for considerable
skill and patience to obtain results which, even at best, would be erratic
and unreliable.
Designers and manufacturers have therefore been compelled to rely on
the employment of excessive reaction and low frequency amplification
to make up for the weakness of the received signal, with consequent
comparative distortion. The Curtis Constant -Tuned " High Frequency

Amplifier is the only automatic high frequency amplifier on this or
any other market which, when connected in circuit, guarantees the
maximum efficiency of two stages of radio amplification on any

wave -lengths between 300 and 3,000 metres, and requires no additional

controls, nor more effort, skill or patience in tuning, than is required
for the operation of the usual orthodox single stage tuned anode circuit.

The Standard of CONDENSER EFFICIENCY.

THE CURTIS CONSTANT -TUNED HIGH FREQUENCY

THE SILVER GHOST

AND QUALITY OF WIRELESS REPRODUCTION AND

CRYSTAL RECEIVER

with its richly engraved panel and plated fittings, mounted on a POLISHED
ALUMINIUM casket, combines the exclusive efficiency and elegance of

A

Curtis Radio
Instrument
PRICE

Range 25 miles for Local Broadcasting.

30/-

Range 200 miles on Chelmsford.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.

75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.1.

Telegrams : " Paracurtex."

'Phone : North 366.

BIRMINGHAM -76, Newall St.
Central 7236,
MANCHESTER -312, Deansgate. Central 5095.
In conjunction with
THE PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd., HULL.

AMPLIFIER

CHANGES THE WHOLE CHARACTER

WITH its automatic simplicity combined with increased receptivity,
selectivity and power, is predestined to make two stages of high
frequency amplification a sine qua non of every Wireless Receiver
for the Experimenter and Home Constructor, or the purchaser who prefers
to buy a professionally constructed instrument. For the greater convenience of the constructor, and so as to conform with existing panel design,
the Curtis Constant -Tuned High Frequency Amplifier is designed for use
and must be connected up in exactly the same way in which an ordinary
High Frequency Transformer is used.

The Curtis High Frequency Amplifier may be instantly substituted for
any High Frequency Transformer in any existing circuit or instrument
where such is used, but the corresponding condenser of such transformer must be turned to zero or any one wire disconnected therefrom.
The Curtis Constant -Tuned High Frequency Amplifier guarantees such
a reserve of receptivity as to permit the efficient use of a suitably
designed wavetrap.

I0 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
So as to give all an immediate opportunity of testing the efficiency
of the Curtis Constant -Tuned High Frequency Amplifier without
cost, we undertake to refund your money in full, if the Amplifier is
returned to us, postage paid, within to days of your receipt.

Model A, 300 to 800 metres, 15/-, postage 6d.
Model B, 800 to 3,000 metres, 17/6, postage 6d.
Barclays 331
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VALVE RENEWALS

STILL UNBEATEN FOR VALUE.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

WE repair, by our patent process
(for which we have National
Physical Laboratory's report of

BEST BRITISH MAKE, PERFECT

valves at

FIRST CLASS

efficiency), all standard types of

FINISH, ABSOLUTELY FINEST VALUE

6/6

OBTAINABLE.
DIALS AND KNOBS INCLUDED.
Ordinary.

.001

'0005
'0003
'0002

.

7/3
5/6
5/1
4/5
4/2

With Vernier.

..

..
..
..
'0001
'00305 .. 3/ 1

8/9
7/6/7

..

Square Law.

-

With Vernier.

7/9
7/3

11/10/9/-

AND

G

AT LEAST

U

EQUAL EFFICIENCY

TO NEW VALVES

R

ACCUMULATORS :-Best British, 4 Vt. 40 Amp. 16s. 6d., 4 Vt. 60 Amp.
19s. 6d., 4 Vt. 80 Amp. 23s. 6d., 6 Vt. 60 Amp. 27s. 64., 6 Vt. 80 Amp.
33s., 6 Vt. 100 Amp. 38s. 61.

Carriage Paid
(Except Dull
Emitters)

-

AERIAL WIRE :-7/22 ; Best H.D. Copper, 2s. ; Enamelled, 3s. 64. per
100 feet.; Electron, is. 8d.
ANODE RESISTANCES :-Bretwood Variable, 3s ; Watmel, 2s. 6d. ; Lissen,
2s. 6d. ; Dubilier and all makes.
BATTERIES :-Best British H.T. Batteries, 36 volt 6s. ; 63 volt 10s. 64. ;
1011 volt 16s. 64.
CONDENSERS :-(Copper and Mica.) Fixed; to '001 9d. ; to '005 ls. ;
to '01 1s. 9d. ; to 1 3s. Edison Bell Fixed Condensers, to '001 Is. 3d. ;

N

TO RETURN IN

T
E
E

'002 upwards 2s. ; Dubllier to *001 2s. 61 ; '002 upwards 3s.

L.F. :-`!Powquip " 13s. 61
Bucks"" Ils. 61 :
Radstock " 10s. 6d. "Royal" 20s. -Best of all.
'
All makes stocked.

TRANSFORMERS,

THREE DAYS

Or refund your money without quibble.

TRANSFORMERS
&ERGO :-Nos. 1, 2s. 3d. ; 2, 2s. 5d. ; 3, 25. 7d. ;
4. 2s. 9d. ; 5, 3s. ; 6, 3s.

SLEEVING :-(Insulating), 3 feet lengths, 3 for 10d. finest quality.
SWITCH ARMS :-First quality 9d. ; Nickel Is. ; second quality W.
SWITCHES :-Min. S.P.D.T. ls. 3d. ; D.P.D.T. Is. 8d. ; Panel Mounting

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

S.P.D.T. 10d. ; D.P.D.T. Is.

VARIOMETERS : -Wonderful value : Special All Ebonite Moulded Ball
Rotor Double Silk Wound, extremely close coupling, one -hole fixing.
A superior article, only 5s. As above, but Tubular Ebonite Rotor, 4s.
All -black Double -cotton Wound, one -hole fixing, ls. 6d. to 4s. each. All
are best value obtainable.

10s. post. paid.

HEADPHONES :-N.

ct

Igranic and Edison Bell

Variometers,

K. pattern, lls. 84. ;

12s. 6d.: Brown's F., 25s.

Dr. Nesper adjustable,
All makes in stock at lowest prices possible.

IMPORTANT NOTICE !
Messrs. The Fallon Condenser Co., Ltd., wish to

LOUDSPEAKERS :-Our special 2,000 ohms, full clear tone, suitable for
low -power sets, El ; Sterling Dinkie, 30s. ; Amplion Junior, 27s. 64. ;

notify all London Retailers that a considerable
time -saving and economy can be effected by

Dragon Fly, 25s.

Amplion new models and all makes in stock.
INANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS :-Special offer new, fully guaranteed, best made, with two fixing lugs, .25, 3s. 83. ; .05, 3s. ; 1 mf.,
33. 64. ; 2 ml., 3s. 10d.
COIL HOLDERS :-All Ebonite, really fine, 2 -way, 2s. 6d. ; better finish
2 -way plated, 3s. 6d., ditto, 3 -way, 4s. 6d. ; Many other makes in
stock. State your wants, we will assist you.
BASKET COIL HOLDERS ;-Bcst quality, Plug-in block base, ls. 2d. each ;
ditto, no block, 10d. Universal 2 -way, 5s. 64., 3 -way, 7s. 8d.

obtaining

ALL FALLON SPECIALITIES

at their NEW LONDON DEPOT,
143,

VALVE HOLDERS :-Solid hand -polished Ebonite, 10d. each ; Special
Anti -Capacity Legless Sunken Socket Tops, prevent valves burning
out, is. each.
Murray's Patent very efficient, with simple fitting

showing only # in. above panel, Is. 3d. each. Highly recommended.
COILS :-Finest Duplex Basket, Waxless, most efficient for any circuit and
any position. Set of 5 -Nos. 25 to 100, ls. 10d. ; ditto, for Chelmsford,
No. 150, is. 3d. ; No. 200, ls. 6d. As above, but extra large air spaces,
coils tin. wide, Sets of 5, Nos. 25 to 100, 2s. 9d. Igranic, O'Keepe,
Energo, Lissen, Coils, etc., all in stock.
VALVES :-Dutch 4s. 1311. ; R. Type, 5s. ; French It.. 6s. 10d. ; French
Dull Emitters, finest on market for efficiency and low consumption,
18;. Od. All makes in stock; Cossor, Mullard, Marconi, B.T.-11., etc.,
etc. Lowest list prices.
FILAMENT
RHEOSTATS : - Microstats, 2s. ; Lissenstats, 3s. 6d. ;
Ormond, 2s our own Extra Special Solid Ebonite of a superior
type, 2s. ; for Dull Emitters, 23.6d., fully guaranteed. Cheapest type,
efficient and strong, ls. 6d. each.
CONSTRUCTORS :-Sets of Parts : We specialise in quoting for complete sets
of parts. No matter how small or how large your requirements, we will
be pleased to quote you our best terms and also give you technical advice.
CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETS :-Special prices.

EVERYTHING WIRELESS AT LOWEST
PRICES.

Send for Free List.

All goods on 24 hours' approval. Send ample postage,
surplus refunded.

RADIO STOCKS
(B. 'MINE, Sole and New Proprietor,)

HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I.

RADIO

'Phone : MUSEUM 3205.

FARRINGDON

E.C.,

RD.,

where prompt attention and keenest wholesale
prices are always yours to command. Illustrated
Catalogue free on request.

FALLON CONDENSER CO., LTD.
Barclays 137.
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Illustrated Sports Weekly
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ALL SPORTS is the paper for all who love
sport for spores' sake, or for those who
specialise in Boxing, Soccer, Rugger, Tennis.

..7

Cricket, Racing, Hockey, Billiards, Cycling, or
Athletics, etc. Buy a copy TO -DAY. Ask for-
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EVERY FRIDAY,
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from NOW on

PRICE

At Last ! A valve of superlative excellence at a really
popular figure. A valve with a wide sphere of application and economical to run. Adaptable as amplifier,
audion 'and detector. Suitable for every kind of
switch in high or low frequency.

ECEPTE

DULL EMITTER VALVES
POST FREE
FILAMENT VOLTAGE, 3-3'5 Volts. AMPS. -06-07.
The " RECEPTER" Valve consumes extremely little current.

Excellently adapted for working with pocket lamp batteries or dry
cells. The filament is short, stout and well supported.
Mechanical breakage is almost impossible. Smooth detection and
Until you have tried
amplification without valve distortion.

DONT DELAY
ANOTHER DAY

" RECEPTER " you have not heard your set at its best.

ALSO BRIGHT EMITTER VALVES.

BUYYOUR VALVE

POST 76 FREE. Filament Volts 3.0-3'5. Amps. '4.
Post at once to the Sole Agents: F. J. BROWSE & CO.,

RECTEHPTER
E
WAY

56, Broad Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

EFFICIENT NON-METALLIC
LOUDSPEAKER FOR 19/9

An adjustable speaker as illustiated, fitted with our
well-known Swan -Neck Non -Metallic Horn. Absolutely distortionless, non -resonant, possesses excellent
tone, and renders the human voice and music with a
degree of purity, sweetness, and faithfulness which is
little short of uncanny. The finest value on the market.
PRICE, complete as shown, 19/9.
Post, crate, etc., 1/9.
HORN only, will improve results from any speaker,
PRICE, with ferrule, 7/9. Post, crate, etc., 1/9.
N. and K. PATTERN HEADPHONES, 11/9. Post 6d.
ADJUSTABLE HEADPHONES, 13/9. Post 6d.

"SCIENTIFIC" ROTARY CHANGE -OVER SWITCH. A useful
switch for many purposes, performs all functions of a
double -pole, double -throw switch. Supplied with either 3"

or 11' knob. PRICE, complete, 3/-. Post 2d.
ROTOR part only, for panel mounting, 2'-. Post 2d.

SCIENTIFIC
SUPPLY
STORES.
126, Newington Causeway,
Elephant
and Castle,

ii

FAMA DUTCH VALVES t
USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS

f

100 volt

..

Headphones

..

post

15 /6 free

type.

Best

Phone: Central 7361.

THE
FAMOUS

M. J. TRANSFORMER
British Manufacture.

TRADE ENQUIRIES ARE SOLICITED

0/

Ratio 5 :1.

Every One
Guaranteed.
Ebonite Panels.
Stalloy Laminations.
Tested out after a valve detector it was
20'11, above our standard.
Between amplifying valves it was equal
to the excellent transformers that we have
adopted for our standard.
Used on the last stage in front of the
power valve it equalled our standard. The
tone was excellent throughout.-Wireless

CRYSTAL. A tested and guaranteed crystal.

JAY'S SUPPLY SERVICE, I, Adelaide St., London, W.C.2.

1 1 /6

180, Bishopgate, London, E.C.2.

workmanship.

Supersensitive, non -fading. Specially suitable for
long distance reception. Acknowledged by experts
to give perfect results. Undoubtedly the best !

pair

BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

Each set fitted with the wonderful
"JAYCOS" CRYSTAL.
- It will speak for itself. Money returned if not satisfied
For your crystal set try THE "JAYCOS "

1/- post
free

4/1 1

Please remit Postage.

50 MILES AND MORE.
Cabinet

each

Low Consumption 0'10 amps. Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 30 tocach 1 2/
..
each 1 11 80 volt ..
t: Dr. Nesper pattern Adjustable Diaphragm 4,000 -ohm

'Phone: Hop 4177

Absolutely the best ! Guaranteed reception of

Retail Prices
each 4,8

Dull Emitters, 0'06 amps. Fil. 1'6 volt Anode, 40 to

S.E.1: 7, St George's Circus, S.E.1; 16, Nanette St.,
gearing Cross Road, W.1; 207, Edgware Road, W.2

THE "JAYCOS" CRYSTAL SET

..
..

Amplifiers, Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 60 to 100 volt
De'ectors, 4 -volt Anode, 30 to 100 volt

Trader, June, 1924.

From all Wireless Stores or post free from 'Manufacturer:

J. MAXWELL JOSEPH, 68, Lupus St., Victoria,
London, S.W.1.

Phone :

VICTORI.1 4503.

1
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Special Announcement
Owing to the unquestionable success of my lines last season, I have

been asked by hundreds of customers to give them something
Special for this Season. I now offer these wonderful bargain lines
in Radio Products, and still safely say that I give the finest value

in the Trade.

COMPLETE RADIO SET (With Headphones).
4,000 ohms Lightweight Headphones, fitted with
adjustable diaphragm, sensitive, clear and cornKEEBLE ADJUSTABLE 'PHONE, 4,00o fortable, together with beautiful long range

NEW MODEL LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES,

Ohms, fitted with adjustable diaphragm, Crystal Set, covers a radius of 5o miles, vario. 4,000 Ohms, leather head - bands, high leather head -bands, highly metal plated meter tuned, fitted in neat polished mahogany class finish, perfect reception. Retailed
parts, clear mellow tone. Retailed at i8/6. case. The same as sold at ks los. Our price at 18/6. Our special price 11/9, postage
Special price 12/9, postage 611. extra.
21 /6, post l' extra.
6d. extra.

These Headphones are guaranteed and money refunded if not satisfied within seven days.

Also WONDERFUL BABY LOUD SPEAKER 21/- plus 1/- for postage.
A. J. KEEBLE (Wholesale Headphone Factor & Agent), 94-96, Stoke Newington Rd., London, N.16.

ERTE

ERIN.

(Patent Yr. 216615)

Hundreds of users say that the " VERTEX 7 is the
most compact, attractive and efficient aerial on the

market. Easily attached to chimney -stack or face of
wall, as shown, it increases range, volume and purity. It
has one mast only, and can be installed in the most confined space. The " VERTEX " obviates " interference."
Complete with 50 ft. downlead, 4 insulated

arms and central steel hub bracket, ready et 15 0
zoo
for mounting on toast
..
Steel wall brackets, with brilts, nuts, Rawlplugs and

screws can be supplied.
" VERTEX " INDOOR AERIAL,
A most efficient long-range " VERTEX " Indoor Aerial
is also made for use where outside aerial is not possible.

Can be suspended in loft under roof or in a top room.

As illustrated, with 35 feet downlead, in- E3 15 0

..
Trade Enquiries Invited.

sulated cords and ring for suspension

WIRELESS APPARATUS, LTD.,
35, Panton Street, Haymarket, S.W.1.

5
LATHE FOR-

A FIRST CLASS
1

MAKE YOUR OWN WIRELESS SET.
IT COVERS THE WHOLE OF WIRELESS WORK.
This is a self-contained turning lathe which can be set
up anywhere, clamped to the edge of a bench, a table,

or to a strip of wood wherever it is wanted. Swings
6 in. in diameter by 12 in. in length and 12 in. in gap.
No foot power or motor required. Complete with
chuck as illustrated. Price £5. Post in Great Britain,
3/3. Weighs only 23 lbs. A real money-maker. Write
for descriptive booklet, or send remittance with order to

G. ADAMS

Dept. P., 255, High Holborn,
London, W.C.1.

CABINET and PANEL RECEIVERS
rOR purity of tone coupled with volume

they are a revelation and must be
seen and heard to be fully appreciated
A PAYMENT DOWN OF ONLY £4:7:6
will secure the finest 2 -Valve

Receiver completely equipped regardless of cost, balance payable in
convenient monthly instalments.
4 -Valve Cabinet as illustrated,
30 Guineas. Other models from

£12 to 50 Guineas.

Demonstrations daily and particulars from the London Distributors :
H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd., 49/53, Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7
'Phones: Kensington 8558 9 and 5540.
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HOW TO SECURE
SELECTIVITY WITH EASE OF CONTROL.
A SET TO BRING IN DISTANT STATIONS.
By F. W. PLEWS.
This selective receiver is the outcome of experiments made by a well-known contributor to " Popular Wireless."
-

Dti RING the past few months I have
been experimenting with a single
valve " tuned regeneration set," in
which I have incorporated two or three
novelties. " One control " is often asked
Figure

Seouqemakailkraenal6

-

-

-

- >,>-

-

0 0 6-

22 stout pins screwed on the circumference
of the metal former, eleven on each side ;
these pins were staggered as shown on Fig. 1.

Double cotton - covered wire 22 gauge
was used for winding the secondary por-

00

046

pin and lay these ten turns over the previous
winding, anchoring the end on the pin opposite to the one at the start. Any blank space
at each side may be filled with a turn or two
of string about same thickness as the wire.

tion of this combination,

and before starting to

-

wind, a piece of thin card

Secondary Eleven Pins a 7eachsde of1inch,frrnzer

was placed around the

former between the rows
of pins to form a base for
the layers of wire. The
edges where -the card-

board overlapped were
glued, allowed to set,

for by those people who require a good set,
to bring in distance and which involves no
trouble. " Simplicity of design with effect "
is what appears to be demanded. The set
I am about to describe is much simpler to

and then coated with
varnish. When the varnish was dry I proceeded
to wind the coil. Anchor

make than it appears to be at first sight.

the wire around one of
the pins, leaving about
12 inches of loose end,
then sixteen turns of
wire are wound in a

It combines great " selectivity with ease of
control," and, above all, coupled with those
two factors, I may say extraordinary signal
strength, with low cost of production.
The aerial coil is semi-aperioclic," or in
other words I might say the aerial system

C12.1

_Cv

_

clockwise direction; these turns just occupy

the space between the two rows of pins.

Fig, 1 clearly shows the manner
in which this is done.
Now cross over to the starting

-C1_.

peg and proceed to lay the zig-zag

The henry Line represents the hrsiVeryer

Dolled line the second. _ Broken hues the !lure! and Me

Thin hne/hekarthturn whirhsheies Me Iallfee fa-mai:on

figure 2.

or circuit is untuned. There. are many
ways of making a coil of this type. The
one shown on the photo was made on a
former two inches in diameter and having

around the coil (see Fig: 1).
This system produces a coil

Proceed once more to wind the 22 gauge

Sixteen more turns in the same
direction, then a course of zig-zag turns,
wire.

then the final sixteen turns are laid. Always
go back to the starting pin when commenc-

ing a fresh layer, and anchor the end on
the peg opposite to the start. We have
now sixty-six turns of 22 gauge wire on

layers.

the secondary coil and ten turns of 18 gauge

Another layer once more to the
starting peg of sixteen turns is

two bottom and two top layers of the

air -spaced

between

now made, then anchor the wire on the

starting pin, but do not cut it off yet. The
aerial coil consists of ten turns of 18 gauge
D.C.C. wire. Anchor the wire at the starting

for the aerial coil sandwiched between tie
secondary, with sufficient loose ends to take

to their proper terminals later on.

We may now stitch the coil to support it,

then unscrew each peg and it will be

found a very easy matter to slide it off the
former. The cardboard support assists in
this procedure and also forms the permanent

base for the coil. The underside of this
base may also, be varnished, and the coil
may then be wrapped with empire tape to

protect it from damp or other injure.
Before wrapping it with tape, the projecting

loops at the side may be turned over each
side alternately ; this also helps to support

the wiring and prevents the layers from

slipping out, of the side of coil. This forms
a closely coupled aerial and secondary coil.
The Variometer.

The variometer was wound on a former
measuring two inches in diameter and I of
an inch wide, measuring from the outside
of the double row of pins which are placed

opposite each other, as shown in Fig. 2.
Commence in the same way by placing a

narrow piece of thin card on the base of the
former ; this is not to be a permanent base,

so need not be varnished. Anchor the

start of wire in the usual way and take the
wire behind two pins, alternating from side
to side as shown in diagram Fig. 2 ; follow

this procedure until eight yards of wire
Fig. 3,

The complete set.

Note the position o

he variometer in relation to the inductance coil.

(Continued on page 5:?2.)
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HOW TO SECURE
SELECTIVITY WITH
EASE OF CONTROL.
(Continued from page 521.)
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have been wound, and without breaking
the wire anchor it temporarily and wind

five or six turns of string in the same

manner, then continue to wire the stator
portion of the variometer in series with the
rotor, allowing at least four inches of loose

better than any description how this part

Instructions for Using the Set.

of the work must be done.
Fibre washers were also placed between

each coil, as seen in photo and diagram.

Fix your aerial and earth leads to their
respective terminals, and the battery leads
also. With the variometer at its maximum

The condenser for tuning the secondary coil
may be either a .0003 or .0005 variable and
equipped with a vernier adjustment, which

position and the filament of the valve aglow,
start with the condenser at zero, and gradu-

ally turn the dial until signals are heard

is very necessary owing to the fine tuning
of this set. The valve panel is made of
ebonite and measures 6 in. by 41 in., and

very strong, then slightly adjust variometer.
Using a Frame Aerial.

is wired up as shown on Figs. 4 and 5. The

dry batteries.

entire base of this set measures 61 in. by
111 in., and is made of fretwood walnut
slightly bevelled on the edges.

A raised platform
measuring

81 in. by

58 in. is placed at A B

shown on diagram 4
and Fig. 3, and hinged

as seen in photo. The
curved

support

C,

Fig. 3, is made from

and measures
lir in. wide and about
15 in. long, screwed on

fibre

the side at D, Fig. 3,
and bent at right

I am using a dull emitter valve and

A suitable rheostat is
fixed on the valve panel for regulating
The two plate terminals are
simply used for relay purposes; the one
the current.

nearest the variometer can be dispensed with
and the lead from the variometer stator made
direct to the plate terminal on valve socket.
A frame aerial two feet square and wired

with eight turns of 20 gauge D.C.C. wire;
may also be used with great success. I
also receive signals with no other exterior

connection but a 24 -foot length of " electron

wire " suspended across a room and one

end fixed on either the aerial or earth
t -rminal.
Connection made to gas or

angles at the end, and
screwed on the raised
platform beneath the
earth terminal. The

aerial and earth ter-

minals are also fixed
Fig. 5.

Showing the wiring of the valve panel.

wire before continuing to wind another
eight yards of wire.

At the end of this eight yards leave at

least one foot of wire for joining up to the

plate of valve.

The pins are now very

carefully taken out and the angles formed on

each side of the coil are carefully tied up
with strong thread ; the coil may now be
slipped off the former and the layers of
string .-between the rotor and stator removed.

It will be now seen that the

inner portion of coil will move freely within

the larger or stator coil.
A piece of fibre is cut to suitable dimensions and placed across the lower portion
of the rotor coil (see Figs. 3 and 7), a hole
having previously been drilled in the centre

through which the 4 B.A. tapped rod is
screwed and fixed firmly with two nuts.
This rod is placed through the top and
bottom portions of rotor and stator, both
of which have been bushed with cork, not

only for insulation, but also to act as a

friction washer when working the spindle
of variometer. Figs. 3 and 7 will explain

on

a raised ebonite

platform

which

measures 3j in. by
in. (see photos).
On the front at E, Fig. 3, will be seen a
support measuring 5i in. by 4 in. This

is stayed at the back with two upright
supports (see Fig. 6), and screwed on the
base in an upright position, and is used
as a panel for the variable condenser and
variable grid leak. The condenser, the
aperiodic coil, and the variometer have each
one common centre or axis, hence the
necessity for raising the aperiodic coil on a
wooden support, upon which it is fastened

with empire tape and pivoted at one end.
This is necessary to get the proper adjustment between this coil and the variometer
to prevent howling or whistling.
The Set in Operation.

The hole where the spindle of condenser
comes through the front of panel is insulated
with an ebonite bush, also the grid leak. The

water pipes may also be used, either singly

a hole in the fibre support at H, Fig. 3,
and the dial and knob firmly clamped in

Near a broadcasting station I have heard
signals without any aerial or earth wire

minal and the water pipe to earth terminal.

A brass bush is screwed on the
raised platform for the

connection. This semi-aperiodic coil system
appears to be a very accommodating piece
of apparatus.

and fixed with two nuts

Distant Reception Possible.

position.

other end of spindle,

on the underside in

such a manner, whilst
preventing the spindle
from slipping out of the

bush it will still allow

it to turn easily (see
Fig. 5 at M, and Fig. 7).

the same setting every time, no matter
what the length of aerial. It is a very
satisfactory set for portable use, for which
I have also used it.

Before closing, I would

like to call attention to the four pieces of

rubber placed one on each side of variometer

where shown on photo

these prevent the stator of variometer from
turning round when tuning.
The variometer, as will be seen, is wound
on the principle of a latticed space coil, and
is a very efficient piece of apparatus. The
set is capable of bridging great distances.
Queries about this set will be welcomed and
answered. My previous sets have made me
many friends through the agency of P.W.,

5, but can be placed
immediately beneath
the grid leak (see

diagram 4 for

Another view of the complete receiver.

One may visit any friend's aerial and be
certain to receive signals on practically

The grid condenser

must not be placed

Fig. 6.

or the gas connection made to aerial ter-

spindle of the variometer is taken through

posi-

tion). The connections
may now be made
according to instructions given in the
wiring diagram, Fig. 4.

and fixed to the fibre strip at K, Fig. 3,

and I feel convinced this will be no exception.
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wireless

construction.
RADIO is essentially a progressive hobby.

Half the

attraction lies in the advancement from the chrysalis
stage of the Crystal Receiver to a " Fiye-Valver or even a
full-blown transmitter. Yet your ultimate success depends
upon the books. which guide your steps along the path of
wireless progress. You cannot do better than put your trust
in Wireless Press publications. With their aid it is a simple
matter for you to obtain a complete knowledge of the subject
ff.rom A to Z.
" Crystal Receivers for Broadcast Reception."

By Percy IV. Harris. Price 1,6. Postage
2d.

" Construction of. Amateur Valve Stations."
By A. L. .11. Douglas. 1/6. Postage 2d.
" Practical Wireless Sets for All -Home Con-

struction Made Easy." By Percy
Harris. 1,6. Postage 2d.

The Wireless Press are
Me pioneers of authoritative wireless literature,
catering for every possible
need.

IV.

" The Wireless Press Ezi-Wiring Series ":2/- each. Postage 2d.
1. A Three -Valve Portable Receiver. By
II. S. Pocock.
2. A Three -Valve Receiver (Cabinet). By
F. H. Haynes.
3. A Two -Valve and Crystal Reflex Receiver. By IV. James.
" The Amateur's Book of Wireless Circuits."
By F. H. Hitym:s. 3,6. Postage 6d.

" The Home Constructor's Wireless Guide."
By IV. James. 3,6. Postage 3d.
" Radio Experimenter's Handbook." Two
Parts. 3,6 each. Postage 4d. each.

" The Wireless Telephone: What It Is and
How It Works." By P. R. Coursey. 2/-.
Postage 3d.
" Wireless Telephony: A Simplified Explana-

tion." By R. D. Bangay. 216. Postage
3d.

" The Elementary Principles of Wireless
Telephony."

By R. D. Bangay.

7,6.

Postage bd.
" Dictionary of Technical Terms used in
Wireless Telegraphy." By Harold Mud.
2,6. Post 2d.
" Mast and Aerial Construction for Amateurs."
By F. J. _1 i:7 ey. 1,6. Post id.

Issued by

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED,
12/13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
.=M11111011011111111111M.
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-HELLO! HELLO!! "UNCLE TOM" CALLING

-7 --_-

"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling
"UNCLE TOM," OF PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.

The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
INSULATING TAPE, per box, 6d.
KNOBS. --2 B.A. bushed 11 -in. dia., 2d.; 2
B.A., Id.; 4 B.A. bushed 1 -in. dia., 1id.
LOUD SPEAKERS.-Amplion Junior, 27/6;
T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling, 55/-;
Sterling (Black and Gold), 69/-; Claritone
Junior, 55/-; Claritone Senior, 115/-; Sparta

RESISTANCES
(VARIABLE). - Woodhall,
100,000 ohms, mounted on Ebonite, 2/9; Allen,
50,000 to 100,000, 2/-; Lissen, 50,000 to 100,000,

TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire

to Earth Wire, per pair, 11d.
TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequeney).-General
2/6; Watmel, 50.000 to 100,000, 3/6.
Radio Co., 15/.; Powquip "Bucks" for Reflex
RUBBER -'PHONE EAR CAPS.-" Sorbo," per Circuits, 12/; Powquip Shrouded, 18/6; Burn;
pair, 1/6.
dept Cheap Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 16/6; Lissen
SCALES. -Half circle, 0-1S0', 2d.; complete T.3, 25/-' Silvertown, 21/-; Igranic, 21/-; Fuller
(Fullers), 95/-; and many other makes kept in circle, 360,, black or white, 41d.
Shrouded, 22/-; R.1, new type, 25/-; Eureka
stock.
STAPLES (insulated). -Per doz., 3d.
Concert Grand (the finest transformer made),
STAPLES (Tin). -Per doz.. ld.
39/-; Eureka 2nd stage, 22/6.
SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type,
TINFOIL -Per sheet, 4d.
2 B.A., 2d. doz.
very efficient, 9d.
TRANSFERS.-" Easie-fix "
Aerial,
Earth
SHELLAC. -Per bot., 5d., 7d. and 10d.
NAME' TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing
'Phones, per set, 2d.; large sheet of Words and
SW ITCHES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mount- Scales, 9d.
under terminal, Id.; straight type, Id.; strips
of 12 names, 6d.; Aerial, Earth and 'Phones, in;, 1/-; D.P.D.T.. Miniature for mounting, 1/6.
VARIOMETERS.-Sinall
Brown,
excellent
Id.; Pointers, id.
SWITCHES
(EARTH
AND
AERIAL).- value, 1/11; L. Variometer, 2/6; L. Variometer
'PHONES.-Sketaphones,
16/6;
The
New Mounted on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., 1/3 and 1/9;
with Ball Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with
T.M.C.. 6 ozs. ; 22/6; Brown's Feather -Weight, D.P.D.T., 3/3. (Above fitted with Terminals.)
Knob, 4/3, 4/11 and 5/6. Igranic and Sterling
25/-; Sterling, 25/-; G.E.C., 25/-; B.T.H., 25/-;
SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 4d.
always in stock.
Western Electric, 25/-; Claritone, 25/; Siemens,
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz., 5d.
VALVES. -Thorpe K.4 for Unidyne circuit,
25/-. All 4,000 ohms.
SWITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, 1/11; 17/6; Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.5V.,
SINGLE EAR 'PHONES °,000 ohms, 6/6; 4,000 Switches, round, (Togle), 21-.
Mullard-Ora, Ediswan. Myers, all at 12/6.
ohms. 7/6.
DULL EMITTER VALVES. -Marconi D.E.R.,
SWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, 10d.; second
PULLEYS. -Aerial, 6d. and 8d.
21/-; Ediswan A.R.D.E. 21/-.
quality, 6d.
LEADING -IN TUBES. -6 -in., 8d.; 9 -in., 10d.;

i'2 in., 1/-.
NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d. doz. ;

POTENTIOMETERS.-Speeial line, 4/6; T.C.B.,

5/-4 Igranic, 7/-; Lissen, 12/6.

'PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C., 2 pin, 118.
ROTORS. -Wood, 2 -in., 1/-; Ebonite, 21 -in.,

1/9.

ROTORS AND STATORS. -2 Stators and

I

Rotor, complete set 3/-.
RESISTANCES (FIXED).-Mullard,
100,000
ohms, 2/6. (Clips for above. 9d. per pair.)
Mail orders dispatched same day.

TERMINALS.-Stnall fancy, ld.; small W.O.,

id.; large W.0-, 1-,d.; Telephone. 10.; Nickelled,
2d. (All above complete with nut and washer.)

DULL EMITTER, .06. -Marconi
VALVES,
D.E.3, 25/-; B.T.H. B.5, 25/.; Ediswan A.R.,
25/-; B.T.H. 6 Volt Power Valve B.4, 35/-;

:Hilliard and F.A.I., 35/-.
VOLT METERS, 0 to 15 Volts, 5/-; double
Spade Terminals, each, 1d.; screw pins, each,
"reading,
0-10, 0-100 volts, 12/..
1d.; "Clix " Terminals, complete, 4d.
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and dashers,
Valves and High Tension Batterie3 sent through 8d.; 5 Les Valve Holders for K.4 Valves, 1/3;
past at purchaser's risk only and are not re- Valve Holders for Flush Panel Mounting, 8d. set.

Red and black Terminals, per pair, 1/-; Screw

turnable.

Price Lists Free.

Business Hours

Please send ample postage. Excess will
be returned.

-

-

-

9 to 8 daily.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

41-11

Mail Orders to be sent to Head Office
and Stores:

GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

Newcastle -on -Tyne
" UNCLE TOM
" PAYNE & HORNSBY, Ltd., Gallowgate,
Call Signs ; 6 I R, 6 K W.
Telephone : 3804 CENTRAL

10, QUEEN VICTORIA Russell
STREET,
1.1E/EDS.
Street, Ocean Road, South Shields.

Phone : 22267 Leeds.
Roker Avenue, Sunderland.

66, Camden Street, North Shields.

SW., 331E1...FAST, Shortly Opening at STONEY ST., NOTTINGHAM,

Now Open at CA '1`1..'

THE GREATEST SENSATION
and SUCCESS of the SEASON

One hole fixing,

Handsome nickel

THE WORLD'S CHAMPION

dial.

Phosphor Bronze
contact arm,

The marvel A.B. Headphone which has
dealt the knockout blow to all others and
overshadowed them all. Fully guaranteed.

Pray,

Pat,
12452,

Winding cannot be damaged
by ordinary use.
Size, r ins, diameter,

in. high.

ADJUSTABLE TYPE. -

Heavily nickel plated
with headbands cov-

ered with 1 7/6 .

6 ohms
15 ohms
30 ohms

leather
per pair
NON-ADJUSTABLE TYPE. -Also heavily nickel
p/ai6r
plated and headbands covered

From all Wireless Stores, or direct from
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO

\<5"c2

Co., Ltd.,

Electrical Engineers & Manufacturers,

22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

Q

U

0-

A

AMBATIELO BROS., LTD., /
Ambatielo House, Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.1.

ALLcommunications re-

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES

SOLE
ADVERTISEMENT

WHOLE PAGE £30: 0 : 0 QUARTER PAGE E7: 10:0
HALF PAGE 15:0:0 I EIGHTH PAGE £3 :15 : 0

specting aduertising
must be made to the

AGENTS -

JOHN H. LILE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4
Note New Telephone No.

1080 Central.

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 25/ - half inch 12/6
Minimum Space accepted

SPECIAL POSITIONS BY
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
ALL ADVERDISCOUNTS.

TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL.

11`

with leather.
Apply to your dealer or direct to :-

Cover pages close for press
10 days prior to date of issue.
Inside pages close for press

8 days prior to date of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

"POPULAR

WIRELESS"

H AS THE

L ARGEST
WIRELESS
SALE OF ANY

JOURNAL IN
:: GREAT ::

B RITAIN.
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WE 517,7%,
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VeaVVC"XN.C. CoX6.

44\"6-eT

The guarantee of THIS crystal is that we use it in our own
Receivers on account of its remarkable power, immanence and
long life.

PRICE'I/3 per tin, with spearpoint cat's -whisker.

CHALLENGE CRYSTAL SETS
No. 40. The " Challenge."

A new Radiax production. Designed and built on entirely new
principles, it is the result of much experiment and test, our

object having been to obtain the utmost power of which a
crystal set is capable. Range 300 to 500. Price .012. -

No. 41.

The "Challenge " Long Wave.
(100-1,600 metres)

Uniform with No. 40, but incorporates the Radiax Universal
principle, and enables, by means of a switch, perfect results tO
be obtained on the lower wave
band or on the new 1,600 metre
High Power Station. Price $2/l0/ Send Id. stain pa for 111114rated Catalogue.

All Radiax.,specialities are obtainable
from yonr local dealer, or otherwise
direct from

RADIAX, LTD .5
10 PERCY STREET,
TOTTENHAM CT. RD.

RADIAX

LONDON, W. 1.

WE SATISFY YOU

MR. tVERYBODY,-Didn't you ought to buy "Britezite."
the Crystal which "Popular Wireless" says is one of the
most efficient brought to their notice; a crystal which has
brought congratulations from users everywhere; a crystal
which is standard in many leading makers' sets? Send
for a sample and test "BRITEZITE" yourself.

BRITISH CENTRAL ELECTRICAL
CO., LTD.,
Telephone: Clerhenwell 5848;9

6-8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.

BARCLAYS 225

"PAY AS YOU LISTEN"
THE FAMOUS
Resistance

2000 or 4000
ohms

SPARTA

same price

EVENING TRIPS TO AMERICA !
YOU can get there every night with the P P.V 2, the world's
loudest and most sensitive long distance circuit. Simple
enough for a child to assemble. Panel cost need not exceed 30'-.
Thousands have already logged from 1 to 5 American stations nightly
P.P.V.2 works loud speaker, and carries 20 pairs of headphones.

RADIO -PLAN No. 1 containsfullest instructions, pictorial and theoretical diagrams, with

LOUD SPEAKER
Sent

you

on receipt of

20f -

directions how to make your own coils for a few pence.
If you have never made a set before, you can succeed now.
Expert advice free to purchasers if required.

immediately

deposit and
your

agree-

Price 2!-, Post Free, from :-

PRESS EXCLUSIVES, Wireless Publishers,
2, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4

ment to pay
10/- per month for 8 months
if satisfied.

HEADPHONES

This Speaker is manufactured by Fullers
United Electric Works and its reputation is
second to none.
The cash price being £.4/15/0 we only

ABSOLUTELY THE LATEST AND BEST.

EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED.
We supply to satisfy.

charge 5% extra for easy payments. The
is
guaranteed for one year.

Speaker

The pick of the market.

Condensers, etc., charging only 5% interest for Easy Payments.

Send 20/- TO -DAY, plus 2/6 for Packing and Postage,
or call

R. McKELLEN & Co.,
40, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.1.
Established 1918.

Gerrard 8782.

4,000 Ohms.

Very light. Highly finished, best workmanship and extremely sensitive.
::

We also supply Ironic Components, Accumulators, H.T. Batteries,

Being Retailed at 15;'6
PRICE 10/6

with
adjustable 19 ig
Or

diaphragms "/
Postage Gd.

Tico

pans post free.

Everything Wireless on Easy Payment
Terms.

THE WIRELESS DISTRIBUTING CO., Ltd.,

Walmar Flouce, Regent Street, W.1
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Number of Turns.

ANTI -CAPACITY BASKET COILS.

201

From a CORRESPONDENT.
The coils described in the following article can be easily made at home
at low cost.
00

0 .0 0 0 0

35I50

70
901

0 0 0 0 a> 0 0 0 0 00o00000 0 0 0. .0 O .0. .0 .0 0

FROM the point of view of

construction and general
in use the basket type of tuning
coil is perhaps the most generally used
amongst the amateur wireless enthusiasts
who prefer to make as much of their own
apparatus as possible. It has, however,

cally.

The former used is of the usual " spider"
type, with the exception of the hub, which
was fretted out from k -in. wood to the shape
shown (see Fig. 1). Eleven spokes consisting

of On. round wood were made a tight
" push fit" into holes at the top of each

several drawbacks, not the least of which is
its mechanical weakness. The necessary

projection on the central hub.

The Towner i nql lo scale I

and under two spokes until
the desired number of turns
has been put on. The tying

up of the turns of wire is
now undertaken in the following manner :

Two long needles are both
threaded on one piece of

strong cotton thread.

One

is then passed up through
End on 40e

3-1,,,;(42 pant
wh,ch a,-ead

oil -0,1 shower's

posato,

iota

fhrrod at a.

a

the winding along the line of
spoke, and the other similarly
passed up through the winding along.a line with the adjacent spoke. The thread is
then pulled taut and tied off

neatly in a reef knot at the
outside edge of the coil, as is
clearly shown in Fig. 2.

Fig
Dotted trot shows method of
n.E;dle Qlre, 0502 0
iassert

Each point at which the
inner winding of the coil

-

crosses the outer winding is
treated in the same manner.

con6nooeds length of !bread

The coil should then be com-

paraffin Wax or shellac varnish with which
it is held together produces considerable
losses due to capacity effects.

plete, and may be mounted on any of the

avoided when the coil is wound upon a

method calls for a little more patience and

It may be argued that these faults are

former consisting of fibre, mica, or shellacked

cardboard, etc., but here, also, there are
dielectric losses due to the
presence of the material

standantikyins of basket coil holders.
One continuous length of thread may be

used for each side of the coil, but this
skill.

125
150
200
250

32 D.C.C.

For the sake of compactness the wire may

be wound over and under three or four
spokes, in which case it would facilitate
winding to use more than eleven. Indeed,
may be used.

No. 22 S.W.G. D.C.C. copper wire should be wound over

Spokes

22 D.C.C.

any odd number of spokes within reason

Winding the Coils.

Fp I

Standard
Wire Gauge.

100)

far superior both mechanically and electri-

ease of
efficiency

circuit, with the usual 0.0005 microfarad
variable condenser in parallel.

HOW TO MAKE
00

1924.

The manner in which to insert the

needle is also shown in Fig. 2.

0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 o- 0 o

USEFUL HINTS.

1

BRASS screws are usually used to fasten

the panel when the set is finished;
and if the fittings happen to be plated,
these screws show up very badly.

It is not

necessary to have these plated.. A very

good substitute will be- found by dabbing

a little flux for soldering on the head of

the screws, then hold them in a gas flame
or similar heat, and when the flux is well
heated rub a little solder across- the head,
and wipe off quickly with a piece of rag,
so that there is not enough solder to fill up
the cut. If warmed again quite a bright,
shiny finish will be the result.
Marking Panels.

Always mark the panel out on the reverse

side, and never use a pencil. When two
or three holes have been drilled, screw the
panel down to a piece of flat wood, and drill
right through to the wood ;. this will ensure
clean holes. It is a good plan to lay out

all the parts on a sheet of paper the size of

the panel, and when all is ready prick

small holes through the paper. reverse, and
lay it on the panel, and mark through with
a centre punch. It is well to just stick the
corners of the paper to prevent slipping.

Switch -arms and the like will have a
better bearing and- act more rigidly if an
extra panel bush is placed on the spindle

from which the former is
made.
Considerable interest was

on the underside of the panel, as well as on
the top.

on the market of the so-

Safeguarding Valves.

tioned faults have been
abolished.

be used in the set. Although this is a good

aroused by the appearance

called " waxless coils," in
which all the afore -men-

Amateurs frequently try out several
units to arrive at the final circuit that will

plan, it should be remembered that when
so doing the units used should be placed

An Efficient Method.

together as close as it is possible as they will

The writer therefore set
about to devise a method
whereby such coils could
be constructed at home
with the minimum of

be when they are finally assembled in the
cabinet. It is very often the case that units
work quite up to the mark when all over the
table, but when assembled in a cabinet the

results are disappointing. The reason is
the inter -capacity effects of all the units

trouble, and after a con-

siderable amount of experimenting the
following
Showing
method was devised as
being the most efficient and simple, where-

by the home constructor can build such
coils with only slightly more trouble than
is spent upon basket coils of the usual
type, the result being a coil which is

when close together.
the anti -capacity coils in their completed form.

Two of such coils are shown in the photo-

graph, and the following table gives sufficient data for the construction of a set of
such coils to tune from approximately 150
to 2,000' metres, when used in the aerial

Always use distinctive coloured flex to
take the battery and accumulator current
to the set. Many a valve has been burnt
out quite accidentally.

Use red and black

flex, and if possible red and black spade
terminals, and (Efferent patterns for the
high and low currents

Popular Wireless Weekly, November 1st, 1924.
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,us,
It may perhaps interest you to

know that during nu, recent
experiments in rice tion

of

the B.B.C. stations upon the
Jun.sprau and other points in
the Ales f tested many makes
of valves. The ones :which
gave by Jar the best all-round
results were the .7.11. B4one of which I consider equal
to two of any other.

1 strongly

advise every amattor to
then.

use

(Signed)

WILLIAM IF QUEUX.

6 VOLTS -0.25 AMPS.
MR. WILLIAM LE QUEUX the famous novelist and
wireless experimenter, as the result of his Jungfrau
experiments, has proved the superiority of the B.T.H.
B4 Valve-the supreme valve for use as a low frequency
power amplifier.

Price

35/ The British Thomson -Houston Co Ltd
-

-

Obtainable from all Electricians and Radio Dealers

Offices Crown House, Al wych, Lenten, W.0 2
Works Coventry
Branches at : Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds
Liyerpool,

Manchester,

Middlesbrough,

Newcastle,

Swansea,

Sheffield

1154 A

44*

TWO, THREE and FOUR VALVE

WIRELESS RECEIVERS
REVISED PRICES:

PANELS ONLY.

Two Valve ..E12

0 0
Three Valve ...£15 17 6
Four Valve -£20 5 0

dgair-

twIrP,*

COMPLETE SETS.
Two Valve ..E17 10 0

WIraqicYusic from the Skies

Three Valve.. £22 5 0
Four Valve

.£27 5 0

-the GIL PAY brings it
out in all its Purity ofrone

i.-(/1

This very handsome Ped-

estal Cabinet fitted with

New Model A. J. S. Four Valve Receiver; H. and L
Tension Batteries, and
A. J. S. Loud Speaker, the
horn of which matches
the wood, is supplied

YOU don't know what pleasure there is in a Crystal Set, until you
have used the GIL-RAY wireless crystal. The GIL-RAY is
super -sensitive, and each piece is tested and guaranteed. See for
yourself what a difference it makes! Supplied in neat tin boxes
with Sterling Silver whisker, and full instructions for perfect results.

complete with all accessories ready for use in
MAHOGANY OR OAK
each at

Price 1 r6 of dealers everywhere.
1

If unobtainable, please forward

6 and name and address of dealer. Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland

V. ZEITLIN & SONS,
144, Theobald's Road, London, W.C.1.

152 : 10 : 0

'Phone Museum 3795 and 6841
Trade enquiries welcome.
Agent: F. K. MADDEN, 5, Osbourne Road. Newcastle -on -Tyne.

See our Stand, E.4,

Palace of Engineering

British Empire

bl I 12. EL ESS

Exhibition.
.11.- If you wish to secure this

4.

re

CRYSTAL

GUARANTEED

Valuable Agency write for

our Trade Ternts and

I

Revised Prices.

A. J. STEVENS & Co. (1914) LTD.
WIRELESS BRANCH,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

I

CRYSTAL

ucriowsEt4cLosto.
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want. Fitted with a stout wooden handle,

APPARATUS

TESTED

,4%

qintiA

Anderton, Britton & Co., Ltd., of Queen's
House, Queen Street, London, E.C.4, of a
transformer that fulfils the above require-

It is stated to consist of British
material throughout, and is retailed at
25/- net. Its ratio is 3-1, the primary
ments.

take full advantage of the progress of
wireless science. For instance, circuits that
originate in other countries cannot be

ignored, any more than certain pieces of

apparatus which are manufactured abroad-'
if similar apparatus with equal efficiency is
not available in the home markets. A case
in point concerns " Push-pull " power
amplification, a branch of radio work which
we consider is rather neglected. We have
most careful of tests carried out with a pair
of transformers designed for this purpose,

33,000 turns, 21 miles of wire in all being
used. As will be seen from the photograph
of this transformer which appears on this

and which have been submitted to us for
test., by Messrs. Gaston E. Marbaix, of

of the hedgehog type totally

enclosed in a metal casing.
In appearance it is quite a well -finished,
solid -looking instrument; and on test very
good results were obtained. The ratio is

ng the transformer mentioned above in

Sho

such that the transformer can be used in
almost any stage, including power and

various stars of assembly.

" reflex " circuits. The distortion noticeable

way a first-class L.F. transformer should ; it
is certainly a component that the constructor has been patiently waiting for.

throughout the whole range of audio
frequencies ; we did not draw up a curve,
but we should imagine that, had we done so,

Coil Former, which is now being placed
upon the market, will meet a long -felt

in a careful test was almost negligible

Ni

invariably appeal to all patriotic constructors, there are times when it is necessary to
go farther afield if the amateur desires to

arrived at this conclusion only after the

consisting of 11,000 turns and the secondary

is

***

While the words " All -British " must

The Technical Editor of Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test. Reports will be published under this heacrng.
WE recently deplored the fact that to our it would have been gratifyingly flat and
knowledge there was no L.F. trans- even. No doubt the one -hole mounting will
former on the market designed for ensure the success of this transformer, more
single hole panel mounting. Subsequently, especially as it appears to function in just the
however, we received a sample from Messrs.

page, it

and with provision -for four rows of pins,
it enables amateurs to easily wind their ow'
coils. The centre diameter of the specimen
sent to us measures
in.
It is manufactured by Hughes and Co., 19/21, Fore
Street Avenue, London, E.C. 2.

At the popular price of 5/-, the E. C.

27-28, Arming St., London, E.C.2, who are
agents for the high-class components
manufactured by the King Manufacturing
Corporation.
The above agents also handle the products
of the Rauland Manufacturing Corporation.
who are the makers of the " All American "
transformers mentioned above. Push-pull
amplification is undoubtedly deserving of
serious consideration, as it provides a means
of signal magnification which enables great
(Continued on page 530.)

SPECIALITIES
The Finest Results can only be secured from your set by using the best and
nothing but the best British Components. Insist on having "M.H." products.

FILAMENT RESISTANCES.
Combined Dull and Bright Emitter Type.
The advantages in this type of resistance are at
once apparent.
It is the most convenient and economical method
of controlling filament current as the space
occupied on the panel is reduced to a minimum

7/6

to take our standard
flat type condenser
of suitable value.

RESISTANCES
in

perfection of reception.

purity and

The " M.H." Bright Emitter Type are smooth
in

action,

resistance

coils are

of

dial, finely
controlled by
milled edged knob
a n d constructed
throughout on the

11111111111 111

IIIII1

II

principle that the
best and nothing

but the best is

for
satisfactory service.

21/ -

the latter

when
comes into operation.

L.M4 IC WM LT

LTD

Eureka

wire, the acknowledged best, cleanly engraved

good enough
PRICE

is added to the dull

8 .HESKETH

pro-

made in
this model by the
clips at the top to

dial, and to safeguard

IN CONJUNCTION W TH

with

vision is

the bright emitter
resistance comes into
operation first and

P.40V7

used

transformer

your operation with
either type of valve,

PRICE

play a most important part

an inter -valve

I

( ((for

-are most efficient
always

4111110type,
but
1ln III
doublereadingon the
4111

FILAMENT

A high grade and efficient Transformer of pleasing design
for all inter -valve purposes, possessing the best possible
electrical characteristics. A fixed
condenser is nearly

while any valve can be used at an emergency.
This rheostat is built up on the same principles
as the bright emitter
it has a
I

L.F. TRANSFORMERS

WIRELESS ENGINEERS,
Radio Corner, 179, Strand, London, W.C.2

g1141li

ICE

5/6

:W
:WINO

IMP

Certain imitations of our Specialities have come to our notice ; we
therefore expressly advise all
customers
TO INSIST UPON HAVING
M.H. PRODUCTS.
which guarantee efficiency and
reliability,

Barclays 211.
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WIRELESS

ACCESSORIES
ARE OF THE

HIGHEST GRADE

FINER TUNING
The Naylor "Fulstop" Condenser enables
tuning to be carried out with a wider range
of accuracy than has hitherto been obtained.
In addition to being a square law condenser,
which avoids the overcrowding of stations at
any particular point, the dial of the " Fulstop"
Condenser is graduated over the complete
circumference and geared at two to one in
relation to the moving plates, thereby giving

twice the rotary movement of any other
condenser and enabling stations to be picked
out with the greatest of ease. Further still,

the abolition of all hand capacity effects is
guaranteed unconditionally by the makers.
A leading Wireless magazine says:- We can strongly recommend this type of geared condenser for careful tuning and for use in situations where
hand capacity effects are troublesome." October, 1924.

Protected throughout the World.
'001 . .13/6
'0003 .10/3
PRICES
0002.. 9/6
0005 .11/3
.

.

Combined Earthing Switch

Aerial Protector.

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but

if you have any difficulty write

to

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD., Condenser Works, WIGAN.

Also Marztfachirers
COMPLETE RECEIVING SETS, BATTERIES, E1301IITE,Ec

Obtainable fromall Dealers.

SIEMENS BRUHERS
VARIABLE

CONDENSER

C° LIMITED,

WOOLWICH, LOND ON, S.E.18.
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APPARATUS TESTED
(Continued from page 528.)

volume _to be obtained without impairing
purity of tone.
Push-pull amplification is, in effect, the
placing of two valves in parallel, and the
circuit is so arranged that the input E.M.F.

is applied to the grids of the two valves

exactly 180 degrees out of phase, so that one
valve is in operation during one half of the

and, as will be seen, two slightly different

made set, and how he relayed the call on
.to the destroyer and so was instrumental

the " Output." It is impossible to enter into

in saving many lives.
Mr. Masters has told this one particular
story very well, but there are others in his
book of equal and often greater fascination.

transformers are required, the one being
known as the " Input " and the other as

a full explanation of the system on this
page, but all amateurs interested are advised
to communicate with Messrs. Marbaix, who
will be pleased to forward them descriptive
literature and full details and prices of these
interesting components.

" The Wonders of Salvage " is a book to
read with deep absorption, and few works

of fiction can rival these true stories of
adventures on the deep." The book is
handsomely illustrated with photographs.

The Shakespeare Engineering Co., of
15A, Shakespeare Road, N.10, have sent
us a range of switches comprising simple and
multi -contact switches for all wireless
purposes from simple two-way single pole9

to series parallel and multi -stud selection
switches.
Throughout, the workmanship
and finish shown is excellent, and contacts
are made smoothly and positively. The
most outstanding feature in connection with
these switches, however, is that they are so

designed that the contacts are dustproof,

a very strong point in their advantage
indeed.

*

THE WONDERS OF SALVAGE. By David
Masters. Published by John Lane, The
Bodley Head. Price 8/6 net (illustratedj.

A " Push-pull " amplifying circuit using the special
transformers mentioned below.

cycle, while the other valve functions during
the other half. It is claimed that this action

neutralises the distortion and harmonics
usually produced when only one valve is
used.

A typical circuit is shown on this page,

In this fascinating volume the author
recounts a story of particular interest to
wireless amateurs-how radio saved the
lives of some men imprisoned in a half sunken submarine ; how, although a rescue

ship wirelessed for assistance in order to
save the men from a living tomb, no other
ship was in range ; how, after agonising
suspense, the ship's call was picked up by
an American schoolboy quite by accident
when he was experimenting with a home-

One of the transformers for use in the above ciredit.

The text is distinctly of historical value,
but the author of " The Romance of Salvage" knows how to impart colour and
romance to his subject, and in this, his
latest volume, the reader will inevitably
come under the spell of his graphic pen.

"IT'S QUALITY THAT DOES IT."

NOVEMBER
15 " co 29`
NO'

THE CHELMSFORD COIL THAT GETS YOU
RIGHT THERE WITH A MINIMUM OF CAPACITY. "STRONG AS A HOUSE" 101 each
SET OF 6 BASKET COILS
1/9
SET OF SEVEN
2/B.C. RHEOSTATS, 1 -HOLE FIXING, EBONITE
BOBBIN, SUPERB FINISH - - - - 1/6 each
H.F. TRANSFORMERS, ANY W L UP TO
5,000 ms - - - - - - - - - - 219 each
SMOOTH ACTION SWITCH ARM, ONE -HOLE
FIXING - - - - - - - - - - 7d. each

LEAD-IN INSULATORS, 6" 6d. each. 9" 71d.

each.

12" 1/2 each

WAXLESS COILS, Set of 4, 150'1,000 ms 1/8,
set of 5, 150x1,400 ms 212, set of 7,150,1800 2/6
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

CRAIK & SMITH,
Allen Street, London, E.C.1.

Phom: Cierkenwell 7346.
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"GOLTONE"
WIRELESS

REGD

RECEIVING
SETS
(BRITISH MADE.)
Elegant appearance. flighty selective.
Simplicity in Tuning. Designed for receiving on any Wavelength. The Two Valve Set clearly receives British Broadcasting and Continental Stations, and for
Loud -Speaker Reception the Three-, Four and Five -Valve Sets have proved entirely
satisfactory in all parts of the Kingdom.
Polished Cabinet, Removable back, Ebonite

panel, fitted with Valve Holders, Filament Resistances, Condensers for Tuning Aerial and Anode Circuits, Knife Switch
for High and Low Tension Circuits, etc.
Provided with Plug-in Coils to receive the British Broadcasting Stations. Phig-in Coils to receive Paris, Berlin and other
high -wave stations are interchangeable and can be supplied.
Both the Low -Tension and High -Tension Batteries can be
Sited inside the Cabinet, and the only wires on view are the
aerial and earth.

TWO VALVE
CABINET, £7 : 10 : O.
Marconi Patent Royalties, 251,
THREE VALVE
CABINET. £10 : 10 : 0.
Marconi Patent Royalties, 37/6.

FOUR VALVE
CABINET, £13: 10:0.
Marconi Patent Royalties, 50/-.
FIVE VALVE
CABINET,
£18 : 18 : 0.
Marconi Patent Royalties, 62/6.

See Catalogue for full details together with particulars and
prices of above Sets fur "Home Construction"

"GOLTONE" Regd.

"GOLTONE" MICROMETER

WAVE TRAP REGULATING COIL HOLDER
An extremely effective
instrument for eliminating signal interference tip to 600 Metres

"GoLTONE" Regd.
LOW FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER

Unsurpassed for silence, efficiency and reliability. Provides
remarkable amplification with
freedom from noise and distortion. Equally silitable with
every type of valve. No make of
Transformer gives better results.

Price 17/6.

32 page Illustrated Catalogue
No. Rilio shows a wide range of Complete Crystal and Valve Receiving Sets,

Large

Constructional Sets and Component
Parts of every description, post free
on request.

Enclose Business Card for Trade Terms.

Wave Length. Can be

easily attached without

any

alterations

to the actual wiring.
No. R5/75o 12/6 each.
VARIABLE CON-

DENSER. for use in conjunction with above Wave
Trap. '0003 mfd. 6/. each.

A high grade instrument. Enables the finest
possible tuning and considerably improves
the selectivity, reliability and efficiency of
the Receiving Set. Two Coil Type 9/. each.
Three Coil Type

12/6

each.

third3CioldstonE
..tt.S.ZIANErItSTEUr.
PENDLETON

Address all communications

to

Read Office

di

works: PENDLETON, MANCHESTER.
Stocks also held at Glasgow Depot -

95, PITT STREET.

.1.11119111FISMIMPS

" WANDAS 9911.0.

THE GREAT DIFFERENCE

VALVES AND TRANSFORMERS.
VALVES.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
High Grade Finish.
Low Consumption.

Gentlemen. with your kind
presmt
attention may
I

you a comparison

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST HOLLAND CAN PRODUCE.

wiring.

Specially designed to our requirements. Filament Volts 4, Filament Amps
Anode Volts 3o -go.

" Take

Designed to operate as Detector or Low -Frequency Amplifier.

Post Free

plier-twisted join that looks
ugly arid slipshod, but still

designed, and each layer of both the primary ,and secondary windings is separated
by special insulating paper.

worse, a trap ant} a hin-

drance in the path of small
Owners of set;

currents.

AMPLIFICATION ENTIRELY FREE FROM DISTORTION.

wired in

Very special attention has been paid to the isolation enabling a guarantee against
ALL AIMATES. Each Transformer thoroughly tested before leaving our "factory.
GUARANTEED TWO YEARS. Post Free 12/Volts, 0.06 Amps., 40 -moo H.T.Volts, 17/6 post free.
Orders can only be dealt with in rotation.

Scott Brothers & Company, (Department), Edmund Road, Sheffield.

the

experience
of others

-1\

Extracts from recent testimonials :"Our client is very pleased
with the panel. One of our

'

staff who has been associated

with the manufacture of ebonite

(or nearly twenty years con-

siders it the fittest piece of
polished ebonite he has seen."

"We are immensely pleased
with the panels supplied, the

THE BRITISH

EBONITE Co.,Ltd.
Hanwell, London, W.7.

this manner are

missing the best in wireless
it is a fact-experience
has proved it!

Here we have the perfect soldered joint-the very essence of
neatness-neatness that is easily achieved by soldering with the aid of that
famous flux,-FLUXITE and above all, a clear, unobstructive path which means
Now Take No. 2.

a big improvement in reception."

Ask your ironmonger or Hardware Dealor to show you the neat little

Prof it-r
by

we

kind of wiring you see in
home-made sets-a ragged,

First Class Dutch Manufacture,
The windings are of best enamelled high conductivity copper, very liberally

Full refund if not satisfied.

in set

Here

attempt to illustrate the

TRANSFORMERS,

Dull Emitter Radio Valve

No. 1.

have a really too flattering

Every -separate feature of Valve Structure has received the utinost technical
consideration.

sr

good effect of which is already
felt."

this trade
all panels.

FLUXITE
It is perfectly simple to use, and
will last for years in constant use.

Price

SOLDERING
716

It contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with non -heating
metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLUX1TE, solder, etc., and full in-

cuoilvcsEr.

structions. Price 7/6- Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE

_EXIT

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and lfonmongery Stores sell

FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 114, & 2/8

Buy a Tin To -day.
FLUXITE. LTD.. 324, Bevington St.,
Bermondsey, England.

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
Hardening Tools & Case Hardening

ASK FOR LEAFLET on improved neeti,,,i,

Popular Wireless Weekly, November 1st, 1924.

-HULLO EVERYBODY!!
POST FREE OFFER.

LISSEN.
Variable Grid Leak 2/6
2/0
Anode Resistance
Lissen Minor .. 3/6
.. 7/6
Lissenstat
Do. Universal .. 10/6
2 -way Switch ..
2/9
Series Parallel .. 319

T1 Transformers.. 30/

POST PAGE No. 1.

may rest assured that their orders will be executed in the very shortest period.
They will therefore realise that it is not possible to have orders cancelled
through above causes.

.031, .002, .003, .004,
.005, .006, Fixed, 3/0001,
.0002,
.0003,

.0004, .0005

Type 577, .01

..
..

1/6

70,000,
100,000,

on stand complete
Minicap Switch ..

POST 3d. each.

Switch

Arm,

with 12 Studs,
Nuts,

12

12

Washers. By
Post 1/6 set.

(L.F.).

Ebonite Valve
Holder, c u t
from solid rod,
hand -turned, 8
nuts and wash-

Reflex. etc.) 'n

Raymond

MANCHESTER

..

10/ -

Eureka Concert Grand 30/ - (similar to R.I.)
.. 22/8
Ditto, 2nd Stage
Silvertown

21/ -

10/3: 500,

STANDARD
SHROUDED

126

A pi .1

I "r
14111

" ORMOND "
L.F. TRANSFORMER

Post Free.

RHEOSTAT

..
..

EUREKA

WIRE

KNOB,

a 18/m

AND DIAL

STERLING
SQUARE LAW
CONDENSERS.

POLAR

with Vernier.
.001
.0005
.00025

..

30/- .001 var. Condenser .. 10/6

Coil Holder

EDISON BELL.
0001 to .0005 Fixed 113
.002 to .000
.. 2/.001
..
.
1/3
.0003 with Grid Leak 2/6
Variometer
10/6

Twin Detector

5/ -

POST 2d. each.

WEST END
DEPOT FOR

2 -way
.

4111111111:

LISSEN; RADIO

2/6
3/6

New )
BRETWOOD ( Model

..
PRESS ENVELOPES ; Var Grid Leak.
DUBILIER ; EDISON Anode Resistance ..
P03. 2d. EACH.
BELL ; ETC.
2unticiiiiimilitinnuin11111111111RL

OPPOSITE

DALY' S

DOOR

Tintiliinum11111111111111111111iiinitiO

60v. - 13/6

180v. - 22/6

FORMO
SHROUDED

POST FREE

18/ -

FIBRE STRIP
RAYMOND

FOR COILS

10/ -

3 FEET Lengths

By post 10/6.

1 inch wide.

FORMO

12 feet 1 /-

Also with Base, 1/3
Enclosed glass. As Sketch.
Ebonite Base.
Brass
Nickel
Ebonite
Perikon

..

1/-, 1/4, 1/6, 2/ 1/6, 2/ 1/6
2/3

ONE HOLE
FIXING

By Post 1/6

1/3
By Post 1/6

(EBONITE)

3' - 2 -Way, 2/6 ; by Post, 3/3/- 3 -Way, 4/3 ; by Post, 4/9

Brass Fittings, Knob Type, on
Base.

DOUBLE
SILK
WOUND,
Close Coupling. One
Hole Fixing,

3 -Way Ordinary .. 7/6

PARTS FOR 2 -VALVE

"UNIDYNE" RECEIVING SET
THE 4 -ELECTRODE VALVE
Thorpe K4

BASKE I COILS
Min. Self -Capacity

Set of

/8
By Post 2/- Set

..

each

17/6

for 10d.
6 Terminals
2 Microstat Filamen Resistances each 2/9
1 Variable Grid Leak..
2/6
1 Single -Pole Double -Throw Switch 1/9 or 2/1 '0005 Variable Condenser, with Vernier 7/3
1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder .. . 9/ -

in. by 11 in. by I in., drilled

to hold 2 5 -Pin Valve Holders.. .. for 2/..
..each 1/6
2 5 -Pin Valve Holders
1/2, 2/2 3/1 Fixed Condenser. '001
'0002
.. 1/2, 2/2 3/1
1 Shrouded L.F. Transformer ..
20/8 yds. No. 18 Gauge Tinned Copper Wire 1/2
Necessary Screws, Nuts, and Washers, Free
if above lot purchased. Post Extra.

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
Ito responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques anG postai oraers
are crossed and made payable to the firm.

POST FREE
Patent Valve Holder 1/6
2 -Way Cam Vernier
Coil Stand
.. 9/3 -Way Cam Vernier
Coil Stand
..12/6

FINE VARIOMETERS

BABY" COIL STANDS DUPLEX WAXLESS
GRAND VALUE

Post Free.

DOSWELL
ENG i WARING

Panel, 51,

ENG. CO. ; SILVER TOWN ;
IGRANIC ;

E-7 GALLERY

By Post, 1/3

2/6
NOTE!
1/6 OUR WONDERFUL MICROADJUSTMENT GLASS - EB MITE 1/3 METER
ENCLOSED DETECTOR. WHY
4/11 and 5/11
Raymond
1/- PAY MORE ?
POST 6d. each. 111
Post 6d. each.
POST FREE

..

EVER -READY

2 for 2/2 for 2/8
2 Qualities.

EDISON BELL

Dubilier
McMichael
Edison Bell

POLAR;
JACKSON WATMEL
BROS. ; R.I. ; BURN - Var. Grid Leak ..
GOSWELL Anode Resistance
DEPT;

BATTERIES (H.T.)

12/6

(With Zincite and Bornite.)

Ulu LttiK.

IBASKET
HOLDERS

Post Free.

1/-

25/6 .0005 ..
10/6
23,6 .0003
10/6
Micrometer Condenser 5/6

All 4 B.A.

Shaped Plug

POST 6d.

Cam Vernier

RIGHT

DETECTORS 4d. each

WITH NUT &WASHER
No. 8 per dozen 1/ No. 9
1/3
No. 10
1/1
1/3
No. 12
No, 13
1/1

POST FREE

Qualities.

Post

CRYSTAL

Special valve holder above
panel
..
1,9
1/6
Ditto, for under panel

.3

By Post, 2/3

4/6

POST 2d.

2 for 1/2
2 for 1/4
2 for 1/6

1/11

ePaOcSIT

H.T.C.

EBONITE

(Ebonite Former)

COIL PLUGS.
McMichael, 300/600.. 7/.. 7/- Single Coil Holder mounted
Ditto 1100/2000
Potentiometer
7/ .. 3/11
on ebonite base and fitted
Vernier Rheostat.. 7/6 Energo. 250/700
with terminals ..
1;4
.. 4/6
30 -ohm Rheostat. 7/ - Ditto 900/2000
Raymond. 300/600 .. 2/9 Ditto, swivel movement .. 1/8
POST 3d. each.
Post Free.
Others Stocked.
Fil. Rheostat

TERMINALS

" BUCKS "
Rrife x 12/6

1416

ers. Each, 1/3.

Powquip, 2-1 or 4-1., 14/6

Coils : 25, 51-; 35, 5!- ;
50, 5/2 ; 75, 5/6 ; 100, TRANSFORMERS
7/- 150, 7/10 ; 200,
3d.
250, 9/- ; 300
8/8
(H.F.).
400,

This first-class

Radio instruments
25/Igranic, Shrouded .. 21/- " POWQUIP "
Powquip, Shrouded .. 18/ Forma, Shrouded .. 18/ - TRANSFORMERS.
General Radio 83 ..14/I1
POST FREE
5/6 Brunet. Shrouded .. 13'6
8/ - Formo, Open..
.. 12/6 BUCKS (for

IGRANIC.

9/5
10/6

Post Free.

5/-

TRANSFORMERS

. LI

VALVES

4/-.

7/6

6

FOR D.E. or R. () in

2/6

2/6
7/6
2/6

Grid Leaks each
Anode Resistance
50,000,
80,000,

2/ -

12

-10

WATES
MICROSTAT

2/ -

POST 3d. each.

DUBILIER.

All orders over 20/- post .ree U.K. only.

RHEOSTATS.

25/- : TO, 16/6 ;
Coils : 25, 4/10 ; 30, 35, Ormond
40, 4/10: 50, 5/- ; 60, Raymond
5/4 ; 75, 5/4 ; 100, 6/9 Do. with dialExtra value do.
..
POST 3d. each.
T.C.B. 6 ohms
Potentiometer T.C.B.
Burndept Dual
..
T2,

Not Applicable to Foreign Orders.

Every endeavour is made to despatch goods by return, but sometimes delays occur which are beyond our control and in which cases customers

DELIVERY

Moneys sent must be registered

-211111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

-E7

HOURS

OF BUSINESS
DA/LY - 9 to 7.45
SUNDAY - 10 to 1
.-Ellill111111111111111111111111111111111111111$4

Phone: GERRARD 4837
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TWO PAGES MORE OVERLEAF
ALL

,3 BRITISH MADE

ALL

AND RECOMMENDED BY LEAD-

ING JOURNALS UNSOLICITED. SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR

NEW MODEL
.0003

-

-

RAYMOND

WITHOUT VERNIER

WITH VERNIER
001 - - 9 3
0005 - - 7.3

69

Post 6d. Set.

SQUARE LAW
..
..

7.11
7/0

A Few Pence Only, and
is Just what You Want.
NICE DIAL and KNOB included

Knob & Dial included.

9/- TWIN CONDENSER
Composed

of

two equal
units of .00025

or .0003 mfd.,
operated by
one Knob ano
Dial, thereby
enabling you
to tune two
circuits by one
turn of the
dial. Can be
used in series.
parallel.
or
Complete as
shown

The set usel by

Miss Evelyn Laye
in her dressing -room at Daly's
is

made of Raymond parts.

LOUD SPEAKERS

30f_
25r_

STERLIN?

" PINKIE "

DRAGON FLY AMPLION

(Baby New Model.)
55'_ BABY STERLING
(Brown Floral.)
ALL MODELS OBTAINABLE.

VARIOMETEFIS
RAY-

CONDENSERS.
Ebonite Base. -001, -0001 to
.0005
.002 to -004
.006

.

.01 and .02..

..

..

1'2
1'3
16
19

POST FREE.

W Kennard, Sig. -Telegraphist, H.M.S.
Leamington. 2nd July, 1924. The Con-

densers are splendid, and superior to
any I have ever seen. Please find repeat order. W. Hale, Esq., 3, Gaye St.,
Walsall. 35th April, 1924. The last 4
Condensers gave every possible satisfaction -highest quality at extremely
low prices. Kindly despatch enclosed
further order. E. Shepherd, Esq.,
23, Warden Street, Dunedin, 12th May,
1924
Everything came to hand in
splendid condition, the quality far
exceeding my expectations.
,/111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,

RIGHT OPPOSITE

EDALY'S-F__
GALLERY DOOR
'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

says:-

SUNDRIES

55, Court Road,
Barry Dock.
1/ doz.
Condenser to hand this a.m. No wonder yon Screw Spade Terminals
IT IS AN Pin ScreW Terminals . doz. 10d.
are snowed under with orders
Please
find
repeat
EXCELLENT COMPONENT.
.. doz. 5d.
Spade Tags ..
order.
Empire Tape, S in. .. 12 yds 93.
Insulating Sleeving .. 6 yds. 2/ -

Post free

JACKSON BRCS.

"J.B." VARIABLE CONDENSERS
8/6

..

Super.
9/6

5/9
5/9

..

6/9

4/9

..

Standard
.001

8/7/-

00075
-005
-0003

..

..
..

5/-

..

4/-

..

9/8/-

6/9
5/6
5/3

4/6
Post 3d. set.

POST PRICES

6x6
7x5
8x6
9x6
10 x 8
12 x 6
12 x 9
12 x 12
14 x 10

FALLON
IGRANIC

EDISON-BELL

..

Pdicrodenser
11/6

..

8/9
8/9

11/10/-

..
..

8/7/9

Post frers.

Post, 24. each.
No. 1. 150-458
3.6
No. 2. 250-700
3/11
No. 3. 450-1203
4/3
No. 4. 900-2003
.. 4'6
No. 5. 1600-3000
4/9
No. 6. 2200-5003 ..
4/11

BRUNET (genuine)
4000 ohm Double
4000 ohm Single
2000 ohm Single

..

..
..
..
..
.. -.
..

..

3/16 in.
1/6
1/6 ..
2/2

..

3/3
4/3
5/6

..
..

in.

.

.
.
.

2/2/3/3/3
A/2
4/2
5/6
7/6

Cut to Size, 3/16 in. at 4d. square inch.
Foreign Post extra.
Post 3d.

H.F. Plug-in Transformers

-

POST FREE.

-

16/6
8/3
7/6

Millom.

UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING. Megger and got "INFINITY."

HIGH GRADE EBONITE

ENERCO

Rexall Pharmacy,

Your Condensers are a
REVELATION to me as a
Sept., 1924.
Dealer.
C. Walton, Esq., Andover.
Tested your Condensers on

SQUARE LAW SHORTLY.

2.F.

" RAYMOND" FIXED

POST 6d. SET.
John Blair, Esq.,

30/1/24.

Vernier

MANSBRIDGE
T.C.C.
MOND
FIXED
(New.)
CONDENSERS
8'11
.. 4 6 1 Various2
1 M.S.
.. 5 Post
M.
others
'
'
4
Stockcl.
..
4,6
'05
Delivery very slow from makers.

*0002 - 411 1

From S. H. COULTER, Esq.,

-00025
-0002
-0001

wit h

aluminium ends. Knob and dial.
For Tuned Anode Circuits.

0003 - 514

COSTS A TRIFLE MORE,

With Vernier.
0005
10/11
'0003 .. 9,'11
Post 6d.

POST FREE.

.0005 - 511 1

Centre Rod cannot bend.
Terminal Connections Wonderful for
Portables. Capacity Guaranteed.
Perfect Efficiency. Handsome Design.
Takes up very little space in panel.
Nickelled Fittings. Beautifully Made.
New one -hole fixing method.

Post Oil. Set.

- 713

001

Narrowest Spaces (Pressed Aluminium).

with knob and dial

'0003

AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL.
KNOB AND BUSH.

Exclusive Design. Stout Vanes.
Extra Insulation. Very Compact.

Complete

-0005

`DE LUXE' MODEL

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

001 - - 66
0005 - - 5 3
'0003 - - 4 11
0002 - - 4,6
Vern i er, 00005 3,9

With EBONITE DIAL
and Two Knobs.

LEADING
CIRCUITS

E USETRE

C 1111.

HAVE

Ebonite Knobs, 14 in. 2 B.A...

12 yds. 1/11

Twin Flex

108 ft. 7/22 Aerial Wire with
font insulators

3/8
81.
Nugraving Titles or Scales
10/ " R.I." Choke Coil
Nickel Panel Switches, D.P.D.T. 1/5
1/2
Ditto, S.P.D.T.
1/4
Insulating Sleeving 3 yds,
Tinned copper ss., 16 gauge,15ft. 1/4d.
Spearpoint Whisker, gold
4d.
Gold Whisker

-

Sat of 5 (one gold)

D.C.C. WIRE POST PRICES

Ditto
Ditto

16
18
18

1 lb. - 3/6
lb. - 2/3
1 lb. - 3/9
28 D.C.C.

22
24 ,,
25
lb. - 1/10

lb.
lb.
lb.

- 1/4
- 1/6
- 1/8

CALLERS' PRICES ELSEWHERE
FRENCH THOMSON-HOUSTON
4000 ohm 'Phones
100 pairs at 12/11
POST Od.

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent rnust be registered

.. 10 yds. 1/8

Lead-in Wire _

CALLERS' PRICES ELSEWHERE
16 D.C.C. 1 lb. - 2/- 20 D.C.C. .41b. - 1/3

6d.

2 for 8d.
Moulded Knobs 15 in.
.. 2 for 84.
Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A.
Ebonite ex -handles 6 in.
.. 9d.
D.C.C., I.R.C. Bell Wire 10 yds. 1/ 1/11
Double 'Phone Cords, 72 in.
Porcelain S.P.D.T. Switch .. 1/11
.. 2/6
Ditto D.P.D.T. Switch
doz. 10d.
Battery Clips ..
1/3 and 1/ Ebonite Valve Holders
Lead -in Wire 4 WM , 10 yds. 2/6

..

.

60.

Variometer (250/650) .. 3/3 and 2/6
Ebonite
Ball Rotor
Burndept Detector

4/11
6/11
5/6
pair 6d.

Screw Wander Plugs ..
Skinderviken Button. Alumin.
Seven Twist Drills (H.S.)

Taps 0. 2, 4, 6 B.A.
Sorbo Ear Pads

..
..
..

..

set
pair

Neutron Crystal
Blue Tnngstalite
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
Tumbler Switches (Ebonite) ..

5/ 1/11
21-

1/9
1/6
1/6
1/3
1)9

Valve Sockets. Plain (nut and

..

washer) doz.

Sets of Spanners

2/-

....=

HOURS

OF BUSINESS
DAILY

.

9 to 7.45

If- SUNDAY . 10 to 1-E
-F71111111111111111111111i11111111111111111illillf;
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POST PAGES CONTINUED
SEE OVERLEAF

EXTRA POSTAGE ON FOREIGN ORDERS.

The CREAM of the
4,000 ohms.
STERLING 4,000 ohms
25/NEW MODEL
..
BROWN'S (Featherweight) 25/B.T.H. (Wonderful Tone) .. 25/-

BRANDES (Matched Tone) 25/.
20/-

GENERAL RADIO

TELEFUNKEN 4,000 ohms
HEADPHONES
As light as a Feather .. 17/11
Dr. NESPER
HEADPHONES
Genuine

Nesper-

phone, 4,000 ohms.

Fitted with adjust-

able diaphragm, detachable receivers,
double leather covered head-

springs, long flex-

ible cords, nickel plated parts. Very

comfortably fitting
to the head.

LOOK FOR THE

TRADE MARK.
4,000 ohms .. 1216
Post 6d. pair.

GENUINE

"N & K"

HEADPHONES
Guard against in-

imitations
which are " cleverferior

ly " got up to de-

ceive. Make sure of
the genuine article,

VALVES

COILS

Cossor P.1 and P.2 12/6

DOUBLE, 23 spokes each side.
POST FREE 3/11

LOUD SPEAKER
A LITTLE GEM

Mullard L.F. & H.F. 12,6
Mullard D.E. Ora 21/-

POST 1/ -

POST PRICE

TINNED COPPER
18 Round lb. ..
20 Round, lb...
16 Square, 12 ft.
18 Square, 12 ft.

..
..
..
..

2/6
2/6
10d.
9d.

GUIDE FOR
CHELMSFORD

"N & K "-and no

other -are stamped..
4,000 ohms..12/11
6,000 ohms..13/3
Post 6d.

pair.

N. & K.

B.T.H. 8.5 .06 - - 25/Ediswan A.R. - - 12/6
21/Ediswan A.R.D.E.
Ediswan A.R. '06 25/ Marconi R. and R.5 12/6
Marconi D.E.R. - 21 Marconi D.E.3 - 25/ POST FREE

Reaction

Coil No. 150

200

Tuned Anode 250 or 300

RADIO PRESS
ENVELOPES
No.

French " R "

-

6/11
7/6

-

Phillips " R " - French '06- - - 15/11
Post 6d. each

Extension Handles
Nickel

3/3

Ditto 3 -way

4/9

TRANSFORMER
ALL VALVES ON

Super 21/", MURRAY "
(Prov. Pat.)

ACCUMULATORS
MADE BY WELL-KNOWN

FIRM FOR ME.
2 v. 40 amps. 9/6. By post 10/6
4 v. 40 amps. 16/6. By post 17,16
4 v. 60 amps. 19/6. By post 20/6
4 v. 80 amps. 23/6. By post 24/6
6 v. 60 amps. 27/6. By post 29/6 v. 80 amps. 33/-. By post 34/8
6 v. 105 amps. 38/6. By post 40/6

POST SENT AT

By Post 53

PURCHASER'S RISK.

CAM -VERNIER

UNIVERSAL (FRANCO)
Basket Coil Stand, 2 -way

CHELMSFORD (5 X X )
Basket Coil, complete with
adapter, specially made to use with

D.C.C.

650 variometer, 2/6.
By post 2/9
LOADING PLUG and Socket
.. 94.
D.C.C. COIL for 5 X X, 1'6. By post 1/9

21101111111111111011110111111111111111111111E

E.= RIGHT

OPPOSITE =4'

DALY'Si

E-= GALLERY DOOR
'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

12,6

21/ -

11 -

POST FREE

EASILY FIXED.
Exceptionally neat appearance
1/3 POST FREE.

GOSWELL
(see elsewhere)
.

PHILLIPS D.E.

VALVES
'04 Type 1'5 to 1'8 each

Post 6d. each.

1 7j6

III

IN SEALED BOX

THORPE K4 VALVES
POST PRICES

2/6
Ditto with fixing clips

5 -Pin Valve -holder

6/11

at 2/11 3/6 3/9 4/- 4/6
Leave the selection to me and
you wont be disappointed

Don't Buy Otherwise

17/6
10/-

THORPE K 1 _
POST FREE
-

-

Post

25/- Free

1/6

3/ EBONITE BALL ROTOR

ALL KINDS STOCKED

RN,

NEW MODEL

By Post 8d.

VARIOMETER 250/600

76

POLAR (2 -way)

UNIVERSAL DULL EMITTER

(5 -pin) for UNIDYNE

POST FREE 5/9

12/6
FRANCO, 2 -way (plug-in) ..
Ditto
3 -way
17/6
The only GEARED COILHOLDER on the
market.

(2 -way)
POST FREE

MYERS VALVES

High finish. Absolutely Safe.
Low Capacity.

RADIO PRESS
TRANSFERS 6d.

Fittings

By Post 3/9

" SUCCESS " L.F.

VALVE HOLDERS

at 1/6

COIL STANDS

BEWARE OF "PATTERN"
OFFERED CHEAPLY

1

2, 3, 4 at 2/6

Ebonite 2 -way with

On 1,600 Metres
Aerial

21/ -

12 /6

B.T.H. R.4

the original " N &
K," and avoid dissatisfaction.
See
that the letters

SEE OVERLEAF

TO MAKE YOUR OWN

BRASS FORMER

WORLD'S HEADPHONES

-

NEW LISSEN LINES

5 Point Switch - 4/ -

00JAH "
GRAPHITE
Pile Rheostat for

or R Valves ..

D.E.

AI

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.

Auxiliary Res. - 1/3
Lissen Choke -. 10/ Post Free
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THIS PACEIS FOR CALLERS ONLY

WEEKDAYS

ALL POST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER THREE PACES

9 to 7.45

OPEN

SUNDAYS

Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks ; but am not responsible for manufacturers' non - deliveries.

10 to 1

WO POST ORDERS FROM TYIS P1 GE.
SHAW'S HERTZITE.

SWITCHES ON

SUNDRIES.

Porcelain D.P.D.T. .. 1;74 BEATS ALL
1
Solid Ebonite
.. 1/- Porcelain S.P.D.T.1/3 OTHER ' ITES."
1/8
'Phone Cords (6 feet)
1/5 Ebonite D.P.D.T.
Impossible
to
Advertise
Ebonite
S.P.D.T.
..
1/3
744.
Engraving

Legless Valve Holder

Similar Sets (Titles or

..
..

Scales)

Min. Panel D.P.D.T...
Panel S.P.D.T. ..1014.
3d.
1/114. Tungstalite

Good Knobs
Small Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2d.
Studs, Nuts and Washers
doz. 4)d.
Arms 8d. to 1/Copper Foil ..
ft. 21d.
18g. Sq. Tin Copper

15 it.

16g. Sq. Tin Copper

53.

..

Microstat

2/6

All the Goods Stocked.

MYERS VALVES.

Tumbler Switches
UNIVERSAL.
1/4
(Ebonite) ..
12/6
Fibre Strip (for Coils)
3 feet 2jd.

D.C.0 Wire, per 3 lb. 13 g.
9d. 20 g.
9d.
1/22 g.
10d. 24 g.

D.E.

21/-

EXIDE"92 Volts.
TYPe.
ititass).
.

(For '06)

5/ -

12 feet 5d.
Round Tin Copper,various Sizes.
Insulated Staples 5 a 14.

26 g... 1/1 28 g.
1/3
30 g.
1/6 Etc., etc.
Solder..
per stick 2d. EBONITE PARTS.
2 Color Flea ,. yard 2jd. Good Coil Plugs from 44.d.
Edison Bell Shaped .. 1/-

Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1/3
7/22 Copper Aerial,
100 ft. 1/101
Extra Heavy Aerial
100 ft. 2/- & 2/3
Good Valve Holders
8d.
H.T.C. in Stock
1/6, 1/9
ELF.Transformers,300/
600
2/9
in.,
Empire Tape,
..
Id.
2 yds.
Ditto, in. .. 2 yds. 1)d.6
Ebonite Anticap
Handles ..
8d.
ButSkinderviken

Battery Box
4/6
(with clips for 36 v.)
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d.

Insulated Hooks 4 for

tons ( lumi ni um)
Connecticut Switches

1,000 ohm Bobbins ..
2,000 ohm Bobbins ..
Rubber
Sorbo
Caps

3d.

4/6
1/4
1/3
1/8

Ear
pr. 1/4
Adhesiy2 Tape Roll .. 234.

Allen var. Gd. Lk. ..1/3
Allen Anode Res. .. 1/3

Scales, 0-180, 2d., 3d., 4d.
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1/3
Dial (Ebonite)
.. 104.

Brunet Headphones .. 14/6
Twin Flex .. 4 yds. 64.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds. 5d.

(Indiarubber Covered)

Sleeving

..

Shellac54.
..
Nickel Contact Studs

2 for
Nickel Switch Arm .. 1/(one -hole fixing)

Loading Coil and plug
Gamages Permanite
Condenser Brushes ..

Raymond ditto..104d.
Basket Adapters.. 834.
Also at 1/- cfr. 1/3
2 -way Coil Stands .. 2/6
With Extens. Handle 2/11
Also at 3/6, 4/-, 4/6
.. 4/3, 4/6, 5/-

3 -way

Goswell Cam Vernier
9/ 12/6
1/- Franco
11/ 6d. Polar
8d.

Etc., etc.

10d.

Midite

DETECTOR.

BRASS FORMER

ENAMELLED Do.

TO
CALLERS.
(Limited number, of course.)

tI/e0aUclgLs123 spokes2 /11

Make your own coils.

BEST SWITCH ARM.
THE LOT

12 Studs
12 Nuts.
12 Washers.

104.

N and

K

GENUINE STAMPED.
4,000 ohm,
12/11

'Ware Imitations.
"METAL" (FRENCH)
'06 VALVES, 15/11
DR. NESPER

VALVES.

Valve Windows 6d., 7d., 9d.
.. 10/R.I. Choke Coil
..
10/Lissen Ditto
Bretwood Valve Holder 1/9

TOOLS.

Blue and Red

.. 1/4
Set of Spanners
Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2/Small Soldering Irons 844.
1/4
7 -Twist Drills ..

MIDITE, GECOSITE,
NEUTRON Stocked.

Phillips " R."
French " Metal "

Small 5 ohms " C "
One Hole Fixing
Ormond

..

..
..

1/3
1/3
1/9
1/6

Ebonite Former
.. 1/10
Ditto and Dial
Igranic. T.C.B., and all
known makes.

16g O.C.C.

USUALLY IN STOCK
3 ft, long, 1 in. wide.

Dutch Detector

Dutch " R "..

RHEOSTATS.

Glass enclosed. Mi-in
crometer adjustment. 1/ P FIBRE STRIP gig)

.. 1/'002, '003, '004
006 1;3 ; '01 1/9 ; '02 1/9
Polar Micrometer
5/6
Condenser ..
2 Meg. Grid. Leak .. 1/ Rubber Lead-in 10d. doz. yds.

FREE

DUPLEX WA XLESS (5) .. 1/8
1,200/2,000 metres
WAXLEss SET OF .5
1/11

Coil Plug on Stand .. 11 - (SEE TRADE MARK)
Ditto, Swivel Movement 1/3
4,000 OHM 'PHONES
W.O. or Pillar Terminals 1d. Coil Plug and Clips .. 61d.
Small Pillar .. 4 for 3j.d.
12/6
'Phone 4 B.A.
.. 1(1. H.T. BATTERIES.
'Phone 2 B.A., 2 for.. 214. Best Made 30 v.
4/6
(NOT
DR."ANYTHING!"
Valve Sockets
4 for 3d.
.. 7/6
Made 60 v.
(Above with Nut Washer) Best
Made 66 v.
.. 9/- VARIO METERS.
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a 14. Best
.. 13/6
-ready 66 v.
Stop Pins and Nuts '2 a 14. Ever
.. 22/6 Impregnated Board,
Ever
-ready
108
v.
Plug and Socket
pr. ld.
Wound D.C.C. and
" Q " 1.5 .. 3/Spring Washers
4 a 14. Siemens'
Clips, 200;600 metres 2/6
.. 1i9
Ever
-ready
ditto
Spade Screws. .
.. 14 B.B.C. 9 volts
Very
Good Value, Wound
3/Pin Screws .. 2 for 1)4. B.B.C. 60 volts
D.C.C. and Knob .. 1/6
.. 9/6
Spade Tags ..
5 ald B.B.C. 36 volts
5
8
Ebonite
D.S. Wound,
..
Spring Pillar Terminals 2)d. B.B.C. 16 volts
with Ball Rotor and
.. 2,'6
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz.2d.
Knob, 200, 700 metres 5/11
Washers (Brass) 12 a 14.
.. 3/11
Ebonite, 200:600
Raymond Inside WindEBONITE
ing
8111

yd. 4d. DETECTORS, &c.
STOCK t x 6 ..
pr. 3d.
each 1)d. Enclosed Brass, Large 1/3
SIZES 121
Ditto, Nickel or Brass,
(All screw pattern)
1/6
.. 1:31 Large
Electron Aerial
3/16 in. 12x12 1:,2
944.
Polished Boxes, 8 by 6 3/6 Small Brass
5/6
Strong Valve Template 4d. Ebonite, Enclosed .. 1/- Cot to size 14 x 10
5/- id. sq. inch. WE STOCK, .. ld. Burndept
Egg Insulators
in.
EBONITE.
Easi-Fix
Cups
ld.
&
lid.
ld.
Reel ditto ..
Gold Spearpoint
.. 3d.
Thick Rubber Lead-in
.. 1,6 CRYSTAL CALLERS
per yd. 2d., 3d. Neutron Crystal
Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1,10 Hertzite (Shaw's) 8d. & 1/-

001, '0001 to *0005,

BASKET COILS

BRASS PARTS.

Wander Plugs
Coloured Plugs

Panels Drilled
Radio Press Envelopes.
Raymond Fixed Condensers

"POPULAR
WIRELESS."

5/.. 7 6 MURRAY VALVE
.. 6/11 HOLDER (Patent) 1 /3

TUNGSTALITE

20. per length.

BREAST DRILLS
0 to chuck
Cut Bevel and Gear

5/9
BOXES

7x5 9x6
x 6 10 x 8
8x6

12 x 9
12 x 12

25, 35, 50, 75, 100
D.C.C. CHELMSFORD 1/-

..

1/-

..
..
WAXLESS (2) ST 100..
WAXED (6) 200/3,600
Ditto (7) 150/3,600

1/3
1/2
1/8
1/10

1/Ditto
(2) UNIDYNE
1/ (For Broadcasting only)
D.C.C. COIL FOR CHELMSFORD
complete with adapter .. 2/3
(to use with 650 varlometer)

BATTERIES 4'5
4D. 41 50. 7/
ALL BEST MAKES.

MANSBRIDCE TYPE
FIXED CONDENSERS
With 2 Fixing Lugs.
'25
Special Price
2 Microfarad

3/6
3/1 1

" ORMOND " L.F.
A WONDERFUL TRANSFORMER

1 3/1 1

" FERRANTI " L.F.
BETTER THAN THE BEST

1 7/6
PHILLIPS
4 ELECTRODE VALVE 12/6

DUTCH '06
VALVES

1 2 '6

COIL Plugs on base

with terminals
Swivel movement

..

13

CAMACES
PERMANITE

Experimenter's Sets of
5 Cat's Whiskers 3D.
OUR WONDERFUL

H.T. BATTERIES

30 v. 4,6

co v. 716

" IMPROVED"
716
WIRELESS SET

BROWNIE

RAYMOND CRYSTAL SETS

7/1 1

9/1 1

12/1 1

NO POST ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE.
alinnitiniininumminiumniminum
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'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.
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Become a Pianist
this Winter

I WILL TEACH YOU IN YOUR OWN HOME
A During twenty-three years I nave taught BY A
POST, with unfailing SUCCESS, thousands of
all ages, troth beginners to professional players
These pupils .give
Beckerism " their onthu
Mastic recommendation If a beginner your pro
gress will , he, a revelation If a player your
difficulties will melt. away It is the difference
between mechanical, hit-or-miss tuition and lucid
clear -as -crystal INTENSIVE Modern train

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

ing,. with.progress and absorbing interest is
Pi&
every moment.

Your teacher

is

cull,

at

always with directions more clearly illustrated than any oral " once a week'

F.R.G.S.

tuition can ever be. A child could understand
and you save in time, effort. and cost mars
times over
PROOF
From a Beginner (Age 471-" My friends
say I have achieved at my age what they

thought impossible."-R.P , Cardiff
An Elementary Player (See 251

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
AssistantTechnical Editors :
K. D. ROGERS.
P. R. BIRD.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultant :

Ms

sight reading and execution have benefited more

first two lessons than in I
years from a teacher."-G.W f Coventry
from your

.

An Advanced Player (Age 401-" I hay. -

improved beyond recognition. My tone now is

really beautiful."-Rev. H

1)., Bristol

WHY NOT YOU ?
me

Send

a

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Postcard

Foreign Correspondents :

NOW for a

Dr. ALFRED GRADENYATES, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

L. S. LEES, Paris ;
WITZ, Berlin ; R.

FREE COPY
"

book.

my

of

Muscle and Keyboard,"
with form for free advice
Just your address (Mrs.
Miss.

Mr.)

and one

Beginner,

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept' responsibility 'for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to -be addressed to

word

Ele

mentary, Moder
-ate or Advanced
io suit your case

Mr. H. BECKER
64,
Bristol
House, Ho/born
Viaduct. London.

The Editor,

E.C.I.

E

Alk

/F-: a -k

POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

(Ques

CFI "Sr S A, .r..d

MEV WIRELESS

and Am veers

This book gives more practical ultermanon
about building wireless instrument, than
others at ten times the price.
HOW TO ERECT. CONNECT AND MAKE

allkinds of wirelessapparatusinclud-

SAXON It A bib

ing crystal and dual amplification
sets, one and two valve amplifiers.
also the latest two, three, and four
valve tuned anode receivers. HP
Pages including 25 diagrams.

(DFPT 14

.

" IlloonsEY '! (Leytonstone).--Do you consider a one -valve super -regenerative set really

Smith Shore. BLACKPOOL

worth trying?

--HEADPHONE REPAIRS

Yes, certainly. These receivers, apart from the
experimental and technical interest that they hold,
are remarkably efficient, and, at a distance such as
you are from a broadcasting station, will give very
useful results. For instance, with a small 18 in. to
2, ft. .frame aerial, and one -valve " super " similar
to that shown recently in " P:W." (in our issue of
October 18th), the local broadcasting station can be
tuned in with sufficient volume to operate a loud

Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted Lowest
prices piloted on receipt of telephones Delivery three
days.-THE VARLET MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'phone 886-9 Woolwich
Est 26 pears.

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS
Send for new bargain list of all components.
Headphones from 1516; Loud Speakers, 29/6;
Crystal Sets from 19/6; Amplifiers from 421-;
Valve Sets from 77/6.
Direct from actual manufacturers.
TOWNSHENDS, Ltd.. Ernest St:, Birmingham.
.

speaker well enough to fill comfortably a small room.

The Proprietors and Patentees of the
and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
are now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET" The Marvels of the Microphone."

Post free 61d. (P.O., not stamps).

32c7 CRAVEN STREET, 'CHARING CROSS, W.C.2.
SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/-

q)1430 .----------1500
t,
fl

Atlein

London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Life, Ltd., 4, Ltulgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
Technical queries are answered by post at a charge
of 6d. a query or ls. for three. All queries must, be
addressed to the Technical Query Dept., POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farr'ingdon Street,
E C. 4, and must be accompanied by et stamped and
addressed envelope. Copies of the queries sent should
be kept, as the original qttery cannot be reproduced in
the answer. Cash should be sent in the form of postal
orders.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in

the Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur awl trader would be well advised to obtain

permission of the patentees to vac the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very pleased to recommend

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions

to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.
'

handle as might he thought, and a complete set call
be constructed in a couple of everengs or so.
*

A YEAR

FOR CERTIFICATED
BOOK-KEEPERS

Let the City Correspondence College experts show you the way to success-they guide
you through the various stages step by step. Postal tuition 10,1- monthly, including books.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED AT TWO ADVANCED EXAMINATIONS.
Prospectus, testimonials from prosperous Past students etc., free on aPplication.

CITY CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

Dept. 452, 89, New Oxford Street, LONDON, W.C.1.

*

J. McE. (Glasgow).-Is there any possible
way that two receivers can be used by two
parties with the same aerial ? The aerial is
75 ft. long ; one receiver is at one end and the
other at the opposite end. I want to preclude
the necessity of erecting another aerial, as it is
an extremely difficult job in the location, there
being a slate peaked roof on a group of houses.

How can it be eliminated ?

You cannot operate two receivers with any certain

degree of success on one aerial. It can be done
in some small measure if a coupling coil is used
on the lead-in,' but tuning in on either one of them
will de -tune the other. We are afraid that the only
method of getting around it is to erect two aerials,
one for each -receiver, to be sure of good reception
when both desire to use their sets at the same time.
Erecting a single wire under the first wire, using the
same poles, will be satisfactory unless one of the sets
happens to be a violent re -radiator, which will cause
mutual interfetence every time both of you want to

listen to the same station.

These circuits. are not so difficult to construct and

MIKRO
Ltd.,
SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
3rd Edition

REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

*

P. T. (Gt. Yarmouth).-I am making a 5 valve set
H.F.-transformer coupled, detector and 2 L.F.). Is it necessary to exercise
as much caution in placing ILF. transformers

as with L.F. ones? I have never seen anything mentioned with respect to this.
The magnetic fields produced by H.F. transformers

are not nearly so strong as those produced by LE.
transformers, therefore the spacing need not be as
great With the former. However, they should be

separated by at least two inches to prevent any
possible trciuble.

*

*

*

H. A. D. (Chadwell Heath).-I get excellent
results upon my one -valve set from stations

above 350 metres, but I have trouble in
reaching lower wave -lengths:

I am told this is

due to the condenser used. How can (the

wave -length range be reduced to receive !the
shorter -wave stations ?
The position in which the condenser is cone ted
to the coil makes the greatest difference to the \ velength which the set will cover.

If connected " in parallel " (that is acrosel the

aerial coil) the wave -length is increased. If onnected " in series " the wave -length is reduced,:and
you will find that the more condenser is in series the
less will be the reduction in wave -length. Therefore a small condenser in series will reduce wavelength to a greater extent than a large condenser.
(Continued 011 page 538.)
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Solder all connections
Where you can't use CLIX
,:

CLIX PopularityThe Secret!
You can't have efficiency in Radio
anywhere

unless you have efficient

contact everywhere.

you can use CLIX.
of

the tapered threaded

design of its plug -socket CLIX ensures

perfect contact-an obvious improve-

ment on various forms of split -pin

which, however accurately
machined, can only permit of a
plugs,

CLIX may be wired at

points A, B, C, D, or E.
F affords an ideal point

" two -point " contact. Think it out

for soldering when

permanent connections
are required.
Retail Prices

Obtainable from all
IV ireless Dealers or direct
from the Patentees and

"1,,,+111011114141,11% \ \

the experts.
NUMBERS of wireless enthusiasts would

fit square law condensers but for the
expense. All are agreed as to the immense
advantages of the square law condenser.
Now, however, this last difficulty has been

swept away by the introduction of the
new Peto-Scott square law condenser as
illustrated here.

Experts who have seen and used it are
frankly amazed that such a well -made
instrument-so different to the ordinary
type of condenser-can be sold at such a
moderate figure. From top to bottom the
Peto-Scott Square Law is a good piece of
engineering skill. Its plates (registered

Standard one hole fixing will enable every

0

experimenter to substitute it for any oldfashioned condenser without alteration
to set.

0
The

With

Electro-Lin4

159 Uses

-

j

a delight to use, say

design No. 707,587) permit the true square
law tuning being obtained over the whole
of its curve.

-

CLIX with Locknut 3d.
CLIX Insulators
(6 colours) 13. each
CLIX Bushes
(6 colours) 13. pair

Square Law
Condenserscrap their existing condensers and

You can't use solder everywhere-but

By virtue

The new Pete -Scott

A special feature is its 2 -piece dial, which
is absolutely self-centreing. Any dial that

must be set on its shaft with some form

of set screw cannot be true and must

.1lanufacturers

AUTOVEYORS LTD

develop an unsightly wobble.

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

BRANCHES:

Radio Engineers and Contractor',

UTILITYSWITCHES

Made in 2 Types.

This Peto-Scott Square Law is

made in two types :
Type "A," as illustrated above, and
Type " B," the square law deduae.
PRICES of Type "A"
'0001 mid.. 7/- '001 mfds. 11/6
0002 mfds. 8/6 Dual Conden'0003 reds. 1 0/- ser for 2 stages
'0005 mfds. 1016 of H.F. - 15:6

p

Square Law -de -Luxe.
'0001 mlis.(1T0316e
22 6
'0002 molds. 12:6 Dual Conden-

'0001 mitts. 14/6 ser for 2 stages
'0005 mfds. 17/6 of H.F. - 27,6
Reyistered Offices ( for all MailOrderr)

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY ROAD, E.C. 1.

LONDON, 62, High Holborn. W.C.1; and 230, Wood Street,
Walthamstow. CARDIFF, 94, Queen Street. LIVERPOOL.
4, Manchester Street. PLYMOUTH, Near Derry's Clock.
Gilbert Ad. 1673

THE A.B. ALL BRITISH L.F.

TRANSFORMER

DOUBLE -

THROW
NO -

CAPACITY

For further
particulars
write to the
Sole Manu-

facturers and

Patentees

WILKINS & WRIGHT, Ltd.,
KENYON STREET,

BIRMINGHAM.

This Transformer is made by British labour with British materials
throughout.

The Primary circuit is wound with SILK COVERED Wire.
This Transformer has 21 miles of wire in the coil, 11,000 turns of
SILK covered wire on the Primary and 33,000 turns of Enamelled
wire on the Secondary.
The Coil is baked to exclude all moisture, then placed in its SOLID
Steel case, and a special compound is run in until the coil is impregnated and surrounded with this compound, thus rendering the whole
coil impervious to moisture.

It has a single hole panel fixing.
A full Guarantee ;s given with this Transformer.

Price 25!- post free-direct :
ANDERTON BRITTON & C05, LTD.,

8, Queen Street, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.4.
Or from your dealer.
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Enclosed Type Cabinet

of same. Ample accommodation for H.T.
batteries, etc.
Dimensions, inside size:

lbx12xSlin.

In Oak:

37/6

Write for Lists of Various Types.

In Mahog. :

42/ -

each
each
Trade inquiries Invited.

CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

18-20, Norman's Buildings, St. Luke's, E.C.1.
Telephone: Clerkenicell 6903.
.............-

--,,-.INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs

Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.

BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court. Holborn, London, W.0.1
Telephone: Chancery 7547

Established 1840

1.."=.111Mit

FIXED CONDENSERS EASILY MADE.
Blackite Blocks, 7d. each.
Mica & Copper Foil, 7d. per packet

With full instructions for making
20 sizes of fixed condensers.
Blackite for filling back of block or holes in
1 /- per tin. All post free.

panels.

WM. NORTH,

2, Colmore Place. Oldfield Lane, Leeds
Usual terms to the trade.

OM BM
10

I

MIN

1011

Every Piece Scientifically/ Tested

LOUD SPEAKERS

Any make. Your selection. Amplion, T.M.O.,
Brown, Sparta, Sterling, C.A.V., etc.. Junior or
Senior. Quarter with order, balance six monthly payments. Standard sets. Headphones & parts same terms.
ACCUMULATORS.
Best Quality Guaranteed.
3 monthly payments
3 monthly payments
5/6
6V-40 24/8/6
4V-40 15/6
7/9
6V-60 30/- 10/6
4V-60 21/9/6
6V-80 38/- 13/6
4V-80 26/-

6V-100 45/- 16! 4V-100 30I- 11/Other sizes same terms.
Carr. 1 / 6 any size.
HOLMES, 29,Foley St.,Gt.Portland

EASY PAYMENTS
When soldering your set, use

"SODARITE, THE PERFECT FLUX."
The easiest, cleanest and quickest method of
soldering,

ensuring

Better Reception.

A Famous " ELSMIT " catswhisker FREE with
every bottle, 2/- post free from L. SMITH,
91, WILKINSON STREET, SHEFFIELD.

Battery Manufacturer has for disposal at a low
price about 40 cases Batteries made for 100 volts
registering about 85 volts. Write Box H. 6,
Bertram Day's Advertising Offices, 9-10, Charing
Cross, S. W.1.

SIMPLE
AND CLEAR
Wonderful results from using the new & improved

CATS EYE
FIXED DETECTOR

comfort at
once. No waiting; no adjusting. Users are de.
lighted. Order from your
dealer, or send P.O.2 / 6

and lid. stamp to-COMREX Co. (Dept. 3), 119, Fleet St., E.C.4.
ENTIRELY

Filament Rheostats,
.

It will be seen that the use of a series -parallel

switch (for putting the condenser in either position)

-

Condensers, Variable .0.0-001
.0005

using ti condenser permanently connected in parallel.
or whether your aerial coil ie too large. It must be
remembered that wave -length range depends not
only on the amount of inductance, but also upon the
variable condenser used.

Phones, N.K., New Pattern

with the same aerial coil.'
It is not clear from your question whether you are

Assuming that the inductance is correct, let us
consider the condenser. Many believe that if they

use a 43 -plate condenser they will get a much hetter
range than with an 11 -plate condenser or a 23 -plate.
This might be true, but as a rule it cannot be followed

because of the greater variation in types of condensers on the market. The range that. can be
covered in the broadcasting field with the condenser
does not depend wholly upon the number of plates
in it, but upon the ratio existing between its minimum
capacity and its maximum capacity ; in other words,
were a 7 -plate condenser to have a larger ratio from
zero setting to maximum setting than'a 43 -plate condenser, you would be able to tune over a larger wavelength range.

One of the things to look for when purchasing
a condenser is to see that you are guaranteed a
very low capacity at the zero setting of the condenser, and you will then be able to get a very much
greater r&asge with your set than if you were to use a
condenser without consideration of this point.

C. 0. D. (York).-I have a two -valve set,
H.F. and det., which has received America

several times, and I wish to add an L.F.
valve so that it can be switched in at will
while I am listening in to distant trans-

missions.
The arrangement shown on page 11.3 of our issue
_

of September 13th gives the circuit, but if you wish to
switch- on the L.T. for -lots wave reception we advise.

a separate -L.T. and-H.T: battery for the L.P. unit,
otherwise the switching on of. the third valve will
upset the other two and reception will be lost for
some time, and you will have to tune in again.

B. S. L. T. (Newcastle-on-Tyne).-Are dual
receivers

always non -selective ?

On my

" P.W." set I get very good signals as far as
clearness and strength goes, but I am always
troubled with jamming. This is bad enough
when listening to 5 N 0 on the loud speaker,
but it is much worse when Newcastle is closed
down and I am trying for distant -stations on
the 'phones. Can anything be done to reduce

this disturbance and to make the set more

selective, or do all reflex receivers give similar
trouble ?
All dual circuits are inclined to be non -selective,
but tuning can generally be sharpened by one of the
following methods:
1. Reaction.

In the case of the " P.W." set,

reaction may be obtained by coupling the anode coil
to the aerial coil. This is easily done by taking the
respective leads out to a two -coil holder, in which the
coils are mounted. Like all reaction coils, the anode
coil must be mounted the right way round or it will

oppose instead of assist the weak currents in the
aerial.
Alternatively, a separate coil may be inserted in
eerie's with the anode coil, and coupled to the aerial
coil; but this will make it necessary to correspond-

factory coils to use for this purpose.

2. Loose -coupling. Instead of connecting the grid
and filament direct to the eerier coil, a " secondary "

filament leads. This consists of a 50 or a 75 turn coil,
with either .001 or -0005 variable condenser across it.
The valve connection with the aerial is not a direct

one, but the secondary is coupled to the aerial coil,

Equal to,if not

better, than a
new valve.

TRADE TERMS

Money resatisfied.

ON APPLICATION.

2/2/1/8/8/-

- -

5/6
17/6
8/9

5/-

Valves :0' 6 am3 way
Valve Holders,
Variometers,

18/8p

10d.

31 & 4/6

L.F. Intervalve Transformers,

10/- & 15/ Terminals, from ------Id
each

Ebonite Panels, 8" x 6"
9" x 6"
12" x 10'

1/9
2/1
4/8

Send for Price List.

H. HARDING, 22, Arran

Street, loath, Cardiff.
PANELITE.

withstand 5,000 volts. Black finish. Will not
fracture. 6 x 6x 3/16, 1 /; 7 x 5. 1/1; 8 a 5. 1/2;
9 x 5, 1/4; 9 x 6, 1/6; 10 x 9, 2/2; 12 x 10,219;
14 x12,4/..post paid. Other sizes and thickness pro rata.
Will

RADIO
PANEL
(Dept.E.C.4.
" P "),
143, Fetter
Lane,CO.
London,

-THE MASTER ONE -VALVE SET
Has received

all B.B.C. and CONTINENTAL
STATIONS.
Loud Speaker results possible.
Simple to operate. Marvellous range and power.
including B.B.C. Coils Plus Royalty.

43/.

(Genuinely words £4.)
Numerous letters
sf appreciation arriving from all parts of the country.

Buy the World's Best NOW.

SELLING LIKE. WILDFIRE!

WORLD'S WIRELESS STORES, WALLINGTON

HELMET POOL

The New Empire Ball and Diec Game.
Price 1 /1 1. British Made. Post 4d.
FORGE & CO., EASTHAM FERRY, CHESHIRE.

THE
"P.W. UNIDYPIE "P.W

Build a

Unidyne Receiving Set with components which will not let you down

Philip's 4 Electrode Dull Emitter Valves, gr/
11.1-11 volts, 95 amp.

Post free L.
Each.
Philip's 4 Electrode Bright Emitter Valves 44./..
Each.
3.5 volts .5 amp
Post free A L

ALL VALVES ARE TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH.

Complete Set of Tested Parts for 1 Valve "Unidyne,"
including Cabinet and Drilled
and Engraved Panel. Post free z.".3
Ditto for 2 Valve "Unidyne"
£4 : 17 : 6
Valves Extra, according to choice.
Prompt Delivery.
Note Change of Address:

0

:0

E. GEORGE,

70, Hailsham Avenue, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.
THE " EXTRACON " VARIABLE MICA
CONDENSER V01

HUNDREDS NOW IN USE
JOHN WALKER & CO,
28, The Grove, Vauxhall, 6.W.8

The "MUNRO"

HEADPHONE
Distribution Board
A simple method of listening -in in any part of
the house without removing your set. Made of
Polished Walnut Hardwood. Brass Terminals for
four pairs Headphones.
PRICE 3/6, POST FREE.
N.P. Terminals 1/ - extra, Ex tension Flex, 4d. yd.

MUNRO & CO., Pembroke House.
27, Pembroke Place, LIVERPOOL.
'Phone: Royal 1481.

ENTIRELY

WOIRtLESS_VALVES

POST

6/6

FREE

DAYS

funded if not

-

(Continued on page 539.)

-_WIRELESS

DAYS

-

Coil Holders, 2 way

ingly reduce the number of turns on the anode coil.
The exact sizes vary under different conditions, and
should be altered until desired results are obtained.
Generally a 35 and 40 or else 50 and 25 are satis-

NEW PROCESS

DELIVERY

Cryetal. Detectors enclosed
Condensers,

will enable a wide range of wave -lengths to be covered

coil can be used, and placed between the grid and

Liston -in in

DELIVERY

A REAL MAIL ORDER FIRM.
EVERYTHING POST FREE.

(Continued from page 536.)

Fitted with fillets to

take rg x -12 in: panel
2 in. behind inside of
doors. Valves can be
fitted behind panel, the
Cabinet having a sliding
back for access to rear -

-.HERE WE ARE AGAIN!.

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

"tunnitax"

Electrical Supplies,

5`3,1Xensicn Bev re Cbamters, Queer. Victoria St , E.C.4. City 5903

Power and

special purpose valves.
AGENCIES

NEW PROCESS

POST

6/6

FREE
PRICES UPON
APPLICATION.'
AVAILABLE..

-
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 538.)
which has no other connection besides the tuning
condenser and aerial and earth leads. A two -coil
holder can be used to hold the coils, and varying the
degree of coupling between the two coils will often
encirely eliminate unwanted signals.

Results with loose -couplings vary greatly, and
whilst the selectivity gained often' results in rather
weaker signals, it sometimes happens that signals
are quite noticeably stronger than before. If the
rearrangement of the set can be carried out without
mpch difficulty, loose -coupling is well worth trying
on all straightforward circuits.

It should be remembered that where the inter-

ference is constantly coming from a powerful local
station (such as a B.B.C. station situated within 10
stiles or so), the ordinary methods of interference
elimination will not be successful, and a " wave trap "
with rejector circuit or similar device must be
employed.

R. W. K. (Dublin).-In the booklet " Five

Special Crystal Sets," what is the meaning of
the figures in columns four to twelve, Table
of General Data ?

The figures under the various diameters shown

indicate the maximum wave -length of coil in metres
d with a 100 ft. aerial.

May a variometer-loaded if necessarybe used in place of the tapped inductance
coils shown in the diagrams, without de-

Jiave you noticed it?

terioration of efficiency.

The variometer is very efficient for tuning over
with fair efficiency up to about double its natural

up range for which it is constructed, and can be loaded

If you listen intently to your gramophone you
will become aware of the light scratching of the

range. But if loaded in excess of this it becomes very

inefficient, and a broadcast variometer which has
been loaded up to, say, 1,6004netres for Chelmsford,
will be found to be very unsatisfactory for timing.

" REGULAR READER " (Preston).-With reference -to Mr. Sholl's article in " P. W.," No. 124

101-

But although you hardlyenotice it unless
you listen specially it is there all the while.
needle.

(October 11th), describing the construction of
a. two -valve Unidyne Set. What is the
capacity of the ".J.B." Microdenser which is
given in the list of components ?

Once you could hear gramophone music against

The most convenient condenser to use is one having
a maximum capacity of -0001 nild.

be content to return to the obbligato of scratches
and hisses which you now cheerfully endure.

W. B. (co. Down, Ireland).-Has the construction of a valve magnifying unit for a
crystal receiver been described in a back

It is the same with Wireless Reception ; you
hardly notice the continuous breathing sound

An article, entitled " A Useful and Easily -made
L.F. Amplifier," appeared in " P.W." No. 81.

going on in your loud speaker but-unless your
set is fitted with Louden Valves-it is there, and

a background of complete silence you would never

number of " P. W." ?

it is preventing you from getting the best possible
results from your set.

.I wish to construct a selective crystal set

capable of receiving Paris, Chelmsford, and
other long -wave stations, as well as broad-

casting. Has such a set been described recently in " P. W." ?
A suitable set for your purpose is described in
" A Selective. All -Wave -length Crystal Receiver,"
which appeared in " P.W.°' No. 119 (September 6th,
1924). Back numbers of " P.W." may be obtained
from The Amalgamated Press (1922) Ltd. (Back
Number Dept.), Farringdon Street, E.C.4, price 4d.

The Louden Valve has been designed speCially
with the object of eliminating all those mush
or breathing sounds so prevalent with valves of
the ordinary type. If you would care to know
how this is achieved your dealer will supply you

each, post free.

W. C. S. (Ilford), E. S. S. (Derby), A. G. M.
(Tooting), D. L. (Weymouth), T. W. (Blackpool), R. W. T. (London, N.10), H. F. (Liverpool), A. E. K. (Anerley), J. H. (Hull),
L. W. G. R. (Bexley Heath), S. C. H. (Felixstowe), E. D. (Le.eds), N. MeG. (Stirling),
E. W. B. (Tottenham), G. C. P. (Leicester),
" Sovereign " (Stockport), T.

K. (Newton

Chester), W. D. (Humberstone), W. T. (New

CrOss), V. C. (Manchester), N. E. M. (Brondes-

b*y Park), and F. J. P. (Tottenham).

with a folder giving full information.

Collett
VALVES

In sending your queries unaccompanied by a
stiinmed addressed envelope you disregarded the
rules of the Query Department. As the questions are
not of sufficient general interest to answer through
ifre'se columns (or else have already been dealt with)
teplies can only be sent through the post. For this

see how much better it can be.
Manufactured
throughout in

The plain Louden for

detecting and Low

Frequency Amplify.
ing.
The Blue Louden for
H.F. Amplification.
Fi ament Volts 4'S-5.
Fi ament Amps. 0'4.

purpose a'stampcd and addressed envelope should be
enclosed.

Anode

s Foreign readers-whose postage stamps cannot
be used for prepayment of letters to be posted in
this country-can send " Reply Coupons," which

are obtainable at their local post -offices, and can be
exchanged here for British stamps. The queries
should be repeated, and should in all cases be numbered. Replies to each question will then be given
under the appropriate numeral.

But we feel that you are concerned with results
rather than with reasons, so our advice is that
you should not consider your present reception
perfect, but fit Silver Clear Louden Valves and

Volts

wiRE Ese

40.f.0

Great Britain.
All Loud ens are
Silver Clear and frea

from
-mush
The current con.

eumption is very low
and the life long.

couben Unibegi - Silber (Clear
ADVT.

OF

THE

FELLOWS MAGNETO

CO.,

LTD.,

PARK

ROYAL,

WILLESDEN,

N.W.I0
E.P .5.4
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THE "P.W." ULTRA CRYSTAL SET.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 am writing to tell you how pleased I
am with the Ultra Crystal Set, described in ' P.W.,"

No. 114, which I have constructed. I must say,
however, on first trial I was fra6kly disappointed, as

Birmingham, 30 miles away, only came in faint. This
was strange as I use a full -sine aerial, 32 ft. high and

75 ft. long, and adhered strictly to the specified
number of turns on the coils. I soon remedied this
defect by taking three more tappings of ten turns.
This had the desired effect, and now I am delighted
to say I receive 5 I T with a fine rev, with Chelmsford, 150 miles away, equally as strong. 1 also receive
the Nottingham relay station, 25 miles away, very
distinctly. 1 can also get Manchester, London, and
Glasgow, the first two plain enough to hear what is
being said. On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday last,
between 8 and 10 p.m., I received a foreign station on
about 1,000 or 1,050 metres, speech being guttural.

The programmes consisted chiefly of piano and violin
solos, followed by a dance band with vocal accompaniment. I also find I can receive most distinctly without

the earth connected up. Altogether, I consider the
Ultra Set far above the ordinary for a crystal set, and
congratulate " P.W." on inventing such a fine circuit.
Yours respectfully,
116, Regent Street,
W. TAYLOR.
Church Gresley,
Burton -on -Trent.

AN H.F. AND DETECTOR UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I enclose herewith a photograph of one of

the Unidyne receivers (H.F: Det.) which I have
constructed, and trust it is suitable for reproduction
in your journal.
I have had excellent results on this set, having
received Leeds (relay), Hull (relay), Manchester

-the same portable and
non -spillable Accumulator

that the miner uses!
EVERY ONE knows that the Miner's Electric Lamp

must be able to withstand hard knocks and
deliver a regular supply of light month in and

month out. The Oldham Lamp has achieved a great
reputation by reason of its special Activation Process
---a unique method -of accumulator plate -making

which ensures a longer life and greater reliability.

Aberdeen, Bournemouth,
Newcastle,
Glasgow,
Chelmsford, " Le Petit Parisien," Breslau, and
Frankfort -am -Maine.

Yours truly,

The same long

life

Battery

which is used in Oldham Miner's

Lamps is now available for use
with Dull Emitter Valves.

Hold it upside down-shake it
even-and the acid cannot spill.

Think how convenient a pocketsize accumulator will be. Made

from strong seamless celluloid
with generous terminals it is workmanlike and attractive in
appearance. Just the accumulator for Wuricells, -volt Oras,
Even when the Oldham Portable
is held upside down the acid
cannot spill. The ideal battery
for all Dull Emitter Valves.

Wecos-and two of them in
series will run a Dull Emitter
of the '06 type for weeks at one
charge.

NEWCASTLE

C. J. INGHAM.

THE " P.W." REFLEX CIRCUIT.

See it at your Dealer's to -day
and you will appreciate the
wisdom of paying a shilling or
two more to obtain an accumulator which will easily outlast

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

ampere hours
continuous ..

word could be heard distinctly, but there was a little
fading, at times. My aerial is a fairly good one, being
30 ft. high and 60 ft. long, and not being screened
by houses or trees. I have also heard all the B.B.0

two ordinary accumulators.
Two volts so

Oldham & Son, Denton, Manchester.
LONDON -

Rosedene, Victoria Terrace,
Tadcaster, Yorks.

Gt. Chapel Street, Oxford Street, W.1.
- 1, St. Mary's Place.

Special Activation Process

Dear Sir, -I am writing to let you know the results

I have obtained on the one -valve " P.W" Dual Circuit.

I have been successful in obtaining the well-known
American Broadcasting station W G Y. I heard 'it

two nights running, so the idea of re -radiation is
abolished. The results were very good, and every

stations, and five Continental ones, being Ernie

Superieure, Radio -Paris, Brussels, Hamburg, anti
Holland.
Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS every success,

27, Weston Park,
Crouch End, N.8.

Yours faithfully,

H. HIND

H D K A RESULTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
sin writing to let
Dear

you know of tin'

success I have had with the K D K A one -valve
which appeared in "P.W.," No. 97, on -page 211.
K D K A conies in wonderfully clear, and on

October 5th the whole concert was received right

from the first item up to the relaying of the " Arlington "Time -signals at 3 a.m., G.M.T. And on Sunday.

October 12th, Capt. Eckersley's voice was easily

recognised.

Yours truly,
12, Lord Street,
Latchford, Warrington.

Gilbert Ad. 1671

(Continucd on page 541.)

11. T.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 510.)
RECEPTION OP SOVIET STATIONS.
The Editor POPULAR WIRELESS.

Sir,-Re " Reception of Soviet stations," of which
the following lines you may get sufficient data to
enable some of your readers to get on the track of
these concerts, or at least one of them.
First of all, my set is just a common single slide
crystal set, home-made ; my aerial a single wire,
about 55 ft. high, 45 ft. long, and about 40 ft. high
at the lead-in end. We have no ship's wireless, and
you ask for any available information ; perhaps from

this is for my own amusement.
While lying near the port of Viborg, in Finland, on

Factory Series.

A'o. 6.

September 27th, at 7 p.m. (Greenwich time), I put
my 'phones on and out of curiosity moved the slider
back and forward a few times, when I was surprised to
hear a voice speaking. After careful tuning and
wangling the cat 'is-whisker I got it fairly plain, hearing
a good deal of talking and several songs; as near as
I can judge the wave -length would be about 450480 metres, judging from where my slider is at present
for the Hull station. This concert lasted until about

8.25 (G.T.), when I distinctly heard the Russian
National anthem played by an orchestra, then a
few words, and it closed down. The following

evening there were several tunes which I recognised
from the "Tales of Hoffmann," the Barcarole coming
thrOugh very plainly. The next day I went on board

a German ship which had wireless, and saw the
operator. He had been trying to pick up some
music, but the size of his coils restricted him to
certain wave -lengths (a Telefunken set). From the
Information I gave him he tried that night, and
thought the wave -length about 460. He said it was
a Russian station, but one or two of the songs had
been in German. Yet at the end there had been a
lot of Russian folk music and dance music. The
nearest place in Russia where there was likely to
be a concert station was Petrograd, 65 miles away.
I made inquiries, and found there were no concert
stations in Finland.
I heard these concerts for four successive nights,
after that reception was faint.

Trusting these lines may contain some items of

interest.

East Boldon.

Sincerely yours,

J. J. STOREY.

THE " P.W. " IINIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR 'WIRELESS.
Dear Sir-I have constructed a one -valve Unidyne
receiver, using the circuit given in " P.W." No. 112-

without any transformer, and have received
nearly all the B.B.C. main stations and a French
i.e.

and a German station quite clearly.
These results in themselves would be excellent for
any one -valve " straight " circuit, but I cannot but
feel that they are outweighed by the fact that with
of reproducing a studio concert without extraneous
noises-a claim which few H.T. receivers can make.
That a wireless set for receiving broadcast should
function firstly as a musical instrument and not as

Expert knowledge and
Superb machinery

away with all background and splutter ; in fact,

THE high reputation enjoyed
by all Brown Wireless

a Unidyne receiver we have at last a valve set capable

a device for producing the maximum amount of noise
is a point which seems to have been forgotten by the
majority of designers. The Unidyne principle does
reception is that of a crystal set, only, of course, much

'

louder.

There is one point which may be useful to readers
who decide to make this set and that is that the size

.

of the reaction coil may prove somewhat critical.
To obtain maximum results one should experiment
with coils of various sizes. and if this is done I am
sure that there will be few disappointments.
Yours faithfully,

0. G. SUTTON.

The Schoolhouse, Cwincarn, Crosskeys, Mon.

THE R.B.C. PROGRAMMES.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your comments on Mr. Holloway's
letter in a recent number call the attention of your

readers to the B.B.C. programmes.
I consider Mr. Holloway's points on this question
are very fair and accurate, and am in agreement with
his criticism.

I do not concur with s -our observations on his
letter when you say, " if the majority of listeners
were dissatisfied with the programmes they would
quickly be altered."
Letters of complaint and criticism have been sent
Ao the B.B.C. for months past, but no improvement
An the desired direction has resulted.
I have not joined in the chorus of disapproval
'because I think it would be uselesq. Rerneinber, the
B.B.C. are a monopoly, and whoever heard of a
rrionopoly " quickly altering their policy to please
yone ?
One is too disappointed and weary of the prorammes after waiting over eighteen months for
'nettling better, to commence writing to the B.B.C.
nd maintain it until they give their listeners a
rthy of the wonderful possibilities of
toigsaisnme worthy
Yours faithfully,

J. B. TITCHENER.

61, Brailsford 'toad, Brixton, S.W.2.
OTE.-Readers will observe that our correspond- ent has NOT written to the &B.C. himself, and that

he sill retains the erroneous belief that the B.B.C.
is a " monopoly."-Ed.)

products-not

only

this

in

Country but throughout Europe
and the Colonies-was not built
up in a day. It is the result of
an increasing effort to produce
apparatus as nearly electrical
and mechanical perfection as
possible.

Take for example the Brown
Loud Speaker.

Few can realise

the immense number of pro-

necessary before the
Instrument reaches its final tests.

cesses

Even when the Loud Speaker arrives at the Testing Depart.
ment it is by no means certain
that its tonal purity and volume
will reach the high standard of
efficiency which has

been

deliberately set.
No Loud Speaker is
released for issue until

so

ever

S. G.

Brown, Ltd., are satisfied that it

will uphold their reputation as

builders

the

of

Naturally, to produce such instruments requires sensitive and
accurate machinery and workers
possessing experience above the
ordinary. Although there is
such a tremendous demand for
Brown Loud Speakers because
the wireless public has realised
that its exclusive tuned reed
principle must give more faithful

reproduction, yet the policy of
S. C. Brown, Ltd., is such that
every instrument receives individual care from commencement to finish.
It is worth remembering that
the very first Loud Speaker for
Wireless use was manufactured
by S. C. Brown, Ltd.-even the

words

Loud

0

2000 ohms £5 8 0
4000 ohms £5 10

0

were

Type Q

120 ohms £2 5
2000 ohms £2 8
4000 ohms £2 10

S. G. BROWN, LTD.

Speaker

evolved by them-obviously such
greater experience must have its
effect -upon ultimate results.

Type H.2
5

Loud

aluminium cases for

Speakers on the market.

Prices:
Type H.1
120 ohms £5

finest

QIllustration shows
the H2 type Loud Speaker
being machined.

0
0

£15 15 0

0

resistances

in all

From all Dealers or
can be demonstrated

at the

following

Showrooms:

19, Mortimer St.,

W.I.

15, Moorfields,
Liverpool.
67, High Street,
Southampton.

Victoria Road, N. Acton, London, W.3.
Gilbert Ad. 1662.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 502.)
Transformer

amounts of energy by bringing about
unusual changes in the constitution of atoms,

the process, whatever it may be, being

popularly referred to as " tapping the
energy of the atom." It is true that some
of the atoms of a radio -active substance, in
undergoing a certain degree of spontaneous

disruption, yield a relatively large amount

of energy ; that is to say, an amount of
energy large compared with that which the

atoms would yield' when entering into an
ordinary Chemical combination.
It has
been calculated, for example, that if all the

atoms in one ounce of radium could be
exploded, the energy liberated would be
equal to that produced by the detonation
of about 30 tons of dynamite. But it is

probable that these radio -active atoms are

exceptional.
A Special Class of Atoms.

It may be that the elements uranium
and thorium (the two original redid active elements) represent the survivals
in the earth of types of elements that
were common in the distant ages when the

built for the man who
wants something better.
FOR the man who wants the finest Transformer money
can buy, there can be only one choice-the EUREKA.
Its scientific design and robust construction is the
culmination of a decision to produce a truly distortionless
and powerful Transformer irrespective of prime cost.

Its particular design is responsible for a core 6f generous dimensions, coils that contain as much as si miles
of fine copper wire and a steel case fashioned to prevent
interaction.

Every detail of its construction is under the supervision
of skilled instrument makers-and even the raw material before being put into use is subjected to the most
careful scrutiny.

The insulation between windings and between windings and
case has been tested up to a breakdown strain of 2000 volts
-more than four times the safety limit allowed to ordinary

Transformers. And owing to the exclusive process of
hermetically sealing the interior this high insulation efficiency

can be retained indefinitely.

The man who appreciates that the L.F. Transformer is the
one factor that can make or mar Loud Speaker reception
will eventually select a EUREKA-none other can satisfy his
critical demands.

Made in two types

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO. LTD.,

Concert Grand .. 30/a

RUSSELL, Ltd:, 3o, Gordon Street, Glasgow.

nuclear units have not arranged themselves

in positions of ultimate equilibrium, but

still have a surplus of energy which can only
be released in the form of the characteristic
radiation of active matter. On such a view

the presence of a store of energy ready for
release is not a property of all atoms, but
only of a special class of atoms.
These remarks apply, of course, to energy

released by the spontaneous or radioactive disruptions of atoms of matter.

Energy may, however, be released during

the process of the building up of lighter

atoms into heavier ones. For example, if
four hydrogen atoms unite together to form
a helium atom, the mass of the helium atom

is less than the sum of the masses of the
four 'hydrogen atoms, and with the disappearance of a certain proportion of the

original mass, energy is produced. To break
down a helium atom into hydrogen atoms,
with the production of mass, however,
energy must be supplied from without.
On the general question of the tapping of

energy from the atom, otherwise than by
the ordinary processes of combustion and
chemical reactions generally, whilst,

Sold by all Dealers and ,manufactured' only by

7 & 8, Fisher Street, LONDON, W.C.1
Scottish .4gents: FULLER, I3LACKIE &

atoms now composing the earth were in
course of formation. It is possible to regard these atoms as having not yet completed the cycle of changes which the
ordinary atoms have long since passed
through, and that the radio -active atoms
are still in the " excited " state, where the

Eureka No. 2 .. 22/8
(For second stage.)

1'

of

course, it is necessary always to preserve an

open mind, it should be said that in the
present state of science there appears to be
no evidence that this is in any way on the
verge of accomplishment.
(Continued on page 543.)

-'PRONE
REPAIR SERVICE ALL MAKES and Es -Army 'Phones rewound
4,000 ohms, 4/6
per pair; 8,000 ohms,
6d. Remagnetizing, 1/- per
extra. Postage,

Transformers rewound, any ratio, from

1!

pair

The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

ACCUMULATORS.

.....

Low frequency

Transformer
Gilbert A .d.1665

C.A.V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new an.i
feet, but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage
both ways if returned within 7 days.
17/- 6v -40a
...
25/,
4v -40a
4v -60a
4v -80a
4v -100a

...

21/9 6v -60a
27/8 6v -80a
32/6 6v -100a

...
...
._

...

32/6
40,-

4716
Dent English Make, 6-v. 60 -amp. hour, 22/9 each.

Special Line:-

MAUDE RUBBER CO.,. 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 542.)
Short -Wave Transmission.

In a recent number of " Radio Broadcast," Prof. J. H. Morecroft, the well-known

wireless authority, discusses the uses of

short-wave in wireless transmission, and
gives some significant. prophecies as -to its
importance in the future of wireless.

The high -frequency range, from 3,000
kilocycles upwards, was regarded as useless
only a few years ago. It was admitted to

be interesting for laboratory experiments,
such as those of Hertz, but considered to be
of no practical value for long-distance communication.
Opinion on this point is rapidly changing

round, however, and the feasibility not
only of waves of 3,000 kilocycles, but of
even shorter waves being employed for
long-distance transmission is being more
and more demonstrated. Pittsburg to
London, and Schenectady to California and

England, both short-wave channels, seem
to have attained a remarkable degree of reliability compared with what was originally
expected.
Power Radiation.

With a good antenna, continues Prof.

Morecroft, as much as 10 kilowatts can be

radiated at 3,000 kilocycles without any
trouble, and possibly much more than this
will be achieved when we know more of
high -frequency engineering. Up to the
present there appears to be no advantage
from the point of view of " fading " with
the short waves. With waves as short as
36 metres, a Paris amateur has communicated with Algiers, and Marconi and others
have used still shorter waves for very long
distances.

ensure: success by using
Radion for your next Panel,
QUITE a number of Wireless enthusiasts decide to
make up a good set and purchase only the very
best components-determined that - the Receiver
should be the last word in efficiency and results. And
yet-they make one little mistake. They exercise no
discrimination in the choice of their Panel.
Not everything masquerading as ebonite is worth using
for a panel in a wireless Receiver. On the contrary
independent experts have proved that Radio demands
the very highest efficiency in insulation it is possible
to obtain.
An inferior panel - while not

An Interesting Experiment.

The very high speed of wireless waves
was brought out in rather an interesting
manner in an impromptu experiment carried

out by a wireless amateur in St. Thomas,
Ontario, Canada. Station W T A M, in
Cleveland, was

broadcasting a concert

when the amateur in Ontario called up
W TAM on the long-distance trunk line,
and,

having got through, placed

the

ansmitter of the land -line against his

ud speaker, on which he was reproducing
e Cleveland broadcast concert.
4. The operators in the studio in Cleveland
-ilieard the concert by land -line from Ontario

completely preventing a Receiver from functioning - will
cause a serious loss in signal
strength.

The remedy is to use a material
which is fully guaranteed to have

passed the most stringent testswhich never varies in qualitywhich is readily identifiableand which can be obtained all
over the country.
Such material is Radion.
Radion is manufactured in two
colours-but one quality only.

A beautiful glossy black and
Mahoganite -a colour which

faithfully reproduces the sheen
of old mahogany.
Its polished surface need not be

removed-a real boon to the

home constructor who naturally
Receiver

At a recent World Power Conference in
(London a well-known Austrian engineer,
/0, Taussig, suggested the employment of
wireless waves, transmitted from aeroplanes,
for locating underground water and mineral
deposits. Some experiments have, in fact,

been made in Austria, short waves being
sent continuously from a transmitter on a
Zeppelin type of airship, and it is said that,

according to the intensity and manner of
(Continued on page 544.)

129

66

7,3

ground and the name Radion is
stamped in the corner.

Black MalP"
ganne
8/- 10/3
10,6 169
7'x21' 12;3 15/7"x24' 14/- 17/3
7" X 26' 15/- 18/6
Size
7"X 14"
7' X18"

7"x30"17/9

en-

sizes packed individually in stout
envelopes. Each panel is squarely cut with its edges accurately

36
6' X 7'
6" X101" 5/3
6' X 14' 7/6"x21' 10/6
5/3
7' X 9'
7"X 10' 519
7' x 12' 7/-

Wireless Devining.

considerably

can be obtained in 21 different

back by land -line, but the lag was so slight
as to be inappreciable.

43
66
8,6

is

hanced while no dust can gather
on the panel to its detriment.
Radion is sold by all dealers and

Radion Sizes and Prices:
Mahe Black ganite

sandpapering.

By its use the appearance of the

apparently coincident with the concert as
proceeding in the studio. The music had
travelled by wireless to Ontario and then

Size

tedious

dislikes

21/13

Black Maho
Size
8" X26" 17/6 21/3
x 14' 10'6 12,9
10" X 12" 10/- 121_
12' X 14" 13/3 16/_
19/9 24/3
12' X 21
14' X 18' 19/9 24/3
20"X 24' 39/6 481_

8,6
7"x48' 281- 34/6
Special Note: Alt ,l, in. thick-quite sufficient owing to Radion's
Dials and Knobs to Match.
tremendous strength.

RADIO
American Hard Rubber Co.(Britain), Ltd.
13a, Fore Street, London, E.C.2

FOR

PANELS
From all Dealers.
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To WIRELESS TRADERS, DEALERS,

TECHNICAL NOTES.

ELECTRICf ANS, and .others.
THE AUCTION 1ROOMS,-

HENRY BUTCHER & CO.

.

(Continued from page 543.)

13, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1.

the reflection of the waves from the earth,

will SELL by AUCTION, on the PREMISES, on
THURSDAY, November 6th, 1024, at 10_30 a.m.,
large quantities of ex -Government SurpMs
WIRELESS and ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

estimates can be made of the probable

50,000 gross BRASS TERMINALS and SCREWS.
206 pry. HEADPHONES, 500 HEADBANDS, 2,000
SINGLE EAR PHONES.
2.000 SINGLE MICROPHONES, 1,000 2-m.f. CON-

An amateur writing in one of the French
wireless journals describes a very simple
loud speaker which he made at practically
no cost, and which he states worked well.
A long funnel was first made by rolling a
sheet of stout brown paper in a well-known

and STORES, comprising :

DENSERS.

6,000 Crystal Cups. 3.500 Crystals in Cups, 4,000

Gramophone Variolettes.

1,000 PLUGS and JACKS, 50 VOLT METERS, 150

OALVANOMETERS.

LARGE QUANTITY of VALVE and CRYSTAL SETS.
30 MILES ELECTRIC CABLE.
100 10 -LINE EXCHANGE SWITCHBOARDS, Et c.. Etc.
On view NOVF.MBER 5th AND MORNING OF SALE.
Catalogues may be- obtained froM

Messrs Henry Hotelier & Co., Auctioneers. Valuers &
Surveyors. 63 & 64. Chancery Lane; W.0.2.

become completely closed up. About two
or three inches from the closed end two holes
were cut in the paper, at opposite ends of a

about 1 in. in diameter.

A piece of bamboo was taken, 6 in. in

PICKETT'S Insulated Cabinets=104 results.
From 1/6 each, highly polished.
All designs & sizes "Made for Constructors."
Write Now for Constructor's Lists Free.
Plckett'sCabinet(P.W ) Wks., Bexley Heath, 8.E

length, and about 1 in. in diameter, the core

cleaned out so as to make a tube, and a

V -notch cut at the centre. This bamboo
tube was then passed through the two holes
in the brown paper until the V -notch was

centrally within the trumpet and facing
towards the open end of the same. The
headpVmes were then placed against the
two ends of the bamboo tube, the sound

II.

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL.

THIT

entering the tube and escaping through the

V -notch into the interior of the brown paper trumpet.
Loud -Speaker Announcers.

Some of the Paris subways have recently

MOB MAISTC

IS SECOND TO NONE.

Rain me tubes, 1 / -. post free, from A. J. CONWAY,
SS, Greenwood Road, London, Eli. " Free Samp'e
to the Trade." 'Phone.: Ralston 4936. (Sole Whole -

ale Agent for Props.: Bright Co., London, N.B.):
THIS CONCERNS YOU.

NOTE OUR PRICES.

ir ilkR.Le
it E S.Dull Emitters.
Type.

FRENCH .. .. 6/9 ..
DUTCH .. .. 4/9 ..
PHILIPS .. .. 7/3 ..

..
..
..

17/6
13/6 & 14'6
18/6

Post Free in lots of three and over. Trade enquiries
solicited. Write :

THE DUTCH VALVE - AGENCY,

(G. R. THOMAS.)

(Gerrard P606)

19, Craven Street, Strand, W.C.2.

1-- WIRELESS INVENTORS ......-..
PATENTS-TRADEMARKS. Advice, Handbook
and Cons. free.-B. T. KING, C.LM.E.,Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 146a. Queen Victoria St.. E.C.4. 'Phone Central 682. 3G yrs. rely.

g.

Giv
3
The greatest and most efficient

Novelty Crystal Set since Adam!
His hat is the coil -his whisker
is the cat's -whisker -his ' diamond ' stud is the crystal I i.
Perfect results guaranteed.
Tested 13 miles from 5 N O.

Why not have a Set that is
good to look at -and gives loud
signals? He is 9)" high made

of hand -painted china. China the pPrfect insulator. An ideal
isirset:ennt,g-in.

18/3 Reset

P. Patent No. 19519. SatiTtiaction or cash refunded.
J. P. GOWLAND, Wireless Manufacturer, Dept. P. 18,
Flit sop Place. Newcastle -on -Tyne. A few agencies still open

tried experiments with loud speakers to

announce the names of the stations and, if
the trials are successful, it is contemplated to

extend the method to the entire subway
system.
Crystal Cups.

POST FREE

7/9

When mounting a crystal in a cup of the
type in which the top or cap is screwed down
to hold the crystal in place, you will some- times find, especially if you are using a small

fragment of crystal, that the latter cannot

be fixed tightly even when the cap is screwed
home. To get over this difficulty, take a
piece of tinfoil and crumple it up in a small

pad, place this in the cup first, to raise
the crystal up a little, and then screw down
the cap. Add more foil if necessary.

If the hole in the cap is too large, roll
some foil into a little stem and bend this
_

round into a ring, and lay on the top of the
crystal. Or a brass washer having a smaller

hole than that in the crystal. cap may be
introduced upon the top of the crystal.
Philips " R " & " D.2." Valves
Philips Dull Emitter Valves

7/6 each

17 )6 ..
Dutch " R" Valves
5 /..
Postage free. Loud Speakers, Headphones, etc., etc.
Write for Price List. TRADE TERMS on application.
HUGOS, 51, Napier Road, London, N.15.

FREES SEND FOR OUR LIST.
R. T. RADIO COMPANY (Dept. 2).
180, KENTISH TOWN 41D., LONDON, N.W.5.

being re -charged.

A.M.C. Service keeps you continuously supplied
with correctly -charged accumulators front is. 2d.
per week by quarterly sUbscription anywhere
within 10 miles from Charing Cross.
A.M.C. Folder contains a useful chart showing

the carious size accumulators we hire and the
hours they last per week for sets using 1 to 5
valves, and is post free.

ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE CO.,

267, High Street, Camden Town, N.W.
'Phone: Hampstead 2(193.
WWWW.

Be sure to mention POPULAR WIRELESS

. . when replying to Advertisements

.

QUANTITIES ENGRAVED BY
SUGDENS, 57. FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4.

MAKE YOUR SET

50% BETTER!

Send a Postcald for ow Brochure which tells you how
you can definitely it-lc/ease the tangs and telectivit)
any wireless set be luting Bowyer.Lowe Square Lew
Condensers which have the highs t capacity ratio and
lowest edge erred losses of any yet made Wean now.

BOWVERLOWE CO. LTD.. LETCHWORTH

-'06 VALVES FOR 12/6 24 HOURS' APPROVAL

4 Electrode TESTED Valves for P.W. Unidyne.12/8

4 Electrode D.E.'s 1.8 volt '18 amp. for P.W.
Unidyne, 23/ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P25), Eton Works,
Upland Road, London. S.E. 22.

AMPLIPIERS!Without valves, transformers, accumulators,
buttons, etc. The "Vases " (Pro. Pat.) Amplifier,
amplifies crystal (or valve) reception 3 to 5 times,
with one LeclanchO cell. Interesting and cheap
to make from our full-size instructional blue

prints of amplifier, circuits, etc., 2/6, including
Carbex " electrodes and steel reed.

Debenham & Co., Lewisham & Blackheath.

Letters only to :-5, Loampit Vale. S.E.13.

FOR
WIRELESS SETS, MOUNTING AND
BOXMAKING, USE " GESTUS" BLACK IN-

SULATING PANELS

(will stand 5,000 volts)
,,in.,1/4; 12 xo
in.,

1/8 12 x 12 x in., 2/6 Post Free. All sizes
kept in stock. Full size sheet 24 x 36 in. from
in. up to 1 in. thick.

CROPLEY ENGINEERING CO.,
231/232, Strand,

London, W.C.

2.

Trade Enquiries Invited.

FOR PANEL MOUNTINC
AS ILLUSTRATED

FOR ALL

IF you incorporate in your existing aerial
a BOOSTER, .those distant stations
which you find so difficult to. " hold "
will come in strongly.
It adds an- H.F. Valve, and Is easily
and uuickly fitted.

BROADCAST
WAVELENCTHS

IDEAL

Do you want more Range, Volume,
and Selectivity?

/

.

ENGRAVING
PANELS IN LARGE OR SMALL

aeftiat

yams Broadcast
Tuner
3/3

The Coils are specially
wound and contain no

Then fit a

REALLY GOOD BASKET COIL HOLDER 1/3
K.T. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER ..
34/ Takes D.E. or R. Valves.
L.F. TRANSFORMER
..
. 12/6
Beats all the others.

for any set, and deliver regularly every week.

Or maintain your own, and, if you have only one,
lend you one alternate weeks while your own is -

1.6 to 2 volts 01.. 30-100 volts anode, is open
for a short time only. Postage and packing free.

LOUD SPEAKER?

K.T. TONE PURIFIER

8ANISHED

A.M.C. is a business devoted entirely to Wireless
Accumulator HIRE or MAINTENANCE.
A.M.C. hire charged accumulators of suitable size

Thi,s genuine offer of TESTED Dutch 106 valves,

SATISFIED WITH YOUR
GET A

TROUBLES

Improvised Loud Speaker.

diameter of the section, the holes being

CABINETS YOU WANT.

WIRELESS
ACCUMULACGR

presence of water and minerals.

manner; the narrow end was allowed to

1024.

"PORTA" AERIAL BOOSTER

--

wax.

(Prow. Pat.)

set and their merits will
appeal to you.

It is built up with " Porta " Aerial.

Price 10/6 post free.

----

ANODE

Use them in your next

and you will not be disappointed.

Reactance 4/3

mr.m.reirce TUNER with Reactance 5/3 -

PORTA-RADIO Lm

with Reactance

St4mes Street

-

-

-

Post and packing 6d. extra.

London . 5.W .I.

4) ,

_W. H. A G A R,

-

4/3

Wilson hitecross Plac
St., London. 1.8.2
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The wonderful popularity of Mullard

)11.1111,4

and L.F. Master Valves
shows - the sincere
appreciation of the
radio pUblic forMaster
productions., Modern
Radio Engineering has

produced no

finer

valves for those who
-

value perfect wireless
reception than Mullard

RED /NA;
FOR IiltrA7:41.1rIC41761..

1

AND

'477o

curioN

Red and Green Ring
Valves.

pleasure

111

i0

Amplify the

of your
winter wireless evenings by obtaining
these Master Valves.

Ask for MULLARD H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F.

AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION, 1216 each.

Ask for MULLARD L.F. Green Ring Valves for L.F.
AMPLIFICATION, 1216 each.
(These Green Ring Valves give wonderful reszats in reflex or dual circuits).

Mullard H. F. and L. F. Valves only require a 4 -volt Battery.
Leaflet M. 8 can be obtained from your dealer, and avoid accidents to your valves by asking
for the Mullard Safety -Disc, free on request.

Send us his name and address if you cannot get what you want, and we will supply him.

mullarcl
THE
MASTER.* VALVE

Advt.-The .11vIlard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. !Rif'

Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balham,

November 1st, 1924.
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LISSENIUMPu"

aa
cc

THE RIGHT WAY TO JUDGE

Low Frequency Amplification
PURITY FIRST-VOLUME AFTERWARDS. All
too readily moderate tone quality has been accepted

as good, but sooner or later the right means of
obtaining pure low frequency amplification will be

used universally, instead of by those who are

1-1

a
f,14

IMMEDIATELY BEHIND
THE DETECTOR VALVE
Use the LISSEN TI. If
you contemplate buying

ci

30/.

a

an expensive transformer,
be sure you can get none

better than this.

sufficiently discriminating, as at present.

The right way to obtain pure low frequency
amplification is to use a coupling at each stage which
has been designed to meet the technical requirements
of the position. For instance, the importance of the

first stage transformer' cannot be over -estimated,
for any distortion here is magnified many times with
each succeeding stage. But the expensive transformer

which is ideal for the first stage need not be used
throughout unless superlative amplification is desired,
for it is not so necessary to have such high impedance

a

lw

a

FOR REFLEX CIRCUITS
Under all conditions the

LISSEN T2 is .one which
will -give very pure, and

""4

power f u l amplification
in these

circuits. 25L
0

FOR SECOND and THIRD
STAGES

in the second and third stage transformers as in the
one used for the first stage. Where power amplifi- Where the LISSEN Ti is
not used throughout, the
cation is used, however, the first stage transformer LISSEN
T2 is recommended. Price as above.
should be employed.
Apart from the usual transformer coupling, another
interesting coupling to use is the LISSEN L.F. CHOKE
COUPLING. To the keen enthusiast the comparisons
possible are very instructive. One can, for instance,

see how many stages of LISSEN CHOKES can be
used in cascade.
Each requirement of low frequency amplification
is met by the following parts. In the design of these
couplings, PURITY OF 1 TONE QUALITY HAS
BEEN THE FIRST CONSIDERATION-PLEASING
VOLUME THERE IS, TOO, BUT AFTERWARDS.

A
E4

rya

A POPULAR TRANS-

FORMER
the best light
Betransformer made.
cause 'of its skil f ull-balaticed design, it actuThis

is

ally compares with many

e;,ilpensive

1616

transformers

a
a

IN BUYING A LISSEN TRANSFORMER OF -ANY
TYPE, YOU CAN BE SURE YOU ARE GETTING

I

PURITY AND POWER-and the best transformer

re.

value.

-

LISSEN L.F. CHOKE COUPLING

a

The new LISSEN L.F. CHOKE is becoming Very popular- for quality of tone it ranks
with the best Resistance Capacity Coupling, without the disadvantage of using the large H.T.
voltage necessary with the latter. Its price makes it very economical also.

HOW TO USE THE

LISSEN

L.F.

CGa

rn

CHOKE
'L)

The construction of an L.F. amplifier using LISSEN L.F. CHOKES instead of transformers is quite simple.

The connections are
as follows :One terminal of the LISSEN CHOKE is connected to the plate of the preceding valve, the other terminal to the H.T. Battery. .
A fixed condenser of -01 capacity is connected between the plate of the preceding valve and the grid of the L.F. valve, and a grid
leak (preferably the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak) is connected between the grid of the L.F. Valve and the L.T. negative. Grid cells
should be introduced between the grid leak and L.T.negative if they are found necessary. Each succeeding stage is
connected in the same manner
.. PRICE 1 Of=

LISSEN LIMITE
'

AC

846, WOODGER
GOLDHAWK
RD. t
0 SHEPHERD'S
BUSH,-° RD.,
-----LONDON,
W.12.._t
Telephones : 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072, Riverside.
Telegrams:
'

PARTS THAT

" Lissenium, London.'
PULL

TOGETHER - BUILD

WITH
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CAPTAIN ECKERSLEY ON HIS TOUR.

PopularVireless
PRICE 3d.
No. 128. Vol. VI.

dndWi rel ess Review

SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc.1

ISCIENTIFIC ADVISER :

EVERY FRIDAY.

November 8t,'1 1924.
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sovereign remedy
far a lifeless receiver
NUMBERS of wireless enthusiasts have
never experienced the finer delight of
logging distant Broadcasting Stations.
They still think that it requires some kind
of " professional skill." They have not yet
realised that the fault probably lies in their

Valves and the lack of a little patience in
learning the capabilities of the Receiver and
how to tune it.

to long-distance signals, it is quite likely that you are
using the wrong kind of Valves.
While, obviously, loss of efficiency in a Valve may not
seriously affect the reception from near -by stations,

yet when you are dealing with the extremely faint
oscillations generated by a Station hundreds of miles
away you cannot afford to take chances.
The first and still the recognised standard Valve for longdistance reception is the Cossor P.2-the valve with the

red top. By using one of these as a high -frequency
amplifier and a P.1 as the Detector, you are assured of
Both of these points are capable of easy remedy. If
a perfect combination of Valves definitely worked out
your Set is lifeless --that is to say, if it will not respond
to function on the weakest and most delicate of signals.
tif The new Cossor Dull Emitter-the Wu cell-is fully described
Types:
in a comprehensive Folder -which will be sent post free to any
P.1. For Detector and
P.2. (with red top)
experimenter on receipt of a postcard. Don't invest in a Low -Frequency use 126
For H.F. use only 1216
Dull Emitter Valve until you have read about the IVuncell.
From all Dealers

A.C.COSSOR.,L-d., HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON,N.5

Valves

Gilbert Ad 1701

543
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TUNGSTALITE'S TRIUMPH
-

onionM`

AMAZING UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY TUNGS
SU
TUNGSTALITE BLUE LABEL (Regd., No. 447149)
" STILL THE
CRY
55, Bushway,
Chadwick Heath,
Becontree Estate, ESSEX.
October 26th, 1924.
Dear Sirs,
bought a piece of your wonderful " Tungstalite " Crystal a weak
I
ago and am surprised with the results obtained. I am using a plain crystal set
without valves and with " Tungstalite," I get 2 L 0 very much louder and receive
Newcastle and Aberdeen plain and clear enough to hear what the announcer says.
I have tried dozens of different makes of crystals, but I do not think
any of them come anywhere near yours for clarity and volume.
Yours faithfully,
A. POCKLINGTON.
Messrs. Tungstalite, Ltd.,

11.' 6
POST
FREE

Z. LABEL

IS ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST CRYSTAL IN EXISTENCE.
Aisc cetc,csis
i D. II. 2.1:01,.ay, 7, Howard Street.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR SEND 1/6 TO BELFAST
NEWCASTLE :
-

ET

LONDON-HEAD OFFICE

TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,

47

Electric Lamp House,
Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1

LEEDS-

2331.4issrs.

Payne & Hornsby, Ltd., 6, St. Andrew's
Gailowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
-

TUNGSTALITE Ltd.,

1

MARONE/3TM

41, CALL LANE, LEEDS

Phone-Holborn'Grams-Tungslamp 'Phone-Leeds
Smith2137a.

-

Grams-Tungslaum Leeds.

Mcssrs. A. Frank, Ltd., Opticians and Wireless
I:quip/sent Miss., 95 & 97, Deansgatta. Manchester.
34, ssra. Robb 13res. (Glasgow). Ltd..
West Nile Street. Glasgow.

GLASGOW.

'

LOOK OUT FOR THE BLUE SEAL (447149) ON EVERY TUBE

BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS !
r
1

FIX

is WO, THREE and FOUR VALVE

WIRELESS
RECEIVERS
REVISED PRICES:
PANELS ONLY.

.. £12 0 0
Three Valve ...£15 17 6
Four Valve -£20 5 0
l'wo Valve

FALLON

COMPLETE SETS.

Two Valve ..£17 10 0
Three Valve.. £22 5 0
Four Valve ..£27 5 0

This very handsome Ped-

CONDENSERS

FALLON FIXED CONDENSERS
are made of the highest quality mica. and copper foii, each one
tested and guaranteed. Fitted with soldering tags and nuts for

estal Cabinet fitted with

New Model A. J. S. Four Valve Receiver, H. and L
Tension Batteries, and
A. J. S. Loud Speaker, the
horn of which matches
the wood, is supplied

making clean connections.

Capacities up to 001, 1/3 each.
FIXED CONDENSER

WITH GRID LEAK

complete with all accessories ready for use in
MAHOGANY OR OAK
each at

COMBINED.

2 or 3 megohms

1/'3 each.

£52 :10:0

Why Pay More ?
rigid up to "Fallon" Standard.
THEY'RE AS GOOD AS THE BEST.

17i1/10/: ri.VED

See our Stand, E.4,

Palace of Engineering

British Reputation. Your Condensers are not FALLONS unless the
name FALLON appears on same. Write direct for Trade Terms.

British Empire
Exhibition.

Co., Ltd.
FALLON CONDENSER
Tottenham 1933.
The Condenser People.

id !don wish to secure
Valuable Ageneywrste jar
01 f r

'GT

WHITE RIBBON WORKS,
LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.

Trade Terms unit

BROAD

Prices.

All Correspondence and Post Orders to above address.

London Depot : 143, Farringdon Road, E.C.I.
Ulster Door : 7, Howard St., Belfast.

WIRELESS BRANCH,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

Manchester Depot :

3. King's St. West. Deansgate.

Glasgow Depot :

120, Wellington St.
Ran

S :77"
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WIRELESS ON EASY TERRIS

=
GAMAGES have now extended their easy
=

payment system to Wireless, and you may
a now secure on payment of first deposit, Wire=

a less Sets and Apparatus from £5 upwards,
= balance being payable in monthly instal= ments. Write for details to Wireless Dept.

1

F--
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AMAZES

THE WIRELESS EXPERTS
Always first in such matters, Gamages are offering

this famous Rec ifier at an hitherto unheard of
Price. The Production is of the Highest Quality and
carries the usual Gamage Guarantee of Efficiency.

GAMAGE " Compact° "

RECTIFIER

Come in person or Order by Post.
A Personal Visit is, of course, best.

Make sure you
get this book

To Users of Valve Sets hi
Districts Served by Alternating Current
Keep your batteries charged at home by this
device. The Cheapest, most Efficient and most
Reliable means of charging Storage
Batteries from an A.C. Circuit.

THE VOUCHER BELOW

Charges 6 volt Battery at 2 amps.

ENTITLES YOU TO A COPY

Consumes no more Current than the
average House Lamp. Accumulators
may be charged over -night ensuring
Good Reception of Broadcast Concerts whenever required. Customers
ordering this by Post are assured of
satisfaction equal to that obtained by
We refund your
a Personal Visit.
money in full, should goods fail to
come up to specification.

The Book of M 0 V, the most

interesting and authoritative
work of its kind ever issued,
made its first appearance only
three weeks ago; and already -so great has been the demand

Price with Ammeter Fixed,

-that a third edition has had

12 :108.

to be printed.
4:[. Make sure of getting your
copy by applying at once. Go
to any wireless dealer, or use
the voucher below.

Cooling Tank, with Tap,
For standard Voltages and 1
Periodicit

between

40-70.

Of6

Prices quoted for under 40 and over 70 periods and for charging 2
and 4 volt Batteries.

Please state Voltage and Periodicity when ordering.

MARCON
INVAIMV ES
(c. MADE AT THE osRAN LAMP WORKS -5)
Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.
POW

V A.LVE

Co.,Ltd.

The M.O. London, VI .b.

Messrs.
Brook Green,

post ire e.

copy qt

%

11

Mountin

......

Address

- .................................

Detector

Brass Parts Lacquered. New Crystal
easily fitted. Complete with Gamages
famous " Permanite Crystal.

.........

..... ......

.

.*.-

ilIWIIIIIIII!11111111111111111111111111111111i111

Announcement of The M.O. Valve Company, Ltd.

Mounting

Post 4d. on each type

...............................

GET THE

Crystal

The striking points about this new
detector are the Revolving Crystal,
and the Silver Cat's Whisker. All

Price fo/6 -Prri:eb floe'. 5,6
Panel
Panel

send 'lie.
Please of Yl 0 V
The Book

TVBAllo:EV.PEURIPNLE

Super

ci

The Carnage Under
Panel Valve Socket

STRIKING POINTS:-Anticapacity ; Positive Contact with

Valve Leg: Neat Appearance;
Protection

from

tenegs .hyLoiwncgrrieccet.

Post 2d

Carnage

burning out

D.

Price

Gamages are Stockists for all the best makes
of Wireless Sets and Apparatus and are always
showing large stocks of Sterling, Bowyer Lowe,
and Radio Instruments.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1

Also at Benetfinks, Cheapside,

E,. C,2,
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ATLANTIC OCEAN

BRIDGED-by the
"Bechstein" and One Valve!
During recent tests the " Bechstein " has been used
consistently in the reception of the American Stations
W GI' and K D K A on a one -valve reaction set.
How many out of the countless brands now offered
can withstand this test ?

In every instance speech has been perfectly intelligible,
volume being equal to that given by a good -class, well tuned crystal set receiving within a mile of the station.
Signals unheard with ordinary headphones arc perfectly
audible and undistorted as received by the " Bechstein."
ThuS the range of a set is increased vastly without making any alteration in the
circuit.

The " Bechstein " is the Headphone that amplifies-a new departure, in
mechanical and clectro-magnetic principles.
A comfortable, light, well -fitting headset, Alm Bechstein " is guaranteed in
every way-each car -piece being sealed when passed as perfect.
Elusive signals arc dancing so your aerial. Buy your " Bechsteins" at once
and bring them in.

If your local dealer cannot supply
POST YOUR ORDER DIRECT

5,000 OHMS
INSIDE INFORMATION.
The arrangement which makes it
pess;ble to increase the volume of the
cheapest crystal set by 25% by substituting " Bechsteins " for the very

51

best of other makes.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
II. Knivetown, Norman, Road, Runcorn,

Liverpool.

" HEADPHONES THAT AMPLIFY "

London. Proton Engineering Co., 15, Cromer Street,
burg's Cross, W.C. 1.
Manchester. Accelero Co., 7, Liverpool Road.
Leeds. Radio
Crescent.

Productions

Ltd.,

507,

Portland

Sole Concessionaires for the British Empire

Sheffield. Sheffield Wholesale i\li4tor Supplies,
Carver Street.

kecbstein 1Ra io Company,
4, Canal Road, BRADFORD

Glasgow.

TRADE

INQUIRIES

INVITED

43,

London Radio Stores, u. Bath Street.

Nottingham.
Street.

Super

Radio

Co.,

32,

.Parliament
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" Smith and I set up exactly the same

All "Sparta" components carry

circuit and yet his results are twice as good

a comprehensive guarantee for 12
months. If during that period ,

as mine." How often this plaintive cry of
the disappointed experimenter is heard.

they develop a fault distinctly
traceable to bad workmanship
'hey will be instantly replaced.
You can rely spun them.

Yet how obvious the reason and. the
However brilliant the circuit,

remedy.

however careful the assembling, the components employed are the deciding factor.
That's why we draw your attention to the

famous " Sparta " series-built to get the

best from any circuit. Of advanced design

lf124.

c or

ng

and admirably produced, they provide the

best means of obtaining permanently

reliable reception.

So certain are we of
their satisfactory performance under all

conditions that we say-" Ask the man
who uses them."

Space only permits us to show three
components here. Just send a card for

List 3r6B-it fully describes the complete
" Sparta " range.

Fuller's United Electric Works Limited
Woodland Works, Chaawell Heath, Essex
Telephone : Rprd 1200 (6 lines).

London Depot : 58, High Street, W.C. 2.
" SPARTA " Ironclad
Transformers,
Inkirvalve Type A. Ratio 1-5

"SPARTA"

tcrvalve Type B.

Ratio r -4

Intcrvalve Type C.

Resistances.

on

Ratio t--4

both

need for a special switch.
r Valve Resistance

side: -

4/3
4/6
3 Valve Resistance
4/9

Earthing clip to
valve cap. Low

24/ Telephone Type T.A. Ratio

2 Valve Resistance

self -capacity -

Made in two

18/ Telephone Type T.13.

of panel 21- each -

Telephone Type T.C.

For underside of
mind

24/ -

" SPARTA " Potentiometers

For front

-types.

23/ -

Of similar design
to the filament resistances, have
a resistance Value of 400 ohm,.
(illustrated).

6-

1i9 each.

Ottalittj COIL HOLDERS &
RADIO

Supplied for 1, 2, or 3 valves.
Compact, and fitted with an
" off " position, obviating the

Contacts marked

241-

COMPONENTS

PANEL COIL HOLDER.

I

" SPARTA " Filament.

Valve
Holders.

20:-

Telegrams : "Fuller, Chadwell
Telephone Gerrard 507o.

SENSATIONAL OFFER!

Having purchased a consignment of 25,000 "SCIENTIFIC"
N. S. K. Pat. 4,01)0 ohm PttONE, we are disposing of a limited

number during the next 14 DAYS at an astounding figure
AC DA LY BELOW NORMAL COST PRICE,

(Without Base).

All connections are made at
the back eliminating flexible
wires with their untidy ap-

pearance, added capacity, and
liability to breakage.
Best matt ebonite, anti capacity handle, with polished
knob and polished and
lacquered brass parts.

pair.

2 - way, 3/. ; 3 - way, 5/-,
N.P. 1/. extra.
Drilling

template

(ttalittp

supplied.

LEGLESS

RADIO

VALVE

fOR SURFACe
rnRING

FOR PANEL
WIRING

Acts as its own drilling jig.
1,'6 each, postage 2d.

lit

RADIO 0

HOLDEll

pairs,

se'L

Xe4d-

fill\\VG65t(1

COIL PLUGS.

Type "H," flush fitting underpanel mounting.
1/- each, postage 2d. Template supplied.
If your dealer has not got them we send post free if you
wention his name and address. LIST POST FREE.

H

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.
LIBERAL. TRADE TERMS,

0

Th,me: North 3051

These well-known 'phones have been on the market for over 12 months
and have been proved highly sensitive, reliable, light, comfortable and rich
in tone, and are
FULLY GUARANTEED.

SCIENTIFIC
SUPPLY STORES,
HEAD DEPOT: -80 Newington Causeway. 1 ondon. S E.1.

BRANCHES: -126, Newington Causeway, Elephant and Castle, S.E.1; 7, St. George's
Circus, S.E.1; 16, Manette Street, Charing Cross Road. W.1;
7, Edgware Road, W.2.: 84, Church Road, Upper Norwood, 8.E.

'Phone: Hop 4177.

Populor Wireless Weekly, November Sth,
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POPULAR WIRELESS
AND WIRELESS REVIEW,

November 8th, 19211 THE RADIO .WEEKLY WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION. [Every Friday, Price n d
Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Editor:
NORMAN EDWARDS,M.Inst.R.E., F.R.O.Si

Scientific Adviser

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Important Announcement I
WILL readers please note that, commenc-

ing with our issue for week ending

on account of interference with military
wireless, and in both cities a new home
was found at the Dust Destructor !

the 22nd inst., POPULAR WIREtESs

will be on sale every week on -.Thursdays
instead Of Fridays ?

Transmitting Prospects.

CAPTAIN IAN FRASER, C.B.E., who
is chairman of the transmitting and
relay section of the R.S.G.B., has

The Relay Stations.

HAVE you noticed how well the relay
stations

have

been

coming

in

lately? On a single -valve Unidyne
I picked up three of them the other evening, and Hull was as strong as any of the
main stations, except 2 L 0 and Bourne-.
mouth, whilst Liverpool had nearly- as
much " punch " as Birmingham or Man-

had a busy time during the past few months
in connection with the British preparations
for the International Radio Tests.

In view of the recent wonderful New

Zealand successes, he expects that International Radio Week (which commences

chester.

OUR QUERY DEPARTMENT.
Any Complaints ?

HULL evidently transmits very strongly

in a northerly direction also, as a
week or two ago the Edinburgh
engineer was on the 'phone to 6 K
complaining of jamming from there.

But,
so far as I know, nobody has ever complained
of 2 E H being too loud-it is generally quite
. the other way !
*

*

The Warning Note.

THE new five -seconds warning, which

is now broadcast to all stations

preceding
the time -signal,
prove a rather useful innovation.

will
The

tuning note has always been very popular
as a means for calibrating condensers and
markingiwave-length, and the new warning
signal-which is similar to the tuning note-

lasts just long enough to serve a similar
purpose.

*

More Zoo Transmissions.

THE next Zoo transmission has been

arranged for Sunday, November 16th.
Sunday has been selected so that the

B.B.C.'s audience-juvenile arid adult-

will be as large as possible for an afternoon

AWIRELESS University,' open

to
everyone who owns' a receiver, is one
of the interesting possibilities of
educational broadcasting.
A promising beginning has already been
made, and the first wireless examination for

to be held before Christmas.
Prizes to the value of 10 will be given by
schools is

the B.B.C.
*

*

*

On the Dust -Heap.

WHY do Corporation Dust Destructors
V
seem to have a special fascination

for the B.B.C. as sites for transmitting stations ? Both Leeds and Liverpool
have recently.. -had -to -shift, their -quarters

announced, Cardiff station was the original
" church " from which the services came.
Complications arose,- however, when people
who were interested kept watch and tuned
in to long-distance service's as well.
From the States.
DURING their church services the
American stations are free from
jamming, and they have been coming
over exceptionally well lately.
Mr. E. C. Davies,. of Highgate-who over-

tells me that he has traced two of the

technical questions submitted to the E
Technical Staff of POPULAR WIRELESS. E
LE. A group of three queries will be answered
for One Shilling. Postal Orders must be
.7- --

If- addressed envelope in addition.
THIS NEW ARRANGEMENT IS NOW
IN FORCE.
FORCE.
ESince the inception of POPULAR
WIRELESS readers have had all their E-

." mystery services "
W G Y.
*

to WHAZ and

*

*

The Ferranti Advt.

SEVERAL readers have pointed out
that in the " Ferranti advertise-

ment which appeared in " P.W., " No.
126, the words "high -frequency " appear to
be incorrect. This is so, and the week -end

tests should have referred to a

" low -

frequency " amplifier.

E problems settled for them free of charge,

but with the great increase in the elm- E
lation and the corresponding increase in
the number of queries sent in the task of "fl
E dealing with the latter has become
E gigantic.
A large Technical Staff is now employed If
= answering queries, and it is with the object E-

L.'

;_-= of relieving the pressure on them that
we have decided to make the small charges
U mentioned.
Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS
===-- know that the Editor and Staff of this

journal have always had, and always will E
have, their best interests at heart.

performance.
Radio Exams.

who

heard the Wills-Firpci fight via K D K A-

In future a charge of Sixpence per
E Query will be made for answering all

enclosed with all queries and a stamped

clergyman "

broadcast part of a service late on
Sunday nights' did not prove very
difficult to trace, and, as I have already

*

*

The Mystery Service.
THE mysterious .

on Nov. 23rd.) will be a triumph for longdistance radio.
*

*

a

Studio Atmosphere.

SHOULD there be clapping in the B.B.C.
studios at the end of the items ?

It has been suggested as a means

of gingering -up the atmosphere like that of
a concert -hall, but there is another side to
the question. One world-famous - musi-

cian-who does not want his name mentioned-told me that the greatest advant-

S. O. S.

EIFFEL TOWER gave listeners a shock
recently, when a concert was interrupted by an S.O.S. from the steamer
"St. Martin." There were shouts and the
cry, " Help ! We are sinking," followed by
agonised yells, and a despairing " We are

lost," and then-silence.

But it was not a real S.O.S. at all.

Only a

wireless drama that was being rehearsed,

**

and which somehow was accidentally broad-

cast with F L's programme !
The B.B.C.'s Birthday.

NEXT WEEK is a week of anniversaries.
In addition to Armistice
Day, the first station of the B.B.C.

celebrates its birthday then,

and the

occasion is to be marked by a ball at the
Savoy Hotel. Preceding this there will
be a programme broadcast by the B.B.C.
staff to their friends, the listening public.
Twenty Stations Working.

IT is only two years ago since 2 L 0
was officially opened, followed

four

days later by the Manchester Station.
Birmingham followed the day after, and

final dies -away into silence, as the- eomposer

on December 24th, 1922, Newcastle." took
the air." These were the only four stations
at, the close of 1922, but before Christmas

public

operation.
- (Cantiawel .on-pag 550,1

- age of broadcast music is the fact that the

intended, and is not spoilt by premature
clapping, which always ruins the end of a

tins year there will be twenty stations in

Popula

550

NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 549.)
Wireless Prosecutions.

THE Editor has received a copy of a
letter which has been sent to the
Postmaster General with reference

to his Warning that proceedings will be.
instituted against persons who have not
taken out a licence for their broadcast
receivers. The writer of the letter is

-

Mr. R. M. Ford, of East Lodge, Park Row,
Albert Gate, S.W. He begins : " Dear

Postmaster General," and ends " Yours
disobediently " ! Here is an extract from
his letter:
._

" I see by the newspapers that you now really are
going to prosecute people- who have not obtained
licences for their broadcast receiving sets. Will you
very kindly let me be the first one you prosecute ?
" Not, that I inn anxious to be a martyk or enjoy be-

ing tined, or that I don't want to pay, but merely
because l would like the public to know that I, for one,
do not like criminal methods employed in (
matters, because I wish to continue to believe that
an Englishman's home is his castle.
" 1 am interested in certain businesses showing
great benefit to the public; but when I, rightly or
Wrom.itly, consider a man owes me ten shillings, I
certainly cannot enter his premises to frighten him
into paying me, nor can I use the, unduly.., terrible
means of taking criminal proceedings against him,
with the ultimate issue of the to of hislitStrty, to
recover the amount. And I don't see whymny other
individual or party in commerce should have this
overwhelming advantage. Please understand that
when I accept value I have no objection to paying
.

-

Austria and Radio.

The R.E.O.B.

THERE is to be an informal meeting of

the Radio Society of Great Britain
on Wednesday next at 6 p.m., at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy
Place, W.C. 2.

A particularly interesting demonstration
will be given by Mr. R. C. Clinker, M.LE.E.,

with a dynamical model of an oscillating
valve circuit.

*

ACORRESPONDENT with a sense of

humour has sent me a photograph

and cutting from the " Belfast News
Letter" showing the Belfast transmitting gear " with the assistant engineer
at the main °sell/Mon"
In the accompanying letter he asks :
" Wohld not this account for some of the
sizzling and crackling' noises which were
attributed to atmospherics 1 "
*

entering your set for the

P.W." Cups ?

Everyreader entitled to cOmpete,
providing his set is liemc--thade and that he

(W A M G) now works upon the same
wave -length as Manchester, and in the

apparatus employed, studio arrangements,
and microphone, it is a replica of 2 L 0.

*

*

*

WHETHER the Cenotaph service is
broadcast or

ALTHOUGH we often grumble at -the

standard broadcasting set will be

*

Some Impressive Items.

Congratulations.

employed there. The Cape 'Town Station

SUNDAY'S London programme is on
rather novel lines, and listeners are
invited to let the B.B.C. know their
opinions of the innovation. Instead of the
-usual concert, a party of twenty vocalists

country, and as the B.B.C. are willing to
do their part, I think that there ought to
be no question about the matter.

*

month, and I hear that a full -power

Symphony.

ceremony can be shared by the whole

" Again, am I bound to allow my feelings to be

harrowed by long accounts of men lighting serpents
in trees through floods (which receive no subsequent
fiorroboration) when I would much prefer to be trying
to pick up Radiola ' in Paris or a concert in Pitts
burg ? <Why this restriction upon- and prevention
of endeavour ? Will you take ten shillings from me
to keep these things away from my receiving set ? "

DURBAN Station is due to open this

which will include Mendelssohn s Scottish

whether the B.B.C. will be allowed
to broadcast the Cenotaph Service
on Armistice Day.
As there is only one way in which the

one has got Mars or Kanischatka nicely tuned in,

South African Stations.

Provost of GlaSgow, and Sir Landon Ronald
is conducting a special Musical programme,

AT the time of writing it is still uncertain

:by a voice, however charming, intruding with One
minute please,' or ' Copyright by Renter, The
Press Association and The Central News.'

less Supplies-tells me he is shortly pro-

will be performed, by the Hon. the Lord

Broadcasting on Armistice Day.

rather be without 5 X X ? Possibly you are unaware
oh the exasperation caused, just at the mothent When

ceeding to New Zealand to introduce British
wireless lines there, and mannfacturers''find
others desiring agencies should communicate with him at 161, Croydon Road, Anerley,
S.E.20.

Station is being opened at X21,
Blythswood Square. The -ceremony

*

" But what if I don't want 2 L 0, and would far

pected that a good deal of British
apparatus will be exported to the Dominion
-during the coming months.
Mr. Ernest Griffin-late of Griffin Wire-

TO -DAY the new studio of the Glasgow

madrigals and modern part Songs.

licences as unsporting," Presumably because you
think everybody' wants to listen to -the R.P.C. programme.

NEW ZEALAND is now planning. a
broadcasting service, and it is ex-

5 S C's New Studio.

their repertoire_ will include old English

publication you referred to the non-payment of

New Zealand's Plans.

.

of German or Esperanto, who would like
to exchange signals should communicate
with the Internacia Radio-Asocio, 17,

:has been selected from the Oriana Madrigal
Society, and it is hoped that selections from

for it. but when I have got to take something whether
I like it or not, payment becomes an entirely different
-matter. In one of your recent communications for

but where should we be without Big Ben,
and the " Six Pips " from Greenwich ?

to develop his hobby. An Austrian Club

of Transmitting Amateurs is being formed,
and British transmitters; with a knowledge

New Feature from 2 L 0.

The " P.W." Cup.

ARE you

AUSTRIA has just been revising its radio
regulations, and as a result the wireless amateur there will be encouraged

Chatsworth Road, London, E. 5.

" Osculation."

.

B.B.C., I think we are all really
proud of their record, and there is
not a listener who does not wish- them
" Many Happy Returns." it is true that
their weather reports are always dismal,
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the

not,

special

Armistice Day programme to be

A ohoto of one of the two silver prize cups for the
"P.W." Constructor's Competition, details of which
appear in this issue.

is not connected in any way with the wireless industry. Full particulars were given
in last week's "P.W.," to which intending
competitors are referred for details.

TO give our younger readers a chance

against older competitors, there will

be a special junior class for those who
are under fifteen years of age.

The awards will be announced at the

White City Radio Exhibition on Saturday,
November 22nd, and published in " P.W."
the following week.
*

ALL sets must be carefully packed and
sent to Radio -Exhibitions and Wireless Conventions, White City, Ux-

bridge Road, Shepherd's Bush, London.
must

be

plainly

marked

"For

Competition," and must arrive not before
November 10th, and not later than noon,
November 14th.

*

*

*

attention to the fact that in " P.W.,"
No. 126, the theoretical connections for
L.F. choke coupling (page 441, Fig. 3a) were

shown incorrectly. The lead from* the
Choke to H.T.+ should go direct, and the

plate of the last valve is connected only
to 'phones and thence to H.T.
*

*

What We Cannot Do.

4.

How to Send Sets.

They

poser who was killed in the War.
LT. -COMMANDER SHOVE draws our

For Young Constructors.

_

be rendered about 8 p.m., and during the
evening we shall hear Sullivan's " In
Memoriam," and works by George Butterworth, the promising young English coin-.
A Question of Connections.

*

*

broadcast from London on November 11th
will include some very impressive items.
Sir Edward Elgar's " For the Fallen " will

FOLLOWING the publication of photographs showing P.W.'s " workshop,
it is sometimes assumed that the
Technical Staff is regularly engaged in
testing sets for readers.
This is quite impossible in view of our
circulation, and parcels containing readers'
sets forwarded for this purpose must inevitably be returned unopened.
ARIEL.
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CAPTAIN ECKERSLEY'S VISIT TO
AMERICA.
PROSPECTS FOR TRANSATLANTIC BROADCASTING.
By " ARIEL."
Captain Eckersley, who has just returned from his tour, tells " Ariel," in an interview, some of his observations
made in America.

O. 0 0 0 0and busy would be the best
BRONZED
description of Captain Eckersley,
when I called upon him at his 'offices

at 2, Savoy Hill, to ask the result of his
recent visit to America.

He certainly looks extremely well after
his trip, but I had a difficulty in spotting
this at first for he was almost hidden behind shoals of papers, which were stacked

in baskets and piled in trays,

-<-

--".

-

<

-

" We have unity of control here, and the
listeners interests can be far more effectively ensured in this way than by happygo-lucky arrangements between dozens of
diverse authorities. Unity is strength,

you know, and the B.B.C. is not only
united technically, but from every practical and artistic point of view it has all
the advantages of co-operation.

-

put the whole thing in a nutshell when he
said to me, ' I don't wanna hear music on
my radio-I wanna get ?stiles ' "
" What did you think of W G Y when

you visited the station ? " I asked.
" It's a very fine station, as one might
expect from its record," he replied, " but
unfortunately they collared me for a speech

before the microphone, so I did not have
much time to look round."

covering his desk and overflowing

The Man who Heard.

on
to. the carpet.
.

" I heard about that speech,"
I said ; " for one British listener

What they Live For.

who was tuned in. for transatlantic

It appeared that they were plans

for the new B.B.C. station (or

reception wrote to me and asked
my advice about it. He said you

stations) which had accumulated
during his absence.
Yes, we have arranged to
link up Britain with America by

told your audience that if ever
they came to London, and looked

you up at

2, Savoy Hill, you
would be pleased to show them
over 2 L 0, and as he was one -

wireless," he said, in answer to
my first query ; " but for a
time the tests will be purely
experimental. We want to find

your audience (though in
England) he asked me if I thought
-'you'd shoW himrOund the London
of

out how far it is possible to ensure

regular reception in both directions before we promise any.
Anierican programMes here, or

station when he comes up to

London.

afraid he has earned the right to

to listen to London ? " I said.
" Anxious-Why, long-distance
reception is all they live for," he

my inyitation."
" So altogether it was an enjoy-

town ? "

" I didn't think of that," laughed
Captain Eckersley ; " but I am

before New York listens in to

see over 2 L 0 if he actually "heard

" Are they anxious over there

able and successful trip ? " I asked,
preparing to leave the Chief
Engineer to his work.

replied.

The difference between their

" Yes; and I had one absolutely
unforgettable experience. We were

attitude towards radio and our

own is amazing, for whereas we

three days out in the " Homeric,"
when I began to notice an extra-

are chiefly concerned with quality
of reproduction, their desire is
distance.
" Of course, there are plenty
of exceptions," he *went on, but,
generally speaking, New York

The transmitting and receiving station at the Soesterberg Aerodrome.

tunes in for Chicago programmes,
whilst Chicago is looking for St. Louis, or
San Francisco. There are 550 broadcasting

stations in America 'and their idea of a
really good receiver is one which will tune

the whole lot out, and let them listen -in
to the Children's Hour in Chile, or to a
weak

Hello ' from Honolulu ! "

Unity of Control.

" Do you think that the Americans are
ahead of us in wireless ? " Y inquired.
" One hears a good deal of America being
the home of broadcasting, and it is often
supposed that the rest of the world still

lags behind them in the technique of wireless. But does British broadcasting coin pare favourably with theirs ? "
" It is not easy to compare, because our
standards are different, but I certainly do
not think English broadcasting is inferior
to American,' Captain Eckersley

The American Way.

" Topics, times, wave-lengths-they can

all be arranged best by one central authority, and- listeners in this country are
far better off than in any of the places I
visited."
" One thing to remember," he continued,
" is that their problems are not the same ones

that we have to face. The area of America

is hundreds of times greater than that of
the British Isles, and there are all sorts of
diversities in the American audience which
are due to mere distance.

" No doubt this partly explains their

attitude towards long-range: reception ;
but whatever the cause, the effect is that

they look at wireless in a way quite different
from our own. From their point of view the
artistic and entertaining side of broadcasting is unimportant compared with its value
as a scientific hobby. One-man in Pittsbure-

ordinary exhilaration in the air.
I thought this must be due to my
feeling better as wireless worries
were left behind. So just to test
the truth of this idea I went up to

the ship's wireless cabin and asked to
listen -in, to see if wireless would drive the

feeling away again. The - operator-who
seemed to have heard of me somewheregave me a pair of 'phones, and with him I
listened in to the " Jane Mary ". (New
York to Yokohama) talking to the "Mary
Jane" (Bombay to Boston), and scores of

other marine conversations.
" But all the while my mysterious feeling

of elation grew-and suddenly I realised
I was in the Wireless Paradise--midAtlantic. No dry land to spoil reception.
why.

All the aerials for hundreds of miles were
high ones, totally unscreened. All the earth
connections were perfect-not merely moist,
but with three miles of wet water underneath the earth plates. And I . had been
listening -in. for over an hour, and . hadn' t
heard one howl-not one oscillation on the
ocean."
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that to get a message on 100 metres across

the Atlantic on 200 watts was quite an

LISTENING -IN

achievement last year, whereas now it is a
common occurrence among those amateurs
who are smiled upon by the P.M.G.

FOR NEW ZEALAND.
0 -0,

By K. D. ROGERS.
O. 0 00 V V
0 0 -4> O

O.

SEATED in a long narrow room on the
top floor of the new science buildings
of Mill Hill School, Mr. C. W. Goyder,

The Day of Short Waves.

It is unfortunate that amateurs should
be restricted, as they are in many ways,
and especially in long range work, but it

O 0 0 40

must be said that the authorities have been

remarkably helpful in the case of 2 S Z, for a
low wave -length (those.used being 250 watts

on about 96 metres) can bridge ends of the

recently a student at that school, spends

earth, this communication at the present
time is to a certain extent freak reception.

that can be " felt," searching the ether for.

A Great System.

parts of the earth. On his left is a wooden
framework containing

efforts of Messrs. Goyder, Partridge and

hours and hours, night after night, in silence

signals that may come from the most distant

I do not mean by this phrase to belittle the

are

being

course it is not possible

for all of us to par-

the other impedimenta

of a typical amateur's
transmitting _station,
while at his hand is a
small key; coupled by
a magnetic key to the
transmitter.

ticipate directly in
these tests, or the ether

would be unbearable,

but all amateurs can
experiment

on

the

reception side of the

matter, especially on
metres below 120, for
there is usually plenty

The Romantic Side.
In front is a low
panel, about 10 in.

to be heard between

long and 5 in. high,

70 and 100 metres and
even lower, without
depending, upon ex-

containing the receiving valve, coupled to a
note magnifier of ordinary pattern.
The time is 5.40 to

treme DX .reception.

But readers who feel

disposed to sit up at

.5.45 a.m., but not a

night searching the
ether for low v. aye
transmissions should
get away from the
well - known circuits,
for if we all keep to the

heard save
the faint ticking of
the clock as it goes
sound is

-relentlessly on towards
dawn, only a brief hour

Mr. Cyril Goyler at his transmitter.

distant. Anxiously

the listening amateur varies the reaction

control, tuning condenser, and, aerial coup-

ling of his receiver, waiting for the call

from the other side of the world that shall
- announce the crowning achievement of
amateur research in long distanCe low

power transmission.
At last, at 6 a.m., the long -waited -for

signals come in answer to his own call
which, at intervals, he has sent out into
his side.

G S Z, G 2 S Z, G2SZ de Z4 AA,

Your signals received quite well.
Can you hear me 1 "
The third New Zealand amateur transmitter
to be heard in this country has picked up his
call and has answered. From that time on,
for a full half-hour, two-way communication
is carried on, and then; as claw* heralds its
approach, signals fade. All is over.
The above is a glimpse into the romantic
Z 4 A A.

-

It is undoubtedly the day of short waves,

for, contrary to the theories and beliefs
expressed a few years ago, these waves
" carry " better than their longer brothers
for a given aerial power, and remarkable
achieved on the other
side of the Atlantic on
10 and 20 metres. Of

valve, and rectifying
valve, smoothing the
H.T. supply, and all

space from the small key at

now carry out such tests to its heart's content.

results

the transmitting

-

six months' licence for 250 watts has been
approved, and granted, and that station can

side (for there is a romantic side). of the

efforts and long vigils that have taken

place night after night on a lonely hill -top

nine miles north-west of London. A few
miles away Mr. Partridge and one or two
other amateurs have been similarly occupied, all bent upon reaching the climax of
low wave power wireless comimmication;
between the two opposite ends of the earth.

But of what value is all this, it may be

asked. At first sight it is difficult to see where

the value of such experiments come in, for
it is true that though low power coupled with

others for a moment, for it is by such ex-

periments that wireless has become an
accomplished fact, and there must be a
beginning to all things. The first signals

from Poldhu to the other side of the Atlantic,
successfully received by Senatore Marconi

(really only a very few years ago), were

themselves of no value. They were useless
from a commercial point of view, and, if any
signals ever were, ' freakish" : that is, totally
dependent on atmospheric and similar conditions. But they heralded a great system

which has grown and

conventional and well trodden paths we shall get no. farther.
Plesity of useful details on short wave receptith have been given in Porniart Winn LESS from time to time, and all the 'circuits
given have proved their worth for this class

of reception, but as a further point of interest and in order to place any new enthu-

siasts on the right track, I propose to describe the construction of the set used by
Mr. Goyder in next week's " P.W."
But as I must repeat, don't keep to the
beaten track ; branch out, never mind

until to -day
nobody stops to 'think
grown

of the wonder of this
harnessing of the ether,

for we have our Carnarvoris and Leafields
daily in operation with
places thousands of
miles away.
And in this achievement of the larger

stations readers must
not forget that a very

great deal is due to

amateur
enterprise,
and results obtained by

The correct circuit of Mr. Goyder's receiver.

amateurs. For though
amateur transmission over long ranges cannot be said to be regular, it is becoming far
more so than it was a few years ago, even
than a year ago, and readers will remember

upon what wild theory ; and if you have
any novel ideas try them out. You may
meet with 99 failures, but the 100th may
bring something worth having.
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HOW TO MAKE

A ONE -VALVE SET WITH REACTION.
By 3. LAURENCE PRITCHARD.
Although the set described in the following article employs a V.24 valve, prospective constructors will have
no difficulty in noting the small alterations necessary if an ordinary four -pin holder for a valve is required.
THE single -valve set illustrated in Fig. 1
is easy to construct, and with careful

manipulation of the controls has a

very good range for a single -valve set. An

uncommon feature of the receiving set is
the fitting of a glass panel to the back of

the set so that the interior may be inspected at a glance. The glass back is
quickly removed if it should be desired to
obtain access to the interior.
Two Aerial Condensers Used.

Another useful addition to the set is a

fixed condenser wired in the aerial side of

an aerial tuning inductance has the effect
of increasing the wave -length range of the
circuit.

It is often found that a signal is at its

contact is painted green to distinguilt it

from the grid. The filament resistance is
placed in the centre of -the panel, and a in.
up from the bottom edge. The variable con -

maximum when the moving plates of the

condenser are entirely out of the fixed

It is under this condition that the
fixed condenser is ultilised. ' The aerial
wire is removed from .the right or normal

IJl

plates.

Ii

aerial terminal, as shown on the circuit
diagram, and _secured to the extra aerial

terminal to the left, which brings the series
condenser into , the circuit. The wavelength is thus reduced, and the effects of the
new setting .to' the variable condenser
noted.
The panel is fitted to the front 01 an

oblong cabinet, of which dimensions are
given in Fig.:2.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Before the case is assem-

bled, giooves are ploughed ' in the back

A-26.5.

edges, * in. wide 'and in: deep, in which the
removable, glass ; back is , dropped. - A

denser, which has a capacity of .0005 mfd.,
is fixed
in. from the right side, and 51

is cut in the centre of the flat edge of the

and one movable coil plug, is attached.
The grid leak and condenser are screwed

weoden piece, to which the top, edge of the
glass is secured, is cut and moulded as
shOwn in the illustrations. It is fixed to
the glass in the following way. A groove

in. from the,. bottom of the. panel. In a
corresponding position to the left of the
Prinel, a two -coil holder, having one fixed

wooden top piece, -the width of the groove

to the back of the panel towards the top.
The grid leak is connected across the grid
condenser so that a bought combined grid
leak and condenser will be suitable. The

being the same as .the thickness of the

'glass.
glass. The depth should be at least
-

Mounting the Components.

A quantity .of Chatterton-s compound or

grid leak has a value of two megohms, and the
condenser a capacity of .0003 mfd. The fixed

It is essential that t he glass should
fit entirely into its grooves. as if it is too

Three battery terminals and two telephone terminals are placed in line I in.

Front's glue is 'Melted, and run into the
groove.

the wooden top may he pulled off.
It is 'a good- plan
to secure a piece
Stiff

aerial condenser is of .0003 mfd. capacity.
from the bottom edge of the panel.

Wiring

of string to the in Pg. 1.

The complete receiver, using V.24 valve.

'side of one of the
sides, a few inches

the tuning circuit. It is connected between
the ordinary aerial terminal and the
additional aerial terminals. It thug forms
a series condenser- in- the aerial circuit, its

up froth the base.
A groove is cut in

Capacity in parallel with

projects. When it
is desired to raise

object '136ing to reduce the wave -length

range of the set.

the base at this
end, -through

which the string
-

the glass back, the
string is pulled
vertically until the

glass is raised
sufficiently to be
held in the hand.

The panel of f in.
ebonite measures
11 in. by 9 .in.

The two aerial

Fig, 4. Back of the panel-wiring of series aerial condenser to terminals.

terminals and the
earth terminal are screwed 11 in. apart,
and at a distance of 1 in. from the top
edge of 'the panel. Below the centre
terminal clips ' for a V.24 valve are fixed.
Special clips are made for this valve, but
they can easily be made up if desired. The
V.24 valve is chosen on account of its low
self capacity.

The filament of the valve connects to

the end contacts, while the grid and anode
connect to the side contacts. The anode

is carried out to the diagram given in Fig; 3.
With the exception, of the connections to the

coil -holder, which are made with flexible
insulated wires, the anti -capacity method

of wiring employing bare tinned wire is
used.

A close-up view of the wiring of the

series aerial condenser is given in Fig. 4.
After the wiring is completed, any fluxite
or other soldering paste is carefully removed

frorn the panel..

(Continued on page 554.)
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A ONE -VALVE SET
WITH REACTION.
(Continual from page 553.)

turbed, as if it is, trouble
with the plates touching is

very likely to occur.

Occasionally also, the end
plate of the set of moving
plates is bent slightly during

The completed wiring of the set, seen
through the glass back, is illustrated in Fig.

Before the panel is attached to the
case, it is advisable to make certain that
5.

all the comiections are properly made, and
that nothing stands in the way of obtaining
immediate results.
Testing the Variable Condenser.

A common trouble occurs in the variable
condenser by the accidental touching of the

fixed and moving plates. In some condensers, connection to the moving plate is
Made under a screw or nut connected with

the process of eonstructing
the set, and if not noticed,

may lead to considerable
trouble in obtaining results.

A test that is very easily
made for this trouble is

illustrated in Fig. 6. Before

the panel is assembled to
the case, a strip of thin cardboard is slipped through between each fixed and moving plate. If it meets undue

resistance in any place, or
moves the set of moving
plates backwards or for-

Ftg. 7.

wards, the condenser should
be inspected closely for
trouble.

plate

A bent condenser

can usually be put

right by bending it back in

The correct way to insert a V. 24 valve.

constructor should make himself acquainted

with the subject of " oscillation " in order
to ".preserve the wireless peace."
0 0 0 0 0- 0
00000

the opposite direction slight-

A UNIVERSAL
RESISTANCE HOLDER.

This test is useful also
in removing any dust or dirt
ly.

from between the plates.

,j,i 4 o A A o

0 0 -0

00

0

.

AVERY simple holder, designed to accom-

The Coils to Use.

When the batteries, coils;

modate grid or anode resistances of
varying sizes, may be built up from

fixed, the set is ready for

two strips of spring brass, two terminals, and
a small piece of matted ebonite. The spring

and the other components are

testing. Care should be taken

in fitting the valve into its
clips. The correct method
is illustrated in Fig. 7.

brass strips may be about 31 in. long by
I in. wide, each being drilled, as shown on

The

top contact of the valve is
fitted into its clip and pushed
upwards until the bottom

contact fits into the lower
clip. The grid and anode
contacts

are not put into

position until after the fila-

ment contacts are fitted. The
grid contact is held between

the two side clips, and the
valve is given a slight turn
to the right to bring the
grid and ancde contacts
against their respective clips.
Fig. 5. The completed wiring of the set as seen through the glass back.

condensers of this type it is important
to see that the adjustment is not dis-

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

For the aerial tuning in-

ductance an Igranic Coil No.
35

the adjustment of the moving plates. In

(--\o

or 50 will be suitable,

while a No. 50 or No. 75 coil of the same
make will be required for the reaction.

coupled until a rush-

the left, and bent at the dotted line, so that
when clamped to the ebonite base by means
of the two terminals the distance between

ing sound develops in
the telephones. At
the same time the
tuning condenser is

them is diminished towards the top, as shown
in the illustration representing a view of the

completed instrument.
Thus almost any size of commercial resis-

If the re-

position of the clips. The distance between
the two terminals should be about 21 in.

To tune the set, the reaction coil should be

rotated until a signal
is heard.

action effect is not
felt, but closer coup-

tance can be used without altering the

ling of the reaction

coil results in weaker

signals, the leads to

the coil

should

be

NEW STATIONS FOR
SPAIN.

reversed.

It must be remembered that a valvd set
of this nature employ.
ing reaction, can cause
considerable interfer-

ence with oiler
Tr.zirg the variable condenser by passing a piece of paper between
the plates.

lis-

teners if not handled
properly, so that the

The Radio-Iberica Co. of Spain has recently inaugurated a radio broadcasting
station in Seville, and concerts and news
will be broadcast from 7 to 9 p.m. daily.

At the end of this month a Western,

Electric Co. broadcasting station of

watts will be inaufTrat^d in Barcelona.

100

-
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SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION
FOR THE AMATEUR.
By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
(Technical Editor, "Popular Wireless.")

There is every indication that short-wave reception of American Stations will prove very popular with amateurs this
winter, and in the following article Mr. Dowding offers several suggestions to experimenters and constructors contemplating
a short-wave programme for the next few months.

00
ALREADY reports are coming to hand
from amateurs who are able to receive

our old friends, KDKA and W G
on quite straightforward and simple ap-

paratus. The weather-damp, chill, overcast
days; and cold, black, misty nights-although
not welcome to the devotees of the open air
arc greatly appreciated by the disciples of
the vast open spaces of the ether: they

romance one might almost say-of listening
to sounds originating in a distant continent,
such D X (long distance) work is of great

To it, or similar striving for distant reception, we owe to some extent
value.

the present highly efficient valve circuits in
general use. Even the amateur who en-

thusiastically breaks radio records for no
other reason than that of personal enjoyment may unknowingly contribute to the

During the last season regular readers
will recollect that we advocated the use of a
minimum number of valves for the reception
of clear signals from the U.S. stations,
and may wonder where the "P.W." 24 -valve
set will figure in our future activities in this
direction. The construction of this gigantic
receiver may even be the cause of us being
accused of stunting."

progress of wireless science, as some of those

little " tips " passed on by one listener to
another subsequently become adopted as
standard practice.

Future Experiments.

What circuits will be used this winter ?
Where will super -heterodyne, super -regenerative, Flewelling, " reflex " circuits be placed?
In my opinion " straight " circuits will

prove the most popular, just as they did last
year.

I also anticipate great things from

the Unidyne. It has proved an excellent
circuit for long range work. Almost daily
we receive letters from possessors of single
valve Unidynes, reporting reception of all
B.B.C. stations and several Continental
A one -valve circuit with a tightly coupled aerial

and closed circuit with which short wave American
stations have been clearly received in this country.
A 100 turn reaction coil may be necessary.

recognise ideal conditions for real " D X "
work.

So we must carefully stow away our
portable sets and banish visions-seldom

fulfilled-of the transient delights of summer
wireless and turn our attention to the more
serious but no less enjoyable occupation of
searching " the American ether."
Direct Reception.

The B.B.C.'s experiments in relaying
American stations will prove interesting,

stations-and this in the middle of so-called
" summer," too. Surely then, I am not

being too optimistic when I predict reception of American stations during the
winter will not be too difficult on a single valve Unidyne.

We had intended to carry our own experiments in receiving American bread casting stations on through the summer
months, but pressure in other directions
prevented us from doing so.

It is by no means difficult to receive

KDKA and W G Y on an amateur aerial
using an amateur constructed receiver. It
will perhaps be nnuembered that Mr.

A simple single tuning circuit short-wave receiver
which has been proved suitable for KDKA reception.

This, however, would be doing us an
injustice, for while we intend to dethonstrate the possibility of regular American
reception on single and 2 -valve circuits of
straightforward design, we have certain
interestingschemes arranged in which we
hope the 24 -valve set will figure.
We have also constructed a special

Unidyne receiver for the reception of the

short wave -length U.S.
stations, and when this
has -been thoroughly
tested out, full con,

and should be highly commended as being
first-class ceinenting material for purposes
of strengthening Anglo-American bonds of
co-operation ;

but listening to KDKA

struchonal details will
be published for the
benefit of those of our

as passed on by 2 L 0 cannot be compared

to direct reception of that station on the

" home aerial over thousands of miles of
intervening space. Direct reception, with

readers who would like

to listen to K D K A

all due respect to the engineers of the
B.B.C., is also much clearer, because it does
not necessarily include feats of amplification

of signals and magnification of statics-the
latter generally being snore efficiently
accomplished than the former.

with a minimum of
interference.

I do not want

The three -valve circuit with which Mr. Rogers heard K D K A last winter
without using an aerial. The last valve was ultimately cut out.

This reminds me of a remark I heard in

the train some months ago. Said a
passenger to his friend : " My word, it was
rough on the Atlantic last night ! You

Rogers last season was able to bring

No need to add that he had

the circuit he employed. We are also

could hear the waves roaring and the winds
howling ! "

been listening to a relayed version of
K D K A's programme !

Apart from the absorbing interest-the

to

promise too much in

KDKA in using three valves WITHOUT
ANY AERIAL AT ALL. As a matter of
interest we are reproducing the diagram of

reprinting two of the circuits with winch
KDKA could be clearly received on 100
metres.

case some of our plans
miscarry., but any way,

I think I can safely

predict an interesting season from the technical point of view. Similarly I have been
given to understand that we can expect interesting developments in the "home ether."
Therefore, taking everything into consideration, the coming winter should amply compensate wireless amateurs, at least, for the
bleak, wintry summer they have endured.
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1 piece 1- in. ebonite, 7 in. by 5 in.

A few odd pieces of wood and a little

VARIOUS CRYSTAL FORMS.

glue.

I am no cabinet maker, but found that

by cutting a piece of

AN INTERESTING ARTICLE ON CRYSTALLINE
STRUCTURES.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.
0

00000000

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00.0

of crystal forms should consult a text
book of mineralogy or crystallography for

give crystal enthusiasts an additional insight

crystals forms the basis of at least one of
the theories of crystal rectification, it

into the many different varieties of their
rectifying minerals. We shall therefore
confine ourselves to the description of a

Mounting the Studs.
The sides were made of a strip of

0

CRYSTALLOGRAPHERS have divided
up crystals into many different classes,
each according to the peculiar form in
which they occur. There is no need to go
into the subject very deeply in this article.

The article is merely written in order to

in. or A in. wood into

a triangle, each side being 6 in. long, and
then cutting off about 11- in. of one of the
points, I had the base.
in. oak,

in. wide; the front, 64 in. long, being
glued and tacked on first. Then the sides
were fitted, 51 in. long, and with the aid
of rough glasspaper wrapped round a flat

a minute and accurate description of all the
different forms in which the members of the
mineral kingdom disport themselves. As

piece of wood, one end of each cut so that

the actual structure of the rectifying

is desirable that experimenters on the
subject should know something of the
science

of crystal

forms, and a little

knowledge of crystallography in a y
prove to be of great

use to workers in
this sphere of research. The whole
subject is deserving

of the attention, of
radio experimenters
CUB/CAL
(GALENA., BORN/7E)

and of amateurs

TETRAHEDRAL

generally.

:COPPER PYRiTE5

Might Prove
Puzzling.

One word in

111111,'

"11111

i4EXAGONAL.
(ZINC/re, 11-fOLYBDE/Y/TE)

few of the forms in which rectifying

minerals are found to be crystallised.
Many radio -sensitive minerals are found

naturally in the simplest shape which a
crystal can take. This is, of course, the

cube-a body possessing six equal sides all
of which are at right angles to one another.
, Among radio minerals which crystallise in

this form may be mentioned ordinary
galena., bornite, and iron pyrites.
A Useful Subject.

Another fairly simple form of crystal
structure is the regular tetrahedron, a
-

figure which is bounded by four triangular
planes. Copper pyrites is a well-known
example of this type of crystal structure.
Zincite generally occurs in the form of a
hexagonal shaped crystal. Such a crystal
is built up upon' a hexagonal, or six -sided
base, as will be apparent from the diagram.

the above short de-

sides of which are equal, but whose angles
angles. A cube, when distorted out of shape becomes rhombohedral in form.
Graphite possesses a
rhombohedral structure, and so does carborundum, Inematite, and many other varieties
of crystallised minerals.
Many of the minerals which have been
mentioned exist in more than one form, as
well as in several varieties of the same form.
The reader who is interested in the subject

scription of the shapes
of some of the or,
dinary rectifying crystals to observe that
his own favourite piece

OCTAHEDRAL

NANGAN/TE/

of zincite, bornite, or

whatever it may be, has no particular
definite shape at all. It must, however,
be observed that radio " crystals " are
often _not single crystals at all. They
are often merely pieces of crystals which have

been previously broken up by the iniporter
or dealer. Again, many radio crystals are
in reality masses of . very small crystals
which have become fused together during
their formation in the earth. Eiamined

it fitted the front piece, and lastly the small
back piece was shaped and fitted, and put
on one side for the glue to set.

Next, I roughly cut out the top from a

piece of a in. ebonite, and with small brass
screws fixed it to the box, and then glass papered the whole thing to shape, rounding

the corners and taking the ebonite down
flush to the sides. Now take the top off

again, and fix studs, switch arm, and
terminals, as shown by the photographs,
the studs being
in. apart, and the ter-

minals I. in., the distance between each pair
being
in.
Cuts off H.T.

The box may be stained and polished to
taste, and then have a piece of cloth (velvet -

under a poWerful lenS, such minerals will be

found to be entirely composed of hundreds
of tiny crystals, and more especially in the

case of the "treated " galena crystals is
the confirmation of the truth of this fact
easily possible.
Fr -

00000

A SERIES TELEPHONE
DISTRIBUTOR.

Well crystallised specimens of many rectifying minerals possess a rhornbohedral
shape-that is, they exhibit forms, the

.are not right

Showing the neat appearance of the completed instrument.

conclusion. It may
be puzzling to the
amateur after reading

By W. A. R.
000

The wiring can be clearly followed from this
photograph.

THE 'phone distributor is one of those
_

additions to a radio receiving set

which after being used for a week or
two you begin to wonder how you got on
without it.

The materials require' are :
10 'phone terminals.
1 switch -arm.

5 studs.
6 small brass screws.

een for preference) glued on to the bottom,
and trimmed off with a pair of scissors.
The back pair of terminals are of course
the input, the one leading to the switch -arm
being +. The wiring should be done
neatly with j bare copper. The " elf "

stud cuts off the + H.T., and thus saves
pulling out + H.T. plug when the set is not

in use.
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`Tune the

Table -Talker with the
;-4}Ilatchedlnehleadphones
BABY sits intently watching Young Bill tuning
up the receiver. ' He

finds it mighty hard not to
take up a roving commission
among the shining accessories.
The

Brandes
Fondle

He wonders devoutly to him-

self why Brother Bill should find it
necessary to become involved in a
mass of tangled wire and mutter
whole-heartedly to himself. But he
knows just what it will mean to
him. In a little while the Table Talker will speak easily and naturally of the many phantasies of his
youthful imagination. Fascinated by
the burnished discs and metal of
the " Matched Tone" Headphones,

he will be able to place them on his

tender head with their gentle comfort,
and listen to the sweet bell -like notes.
Ask your dealer for Brandes.

All Brandes products carry our
official money Tack guarantee, en-

abling you to return them within

10 days of purchase if dissatisfied. -

The "Matched Tone" feature means that both
your ears hear exactly the same sound at the
same instant-and you learn a new beauty of
tone, They are tested and re -tested for
just this one vital point, and
in addition their strength,
long -wearing comfort, and
reliable efficiency make them
undoubtedly superior.

25/ -

The Table-Talk,r is a Brandes quality product
at a moderate price. The non -resonant,
specially constructed horn is matched to the

unit so that the air resistance produced will
exactly balance the mechanical power of the
This means beautiful sound diaphragm.
balance and remarkable tone
qualities.

Inches high

is twentusty -one

It,has

self-adj

ing diaphragm and finished
a shade of neutral brown,

42/ -

British Manufacture (B,B.C. Stamped)

Brandes

Result of
16 years

c7he name

25

42

Experience

to know inRadio
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-HELLO! HELLO!! "UNCLE TOM" CALLING

"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling
i he Pioneers of Lheap Prices in the North and the only Firm in Great Britain with actua. Broadcasting Experience
INSULATING TAPE, per box, 6d.

RESISTANCES

(VARIABLE). - Woodhall,

TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire

100,000 ohms, mounted on Ebonite, 2/9; Allen,
50,000 to 100,000, V.; Lissen, 50,000 to 100,000,
2/6; Watmel, 50,000 to 100,000, 3/6.

to Earth Wire, per Bair, 14d.
TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequency). -General
Radio Co., 15/-; Powquip "BuCks " for -Reflex
RUBBER -'PHONE EAR CAPS.-" Sorbo," per Circuits, 12/-;. Powquip Shrouded, 18/6; Burn Sterling (Black and Gold), 60/-; Claritone pair, 1/6.
dept Cheap Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 16/6; Lissen
SCALES. -Half circle,. 0-1.00°, 2d.; complete T.3, 25/-' Silvertown, 21/.; Igiianic, 21/-; Fuller
Junior, 55/-; Claritone Senior, 115/-; Sparta
(Fullers), 95/-; and many other makes kept in circle, 36P, black or white, 4id.
Shrouded, 22/-; R.I, new type, 25/-; ..Eureka
STAPLES (insulated). -Per doz., 3d.
stock.
Concert- Grand (the finest transformer made),
KNOBS. -2 B.A. bushed 11 -in, dia., 2d.; 2
B.A., Id.; 4 B.A. bushed 1 -in. dia., 11d.
LOUD SPEAKERS.-Amplion Junior, 27/6;
T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling, 55/-;

STAPLES (Tin). -Per doz.. 3d.

LEADING -IN TUBES. -6 -in., 8d.; 9 -in., 10d.;

SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type.
very efficient, 9d.
doz.; 2 B.A., 2d. doz.
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing
SHELLAC -Per bot., 5d., 7d. and 10d.
under terminal, td.; straight type, id.; strips
SWITCHES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mountof 12 names, 6d.; Aerial, Earth and 'Phones; ing, 1/.; D.P.D.T., Miniature for mounting, 1/6.
1c1.; Pointers, Id.
SWITCHES
(EARTH
AND
AERIAL).
'PHONES.-Sketaphones,
16/6; The
New Mounted on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., 1/3 and 1/9;
T.M.G., 6 ozs. ;'22/6 ; Brown's Feather Weight, D.P.D.T., 3/3. (Above fitted with Terminals.)
25/-; Sterling, 25/-; G.E.C., 25/-; B.T.H., 25/-;
SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 4d.
SPRING W ASHE113.-(C4per), per doz., 5d.
Western Electric, 25/-; Claritone, 25/-; Siemens,
25/-. All 4,000 ohms.
SWITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, 1/11;
SINGLE EAR 'PHONES. -2.000 ohms, 616; 4,000 Switches, round, (Togle),
SWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, 10d.; second
ohms, 7/6.
quality, 6d.
PULLEYS. -Aerial, 6d. and 8d.
TERMINALS. -Small fancy, Id. small W.O.,
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/6; T.C.B.,
5/-; Igranie, 7/.; Lissen, 12/6.
1d.; large W.O., 10.; Telephone. lid.; Nickelled,
'PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C., 2 pin, 1/8.
2d.
(All above complete with nut and washer.)
ROTORS. -Wood, 21 -in., 1/-; Ebonite, 21 -in., Red and black Terminals, per pair, 1/-; Screw
1/9.
Spade Terminals, each, Id.; screw pins, each,
ROTORS AND STATORS. -2 Stators and 1 1d.; "Clix " Terminals, complete. 4d.
Rotor, complete set 3/,
(F I XED).-Mullard, 100,000 Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through
RESISTANCES
ohms, 2/6. (Clips for above. 9d. per pair.)
past at curehaser's risk only and are not re
turnable. Price Lists Free.
Mail orders dispatched same day.
Business Hours
Please send ample postage. Excess will
9 to 8 daily
12 -in., 1/-.

NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d.

30/,; Eureka 2nd stage, 22/6.
TINFOIL. -Per sheet, 4d.

TRANSFERS.-" Easie-fix
Aerial.
Earth
'Phones, per set, 2d.; large sheet of Words and
Scales, 9d.
VARIOMETERS.-Small

.11.

excellent

VALVES. -Thorpe K.4 for L'nidyne circuit,
17/6; Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.5V.,
Mullard-Ora, Ediswan, Myers; all at 12/6.
DULL EMITTER VALVES. -Marconi D.E.R.,
21/-; Eitiswan A.B.D.E., 21/-.

VALVES, DULL EMITTER, .06. -Marconi
D.E.3, 25/-; B.T.H. B.5, 25/-; Ediawan A.R.,
II.T.H. 6 Volt Power Valve 13.4, 35/-;

2.5/-;

Mullard and RAJ., 35/-.

VOLT METERS, 0 to 15 Volts; 5/.; double
reading, 0-10, 0-100 volts, 12/..
VALVE HOLDERS. -With S nuts and washers,

8d.' 5 Leg Valve Holders for K.4 Valves, 1/3;
Valve Holders for Flush Panel Mounting, 8d. set.

All Mail Orders to be sent to Head Office
and Stores:

-

be returned.

Brown,

value, 1/11; L. Variotneter, 2/6; L. Variometer
with Ball Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with
Knob, 4/4,4/11 and 5/6. Lgranie and Sterling
always in stock.

GALLOWGATE. NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

EOM SLJPPLIEID.

UNCLE TOM " PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD., CALLC1WCATE, NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE
Telephone : 3804 CENTRAL

Call %ions : 6

10, QUEEN VICTORIA
STREET, LEEDS.
Russell Street & Ocean Road, South Shields.
66, Camden Street, North Shields.

R. 6 K W.

Phone: 22267 Leeds -

Roker Avenue, Sunderland.

Now open at CA TLE ST., B 1:LFAST & S TO v h Y ST., NOTTINGHAM.
MEME11111111Mell
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FAMA DUTCH VALVES

SPRING CONTROL

IS THE SECRET

USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS

/

Amplifiers, Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 60 to 100 volt
4 -volt Anode, 30 to 100 volt
De'ectors,

Retail Prices

each 4/8

..
..

It permanently holds the most sensitive " spot " found by
of the S.P.C. CRYSTAL DETECTOR.

each 4/1 1
Dull Emitters. 0'06 amps. Fil. l'6 volt Anode, 40 to
..
.
.
..
100 volt
each 1 2/-

perfect micrometer -style adjustment. The
" S.P.C." is a grand little example of fine engineerthe

-

..
each
Sidpe (Continental) L.F. Transformers ..
Dr. Nesper pattern Adjustable Diaphragm 4,000 -ohm
..
..
..
._.
Headphones ..
pair

So solid and substantial -a
pleasure to handle and a joy to work
ing skill.

9/6

11/6

Please remit Postage.

BISIIOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

PR ICE

with

4/6

and worth every penny of it. Postage 3d. Satisfaction guaranteed of course. Send P.O. to -day, or ask your Dealer.

SPEEDWELL PRESS CO., LTD.,
INCKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.
S T AIL
0 YE -Jr E CT 0
rC Et

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

S.P.C.

Phone: Central 7361.

R.

.M1111.111111MMV

A REVOLUTION IN H.T. EFFICIENCY
11.T.

Batteries made up of units are recognised as the Ideal.
The HOVIMO screw connection solves the problem of joining units
without soldering.
the HOVER() ensures perfect
silent" working -is

Tested and Guaranteed
Loud and Clear over the maximum range
THO mOUG I-1 L.Y

Obtainable in Boxes, including Silver Catswhisker, 116 of all Dealers.

everlasting -allows easy replacement of units -will take
the ordinary wander ping -makes it possible to keep your
H.T. at an equal voltage
MOLE ACK,
27, High Holborn.

Is British made.

P.

!".ondon. W.C, I

Ask your PLUG HOLE
dealer
0,r them

WONDER CRYSTAL

1/6
Per Doz.

If unable

to

°Nam Locally, send P.O. with name

of Dealer

to

BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,

From
dealers
or direct.

GRIP

GRAP)i. STREET, Shaftesbury
Avenue, LONDON. W.C.2.
15,

Tele/Armes:

Regent 5162 and 5153.
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AMPLION

airodet A R.I9 (tiko4azid)

The Loud Speaker
Superlative
AMPL ION LOUD SPEAKERS
areworld-famous for sensitivity,
full volume, clarity and wonderfully
natural tone-qualities due to the incorporation of many exclusive features,
including a non -resonating sound conduit with wood horn and an improved
unit embodying "floating " diaphragm.
Write for Illustrated Leaflet, Warr, post free

Nv.s........

ALFRED GRAHAM & Co.,
(E. A. GRAHAM), St. Andrew's Works,
CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E.4.

,rn,,mww,,,,rn,,,r,,
Famous DL. Headphones
" MODEL DE LUXE "-4,000 OHMS TOTAL RESISTANCE
Every Pair Carries Our Money -Back Guarantee

OVER A MILLION PAIRS IN USE, TO -DAY

Guaranteed

Leather bound
wireheadbands,
sliding head adjustment, and

highly efficient;
complete with
flexible cord it,
ready for use

each receiver

THE

detachable instantaneously

MOST

COM-

FORTABLE 'PHONE
ON TH MARKET

TOTAL WEIGHT
11 oz.

SINGLE

HEADPHONES
DL., 4.000 ohms,

6,6 Post

Pair 12/6

DL., 2.000 ohms,

5/6 P3or

Post Free
8,000 ohms, 14 -

NOTE : We are the
sole distributors of
these famous phones

TRADE HOUSE

and have been for
the past two years.

for
Everything Wireless
E

Delivery from Sicck.

No Bankrupt Stock
-New Goods.

Special Quwations to 7rade for Quantities

VALVE RENEWALS
WE repair, by our patent process
(for which we have National Physi-

cal Laboratory s report of efficiency),

all standard types of valves (except
dull emitters)

at

6/6

Carriage Paid.

WE GUARANTEE
at Least Equal
Efficiency to New Valves

and to Return within
Three days

WIRELESS DEPARTMENT

E. SHIPTON & CO., Ltd.
it
=
=

57, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W. I
Telephone : Victoria 7.

And at

Telegrams : Rentfones, Par!.

14, King Street, W.C. 2

Barclays 271

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111117

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
11VIIVIE11.,E11401q.
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ttinhas
come to
Stay
All over the country thousands of Wireless

enthusiasts have converted their sets to
th. famous " UNIDYNE " principle, and
the forthcoming winter many
hundreds more will follow suit. The K.4
(4 Electrode) VALVE was used by the
inventors of "UNIDYNE " throughout
their experiments, and when used in conjunction with this Circuit results in
ABOLISHING H.T. BATTERIES,
during

Filament
Resistances.

As illustrated

5 ohms for Panel

or Cabinet

each.
Sv 6chAns
2

Mounting 3/.

LESS RUNNING
PURER
TONE.
LESS RISKCOST,
OF BURNT
OUT VALVES, GREAT REDUCTION

e 110WS

IN DISTORTION.

S

coniponen
BUILD YOUR

OWN
'UNIlitYNE"
RECEIVING SET

THE 4ELECTRODE VALVE

COMPLETE SET
OF PARTS.

Complete Set of Parts for

FROM THIS

No tools are required, no
It is
just a question of tolloWing
simple directions. You could
do it though you knew
nothing whatever about

2 -Valve

The Fellotone.
For varying and improving the tone of a

Low Frequency Intervalve Transforme.

tor CLARITY of TONE
LONG - DISTANCE
WORK. has no equal.

and

/

5.

Inclusive Price :

11111111111

4,1,

-kriett,,,,,x,te
Variable Condensers
For Panel Mounting
Highly finishedwith
Ebonite bevelled dial
as illustrated

;.1.11
,o

£6-6-0

,44

Carriage Pard to anti pan

--I

}. AM
truiIt
Ir"W:
Alp!

Polished Mahogany Cabinet.
by Ei in

11

in.

by

8

In.

Ebonite Panel 10 in. by 7 In. by I in. deilled
and engraved
6 Terminals
2 Microstat Filament Resistances.
1 Variable Orid Leak.
1 Single -Pole Double -Throw Switch.
1 .0005 Variable Condenser
1 Caro Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder.
Panel. 51 in by 12 in by in.. drilled to hold 2
5 -Pin Valve Holders.
2 5 -Pin Valve Holders.
1 Fixed Condenser .001.
0002.
1
I Shrouded L.
Transformer.
8 yds No 18 gauge Tinned Copper Wire.
Necessary Screws, Nuts and Washers.
2 K4 Valves (4 Electrode).
,

of U.K

Variable Condensers.

Capacities 000006 to
0001 mfd. Prices 6,6
to NI-.

COMPLETE
OF PACTS FORSET ONE -VALVE SET.
Of all Decoers or direct from

Z4-10-0

BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,

15, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.Z.

Whether you are constructing a set to last
you five years or just wiring up a " freak
experimental circuit for the evening you
cannot affOrd to use anything but the best

Telephones : REGENT 5182 and 5183.

Sole Agents for Lancashire And Cheshire. THE PALATINE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO.,

3, King Street West, Deansgate, Manchester.
Sole Agents for Scotland ROBB BROS. tGLASGOW) LTD. Radio House,
Street, Glasgow.

and most reliable components
In many cases the best is also the cheapest
and you are sure to find that the wide range
of Fellows components will suit both your
set and your purse
The Fellotone condenser will improve Loud
Speaker reproduction considerably and the

69,

West Nile

RESULTS
With the famous " Any Spot "
Crystal

I ntervalve transformer is really dislortionless.

you

can

forget

the

troubles of finding a sensitive
spot and get results like this.

In fact switch arms. filainent resistances

or variable condensers they are one and all
true examples of the well-known Fellows
policy of Quality Apparatus at low Cost.
Stands 1

is

a RECEIVING SET which,

plete foe 2,000 :111,1

t ionless 201- earn.

\

Wireless, and the result

Loud Speaker. 10)- com-

Accurate and al:xi-or

"UNIDYNE"

Receiving Set.

experience needed.

" The specially tested Crystal you sent me I have given

6- 22, British Wireless Exhibition, White City.

a fair trial.

I can get Chelmsford and Folkestone as though

actual concert is in the room.
Crystals, but yours beat the lot."

th

FLLOWS

Tested and Proved the Best.

tigaRELEssga
ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO, LTD., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, N.W. 10,

E P,S. III

I

have tried other

Sold ill Sealed Boxes,

1 '7.

THE IMPANDEX TRADING Co., Ltd.,
Ere -port acid Export,
5, VICTORIA AVENUE, BISHOPSGATE; LONDON, E.C.2.
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WIRELESS ON TOUR.
" DEAD SPOT" EXPERIMENTS
AND THE TRIUMPH OF 5 X X.
By B. S. T. WALLACE.

Our contributor has recently concluded a holiday tour with a portable set and the story of his adventures and
experiments makes interesting reading.
0000000000000000000
0- 0 V 0 0 0
000 000 0000 0 00
DESPITE almost incredibly rapid progress there are yet many localities
where broadcasting is little known
and only . dimly comprehended. In such
places as the out-of-the-way villages of
Cornwall and mountain hamlets of Wales

bad conductivity of the earth in the region
of the receiving station.

Should it happen that the region is of
bad conductivity, such as a position with
shallow, well -drained soil on an insulating

rock subsoil and with no connection by

such means as a stream, or

popular for holiday work, it is proposed
to give details of method and apparatus
used and reasons for employing particular
arrangements.
The Set Used,

Previous expeditions having shown that

gas and water mains to a

position of good conductivity ,

there is no means of making
earth, and it
amounts to a more or less
an efficient

dead spot.

All cases of alleged " dead
spot " investigated by the

writer, where they have not
been due to any instrumental
fault, have been traced to the
bad conductivity of the surrounding earth.
The only
time these places give any

satisfactory performance is
during heavy rain, when a
conducting path is made from
Wireless loud -speakers for ' addressing" a large
open-air crowd.

and Scotland it is the exception rather than
the rule to find a wireless aerial. The reason
is not far to seek. The population is sparse,

distances from the transmitting stations
considerable, and technical knowledge and
opportunity very limited. It is in such
localities as these that the enthusiastic
experimenter can experience and also give a

great deal of pleasure by taking a portable
receiver when on holiday, not to mention the

likelihood of acquiring new and valuable
information.
In Wales and Cornwall,
The writer, even in pre -broadcasting days,

a bad patch to a good earth

-which may be miles away.
To ascertain the efficiency
and effectiveness of present-day
holiday wireless possibilities a

A "touring " broadcasting car and some of the

tour embracing north-west Wales and
south-west Cornwall was arranged. These
are two of the most difficult positions for
broadcast reception, the latter being about
the worst place in the British Isles.
Some very remarkable experiences were
recorded, but the outstanding feature of the
tour was the. ease and certainty with which
the Chelmsford long -wave station, 5 X X,.

apparatus,

some localities are inclined to be somewhat

" dead " or difficult, it was decided to
have a good reserve of amplification, and
in order to minimise space and weight a
receiver using two valves acting as both
H.F. and L.F. amplifiers, with crystal as
rectifier, was

built up and tested

for

nearly twelve months.

Special attention was paid to the H.F.
side,

and

Marconi

copper sheath tuning

was used, as this

is

has always made it a practice when spend-

decidedly more efficient than coil and

sort with him. True, in the old times there
was nothing more than Morse S 0 S calls,
time signals, and weather reports to entertain one, but they were sufficiently exciting
and interesting in their day. The per-

condenser.
Tuning was arranged
from 300 to 3,000

ing a holiday to take a receiver of some

metres. Testing during
the building of the
set was done mainly
on 600 -metre shipping

formance of various types of aerial and
earth in the different localities continually

traffic, as to anyone

added to one's knowledge.
As the point is of great importance it may
be mentioned, before going further, that any
particular type of aerial, providing the

with long experience at
wireless and Morse the
relative strength of the
various coast stations,

height and capacity to adjacent objects is
approximately identical in each instance,
Performs practically the same wherever it
is placed and that any variation of signal

such as North ForeNiton, Land's
End, Cullercoats, etc.,

land,

strength above or below the estimated

normal signal of a particular station, when
not obviously due to screening by large hills
and masses of metal-such as gasometersin the immediate vicinity or direct line of
two stations, is entirely due to the good or

in different
An outdoor mobile set with frame aerial.

could be received anywhere and everywhere
under most adverse conditions. As portable
receivers will no doubt become increasingly

localities

will give a better indication of the efficiency

of a particular aerial -earth system than
anything else.
(Continued on page 562.)
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WIRELESS ON TOUR.
(Continued from page 561.)
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On tuning for the Sunday afternoon

programmes the first two stations struck
were Manchester (90 miles) and Glasgow
{225 mules), the latter being nearly as good

as the nearer station, the good reception

The ideal holiday set must, of course, have
a small frame or no aerial at all. To attempt
this and expect to receive broadcasting over

being due to 100 miles of the distance being
over water, Bournemouth, 225 miles, was

loud -speaker work and everything, including
batteries, to go in a box 8 in. square, was out

surprise came after dark, when Bournemouth

adopted successfullyfor the past fifteen years.

The greatest difficulty is usually with
the earth connection. With a little ex-

5 X X's Quality.
In the evening 5 X X was sought, and as

tuning adjustments whether the earth is

Radio-Paris, he gave good light loud-

300 miles at a strength sufficient for light

of the question. So the same aerial -earth
arrangements were used as the writer has

readable,_ though the intervening country
is entirely over land. The most astonishing

swelled up to greater strength than any of
the other stations, and consistently maintained this behaviour every night.

elevated from 60 ft. to 75 ft. it would have
been good enough for two pairs of 'phones.
A move was now made to an old haunt
in the West Country not far from Falmouth,
and 300 ft. above sea -level. More attention
Was paid to the aerial so far as height was

concerned, it being drawn across a field
between two trees at a height of 40 ft. The
subsoil is slate -rock 1 ft. below the surface,
and the old difficulty of inefficient earth
was again experienced.

-

So a determined effort was made to get
some improvement. Wires were led in all
directions to iron railings, and any metal

suitable was buried and connected up.

perience one can usually tell by the aerial

anticipated from tests made in London on

Improvement was noticed with every
extension of the earth system, but a really
good earth was not obtained.

functioning satisfactorily.

speaker signals with a strength far greater
than any of the short-wave transmissions,

Short Wave Signals.

metal spike one foot into the ground will be
quite suitable. If this is not satisfactory

and of remarkably good quality.

underneath the whole length of the aerial.

to good broadcast as is the effect of using a

If the locality will " earth" well, then a

then the only near approach to anything
efficient is to lay or bury a wire directly

This latter point is of the utmost importance and has been verified time and
time again. If in a place of bad conductivity

an earth wire is laid at right angles to the
aerial, signal strength will be reduced

It seems evident that the slight flatness
of articulation and tone due to the use of
the long wave is not nearly so detrimental
long land -line for simultaneous broadcasting

from London to the more distant stations.
peculiar experience occurred one
evening. Seven of the natives, four of whom
A

could not 'speak or understand a word of

On the usual 600 metre test some stations
were good but others that should have been
audible, were missing. This was proved by
making a test two miles away with a water

earth, bringing in numerous stations inaudible in the former position. Tuning to

short-wave broadcast the " local " relay
station at Plymouth, 55 miles away, came in
best at all times, the only other passable runners-up being Bournemouth, 175 miles, and

Cardiff, 150 miles, both of which

75 per cent or more.

were poor.
Turning to the new hope, 5 X X,
325 miles, it was gratifying to hear

An Improvised Aerial.

The aerialand its method of erection will
sound like rank heresy. Enamelled c2pper
wire of 28 to 24 S.W.G. is laid out on the

it come in with great strength and

suitable

purity, but unfortunately frequently
marred by atmospherics, which are

readily catches up somewhere, enabling the
wire to be pulled steady. The only circumstances under which loss of signal strength

of 5 X X on crystal in this position
was quite good. Radio, Paris, was,
a good second-best to 5 X X.

ground, and a stone or other

more prevalent in this part of the
country than elsewhere. Reception

weight fixed at the end. This is thrown up
into the most suitable tree available, and

is experienced with this type of aerial is
when the whole trunk of the tree is made

thoroughly wet with driving rain. In prae
tice this is quite an exceptional occurrence.
No difficulty was experienced in working
this aerial both in Wales and Cornwall

throughout September, during heavy and

continuous storms of rain. The wire used is
sufficiently cheap to be discarded after use.
Operations were commenced at a farm at
the head of the Nantle valley, which extends
from the foot of Snowdon to the sea: Except

to the west, the position was entirely sur-

rounded by hills of 2,000 feet and upwards.
My good hostess had informed me that a
gentleman had left some copper wire behind
in case it might be of use to someone else.
On arrival I found this to consist of 2 ft. of
bare copper wire sticking out of the ground.
Inquiring if any broadcasting had been heard,
the lady as good as said it would be a surprise

if anything of that nature were ever heard

down there, and that the gentleman who left
the copper wire behind seemed rather puzzled

over something or other, and expressed a
regret that he had not brought his big set
down.

So things did not look promising.

However, with 80 ft. of wire at a height
of only 25 ft. at one end and a chance earth
on the piece of wire coming out of the ground,
it was an agreeable surprise to find the coast

stations of Fishguard, Liverpool, Culler-

coats, and Land's End all coming in at good

strength, and everything was most satisfactory with aerial and earth. What the
earth wire was connected to I do not know,
but the surrounding ground was marshy, and
like a sponge full of water, with river and
sea a mile or so away ; a position likely to
give a good earth without any trouble.

Components Used.

It is only under adverse conditions

that one is able to realise the great
value and high efficiency of the high -

power long -wave broadcast station.

For portable work under any circumstances it is certainly the, best
station to rely on. The only disadvantage

Broadcasting a conoert to a crowd of 2,000 people.

English, were sitting round the table listening

enthralled to the Balalaika orchestra via
5 X X, by means of a single Brown " A "
earpiece placed beneath an inverted china
bowl in the centre of the table.
Crystal. Reception.

The room was in darkness, and outside,
some miles away, flashes of lightning lit up
the countryside. There was the usual plop
in the receiver every time a flash was seen.

Presently a peculiar crackling noise was
heard near the set, and on close examination

tiny sparks were seen jumping from the
'phone and H.T. leads on to a lead sheet
damp -course fitted on the window -ledge
on which the set was standing. On
switching off the valves this sparking

ceased, but commenced again when the
valves were lit. The transmission continued
perfectly. Presumably the valves amplified

the atmospherics to such an extent as to
give them sufficient voltage to spark to
earth. No damage was done, and any
possible risk to the 'phones was taken for
the sake of experience. The storm was too
far away to do any direct damage, and the
aerial was too ridiculous to cause any fear,
as it was a nearly invisible 36 wire literally

smothered with leaves and branches all
round it. A crystal set was tested here on
5 X X. It was audible, but, of course,
weak.
With a good horizontal aerial

at present is its late hour of starting, but this
will no doubt be remedied in due course.

Another point that one cannot help

realising is that there are still large numbers

of people in isolated loctlities, and consequently in greater need of broadcast, who
are still debarred from the benefits of the
new

social

convenience

because valve

apparatus is not yet sufficiently cheap,
simple, and foolproof for use in localities
where technical assistance is unattainable.
-Although every endeavour was made to
minimise weight and space in the receiver,
this was appreciable when compared with a
camera, for instance. It is interesting to
note that the bulk of the weight was in the
filament battery. Three Siemens 1,k volt Q -

size cells were carried, and they weighed
more than the remainder of the apparatus
and H.T. battery together. The latter was
composed of 8 very small 4k volt uni4-s
measuring 1k in. by 1 in. by I in., and
giving just over 30 volts.
Mullard -06 valves were used,

and

normally they require 3 volts, obtained by
2 dry cells, but with 3 or 4 hours' run per
day the voltage soon commences to drop,
making it necessary to bring the third cell
into operation. These valves have had
plenty of rough treatment, have been burning some hundreds of hours, and still perform wonderfully well for dull emitters.
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A USEFUL DUAL AMPLIFIER FOR A

I

CRYSTAL SET.
By B. H. J. KYNASTON.

The one -valve amplifier described in this article has given very good results when used in conjunction with
a crystal set of ordinary design and should prove of interest to the constructor experimenter.
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THE single -valve amplifying panels,
which are usually used as an addition
to the crystal receiver, are not always

very efficient, since they are almost in-

seen from Fig. 1, these _coils are connected
in the aerial and plate circuit respectively.
The aerial circuit coil is connected to the
four -stud switch, so that there is one hundred

variably a high -frequency
ordinary note magnifier.

circuit coil is connected to the other switch,

turns between each stud, and the anode

unit or an

article, although it has only one valve, will
be found to give exceedingly good results,

If the Amplifier Oscillates.
1

is connected to the aerial, and 2 to

as shown.

earth ; 3 is positive L.T. and 4 negative ;

slight amount of coupling between the two
coils and then fixed firmly in this position.
The position referred to is the one which
just gives sufficient reaction for C.W.
reception and insufficient reaction to spoil
long -wave telephony. The actual position
will easily be found by experiment.

respectively.

These two coils should be
arranged in the cabinet so that there is a

The instrument to be described in this

The terminals, which are
numbered in all three diagrams, should be
connected as follows ;
should look like.

5 and 6 are positive and negative H.T.
The terminals 7 and 8 are con-

nected to the telephone terminals of the

How the Switches Operate.

It will be noticed that the crystal circuit
shown in the Diagram 1 uses a slider for
aerial tuning, and a variable condenser for

tuning the secondary circuit. Another
variable condenser of 0005 mfd. has been
added to the amplifier in order to give fine
tuning to the aerial circuit ; however, if the
crystal receiver to be used possesses an aerial
tuning condenser the one in the amplifier can
be omitted.
A three -pole two-way switch is used in

since its single valve is made to amplify the
incoming oscillations before the crystal

order to obtain a rapid change over from

rectifies them, and also to amplify the. crystal to valve and crystal ; in both Figs.
rectified signals.

1 and 2 this switch is shown in the position
for valve reception.
When the switch is moved into the other

Tice Long Wave Coils.

It will be understood from this that the
great advantage of this, instrument is that
it provides two stages of magnification instead of one. Apart from this, however,
the panel is a great improvement on the

position the telephones are disconnected

from the valve high-tension circuit and are

connected to the crystal terminals of the
receiver. The third pole of the changeover switch breaks the transformer primary

ordinary single -valve amplifiers, inasmuch
as it provides for long and short wave
'reception on both spark and C.W.
The amplifier referred to has been

in the diagram, and as will be noticed

turns

respectively.

Faith coil

should be wound on an ebonite former of
about two inches in diameter. As will be

is found that the set

oscillates

obtained by tuning the

will cover will depend upon the crystal
receiver and the size of the coils in the

of the crystal, and this can usually be

three hundred turns and a coil of two

Oscillation.

The wave -lengths which this instrument

is

necessary to take a connection to one side

hundred

coil D is connected so that no reaction can be
obtained.

anode circuit, the coils B and D acting as
an H.F. transformer.

the extra panel being simply connected to its
existing terminals.

The coils G and F, which arc provided

terminal of the crystal receiver.
The coils B and D in Fig. 1, being aerial
and plate circuit coils respectively, must
have as loose a coupling as possible when
receiving, and care should be taken that the

magnification is

from the diagram requires no alterations,

for long -wave reception, consist of a coil of

beconnected to 10 and 11, and the remaining
terminal,- 12, is connected to the aerial

difference to amplification provided a very
loose coupling is used as the necessary

two -circuit crystal receiver can be seen

It will be found necessary to use a -cabinet
at least eight inches square to take the various
components without undue cramping. An
ebonite top to the cabinet should, of
course, be used and the various parts
mounted on this. Fig. 2 shows the method
of arranging the panel and wiring up.

connected to the one side of the crystal, as
shown in Fig. 1. The telephones should

If it

crystal set, and a simplified diagram of the
combined circuits are shown in Fig. 1. The

accomplished without taking down the set,
but if desired a permanent connection can be
made to a terminal.

crystal receiver, while the terminal 9 is

strongly and is therefore liable to cause
interference, the connections to terminals
9 and 5 must be reversed. This will, of
course, stop reaction, but will make no

designed for use with any two -circuit

It will, however, be noticed that it

F/G .3.

amplifier.

The dimensions given above are

such as will cover the British and Con-

.

FIG 2

tinential telephony stations.

circuit, which is used for obtaining low
frequency amplification.

When on the valve

side this transformer serves to feed the
low -frequency currents of the crystal circuits

ROLE SUPERIEURE
CHANGES WAVE-

into the grid circuit of the valve.
LENGTH AGAIN.
A small fixed condenser must be used
across the secondary of this transformer in order to form a low resistance path for the rir HE broadcasting station of the Eoole
radio -frequency oscillations, this condenser,
1 Superieure de> P.T.T. of Paris has
which is shown as K in the diagrams. should
changed its wave -length again to 458
have a capacity of about -0001; the actual metres. The " Petit Parisien" has also
value is, however, not important.
'changed its wave -length, which will now
Fig. 3 shows what the finished amplifier be 346 metres.
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" The educationalists here to -day agreed

MIDLAND WIRELESS

that if the lectures were of a first-rate

NOTES.

I

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT,

0000.
AMATEUR circles in the Midlands have
lost a well-known and value ble
experimenter in Mr. Gerald Baynton,

K 0, at 48, Russell Road, Moseley,
Birmingham, as the result of a motor
accident at King's Heath, Birmingham, in
which both he and his brother were killed
and two other persons injured. 2 K 0
was the call -sign of Mr. C. S. Baynton's
station, an article concerning which apof

peared in POPULAR WIRELESS last year,
and which by reason of its Sunday evening

transmissions was famous throughout the

Midlands. Mr. Gerald Baynton's voice was

often to be heard, his breeziness and good
cheer was always distinguishable, and he
will be greatly missed. During the war he
served in the Air Force, being captured by
the Germans, and was a prisoner of war for
a considerable period. He was a brother
of Mr. Henry Baynton, the well-known
Shakespearean actor.
Educational Value of Wireless.

" In every generation there are some few

-0 0 0 00.00

children could learn by wireless lectures, for

Making Haste Slowly.

In answer to the" P.W." man, Mr. Stobart

said it had been generally accepted that

over something really good from the studio

much good out of wireless lectures.

local education authorities to equip the
schools. We feel sure that if we can put
-41111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIi
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Our New Publishing Dated
" P W " On Sale THURSDAYS g:
No. 130 of " Popular Wireless," dated
week ending
ending November 22nd, will be on

broadcasting station, the necessary loudspeaker equipment could be obtained to

equip a country school. In this application
of wireless they only aimed at reaching the

children between the ages of 12 and 15.
" I am not convinced," he added, " that
younger children than that can get very
" But all our lectures have been purely

experimental, and we have tried out several

methods. We tried having classes in the
studio and having questions and answers.
But that was not a great success, for technical reasons. There was a difference between the strength and quality of the voice

of the teacher and the voices of the scholars.
My voice could be heard, but not the voices

sale Thursday, November 20th. Commencing with that issue, " Popular
= Wireless " will in future be on sale every --f-

of the boys. But we shall try to get in

Thursday instead of Friday, as is at present

compositions, we shall judge and commend
them.
" Of course, we realise that we shall have
to overcome a good deal of conservatism.
There are always the two extremes in these

E the case.

Bear this new arrangement well in
= mind, and do not forget to ask for your
"P.W." on Thursday, instead of Friday,

besides the station staff, the Principal of
the Birmingham University, Mr. C. Grant
Robertson, Professor Granville Bantock,
the eminent composer, Dr. Adrian Boult,

especially to the remote country schools."

for a school 20 to 30 miles distant from the

teachers into every school, every home,

then wireless will have done a real service
for education."
This was a remark made to a POPULAR
WIRELESS representative at Birmingham
by Mr. J. C. Stobart, the Board of Education official attached to the British Broadcasting Company for directing the work of
educational wireless on the occasion of a
visit to arrange the scheme for the Birmingham area.
At the conference with the local advisory
committee for wireless education, which
took place at the station, there were present,

they might prove a very great boon,

admirable little essays dealing with the
talks had been submitted.
" We are not waiting," he observed, " for
the schools to be equipped with wireless
apparatus. We are not even pressing the

score really born teachers able to inspire.

If we can get the voices of those born

-

-0-

quality, and could be satisfactorily received,

commencing with No. 130.
Niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ff:

the schools will find some means of receiving
it. That has been our experience in
London.

" There," he went on, " this application
of wireless to education began in the science

room. A science master or the handicraft
master directed the building of a set by the
class and the school became interested in
what was a scientific novelty. Then the
head -teacher tried to use it to serve
education.

touch with any school that intends to listen,
and we shall send them a syllabus, and then

if they like to send us some of their best

things-the conservative type who refuses
to try a new thing because it is new, and the

other extreme which espouses everything
because it is new. We much prefer to
build slowly."
Mr. Stobart described in detail the scheme

for systematising the educative talks con-

tained in the general broadcast programmes.

Natural history, famous pictures, history,
French, economics, public health, foreign

had all been
arranged for, and without any diminution of
the entertainment side of broadcasting. The
affairs, science, he said,

principle of these talks would be to create
a desire for knowledge rather than to impart
instruction.

and the directors of education for Coventry,
Leicester, and Derbyshire.

As an outcome of the conference it was

arranged that there would be at 3.30 on
Thursday afternoons a local transmission for
schools from the Birmingham station.

This, Mr. Stobart pointed out, would consist of correlated talks on English literature
and music. The English talks would be

accompanied as far as possible by recitals of -

fine verse, and the whole course would be
drawn up by a local educational authority,
probably someone from the University.
Growing in Popularity.
One, difficulty which

existed in this
matter of educational wireless, Mr. Stobart
remarked, was that the Broadcasting Com-

pany could only use the land -lines for
simultaneous broadcasts after 5 p.m., so
that school talks on a national basis could
not be given, and they had to be arranged
locally. They had already proved to their
own complete satisfaction that wireless

could be made to serve the purpose of
education, and during the experiments which

had been going on in London for the past

five or six months they had found that

Part of the broadcasting transmitter at the Eiffel Tower Sta0.m, Paris.

ti
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DURING the last few days I have had an
opportunity of meeting several well-

known artistes in ,the musical and

theatrical world, and in conversation with
them about broadcasting in general I have
been struck very forcibly by the criticisms
made concerning the B.B.C.'s activities.
I asked one very well-known actor what
he thought of the B.B.C.'s radio plays. He
told me that he considered, on the whole,
that the idea of broadcasting plays was an
excellent one, but that in his opinion the
policy of giving three plays in one evening
was absolutely wrong. He supported these
opinions by the argument that to listen -in
to three plays in one evening by wireless
meant that listeners -in must follow the
dialogue from beginning to end if they
wished to understand what was going on.
And the fact that to appreciate radio plays
means considerable concentration was
sufficient, in his opinion, to condemn the idea

that three plays in one evening proved
popular with the majority of listeners -in.

Furthermore, he very severely criticised

the elocution of the ladies taking part in
It seems to me," he said,
these plays.
" that an artiste wishing to qualify for a

1924.

music played on the clavichord. This little

instrument I am sure would appeal tremendously to listeners -in, and it would
stand a much better chance of ' getting over ' than the piano.

" The other evening I happened to

listen -in and heard a quartet singing from
" Rigoletto," and hero again I came to the
conclusion that two or more voices never
broadcast well. But nevertheless, I am
not unduly prejudiced against wireless, as

halls and those agents and business men
who make their living by financing and

are so many people who will not give broad -

it does us the slightest harm ; in fact I am
inclined to the belief that in many respect,

THE " POPULAR WIRELESS"
CONSTRUCTIONAL COMPETITION.

1. Competition to be for home-

E made complete receiving sets either -7
crystal, valve, or valve and crystal.
Entries to be limited to one set per E.
= competitor.
E.-

2. Two classes will govern the g:
entries, via.: junior class for competitors under 15 years of age, and
years of age. A declaration as to
3. Sets entered to be the unaided

words far too quickly, and with far too little

ventions, White City, Uxbridge Road, t:
Shepherd's Rush, London, not before =
November 10th, and not later than 12
= noon, November 14th.
5. Each entry must be labelled " For ==
=
= competition, with the name of the E

Broadcasting the Clavichord.

" Frankly," he said, " I cannot imagine
any listener -in enjoying three radio plays
right off the reel. With only words to hold
one's attention, no action, scenery, or
atmosphere, it seems to me impossible that

anybody can be expected to listen -in to

three plays one after the other."
There seems to me to be a good deal of
common sense in this opinion, and my actor
friend suggested that one play of a duration

not exceeding twenty minutes would be
ample for inclusion in one evening's programme.

It so happened that I was also able to

obtain the opinion of a well-known musician

whose name must likewise be anonymous.
His chief grouse against broadcast music
was the fact that the B.B.C. did not make
sufficient use of string quartettes, but relied
too much on orchestras.
" By wireless," he said, " one has the
unique opportunity of appreciating the

delicacies and beauties of string quartet
music. When listening to a big band by
wireless (even on the very best of loud
speakers), I find it difficult to thoroughly
appreciate the music, because it seems to
me that with so many instruments being
broadcast at once, there is, inevitably, a
good deal of binning which, although it
may not be apparent to the unpractised ear,

certainly detracts considerably from the
full appreciation of the items being played.
" I have often wondered," he said, " why

the B.B.C. have not tried broadcasting

4. Entries must be sent to Radio =
Exhibitions and Wireless Con- :=7.

E

E sender and description of apparatus E

by

well-known

" Frankly," he replied, " I do not think

it is good for the concert halls. When
a man like Pachmann or Rachmaninoff, or
any other great artiste, gives a recital, a
great number of people go to hear them
and see them play in preference to putting
on the 'phones and listening to them by
wireless. The reason for this is that
musicians of this type depend a good deal
on their personalities.

pianist begins to play. People like to watch
as well as to hear, and I am quite sure, how-

ever much broadcasting expands and pro-

gresses, it will never seriously interfere with
the receipts at the box office of the concert
halls."
These opinions, I might say, were given

to me on the strict understanding that no
name should be mentioned, but the gentle-

men who gave them had in the past acquired the reputation of being far from
friendly towards broadcasting but it would

Non-compliance with above regu-

seem, that they have now both acquired
wireless sets and a more tolerant view of
the activities of the B.B.C.

All entries must be carriage pre -

of this new art, and, naturally enough.

enclosed.

lations or late arrivals of entries may FF.
E cause disqualification.
E

recitals

" You have only to go to the Queen's Hall
Promenade concerts to see how the people
flock round the piano when a well-known

= age may be required at the discretion
of the judges.

E work of the competitor, who must not E
E be in any way connected with the wireless industry.

consideration for clear enunciation.

arranging for
musicians.

More Tolerance.

E. senior class for competitors over 15

part in a radio play should undergo, first of
all, an intensive training in the art of speakI have
ing by wireless.
listened -in to a radio play I have noticed

that the female characters gabble their

the pianist should have been warned not to
play so loudly, and to be very abstemious in
his use of the loud pedal."
I asked him whether he considered
broadcast recitals by well-known musicians
deleterious to the prosperity, etc., of concert

E paid and securely packed, and will be F.
returned carriage forward as soon as E

They have summed up the pros and cons

the exhibition.

they find it wanting in many respects ; but
they also frankly admit that in other
respects as well it has_ many commendable

-a conclusive.

This brings me to the fact that there still
exists a good deal of unreasoning prejudice
against -the activities of the British Broadcasting Company, and that there are many

reasonably possible after the close of E

6. The judges may, if unanimously a
= agreed, alter, modify, or add to these E
rules and conditions, and in all cases
=
= the judges' decision shall be final and
=

The judges and organisers will not =

-E. be responsible for any loss or damage E.

to the articles entered for competi-

E tion, but every reasonable precaution
and care will be taken to prevent such
loss and damage.

E--

7,7
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casting a fair chance.

In some ways I con-

Bider a good loud speaker to be far in

advance of any gramophone, but in other
directions the gramophone has it hopelessly beaten. The other evening, I happened to listen -in to Ronald Gourley singing

songs at the piano, and here again the

piano, in my opinion, was far too near the
microphone. It absolutely swamped the
singer's voice, and the resonant effects were

very bad indeed. I should think the piano
should have been pushed considerably
farther away from the microphone, or else

points.

famous men and women in the concert

world and on the stage to whom the word
" broadcasting " is like a red rag to a bull.
In ono or two cases, to my own personal
knowledge, well-known people have absolutely refused to listen -in or to attempt- to
form an opinion on broadcasting. Prejudice
is a funny thing,, especially when it is combined with an artistic temperament," and
yet, when this prejudice has sobered down.

as it certainly has in the two cases I have
mentioned above, you will find that those
who have been most inimical to broadcasting have the power of giving a very sound.
fair and impartial opinion. Others again
will

give opinions that gush over and

which are really not opinions at all, and

. others will still continue, out of sheer per-

versity, to condemn the whole business
right and left.
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onstructi 011

amplifier, and by a preliminary selector
circuit comprising the inductance Ll and
the condenser Cl. According to the patent,

the rejector unit " comprises a very low
inductance element having a very low

.Nore

resistance, usually

Evening Mail " on July 12th.

by a reader, Mr.

THE method shown herewith is stated
to be easily carried out and to give
-I-

House, Portmanomac'k, N.B. He says :
" Procure as many valve -pins, with

used, and this should first be wound lengthwise, inside and out, with string, spaced close
together. Two short metal pegs should then

K. Marais, of East

collars, as there are dials to be operated,
one valve -socket, an ebonite knob into
which the valve -socket may be tightly

inserted, and a piece of fairly thin, flat

be inserted into the side of the tube at the
CARDBOARD

rope FORMER

ends, as indicated
wire

PEG

*

wound
the first

SELF SUPPORTING COIL

peg when the coil
is finished. The

whole is given a
coating of insulating

varnish,

of

low

capacity -effect, and when it is nearly dry,
the string is carefully cut at various points
and all the pieces of string drawn out from
under the wire, except four lengths, which
are left equally spaced round the circumference. Now take out the pegs and slide
the coil, together with the four remaining
pieces of string, off the tube. The coil is given

a thorough further coating with the cement,
and is left standing on en until dry. The
two holes at the ends, where the wire was
wound round the two pegs, serve for mounting the coil. The coil is said to be perfectly
self-supporting if properly made and
varnished, and it may be used, for example,

as the stator of a variometer or
coupler, using 20 S.W.G. wire.

vario-

,

SOCKET

admiiiimk-

laid carefully

round the other

VALVE LEG

CONDENSER D/AL

immismow&

round the tube
in the ordinary

Rotary switches have the great advantage

that they take up little space behind the
panel and, furthermore, a single switch
may be made to do duty for several separate

switches by providing it with a sufficient
number of contacts. Most barrel switches
are difficult to construct, but the One herewith is quite straightforward. The principal

part is a stout rod of ebonite or fibre,
provided with an ebonite or fibre knob
brass or copper strips, bent at right -angles.

SOCKET
PENCIL ERASER

peg two or three

Barrel Switch.

and mounted in the usual way between

TAKE YALVE LEG

times, and then

way for winding
the coil, being
again given two
or three turns

E8ON/TE AW08

omm
HOLE TO -

is

round

111 11 T111114

PIECE OF ERASER

in diagram. The

more

of this circuit was published in the radio
section of the " New York Telegram and

Self -Supporting Coil.

satisfactory results if a little care is exercised. A cardboard -tube former should be

or

and a large capacity condenser constructed
to have a small resistance." An account

Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
A.

being one

turns of very heavy copper strip or wire,

Ze/ AV,

OOP

VALVE LEG FM

A._

VERNIER CONTRO4

rubber sheet, such as a circular eraser.
From this latter cut out a circular piece

Springy -copper brushes are arranged in
pairs at the two sides of the barrel, and
contact is made between the two elements

of a pair by means of a piece of stout

copper wire which is inserted through a

hole drilled through the axis of the ebonite

The copper wire should be projecting about an eighth of an inch at each
end, the projecting portion being then
barrel.

about half an inch in diameter, and through

the centre of this pierce a hole just large
enough to enable it to be fitted tightly
upon the valve -socket.

COPPER
WIRES

EBONITE
ROD

Secure a valve -pin through the panel
about an eighth of an inch from the

edge of each dial, and fix the valve -socket

into the ebonite knob mentioned above
(a little

seccotine

will help), fastening

the rubber disc upon the lower part of

the same, again with seccotine. The little

rubber wheel with knob, etc., is thus a
loose component, and, can be pushed on to

the projecting valve -pin adjacent to any

dial which is to be vernier -operated. Hand capacity effects are negligible, owing to the
length of the socket."

This little arrangement is quite novel,

so far as I know, and has the merit of
being very easily made.

CONTACT
efiRI/SNE5

4e7ARREZZ.

Multiple Receiving on One Aerial.
Vernier Control.

Here is a diagram of the one -knob

vernier control for several dials, sent me

A system for multiple reception on one

aerial has been developed by Dr. Hoyt
Taylor, research physicist of the U.S.

Navy, and is now being

TO

AMPLIFIER
& DETECTOR

commercially produced
the trade name

under

Unitenna." Published
descriptions of the com-

mercial circuit are incom-

plete, but the figure herewith is from Dr. Taylor's
patent specification

(U.S.
pat. 1,489,287, April 8th,

11-10

1924). The essential idea
appears to be the use of a

hammered over to make a rivet and good

special tuned low -inductance
unit, termed the rejector,
shown in the diagram (J). As

in contact will be again in contact. The

described in the patent, the
rejector is .preceded in the
circuit by an aerial rendered

aperiodic by means of a
high resistance, by a valve

It will be evident that after a
turn of 180° of the barrel the pair first
contact.

several pieces of copper wire passed through
the barrel must, therefore, be included
within a range of 180° ; say, at angles of 30°

to one another. A dial may also be added,

so marked as to indicate which of the
contacts is being engaged.
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Hair's Breadth
THE Smith demands the highest degree of
accuracy from his steam hammer.

It must respond instantly, and deliver

a giant blow of twelve tons or a light tap barely
sufficient to crack a watchglass, and it must never
make a mistake.
The Smith gets the best out of his hammer because

the best workmanship and materials have been
put into it.

You should see that no component finds its way
into your wireless set unless you can feel entire
confidence in it.

Eighty per cent of the complete set manufacturers
in Britain as well as thousands of experimenters
employ Dubilier Condensers and Resistances in
their sets.
They know that a product bearing the name Dubilier can be trusted implicitly to do what is expected
of it, and they count the few extra pence spent on
it a sound insurance against disappointment.
You should specify Dubilier.

DIMMER
CONDENSER CO LTD

E. P. S.

7)

Arta. of the Duhilier Condenser Co. Ltd., Goldhavh To 'd, r

0.,, W.12.
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DISTINCTIVE & RELIABLE!
The BIJOUPHONE
CRYSTAL RtCEIVER
Universally admired as the finest value
ever offered

set are guaranteed at
least to equal those of the most expensive

Results

with this

crystal sets procurable.

Study the following

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES.
Moulded Ebonite top and base. Enclosed
detector with best nickelled fittings quality,
crystal and point.

Model 1-For local station,
metres

250/700

7/6

The Law decides

Model 2-For Chelmsford and local
stations, 250/1600 metres

..

for Ericsson (British) 'Phones
311 the blip Court of auetice

The MICROSTAT
Universally used as the finest form of filament
control extant, giving micrometer variation
from zero to 100 ohms. Ideal for dull emitter,
bright emitter, or power valves. New model
has improved knob and screw terminals,
with four pips for gripping under panel, British
Patent No. 218523-beware imitations.

the sixth day August 1924 between
THE BRITISH L. M ERICSSON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
(Plaintiffs) and OTHERS (Defendants).

Important Notice
A VING received many complaints from
disappointed customers who have been
misled by the false description given to
phones sold by some dealers and described as
is

2/9
KINGSWAY VARIABLE

ts-

" Ericsson," we have been compelled to take
action in the High Court of Justice.

CONDENSER

The following

and pleasing movement, for which dead accurate assembly under modern production
methods is responsible. The plates are of best
aluminium sheet, whilst ebonite end pieces and
handsome " Troilite " knob and 3 in. graduated
dial are standard.
'001 8/-;
.00075 7/-;
0005 6/-; .0003 5,6; .0002 4,'6; .0001 4/- AND
3 plate vernier 3,9.

" Ebto Court Votb Other anh Ithjubge

Ericsson as descriptive of or in connection with
the sale of Head 'Phones for Wireless Telephony
(other than Head 'Phones manufactured by the
Plaintiffs) without clearly distinguishing the Head
'Phones so sold from the Head 'Phones manufactured by the Plaintiffs and from selling or offering

or advertising for sale any Head 'Phones not
manufactured by the Plaintiffs in such manner as

to represent or lead to the belief that the Head
'Phones so sold or offered or advertised for sale
are of the Plaintiffs' manufacture.
"BO (10 OrDereD that the Defendants do pay

Universally acknowledged finest quality and
finish throughout.
Valve Sockets
Valve Pin with Collar

..

an extract from the Court

that the Defendants their servants and agents
be perpetually restrained from using the name

TERMINALS, BRASS
PARTS, Etc.
per

is

Order :-

Universally popular owing to their smooth

4

to the Plaintiffs their costs of this action" etc.

dos.8

8d.

22

Terminals, Heavy Pattern, 2 B.A.
Terminals, W.O., 4 B.A. ..
Telephone Terminals, 4 B.A.
..
Small Barrel Terminals, 4 B.A. ..
Fancy Terminals, 4 B.A. ..
3 -Part Terminals, 4 B A. ..

11 /-

Wander Plugs, complete red and

10d.
10d.

black
.. 41d.
Spade Terminals ..
1/ Contact Studs, 5 B.A.
..
Setan Terminals (illustrated) 414.each

ALWAYS ask mr Ericsson BRITISH Telephcnes.
They have " Ericsson " stamped on each earpiece.

Prices :

120 ohms
2,000
4,000

-

-

-

24/6
25/6
26/6

Write to -day for lists or apply nearest agent regarding
Ericsson products.

Selling Agents :-

OUR NEW 1924-5 CATALOGUE
containing many striking bargains of exceptional interest to the
public, and also Factors and Dealers. Send for a copy to -day !

J

MANCHESTER: 3 King Street West, Deansgate.
NOTTINGHAM : IV. J. Furse & Co.. Traffic Street.
COLCHESTER: 121. High Street.
SCOTLAND: Malcolm Breingan, 57, Robertson St.,
Glasgow.
BIRMINGHAM: 14-15, Snow 11111.
N.E. ENGLAND: Milburn Ho., Newcastle -on -Tyne.
LEEDS: North British Engineering Equipment Co.,
Excelsior Buildings, Lands Lane.

IRISH FREE STATE: Stocks carried by A, W.
Doyle, Kelly & Co.. 174. Great Brunswick St.,
Dublin.

BELFAST: R. Robertson, Ltd., 46, May Street.

THE BRITISH L. M. ERICSSON
MFG. CO., LTD.,
67/73, Ilingsway, London,
W.C:2

14, Gt.

Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2.

'Phone Gerrard 575,6.

'Grams : " Zywateseng, \Vestcent.

12, 13,

Works: LONDON, BIRMINGHAM & SOUTHEND.

British;

Telephones

1
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WIRELESS FOR THE BEGINNER.
A NEW SERIES FOR AMATEURS.
By E. BLAKE, A.1V1 I.E.E.
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PART III. HOW BROADCAST WAVES ARE MADE.
THE waves used in wireless telegraphy
and- broadcasting are waves in the

Ether is the name given to

ether.

a mysteriotis " something " which most
must exist
throughout the universe, even in the spaces
physical scientists consider

Here are two simple rules about the speed,
length, and frequency of wireless waves.
(1) Speed' divided by Length equals
Frequency.

(2) Speed divided by Frequency equals

Length.

there is no atmosphere ; even in the interior

of substances, filling up the tiny spaces

Example : A broadcasting station works
on a wave -length of 1,000 metres. The
frequency of its waves is therefore,

between atoms.
A number of scientific experiments" have
proved to the satisfaction of men competent

300,000,000 (metres per sec.) -300,000 (frequency)
1,000 (metres)

between worlds and solar systems where

Hence this particular

station sends out
300,000 waves every
second.
Electrons.
It is a

r

wit- ruirP1\-11-1
AMPL17"

venient

very con-

method

to

imagine the ether to
be the keyboard of a
AMPL/7

Jii\

I

o

piano of which the first
\ I

\ \-

\

key on the left gives
the lowest note, and

the note becomes
higher as one pro-

DIAGRAM OP CARRIER WAVES'

to reason soundly from their observations
that light is sent across space in the form
of waves. The fact that light can pass

through spaces devoid of matter proves

that the waves must occur in some medium
which is not material or which is matter in
a state unfamiliar to us, a state in which it
cannot be perceived by our senses. This
something has been named ether. The
chief argument in proof of the existence of

the ether is that as light means waves,
and light can travel through a vacuum,

then there must be something left, even in
a vacuum-because there cannot be waves in
nothingness. If there is a disturbance (or
wave -motion) there must be something

disturbed.
Wave -Length.

As explained in an earlier article, the

faster the vibration or rate of disturbance
the shorter the waves produced. The rate.
of vibration is called the wave frequency,
and the distance from the beginning of a
wave to the end, measuring horizontally, is
termed the wave length. All ether waves,

of whatever length, are reproduced (or if

you like, travel) at one speed, namely, three
hundred million (300,000,000) metres per
second, or about 186,200 Miles per second.
This means that a millionth of a second after
the ether is disturbed by the wireless station

the effect has travelled no less than 300

metres outwards ; or that a wireless signal
from England can be detected in Australia

about one -fifteenth of a second after it is

towards the
right-hand side. The
gresses

low notes are akin to

F/61.

made here

1\

the long waves and the
high notes to the short

waves.

In the instance of a double bass

'cello, the frequency of the lowest note is so

low that one can almost see the separate
vibrations of the string, but the frequency
of the highest note of a violin is so high
that the vibrations of the string are not so
In
easily apparent.
fact there are some
sound waves so small

parallel, the "high
notes "

of the ether

this procession is the wonder-working power
which lights lamps, drives trams, and rings
bells.

These electrons are too tiny to be seen

through a microscope, and are about
1 -1800th the size of the smallest atom.

When electrons move through a wire in
one direction, that is called a " direct "
current.

This is the kind of current which

batteries and dynamos give. But when
the electrons move first in one direction
and then in the other, as it were to and fro,
that is called an alternating current but

if the alternations are very rapid, of the
order of many thousands a second, the
current is called "high frequency oscillating
current."
It is high -frequency oscillating currents

which are used for wireless. The chief
difference between the alternating- current

supplied by the mains for your electric

lamps and the current used by the B.B.C.
for broadcasting is the frequency ; in the
first instance the frequency is about 60 per
second and in the case of the B.B.C. the

is round about a million per

frequency

second, putting the wave -lengths roughly
at 300 metres.
Oscillation.

When electrons move to and fro in a

wire they cause a peculiar effect in space
(that is. in the ether) at a. distance from

MODULATED CARRIER

such high frequencies) that the
human ear cannot
(i.e.

detect them.
Coming back to our

freely within the substances of metals and
other conductors of electricity.
If an
electric battery or dynamo is connected to
both ends of a wire the electrons are forced
to move along the length of the wire and

WAVES

1-1
sib

are the short waves.
Light waves are so\
exceedingly short that
their length is expressed in billionths of
an inch. Heat waves

1

41/CROP//ONE

WORK/N6

(radiant heat, such as

from the sun) are a

little lower down the
scale, that is, they are

F/6.2.

Wireless

waves come very low

in the scale, none in common use

IDLE

SNOWING AMPLITUDE OF CARRIER WAV415
MODULATED BY SPEECH.

longer than light
waves.

AZIGROPHONE

being

shorter than 100 metres.
Now, how is the ether disturbed in order
to make these wireless waves ? There is.
only one known way, and that is by 'means
of an electric current flowing rapidly to and
fro. An electric current is a procession of
tiny bodies, called electrons, which exist

the wire ; this effect can be detected by a
wireless receiver. The more frequently the

electrons-or the current-change direction
and swing to and fro, the farther off is this
peculiar effect noticeable. In brief, when
the current oscillates extremely rapidly, it
causes ripples or waves in the ether which
(Continued on page 570.)
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OVERHAULING YOUR APPARATUS.
01. .0.

By GERALD WHITLEY.
0000O 00 0000000

N0 wireless set will continue to work

satisfactorily unless it is occasionally
overhauled. Few listeners trouble
much about this point in reception, and it is
probable that for some months your apparatus has been lying exposed to our

the circuit. They should be carefully
cleaned with emery cloth. The insides of
sockets can be cleaned with a small roll of

emery cloth wound round a matchstick,

afterwards carefully removing the dust
which is caused.

Terminals also should receive similar
attention. The contact arms of filament
rheostats should not be too loose, otherwise
you may unwittingly allow too much current
to pass and burn out a valve.
A careful and intelligent overhaul carried

out periodically will add a great deal of
pleasure-in the way of purer and louder
reception-to subsequent listening -in. Get
on with it now !

capricious climate without any attention.
Damp and dust will have had their effect,
and efficiency has, perhaps, been impaired.

Far and away the most important thing

to consider is the aerial -earth system. Even

the best set made will give only a poor
performance if the aerial and earth are not
both of first-rate quality. All aerial wire

should, of course, be stranded, and the
strands should be insulated.
Aerial and Earth Hints.

After the wire, the next, important point
is the insulators. They are almost certain
to be covered with grime (which acts as a

conducting path), and may be cracked.
The remedies are obvious.

Whilst attend-

ing to this part of the aerial equipment,

consider well whether it would not be on the

safe side to add extra insulators, for these
are cheap devices the use of which should
never be stinted. Masts have been known

to split and spreaders to crack; see that

yours are beyond reproach. Halyards may
need renewing and pulley -blocks should' rim
quite freely.
Earth connections play an important part
in the reception of good signals, and should

be given at least as much attention as the

Soldered joints should be carefully
inspected for corrosion ; this is especially
important in the case of buried plates.
The wire from the set to earth should be
thick ; at least as thick as the aerial wire
and of low resistance. Always look out for
a better earth than the one you are using at
present. It is surprising what you will find
after a short search.
Almost every receiver has a tuner (there
aeriaL

are some freak sets that do not), and this
should next be given attention. Coils left

lying about in the damp will have absorbed
moisture and should be dried carefully in a

current of warm air ; they should not,
however, be roasted.
Replacing the Crystal.

Dust that has accumulated between the
turns of a coil may often be removed by the
aid of a cycle pump. Contact studs should
be rubbed gently with emery cloth. Dust
between the vanes of a variable condenser
can be removed by a pipe cleaner or a cycle
pump.
In the case of crystal sets care should be

taken to see that the cup is quite clean,

and that the cat's -whisker has a sharp end
and a clean point. If the crystal has be-

come covered with grime through being
exposed it should be thrown away and a
new piece bought.

Crystals are very cheap
and there is no need to be " stingy ' about
them. Some people expect crystals to last

for years, but unless very carefully protected from the atmosphere they will lose
their sensitivity in a few months, of course.

Valve legs and holders soon become

mated with a film of oxide, which means
that there are high -resistance contacts in

Control and transmitting room, with the staff at work, at 2 Z Y.

WIRELESS FOR THE
.

BEGINNER.

(Continued from page 569.)

0 0 A:. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
we may imagine, much in the same way as

water waves reproduce each other, and
speed outwards like ripples from a stone
dropped in a pond. The speed at which
this effect travels is, as I have said, 186;200
miles per second. This throwing -off of
ether waves by an oscillating electric
current is called radiation.
Explaining Modulation.

heard as a whistle in a valve receiver, as no
doubt readers will have noticed.
When someone speaks or plays into the
microphone the strength-or amplitude "
as it is called-of the carrier wave is altered ;

increased or decreased according to the

characteristics of the sound waves made by

the voice or instruments. (See Fig. 2.)

This process of modifying the amplitude of
the carrier wave by means of sound waves
is termed modulation.
The whole process may be visualised as
the moulding of a flat piece of clay (or the

carrier wave) into a pattern (the song or
speech). Or you may imagine the carrier
wave as a steadily -flowing river upon whose
surface ripples may be made. A reed
gro ing in the river -bed does not respond

The methods by which oscillating currents

to the steady current of the river, but when

are produced cannot be described in these
articles. The -reader must be content for
the present to understand that in the most
modern wireless stations-and in all B.B.C.

wind the reed will quiver or vibrate in sympathy with the surface ripples. That steady

the surface of the water is ruffled by the
current is the carrier wave, the ripples are

stations-it is done by means of valves.

the modulation waves of the speech or

wave to the horizontal line-the- normal

photographs of wireless interest

The wire in which the current is caused to
oscillate is the aerial, which is caused to
radiate a pure ether wave of the type shown
in Fig. 1. Examining this diagram, it is
seen that the distance from the crests of the
level -rare equal. This distance represents
the electrical strength of the wave-a
feature which owners of receiving sets will

readily understand. This pure wave is

called the " carrier " wave, and can be

music, The reed is your receiver.
(Another article for the beginner will appear
in next week's " Popular Wireless.")

Readers are invited to submit

for publication in " Popular Wireless." Every photograph accepted

and published will be paid for
at, the rate of 1016 per photo.
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The Expert.

Every (.4Powgza)2"Transgilyner
is tested on Aerial and is
guaranteed ,Ar 12 incmths.

The7, -,,,one:_
Power Equipment C9
.7<z-ngSbury

/96-/97

Distributors:-

EMSon Sc Hi//man
/23 A/b/iyn

Street LEEDS.,

B.NBI.Oreles-s ZIP'
65 RofiShaig Srieet, livERPOOL.

Ki ngsbury Works,

THE I-I Y DE

,

*HENDON*

LONDON, NW 9

Ltd

TelegramS:-

Powqatp, ;Cycle, London.
Code. BerztieS,

A Woad
Aston RoacK B/R_MiNGNAN
Rxhard Davies & Sons,

silber,:, Street MANCHESTER.
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SECURITY
BEHIND BONTONES
SECURITY

TO THE DEALER
SECURITY

TO THE USER
BONTONE PHONES --

Britain's best, backed by
Generous Guarantee.

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by

1416

BRITISH LABOUR.

BONTONE

LIGHTWEIGHT 1 5/6
BONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTURED-

No previous experience needed
-and we'll guarantee you success

BONTONE ORIGINAL.

HOW much better for youinstead of taking a chance

'UP to a high efficiency.
DOWN to a low and popular price.

We agree to replace any phone, not giving complete satisfac-

tion. if returned to us within seven days of purchase undamaged.
We further agree to repair, adjust and re -test any Bontone Phone,
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 31., plus 6d.

postage, if returned to us, intact, with remittance.
This is our Bond. What does it mean? Why, an assurance for
all time to users of Bontone Phones.
Compare
these
advantages
overtype.
other makes of phones, particularly the
cheap,
continental
Have you recognised all the better qualifications which make 13ONTOM1
the distinctive type?
hlainIg, they are backed by.a most generous guarantee.
Sensitive! Why P Simply that the magnets are made in our own works

and building a Set after your

own design-to build a Receiver

of proved capabilities such as those
shown here.

If you buy the parts from us and
follow

r

Apply to your local dealer or apply direct giving your dealer's name to:-

B. D. & Co. (EDWARD A. BOYNTON).
Works: GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

will

we

to send the Set back to

full working instructions

coils EA. 7 6

1

L

(Marconi

extra

Royalty paid).

Finished Instrument, aerial tested

£8 5 0

i

POPULAR WIRELESS
COMBINATION REFLEX.
Complete Set of parts including
full instructions, less valves and
Cabinet 7/8

£4 17 6

(Marconi Royalty included).
Cabinet 7/8 extra.
Finished
Instrument, aerial tested and
- guaranteed
(Marconi Royalty paid)

If

we will rectify it free of charge, and
if due to a mistake on your part we
Will correct it at a nominal cost.
Could we do more ?

r

S.T.100. Complete Set of parts,

us.

failure is due to any component

excluding coils and valves, and

under our own supervision. BONTONE will respond to the weakest
signals.
Durability? BONTONE are made of the best materials procurable, and
their beautiful finish is highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort? Throughout exhaustive tests we have worn BONTONE and claim
a maximum. success. BONTONE are easily adjusted. See you buy BONTONE.

our instructions

guarantee you success. All you
have to do in the event of failure is

and

J

L_

guaranteed £7 12 6

(Marconi Royalty paid)

Offices: 167-173. GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I.
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

aissuapassa assassins auusaaaa
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A famous name for a famous Valve.

Popular
Wireless
One -Valve

,ON

Reflex

ARE YOU GETTING 5X X and PARIS ?
Use high frequency amplification and you ran get all the lung
wave -stations with ease. The multi -wave Amplifier plugs
into your Set, and needs no condenser to tune it,

and operates on all wave -lengths over 1,000 metres 816
As used in the Popular Wireless 24 -Valve Set

gMEr

"C.

410 LS

The" NELSON MULTI "

The "NELSON MULTI"

filaments, each of which
can instantly be brought

tector. L.F. Amplifier,

or H.F. Amplifier.
Owing to its unique

into use by a switch

construction it

device incorporated

in the valve cap.
Adapted to fit any

standard

Four -pin

socket.
No loose wires.

PETO
CONCERT
COILS

will function as a De-

contains three separate

NELSON MULTI

three times the life
of any other valve. -

is

Made.

Filament vouag

Detector 60-80

Ee/cphoi e

Telegrams:
Nelson.
imbledon 172."

Amplitier80-120

Iliarbledun 172.

accurate and exceptionally efficient. Set of six

British

Anode Voltage

4-6

Guaranteed

unequalled for pure
clarity of tone.
Packed in specially
constructed boxes.
Entirely

Concert Coils
from 290 metres

The Oldest

Exclusive

Mail Order
Firm M the

Country
BRITISH MADE

20/6
GET OUR CATALOGUE TO -DAY

-IT WILL SAVE YOU POUNDS

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.

LONDON, S.W.19

soaseue-0.

metres

and unreliable materials.

From all Wireless resters and Electricians.

55-Cpie

1,850

See our prices of high-grade quality component and you'll never again buy cheap

The NELSON VALVE CO.
le 4'

to

No home constructor can afford to do without our big 48 -page Catalogue (post free 3d.).

139, KINGSTON ROAD, MERTON PARK,
Trade

-

Potent 211,40.

!;eifiskleiTrIVOliPdE.7:;).

LONDON. 62, High Holborn, W.C.1 ; and 230. Wood Street,
BRANCHES : Walthamstow. CARDIFF, 94, Queen Street, LIVERPOOL,
4, Manchester Street. PLYMOUTH, Near Derry's Clock.

(When Ad. 1730
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HOW TO MAKE

AN IMPROVED COIL WINDER.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.
000000O000
board shaped similar to a 60 degrees set square, as shown at B, the_long edges of
these then being covered with thick sheet
rubber strips or very coarse emery cloth.
An ordinary brass bush is then attached to

THE coil -winder to be described in this

article was designed by the writer

to obviate the numerous little troubles
usually experienced with such devices, such
as the slipping and untrue alignment of the
former, uneven spacing, and uncoiling of the

A

the exact centre of each disc, on the opposite

sides, and in the
manner

C

0

-0-

of the winder, the bobbin will be self.

aligning The finger and thumb of the left
hand should; of course, exert a little pre--;.
sure on the wire as it leaves the bobbin.
The device will be found indispensable
when constructing cylindrical coils, and

shown,

these being first

-

drilled, tapped,
and fitted with
small thumbscrews. Diagram

C shows the face
of

one

of

the

chucks with the
" jaws " attached.

Obtain a fairly
thick strip of
wood, cut out two
identical pieces,

E

D

as shown at D,

and fit a brass bush to each in
the position shown. Now cut
off I. in. from the lower end

1I
1

'ICI
14

G

l

of one piece and screw a square
piece of in. board, E, to this

end, as shown at F, taking
care to see that the screw

Fig; 1.

winding, etc., and so it was decided to
construct a thoroughly reliable machine

which would be in no way complicated in
construction or use. Since the dimensions

of the parts are of little importance, this

matter is left to the reader's own choice.
It should be observed, however, that all
parts should be in proportion with the size
of the disc -chucks, these depending on the
size of coils it is proposed to wind. If the
disc -chucks are cut about 5 in. in diameter
they will accommodate coil formers ranging

from about 1 in. to 4i. in; in diameter, so
that if this measurement is decided upon

almost any useful size

of

coil can be

wound without necessitating the construction of other chucks.
Making a Chuck.

The arrangement of the chucks is shown
in Fig. 1, the special feature of these being

that they are self -centring to any size

smooth

cut out, drilled through the centre, and
marked off into four equal parts as indicated
at A, and to one side of each disc, over the

markings, is attached four pieces of thin

winding may be completed in a few minutes,
while the shellac varnish on the former is in

the desired " tacky " or semi -dried condition.

00 00

WIRELESS IN

and then make two runners or guides, as

TURKEY.
By W. G. CAMPBELL.

Counting Turns Automatically.

O -0-

Next prepare a suitable baseboard mid
assemble the parts as shown in Fig. 2, using
a 15 in. or 18 in. length of steel rod for the
spindle, which is fitted with a simple handle at
one end. When working the machine it is
usually best to keep the right-hand chuck permanently set in the position shown in Fig. 2,

and make the necessary adjustments by
means of the left-hand chuck. This method
prevents " side play " of the spindle, as does

also the alternative method of sliding the
bearing pillar, F, up flush with the bush
fitted to the left-hand chuck. To attach or
detach a coil former it is only necessary to
slide the movable bearing pillar and the lefthand chuck off the end of the spindle.
If a small nail is driven through the edge
of the right-hand chuck and made to engage
the end of a strip of spring brass, X, secured

of course the operator is not deaf.

discs of five- or six -ply wood are accurately

wire for glide inductances, for the whole

shown at G, so that when these are screwed
down to the baseboard, the bearing pillar,
F, will slide accurately between them.

found a very effective means of counting
the turns wound on the former, providing

former within the prescribed limits. Two

especially coils to be wound with enamelled

heads are well countersunk.
Rub this small base very
with a piece of glasspaper,

to the stationary pillar, D, this will be

Fig. 2.

Fig .3.

Self -Aligning Bobbin.

Fig. 3 represents a plan or top view of the
winder in use, where a simple holder for the

wire bobbin is shown, this consisting of a
length of metal rod which is arranged to slide

through the top portions of two upright

supports secured to the baseboard. If this
rod is accurately parallel with the spindle

0

0000

EVER since the war the position of the
wireless amateur in Turkey has been
most unfortunate, and he has greatly
envied the comparative freedom enjoyed by
experimenteri in England. During the

armistice the Allied forces of occupation
refused to permit -anyone even to " listen in," and since then the position has been
quite as bad, because the Turks issued no -

definite regulations regarding the use of
wireless, and when they discovered the unfortunate amateur carrying on experiments
they promptly arrested him Sand confiscated
his apparatus !

There are, however, a good many ama-

teurs in Constantinople who have ex-

perimented during the armistice and since

with indoor and frame aerials, but they
dare not use an 'outside aerial ; hence, their
operations are somewhat restricted. But
even with an indoor aerial a good deal can
be done. For example, the time signals
from. Paris and Nauen came in quite strong,

although these stations are nearly 1,500
miles away, and sometimes, with three or

four valves, the music from Paris and

Konigswusterhausen could be picked up when

atmospherics or the high -power stations

of Sofia, Moscow, Tiflis, etc., did not interfere.

.
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as to produce in them conditions corresponding to those of cancer in animals.
These conditions when produced are made
the basis of a study of the curative influence
of short electro-magnetic waves, the waves

being produced by an apparatus known as
the radio-cellulo oscillateur Lakhovsky ;

the waves usually employed have a frequency of 150 millions per second, or a
wave -length of 2 metres. It has been found

that the applicition of the rays has produced curative effects which were not

brought about by surgical means. Readers
requiring fuller information will find the

Conducted by 3. H. T, ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst.P.
A Tiny Aerial.

the smallest loop aerial in the
POSSIBLY
world to give practical signals is that

same in the Revue de Path. comparee,
March, 1924 ; Revue de Path. veget. et

be made with perfect confidence, and the
resulting panel is much more likely to be

d'Entomol. agric. ; Ann. de l'Institut
Pasteur ; and Conference Ecole Sup. des -

neatly done.

P.T.T., June, 1924.

Adjustable Aerial.

Making Discoveries.

used by Mr. A. Obermiller, a well-known

radio engineer of New York, and an account
of which appears in the " Radio Umschau "
(Frankfort). It consists of two square loops,

the outer one being of 2 -in. side, and the
inner one a shade smaller, the inner one
rotating about a common diagonal. Although small in size, it contains an astonishing amount of wire, and, used on a set with

three stages of H.F., is stated to bring in
stations up to, 1,000 miles quite easily.
Drying -Out Coils.

In making your own H.F. coils It is a
good plan to avoid the use of shellac or
celluloid binding varnish if you possibly
can, as it tends to add to the capacity of
the coils and make them tune broadly,
as well as to increase losses due to moisture
absorption. If, however, coils are kept in a

reasonably warm room, and particularly
not near open windows, they should not
gather much moisture. Should the coils
be suspected of being damp, care must be

exercised in warming them to drive off the

moisture.

It is much better to apply- an

extremely gentle heat for a long time than

a considerable heat to try to hurry the

process. An ordinary metallic filament
lamp (not a carbon lamp) may be placed
near to the coils for a time, or even within

the cabinet, if this is fairly large.
Radium Valve.

The idea of using radium or some other
radio -active substance in place of the fila-

ment of a valve as a source of electrons
has very often been discussed, and I notice

that a patent has been granted in France
for a wireless valve operated in this way.
The patent specification does not state the
amount of radium which is required or
exactly how the emission is to be controlled.
Making Out a Panel.
The most experienced constructor is

apt to make mistakes in laying out the
instruments for the panel, or, apart from

mistakes, he frequently changes his mind
as the lay -out proceeds. If the marking

out is done direct on to the panel, something
has to suffer. It is much better to take a

sheet of paper, the same size as the panel,

and do all the marking_ out, as well as
alterations, on this paper until the whole
of the instruments are arranged for.

Then place the paper against the panel, and
secure it by gumming the corners or edges, or

gum it at isolated spots here and there. By

means of a centre -punch or a stout pin
the positions for all the drillings can then

If you should wish to adjust the length

of your aerial for best reception of different

wave -lengths, in particular for -receiving

short -waves, you can easily do so by arranging it in the following way, quoted from the

" Wireless Age." Use an aerial wire about
three times as long as the shortest length
you will require when operating. For
example, if you wish to vary the operating
length of the aerial between 100 ft. and
50 ft., use a length of wire at least 150 ft.
An insulator is introduced into the wire at
a distance of about 100 ft. from the lead-in
end, and the opposite end of the wire passes
over a pulley at the top of the mast or other

support, and then carries a weight, or

preferably is wound upon a reel which can
be locked so as to prevent unwinding.
The lead-in is also brought to a reel, or
equivalent' device for

In wireless, probably much more than in
any other science, progress has been largely

due to the enthusiasm of a multitude of
amateurs and

experimenters

who,

un-

hampered by any great knowledge ' of
theoretical principles, have adopted the

simple motto, " Try it."
In " Radio
Digest " (Chicago) is a paragraph headed

" Fooling with Radio," from which the

following may, perhaps; be quoted
" Radio widows (this is American for
'the wife whose husband neglects her for
the wireless set) may not all agree, but, of
course, the real answer for this strange
conduct is the urge for experiment. To
members of their families who are waiting
to go to the movies, or to be taken out in
the car, they are simply fooling with radio,'
(Continued on, prrye 603.)

taking up any slack,
this being, of course,
mounted upon an insulating block. If a
length of 100 ft. is re-

quired, the mast end
of the wire is drawn
down until the insulator comes close to

the head of the mast
(it is assumed that the

mast is at least 100
ft. from the lead-in.)
If a shorter length is

required, the lead-in is

drawn down, and the
mast end paid out,
the insulator travelling towards the leadin end. The operating
length of the aerial will
be the length from

the lead-in to the insulator carried by the
aerial wire.
Short -Wave Treatment.

The close relationship between wireless

waves and X-rays is

brought out by the
experiments of MM.
Gosset, Gutmann,

Lakhovsky,. and

Magrou, reported in
the " Radio Revue "

(Paris). It has been

found possible to

inoculate

certain

plants in such a way

The modulating and oscillating panel at La Presse, the Montreal broadcasting
station. The huge 2,000 watt valves were made in England.
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HOW TO MAKE

A STANDARD TWO -VALVE SET.
!VALVE DETECTOR REACTION FROM ANODE CIRCUIT TO AERIAL
TUNING COIL --ONE L.F. VALVE -AN EASY SET TO MAKE.
By .1. LAURENCE PRITCHARD.
Simplicity of construction and efficiency of operation are the keynotes of this useful receiver described by the
Technical Editor of Harmsworth's Wireless Encyclopedia.
0000 00
00000
ANEAT and efficient two -valve receiver

illustrated in Fig. 1. It will be
found a useful piece of apparatus for
reception of broadcast concerts at exceptionally good headphone strength up to a
is

structed. This is. .simply made from n in.
finished deal or other wood as desired.
The ends of the case are mitred together, the

sides being 12in. long and the case 9 in.
wide.

All four pieces have a common depth
of 4' in. They stand

upon a moulded base
measuring 13 in. by
10 in. having a thick-

If it is
not desired to mitre
ness of Pi in.

the edges they may be
lap -jointed. If this is
adopted, the combined thickness of the

front and back of the
case must be deducted

from the two pieces
forming the sides of

the case. It is advisable after finishing the

case, to turn it upside

down and tap away
any sawdust or shavings which may have
collected inside.
The Lay -out.
Fig. 1.

The panel is cut
in. ebonite to
the outside measurements of the case, which should be 12 in.
long and 9- in. wide. Holes are drilled

The two -valve set complete.

rangeof forty miles or more.

There is

nothing difficult in its construction and with

the straightforward circuit employed, immediate reception should be possible on

completing the set. The circuit incorporates
a valve detector with reaction from the anode
circuit to the aerial tuning coil. A single
stage of L.F. amplification brings fiqe

volume up for good reception in more
outlying districts.
Making the Case.

For simplicity of construction, all the

components are arranged on the front or the
back of the panel. Of the actual panel lay -out
two filament resistances are secured towards

the front edge of the panel. The two

valve holders are correspondingly placed at
the back of the panel. A two -coil holder,
having one fixed and one movable holder is
attached in the centre of the panel. To the
left of this component a variable condenser
of .001 mfd. capacity is situated. In a
similar position and on the underside of the
panel is screwed an L.F. transformer.

Aerial and earth terminals occupy the
back and front left-hand corner of the
panel, respectively, while two terminals are

required in the middle of the right-hand

side of the panel for attachment of the telephones. The three -battery terminals are
placed at the back edge of the panel behind
the L.F. amplifying valve.
Before the panel is cut, the case is con -

from

and countersunk -round the edges, and the

panel is then screwed in position so that
the rough edges overlap the sides of the
ease on all four edges. The ease is placed
The

following is a list of tiiaterials and

approximate cost of the chief parts for the two valve set.
1 -in. ebonite, 12 in. by 9 in.
Variable condenser, -001 mfd., 8.6.
L.F. transformer, 20;-.
Two filament resistances, 1,9 each.
Grid leak and condenser, 3 6.
Two fixed condensers, 2, - each.
Two valves. 1? 6 to 30,, according to type.
Two coils, Standard Lissen or Igranic,
5 6 each.

Coil holder.
Batteries. Cost according to type.
Valve sockets, terminals, wire, etc.
Wood for case.
Telephones. Cost, according to make, say, 25;-.

on its side and the rough ebonite edges
are filed and scraped flush with the sides

of the case. If a steel scraper is not available for this, a sharp piece of glass with

a flat side will answer very well.

The

panel and case should be marked, so that
the panel after removal can be put back
the same way. The case is put aside after
it has been stained or polished as desired,
until the panel is ready to be finally fixed
to it.
The filament resistances are placed 4 in.

apart,, equi-distant from either edge of the
panel and 2 in. from the front edge. The
valve holders are made up from valve sockets,

each set being placed the same distance

from the sides of the panel, 11 in. from the
back edge and 6 in. apart. The two coil
holder is placed at the crossing of two lines
joining the diagonally opposite corners of
the panel. The variable condenser, which
has a capacity of .001 mfd., is situated equi-

distant between the back and front and
2 in. from the left-hand side of the panel.
The Wiring Connections.
AL terminals are screwed

ip. away from

the edge of the panel. A feature of the aerial and earth terminals is that they are
mounted on tapering ebo-

nite bases to give them a
better appearance. Two
pieces of

in. diameter

ebonite rod are cut to a
length of I in. and cen-

trally drilled with a' drill

to suit the diameter of

the terminal shank. Terminals of the square box
pattern are selected, haying stems of about le in.

in length The two ter-

minals before assembling
to the panel are illustrated
in Fig. 2.
Three fixed condensers
are required. The grid
condenser of .9003 mfd.

capacity has clips for a
grid leak of 2 megohms
resistance and is connected across- the grid
condenser. The grid con-

denser is placed towards

the centre of the panel.
Above it, and between

Fig. 2.
.001 Assembly of Aeria
and Earth terminals
condenser is

the two valves, a

mfd. fixed
fixed and wired across the primary of the
transformer. A third fixed condenser of

.001 mfd. capacity is wired across the
telephone terminals.
.

The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 3.

Tinned wire is used and by keeping al/ the
bends at right angles and wires parallel, or
at right angles at each other, a very pleasing
appearance is obtained. This is borne out
by the illustration of the under -side of the
wiring shown in Fig. 4. It will be seen that
the four wires connected to the plugs and
sockets of the two -coil holder are insulated
flexible wires. This is necessary in the case
of the moving coil to prevent the wire from

breaking after the coil has been moved

backwards and forwards several times.,
In making the connections with the
(Continued on purge 576.)
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panel is illustrated in
Fig. 5. A piece of
clean rag is. wrapped

-)--tr-04

HOW TO MAKE
A STANDARD

.round a sharp pointed
stick, which is poked
into the places where

TWO -VALVE SET.
!.

(Continued from page 575.)

4i4-c:---s-c,-

0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0 0

foreign material is

DI

likely to collect.

The removal of any

flexible wires it is necessary to take care that

each individual strand is embraced by the
clamping screws and washer. Failure to
observe this may result in one or more loose

trace of soldering paste
is important. Apart
from any electrical loss

which may be occa-

Fig. 5.

A view of 'the lay -out and wiring at the back of the panat

sioned by the presence of the paste,

its sticky surface
picks up dust which
may cause consider-

able trouble to effistrands shorting across to the other contact.
A good plan is to solder the bearings of the
wires or to twist them round so that there is
little fear of loose strands . coming away.
Another important point to observe, which
may save considerable time in making these

connections properly, is to twist the wire
round the screw in the same direction that
the screw is tightened up.
Where soldering is employed, a soldering

paste of a non -corrosive nature such as
.Fluxite must be used. Although killed

viously made together so that the edges of

the panel will come

corners where they can short between two
circuits. A good method of cleaning the

receiver in

the set will be found very easy to operate,
but it will be some time before the novice
hands a valve detector followed by an L.F

exactly flush with the

case.

For general

broadcasting a No. 35
or No. 50 fgranic coil
will be suitable in the
aerial circuit and a No.

50 or No. 75 in the
holder

joined to their proper

habit of finding resting places in quiet

completed

will get the full efficiency from this-or,
indeed, any-valve receiver. In capable

case, taking care to keep the marks pre-

Operating the Receiver.

cleaned from any traces of solder which may
have dropped from the iron or other material,
such as short cuttings of wire, which have a

The

operation is shown in Fig. 6, where final
adjustment is being made to the coupling

quite clean it may be finally screwed to the

After the constructor has satisfied himself that the panel is

movable coil
for reaction.

under side of the panel must be thoroughly

strength.

of the reaction coil.
Once the tuning and controls arc mastered

spirits of salts or other acid flux may make a
good joint at the time it is almost certainly
bound to corrode in a short time.

Before fixing the panel to the case the

be, the other controls should be adjusted
until the signal is brought to its full

reception.

cient

To operate the set

the terminals are
connections and the
valves fixed in position. On tapping the
valves, especially the

detector valve, a
sound

may

cates that the

s alve

ringing

be heard which *ndi-

Fig. 6.

functioning col.rectly so far as its electronic emission is concerned.
is

.

On tapping the

aerial terminal with a
damped finger a dis-

tinct click should be

heard which is not
observed when the
same thing is done to
the earth terminal. To

tune in the set to a

signal the
variable condenser is

desired

Fig. 4.

1924.

View of the wiring of the panel.

rotated slowly. Having picked up the
signal, no matter how
weak or faulty it may

The completed set in use.

amplifier has often picked up transatlantic
and other long-distance signals.

THE "P.W." BOOKLETS.

Extra Copies Now Ready..
Arrangements have been completed for
the sale of copies of the last three booklets
given away with POPULAR WIRELESS.

An extra printing order has been given
and we are now in a position to supply the
following booklets to readers, price 3d. each,
post paid : " Five Special Crystal Sets ; "
" The P.W. Pocket Fault Finder ; and
" All About the B.B.C."
Application for these booklets should be

made by post to the P.W. Back Number

Department, Bear Alley, Farringdon Street,
ILondon, E.C.4.

Popular Wireless Weekly, Novel' her
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Ev ESL MADE,WAS

THE EDiSWAN

LA BORATORY

-e lamp that-

learnk

k,

THIRTY years ago was able not only to

the first electric

detect but to amplify.

It

lamp was making had learned to "talk."

its reputation.
Every- The first wireless valve
body considered it ause- was made in the
ful substitute for paraffin Ediswan laboratories. It
oil. Nobody dreamed was the parent of the
it would ever "talk." It very reliable types

was Dr. Fleming who of valve that bear the

found that something name " Ediswan" at the
more was happening in- present day.
side the lamp than other Ediswan Valves will bring the best

people had thought of.
He introduced a metal
plate into the bulb and

made the lamp into a

Later evolutions provided the grid
and the electric lamp
detector.

6.6

out of your wireless set-get some
on the way home and enjoy better
programmes from to -night onwards.
All dealers sell them.
You will be interested in our booklet

"The Thermionic Valve." It's free
-send for a copy.
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.

QUEEN VICTORIA ST.. LONDON.

rJ
An interesting study of early wireless

t2.-2

E C.4

VALVES
history may be made at

the Science Museum, South Kens.ington London, where the comPlde
series of Dr. Fleming's experimental valves can he insfiecled.

©©©©©©©©©©©©©
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EFFICIENCY-,

Ebonite Panels COMPLETE
I"
3!16

2 2 1 10

12s 9 46
12'x12'5 9

THE STRONG LINK OF

15's 9 5'6

39
5-

4;9

6d.
16 1'2
6x6 v
10d.
Any Siz. Cut.
x4
x5

4
7

YOUR SET MUST BE

8e1.

15.

Terminals

MIII-PoLlfrass 2d.
4B.A. Standard Id.
2d.
Lacquered
Spade type, doz. 3d.
Telephone typelid.
Multiphone 4w. 9d.
6 -way 1 /-

Betty spring 3d.
2 B.A. Small id.
Contact Studs 3d.
Spring Washers 56

116

Aerial Wire 7/22

ti., ;41;1

Insulators

1°7

C

E
L

If
I
I

100Pane1 Type 7 / 00075,Vernier(6 / 0005 Blade 15 / -0003
1/6 4/6
.0002 !Extra 13/6
Knobbeddial 1 /
Stock "Fallon" &
".T.B." usual prices
I

E

Ternier,no dial 2'6
5 vane 3 / 3; 7 3/6
"Polar" typcs10,6

S

FREE

INVITED

Headphones

Jacks 4 -Contact

Transformers Bank ...
13.B.C.4,000olnus
1/Brown's/F*13.TX. L.FSilverTown 21 /- Bank of 2 ... 1/6
Siemens, Brandes. RadioInst (new)25/- Standard Plugs 1/3
Sterling, all 251 Igranic 211 201- Potentiometer 300
General Radio 201. Burndept (new)24/- ohms ex -Govt. 4 / 6
Fellows ... ... 18 6 Reliability
Hydrometers 3 / 6
120 olans.double ex10/- 12 f6 Microphones 2 /
Govt.Sulli vans 5 6 Ferranti ... 17 / 6 Tapping keys 2 Idphone Cords 11 H.T. Batteries Xtraordinary 8/ - A'
Alum .11' bands 216
With Wander Plttgs Tangent 12/6 14/6
201 AIL ' Igranic," LfeRoyal
60y. 81- 36v. 4 / 10 R.A.F.
gen,'
Burndept,'
Modulation
30v. 4/- 15v.21 & 10 Ir. 'EdisonBell"AtIns'
4v. F.L. Btry 5d. Telephone,
UnidYne " Ci* & 'Sterling' Goods
66V:Ever-Rdy 13 6
KJ% Tangent 516
Coil Holders
McMichael's 10 / Ashley
fixed 2 / 6
ilojah 900 rn. 518
moving - 3 / 6
600 & 300 m. 4 / 6 Igranic
3 Set 8 / 6

British Wires
sue.

Formers only 1 / 3/6
2 11 3 5 Switches. Ebonite Ebonite 32 coil
coil 2 / 6
34 42
Single Moving I / 7

Lead-in 4/- 22 2 6 39 47
4' & 6" do. 9d. 24 2 11. 3 10 5
9" 1', 12 & 15 113 26 3 4 4'2 5 9
Valve Holders 28 3 9 4'9 66
TypeA7d.Polar1/3 30 4 10 5 4 76
9
Screwed 8 nuts 8d.
102. 36 8 - 8 6 12
Ebonite
Do. Open Type 6d. 40 171-, 1418 20-

Tumbler 11 / - 9d.
Dewar D.C.O. 3 / 3
,

S.C.O.

Fixed
Recessed do.

8d.
3d.

PO.. Resistances

D.P.S.T. 2/9 Good quality 1 / 6
Igranic
_. 4 / 6
Vernier Type 71 -

Utility 2 -way 4 /

3w 51- 4w6-/ 6w8/ Lever Type Stocked

Ormond 2f. Ajax41-

6d. Burndept ._ 5 / Variable Leaks MiniatureTurn
Lissen 2 -way 219 T.C.B., 4/- & 5 / 10d. Filtron 0-7meg 3 / 2i9
Series parl. 3 / 9 Microstat

To obtain music that cheers discard the weak link and substitute

Coil Plugs

Ebonite ...
Superior... ... 5,13 Watmel 0-5 2/8
76. Lissen type ... 2/6
Narrow
...
Resistances 2 / 6
11 Basket ...
Moulded type 8d.
Ebonite Dials
Coil Formers 21d. Engraved
3' 8d.
Basket type 11d. Knobbed trite
I 'Coil Mounts
4d.
'Athol' Ebonite 113 21" Fil. Type 5d.

" VA L PO "

1::,,qu;re of all Wireless dealers, or direct, post free 1/6, front

MERTON DAVIS, PARNELL 41 Co.

359, Strand London W.C.1.

= Phone : Regent 4235

I

N

Shell, 21" x 21" 4d, FU(..
Reel Id. Egg Id. 18 1'11
Crystor type 9d. 20 2 2

The Wireless
Crystal
with
the Power of a Valve

Var Condensers

TRADE

P
R

Enamelled., Bright,
3/6,216
100'
do. Electron I / 8 36v. 8/-16v. 3 / 6
Lead-in 4d. a yard. Siemens same price.

'Irk 16,1 vie

,

CALLERS' PRICES

ALL POST FREE AT
Matt
9 s6

1924.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

4d.
Double -arm do. 21. Spirals
9d. Formers ... 7d.
N.P. Panel
Peerless In r. 2 / 6
New Lines
Accessories
Eureka Transform4d.
pulley
ers, No. 2 22 / 6 Gal.
1'Concert Grand 30 - Alum.
Valve Sockets 1d.
R.I. Chokes 101
Valve
Windows
46.
Shaw'
sHertzite
1'
Do. Porcelain 1/ - Mica, 002 Doz. Tungstalite
20.
Crystal
Cups
1/6
Basket Coil Sets,
3" x 2", 1 /
P. Wax block 6d.
6-119. 4-1/,
2" x It', 4d.
Mic-Met-Detec'r
Resin Solder.oz.3d.
Condensers
Insulating tube
Orders 516 value, carriage paid.
Mullard,EdisemBell.
All sizes, yd. 3d.
Dubilier,ustialpriees Under 5 / 6, 2d. pc 1 / - packing, etc.
Tape, yd. Id.
Mansbridge
E
Valve Template 4d.
I iovt.. 2 ni.f.. 1 / 6;
Nu -Graving 75d.
1 / 36 mi. ficl.
Telephone: N.P. Switch Sets
4, Radio House,

J. H. TAYLOR & CO..

E.

IronCoreChokes Macaulay St., Huddersfield. 341
1.000 ohms

9d. Telegrams

" Thorough," Huddersfield.

D.C.O.

1/-S.C.O.
9d.

-51111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

'WARE

PITFALLS

HAYES' "SAFETY SET" TERMINALS
(Pat. applied tor).
These Terminals take
automatically discon-

IN THE SQUARE LAW

any numberof ' phones,

nect when pulled or
ie ked and INSURE
'phones
and
Set
against damage. ABSOLUTE CONTACT,
Any shape and size

The concentration of consideration upon the straight wave -length

curve has thrown a shadow over an equally vital a matter -

capacity. While some makes of Square Law Condensers may
function on a fairly straight wave -length curve, we might say that,

so far as capacity is concerned, they are as much as -0002 mfd.
under the stated maximum capacity.

We need not impress upon Set Builders
that while the SQUARE LAW principle

is admirable, "UNDER CAPACITY"

Condensers deprive any set of its
efficiency. Thy wave -length range is

narrowed -a fact which results in elu-

kithialut6Mhttilem

sive inefficiency and a limited action of
any receiver which is designed to cover
a definite waveband.
There is but one safeguard against this
pitfall. It is to fit a J.B. SQUARE LAW.
oor
9/6
.00025 - 619

5'6
53
46
No set builder can be excused paying
more than the cost of a J.B. SQUARE
LAW. They are not mutilated remains
of the old type -the procedure which
results in robbing the capacity to
'00075 '0005
'0003 -

81-

'0002
'0001

only)

fur all instruments.

pin Nos. 1 & 2, or
spade terminal No.
3 can be used. NO
SPECI ' L 'PHONE
ENDS' required.
DOUBLE terminals
(as illustrated) for
'phone adapt,. and
panels. S I E I L F.
(with top plates
CONNECTION COMBINATIONS INNUMERABLE.

SINGLE, suitable for A.
E., 3d. each, Dozen lots, 2,101.
Prices: Packing
DOUBLE, suitable for 'Phones, 4d. each. Dozen lots, 3/105.
and Postage up to 4, 28. Dozen lots, 4d.
A.

If unable to obtain from your dealtr, write, enclosing P.O. or %tamps, to

W. J. HAYES (Dept. B), 29, lailErit.M..,ail7s.naitr;ce. LEE, S.E.13.

PHONES

-

Vernier -

straighten the wave -length curve. They
are designed to give a STRAIGHT wavelength curve combined with a GUARANTEED CAPACITY.

There are " J,B." models for every
tuning purpose. Get them from your
dealer, or direct.
Post : One, 6d. ; TWO, 9d. ; Three. 11'.

1f-M.A.L.
About 5 0 0 Every
0 0pairintested
use
and
giving perfect satisfaction.

guaranteed by us.
Similar to the N. & K.
louder in results.

in

appearance but much

-

PRICE

12 /6

Stocked by all leading dealers or direct from
8. POLAND ST- OXFORD ST

LONDON - W I

Uelepfione
GERRARD 7414

(First Floor)

S. E. BLAND, A.C.G.I., B.Sc.,
WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

82a, Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
Phone

Barclav--

Central 852 1.
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ANYTHING FROM

rPARAGON

ANYWHERE

The DUODYNE III
A GENUINE LONG DISTANCE RECEIVER.
2 STAGES HIGH FREQUENCY
AMPLIFICATION AUTOMATIC TUNING.
IN the Duodyne III the fullest advantage has

ONE PIECE

MICA
CONDENSER
Guaranteed Uniform Capacity.
-OCICs-N

PAT. APP,? FOR

been taken of the extraordinary virtues of

PARAGON CURTIS

the Curtis Constant -Tuned High Frequency

ONE

Amplifier. The first valve functions through
the Curtis High Frequency Amplifier, the second

Guaranteed

rectifier.

perfect

reception

at

full power and of extraordinary purity from
anywhere in the United

Kingdom of any
broadcasting station from Aberdeen to Madrid.

Used in conjunction with the Curtis Ejector the

THE DUODYNE V.

Duodyne III will tune in any Broadcasting Station
at will. In spite of a multiplicity of stations

Combines the Duodyne HI with a two -stage
power amplifier and constitutes a receiver of

DYNE and CURTIS EJECTOR regains that
true fascination of wireless of listening -in atwhere you will and when you like. Price £10.

Manchester on a loud speaker with 2 L 0,1I

operating on a congested waveboard the DUO -

remarkable power and receptivity. Liverpool or
miles away, cutout. The Duodyne V is obviously
an ideal demonstrator. Price £18 : 18 : 0.

SEE THAT YOU BUILD WITH
PARAGONPOST

OFFICE SPECIFICATION.

THE duty di 11XCJI wuuensers in wireless receiving circuits is one of
paramount importance. While so small a component may appear
innocent of reducing the efficiency of any receiver, the function of
a fixed condenser is such that it requires a guaranteed uniform capacity.
Considerable manufacturing skill combined with the huge chemical and
moulding resources of Britain's largest ebonite manufacturers is represented in every Paragon -Curtis.
Its manufacture is of so precise a nature that two Paragon -Curtis Condensers of the same stated capacity picked out at random are guaranteed to be
of uniform capacity. Such uniformity has never before been attained.
Efficiency is only to be gained when fixed condensers are of guaranteed
capacity-greater efficiency when guaranteed capacity is uniform throughout production.
'0008 to 4/06 .. 2'6 each.
Grid Condenser with clips .. 2, 9 each. Grid Leak ..
1, 6 each.

The CURTIS CONSTANT -TUNED
HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER.

EBONITE PANELS
STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS.

Best

.........................

The Curtis " Constant Tuned " High Fre-

PETER CURTIS, LTD.

SOO- 3000
AMPL

'Phone : North 866.

Central 7236.
Central 5095.

BIRMINGHAM 76, Newall Street.
MANCHESTER : 312; Deanagate.

effort,

IIIkill

I11611

In conjunction with

The Paragon Rubber Mfg. Co., Ltd., Hull.

Get this 84 -strand
special -ahoy phos-

phor bronze aerial
from your
dealers to -day. It
wire

spirally woven,
so that each strand
is air - insulated.
It has the lowest
is

ohmic

resistance

yet attained.

If you want to know how

good your set is-test

it

on the Mars Aerial.
Surely you have a friend The Mars ' gives 50%
who owns a ' Mars '- increase in volume and

over 30,000 have now clarity-if your present
been supplied.
set with 722's aerial is
Get him to try out your good, your present set
set on his aerial-the with the ' Mars aerial
results will exceed your will be just wonderful.
highest hopes.

Don't won't; about Weigh it up from the
standpoint making a super technical
crystal set or a 80% greater surface

super valve set until area must make all the
you have proved the difference - and that's
difference the super the superiority of the

aerial will make to

your present outfit.

Mars ' compared with
7,22's.

Costs 916. It's worth it
E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.
Wellington Works, VITelltield Rd., Preston.

Estab. over 40 years.
Tel. No.: Preston 122.
Telegr.aphic Address
" Gold, Preston."

supplied through
wholesale channels.

skill, or patience in tuning, than is

required for the operation of the usual
orthodox single stage tuned anode circuit.

NO CONDENSER REQUIRED.
Model A, 300 to 800 metres, 15'-, postage 8d.

Model B, 800 to 3,000 metres, 17, 6, postage Bd.
Barclays 284

VPer

Renee

Your Guide to

SUPERIOR RECEPTION
in

TUNION
HEADPHONES
Loud and clear with
Acme of Comfort

BRITISH
MADE.

Guaranteed
4,000 ohms

Superior Finish

PRICE 18/6

POSTAGE PAID

TheAERIAL
MARS
Trade

quency Amplifier is the only automatic high
frequency amplifier which, when connected
in circuit, guarantees high efficiency of two
stages for radio amplification on any wavelengths between 300 and 3,000 metres, and
requires no additional controls or more

ofFltis

CONJTANT TUNED

75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.1.
Telegrams . " Paracurtex."

IECE

MICAstONV

as an orthodox tuned anode, and the last as a

usual
cp12.

When choosing your phone
!et it be TUNION which is
backed up by years of practithe
cal experience in
manufactureof telephones,
being specially designed

to give VOLUME with

SUPERIOR

.

ea magic

(y/

TONE,

HEADPHONES
14/9
TUNION
"
A
"
(4,000 OHMS)
Possessing all the advantages of TUNION, lighter in weight and construction

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR TUNION
Manufactured by

Post Orders
Dept. "S"

TURNOCKS,

TUNION WORKS,
ASTON, BIRMINGHAM

Telephone;
Northern
376
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HULLO!! C.Q.,WILL DAY CALLINC
7.7t; ,07-;;;;

GET A CLIMAX EARTH TUBE, 5,' -

Catalogue sent
Post Free on
mentioning this

Tandco Loading Coils the cheapest
and best yet made. No. . 9 for.
.. 1'2 each
Chelmsford .. ..

Paper.
Postage

a 12 d

Every make of Telephone and all

An efficient,

simple and

workmanlike

British made components

Crystal Receiver

LIVES THERE A MAN WITH SOUL SO DEAD

A model of simplicity, but technically accurate in every detail.

Carriage on all
Goods extv a.

other

---

"

THAT

NEVER

always in stock.

TO

HIMSELF

HAS

SAID

TRY DAYZITE ! !
A recent letter received from one of the thousands
! ! !

:-

!
of

delighted users writing from Nottingham, states
" A valve used as a detector is a waste of current when your
' Dayzite' is available. Please send me another crystal
(Signed) IF. P.'1
for which I enclose 2/9.

Do not keep
wasting money on crystals of unknown repute.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION.

GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME.

DAYZITE

REGD.

Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's -whisker, 2s. 6d. each,
postage 3d. extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite
for a Perikon Detector.

Crystal
Receiver
Price :-

18/6

ness messages up to 30/35 miles.
A particularly fine adjustment

over the range of broadcasting
stations is given by the special
Acme Variometer that is embodied in the set. Handsome
mahogany cabinet, metal parts
nickel -plated.

or

fitted with simple

connection to pick up

1,600 metre wave -length

(new Chelmsford
B.B.C. Station).

£1-2-6

Catalogue Free

chiction Co Ltd
pro Sirriethwick
Q
Bwmingham

The

WILL DAY, LTD.,
Telegrams

The Acme No. 1

Picks up with wonderful clear-

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C.2.
'Phone: Regent 4577.

1924.

' Titles, Westrand, London."

London Offices and Showroom .

102, Ot. Russell Street, Bloomsbury, W.0 1.

FORMO
THE FAMOUS
RADIO COMPONENTS
,11111111111iiiiip.

THE FORMO-F.NSSR

THE GREATEST SENSATION
and SUCCESS of the SEASON

T HE

FORMO L.F. SHROUDED

TRANSFORMER.
Is the acknowledged standard of
INTEGRAL VERNIER
is spared to
has advantages over every excellence. No effort
it the finest obtainable, and
lther condenser. It is make
its price places it above all others.

WITH

)

essentially an instrument Ideal for
of precision, and it is not A. Ratio 1.2.
approached by any other B Ratio 1.3.
low-priced condenser for C. Ratio 1.4.
reneral excellence of de,
_sign, workmanship and D. Ratio 1-5.
For the
usefulness.

--'--

--

_-,.....

o)01 med. 1016
.00075 in fd. 10!.

0005 mid. 9/6
Dual 10/6 '0003 Mfd. 8/6
0002 med. 7/6

_-,.....,-- 'I -plate Vernier 1/6
--L-M-7.. - Dual, with. Vernier 12/6

--0
Head Offices & Works :
Cricklewood Lane, N.W.2.
'Phone Hampstead 1787.

The marvel A.B. Headphone which has
dealt the knockout blow to all others and
overshadowed them all. Fully guaranteed.

the UNIDYNE.

ADJUSTABLE TYPE.-

Heavily nickel plated
with headbands coy

JNIDYNF
1-10.

ered with 1 7/6

One Price

leather

Open mode

12/6.

per pair

NON-ADJUSTABLE TYPE.-Also heavily nickel

THE FORMO HOME-GONSTRUGTORS SET. 3 -VALVE.

plated and headbands

covered 1 5/6

Hits set comprises :tandard guaranteed Formo Components. Th

with leather.

and everything necessary to assemble this first-class set is included,
and packed in well -made cabinet.

AMBATIELO BROS., LTD.,

Scottish Branch:
IE4 12s. Mins Marconi Royalty), 22, York Place, Edinburgh.
Contractors to the Admiralty, War office Air dinistry. Post Office, and India Office.

OTHER METHODS

Ambatielo House, Farringdon Rd. London, E.C,1.

MAKES
SOLDERING

CHILD'S PLAY
An amateur can solder more easily with
SOLDO than an expert by other methods

CLEANS AND TINS AND SOLDERS IN ONE

1/

per pair

Apply to your dealer or direct to :-

THE FORAM COY. panel 14" x 10" is drilled and tapped,
(Arthur Preen & Co. Ltd.,

THE WORLD'S CHAMPION

OPERATION. NO ACIDS, NO FLUXES, NO FILING
From all dealers,
THE SOLDO CO., Sicilian House, Southampton Row, London,W.C.1

SOLDO METHOD
"*-1
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give my regards to the boys down under, but
you might hand up the earth -spike first."

<. 0 0 0 41 41 0 0. 41 0 0

-

GEARY AND THE FIELD

This was hot stuff, but did not take long

to say and it did me a world of good. Then

I hoisted Geary out and found he had

DAY.
By HIGHAM BURLAC.

GEARY

is

President of the Upper

Clapham Radio Round Table. It
is a role in which he delights chiefly
because it keeps him always in the lime-

light-or rather, the X-rays, for that is more
topical and more apt, because, when Geary
takes the chair he becomes transparent, and
you see what a pompous little gossoon he
really is. I am the Benevolent Friend.
Geary,, of course, shines as a great Social

Figure, and is to be seen at his best on
occasions when the Knights of the Round
Table close up and make room in the ranks

for the Enids and Elaines, etc. Then he
expands like a lotus, wears hideous garments-like an undertaker-and does the

" All right, Cleary. Hand it over. I
suppose you know galena when you see it.
Is that all you've brought ? "
" Man alive ! That's my ewe lamb, the
flower of the flock. But I've brought a
beautiful earth -spike, too. It's in the dogcart. Root for it and come to lunch.

Er-is that something to drink in that

crate ? "

"" Yes," I replied, " for Cox and Box
and Burlac and Nooman and Doolum.
I've lemonade for Geary and his harem."

After lunch and the inevitable insect hunting, Geary began a strange stunt

selected a disused well to go to earth in.
As I said, a little more care on the part of
some Dogbones (unknown) and Geary
would have stopped annoying me. Well,
Geary had another bottle and became a
hero, much petted by Miss Georgianna
Skoofer, 41, spinster. Then he seized the
spike and started hunting for another site.
" It's no good., Geary," I remarked
blandly. " You can't expect two wells in
one field ; better have another jab at the

old spot."
" Shut up, Burlac ! " he snapped. ".Anybody would think you wanted me to fall in."
For a flat with the top attic vacant Geary
makes remarkable guesses at truth some-

But all I answered was, " This,
this to the man who strained his wristtimes.

watch in rescuing you is-well, you're King
Lear's daughter plus Brutus for ingratitude."
Bang went the spike to the hilt, and down
we sat to connect up.
Why this was Written.

lah-di-dah. When I see him shove on his
pince-nez, rub his hands as though washing,

I connected while

and say, " Now, ladies," I feel that for two
volts I could choke him.
This will explain why Geary is always
so keen on the Table's annual outing. This
year we went to Dogbones Wood.
The Knights met outside the Three Bells,
bringing their belles (if any) with them.

Geary directed
operations in

white waistcoat, carrying some of the wireless set we were to take. There were Mrs.
Geary, Miss ditto and young Bill ditto,

the set we went, the
honour of my
dyne at stake. As a
niatter of fact it was
not so much at stake

the
his

usual sarcastic manner. The results were
ga-ga in the extreme.
Weak ?- As weak as

six clays and a wet

There was Geary in a clean shave and a

Sunday !

the latter very doggy in a three -electrode
collar. There was Dr. Cardinal Nooman,
our expert locator of faults. Rumour said
lie used to try his stethoscope on wobbly

as at spike. Yes, the
earth- spike again. I

Selecting the Site.

The amplifier room, with control engineer in charge, at the

Then we had " Cox and Box " tightly
clutched in each other's arms as usual ;

He added " tone " to the Table, but little

else.

He will never grasp the ter-ruth

about radio this side of Mars, being Provi'dence's Own Select Ass, but good for the
valve trade.
Having been decanted upon the grassy
sward of Dogbones Wood, we stood around
waiting for Geary to take command, which
he did when he saw that I had not unloaded
the dog -cart. " Now, Higham," he said

briskly, " out with the gear, sharp and
navy fashion. Mind that crate, now. Put

the receivers down there. That's right.
Now I vote we have a bite before business.

What do you say, ladies ? "
" Where's your bit, Geary ? " I asked.
Ile produced from his waistcoat pocket a
screw of paper and held it out to me. " I
don't smoke shag," I said coldly.
" Take it, Higham, and treat it gently ;
it's valuable."
" What is it," I asked, " a couple of
aspirins or a bismuth lozenge ? "
It's my super -crystal. It cost me half a -crown and I've only used it for two years.

Its a bit 'of signalite- very rare."

over

pulled it up, and in
jabbing it in again
found the earth round

valves and test his accumulators with a

clinical thermometer.

they wandered in a dazed way into the club
room one evening and we let them stop to
please Mrs. Geary, who had called for her
husband.
There was our old friend, Dean Doolum.

All

:-,ilversum broadcasting station.

which he called " Selecting the Site."

This

eonsisted mostly of frowning round the
landscape, stamping on the ground and
saying, Ha ! I suspected as much," or
" Hum ! I doubt it, I doubt it." At last
he pretended to be satisfied and, turning
to me, said, " Here we are, Highant!

Lug the
things over while I spike in." I turned

Ideal spot to go to ' earth.'

away, catching half a glimpse of Geary with

the spike brandished high. He would have

done for one

of

these amateur photo-

graphers ---you know-" Esquimo spearing
fish," or " The Javelin Lunger."

I had not gone six steps before a few
squeaks from the lady -folk and a yell on a
lower note caused me to turn. Geary had

disappeared, all except his head and his
hands, the latter clutching the turf.

" Mrcolonial aunt," I remarked, surveying him, " it's a good place to go to earth,

as you said, Geary. But we're out for
radio, not a treasure hunt. Why have

you planted yourself there, like a blithering
tulip ? Do you think you'll grow up into
an F.R.S., or what ? Just like you, trying

to sneak off after lunch and leave me the

But don't

let

me detain you ;

So

I dug a little and
found that with un-

erring aim Geary had

selected a grass -grown rubbish tip 'and

had embedded the spike-deeply in a

derelict rinegar bottle.

"Upon my soul, Aloysius-f or I can call
you by no other name at a moment of deep

emotion such. as this," I said. " If you
aren't the gnat's eyebrows. First you go
and insulate the earth -spike with hair,
and then you insulate it with glass. Shall

I fetch you a gallon of oil now, or a chunk
of ebonite ? 'Or would you like to connect
the ' earth ' to the aerial and make the
B.B.C. loop the loop ? "

Geary, for the first time in

was at a loss.

A Good Earth.

work.

about very loose.

"Higham, old man !
about.

his life

Don't let it get

You do misrepresent and exagger-

ate things so. I'm trying for the Gold
Medal this year, and if this gets out I'm
done."

" Aloysius," I replied severely, " tell me

-was it you who swiped my pet galena ?
Yes, that very bit you brought to -day.

Man, I know every nook and corner cf that
crystal."
-" Absolutely not," returned Geary
defiantly.

" Righto," I said. " Then no gold
"I'll publish this true story."
And I have.

MedaL
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have been travelling for a million years
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ARE WIRELESS WAVES
ETERNAL`?
By G. H. DALY.
to

the latest

theory

wireless waves have no destination
or end, and, once created, go travelling on through space for all time. In fact,

some of the high -power European wireless
stations employ 250 electrical horse -power

to transmit across the Atlantic, wireless

once you speak into the microphone at
2 L 0 or any other station, the sound of

amateurs frequently transmit over the same
distance on less than half an electric horsepower. This shows that weak wireless waves

and invisible planets long after you are

spanning the same distance as waves from
a high -power station.

your voice or lilt of your music will still be
flying merrily on its way past distant stars

dead and gone.

It sounds rather fantastic-yet certain

scientists are quite convinced that this is

really what does happen to wireless waves,
and certain known facts seem to prove that

they are right.
The London broadcasting station, for
instance, cannot be heard in the usual way
on a crystal receiver situated, say, in the
north of Scotland, nor is a one -valve set
of much use. This, however, does not mean

that the wireless waves from London do
not reach the north of Scotland, for if a

suitable multi -valve receiver is used, Uncle
Rex's voice will be heard a hundred times
louder than it actually is in the broadcasting
studio in London. So there is no dearth

from a small transmitter are capable of
A Million Year Journey.
The most conclusive proof of all, however,
,

is based upon the relationship between

wireless and light waves. Both are waves
in the mysterious ether, and what is common

to one is common to the other ; they have
the same speed and obey the same laws.

Now, in the telescope at the Mount

The same thing happens if a wireless

receiver is erected on the other side of the
world. " London station calling " would
still be heard provided a sufficiently sensitive receiver were employed. In short,

whether you hear the London station or
any other wireless transmitter, in Ealing
or in Timbuctoo, depends entirely upon the
sensitivity of the said receiver. And
wherever you go on earth the wireless waves,

from all wireless stations transmitting at
the time, are flowing past you and even
through you, for wireless waves, it should
be added, have a constant speed of 186,000
miles per second. And the mere fact that

wireless waves ten thousand miles away

from the station which has transmitted
them have exactly the same speed as the
waves which are just leaving the aerial
of the same station bears out this theory.

This theory admits, however, that the
earth and the atmosphere damp wireless
waves, and thus weaken them considerably ;

but, once clear of the earth and earthly
atmosphere, the waves travel on unimpeded.

For the ether of space, through which the
waves travel once clear of the earth, offers
in itself no resistance to the passage of the
waves, as ether is a non -material substance.

Should the waves strike another world,

more damping will take place before they
again pass on their way, but the waves will
never be completely killed, as it were, for

impressions once made on the ether are
eternal, says this theory.
Practical Limitations Only.

Certain peculiarities in wireless trans-

mission also bear out this theory, for, while

are not sufficiently powerful to detect them :

Wilson observatory, it is sometimes possible

wireless waves are twin brothers, it follows
that wireless waves also travel for millions
of years, which is well on the way to being
eternal.
Through the Ages.

According to this theory, if there are
inhabitants on the planets in the vicinity
of Alpha Centauri, the nearest fixed star.
and these inhabitants are equipped with
super -sensitive- wireless receivers, they will

be just tuning in to the first concert broadcasted from- England', for wireless waves,

even travelling at their colossal speed of
186,000 miles per second, will take four

years to reach Alpha Centauri..
As for the inhabitants of Venus and Mars.
our earthly concerts only take a few minutes

to cover the distance separating these

planets from the earth. The sound of the
King's voice at the opening of the British
Empire Exhibition at Wembley is already
beyond the confines of the solar system,
and the speeches and music on that occasion
-the greatest and most awe-inspiring

accomplishment of British broadcasting-

to see a star, the light waves from which
take one million years to reach the earth.

will still be travelling on their way long after

, -,',>4,00--IJE

sockets, a terminal and two wood screws, as
shown in Diagram C.

Thus we can actually see light waves which

<i--4,,,,--4,-<:>*<.,--,..---<:.,-

of wireless waves in that locality.
Through Unimpeding Space.

on the earth which have been travelling
for millions of years, only our telescopes
and, as science has proved that light and

What happens to wireless waves ? Do they die out as one would think,
like sea waves, or do they go on for ever ?
00000
00
ACCORDING

with our own eyes.
In the same way light waves are arriving

,

,

A VARIABLE
-

-

-

-

dead world.

Screw the strip firmly in the position

H.F. CHOKE COIL.
0000

the Empire is no more and our earth is a

.4"-<>

shown, hold the protruding end in boiling
water for a few minutes, and then bend it
over at right angles so as to form a lug, X.

ALTHOUGH the H.F. choke coil is
not used so frequently as the L.F.
choke, it is nevertheless a very useful

component in the hands of the serious

experimenter. Its function is, as its name
implies, to choke out or eliminate an H.F.
current from a circuit by setting up an H.F.
impedance, and in certain types of reflex
receivers it often becomes an essential part
of the apparatus.

It is, of course, a distinct advantage if
the choke is made variable, and it is here
proposed to detail the construction of such
a device.
Novel Form of Tappings.

Cut out two pieces of dry board, A,

each about 11 in. square by a in. in thick-

ness, drill a fin hole through the centre

of each piece, and then force them over the
ends of a 5 -in length of in. ebonite tubing
in the manner indicated at B.

Obtain some No. 40 or nearest D.C.C.
wire, anchor the end from the bobbin to

one of the wooden supporfs by means of a
drawing -pin, and commence the winding.
Wind on 500 turns, placing a thin sheet of
waxed paper round each layer, and take off

for the purpose of attaching the instrument
to the panel of the receiver.
Now solder the tappings to their respective sockets, commencing with the beginning

of the winding which is soldered to the ter-

tappings at the 200th, 300th. 400th, and minal, first tapping (200 turns) to the first
500th turns. The last tapping, of course, - socket, and so on, and the instrument is
constitutes the end of the winding. Next, then ready for immediate use. The terminal
cover the whole winding with imitation is permanently connected up to the desired
leather or adhesive tape, cut out a strip of circuit lead, an ordinary wander plug and
* in. sheet ebonite 6 in. long by 2 in. wide,
flexible lead being all that is required to
and drill this to take four ordinary vat=-,' form the variable connection.
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The Components Illustrated are
rR

1

i

EFESCA HIGH FREQUENCY TRANS.
FORMER. Can be employed immediately

preceding a reactance coupling to form two High
Frequency stages or any number of separate transformers may be used in combination. Can also be
used as a Tuned Anode Transformer by shunting
the primary with a '0003 mfd. variable condenser
in any number of stages.
Wrtyelet!gth range,

You

better

set

with

One -Hole Fixing Wireless Components.

1 EFESCA SPEECH AMPLIFYING TRANS.4.
FORMER, TYPE '. C." This Transformer is
designed to give the amplification of a power

THERE is hardly a wireless enthusiast

Learn more of Efesca parts by
sending for Catalogue 522 which
contains the full range. It's Free!

Foe those not interested in the constructional side
there- is a wide range of complete Efescaphone Sets,
from

the

simple crystal set to

the multi -value

receiver for loud speaker and long-range work.

4

6'F6 Sea

connected to Detector Valve, 25'-.

Transformer without the loss in purity of
reproduction generally experienced with power
amplification. The coil is wound in a special
manner to neutralise resonant effect, while the
laminations of the core are extra carefully insulated
from each other to localise eddy currents and thus
prevent distortion. Ratio 2-I one hole fixing, 25/-.
2 EFESCA ANTI -CAPACITY SWITCH
--' (Pat. applied for). A double pole, double throw
switch specially designed to minimise the capacity
which exists in most change -over switches. The
contact brushes are of phosphor bronze and present
only their edges to each other with a comparatively
wide air gap-thus practically eliminating all
Specially suitable for High
capacity effects.
Frequency and aerial circuits and for all inter.
valve change -over combinations. Price 81. each.

Fyq

can build a

simmiasammtmos

150-2600 metres. Complete as illij..ktration, wound

on Ebonite former, 211-. Ditto embodying Grid
Leak and (0003) condenser for use as Transformer

r --s' -.1'-'7

who is entirely satisfied with .his set.

He wants still better results-and they
can be had by building with Efesca parts.
Each is designed to give the maximum
efficiency. A combination of Efesca
components, therefore, leaves nothing to
be desired.
Each part is the outcome of much care -

ful stud -areal scientific instrument of
unique design and first-class workmanship.
They are stocked by wireless dealers, iron mongers, and electricians.
Wholesale only.

FALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.,
Efesca Electrical Works,
83-85-87, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1.
and at Glasgow, Manchester anal Birmingham.
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REPRODUCTION
Ask to see the

THAT SURPASSES

TrueMusiC

JUNIOR

BELIEF

Loud Speaker.
Before you decide on the Loud
Speaker for your Set, see, and
listen to a TrueMusiC Junior.
Its clear, pure tone is a

The extreme sensitivity and complete absence of distortion
of the New Improved M.E.L. Phone, coupled with the

greater volume and clarity

revelation.

Reproduction of Broadcasting
is so faithful, because the metal

in the Horn is not stretched or

twisted. It is made in one piece
electrolytically deposited
copper.
of

of reproduction

which they

afford, simply surpasses all belief of those who have not
tried them.
111.EL Phones are the unswerving choice of every expert
and amateur who has used them.
The spring Slider Adjustment of the Earpieces allows of

instant and easy setting to the most comfortable position
and prevents any " sloppiness" due to wear. Each pair
of Phones is individually matched and tuned, resulting in

Drop us et Post Card for our Catalogue,

perfect " balance."

TrueMusiC Junior,

£2 : 1 7 : 6

Your usual Dealer will be glad to show you a pair

-ash him to la you try them, a test will readily

The Telephone Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.,

convince you.

Price only 17/6 per pair.

Hollingsworth Works, West Dulwich,
London.

Telephone :
194

North 253.5.
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lightenment by post, it will at least give

o-

further employment to the deserving."

SOME NEW WIRELESS BOOKS.

But Captain Eckersley is a pessimist.

The merest novice reading his bookscannot
fail to get a thoroughly good and elementary
grasp of the mysteries of" wireless broad-

WINTER READING FOR THE AMATEUR.
By THE EDITOR.
000000

000

Ntl

WITHIN the last few weeks several
books of considerable interest, not

introduction of a certain amount of mathe-

menter, but to the general listener -in, have

subject, it might at first give the impression to the average amateur that this is a

only to the amateur and experi-

been published.

The following is a list of books I have

matics and formula presupposes that the

book for the advanced student. Yet there

lished at very reasonable prices, should

is a considerable amount of information
which can be thoroughly appreciated and

make a strong appeal :
" Valves and Valve Transmitters."

understood by the average amateur desirous
of

W. James. Published by the
Press. Price 9s. net ; "Radio for the

By " ExperiWho Listen."
iaenter " of the " Manchester Evening
News." Published by Hodder & Stoughton.
Price 2s. 6d. net ; " Captain Eckersley
Explains." By Captain. Eckersley. Published by the Wireless Press. Price 2s. net ;
Millions

" Uncle Jack Frost's Wireless Yarns on
Good Reception, and How to Get It." By
Captain C. C. J. Frost, M.I.R.E. Published
by the Wirelesi Press. Price 2s. net ; " The

Story of Broadcasting." By Arthur Burrows. Published by Cassell & Co., Ltd.
Price 3s. 6d. net ; " Still Calling." By John

one day trying

his

luck with the

Post Office for an amateur transmitting
licence.
*

*

*

a

transmitting licence.

yr.

thorough manner. He commences with a
chapter on " Electrical Principles," which
deals briefly and lucidly with resistance in
connection with direct currents, high frequency currents, resistance in series and
parallel, etc. This chapter also covers'
direct current in low -frequency circuits and
high -frequency circuits, and gives a clean
exposition on Ohm's law, cells in series and

parallel, currents and voltages in simple
circuits, etc.

Chapter 2 contains some very useful in-

types,
electro-magnets, and all types of inductance

formation on condensers

of all

Chapters 3 and 4 deal respectively
with alternating current circuits and the
coils.

supply of power, the latter giving a very thorough resume of the various ways and

means of obtaining suitable power for

amateur transmitters.

A chapter on rectifiers, including the
Noden valve, accumulators, mercury arc
rectifiers, etc., leads to a chapter on valve
rectifiers, which should prove of especial
interest to every amateur transmitter.
Chapter 7 deals with microphones and
amplifiers, with some very clear informal
tion concerning the Marconi -Sykes transmitters, and advice on the mounting of a
microphone. Chapter 8 is another very interesting ohapter on the three-electro valve

as an oscillator; but probably the chapter
which will prove of most interest to the
general reader is chapter 9, which deals with
modulated waves and Wireless telephony.

This very thorough work is indicative of
considerable experience and knowledge on

the part of the author. and, although the

'of POPULAR WIRELESS who have listened

to Captain Frost's excellent semi -technical
talks from 2 L 0.

There are twelve chapters in this little

book, dealing with wave -length, amplitude,
screening, amperes, volts, ohms, aerials, crys-

giving it.

will give the average amateur a pleasant feeling of being in the confidence of his author.
This book is by no means a text -book. It
tells the story of wireless in a simple straightforward fashion, which should appeal to the

"Valves and Valve Transmitters," by
W. James, is a book which will make its
primary appeal to the wireless amateur

James deals with his subject in a very -

" Uncle Jack Frost's Wireless Yarns
on Good Reception and How to Get it "
needs very little introduction to readers

personal experiments of the writer, which

Evening News," is written in the first
person, and contains a good deal of the

" Captain Eckersley Explains " is a
little handbook which will be sure to
gain a very wide public. It contains
four chapters. The first, on " Broad-

possessing

should write another book entitled " Captain Eckersley Further Explains."

tal sets, valve sets, accumulators, diseases
of the same, etc., etc., etc. In fact, Uncle
Jack Frost is one of those beneficent uncles
who seem to take a keen delight in giving
of their very best for the sheer pleasure of

Price 2s. 6c1.

Published by Nisbet.

I can suggest is that Captain Eckersley

" Radio for the Millions Who Listen,'
by "Experimenter," of the "Manchester

amateur not desirous of delving too deeply
into this subject.

Henry.
net.

casting, and, if, after reading " Captain
Eckersley Explains," he has the temerity
to write in to 2, Savoy Hill, the only thing

reader is anxious to go very deeply into the

received which, considering they are pub-

By
Wireless

No.

o 000

0 .0 0

1924.

casting in Britain, With Some Remarks on
the Technic -al Aspects of the Present
Scheme," is written in Captain Eckersley's
own inimitable style, and is probably the
best outline of its kind yet published. One
wonders how Captain Eckersley can impart
so much information in so short a space.
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 on " Signal Strength,
Interference, and Quality or Faithfulness of
Reproduction," are packed with information for the general listener -in.
Here is Captain Eckersley's idea for
choosing a site for a broadcasting station.

" In choosing the site for a broadcast

station, one usually bribes someone to
take one to the top of the' highest building
in the town, and one there scans the horizon
for a nice tall chimney. Having found the
chimney one goes and interviews the owner

-usually to be turned out neck and crop-

but eventually, after a good deal of trouble,
it is usually possible to find a chimney and

accommodation beneath it, and one then
sets to work to install the apparatus and to
' wangle ' things to overcome a source of

unpleasant and unforeseeable electrical
difficulties."
Captain Eckersley has this characteristic
conclusion to his excellent little book. Referring to his book he says " Like the high -

low programme, it probably will earn the

scorn of the high and the indifference of the
low. It has been solely inspired by a desire
to help. We answer in a day in my office
alone 150 letters on the average. If, as I

hope, all my correspondents will buy this
book and find enlightenment, I shall earn
the undying gratitude of my staff ; if, on

the other hand, it has merely mystified

readers who will promptly seek further en-

This book does not contain
explanations on any technical aspect of

wireless which an average amateur would not

understand ; in fact, I gave it to a friend of
mine the other day, who some people delight

in referring to as " a congenital idiot," and
on questioning him after he had read the
book I found he had clearly understood it.

No better compliment can I pay Uncle
Jack Frost. .

*,

" The Story of Broadcasting," by

Mr. Arthur Burrows, is not a technical
book, for which no doubt many people will
say " Heaven be thanked ! "

Those who read Captain Lewis' book,
and who were interested in the romantic

story of broadcasting, cannot afford to miss
Uncle Arthur's book.
Space will not permit me to review this

book to the extent I should like, but here
are one or two extracts which will give the

reader an idea of the charming style in
which Mr. Burrows writes.

" Do I not treasure, even to this day, a

baby chest protector, daintily stitched, and
sent to vie in mid -winter when my throat
was troublesome ? "
And here is another quotation :
" An artiste in the wireless studio, who
asked what the announcer was doing to the
microphone, was informed by a friend ' he

is getting the ether ready.' A critic of

2 L O's programmes once sent a letter to
Mr. Burrows offering " to slit the three,
of the entire Savoy Band for the sum o
foutTence "-which, on the face of it, is a
remarkably low estimate for the assassination of so many brilliant musicians.
Mr. Burrows' book is one which every listener -in
and every amateur should buy. It gives a fine
survey of the history of wireless, and the feature

giving sketches of the personalities of the directors,
engineers, etc., which make up the B.B.C. personnel,
will make interesting reading for all who are interested
in the activities of the British Broadcasting Co.

Last, but by no means least, John Henry's effusion,

" STILL CALLING." John dedicates this book to
Blossom, who, It appears, incited him to the crime of
becoming an author, because she thought he might
make some money out of it, and I hope he will. John
Henry says Blossom is responsible, but I think when
listeners have read this book they will send a letter

of thanks to Blossom for making John come up to
scratch and writing such a thoroughly entertaining
volume, which reveals him as a humorous author of
no mean ability.
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Some of the artistes who have given you pleasure when listening -in.
INSTRUMENTAL music has occupied the

I

most prominent place in most of the
recent programmes, and if the British

Broadcasting Company could only be made

to realise that it is music that is really
whether
wanted,
high or low -brow,

instead of the over
numerous " talks,"

a far better result
would be obtained

when it comes to
the

question of
renewing licences.

Miss Alien Vanghan.

Many of the
best-known concert
artistes have broadthe
from
cast
stations
various
recently, amongst
them Miss Irene

Scharrer, the pianist, who played at Manchester and Birmingham. At the former

station, as the date coincided with the
anniversary of the death of Chopin, a
special programme was devoted to his
works, and included the Funeral March. A
Chopin group was also played at Birming-

ham. At the former station appropriate

notes were delivered by Mr. Moses Baritz.
At Glasgow and Aberdeen appeared again
Miss Adelina Leon, the violoncellist, and at

Manchester, Miss Marjorie Hayward, the

famous violinist and chamber music player.
Programmes at 6 B M.
Miss Hayward is a true Londoner, being

born at Greenwich, and entered the Royal

Academy of Music, where she is now a
professor, at the age of eleven. Studying
first under Emil Sauret, she subsequently
went to Prague. She is well known
at all the big concert halls in London,
especially at the Queen's Hall Promenade
and Sunday series.

There is never any lack of good pro-

grammes at Bournemouth, and variety is the

keynote of its success.

One of the

best series has been
the Night with

other Nations, and
that held with
Spain and Portugal
proved thoroughly
interesting
and
thoroughly enjoy-

able. The Wireless
Orchestra, under
the masterly conducting of Captain
Mr. D. E. Ormercd.

Featherstone, found
excellent material

in works of Diaz, Turina, and De Fall,
amongst others, and two good soloists
were

found

in

John

Collinson

and

Dorothy Robson, both favourite broadcasting artistes.

A new idea was exploited at 5 W A in
" Plays for Children, Young and Old," by
S. Lyle Cummins, and it is safe to say that
probably the " Old " ones enjoyed the
modern settings of " Bluebeard " and " St.
George and the Dragon " right well. A
capital cast was engaged, also, amongst
them being Miss Mabel Tait, a well-known

Poem of Albert Ketelbey, In a Monastery
Garden," followed later by the same composer's clever potpourri, A Musical Jig Saw." A new song has just been published,

elocutionist and winner of numerous degrees.
Cardiff and Birmingham.
Miss Tait has made a speciality of

readers who have

character studies, and has a wide classical
and modern repertoire. She has broadcast

entitled "Will
You Forgive,"
and to this hangs
a story. Novel

read Andrew
Soutar's novel.
"This Frail
Woman,"

will

on several occasions both from London

remember the

Cardiff has a capital orchestra and, conducted by Mr. Warwick Braithwaite, some
excellent results are obtained. For their
British Musical Renaissance series the
works of Edward Mitchell were performed,
the composer himself being at the piano.

important a part

and Cardiff.

Another station this for well-balanced
programmes. Drama plays a strong part,
Mr.
and
with
William Macready

in the story. The
author, a keen
admirer of Mr.
Ketelbey's music,

sought him out

Uncle Bret of 2 L 0.
and asked if he
would set it to music. Mr. Ketelbey undertook to do so, wrote it, and had the felicity

of seeing it published within a week, and on
its way to becoming a rival to " The Rosary."

at hand it matters

Like all Mr. Ketelbey's work,

little whether

it has a

haunting lilt to it which explains its success.

comedy or tragedy
is wanted. The old
play, " Box and

Manchester.

Humour is not forgotten at 2 Z Y, and
mention must be made of that " High Speed Drama," " Speech Day," written

Cox," received
splendid enactment
recently, while
another success

by H. Toplis in five acts, five scenes, and
for five persons. The cast included for the
various scenes, Betty Elsmore, Victor
Smythe, D. E. Ormerod, H. B. Brenan, and

was the repetition

of " Elizabeth," the

opera written and

R. .T. Fleming-oh, and just one more,

composed by A.
Corbett Smith, now

the Artistic Director at 2 L O. This

lyric that plays so

Tom Wilson.
Miss Betty Edemore.

was the first opera ever broadcast at all, and
on this occasion fresh interest was lent by
its being first performed as a play, followed
by its operatic version, Mr. Macready was

again heard in these, as some proof of his
versatility.
A Popular Composer.

A favourite artiste at this station -is the
well-known contralto, Alice Vaughan. Win-

ner of many scholarihips, she has 'also
trained under Sir Henry Wood, and has

sung for the Birmingham Festival Choral
Society, as well as in London, where, at

Steinway Hall, she introduced many of

Mr. Frederick Nicholls' songs to the metropolis. Miss Vaughan has broadcast on many

occasions, and she is giving a special recital on No-i-ember 9th at 5 I T, giving
first performance to three of Mr. Nicholls'
new songs and four by R. Kenneth Vaughan.

At 5 I T another recent concert deserves
mention, when followina the pianoforte

solos of Miss Irene Scharrer, came some

lighter music, thoroughly enjoyable. These
included the famous " Souge d'Amour
apres le Bal " of Czibulka, and the Tone

Miss Elsmore is a favourite member of
the 2 Z Y Dramatic Company, and was
originally a member of the late George

Edwardes' companies.
Mr. D. E. Ormerod is another well -tried
member. He joined the 2 Z Y Dramatic
Coinpany in its very early days, and was one

of the best broadcast voices. He is also a
member of the
Rochdale Dramatic
Society, and played
the part of the K.C.
in The Butterfly

oil the Wheel"

when broadcast,
and the part

of

Haiold Hazlewood
" The Witness for

the Defence," both
difficult parts, and

in addition he is
assistant producer
of the plays.

ands aitibel Tait.

Belfast.

There is considerable character about the
Belfast prograihmes, a great feature lying.
in the fact that all tastes are being obviously

studied, and the programmes kept free

from prejudice or faction.
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A variable condenser of more than usual
interest has just been sent to us by Messrs.
Naylors, Ltd., of Wigan. It is known as the

APPARATUS

" Fulstop," and retails at 11/3; at least,
that is the price of those of .0003 mfd.
value. The Fulstop " is provided with a

TESTFD

2-1 geared adjust-

ment which permits a very smooth

and accurate control, and the vanes
The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and

component parts for test. Reports will be published under this heading.

WE have received for test one of the
new loud speakers manufactured
by A. J. Stevens Ltd. Modelled
on familiar lines, the loud speaker has an
attractive finish and on test accounted for
itself very well As regards sensitivity, it
has perhaps a little less than some other

square law read-

so that the consonants of the announcer's
voice are very well reproduced and do not
tend to run together as is the case with so
many loud speakers.
Readers who desire comfortable drawing

room loud speaker results will not go far
wrong if they try an A.J.S., though, as we
said before, it will not stand
pushing and therefore cannot
be expected to fill a large hall.

A component which, as the
makers' claim, does fulfil a long -

felt want, is a coil holder deA sure safeguard against damage by lightning.

Ericsson device which sells for 916.

loud speakers, but the tone-as long as it
is net pushed-is very good. A very great
volume is not possible, as if overloaded the
loud :speaker becomes a little harsh. As .a
matter of fact, a large condenser is advisable
across its terminals whenever it is used, but
the makers are to be congratulated upon the
production of a loud speaker that (as
regards the horn) has negligible resonance,

An interesting

signed specifically for

are specially
shaped to give

panel

mounting, a sample of which
has been sent us for test
by the Goswell Engineering Co., of 12a,

ings. Ebonite discs

are provided with
every

condenser

and these discs.

which are lettered
A.T. - H.F. and The A.d.S.
S.E.C., fit into a Loud Speaker
recess of the knob
to hide the fixing
screw and to indicate the purpose of

the instrument in
the circuit in which it is used. A special
metal disc is also included which acts as both
a position indicator and a "capacity shield."
Altogether, we were rather impressed by the
"Fulstop," which strikes us as being a really

scientifically modelled instrument with a

Pentonville Road, London, N.1.

finish worthy of its makers.

beneath the panel by means of the four
fixing screws and obviates the hitherto

From Neutron Ltd., of Sicilian House,
Southampton Row, W.C.1, we have received
a sample of " Neutron." This crystal,

This coil
holder also permits positive connections

essential, but very annoying, flexible leads.
At 3/- for the two-way type and 5/- for the
three-way type, drilling template included,
they should sell like " hot. cakes."

which sells at 1/6 per box, complete with
cat's -whisker, proved on test to be very
(Continued on page 588.)
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SUPER PERfECT

MICROMETER
0-5 ohms 3'6

FILAMENT DIMMER.
0-20 ohms 410-30ohms 413

0-10 ohms 3'9

60ta /OM eimpforiemate

lot yoult, .oet

Science has now Produced an inexpensive

PATENTS

attachment for your aerial, which
considerably to the clarity of reception.

APPLIED FOR

adds

With this new attachment the human voice,
with all its varied inflections, is faithfully and

CENTRE FIXING

naturally reproduced, and there is an entire
absence of harshness. It is easily attached in a few

SPARE
0-5 ohms

ready for instant erection, by all
Wireless dealers in packets of 2
dozen (sufficient for 30 ft. aerial)

0-20ohms I/6 0-30ohms119

0-10ohins If3

C-741(1

minutes to any aerial, is unaffected by weather,
and weighs less than 4 ozs. Sold

CARTRIDGES

I

II

le

zop,

tRecaptitekoN

S I LLERY'S MAGNETIC
AERIAL ATTACHMENT'
Over 250,000 sold tv'thin the
last mon h!

NOT AN EXPERIMENT !

ALSO MADE AS A GRID LEAK WHICH IS
CONSTANT '2-5 MEG., 3/ti; 5-10 MEG., 4-.
ASK YOUR DEALER. IF UNABLE TO SUPPLY, WRITE
TO MAKERS ENCLOSING 3d 1 -OR P,STAGE EX7RA

ENTERPRISE MFG. CO

,

RETAIL PRICE

LTD.,

GRAPE STREET, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON,W.C.2.

TO THE TRADE. Some territories are
still open-write for
attractive terms.
tumble to obtain 1111111 your i gethsr dealer write to

EMPIRE RADIO CO., HAMPTON ST., BIRMINGHAM.
(Sole Distributors for U.K. and Deland.)
Con be obtained of A. W. Damage. Ltd., Wireless Dept., Bottom, London
Apil

sera201014111i.

dna

<cdras

4211.

atilba

dfilf41fra-
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(Regd.)

L Ow

FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER
Unsurpassed for silence, efficiency and
reliability. Provides remarkable ampli-

fication with freedom from noise and

distortion. Equally suitable with every
type of valve. No make of Transformer
gives better results.
Price 17/6
We can also supply at same price ratio
so to r Transformers recommended with
" Unidyne " High Tensionless Circuit.

H. .4. D., Faityhouse Road, Derby.I have already fitted one of your transformers into one of the " P.W." Sets
and find it amplifies splendidly on
the dual.

" GOLTONE "

THE

" GOLTONE

CRYSTAL RECEIVING
SET (BRITISH MADE.)
Wave Length 150 to 650 Metres.

Most -remarkable value ever
offered.
Equal in results

to Sets sold at many times
the price.
The Set includes improved
type Dust -proof

Detector,

Polished Ebonite Top and

Base, Archimedian selective
Micrometer Regulating

Tuning,
Complete with
" Sonyte " Crystal. All metal

COIL HOLDER

High grade finish. Enables the finest possible
tuning and adds considerably to the -efficiency end selectivity :A
the Receiving Set.
Two Coil Type, as
illustrated ..
9: Three Coil Type 12,6

parts are heavily nickelled.

Price 7/6

Pitched in attractively labelled carton.

LOADING COIL for tun-

ing in Chelmsford High
Power Station, with
Plug and Socket, 3/.

CRYSTAL
DETECTORS

RADIO CATALOGUE R/110,
illustrating a wide range of Crystal and

Improved Type Dust proof Detector, Fitted

description, free on request.
Enclose Business Card for Trade Terms.

Mounted on Ebonite

with Glass Shield.

Valve Sets, and Component Parts of
every

19
1'6
Vertical and HorizonPrice

Base.

Parts only for Panel
'Mounting

Stocked by all High Class Radio and Electrical Stores. Write direct if unobtainable.

"GOLTONE" WAVE TRAP

tal Types supplied at

An extremely effective instrument for eliminating signal interference up to 600 Metres Wave
Length. Can be easily attached
to any Set without alteration to
the actual wiring. Price 12/6

-,anue price.

PENDLETON.

Address
Works:

MANEMSTI

'"4111';'..

all c000modentlons

to Head Office .t

PENDLETON, MANCHESTER.

Stocks also bold at Glasgow

RADIO WIRE -S
of every description.
Keen prices. Send

VARIABLE CONDENSER.

your Enquiries.

'0005

mfd. for use with above Wave Trap

Depot -

61.

95, PITT STREET.

-The ALLOID Wireless Distributor- ----BROADCAST MESSAGE ----Enables one Wireless Set to be used in 4 or 6
rooms at one time ; either loud speakers or ear
'phones.

Can be

screwed

laid

on

THERE ARE MANY SO-CALLED LIGHTWEIGHTS, BUT NONE
COMPARE IN WEIGHT. QUALITY, AND PRICE WITH THE

to

Cabinet, Wall, or simply

TO THE TRADE.

table.

THE ONLY PROPER METHOD INVENTED.
Beautifully made, and polished in black or jazz patterns.

PRICE:

12/6

PRICE for 4 rooms 3,'9 ; postage and packing 3d. extra.
56;

6

J.

E. HANSON (Actual Maker),

1,

Kingsley

Road,

HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX.

Man.docueers ,f a

kinds of Wire ess A,cesso-ies.

Trade only
supplied.

STANDARD

411 1 DUTCH VALVE

Complete satisfaction guaranteed with

Post free
Trade enquiries
invited.

this astonishingly low-priced valve.
4 or 6 volts. Current consumption.
1- amp. 4 -pin fitting. Can be used as
Amplifier or Detector. Type L.V.S.
4/11 post free.

THE IMPANDEX TRADING Co., Ltd.,
Import and Export,

5,

Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate, London, E.C. 2.

The HEADQUARTERS
OF ALL WIRELESS
ACCESSORIES,
AND

AT THE RIGHT PRICE
& QUALITY.

4,000 ohms.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue, comprising
a comprehensive list of all Wireless Accessories.

The Wholesale Fittings Co., Ltd.,
23, 25 & 27, COMMERCIAL ST., LONDON, E.1.
Telegrams : Calottes, Norton, London.

'Phone : London Wall t tot.

South London Depot: 65, Newington Butts, London, S.E.11
'Phone

Hop 773.

MANCHESTER: 78.80 High St. BRISTOL: 14, North St., Stokes Croft.
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of first-class wireless components and complete wireless receiving sets.

'APPARATUS TESTED

tone. They are comfortable to wear, and are

both handsome in appearance and clean
and sound in construction. At 24/ -they
should command a ready sale among all

For instance, we have before us as we

write an L.F. transformer, a pair of telephone

(Continued from page 586.)

receivers, a potentiometer and a filament
resistance all manufactured by the above
well-known firm and sent us for test. We

O. 0

classes of wireless enthusiasts who appreciate

carefully designed and manufactured all -

British wireless accessories.
The Ediswan potentiometer and filament

sensitive, a very light contact only being
required. In a crystal set very loud pure

resistance are almost deserving of special
mention inasmuch as they are fitted with

signals were obtained. In a reflex receiver,
the crystal did not appear to be as stable as

projecting terminal connections which
greatly facilitate wiring up. These terminals

some, and this was only to be expected in
view of its almost super -sensitive nature.
For the crystal set user pure and simple it
can be fay recommended, and the list of
instructions provided with every specimen
sold should enable optimum results to be

are so spaced that there can be no danger

of fouling of leads, and in fact require

examination before" their advantages can
be fully realised. Smooth, positive contacts,
which should ensure noiseless adjustments,
are also features that require commendation.

obtained.

It is one thing to gain a reputation for

one particular product, but having done so
such is apt to

overshadow

other lines; with
this commercial

epigram we

draw our readers attention to

a series of components sent us

by the Edison
Electric
Co., Ltd. The

Swan

name Ediswan
stands in wireless circles for
An Ediswan L.F. Transformer.

do not think it

first

class

valves, but we

too generally realised
that this same name covers a whole range
is

The potentiometer, 300 ohms, at 6/6, and
the wire filament resistance, 4.5 ohms, at
4/- are both examples of Ediswan value

Ediswan Telephone Receivers

tested the L.F. transformer first for two
reasons, one because it would take longest ;
two, because it is one of the most interesting
of all wireless components to test. Twenty
minutes work can be summed up in a veryfew words.
The Ediswan L.F. transformer, first of all,

was proved to be electrically sound in

respect of winding coupling and winding

insulation, and gave no indication of a
breakdown when an unfair potential was
applied. The curves prepared for our own
information and our favourite heterodyne
test showed that no distortion existed over
the middle frequencies and very little in
the extremes. At 18/- it represents good

and fully uphold

this well-known
firm's reputation.
*

*

*

A catalogue

of

extreme interest to

the wireless trade

has just been issued
by the well-known
wholesalers,Messrs.

A. J. Dew & Co.,

of 33 and 34 Bath potentiometer. note
bone Place, W.I. Ediswan
the extended terminal con-

It is claimed that

nections.

connected up during the above tests and

it is the most comprehensive publication of this nature issued.
We have had a copy sent us and advise all
trader readers to do likewise.

were found to be both sensitive and of good

(Continued on page 590.)

sound value.

The telephone receivers (4,000 ohms) were

The Introduction of the

LOUD SPEAKER

marks a definite step forward to the per-

fection of wireless listening -in.

Not only do

'You hear the'Musician himself
but when vocal music is broadcasted, the. consonants "1," " s," and
" r," are reproduced with absolute clarity. You who already have
Loud Speakersnote how these letters sound on your instrument, and
then arrange to hear a C.A.V. The result will be a pleasant surprise !
Don't spoil a good set with an inferior Loud Speaker-have one that
will do justice to the excellent programmes now being broadcasted.
Write for illustrated folder of
120 ohms £4-15-0
2,000 ohms 5-0-0
4,000 ohms £5-10-0

C. A. V.

Wireless

Productions.

rideltaVell &OOP

ACTON VALE. LONDON

a

C. A. V. Junior
12-15-0

C.A.V. Tom Tit
11-10-0

J.11.w.
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B.T.H. Headphones are supreme in all respectsin sensitiveness, tone, permanence, and comfort.

Although fitting closely to the ears and thus

excluding extraneous sounds, very little pressure

is exerted and they can be worn for hours
without discomfort.

Price per pair (4000 ohms) -

5s. Od.

E1

A PROOF OF SUPER ORITY
Ask your dealer to Tune out his demonstration set until
you can only just hear. Then substitute B.T.H. Head-

phones and you will he amazed at the clearness with
which you can hear every word and note of Music.
We also make Crystal Sets, Valve -Crystal Sets, Valve Sets,

Loud Speakers, Amplifiers, Valves (incIty.litig )35-0.06 amps) and

Tungar Battery Chargers.

Obta.'nahle 'ram all Electricians E? Wireless Dealers

The British Thomson -Houston Co Ltd
Offices; Crown Hou3e, Aidwych, London, W.C.2
Branches at : Belfast, Birmingham Bristol, Card fig Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds
Liverpool,

Middlesborough, Manchester,

Wrtea-

rfirkr.11717

Swansea,

Sheffield

44- fead4144,Stiat

it*

LIGHTNING
PROTECTOR
ALL users of Wireless know well the importance of installing some Substantial device

Paniated

It.
"

Newcastle,

fo prevent natural electrical disturbances
from destroying their wireless installations.

Yogi idtrusic lion the fkies
the GIL PAY brings it

\-

out in all its Purittiofrone
YOU don't know what pleasure there is in a Crystal Set, until you
have used the GIL-RAY wireless crystal. The GIL-RAY is
super -sensitive, and each piece is tested and guaranteed. See for
yourself what a difference it makes ! Supplied in neat tin boxes
with Sterling Silver whisker, and full instructions for perfect results.

Price 1 6 of dealers everywhere.

If

Price

Post 3d.

V. ZEITLIN & SONS,

ANDERSON'S Wireless Sales Agency,
Telephone:
Gerrard 1749.

'Phone. Museum 3795 and

Post Free.
6841

Solely produced by the GIL-RAY RADIO CO. Sicilian House,
.
GUARANTEED

t"

PRICE

1016
(Postage
6d. cltra.)

CRYSTAL.

uClioNs ENCLOSED.

Anwisalg : Westcent

W. I .
London.

to which the ordinary head-

phones are clipped by a simple

pressure on the spring clips.

THE

ramaphix

Southampton Row, London. W C.I .

ill'-gELESSCRYSTAL
1/6

9-13, OxfordeleSgtrrarns:
Street,
Telegrams:

MOST EFFICIENT DEVICE
Wireless

List "F"

144, Theobald's Road, London, W.C.1.

/44 complete with
A" A.' instructions.

OblaimiLle front all Wireless Dealers, or direct front-

unobtainable, please forward

1,6 and name and address of dealer. Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland

Trade enquisie- welcome

The "Argun " is the most efficient earthing switch,
and enables listeners -in to use their sets in pet fact
safety, even during a thunderstorm.

Loud Speaker 1016
Horns to mount on Gramaphix:
S( Ht real

gihotl

H. o 6r n,

IIThe Grainaphtx requires
(according to distance
front the Broadcasting Swan necked Horn
151 Station) at least one (Bell 1s1')
stage of 'low -frequency Small curved Horn
amplification to give (Bell 81") .. 7;6
satisfactory to t u tit e. (Postage gd. extra.)

HICHD. MELHUISII, LTD. Est. 1828.
Electrical Engineers and Wireless Experts,

50, 51 & 84, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E C.4.
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APPARATUS TESTED
(Continued from page 5884

" Where to Seek For Scientific Facts,"

by Alex B. Eason, M.A. (Cantab),
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E. (1s. net, S. Rentell &

Co., Ltd.), is a very excellent little work,

and should prove very useful on the wireless
aniateur's bookshelf. It is an index, as it
were, to scientific books, periodicals,
scientific Society proceedings, etc., and fulfils
its object very creditably.

From the various drawings of the "Six
Sixty" dull -emitter we have seen, we had
gained the impression that it was rather a
clumsy -looking production, and we were
agreeably surprised when Messrs. The Elec-

tron Co., Ltd., sent us a sample for test.

The " Six Sixty " is a very neat little valve,
and presents a distinctly well -finished
appearance. It is stated that it operates

on 1.8 to 2 volts, consuming 25 amp.

The sample submitted, according to our
ammeter, requires the full 2 volts but
only 22 amp. 4 a variation from the speci-

fication, but in the right direction. It is
claimed that the " Six Sixty is superior
for both H.F. and L.F. amplification to
any other dull -emitter, and in our opinion,
founded on a careful series of tests, we do

not consider that this is an extravagant
Our tests, however, have amounted
but to a few hours in duration, and this, of
claim.

course, is not a sufficient length of time
o study a new dull -emitter in all its
interesting aspects.

There are six most important requirements to be considered in respect of
dull -emitter valves, quite apart from the

question of low current consumption, and
these are : (1) Oeneral efficiency in operation in respect of distortionless detection
and amplification, and including a good
magnification factor; 42) Freedom from
microphonic noises (most dull emitters fail
in this respect) ; (3) Mechanical strength
(another dull -emitter "weakness ") ; (4) Fila-

ment life (most types score over bright
emitters ; for the latter 1,000 hours is a
good " life," for the former 20,000 hours
has been proved possible) ; (5) Stability of
emission ; (6) Uniformity of production.

z

Station

'twenty miles nearer`
When W. Bennison, F.C.S., and T. Hadley,
B.Sc., after long study of the characteristics
of minerals in wireless practice, evolved this
new crystal, they opened up a new field to crystal
Neutron has in many cases been found to pro-

users.

duce volume of sound equal to a valve without reaction. It brings your local station " twenty miles
nearer " in volume and many long-distance records
are to the credit of Neutron.

excellence of workmanship, it is impossible
to spot any trace of connections between the

terminals that are so ingeniously hidden
that we had to resort to electrical tests to

to the symmetrical 'staggering " adopted,

the non -technical user might connect up the
wrong pairs.

The Fallon Condenser Manufacturing Co.,

has been brought to our notice by Messrs.
" Holtite," of Victoria House, Widnes, who

Ltd., of Tottenham, have sent us samples
of their new 'Phone Tip Jacks, which retail
at the low price of 9d. per pair. These little
devices are designed particularly for use as
'phone connections and to replace the
usual 'phone terminals on a 'panel. In
operation they can be likened to ordinary
jacks, the pins on the ends of the telephone
cords taking the place of plugs. To connect
the 'phones up with the set, all that has to
be done is to push the cord pins into neat
little nickelled sockets. They are accessories

that should find considerable favour as
having undoubted merits.

crystal I have
ever known." H. R., Liverpool.
Stocked by the best
Radio Dealers.

Packed in airtight
tin with silver cat 5 whisker. Insist on
in the
Neutron

Black and Yellow

Tin-or send

1/6

and Dealer's name.

and this wonderful
Crystal 'will be

mailed by return

have sent us samples of the " Holtite "
Super-Catswhisker. They are retailed at
6d, each in airtight glass tubes ; almost an
innovation in the crystal contact line,

although it has long been realised that.
crystals themselves should be provided

with such protection. The " Holtite " is
novel, inasmuch as it consists of a closely wound spiral of thin strip brass which thus
forms a small flexible metal tube with walls

1/350th of an inch in thickness. We have

tested it and can endorse the claim that

it provides a stable and sensitive contact

oodhai

A. E.," Bake well.

Neutron is the
best and loudest

If your Loud Speaker says
"Burragurrumph I " don't blame
the announcer or the loudspeaker-if the soprano shrieks,
don't blame the singer or wireless.
Think first of your
Transformer.
Cheap Transformers may amplify, but they will not reproduce. " One -to -Five " implies
nothing except a doubtful

" step-up.

In the "Woodhall No. 1 " you.
have, with only a 1-2'8 ratio,
a wonderfully faithful " tone,"

that is due to correct propor-

Radio

Crystal.

Sicilian Home, Southampton Pow,

London, W.C.1. 'Phone-Museum 2677.
Sole Distributors V. Seltlin lr. Sons, 144, Theo

tioning of impedance, uniform
amplification, plenty of

wire,

heavy core and a unique method
of winding.
That method is the use of SILK,
simultaneously wound with the
wire-a method used in no other
Transformer. It is costly, but
remarkably efficient.

The " Woodhall No. 1 " is sold by

obtain23/6

E LiTE.Ln
Greatest

*

*

Something of interest to crystal users

Blame your Trans
former --fit isnit a

a

Concert Tested and Guaranteed.

The World's
Neutron, Ltd.,

Messrs.

Hanson will send out full instructions as to
how the " Alloid " should be used, as owing

and loud -speaker work, while for all-round
usage it should appeal, as the makers claim,
as a " great economiser."

2 - valve set :-

M1

'phones in series, it is of such neat dimensions that it can be mounted on the panel
without giving an appearance of bulkiness.
There is only one little criticism we should
like to make, and that is that, owing to the

comparatively small single -Cell accumulator,
it should go a long way to pOpularise " D.X."

strong as

kings

terminals to accommodate four pairs of

trace them; therefore we trust

multi -valve sets to be operated with a

Manchester (38
miles away) re,ceived on Neutron as clear and

ttethat

From Messrs. J. E. Hanson, of 1, Kingsley
Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, we have
received a specimen " Alloid " 'Phone
Distributor which sells at the modest figure
of 3/9. Unlike most accessories designed
for a similar purpose, the " Alloid " has one
outstanding advantage-i.e. that of compactCarrying tight brightly -nickelled
ness.

The " Six Sixty " is good value so far as
is in our power to judge, and at 20s. should
command a very ready sale. As it enables

What Correspondents say:

The C

1924.

all Wireless Dealers, who can
supplies through their usual Factors. Sole Distributors:
Sec Stand D2,
firitish Wireless

Exhibition,

White Gig,
Nov. 15 to 29.

bald's Ed., London, W.C.1. 'Phones-Musenni3795 & 6841
ir9rxr

PRESSLAND ELECTRIC SUPPLIES, LTD.,
HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.

The

WIIIIoodhall-Wireless

Manfg. Co., Ltd,

°

°
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PROTECT your LIFE and PROPERTY.
from DAMAGE by LIGHTNING
OUTSIDE HOUSE.

It is a fool's paradise where the aerial is earthed inside the home.
We need not emphasise the invitation to danger. By means of

TRUE.

the SUCCESS ERTHAREL LEAD-IN SWITCH the aerial
is earthed OUTSIDE the house. This will protect your set

ERI1AL

from damage.

The switch is connected either to aerial or earth by turning the
knob fixed inside the house. THE SUCCESS ERTHAREL is
weatherproof-the Switching arrangements are protected by
metal cap.

TO SET
,551St .ousc

PRICE

6/6

EARTH

TRUE
EARTH
cu rn incv
Inc_os

INSIDE HOUSE.
PROTECTS your SET from LIGHTNING

EACH

-for power and for volume
r7--\11.
The very high voltage passing through the primary of a transformer behind a power valve will break down the insulation of
the primary ; a common fault of ill -designed transformers
The successful employment of Power Valves renders the choice of
L.F. transformers a very serious consideration which is simply overcome by fitting the SUPER -SUCCESS (Alt -Black) Transformer.

PRICE 21 /COMPONENTS

Obtainable frosts all Dealers.

FIRS 'L'

.221.1.41T OUNCE E

Advertisement of Heard sts Ellett Ltd., London, P.C.Y.

'P.

About the time when this notice appears. the Wonderful

HEADPHONES

DETECTOR
DAWN PERMANENT
will be ready for the market.

T.M.C. with GUARANTEE

19/6 pair

IT CANNOT BE ADJUSTED. IT CANNOT LOSE ADJUSTMENT.
THE DAWN DETECTOR is worked on an entirely new priuciple,
and with new materials.
THE DAWN DETECTOR has no cat -whisker, and does Oct
employ the old method of jamming two crystals together.
THE DAWN DETECTOR is as loud as the finest crystal detector
in existence, and remains so.
We are confident that you will be entirely satisfied with THE
DAWN DETECTOR; but if you are not, your money will
be refunded by the next post, without question.

Telefunken Lightweight

18/6 pair

.

Special Job Telefunken

ALL 4,000 ohms -

810

-

JUST CONNECT THE TWO TERMINALS AS INSTRUCTED: THAT'S ALL.

Price b/- post free.

Orders, which will be executed strictly in the order in which they are

received, should be sent to the Sole Manufacturers-

THE DAWN COMPANY ELMLEY, AMERSHAM, BUCKS

COMB I N ED

VOLT AND
AMPMETER

A Natural
Galena Crystal
1'6

In glass topped box

Each piece is selected,

tested and guaranteed; also contains a good
quality non -corrosive spearpoint catswhisker.

11....WM CHAE
IN CONJUNCTION W TH

B .HESKETH LTD
179, :ARANO, LONDON, W.C.2.
Barclays 23;

EACH
1111111111

H.T.
BATTERY CASES take pocket

batteries up to 63 volts -6/3

special selectivity
PRICE

6/ -

EVERYTHING
POST
FREE
All the above

RIBBON

are Special AERIAL
Prices for Quick
Sale

KENNETT'S STORES

ESTAB. 1861.

11, LIVERPOOL ROAD, LONDON, N.1
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!!
ALL VALVES ON

POST FREE OFFER

PURCHASER'S RISK.

DELIVERY
Every endeavour is made to despatch goods' EARLY but sometimes
delays occur which are beyond our control and in which cases customers

POST SENT AT

VALVES17,6

through above causes.

each
12/6
.. R. Type

Ediswan .. A.R.
Marconi-Osrain

R or R 5 V

Mullard-Ora

Mallard H.F. (Red Ring)
Mallard L.F.(GreenRing)

Dull Emitter
21!- each

B.T.H.

Type

L.F. TRANSFORMERS

EBONITE

ORMOND

Eureka Concert Grand

COIL HOLDERS

Ormond Condensers No.

Rotary Action.

The " different " filament resistance with
stationary contact arm,
extremely silent in operation, the plain type

recommended for
amplifying valves. For
the rectifier use the
Vernier adjustment.
IGRANIC ohms each

B.3

Plain Type ..4 & 7 4/6
With Vernier Adjustment..
4
7/ -

EdiswanA.R.D.E,

Plain Type ..

25 - each Type
B.T.H...
B.5
..A.R.0.6
Ediswan
Marconi-Osram D.E.3
..D.F.Ora
Mullard

The T.C.B. Type,

.

.

.

Marconi-Osram D.E.R.

OULUMITTER POWER VALVES

For use with A.R.D.E.
and D.E.R. Valves.
Marconi-Osram, Type

D.E.6, 2-2'5 volt, '25
amos. 25 DOLL EMITTI POWER VALVES

For use with '06 Valves.
35, B.T.H. Type B.6
MarconiOsram D.E.4 30,Mullard D.F.A.2 30" -

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES

'or

use with

Bright

B.4

35'-

.

Emitters.

B.T.H.
Marconi-

Osram.. D.E.5
Mallard ..D.F.A.1

35/ -

06 French Metal

17,8
12,6
17'6

06 Dutch

Phillips '04 Type

can

13

The T.C.B. Type,
The

7/ -

1/6
2/ 4/ 4/ -

Burndept,

Duaf, 222 5 & 30 7/8

Microstat
2/9
Lissenstat, Minor
313
Lissenstat
.. 7/6
Lissenstat, Uni10/6
versal
..
Lissen Auxiliary
.. 1/3
Resistance
SHIPTON'S
..
30 ohms
60 ohms

600 ohms Poten-

3,3/-

4/8
tiometer
Highly recommended.
T.C.B.

.
4:300 ohms Potentio5'
meter
Highly recommended

8, 13. 30 ohms

.

Made by

Headphones, with a
great reputation for
telephone designs behind them.
British

P

" BUCKS"
for
Reflex

Thomson -Houston,

12/6

Brown's

Geco-

phone, 4000 ohms reeach £1 5 0
sistance,

Brandes Matched Tone,
4000 ohms resistance,
each £1 5 0

Brown Type A, 4000
ohms resistance, each

"R.I." NEW MODEL
IN SEALED BOX

Don't Buy Otherwise.
Post

Sterling. 4000 ohms reaistance, each £1 5 0
Gecophone, 4000 ohms

50

each

in two sizes but only one
quality.
" Concert Grand "
Model
.. £1 10: No.

2

Stage)

(Second

..

2.6

£1

R.I. 6-1 Ratio .. 25 Igranic, 5-1 Ratio 21 -

The Ferranti, 4-1
17/6
Ratio
..
The Silvertown,
.. 21' 5-1 Ratio
The

5-1

G.R.C.

15' ..
Ratio
The G.R.C. 10-1
20 ..
Ratio
Ideal
Marconi
35:Power ..
Burndept L.F. 5-1
.. 25'Ratio
Lissen T. 1 L.F. ..

T. 2 L.F... 25 -

18 6
T. 3 L.F.
Success, 5-1 Ratio 15 .. 21 Ditto, Super
.. .. 14 11
Ormond

EBONITE
2 for 1/2
2 for 1/4

2 for 113
a Qualities.

EDALY'S-E.
DOOR

25/- Free

Polar 2 -way, with
11 Vernier ..
Polar 3 -way, with
17 Vernier ..
Polar -Junior, 2 way Cam Vernier 6, Polar Junior, 3 way Cam Vernier 9 8
Polar
Universal
.. .. 10 6
2 -way
Goswell 2 -way coil

..

56

nier Coil Holder

9-

holder

Goswell 2 -way VerGoswell 3 -way Coil

7,6
Holder ..
Goswell 2 -way Panel
Mounting
.
3/ .

Amplion Junior

28176
25 -

PARTS FOR
2 -VALVE "UNIDYNE"
RECEIVING SETS.

The 4 -Electrode Valve

Thorpe K4 cacti 17 6
6 Terminals for 10d.
2 Microstat Filament
Resistances each 2'9
1 Variable Grid Leak 2.6
1 Single -Pole Double -

Throw Switch 1/9 or 2'1 '0005 Variable Condenser,with Vernier 7 3
1 Cam Vernier 2 -way
Coil Holder
.. 9, -

cacti 1/6

1
1
1

Fixed Condenser,
'001 .. 1/2, 2/2, 3/Fixed Condenser,

ium End Plates, Knob

and Dial.

Superior
finish close precision
(-073 in.), spacing for

panel mounting.
-001

.00075
-0005

0003
0002

9/-

5/6

--

6,6

4/6

-0001

Vernier ,,

-0005 with Vernier

7,6 11 Condensers

BASKET COIL HOLDERS

Condenser, constructed
with a di -electric of air

No. 1 ..
No. 2 ..

..2 for
..2 for

2/ -

2/6

(both with plug)
Coil Stand 2 -way
for Basket Coils
Universal 2 -way

" Polar "

" Ordinary

and Precision " Types.

Panel Mounting
only.
A new form of Variable

and high-grade mica,
reducing losses to a
minimum. Tested for

insulation op 1000 volts
potential.
Adaptable

for Basket Coils 5,11

Ord.

Several high-grade
patterns.
at 5'-,5!6
2 -way ..
at 811, 7/6
3 -way ..

to any type of Panel.

H.F. Plug-in Transformers. Post 2d. each.
36
No. 1. 150-450
3 11
No. 2. 250-700
43
No. 3. 450-1200
46
No. 4. 900-2000
49
No. 5. 1600-3000
No. 6. 2200-5000 4 11
.

FALLON,
IGRANIC, or
EDISON-BELL

1 0,/..

Post Free

Each.

UNDER PANEL
VALVE
HOLDERS

" CLIMAX "
Price 1/6

.. 10/6
113,6
.. 10;8

Callers see your own

'Sterling' Square Law

FORMO

-001 mid
-0005
-0003

00025

..

page

10,6

12:6

Variable Condensers

A new type of superior
quality, distinctive design of moving plates,
with Vender Adjustment,
The auxiliary

Post Free,

IGRANIC COILS

knob controls the Ver-

Cons

Each
£1 10/6
£1 5'6

8/8;
9/6

nier.

ENERGO

8/11
Post 3d. each.

For

5/6

'BABY' COIL STANDS
2 -way on base .. 8'3 -way on base .. 4/9
(brass fittings)
2 -way ex handles 4/6
5/6
do.
3 -way
(nickel fittings)
2 -way Cam Vernier
high class .. 5/9

RAYMOND

7/- 9/-6

6-

(Variable).

-001 mid
-0005

-00025

£1

3,-

26, 6,-; 36,
50, 5/2 ; 75, 5/6 ; 100,
7/-; 150, 7/10 ; 200,
;

250,
900,

300,

9,1-- ,

10/3: 500,

10/ti

.

BRUNET (genuine)
4000 ohm Double
4000 ohm Single
2000 ohm Single

16 6

8'11

Post Free.

'0002 .. 1/2. 2/2, 3,1-

7, 6

LISSEN PARTS
Variable Grid Leas
Anode Resistance
..
Lissen Minor
Lissenstat
Do. Universal ..
2 -way Switch

Series Parallel
Choke Coil

.

10/6
2/9
3)9
10/;

.001, .002, .0O3, .004. .005, 006, Fixed, 3/.0001, .0002. .0093, .0004, .0005 ..
216

ONE HOLE

FIXING 1/3
By Post 16

Type 577, .01
Grid Leaks

..
..

.each

Resistance 50,000, 70,000, 80,000,
100,000, on stand complete
..
Minicap Switch .

Anode

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
Ow responsibility accepter. on post orders unless cheques ana postal orders
are crosser, and made payable to the firm.

12//1

..
..

DUBILIER PARTS

Transformer G.R.C.
10-1
20'8 yds. No. 18 Gauge

Tinned Copper Wire 1!2
Necessary Screws, Nuts,
and Washers, Free if
above lo; purchased.
Post Extra.

..

..

.
.. 4, 5 point Switch
50. 51Cans : 25. 4(10; 30. 35, 40, 440
60, 014: 75. 5/4; 100. R R.
All Coils stocked.

L. F.

Shrouded

Square

No. 2 Law
Each Each
mfd.. 8/- 10/6

.. 12/6
(glazed)
Franco 3 -way .. 17 6
Goswell 3 -way Cam
Vernier .. .. 12 6
nier 2 -way

LOUD SPEAKERS
BABY MODELS
Sterling, 4000
.. £2 15
ohms
Sterling Dinkie 1 10 Brown's 2009 ohms

2 and Square Law.
Complete with Alumin-

Franco Cam Ver-

.

RIGHT OPPOSITE g_
.

GALLERY

its use where first class
results are required. It
increases power and the
purity of signals. Made

2 5 -Pin Valve Holders

£3 2 0

resistance,

Inter -valve use. We can
thoroughly recommend

Panel, 5) in. by 1) in.
by 1 in.. drilled to
hold 2 5 -Pin Valve
Holders .. .. for 2/-

British Ericsson, 4000
ohms resistance, each

£1 6 6
G.R.C., 4000 ohms resistance, each £1 0 0
B.T.H., 4900 ohms resistance, each £1 5 0

This is a really high
grade transformer for

.

these as being excellent

Featherweight,

8

..

..

B

recommend

Sterling,

30

The Raymond
The Ormond

HEADPHONES
We

All orders over 20/- post free U.K. only.

Wire Wound Type.

is

.. P.1
Cossar
.. P.2
Cossar
Myers -Universal

VARIOMETERS
(inside Winding)

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

Bright Emitter
B.T.H.

Not Applicable to Foreign Orders.

may rest assured that their orders will be executed in the very shortest period.
They will theretore realise that it is not possible to have orders cancelled

THORPE K4
5 PIN

PHILLIPS 4 ELEC12'6
TRODE
(Both for UNIDYNE)

POST PAGE No. 1.

Moneys sent must be registered

27i,66

5/6

1,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i

HOURS
1'2 OF BUSINESS
DAILY

:

- 9 to 7.45 1-7.

SUNDAY - 10 to

117.

'Phone: GERRARD 4637

4
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TWO PAGES MORE OVERLEAF
OUR CONDENSERS BRITISH MADE)
ALL
RECOMMENDED BY LEAD-

SPECIAI LY ADAPTED FOR t ALL
ALL ORDERS STRICTLY IN ROTATION. NOT RESPONSI- JACKSON EttROS.
BLE FOR MANUFACTURERS' DELAY.
ING JOURNALS UNSOLICITED

TO RETURN CASH.

RIGHT RESERVED ti J.B.,, VARIABLE CONDENSERS SUNDRIES

SQUARE LAW
6'9

RAYMOND S
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
ALL OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RE-

COMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS UNSOLICITED.
-Exclusive Design.
'DE LUXE' MODEL
-Stout Vanes.
-Extra Insulation, Very
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
Compact.
-Narrowest Spaces

KNOB AND BUSH.

-Centre Rod cannot bend.
-Terminal Connections,
Capacity Guaranteed.
-Perfect Efficiency.
-Handsome Design.
-Takes up very little space

0005 - 511 1
'0005 - 514
'0002 r 411 1

in panel.

POST 6d. SET.

-Nickelled Fittings.
-Beautifully Made.

-New one -hole fixing
method.

-Wonderful for Portables.

UNSURPASSED FOR
FINE TUNING.

Costs a trifle more, a few pence only, and
Nice dial and
is just what you want.
knob included

says:

0005
0003

-

7,3

21/ -

E111111111111111111111111111Ifillifill11111111lE

_.--1 RIGHT OPPOSITE If

F.-.DALY'SE-'-

.

g GALLERY DOOR : 4
iilillililniiiiiiiiiillinliliiiiiiiniliiIIIIF-7

'Phone: GERRARD 4637

-

.000/
Vernier

9

5.6
53
4:6

ORDINARY MODELS

Standard Super. Microdenser

.001

..

8/6

..

59

.00075 ..
.0003

.00025..

9,6 ..
.. 9!.. 69 ..
.. 6 9 ..
.. 5 3 ..
4,6
..

11/6
11/-

10'-

HAWK COILS

Nickel Panel Switches,
D.P.D.T,
1/5,
Ditto, S.P.D.T.
1/2
Insulating Sleeving.

8;'9

7,9

" MURRAY"

HONEYCOMB
(Prov. Pat.)
150..46
200..54 VALVE HOLDERS 1/3
250..5
50..3 300..6 0 High finish. Absolutely
75..3 4
100..310 400..6,6 Safe. Low Capacity.
POST 2d. COIL.
CRYSTALS
HT
35..2 6

FRIEND SHAW'S

BATTERIES
B.B.C. 60 v.

..

1)003

9:6

Post 6d.

Knob 9 Dial included.

BASKET COILS. Post 3d. Set.

DUPLEX WAXLESS (5)
200'2,000 metres

B.B.C. 36 v.

D.C.C. CHELMSFORD

WAXLESS SET OF 5

1/8

..

..
25, 35, 50, 75, 100

.

WAXED (6) 200:3,600
Ditto (7) 150'3,600
WAXLESS (2) ST 100 ..
Ditto
(2) UNIDYNE
(For Broadcasting only)
D.C.C. COIL FOR CHELMSFORD
complete with adapter ..

..

1/- 1/3
3,9

18

110
1-

1: '

(to use with 650 variometer)

2;3

POST PRICES

VARIOMETER 250/600 2/6

Ditto with fixing clips 3/ EBONITE 4 11,
KINDS

at

2/11 3;6 3/9 4/- 4/6
Leave the selection to me and you
Won't be aisappointed

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsiblti y acceptea on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crosse

5/11

STOCKED

mane payable to the lietn. Voneys sent must be registered

Spade Tags

Empire Tape,

..

12 yds.

doz. 10d.
doz. 5d.

Sin.,
9d.

Insulating Sleeving, 6 yd.
Ebonite Knobs, 15 in.

2 B.A.
64.
Moulded Knobs, 1.1- in.
2 for 8d.

1 R.C. Bell

Wire
10 yds. 1.; Double 'Phone Cords,
72 in. ..
1/11

B.B.C. 9 v.

£4 10 0 Post Free

ALL

Screw Spade Terminals
doz. 1, Pin Screw Terminals

.

1 Marconi Valve.
1 Ediswan Valve.
24 W.O. Pillar large Terminals.

1/-

gold

D.C.C.,

6/6

1 2 -way Coil Holder (Goswell).
1 '0003 Var. Condenser.
1 Coil Plug Raymond Shaped No. 4.

.

Tinned copper sq., 16
gauge, 15 it.
..
Spearpoint Whisker,

Ditto 1 in. 2 B.A. 2 for 8d.
Ebonite ex -handles,
6 in. 9d.

10/6

1 Watmel Var. Grid Leak.
2 Fixed Condensers .0001 and .0003.
2 Fixed Condensers .002 and .004.
2 Rotary Switch Arms complete.
8 Valve Sockets.
2 Filament Rheostats.

.. 6/6
With Vernier.
'0005 .. 10/6
0003

..

3 yds.

25..24

most with whisker
1'6
1,3

POST FREE.
Ebonite Valve Holders
1:3 and 1/ Lead -in Wire 4 hi AI
10 yds. 2 8
Lead-in Wire 10 yds. 1/6
Twin Flex
12 yds. 1/11
100 it. Aerial Wire with
four 7 22 Insulators 3:6
Nugraving Titles or
Scales ..
Eicl.

" R.I." Choke Coil.10/-

89

59
.0001 .. 4'9
Vernier 4:Post 3d. set.

GENUINE

7;9

.00,15

TWIN '0005

UNIVERSAL DULL EMITTER

Condensers

SQUARE LAW

SQUARE LAW

MYERS VALVES

.0002

8!-

.

.

.

Porcelain S.P.D.T.

With knob and dial
Parts For 2 -Valve Selective Receiver
Post 64. Set.
1 LisseniT2 L.F. Transformer.

ALSO

FOR NEUTRODYNE

.0003

-

West End Stockists of

can be used in series or parallel.
Complete as shown, with Knob
and Dial.

Price 21 /-

-

.0005.

.0002.5

1/ WITHOUT VERNIER HERTZITE
3/6
.001
- 6,6 still going strong.
0005 - 5/3
0003 - - 4/ 1 1 POLAR ; JACKSON BP.OS. ; R.I. ; BURN 0002 - - 4;6 DEPT ; GOSWELL ENG. CO.; SILVERTOWN;
; LISSEN ; RADIO PRESS ENvernier,00005 3;9 IGRANIC
VELOPES; DUBILIER; EDfSON BELL.

6'9

enabling you to tune two circuits by one turn of the dial.

MENT, EBONITE ENDS
DIAL
KNOB

.00075

9/6

.

Composed of two equal units of
'00025 or '0003 mid., operated
by one Knob and Dial, thereby

'0005 EACH
VERY FINE INSTRU-

.

(Damage's)
TUNGC. Walton. Esq., Andover BLUE
STALITE .. 16
Tested- your Condensers on URALIUM
.. 1,+6
Megger and got "INFINITY
LAST BUT NOT
LEAST, OUR OLD

Post 6d. Set.

2 EQUAL PARTS OF

.001

Millom
are 2, NEUTRON ..
GECOSITE
REVELATION to me as
PERMANITE
Dealer.
Sept., 1924.

With EBONITE DIAL
and Two Knobs.

POST
FREE.

-

Your

WITH VERNIER
O01
- - 9/3

9/.

John Blair, Esq..
Rexall Pharmacy

NEW MODEL

TWIN CONDENSER

12/6

- 713

001

(Pressed Aluminium).

LEADING
CIRCUIT

..

Switch

1/11

Ditto, D.P.D.T. Switch.2/6
Neutron Crystal .. 1/6
Blue Tungstalite .. 1/6
Gecosite (G.E.C.)
Gold Whisker
..
Set of 5 (one gold).
Variometer (250 650)
.

1/3
4d.
6d.

3,3 and 2/6

Ditto Ebonite.. .. 4/11
Ditto Ball Rotor .. 6'11
Burndept Detector
5/6
" Soldo " and Soldering Iron
..
2:6
Screw Wander Plugs
pair 6d.
Seven Twist Drills.. 1,11
Taps 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2 Sorbo Ear Pads, pair 1,'9
Tumbler
Switches
1,9
..
(Ebonite)
Valve Sockets, Plain
nut and washer) doz. 1/ 2/ Sets of Spanners ..
Single Coil Holder
mounted on ebonite
base and fitted with
1;4
terminals ..
Ditto, Swivel move1;8
ment ..
Valve Holder (flanged) 1'3
Dutch Detecting valves5 11
Hard Dutch Valves 6 11

French " R " Valves 7 11

'Phone Bobbins 1,000
ohms, per pair .. 3 -

CALLERS SEE
ELSEWHERE

LI111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111111:

HOURS

F-:

OF BUSINESS :
DA/LY

.

9 to 7.45 U

SUNDAY . 10 to 1E
:-.1111111iii111111111111111111111iiiiIMIIIIII

'

1Panulm.

59,.

ea.mul

1091

not,

-POST
PAGES
CONTINUED
EXTRA POSTAGE ON FOREIGN ORDERS.

NMI

SEE OVERLEAF

SEE OVERLEAF

No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.
No. 5.
No. 6.
No. 7.

8.
9.

No.
No.

No. 10.
No. 12.
No. 13.

Extra quality .. 2 for 3
Edison Bell, shaped 1 3
" Raymond ".. .. 1 Plug and brass clips 10d.
ALLEN GRID LEAK
Edison Bell '0003 and
leak ..
..
Terminals, doz.

Large Pillar, doz. ..
Medium Pillar, doz.
W.O. Pattern, doz...

'Phone 4 B.A., doz.
No. 13a. 'Phone 2 B.A., doz.
No. 14.
No. 15.
No. 16.
No. 20.
No. 21.
No. 22.
No, 25.

..

Voltmeter
Grid Leak

.

1

Rheostat and Dial ..

Murray Valve Holder
Rheostat (one hole
fixing) ..
..
Set of Spanners

41111111110.
15
h.

19

2'9
1

14

13

16

20

21

45

44

11
13
11

16
46
26
23
1.3
25

16
19
19
23

I
47

46

S.P.D.T. china base
No. 25a. D.P.D.T. china base
No. 26. " Baby " Coil stand
(coils extra) 3 - and 4/9
No. 27.
No. 28.
No. 29.
No. 30.
No. 31.
No. 32.
No. 33.

Dr. Nesper Phones..

13/6
Square Law Condensers
(Please see lists)
Shaped coil plug .. 1' On and off switch
16
Igranic Rheostat .. 4 6
McMichael H.F. (List)

28

49

46

29

50

Energo or Raymond
(List)

..
..

No. 35.
No, 36.
No. 37-

Tumbler Switch

No. 40.

FORMODENSER

Real Ebonite Dial ..
Fixed Condensers

16

30

1/ 1/ -

31

32

33

51

(cheap quality all capacities)
with vernier (List)

No. 41. BABY AMPLION
No. 42.

(Dragon Fly)

..

Cam Vernier coil stand

25,' 34

6,11, 7'6, 9/-, 11 - (list)

No. 43. Basket

2 -way

36

35

37

coil

stand ..
.. 5 6
5 11
also at
..
No. 44. Bretwood Valve Holder 1 9
No. 45. Brass 6witch Arm .. 1 No. 46. Valve Holder (cut
from solid rod) .. 1/3
No. 47. Powquip " Bucks "
.

No. 48.
No. 49.
No. 50.

3

8

No. 51.
No. 53.
No. 54.
No. 55.
No. 56.

L.F. (for Reflex) .. 12 .6
Formo L.F. (open).. 12 6
Formo L.F. shrouded 18 Basket Coil Holder.. 1 Extra quality, 2 for 2 6

Crystal Detector 1 3,1 8,1 9
Nickel ..
1 9, 2 Coil plug, 2 for
13
Variometer Ball Rotor 5 11
ONE HOLE fixing.. 1 6
Accumulator (see list)

OUR WONDERFUL MICRO-

METER ADJUSTMENT

GLASS -ENCLOSED DETECTOR.
WHY PAY MORE ?

1'9

POST 6d. each.

WATES
MICROSTAT

FOR D.E. or it.

Post Free.

V gT.VFs

TELtFUNKLN
4,000 ohms

HEADPHONES
As light as a
Feather 17 11

FitENCH

Manchester

" Powquip,"

I

JUST TRY THEM
4,000 ohms

POST FREE PRICES.

EBONITE
6x6
7x5
x6
9x6
10 x 8
12 x 6
12 x 9

x 12

12

..

3/16 in.
.. 1/6
1/6

..

2/.

2/2
3/3

..

.. 4/3

5/6

I in.

2/21-

3/3/3
4/2
4/2
5/6
7/6
7/6

14 x 10 ..
5/6
Cut to Size. 3/16 in. at id.
square inch.

RIGHT

OPPOSITE

DALY'S:

Per pair

15/11

D.C.C.

16 D.C.C. ¢ lb.
16
18
18
20
22
24
20
28

.,
,,

56

..

..
..
..
lb. ..
lb. ..
1 lb. ..
1
1lb. ..
1 lb.
# lb.
1 lb.

N

.

.
.

2/3/6
2/3
3/9
1/3
1/4
1/6

lb.1/8
1/10

GALLt.RS SEE
CALLERS' PAGE

Shrouded

Standard
" Powquip." 14/11

FAMOUS

and K

MODEL
HEADPHONES
Genuine 4,000 ohms.

THOMSON HOUSTON

2/9

43

.

15 6

NOM

42

41

Beware of Rubbish.
Post 6d. pair. Price 12,111

" Powquip," 18 -

DR. ric.SPER

MADE BY WELL-KNOWN

HEADPHONES

FIRM FOR ME.

&Unstable diaporagni, detaehable receivers, d o u b 1 e
leather- covered head -springs.
long fiesible cords, nickel plated parts Very Comfortably
LOOK
tilting to the head.
FOR THE TRADE MARK

4,000 ohms 13/3

Post Bd. pan

FIBRE STRIP FOR
COILS
3 feet lengths

Post free.

1 inch wide
12 feet

POST PRICE

TINNED COPPER
Hanks of 12 feet.

16 or 18 'square 10d.

.0001 to '0005 Fixed

Anode Resistance..

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

E GALLERY DOOR

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

'Phone, GERRARD 4637.

No responsibility accepted on post orde..s unless cheques and pasta orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.

..

.

001

Both with clips.

..

. ,

'002 to 'OH

300- 600
1,100-2,000 1 Of- EACH
(Manufacturer's advance.)
100,000 ohms Fixed .. 2,'6
2.6
2 meg. Leak

WATMEL

By

2 v. 40 amps. 9, 6. poet 10 6
4 v. 40 amps. 16.6.
17/6
4 v. 60 amps. 17 11
2016
4 v. 80 amps. 23:6.
24;6
6 v. 60 amps. 27; 6.
6 v. 80 amps. 33,'-.
34/6
6 v. 105 amps. 38,'6.
40/6

EDISON BELL

McMICHAEL'S H.F.
TR INSFORMERS
150- 300

Var. Grid Leak

Ormond, 14 6

ACCUMULATORS

Genuine

2/6
3/6

0003 with Grid Leak
Variometer
Twin Detector ..

..

POST 2d. each.

1/3

2/-

1/3
2/8
10/ 5/ -

BRETWOOD

(New Model)
Var. Grid Leak .. .
..
Anode Resistance

POsi 2d. EACH.

G' -

3/-

1.111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111B
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THIS PACE IS FOR CALLERS ONLY

OPEN

WEEKDAYS

ALL POST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER THREE PACES

9 to 7.45

Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks ; but am not responsible for manufacturers' non - deliveries.

1O to 1

POST ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE.

NO

SHAW'S HERTZITE.

SUNDRIES.

SWITCHES ON

Legless Valve Holder

BEATS ALL
Porcelain D.P.D.T.
11/A3
1//"
Porcelain S.P.D.T.
1;/3 OTHER " ITES."
Ebonite D.P.D.T.
1/8
1,3
Impossible
to
Advertise
Ebonite S.P.D.T.
MM. Panel D.P.D.T... 1/- All the Goods Stocked.
MM. Panel S.P.D.T. .103d.
Tungstalite
1/-

Solid Ebonite
.. 103.
'Phone Cords (0 feet)
ifs
Nugraving
7)d.
Similar Sets (Titles or
Scales)

3d.

Good Knobs
.. led.
MYERS VALVES.
2/6
Small Knobs, 2014 B.A. 2d. Microstat
Tumbler Switches
Studs, Nuts and Washers
D.E.
1/4 UNIVERSAL.
(Ebonite) ..
doz. 4)d.
21/12/6
Switch Arms 8d. to 1/ - Fibre Strip (for Coils)
3
feet
2)d.
Copper Foil ..
ft. 2)3.
D.C.0 Wire, per lb. 18g. Sq. Tin Copper
D.T 9 Type.
13 g. .. 9d. 20 g.
9d. EXIDE. 2 Volts. (Glass).
15 ft. 5d.
22 g.
10d. 24 g.
1/16g. Sq. Tin Copper
(For
5/ 26
g...
1/1
28
g.
1/3
12 feet 5d.
30 g. .. 1/8 Etc., etc.
Round Tin Copper,variSolder..
per
stick
2d.
ous Sizes.
EBONITE PARTS.
Insulated Staples 5 a Id. 2 Color Flex .. yard Bid. Good Coil Plugs from 4)3.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d. Shellac
Bell Shaped .. 1/ .. 4, 6 Edison
Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1/3 Battery Box
Raymond ditto
.. 10)d.
(with clips for 36 v.)
7/22 Copper Aerial,
Basket
Adapters
.
100 ft. 1/10) Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d,
Alan
at
1/,SL 1/3
Nickel
Contact
Studs
Extra Heavy Aerial
2
-way
Coil
Stands
..
2/8
2 for 133.
100 ft. 2/- & 2/3
With
Extens.
Handle
2/11
Nickel
Switch
Arm
..
1/
Good Valve Holders
83.
Also
at
3/6,
4/4/6
(one -hole fixing)
H.T.C. in Stock
1/6, 1/9
.. 4/3, 4/6, 5/Loading Coil and plug 8d. 3 -way
H.F.Transformers,300/
9/ 600
.
2/9 Condenser Brushes ., 63. Goswell Cam Vernier
Franco
12/6
Empire Tape,
in.,
Polar
11/ 2 yds.
ld.
Etc., etc.
Ditto, in. .. 2 yds. 13d. BRASS PARTS.
Coil Plug on Stand ..
6 in. Ebonite Anticap
W.O. or Pillar Terminals 13. Ditto, Swivel Movement 1/
1/3
Handles
8d. Small Pillar .. 4 for 33d.
Coil Plug and Clips .. 6)d.
Skinderviken
But'Phone 4 B.A.
..
13
tons (Aluminium)
4/6 'Phone 2 B.A., 2 for.. 213.
Connecticut Switches
1/4 Valve Sockets
4 f6r 3d. H.T. BATTERIES.
1,000 ohm Bobbins .. 1/3 (Above with Nut Washer)
2,000 ohm Bobbins .. 1/8 Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a 13. Best Made 30 v.
4/6
Sorbo Rubber
Ear
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a ld. Best Made 60 v.
7/8
Caps
pr. 1/4 Plug and Socket
pr. id.
9/Adhesive Tape Roll .. 21d. Spring Washers
4 a 13. Best Made 66 v.
Allen var. Gd. Lk. .. 1/3 Spade Screws..
3/., 13 B.B.C. 9 volts
Allen Anode Res. ..
1/3 Pin Screws .. 2 for 1)d. B.B.C. 60 volts
9/6
Scales, 0-180, 24., 3d., 4d. Spade Tags ..
5 a ld
5/8
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1/3 Spring Pillar Terminals 2)3. B.B.C. 36 volts
Dial (Ebonite)
.. 10d.
2/6
2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 241. B.B.C. 16 volts
Brunet Headphones .. 14/6 Nuts,
Washers (Brass) 12 a Id.
Twin Flex .. 4 yds. Gd.
6)03 .. 1/9
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds. 5d.
1/4
EBONITE x 5
(Indiarubber covered)
8 x 6 .. 12/Sleeving
yd. 43. DETECTORS, &c.
9
x
STOCK
..
pr. 31. Enclosed Brass, Large 1;3
Wander Plugs
10x 8
3/each 13d. Ditto, Nickel or Brass,
Coloured Plugs
3/Large
.. 1/6 SIZES 12 x
(All screw pattern)
91d.
Electron Aerial
.. 1,'3) Small Brass ..
3/1
://8
Polished Boxes, 8 by 6 3;6 Ebonite, Enclosed .. 1/x 10
5/8
Strong Valve Template 4d. Bnrndept
5/- Cut to size 14
WE
STOCK
3Egg Insulators
.. Id. Easi-Fix Cups 13. & 1)3. /3. sq. inch.
'mu. in. EBONITE.
.. 3d.
Reel ditto ..
ld. Gold Spearpoint
Neutron Crystal
Thick Rubber Lead-in
1/6
per yd. 23., 3d. Hertzite (Shaw's) 8d. & 1/- CRYSTAL
Ribbon Aerial 100 ft. 1/10 Midite
Panels Drilled
DETECTOR.
Radio Press Envelopes.
Glass enclosed. Mi- 1 in
Raymond Fixed Condensers VALVES.
crometer adjustment.
'001,'0001 to '0005, 10d. Dutch Detector
'002, '003, '004
.. 1/- Dutch ' R "..
5/- MURRAY VALVE
'006 1/3 ; '01 1/9 ; '02 1/9 Phillips " R "
.. 7.8
Polar Micrometer
French " Metal " .. 6/11 HOLDER (Patent) 1/3

"POPULAR
WIRELESS."

6 inIL12

Condenser..

5/6
2 Meg. Grid. Leak ..
I/ Rubber Lead-in 103. doz. yds.

Blue and Red

Set of Spanners
.. 1/4
Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set 2/ Small Soldering Irons 8)3.
7 -Twist Drills
1/4

TUNGSTALITE

Valve Windows 6d., 7d., 93.
R.I. Choke Coil
.. 10/Lissen Ditto
..
10/Bretwood Valve Holder 1/9

TOOLS.

MIDITE, GECOSITE,
NEUTRON Stocked.

BASKET COILS

FREE

TO
CALLERS.
(Limited number. 01 course.)

(DOUBLE) 23 sPoltes0 /1 1
each side..
m/

Make your own coils.

DALY/sg.

7g

GALLERY DOOR

.51111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

1:8
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25, 35,-50,' 75, 100

D.C.C. CHELMSFORD
WAXED u:sy 200/3,600
Ditto (7) 150,3,600
WAXLESS (2) ST 100

1/1/-

..
..
..

Ditto
(2) UNIDYNE
(For Broadcasting only)

1/3
1/2
1/8
1/10
I/ 1/ -

BEST SWITCH ARM. D.C.C. COIL FOR CHELMSFORD
complete with adapter .. 2i3
12 Studs
THE LOT
(to use with 650 varloineter)
12 Nuts.
/m
12 Washers.

/FAMOUS

N and IK

BATTERIES 4'5
5D.
71D.
EVER -READY ETC.

MODEL HEADPHONES
Genuine 4,000 ohms.

BEWARE OF RUBBISH.
Pric`'

1 2 11

" METAL" (FRENCH)

'06 VALVES, 15/11
DR. NESPER
(SEE TRADE MARK)
4,000 OHM 'PHONES

MANSBRIDCE TYPE
FIXED CONDENSERS
With 2 Fixing Lugs.
Special Price
3/6
2 Microfarad
3/11
,

'23

" ORMOND" L.F.
A WONDERFUL TRANSFORMER

13/11

12/6
(NOT DR."ANYTHING!"

" FERRANTI "

L.F.
BETTER THAN THE BEST

1 7/ 6

VARIOMETERS.
Impregnated

Board,

Wound D.C.C. and
Clips, 200, 600 metres 2/6

Very Good Value, Wound

D.C.C. and Knob ..
Ebonite D.S. Wound,
with Ball Rotor and

1/6

Knob, 200;700 metres 5;11

.. 3/11
Ebonite, 200,600
Raymond Inside Wind811

ing

RHEOSTATS.
Small 5 ohms " C "
One Hole Fixing
..
Ormond

..

.. 1/8
Ebonite Former
.. 1/10
Ditto and Dial
Igranic, T.C.B., and all
known makes.

16g D.C.C.

USUALLY IN STOCK

FIBRE STRIP

ec:Isr)

3 ft. long, 1 in. wide.
233. per length.

BREAST DRILLS
0 to 3 chuck
Cut Bevel and Gear

DUTCH '06

12/6

1216

VALVES

COIL Plugs on base

with terminals
Swivel movement

11-

1/3

1/ -

CAMACES
PERMANITE

Experimenter's Sets of
4 Cat's Whiskers 2°.
OUR WONDERFUL

H.T. BATTERIES
30 v. 4/6
00 v. 7/6

" IMPROVED"

WIRELESS SET

BOXES12 x 9
12 x

4 ELECTRODE VALVE

BROWNIE

4/9

7x5 9x6
8 x 6 10 x 8

PHILLIPS

1/3
113
1/9

12

NO POST ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE.
OPPOSITE

DUPLEX WAXLESS (5)
1,200/2,000 metres
WAXLESS SET OF 5
ENAMELLED Do. ..

BRASS FORMER

-

RIGHT

SUNDAYS

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.

7/6

RAYMOND CRYSTAL SETS

7/11

9 11

12/11

==
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I get very good results with the one -valve
detector, .but when I switch in the L.F. amplifier it gives no amplification whatever.
I think I have gone wrong in wiring up4he
.transformers, - as I cannot understand she
theoretical diagram.- So would you kinilly

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
orders.

F.R.G.S.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
' Assistant Technical Editors :
P. R. BIRD.
K. D. ROGERS.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultant :
H.

I can follow -the I:P's, O.P's and I.S's and ilS's
.to their respective points, also the .001 fixed

be kept, as the original query cannot be reproduced in
the answer. Cash shohld be sent in the Toon-C.0 postal

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

Dr. J.

forward me a " Battened out " diagram (like
the one -valve detector diagram was), so that.

nature and -concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur avidtrader would be well advised to obtain

permission of the patentees to MO the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADrICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very pleased to recommend
readers of POPULARWIRELESS
W
who have any inventions

T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing kith patent questions,

Foreign Correspondents :
L. S. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED GRADENINITZ, Berlin ; R. YATES, New York
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ;W. PEETERS, Holland.
The Editor will be pleased to consider, articles and
photographs dealing with all. subjects appertaining to
wireless work: The Editor cannot accept responsibility for nuenuseripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. ' All contTher ibutions to be addressed to
Editor. POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertis ing
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lile, Ltd.; 4; Ludgate Circus, Lehtdon, E.C.4.
Technical' queries are answered by post at a charge
of 6d. a query or ls, -for three. All queries -must _be
addressed to the Technical: Query Dept., POPULAR

if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

condenser.
The wiring diagram appeared in " PAY," No. 124.
Oct. 11th issue. in answer to an enquiry by " Two Valve" (Altrincham).
*

*

P. T. S. (Haileybury).-Can a tapped coil
be used to increase the wave -length Of a

frame aerial in the same way as for an ordinary
outdoor aerial ? If so, should it be in series
or connected across the " aerial " and " earth "
terminals ?
It is possible to " load" a frame aerial by means
of a coil joined in series, but it is not usual to do so.
The directional effect of the frame aerial (which is
one of its greatest advantages) is reduced by trite use
of a loading coil, and it is generally quite easy to *MI
a larger number of turns on the frame and so nada

its natural wave -length near to the desired wavelength.
If it is necessary to use a small loading coil. it
should be connected in series with the frame aerial
in order to increase the inductance.

'*
(Winnipeg) asks
how many metal plates are necessary in order
to make up fixed cOndensers of various capaci
ties, using waxed pager as a dielectric.
.

" HOME CONSTRUCTOR "

'

andAb-Iswery

It is often difficult for an experimenting winless.

amateur to calculate the capacity of any erndenser IIC
possesses, but tbe-accampanOig table should enable
the amateur to build up fixed condensers having any

_.---'"---

F. A. F. (Torquay).-I am in a difficulty

capacity over as wide a range as is likely to be
necessary.
The table gives values for fixed -capacity condensers

.Winixm The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, - amplifier, as described in No. 109, Vol. V, of
E.C. 4, and must be accompanied by a tautpcd and
PaPtTi AP. WIRELESS.

columns in the table' give the dimensions of the
(Continued on. page

'---------------...-.__:a

.

addressed envelope.

.

.

.

with the wiring of- my two -valve tinidime

Copies of the queries sent -should

t e:.!.51

in which the dielectric is waxed paper. The first two

mvio I IIPA.IN

,S1 14

1\IMS11

"IT'S QUALITY THAT DOES IT."

tEsSi

eS.711

Es*

CS*
(-S1

191

sS-1

(EsSi
(E -Si

t7""NI, AIM

C. &S. 2-WAT.COIL HOLDER, all Ebonite, anti sap. handle, adjustable friction

-

-

-

2/6
10d.

The CHELMSFORD COIL that does NOT need
" Strong as a House"
BASKET COILS, set of six
a

'1-01 condenser

r:*

set of seven

g,

11

-

RHEOSTATS, -one-hole
bobbin, superb finish - . -

B.C.

H.F. TRANSFORMERS, most
any writ up to 5,000 rns.

-

-

-

1 i9 each

.

2'- each
ebonite
1/6 each

fixing,
-

efficient known,
- 219 each

SMOOTH ACTION SWITCH ARM,
hole fixing 7d.
LEAD-IN INSULATORS, Gin. 6d. each.
CICAHTtC SHOW
LAIEST SETS

7.=
-a,',,',

(CAS

set of six, 150'1800,

ON.*

one -

each
9 in.

12 in. 1 2 each.
WAXLESS COILS, set of four, 150 1000 ass. 1 /8.

71d. each.

Ctio

2,6.

!IRS'
w1/4.-11

D.E. VALVES, 2 V., '2a guaranteed, " The-Spealceron-One.' valve, 1 2/- each

5,

COMPOYEIST RUTS

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

ENT IRE

CRAIK
& SMITH,
Allen Street, London, E.C.1.

alt111511 WIRELESS

tramsrar

(r4

Phone: Clerkentee11 7346.

froSi

tiGs*

f:_
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The Little

with the

Big

1924.
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BEWARE!

Valve

Performance.

OF IMITATIONS

If
Explorer of the Ether.

2011Z to 2

Filament Current,
25 amps.

A high amplification factor,
crystal clear reproduction
and a current consumption

lot
,m1112:.

are

" Six Sixty "

claims which you can verify.

Get one by post

no

RUSSELL'S
HERTZITE

emitter.
These

be

crystal so efficient as the genuine

twelfth that of a bright

Filament Volts

fV,'t:e

warned that for RESULTS there can

of only one tenth to one

Pos. Free

Ca.h
with Order

deserittive

It has come to our notice that flagrant imitations
of the famous Russell's Hertzite are on the market,
and are being widely advertised. Imitation is the
sincerest form of flattery, but the public are

to -day.

See that you buy
with

it

in

little box-

the

name RUSSELL'S
plainly
That is your guarantee of
satisfaction and perfect reception.
the

marked.

PRICE PER

PIECE

1 /-

IN

SEALED BOX

br

100°%, Pure Crystal

RUSSELL LABORATORIES
1-7, HILL STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.
(Opposite Empire Theatre.)

THE ELECTRON COMPANY, LTD.,
Triumph House,
189, Regent Street, London, W.I.

eiGENTS -Lancashire Andrew Jackson & Co., 10, South Street. Manchester.
Glasgow : Youngs Ltd., 40, Stockwell Street.
London: Sun Electrical, 113, Charing Cross Road; Shenton
Co., Ltd., 68, Shoe Lane, E.CA.

JUST WHAT YOU WANT
THE " CURFEW "

AN IDEAL X iVIAS PRESENT.
THE

LOUD SPEAKER.

CRYSTAL RECEIVER

makes, and the quality of its tone is wonderful.
It can be used for private entertainment or public

Double Detector. Coarse and Fine
Tuning. Plug for Extra Coils.
Polished Cabinet. Panels of Best
Ebonite, 9 x 6 x 1. Indicating
Terminals.

give as much volume as most of the more expensive
concerts and dances.

Using 5 valves it has been heard from a distance
of t mile. Will work efficiently on a 3.valve set
3o miles from a B.B.C. Station.

i

Resistance 2,000 ohms. Height over all: 22 inches.
Diameter of Bell mouth : 14 inches. British manufacture.
To give our customers an opportunity of testing before purchase is completed we will return the remittance in full if
the Speaker is received back in good order within 7 days.

3 f_

Metropolitan Chambers, WOLVERHAMPTON,

hest makae,"813'-'

CRANBROOK ROAD,

Staffs.

ILFORD, LONDON,

E.

THE

LOW FREQUENCY

" MIRACLE " MASTER

TRANSFORMERS

VALVE RECEIVING SETS

RATIO 3-1/10-1
PRICE

Cgsh. Post Free. Chelmsford
complete
,1,,l,,e3t-t- '1'1'.
La orc phones o.

THE VENNOPHONE CO..
7, SHAWVILLE GARDENS,

£3 15 0 THE ACROPHONE COMPANY,
Carriage Paid.

VENNOPHONE

(Pat. aPP,I. for.)
This instrument is NOT A BABY. It is guaranteed to

THE WORLD'S BEST RECEIVING SETS THAT HAVE BEEN PERFECTED
FOLLOWING CONSIDERABLE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT

MAXIMUM
AMPLIFICATION

DESIGNED FOR RECEIVING ANY WAVE -LENGTH,

I VALVE

...

NO DISTORTION

..

...

Magnetic Circuitconsists of
Actual Mann facturers

215, Upper Grosvenor Rd., TUNBRI ,GE WELLS

2, 3 & 4

VALVES

Including B.B.C. Coils
Plus Marconi Royalties

Loud Speaker Results have been obtained as follows :-

Special " STALLOY " Stampings

PRIOR & RILEY,

£3 - 12 - 6
£4 17 - 6
£8 . 10 - 0

1,

I

Valve 20 miles from B.B.C., and all B.B.C. and Continental on Phone,

4 Valve All B.B.C. and Continental Stations on Loud Speaker

Tit E WORLD'S

WIItELESS

STORES,

WALLINGTON

Popular Wireless Weekly, November 8th, 1924.
will be only approximately that stated at the head
of the column, for a particular capacity is not alway..
given by an exact number of plates, the nearest

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

whole number being given in each case.

(Continued from page 596.)
active area

P. D. (Crown Hill, S. Devon).-What resistance loud -speaker was used with the two -valve

of one metal plate-that is, the area by

and the figures in the table give the total number of
metal plates required in each case.

Unidyne, described in " P.W.," May 31st and
June 7th, and what was the ratio of the transformer 'used in the same receiver ?

thickness of 005 in. This is a fairly thick paper,
similar to that used for the cover page of POPULAR
WIRELESS. The use of thin typewriting paper or

of 10 to 1 ratio, but the circuit was subsequently

which one plate overlaps its neighbour. At ties, head
of -the remaining columns, are a range of capacities,
.

The resistance of the loud speaker was 2,000 ohms.
The original experimental set (upon which these tests
were conducted) embodied an L.F. transformer

It is assumed that the paper employed has a

Table I.-Fixed Condensers. (Waxed Paper Dielectric) Number of Metal Plates.
Length
in

Indies.

A

Breadth
in
Inches.

2

FAIRYCYCLE

2f

Regd. Trade Mark

brings Health and Happiness.

gives the children
necessary for building

beneficial exercise so
up their heap h and

strength, and enables them to enjoy hours of
innocent amusement,

-

He sure the word " Fairycycle " and Tri-

angle Trade' Mark are on the frame.. None
imek
without. British
Made. 1.e
EAC04/1.11,
The low centre of graOity makes the

31-

4

5

Toy Shops and

throughout Britain.

1l.
2

3
3

7

21_

2
2

3)

.

6
5

.

if
3
3
4

7

6

.

140
94

.075

Mid.

279

0.25
Mfd.

0.1

Mid.

-----

--

419
270
210

57

23
16
12
10

34
23
18
14

40
31
23
19

112
75

223
150
112
90

335
224

57
46

13
10

20

26
20
16

63
48
38
32

125
94
75
63

187
140
112
94

249
187
149
125

372
310

41
14-33
12
28

81
65
55
47

120

160
128
107
92

399
319
266
228

7

5
4

9

4
4

6

4
3

38
29

15
12
10

13
17

6

10

24

7

9

6
5
4

8

12
10

7
6

.9

29
24
21

8

18

-

7

8
7

20

6
4

5

3

4

-

7
5

187
140

71

13
11
9
8

7

3
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'05
Mid.

-025

Mid.

43
29
22

4

3

ffil

Mfd.

29
20
13

8

---- 2

.0073
Mfd.

-

17
15

_ 12

298
223
179

168
134

97
81
.

69

-

05

Mfd.

--

------

57
47
41
36

85
71
61
53

112
94
81
71

279
233
200
174

558
406
400

38
33
29
23

57
49
43
34

75
65
57
44

186
160
140
112

372
320
280
224

348

Stores

[WIRELESS MASTSI
wl!'hil,hrel.rn iTtlItas iSoernha

21

5

Mfetrs.: LINES BROS., Ltd.,
9, Fore Street, London, E.C.2.

t

12
8

3

and free -wheel.
See the Famous Triangle Trade Mara on an blood
Toys and avoid spurious ,mtations

50 ft.

8

5
4
3
3

21.

rubber pedals, -I2-in. whecis
with 5(8 -in- wired -on tyres,
frame of. solid drawn weld
less steel cycle tube. brake,

good

4

1
1'..

3i4

plated handle -bar, cycle saddle
hall bearing
(adjustable),

all

5

3

g003

Mfd.

13
10

7

11
2

3

Fairycycfe safe ani easy to ride.
Specification: Adjustable

.0023
Mid

1

_

genuine

Stocked by

Nlid

2-

(As exhibited at the British Empire Exhibition)

It

.

-0111

i,i,; 50i.

0 Louse. List 2,1. Trade supplied. -Amateur

Wireless Servic.._"! r. Elm !M . Aldershot

,..,

-HEADPHONE REPAIRS

Lowest
re-magnettsed and readiuited
Delivery three
prices quoted on receipt of telephones

Rewound,

days.-THE VARLEY MAGNET CO.. London,
Est 26 pears
S.E.18. 'Phone 883.9 Woolwich

CUT OUT CATWHISKE -S

1 use instead the Famous New improved

ordinary exercise -book paper would reduce the
numbers of plates required by, 60 per cent. or 20 per
rent. respectively. The thickness of any particular
kind of paper, however, is a'very uncertain quantity,
and the experimenter shOuld, if possible. measure the .
thickness of the paper Which he intends to use. The
figures given in the table can then be multiplied by
the ratio of that thickness (in inches) to - '005. For
example, if the paper being used was '003 in. thick,
the values given would have to be multiplied by f),
- It will be seen that whilst the construction of fairly
small condensers could be carried out without much
difficulty, the higher capacities could he undertaken
only by experienced work -men, and such components
would be better purchaSed.
It should be noted that where the number of plates
triffiired is only two or three, the resulting capacity

simplified as shown in " PAY. " No.112. kpictorial

diagram showing the altered connections -appears
in" P.W," No. 122. and this is the circuit generally
referred to as the "- One -Valve Uniilvne."
When a two -valve Unidyne ismsed for detector and
L.F., the L.F. transformers should not be of the 10 to
type tried in
original set, but -should be an ordin-

ary intervalve L.F. transformer having a ratio of
4 or 5 to 1.

"TWO -VALVE UNIEYNE " (Preston). and
others.-As I am quite a novice at wiring up

I find great difficulty in following Ile connections for the detector and L.F. Unidvne

The diagrams and photographs in
" P.W.," Nos. 105 and 100

circuit.

show the connections for 4 -pin

-

CATS EYE

-0

FIXED DETECTOR

, Connect up and listen .in
in comfort at once. No
waiting. No adjusting.
Order from your dealer.
or send F.O. 2 / 6 and

valves, with an extra terminal
for the extra grid, but I.

6 -13

A

have purchased the set of
parts advertised in " P.W."
and I wish to

E

showing

lid. stamp to-

COMREX CO. (Dept. 3), GS, Fleet St., E.C.4.

.'k'

\

WIRELESS INVEN1ORS
PATENTS-TRADE MARKS. Advice, Handbook
and Cons. free.-B. T. KING, C.I.M.E.,Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 14da. Queen Victoria St., E.C.4. 'Phone Central 682. 38 yrs. refs.

use

5-pi4 mires.

('an you publish a diagram

the wiring from-

point to point
The

accompanying

sketch.

which is partly pictorial, shows

how the different components
should be connected. The upper
portion of the diagram (with
shaded edges) represents the
back of the panel, and needs no
explanation except that the grid

leak is shown symbolically below
the centre stud of the switch,

Charge "Ircwi,

ACCUMULATOR
mt Home with the
TUNGAR BATTERS CHARGER.

Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
Garage,
No
no attention.
Owner -Driver or Wireless Enthusiast should be without

one. Will charge from 1 to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.

Descriptive Booklet free on application. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyoniy.

Obtainable born your Garage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSON. HOUSTON CO., LTD,
Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C,4

--..........----.

with the variable condenser on
its right.

Below the dotted line are the

(

two valve positions, with the
sockets marked as seen when looking down at the baseboard. The
are
connections
transformer

marked, hut on both sides the

leads should be tried in the
reverse position, until the best
results are obtained. The leak
across the '001 should be varied
carefully, as explained in POPULAR WIRELESS, No. 117, and for
close coupling between the coils it
is

essential to use the types re-

commended, and not any plug-in
roil that happens to be on hand.
(Continued on page 599.)
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Contznued from page 598.)

H. S. (Barnsley).-During my temporary

absence on holiday in April my landlord erected

,'-rillimast at the bottom of my garden without

,liaving mentioned the fact or asking permission.
My neighbour residing next door and living

under a different landlord to me, asked if he
'might fix an aerial to my pole to run to his

Skylight. This permission was granted by me,
but on commencing to fix up same the landlord
of the progrty where I live came out and raised
objections and said he would not allow it, so
the matter was allowed to rest pending inquiry.
Will you inform me of the exact position

I am of opinion that my landlord exceeded

' his rights both in erecting a post in the garden
which I rent from horn with the house, and also
in objecting to allow a neighbour to connect
to my mast. Kindly inform me if I can cause

him to remove his mast or claim a nominal

.rent for same. Should he lose his case, can he

cause me to quit the house I occupy as his
tenant ?

Your landlord had no right to erect the mast on
the ground leased to yon, and you are entitled to

demand rent for it or ask him to remove it.
Strictly speaking, your Landlord is within his rights
in refusing to allow your neighbour to fix his aerial
to your pole, but he would experience difficulty if
he attempted to do more than protest.
If your landlord lost his case it would not affect
your tenancy. Provided you pay your rent regularly
you are protected by the provision of the Rent Act,

"cyine knacks for ladyeg"

effect is made by the court, and the dispute as to the
mast affords no ground for applying to the court for

for one's outlay, then buying a Louden valve is

If good trading consists in getting the utmost return

and you cannot be evicted unless an order to that
an order for possession of the premises.
*

*

W. Mc.0 (Berwick-on-Tweed).-Will you

tell me how many hours a 6 -volt 40 -ampere hour accumulator is supposed to last, an'l how
many hours a 4 -volt 30 -ampere -hour accumulator will last after charging ?

I I-

This depends entirely upon the current taken out
of the accumulator. It can be estimated by the
following method :
FirSt, it is necessary to know the actual capacity

state). A " 40 -ampere hour accumulator does not
give the information, because, although this accumulator would give 40 hours service, there is no indication
of what kind of service.

Stands land 22,

-recovers itself in the intervals between use, and

British Wireless

An accumulator which is only used intermittently
for short periods-such as for motor -car ignition work

will give long service of an intermittent nature.
But if the same accumulator were to be discharged
steadily, such as is done when lighting the valves of a
wireless set, -it would only give about half the current
which it was capable of supplying in small quantities
at irregular intervals.

Exhibition,
White City.

The current consumption of the Louden valve is
exceptionally low (04 ampere) whereas that of the
ordinary bright filament valve is almost double
this figure.

Satisfied users of Louden Valves report that their

that the journeys to the charging station are now
halved, as also is the accumulator bill.

always be borne in mind when purchasing this
component.

For wireless work we require to know the actual

capacity. If the accumulator is marked " 40 -ampere
hours (actual)," it will give one ampere for 40 -hours
when used for wireless work. If, however, the
accumulator is marked " 40 -ampere hours (ignition),"

it will give only about half-i.e. 20 hours, at one
ampere, when used to light wireless valves.

The " actual " capacity may always be reckoned as

halt the " ignition' capacity.
Having settled how many actual ampere hours
the accumulator is capable of giving, it is a very easy
matter to find how long it will last before requiring
recharging.

Divide the number of amperes taken by the

valve (or valves) into the actual ampere hours which

-

The outlay required is only ten shillings.
In return you will get a valve which we consider
represents by far the best value yet offered.

" accumulators now last twice as Jong,"

This important difference between the nature of
the services required from an accumulator must,

*

-

Only one of its good qualities is the saving which
it will effect in your accumulator bill.

of the accumulator (which you have' omitted to

the accumulator will give, and the result is the required number of hours.
For instance, if five valves are used, and their total
current consumption is two amperes, a 2.1) actual
ampere -hour accumulator would last for 10 hours.
The same accumulator when used ou a one -valve
set taking, say, three-quarters of an ampere, would
therefore last for just over 26 hours.
In case this is not perfectly dear, we will take one
mole case in detail. Suppose an accumulator
marked 60 -ampere hours (ignition) is used for a
three -valve set. How many hours will it last
The first thing to find is the current consumption of
each valve. This is generally marked on the box
in which the valve is packed, but in any case can
always be obtained from the makers or dealer.
Suppose, in this instance,ime valve takes -6 and two
take '7 amperes each. The total consumption of
the three valves is thus two amperes.
The accumulator is rated at 60 -ampere hours
" Ignition," so it will only give 30 hours actual
discharge. Therefore, when two amperes are taken
from -for the three valves, it will need recharging
every 15 hours.

excellent. business.

VALVES

If this were the only advantage which the Louden
Valve possessed over others it would alone be
sufficient to recommend it, but when you consider
that in addition it gives a reproduction startling in
its silver clarity, that it gives the same volume as
valves costing considerably more,and that the life
of the filament is greatly prolonged by the absence
of bombardment," you will agree that in fairness
to your purse you should fit your set with Louden
Valves at the earliest possible date.
Manufactured
throughout
in
Or eat Britain.

The plain Louden fo

detecting and Low

Frequency Amplify
inc.
The Blue Louden for
H F. Amplification.
F lament Volts 4.8.5
F lament Amps. Vt.
Anode

Volts

40.50.

110 U ben
ADVT.

OF

TEE

FELLOWS MAGNETO

CO.,

Al! Louden* are

IRELEs S
vv

Ad

Unibe,6
LTD.,

PARK

ROYAL,

Silver Clear and fre,i!

from
"mush.
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n'TTC

eon.
is very low
life long.

(Clear
SVILLESDEN,
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reply suggests little use for a crystal, so if this bit
of information may be of any use will you kindly let
him have it through the medium of your paper.
A few months ago I constructed (to instructions

To brilliant

given in your valuable paper) the

ft

Playing.

" Beckerism " is

a

positive and decided

MORE UNIDYNE RESULTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Short Cut to brilliant
piano playing in twothirds less time, with
a fourth the work, at
a tenth the expense
of ordinary methods.

Dear Sir, -4 have constructed the Detector and

L.F.- Unidyne Set as described in the back numbers

of POPULAR WIRELESS, from which I ant getting some
excellent -results.,

Using my water -pipe as earth and a. twin aerial
42 ft. long and at a height of 30 ft., I receive 5I T,
Y, and 6 B AI with good 'phone strength
5 S C,

No everlasting drudgI have taught
thousands by post during twenty-three years without this drudgery They were of all ages from 16

ery-Practice! Practice! Practice!

on one valve, while when using the two valves speech

can be heard perfectly 16 ft. from. the loud speaker
(the speaker used is an :Amplion Baby). On one
occasion I received Newcastle (5 N 0), speech being
sufficiently loud -enough to be heard 6 ft. from the
loud speaker. The only trouble I had was. however,

to 60, of all occupations, of every degree of proficiency, from beginners to professional players.
Crystal clear and simple as A It C to understand! A teacher always with you! Every
moment a delight!
I
GUARANTEE YOUR
SUCCESS if I accept you Write for my book
and free advice and JUDGE FOR YOURSELF.

fading, but by making a slight adjustment to the

grid leak its original strength was attained.
Using good component parts, a. Unidyne I find
will stand a test of equality against any H.T. two valve super set, both in range and volume, while
when considering purity a set using H.T. shows
itself partially inferior. Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS

PROOF

Beginners write :-" 1 can never be
grateful enough for your lessons." Mrs. F.G

(Perronporth).
What a world of pleasure you
H. V. C. (Kingston)
have opened out to me 1
An Intermediate.-" My playing has been
transformed in touch, tone, velocity,
accent, everything." H. J. (Barnsley).

continued success.

months

only be

can

W.S. (Loughton).

called

-40, Franklin Road.
Gillingham, Kent.

these three
marsellous2'

WHY NOT YOU ?

SOME FURTHER " D X" RESULTS.

of my book, " Mind, Muscle
and Keyboard," and Form
for gratis advice. Send postcard (Mrs., Mr., etc.)
and one word to suit your case-Beginner, ElemenMr. B. BECKER,
tary, Moderate o. Advanced.
64, Bristol Ho., Holborn Viadtict, London, E.C.1,

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

FREE COPY

Dear Sir-Being a reader of POPULAR WIRELESS,
it may interest you to heat of the results which I am
getting.
On two valves all British stations come in well on
the 'phones. W G Y and W B Z were received twice
-

in the laSt week, and on both occasions two other
American. stations were heard on Slightly higher

-''PHONE REPAIR SERVICE

wave -lengths. -On Tuesday, October 21st, at 2.30 a.m.,
seven American stations were received on two valves

ALL, MAKES and Ex -Army 'Phones rewound
4,000 ohms, 416 per pair; 8,000 ohms, I/
extra. Postage, 6d. Remagnetising, I V per pair
Transformers rewound, any ratio, from 51-.

-W Y, W B Z,

GUIDE TO

WIRELESS

TUNED

ANODE

RECEIVERS.

metres, Zurich and a Very -faint station on 375
metres.

We are 40 ft. above sea level, and I am using an
aerial 40 ft:. one end and 65 ft. the other.

160 pages Y8 diagrams)

Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS every success.

Yours truly,

Post free

J. C. DARCOLIBE.

Satisfaetion Guaranteed or Money Returned.

The Glebe House,

SArtrIT RADIO Co. (Dept. 14), South Shore, Blackpool

Hill Croome,

Upton -on -Severn.

ENGRAVING
PANELS IN LARGE OR SMALL

CRYSTAD RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR -WIRELESS.

QUANTITIES ENGRAVED BY

Dear Sir,-Seeing an inquiry in your paper, October

24th, from H. B. T. (Llandebie, ('armarthen) for a

SUGDENS, 57, FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4.

set to receive Swansea, seventeen miles distant, your

MIKRO
Ltd.,
SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
The Proprietors and Patentees of the

end

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
ate now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET-

" The Marvels of the Microphone."
3rd Edition

'

W. II0 LOST0CE.

13, Byron Terrace,
New Seaham.

CONCERNING REFLEX RECEIVERS.
The -Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I ant very pleased to see the articles
(and circuits) on reflex sets which have appeared
lately in your interesting paper, as I am quite convinced that the finest poor man's set at the present
time is the one -valve and crystal reflex. I also feel
sure that it will not be long before really good two and three -valve circuits employing dual amplification
on all valves will be found.

For " the encouragement of the others " I give a
list of stations logged in one hour after constructing
a one -valve and crystal reflex :

All main broadcasting stations; Leeds, Liverpool.

and Stoke-on-Trent (testing).
Relay stations.
Chelmsford, Radiola (1,780 metres), Paris (340?
metres), and Brussels.

I used the " P.W." circuit, but with transformer
coupling, as this will allow a valve detector being
added without trouble, and the following components
were found to give excellent results : Myers' valve.

Edison Bell L.F. transformer, Edison Bell fixed

condensers, Ormonde variable, aerial 0005, anode

0003, Burndept crystal detector, Perrnanite and
silver spear point whisker. A vernier on aerial
condenser would help.

Great selectivity is obtained by mounting aerial
coil so that it can be coupled to H.F. transformer.
When reaction is used in this way the tuning becomes
critical and retuning necessary as reaction is Altered.

With the above parts the set is very stable and

16, Marbury Road, Chester.

:

DIIAL AMPLIFICATION SETS. ALSO THE
VERY LATEST TWO, THREE, AND FOUR

Yours sincerely.

of these stations were transmitting dance music.

On most nights, using two valves, the following
Four Paris
Continental stations can be
stations, Amsterdam, Berlin, Breslau, Eberswalde,
BrusSels, Frankfurt., Haeren. The Hague, Hamburg,
Hilversum, Konigsberg, Lausanne on 780 metres,
Leipzig, Lyons,, on 1,500 'metres,- Madrid, Munich.
Rome, on 422 metres, Stuttgart, 'Vienna, on 600

CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,

I am,

howling practically eliminated.
Yours faithfully,

.

Full Instructions are given for MAKING COMPLETE

be of help to any other readers.

two others whose call signs were -not heard.

W B Z was relaying from an hotel in Boston.

If von wish to make wireless sets which are
UNBEATABLE IN PRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY
this is the hook you must have.
Everything is so clearly explained that any beginner, without previous experience, can make the
most efficient receiving sets obtainable.

VALVE

Z,' W A A F, K D K A, and

With third valve switched -on, W G -Y and W B Z
could be followed at 12 ft. from the 'phones. Most

The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.
BEGINNERS

rs faithfully,

E. F. PERRY.

A Moderate :-" The improvement in my
reading and technical ability in

1'am,

P.W." Ultra.

using only 81 ft. of aerial and lead-in, together with
long earth lead to buried earth plate; aerial only
25 ft. at highest point and eighteen miles from -Newcastle. The volume of sound obtained is splendid
and clefir. To -night, while listening to Belfast's
official opening, speech could -be clearly understood
with 'phones 6 in. front head and with 'phones on
the table about 1 ft. to 18 in. away. The tune of
band music was easily recognised. Hoping this may

Post free 61.d. (P.O., not stamps).

320, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.C.2.
SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/CERTIFICATED
PERS
-1500 A YEAR FORBOOK-KEE

Let the City Correspondence College experts show you the way to success-they guide
you through the various stages step by step. Postal tuition 10/- monthly, including books.

SUCCESS GUARANTEED AT TWO ADVANCED EXAMINATIONS.
ProsPectus,test,monzals tram brOSP rot. Past students, etc., free on aPPlicotirn.

CITY CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE,

De2t. 452, 89, New Oxford Street, LONDON, W.C.1.

F. B.

CORRESFONDENCE BETWEEN THE INTERNACIA RADIO-ASOCIO AND THE POST-

MASTER -GENERAL.
The following copy of correspondence between the

Internacia RadioAsocio and the P.M.G. has bmn
sent to "P.W." for publication in these columns.
Internacia Radio-Asocio,
October 9th, 1924.
The Postmaster General,
Department of Wireless Telegraphy,
G.P.O., E.C.

Dear Sir,-I have been instructed by the Council
of this Association to communicate with you on the
subject of amateur radio communication between this
country and abroad.
My Council feel that the new restrictions which
have been introduced will undoubtedly prevent the
natural development of international relations
between wireless amateurs of different countries. At
such a time as this, when almost every day countries
are giving more freedom to amateurs for receiving
and transmitting, and when the valuable work done
by amateurs in the past and at present has enabled
communication to be set up under what have hitherto
been considered impossible conditions, it appears to
us to be a serious retrograde step to place restrictions

on free intercourse between atnateurs of this and

other lands.
Surely the barrier of language is at present a sufficient deterrent against, indiscriminate and unnecessary transmissions abroad ! 'A number of amateurs

in this country and other countries have beets preparing to commence tests in Esperanto, by means of

which they hope to obtain better results than previously on account of the greatly extended field
:Esperanto opens out to them, but the new restrictions

will, I am afraid, be a very severe handicap.
We trust that this matter will be reconsidered by

you and that you will see your way to abolish

a.

restriction which will hinder the valuable Fork of the
radio amateur.
Believe me to be, Sir,

Yours faithfully,

H. A. EPTON,
(Signed)
Hon. Sec. Internacia Radio-Asocio.

General Post Office, London, RC. 1.
17th October, 1924.
The Hon. Secretary,
Internacia Radio-Asocio.

Sir,-With reference to your letter of the 9th

October concerning wireless licence's, I tam directed
- by the Postmaster -General to say that the restriction
which you mention is not new. When the conditions
respecting experimental wireless licences were settled
after the war, experiments were limited, as a general

rule, to those carried out in -co-operation with not

(Continued- on, page.. 01.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 600.)
more than five specified experimenters in this county.
Early in 1922, the limit of number was abandoned
hut the scope of experimental communication was not
extended to other countries.
It. has been the recognised practice for licencees to

apply tar special permission where they wished to
carry out experiments with places abroad. Many
such permits have been given, and the Postmaster

General is stiff prepared to give permission at once in
approved cases.
that he is now in commimication with
I am to
the It
ty of Great Britain on the general
the conditions under which wireless
question
sending licences are issued.
I am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
J. F. BROWN.
(Signed)

p.

This Map shows

the

effective working areas
of the Crystavox-the

only Loud Speaker in
the

world

capable of

operating direct from a

AZCIWIEN

Crystal Receiver. If you

live within any of the
circles-and if your
Crystal Set wilt respond
to the simple test de-

scribed below-you can
use a Crystavox Loud

Speaker.

AMERICA ON A " P.W." UNIDYNE.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Noting that Mr. Ralston received W G '2

on a 1 -valve Unidyne, I am writing to say that I
picked up this station a day before him on my singlsvalve Unidyne. I heard most of the speech and all
the music from 3.15 a.m. to 4 a.m., whenJie closed
down, on the morning of the 11th October, I also
received a station at about the same time the Saturday before, but it was very faint, and I could not
get the call sign.

Qi

Yours faithfully,

Rm,r.o HAM

G. ANDREWS.

44, Grosvenor Place,

Newcastle -on -Tyne.

THE ONE -VALVE L.S. CIRCUIT.

The Editor. Port:Len WIRELESS.
am writing to let you know the results
Dear
I have load on the one -valve loud -speaker set described

in your issue of August 9th. 1 have had all B.B.C.
stations on it (excepting Cardiff). Glasgow comes in

with almost as much strength as Manchester. The

relay station at two miles is sufficiently loud to work
a small loud speaker.
Of the Continental stations, I have only received
Brussels and Madrid. Another station also came
through very well on about 450 metres, but I did not
know which station it was. (This was at 9.30 p.m.,
October 14th ) 1 am using a " Ferranti " transformer in place of the " Powoulp " described. It is
the best one -valve set I have tried. (Of course, I
have not tried the Unidyne !) Wishing your journal
every success.
Yours faithfully,
3, Sedley Street, Anlield. Liverpool.

-1111

A. ORMANDY.

RESULTS ON THE UNIDYNE.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Just a few lines to let you know of the
results I received with your Unidyne circuit. I am
situated in Bangor, twelve miles from Belfast, locally
known as a blind spot for crystal sets. On two
valves!Belfast comes in at nearly loud speaker strength,

Glasgow loud on the 'phones, also Bournemouth,
London, Birmingham, Cardiff, Manchester, Aberdeen,
Newcastle, Nottingham relay, Stoke-on-Trent testing on Monday night. I received Boston (Mass.) twice,
although.this can't be " did " every night. I also
receive a German station, but I don't know where it is.
On Sunday and Monday nights, between eleven and
twelve, I received a Frenchman, or a German, I am
not sure which he was putting on some gramophone
records, and when they were finished he said " Allo,
affo," and he gave his call sign, hut I could not catch
it. Could you tell me who this is !
Wishing P.W." every success.
I am, dear sir, yours, etc.,
10, Madrid St., Belfast.

CIIARLES BUT,ROWS.

P.S.-This is not bad considering where I am
It is my eighth valve set and the best of
the lot of them.-C.B.
situated.

fWe are unable to identify the station mentioned,

sod should be glad if any readers who can throw light

upon the matter will communicate with us.-En.)
W J Z ON A ONE -VALVE UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Since sending you the account of my
have had W J Z. I started at 3 a.m on Saturday
11th, arid by 3.15 I had got him tuned in. There was
a good bit of fading but I kept him until he closed
down at 4 a.m. The music came through very well,
but at times the speech was unreadable. Atmospherics were hardly noticeable, unlike the Saturday
before, when I picked up another station, but it was
very faint and X's were too bad to enable anything
to be read.
results with the simplified one -valve Unidyne, I

Yours faithfully,

44, Grosvenor Place,

O. ANDREWS.

Newcastle on -Tyne.

Exhibited at our Stand
at the Albert Hall
Exhibition.

-the only Loud Speaker working
direct from a Crystal Receiver
THOSE fortunately living within easy range of
a B.B.C. station require nothing more than a
good Crystal Set and a Crystavox. In return
they will receive all the pleasures of Broadcasting
at an absurdly low price-a few shillings every six

From all Dealers,
or can be demon-

strated at the following Showrooms:

19, Mortimer St., W.l.
IS, Moorfields,
Liverpool.

67, High Street,
Southampton.

months or so for the replacement of a small dry
battery.

Nothing more to buy-compare it with a Valve
Set with the constant replacement of valves,

accumulators to be recharged, and the 'uncertainty

as to whether it will break down ,at the critical
moment. But every Crystal Set won't work a
Crystavox-they differ considerably in sensitiyeness, and local conditions vary, too. Apply this
test : hold the phones 12 inches from the earsif signals can still be heard then the Crystavox can

be relied upon to

£6- 15-0

fill

the whole room with its

delightfully mellow tone.

If you would know more about its capabilities ask

your dealer for a free copy of a new Crystavox

Folder, or if his supply is exhausted, we will send
you one direct.

A "P.W." ONE -VALVE REFLEX.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sirs, -1 Mel it is only my duty to let you
know the results obtained with the " One -Valve
Reflex," by Mr. M. C. Pickard in POPULAR WIRELESS

(Continued an page 602.)

S. G. BROWN Ltd.-Victoria Rd., N. Acton, W.3
Gilbert Ad 1727

ti
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(continucd from page

V. R. PLEASANCE,

60, FARGATE,

of September 27th, 1924.
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A TYPE FOR EVERY VALVE.

I have received all B.B.C.

stations, Brussels, School of Posts, Petit Parisien,
Vox Haus, Madrid, two German stations, and. to
my surprise, on Tuesday morning (October 14th,
1924), at 2 aril. picked up W Z B (Mass,) K D K A
(Pittsburg), W G V (Sheneetady), and all distinctly
readable in fact. I listened to the whole programme
from W Z B, from 2.30 to 5.30. and wrote down
every item, and never lost him once. I have sent

SHEFFIELD.
'Crams.: Aermonic, Sheffield.
---

the programme to W Z B for confirmation.
Yours faitldully,

TN 4

219-229 SHAFTESBURYAVENUE.W.C2

W. WOOLVFEr.

06. Clinton Road.

Mile End, E. 3.

RE "NOVEL CIRCUIT."
Ie

Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Gear SW-Having got fed -up with loud -speaker

Work for a while, I decided to try the'one-valve circuit.

published in your paper a few months ago, which
itriginated from Mr. Chttos,'of Ealing..

It certainly is very extraordinary for its simplicity,
t' within an hour of fixing it up, on a wooden panel.
I got Mantheater,'Grlasgow,-Beurnemouth, Ne*castle.
and. of course, London, who comes roaring in. The

PANELITE.

Will withstand 5,000 -volts. Black finish. Will not

fracture. 6 x 6x 3/16, 1/-:. 7 x 5, III; 8 x 5, 1/2;
9 a 5, 1/4; 9 6, 1/6; 10 x 9, 2/2; 12 x 10, 219:
14x 12.4 /6 post paid. Other sizes and thickness pro rata

RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept.

I
Mount your valves behind
the panel. Use Aermonic

provincial stations come in at fair ',phone strength,
without any interference from each other. Besides
the above stations. I have recently tuned in Aberdeen,
Birmingham, Vox Haus, a continental station

smart set.

thericar Madrid. This last was fair, although very
careful tuning was needed, and knowing something
of the language, I was able to follow the speech fairly

Ports and make a

Valve

Holders 116 each. Ports IL each.

Both highest quality
finish.

and

...anrimorftwok
THEEXTF=N"SEVRA1010I1ABLE MICA

HUNDREDS

JOHN WALKER & CO,
28, The Grove, Vauxhall, S.W.8

ACCUMULATORS.
C.A.V., Fullers,

eta. Guaranteed brand new an] perfect, bat slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage
both ways if returned within 7 days.

4v -40a
4v-603
4T -20a
4v -100a

..,
...
...
..,

...

...
...
...

17C

6v -40a

27 / 8

6v -80a
6v -100a

21/9 6v -60a.
32 / 6

Special Line:-

..,

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

25132;6
40 :-

47,6

announcing in French and English, and Radiowell.

I am using an Ediswan A,R.D.E. valve, and 50 volts
on plate. My aerial is badly screened, and is only about
25 feet high. Capacity is very troublesome with this
-

set, but is overcome with careful tuning.
I shall be glad to know if Mr. ('hitos has made any
improvements in the circuit since its publication, as
it is extremely interesting, and I am sure further
possibilities are in store for it..
Yours faithfully.
A. C. BATES.
83, Salmon Lane,
Stepney, E. I.I.
THAT SIMPLE SUPER CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir.-I was very interested in the single-Yalve
' super circuit, described by Philip Mason in POPULAR
WIRELESS a short time ago.

I have constructed a two -valve set. using this
circuit for detector, followed by a stage of low frequency amplification.
Below I reproduce the circuit as I am using it.

Rest English Make, S.C. 60 -amp. hour, 2219 each
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

LOUD SPEAKERS

make.
Your selection. Amplion, T.M.C.,
Brown, Sparta, Sterling, G.A.V., etc. Junior or
Senior. Quarter with order, balance six monthly payments. Standard sets. Headphones same term,.'
ACCUMULATORS.
Best Quality Guaranteed.
3 monthly payments
3 monthly paynnts

Any

4V-41)

I

perfect.

Increases signals 100-'),,.

is " RITE

Every piece tested.

Post Free 1 - W. FREAK, 8, POPLAR WALK
RD., S.E.24.& J. SMITH, 70, NORMAN RD., S.E.10

EBONITE BUSHES
For mounting on Wood Panel.
Perfect insulation.

Price 1,'- for 12 (post free).
Easily fixed by drilling a t" hole.

DAREX RADIO Co.,
STANDARD WORKS.Waldram Rd.,
Forest Hill, London, S.E.23,

Trade Supplied.

',.............INVENTIONS....
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.
Particulars and consultations free.

BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court. Holborn, London, W.C.I.

Eirabtishea 1840.
a.--,

Telephone: Chancery 7547.

44Lho-nal5
..
A sAINPAPi.*

R.

601137
Ex-R.A.F. Masts 27 -feet Canadian spliced hollow

Maple in 2 jointed sections These masts cost £3-15-0
each to make.
Carriage paid anywhere U.K. 22/6
complete; London area, 21/-. One man can erect.

W.; J. L. MILNE,

2, Stafford St., Old Bond St., W.1.

24/30/38/-

9,6
10,6
13/6

6V-100 45/- 16/ -

.

Carr. 1 / 6 any size.

EBONITE

Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wait or sent by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd.,
91;92, Great Saffron Hill. London, E.C.1.'
'Phone , Holborn 50.

AERIAL SATISFACTION::

Use

clear reception

Radio wire for your aerial, and lead direct to set. Easily
fixed. Requires no insulators. Only 1 /8 for 100 ft. wild
instruettons ! Useful for earthing and 'phone extensions,
and is waterproof insulated. From your dealer, ..or

(we from

DAVID GREEN & SON, 652,

Department, LYTHAM.

Each Bowyer -I -owe Cornponent is tested 'before
despatch and guaranteed to be mechanically and
electrically accurate. As used by foremost
experimenters in famous sets. Send postcard
for complete I.st of ,liesc trustworthy parts.

from 15/6; Loud Speakers, 29'6:
from 19/6; Amplifiers from 421-;
Crystal Sets Valve
Sets from 7716.

" THE RECEPTION "

1s, ..

6V-40
6V-60
6V-80

EASY PAYMENTS

Headphones

You get when using " PERFECTR ITE

56
7,9
96
11 -

HOLMES, 29,FoleySt.,Gt.PortlandSt.,W.l.n:rm'

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESSScud for new bargain list of all components.
Direct from actual manmactmers.

:1 '6

:

TESTED COMPONENTS

SONS, Lisburn Street, Barnoldswick.

TOWNSHEYDS, Ltd., Ernest St., Birmingham.

I

4V-60 .: 4V-80 26'4V-100 30,"On,. riseN ,,,,,,r

post

WIRELESS CABINETS, Oak 1 2 in. or 5 Sin. thick.
cut to sizes, or Cabinets made up complete, special
low prices for one dozen lots, send particulars of
sizes. etc.. required to-LAMBERT ROBINSON &

P "),

143, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

I'

DOWVER-LOWE CO. LTD.
LETCHWORTH.

I can tune in all the B.B.C. stations with this

circuit, while 5 X .X, 2 L 0, 5 W A, 6 B M, a»d
5 N 0 come in at appreciative loud -speaker strength ;

and between 1 am. and 4 a.m. on Sunday, 12th
inst. I was able to receive the American Broadcasting
stations, K D K A (326 metres) and W G Y with
clear, audible strength, although conditions were
unfavourable. In all cases I was using dull emitter
valves.

The circuit is particularly silent in -action and
almost free from violent oscillation : it is not a
difficult matter to tune in most of the B.B.C. stations
without a single scream.
I think perhaps this last sentence might catch
the eye of the person who, a few days ago, sent me
by post, a press -cutting, suggesting I have been upsetting the whole neighbourhood with violent oscillations. If my corresnondent cares to send ride
name and address, I will give him some useful inforn
anon.

.06 VALVES FOR 12/6

Pit. volts .1.6,

anode '30-100. This valve has stood the
test. We have. received REPEAT ORDERS and
LETTERS OF TESTIMONY. Owing to our
success in marketing this valve, imitatory offers kro
now being made. Our customers past and prospective
are reminded of our service-we CONCERT TEST all

valves

L. R.

tVERARD.

" Fernley,"
70, Waterhouse Street. Chelmsford.

[Just before going to press we received a letter
from Mr. Philip Mason in which he gives some
further constructional details concerning his interesting circuit. We will endeavour to publish this
letter in next week's issue.-Ed.]

replying to advertisements
please mention " Popular

1WHEN
Wireless " to ensure prompt attention.

despatch, and

send

theta on

.

UNIDYNE VALVES
(Dutch) 4 Electrode DULL EMITTER

Phillips'
Valves,
1-8 volts 1-6 amp
each 25/ Phillips' 4 Electrode Bright Emitter Valves; each 1216
Concert tested. 24 hours' approval.

5: 1- L.F. TRANSFORMER 9/3

Finely built, electrically and mechanically, on 3 days'
approval. All goods well packed and post free.

PRODUCTS (Dept. P.25).
Eton ANELOY
Works, Upland
Road, London, S.E.22.

I should be pleased to give any of your reader,

further information regarding this circuit should they
correspond with me.
Yours faithfully,

before

24 HOURS' APPROVAL

,.i
il

`""'"MitincleTorli
1

ligig

NES
'''41 --At

Crystal. Set

The greatest and most efficient
Novelty Crystal Set since Adaml:
His hat is the coil-his whisker

tire cat's-whisker-his ' dia'
stud is the crystal I!
Perfect " results guaeanteed.,

is

mond

13 miles from 5 N 0.
Why not have a Set that is,

Tested

good to look at-and gives loud
signals? He is 91" high made
hand -painted' china. China-,
-1- --s---- -1 of
the perfect insulator. An ideal
for le /1 Pout
Fresent,
readyPrice
AM.
istening-in.
AU, 0 Free.
P. Patent No. 19519. Satisfaction or cash refunded.'
T. P. GOWLAND, Wireless Manufacturer, Dept. P. Is..
Ellison Place, Newcastle -on -Tyne. A few agenciesstill open
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 574.)

but in reality they are conducting the
practical experiments from which so many
of the improvements of the last five years

603

l4iVile.'
"ktrk. -d
(t_tot,i-v

A'

have resultedThey are striving to make
the set workThetter, to make it simpler,
to eliminate, difficulties, to increase its
range, and,
ye all, to improve the quality

of the ton
t is this never-ending quest
for perfect n which is bringing radio
to new stages of efficiency and usefulness."
New Wireless Words.

It is pretty evident to anybody that
there must have been a large number of
new words coined during the past three
or four years as a result of the popularising
of wireless. Such words as electron, proton, inductance, potentiometer, and so on,
of course, existed long before broadcasting.
But triode, autodyne, magnetron, hetero-

dyne, not forgetting unidyne, and hosts
of other words seem to have sprung up
with wireless, and become known to the
layman since the advent of broadcasting.
It has been estimated that upwards of
five thousand new words have come into
being directly as a result of the development
of wireless.

TO THE TRADE.
Showcards,

folders

and window display
cartons are yours
for the asking. Write

Made in two types
Concert Grand
301 -

Eureka No. 2 (for
Second L F. Stage)

us to -day.

Simplifying Wiring.

2216

When you are building a set, and following your circuit diagram carefully in finishing

the wiring up, you will find it a great help
as you make each connection, or pair of
connections, to mark out the wire on the
circuit diagram with blue pencil. In this
way it is easy to see at a glance just which
wires you have finished and which remain
to be done. This hint seems almost too

obvious to mention, but it

surprising
how much trouble it may save you and how
is

many experimenters there are who appear
to prefer the longer way.
Panels from Scrap.

Many types of storage battery, more

particularly certain kinds which were in
vogue a few years ago, are fitted into
hard rubber cases, and occasionally discarded cases of this kind may become across
amongst electricians' scrap. They make

excellent small panels, and should not be
thrown away. All that is necessary is to
cut the box down the angles by means of
a hacksaw, thus separating the four sides
and the bottom. If the pieces are warped

they can be flattened by immersing in
boiling water for a few minutes and then
laying on a flat surface with a flat piece of
wood covering them and a heavy weight
upon the top of the wood. When cold they

will be found to be quite sufficiently plane
for the purpose. The two surfaces of each
piece should be cleaned up with fine emery
paper, afterwards smoothing with an oiled

Usually these sheets aro thinner
than the conventional ebonite panel, so
that washers may have to be added to the
cloth.

instruments which are to be mounted upon
them. If the sheets are not required for
small panels, they cut up into useful ebonite

bushes, which may be used for mounting
instruments upon a wood panel.
A Remarkable Valve.
i
In the " Science Monitor "

IS thirty shillings a lot of money for a Transformer ?
The tens of thousands of enthusiastic Eureka users
do not think so, but we know that there are still a
large number of home constructors who-before building
their Sets-carefully go through their list of components
and see where they can save money. And it is right that
they should do, no doubt ; but are they wise in stinting
money on their L.F. Transformer-the one component
on ,their Receiver that can make or mar its quality of
reproduction.
After all, most multi -valve Receivers are operated in rooms

of moderate size-sufficient amplification for which is
readily obtained by the use of one Eureka Concert Grand.
The difference in cost between a Eureka and a cheap
and inferior Transformer cannot possibly exceed 15/-.
For fifteen shillings, therefore, would you prejudice

the hours of work you have spent on your Set or the
money you have invested in it ?

Again, supposing you choose a cheaper Transformer, and
find that you arc not getting sufficient volume, your only
alternative would he to add another stage of low frequency
amplification-meaning another Transformer and another
valve.

VolThink it ocer again and you'll want a Eureka-.
Britain's Transformer de -luxe.
Guaranteed indefinitely
against breakdown and recognised by experts as producing

the purest tone-a Transformer you'll he proud to instal in
your Set.

(Boston,

September 26th) is an account of a new
wireless valve invented by a Mr. &thicker(Condinued on page 604.)

Penny wise and pound foolish

Portable Utilities Co- Ltd., Eureka House, Fisher St., London, W.C.1
Gilbert Ad. 1706.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.

ELECT RADIX10/-;_
RADIO
GEMS
30 ft., 14/-. Wave Steel Masts, 20

REDUCED PRICES. Bigger Stocks.
Ediswan Valves, R.A.F. ' C " Type

Panels, 101-.

(Continued from page 603.)

ft.,

looters, 50/-; Recorders, £615 /-; Transmitting Sets.
1516; Amplifiers, £2; Valve Cabinets, 10/-; Control

6/6 tzitzttg.).oraciP7.
Alternators,
4 legs, 818.

owuindh

200

watts, 70/-; 500 watts, £8110- Accu.
mulators from 4/6. Hydrometers, 2/-.

Milli -ammeters, 6 m / a, 30/-; 50 ut / a
35/-. Wire, all types, tons stocked. Amplifiers, 3 -valve, £3; 5 -valve, £6; 6
valve, £7; 7 -valve, £8. Buzzers, 1(6,
3/6. Valve Boxes and Coll Boxes, I/6.
CablnetS, 101, Condensers up to 24
MM. all types, .001, 6d. Dynamos, Sc.
and '12-v. 6 -amp., 60/; IIIT 1,000-v.
Hand, £8. M.C. 12 to 1.200-v., £22.
Earth Clips, 6d. Mats, 15/ --Spikes,
1(3. Ebonite Panels, 3/6 lb. Meters, fine selection,
all sizes from millivolts to 2,000-v.,low prices.
R.A.F. Insulators, 156.. Loud Speaker Units, 7/6.
Microphones, 1/-. 'Phones, 2/- to 32/6. Plugs, 3d.
Potentiometers, 3(6. Receivers Crystal, 5/-, 17/6,
19/6, 37/6; 2 -valve, £2; 3 -valve, £3/15; 5 -valve.
£6/5;. Switches, Dcwars to 200 -amps. Special:2valve C.W. Transmitters, £3110. Ammeter Panel for
do., 17/6. 1 -Valve Trench Transmitters. £5. Spark
Sets, 100/600 metres. 15/6. Large 52R 100 watts
.do.. 35/-- Telephony Sets, No. 34, £5. Tuners.

RA.F., 8/- to 40/-. Valves, all types: Dull Emit.,
17/6; Marconi Rounds 3/6. Variometcrs, 3/-. Sq.

Panel Wire, 2d. per 24 -Inch rod. Wire. Rubber Flex.
16. per yard. Thunderstorm Arresters:3 /-. Prompt
delivery by mail all over the world. Send 4,1. stamps
for Illustrated Catalogue of Radio Bargains.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.
'Phone: Avenue 4166.
N.P.I.

9,

ling, of Newark, NJ., which is claimed to
be completely independent of low-tension
and high-tension batteries and to be capable
of operating from the house -lighting system,
either direct or alternating current.
The essential feature of the valve appears
to be what may be described as a tiny valve

within the main valve, the small internal.
one acting as a rectifier for smoothing out
the hum. of the alternating current or the
ripple of the direct current. Connections
for the valve are stated to be somewhat
similar to thoSe in the Unidyne four-clectrode valve circuit.

The valve requires some slight further

development, after which it is hoped that
it will be on the market at a price of about

Loudon

PICKETT'S Insulated Cabinets -s --10r results.
From 1/6 each. highly polished.
All designs & sizes "Made for Constructors."

Write Now for Constructor's Lists Free.

Plekett'sCatifnet(P.W )Wks., Bexley Heath, S. E.

CARPAX

Indorarial 7/6

contains 600 ft. of wire, evenly spaced, rolls

up like a blind, and weighs 11 oz. only.

Will operate both Crystal and Valve Sets.
If your dealer does not smock send us his name
::

and we will deliver post free.

THE CARPAX Co. Ltd., 312, Deansgate, Manchester

method for repairing scratched or marred
panels, or for filling up holes which may
have been drilled in the wrong places. He
stys " Procure a small tube of liquid glue
and a small paeket of dry lamp -black '(not
in oil).

Mix a small quantity wide glue to the

ee this into
consistency of soft putty.
for twelve
the hole to be filled and lea
000 sandhours; then make smooth
paper. rubbing in one directio or the same
way the panel has been rubbed. With a

fair amount of skill the job

will deft'

detection; as the colour will be identical-''
Electrolytic Rectifier.

The following int, also from " Radio
Digest," may be' 'useful to those experi-

menters who empl4 an electrolytic rectifier
for charging their batteries. It has reference

Now Insulating Material.

rectifier solution.

The inventor, Mr. Se h iekerling, alrea,ly

Although glass is a valuable insulator,
it has certain electrical disadvantages when
used in connection with wireless work; and,

CABINETS YOU WANT.

-

A writer in " Radio Digest " gives a

holds ninety-two United States patents.

£2.

Ctitonoril:el.,Aiinue

Telegrams: Elect radi x Aid.

Barclays 171

Repairing Panels.

193:1.

to the preparation and maintenance of the

I -se a gallon jar for a stock solution

and put in soine ordinary borax, fill the jar

up with water, stirring all the time, and
of course, it is impossible for the user to add more borax until you have a saturated
work it or manipulate it in the same way -solution.
as ebonite or the other commonly used
" After the solution has settled down,
insulating materials.
pour off the clear part into the rectifier
Research work has, however, been steadily - jar. Bright points will appear and disgoing on with a view -to the.production of a appear ;on the aluminium rod, and it will
low -loss type of glass, suitable for the -turn white ; Whilst: the lead rod becomes
making of mouldings to replace those at. dark brown or chocolate colour. The solupresent Made in ebonite, bakelite, and other tion
gradually become hot, and even
compositions. The commercial name for boil. When the. solution reaches a milk
this new glass is " Pyrex," and it is now colour, pour it off and refill from the stock
used for making valve -sockets and various solution and let the milky solution settle.
other wireless components. According to Pour the clear solution back into the stock
tests at the U.S. Bureau of Standards, solution and use it for the next_ charge.
Pyrex, when tested at radio frequencies, Throw away the milky sediment."
has lower losses than any other material
The writer of the above states that lie
yet tried, with the exception of quartz.
uses an electrolytic rectifier of his own
Furthermore; it is very strong and heat - construction for rectifying 2 amperes at
resisting and does not absorb moisture. It about
cl, \
-.
is not injured in any way by the heat of a.
soldering iron and is almost entirely free
from surface -condensation of moisture. It
would appear from this that Pyrex is likely

to become an important material for the
making of wireless parts. Pyrex aerial
insulators are already fairly well known,
STEEL LAKEIC MASTS
STRONG, LICHT, DURABLE.

sections. 25',
45'.
Accessories.
Send Postcard for Catalogue.
& J. Laker Co., 457, Romford Rd., London, E.7.

in ICY
35/-; 30' 45/-; 35', 52/6;
40'
75/-; 50',95/-. Complete with all

63/

£1

5

to complete installation
Valves .
(18 v. H.T.

1.

a.

if.

5

0

7

6

5

9

2

6
3

15

0

I

!lottery

6 v. Accu.

I coil Aerial
-Wire

2 Insulators

1 pair Headphone,
.

1

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER TO BUYER.
COMPLETE WITH ALL ACC ESSO [ES AS ABOVE, POST FREE.
sES, INCLUDING ROYALTIES.

DORCO ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 86, Granville Read,

Child's Hill, N.W.2 (nearest Tube Station, Golder's Green).
Telephone : Seced!oell :3079.

modation for fur.
batteries, etc.

D;m1e/5tsxion,xinsaldient:.:,,

Oak:

3716

In Mahan.:

ea ch
for Lists of Various Types, Trade Inquiriecsalcnt:'it..t
CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD..
i

Twelve Months Guarantee with every one.
Accessories needed

0

fitted behind panel, the
Cabinet having a sliding
back for access to rear
of same. Ample accom-

In

f. SET

mulator

in. behind inside of
Valves can be

doors.

MASON, 8, AMITY ST., READING

DORCO MAGIC II.

Marconi's Royalty,

2

wireless novelties, final patent or
in preliminary stages.

EVER OFFERED.

POST FREE, Plus

take r2 x is in. panel

Mail order firm wishes to purchase

By jar the CHEAPEST and BEST All -Station
Manufactured under Marconi Licence.
In handsome Oak
Cabinet as illustrated. Will work a
Loud Speaker 10
miles
from
any
B.B.C. Station.
Price, set only
£2 19 6

Fitted with fillets to

and other components in this material may
soon be expected.

BUILT FOR SERVICE.

Best Steel Tubing, 2' dia.,

Enclosed Type Cabinet

WI: Please be

58-20, Norman's ,Buildings. St. Luke's, L.C.
Clerketurell 690:I.

sure to
mention
" Popular
Wireless
when communicating
with

Advertisers
THANKS!

ADVERTISEMENTS

FOR THESE

COLUMNS ARE ACCEPTED UP TO
FIVE P.M. WEDNESDAY FOR THE
FOLLOWING WEEK'S ISSUE. RATE -1
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OVER 12,000 MILES BY WIRELESS !
If any further justification were needed

for claiming MULLARD as the
MASTER VALVE it is surely to
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be found in the fact that the amateurs
who recently spanned the world by
radio used for both Transmission
and Reception
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Obtainable from all Radio Stores, Electricians, etc.

Ask your dealer for leaflets and the Mallard Safety Disc, free on request.
Advt. The Milliard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S.W. z2
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AN IMPROVEMENT ON THE

1

SQUARE LAW CONDENSE
SQUARE law condenser is a congiven movedenser which' 'for scale
always
gives
ment along its
of
wavelength
the same alteration
with a given inductance. That is to say,
if one movement of the pointer or dial of a

provides a high maximum capacity,
ondenser
has been found_ which for ordinary ti ing work
(outride a laboratory) is a great improvement
on any square law condenser.

square law condenserthrough4 say, To degrees
give-S6n -altaaiion in wavelength 'of, say, Too
metres, every other movement along :t4like scale
_
will give a pro rata alteration.

On short wavelengths its cha4cteristics make

There is now :such a coNenser

tuning much nicer and easier than even a

;.0002 .:s4uare -law condenser-it has a more
open -scale, The effect of this is 19 make tuning,

Although for,-- aboratory work a square law

condenser is necessary, for ordinary' tuning
Nir'ork it has its disadvantages. For instance,'

it '''WOuld': be impossible satisfactorily to use
a

oor -se

ie law condenser in a short wave

reCC:ivei fore- broadcasting, as such a receiver

would be most difficult to tune-it would be
far too critical. On the higher wavelengths

the 'ooi -Square '1.a4 - condenser could be used
without clifficulty;because tuning -on the -higher wavelengths is much less 'critical than on- the
loWei- band, and much easier.

If a square law condenser is used for short
wave work it should-nOt exceed .9602 capa:city.

It would be found critical :enough .even with.
this capacity. But:0602 capaCity is not nearly
high enough for an ordinary receiver-, - as it
does
not provide sufficient capacity for working
e
on the higher wavelengths.
.

on 'short wave 'work than _any -square law ton-

- denser possibly can be, and incomparably

bette.r than a square laW condenser of higher
than .0002 capacity. This condenser also
possesses the advantage that .despite its negligible minimum capacity it also possesses a
high maximum. capacity, which is always

for tuning on the higher wavelengths.- With this' condenser a receiver is
equipped for much nicer tuning, better long
distance:tuning, much more flexible tuning
necessary

than. is possible wttii any square law condenser.
-Its-pointer Makes .two reVolutions-When small

changes. of capacity are reqUired, you work
on',:th0 ..first -revolution,- and on the second
revolution when more critical changes of
capacity are nece-ssaryWITH ONE KNOB
CONTROL.

..

.

This condenser is the new LISSEN
MARK 2 MICA VARIABLE CONDENSER-and it is worth its price of

7-

.

It can be said, therefore, that a .0002 square

law condenser cannot be used at all on the

higher 'Wavelength range, and that a .0005 or

.00i sqiiat6 law; condenser cannot property
be used on 'short wave work-certainly not
00I.
If,

especially long - distance tuning, much easier

1.7s.

Negligible MM. capacity.
Maximum_ rated at ,..00r (actually much
higher). Lissen One -hole Fixing, of course.
s

therefore, a condenser can be obtained

which has almost the accurate characteristics of
a square laW candenie.r but is 'easier to tune With,

provides a negligible minimum capacity at one

extreme of the scale while at the other end it

-With this condenser and Lissenagon coils,
a receiver is fitted, with the best tuning combination it is possible to have. Ask for them if you are out for ease and distance.

Adoertisemmt of Lissca Limited., 8-16, Woodpr Road, Shepherds Bush. W.12.
Printed and published every Friday by the proprietors, The' kmaigamated Press (1922), Ltd.; The FIretway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Advertise
London, R.04. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine ,Post. Subscription
rates : Inland and 'Abroad; 17/4 per, annum, SIB for six months. Sole agents for South Africa : Central News Measly, Ltd. Sole agents for Australia and New
Zealand : Measrs. Gordon & Botch, Ltd.: and for Canada : The Imperial News Co.,(CanaliO, Ltd. Saturday, November 8th.. 1924.
merit. Offices,: Messrs. J. 11 Lite', Ltd., 4, LudgateCircus,
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MR. GOYDER'S RECEIVER:

REGISTERED AT TUE G.P.O. AS A NEWSPAPER.

FULL CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS.

PopularWireless
PRICE 33.

dndWi reless Review

EVERY FRIDAY.'

SCIENTIFIC ADVISER : SIR OLIVER LODCE, F.R.S., D.Sc.!

Americ9,-1 miners listening -in

to W G K in a coal mine.

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.
How to Make a One -Valve Reflex Set.
A Wireless Distance Chart.
Rachmaninoff on Broadcasting.
A Power Stage Two -Valve Set.
Etc. etc.
No. 129. Vol. VI.

Mounting Basket Coils.
A Loose Coupled Crystal Set.
What You Need for "D X" Work.
Notes on Screening.
etc.
November 15th. 1924.
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IGECoPHON

\JEW MODELS
Vi,,,TERED TRADE DADA)

ti

The model illustrated above is the GECOPNONE Single Valve Set which meats the demand for
an efficient popular -priced instrument. It is supplied either with D.E.R. Valve for use with an
accumulator or with D.E.3 Valve for use with dry battery. In the latter form is particularly

ureful to these living in the country cr who -chi not wish to be bothered Widsthe trouhile
,Of accumulator charging. It covers the British Broadcasting wave -length band, whilst lading
coils can he added for Chelmsford cr higher wave -lengths. Its ranee, for broadcasting is rated
at 80-t00 miles. Operation is simplicity itself. Connections are made simply by pushing plugs
into sockets.

Cat. No. B.C: 3000, Set only with D.E.R. Valve
Cat. No. B.C. 3001, Ditto, but with all necessary batteries, headphones, etc.
Cat. No. B.C. 3050, Set only, with D.E.3 Valve
Cat. No. B.C. 3070, Ditto, but with all necessary batteries, headphones, etc.

£5 18

£10

0

0

0

£7 12

0

£10 5 0

Ask your dealer to demons.frate this model to you.

CECOPHONE Sets are sold by CECOPHCNE SERVICE DEPOTS, Electrical linters,
Stores, etc.
Ask for price list (No. B.C. 3125).
Adveriissment of The General Electric Co.. Ltd. (Manufacturers and Wholesale
Kiagsway, W.C.2.

Magnet Haase.
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TUNGSTALITE
BLUE LABEL (Regd. X0.447149
RECTIFICATION OFFICIALLY
TESTED AND GUARANTEED

O
1

AT THE

BRITISH WIRELESS
EXHIBITION
WHITE CITY,
W.12.

c*k.

Ok

0\'
t

OVER 99/°

T

'2

(Wireless Traders Sept., 1924)

0

&I( your dealer jor it, or send 116 toLEEDSHead Office, LONDON-

TUNGSTALITE LTD.,
47, Farringdon Road,
London, E.0.1

Phone: Holborn 2557. Grans: Tungslamp Smith

Also obtainable at
NEWCASTLE

TUNGSTALITE LTD.
41, Call Lane, Leeds
Phone: Leeds 2/375.

MANCHESTER

BELFAST

CLASCOW

D H MacLeay,
Robb Bros
7, Howard Street,
[Glasgow],Ltd..
Belfast
69x, West Nile Street.

Messrs. Payne N. Horns- ,Messrs. A. Franks, Lt 1.. Messrs.

by, Ltd , 6, St. Andrew'slOpticians and Wireless

Buildings, Gallowgate,IEbuipment Mfs. , 95 C 97,
Newcastle on -Tyne.
Ileansgate, Manchester.

Grams: Tnngslam p
Leeds.

Glasgow

1/6 SECURE YOUR SPECIMEN TO -DAY
SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

at the price of Ordinary

Fallon's, in accordance with their usual custom, are giving the public the
benefit of the improvements they have effected in their new model Square
Law Condensers without increasing the price.
=MIN Ms

I have had 25 years'
experience.

HAVE YOU
ANY

Let me help You!
My Advice is Free;

ance, all parts being heavily
plated '068 spacing the closest
possible), In the new model

WE TEACH BY POST.

a new idea in spacing washers,
rigidity of construction, never

before achieved in any make
condenser,
obtained.
of

has

been

Features Include:

ONE HOLE FIXING, TAC
CONNECTIONS, HEAVY

ALUMINIUM TOP AND
BOTTOM PLATES. Metal
to metal adjustable bearings,
stout, well - cut aluminium
vanes. Complete as illustration.

Plates Price Plates
'001
9/6 '0002
'0005 8/6 Vernier

'0003 7/-

'00025 6/9

3 or 5
Plates

Price

.. 6 4;6

you incur no ob!igation.

LEARN A TRADE
OR PROFESSION
We specialise in all

Most Moderate Charges
Payable Monthly.

Expert Tutors for

Exams.

Every Department.
COMMERCIAL
Accountancy
Advertising and Salesmanship
Auditing
Banking

CONDENSER CO.,
LTD.,
Tottenham 193z.
The Condenser People.

All Correspondence and Post Orders to above address.
GlasrowDepo!
Manchester Depot :
Cen Depo' :

3, King Street West, Deansgate. 120, Wellington St.

Baretav's 28;-.

TECHNICAL ICON.)

TECHNICAL
Architectural Drawing
Building Construction
Clerk of Works' Duties
Aviation

-

Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Economies
Electricity
English and French
Engineering
Executorship Law
Foundry Work
Foreign Exchange
Modern Business Methods Internal Combustion
Engines
Secretaryship
Marine Engineering
Workshop Organisation
Book-keeping

Commercial Arithmetic
Commercial Law
Company Law
Costing

Mathematics
Matr ieulation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture

Pattern Mating
Sanitation
Shipbuilding,

Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Telegraphy and Telephony
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Manager's Course

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET.

ENGINEERING
DICTIONARY.

Part One Free.

WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
143. Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

AND PROSPERITY

of our students snakes me feel sure that you will be interested in this advert.

AMBITION

the overall length of the '001
condenser is only ar as against
5
in the old model, and by

FALLON

THE ASTONISHING SUCCESS

word

The New Fallon Square Law

Condenser is absolutely the last
in perfect condenser
construction :
Extremely handsome appear-

Write Direct for Trade Terms :

16

to The Bennett College, Dept 106,

Sheffield,

naming the subject you are interested in. Please
state your age. Parents should seek our advice
for their sons. Course's specially combined to

To extend the name of The meet all requirements. Why stay in the rut?
Bennett College we are nub holing an Illustrated EncyClopeedic

Engineering,

Dictionary of
Civil, Motor,

Elect., Mech., etc. You may
have Part 1 FREE. Send

for Part

1

to -day: yOU arc

under no obligation.

Dept. 106.
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Spanish Broadcasting
IStation " Radio lberica" situated in Madrid I
i

I

transmits every evening on 392 metres (nearly
the same wavelength as Newcastle). Its I
programme begins at 9.30 p.m. and concludes

at midnight-there is ample time for anyone
to enjoy it without interference from our own

B.B.C. stations.
" Radio Iberica uses a power of nearly
5 k.w., therefore it can easily be received on
a 2 -valve Set fitted with Cossor Valves in
any part of Great Britain. An additional
PI fitted as a Note Magnifier would probably
bring it in at loudspeaker strength.

A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbu.p Grove, N.5

Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, Noventhr 15th, 192.
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An international education
for users of Cossor Valves
AYEAR AGO Continental Broadcasting,
as received in this country, was more
to -clay

a matter for the experimenter. But
a great change has been wrought.

New Stations in every European country are
springing up almost overnight ! Splendid
programmes are now available for all who will

take the trouble to equip themselves for it.
From Scandinavia to Spain the ether is alive
-.take advantage of it.
Any good Receiving Set using at least ono
stage of high frequency-two stages would he
better-and a good aerial will be all the
equipment necessary provided you are using,
the correct type of Valves.

For long-distance work use a Cossor P2 (the
valve with the red top) in the high -frequency
socket, and a Cossor PI as a Detector.
These two valves have been definitely worked

out as a combination where the greatest
efficiency is required.
Any experimenter knows that high -frequency
amplification must be treated quite differently
to rectification or low -frequency amplification
-therefore the Cossor P2 possess very
different characteristics to the Pi. But both

of them use the same master principle of

design-the arched filament and the hood shaped Grid and Anode.

When dealing with the minute oscillation;
generated by a Broadcasting Station hundreds
of miles away you cannot afford to take risks
with inefficient valves-and the ordinary valve
with a straight filament and tubular anode is
inefficient when compared with a Cossor.

You know, of course, that the effective
working of a valve depends on the electron
stream given off by its heated filament. To
prove this, turn the rheostat knob and lower
the filament temperature of any valveimmediately the output of electrons is
diminished and signal strength falls off.

In the Cossor Valve the filament is arched
and follows closely the contour of the hood -

shaped Grid and Anode, therefore few --if
any-electrons can escape.
But in any ordinary Valve a large proportion
of the electron stream leaks away at each end
of the Anode and causes a serious falling off
in efficiency.

If you are keen on getting good results from
Continental Broadcasting, therefore, be sure
to use Cossor Valves. They cost no morebut what a difference in results !

BRIGHT EMITTERS.
Pl. For Detector and L.F. use
P2. (With red top) for H.F. use

12 6
12,6

WUNCELL DULL EMITTERS.
Model A. (With resistance in base for
use with 2-, 4-, or 6 -colt accumulator.)
WR I. For Detector and L.F. use 236

WR2 (With Red top) for H.F.
use ..
23/6
Model B. (Wallow res(dance. working
direct from 2 -toll accumulator.)

WI. For Detector and L.F.use

W2. (With Red top) for H.F. use

21/.
21/.

CiThert Ad. 1736
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.Ouli own, oe

gwo gtems from
THE "COSMOS" RADIO CATALOGUE AND
HANDBOOK P.P. 7117,1 (Sept. 1924)-Price 6d.

41!,
1°'

011L,4

and
USE ONLY
USE

CD

COMPONENTS
H.F. TRANSFORMERS

Hardwood,
£17 10s.

will all

accessories,

"COSMOS" UNIVERSAL TWO -VALVE SET.
DESIGNED for reception from both British and
Continental Broadcasting Stations on wavelengths
from 300 to 3,000 metres Reaction on to the
anode or aerial circuit is changed at will by the movement
Cosmos" Sets.
of one lever-a feature exclusive to
Illustration shows the receiver in simple hardwood case.

9 series of H.F. plug-in transformers in six ranges of wavelength. They are made of our highly
polished non -loss ebonite. The windings are
carried in staggered slots, well protected. For

successful H.F. amplification it is essential to use
really efficient transformers. Users' opinions confirm that those of 11.H. manufacture are the best.
10
80 to 150 metres
No. 00.
10 ..
No. 0.
150 to 300 metres
10 ..
No. 1.
300 to 600 metres
10. 550 to 1,200 metres
No. 2.
..
10 No. 3. 1,100 to 3,000 metres
10 No. 4. 2,500 to 7,000 metres
58
..
The Complete Set
Can be supplied in. matched pairs at NO
extra charge if requested at time of ordering.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Company,
Limited),

4,

Central Buildings, Westminster, S.W.1.

-

L.F. TRANSFORMER
A high-grade and efficient Transformer
of pleasing- design for ;all intervalve

purposes, possessing the best possible
electrical characteristics. A fixed condenser is nearly :always used with an
intervalve transformer ; provision

Made in this Model by the clipS a.
the top

to take our

standard flat type con,

-

denser of suitable

21'

value.

FIXED
CONDENSERS

Oak,

£36 155.
with all

Each supplied with two Clips.

PRICES :
0.001 PI to 0.0001 AtF 1 9 each
0.01 P -F to 0.002 PC 2 3 each

accessories.

"COSMOS" UNIVERSAL FIVE -VALVE SET.

We introduced, and have adopted as our standard, the flat type of fixed

condenser which slips into two clips. They are made of high-grade virgin
amber mica and tinfoil. Connection is _made by their solid metal ends to
two spring clips. This type is a distinct advance in the design of the fixed
value condenser; its utility and adaptability are at once obvious and
appeal to all users.
The Best results can only be secured through buying and building into your

set the best components possible. To achieve this end, insist on N.H.
components ; unimpeachable quality and manufacture throughout.

EMBODYING both the two -valve receiver unit and the
three -valve note amplifier unit; this Set comprises one
stage of H.F. Detector and four stages of L.F. amplification. It is a very convenient set for armchair listeners, as the
height of the table is i ust right to enable adjustment of controls
to be-nade while sitting in a chair, and it is capable of receiving at L.S. strength both British and Continental Broadcasting.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.
(Proprietors:

4,

Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Company,
Limited),

Central Buildings, Weslrninster, S.W.1.

L EWMICHAEL"
N CONJUNCTION W TH

B .HESKETH LTD

THE "COSMOS" CATALOGUE
WIRELESS ENGINEERS
AND HANDBOOK P.P. 7117/I --Price 6d.
TO BE IN YOUR POSSESSION : OBTAIN
RADIO CORNER, 179 Strand, W.C52 OUGHT
A COPY TO -DAY FROM YOUR DEALER.
T:

77

Barclays, 291
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Technical Editor :

Scientific Adviser

Editor

G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.O.S.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Guests of the B.B.C.

and the entries will therefore be specially

("IX hundred wounded soldiers will be the

interesting from the point of view of cost.

guests of the B.B.C. on November
23rd at the Palladium, where a

matinee will be held in connection with the
Adair Wounded Fund.
Most of the microphone celebrities will
be there, and readers wishing to attend the
matinee should write at once to Mr. Basil
F. Leakey, Somerset House, New Barnet,
for particulars of tickets available.
*

The Jamming Problem.

SUFFERERS from spark jamming will
be interested in a problem which is
now being tackled by the Marconi
Co.'s engineers. A large number of ships
are being fitted for broadcast reception,

and the problem is how to cut out the
ship's own wireless signals ?

They are sent

on full power within a few yards of the

*

All the " Stars."

THE entertainment will be absolutely
one of the best, and the attractions
will include Isobel Elsom, " Blossom,"
John Henry, Phyllis Dare, and other famous
stars of the stage and microphone.

The boxes are reserved for parties from
the different London War Hospitals, and

special broadcast - receiving
aerial, but experiments in
"balancing -out" the jamming

have been very successful,

and it

is

the table " strength. And it is no use
attributing his success to his magnificent
aerial, for as a matter of fact he always
disconnects it to receive upon these short
waves, because he finds that atmospherics
are less troublesome that way
*

BUT what I think is the most interesting
point of all is the receiving circuit at
G 5 N N. This is not a multi -valve or
improved supersonic, but a straight two valve set, detector, and L.F.
As a triumph of practice over
previously accepted theory it

would be hard to beat-short

thought that a

waves,

low power, no H.F.
amplification, and no aerial !

solution to the problem is in
sight.

*

*

Another Mystery Station.

the host in each box will be a B.B.C.
celebrity.

*

Hard to Beat.

E short Wave -length band
is slowly. filling up, and in
addition to Nauen (P 0 Z)
on 05 metres, a mysterious
French station rhOw transmitting telephony on 105 metres.
The Americans are . getting

Captain Eckersley tells me he

will be in Box F (St. Dunstan's), and

amongst these in charge of other boxes will

be Mr. Arthur Burrows, Mr. Rex Palmer,
and Captain Lewis.
Some Condenser

lower and lower, and they now
have K DK A on 68 metres, and

AMICA condenser weighing three tons
was referred to by Mr. P. R. Coursey

\VGA.' (Schenectady) who works
down on only 15 metres !

in a recent lecture to the R.S.G.B.,
upon the subject of " High Tension Con-

*

densers."
Talking of the difficulty of wireless
measurements, the lecturer gave interesting

*

Progress in Germany.

AT a time when the British

details of that most awkward radio prob-

Post 'Office has issued at

Experimenters who have ambitions in
the transmitting line would certainly find
these R.S.G.B. lectures of great value and

casting -licences it is interesting

least one million broad-

lem, the measurement of condenser losses.

interest.

to note the statement-made at
the first German broadcastirig
Congress in Berlin-that there
are now 'about a quarter of 'a

*

million licences issued in Germany.

5 X X in India.

AN Indian radio record has been set up
by Mr. W. H. Smith, who claims to

Professor Branly, inventor of the coherer, who
reached his 80th birthday on November 8th.

Mr. Smith succeeded in tuning in speech
that was perfectly audible on a 3 -valve set,

and Chelmsford's 9.30 p.m. time signal
enabled him to check his watch, direct by

Greenwich time at a distance
miles.

*

of

4,500

5

The. Wireless Exhibition.

TO -MORROW' (November 15th) the
Radio Exhibition at the White City
opens its doors, and Londoners will
have an opportunity of comparing the
wares of " outside " firms with those manufactured by members of the National
Association of Radio Manufacturers
(N. A.R .M. ).

Only the latter were displayed at the
Albert Hall Show, but the White City
Exhibition is not restricted by radio politics,

Lifeboat Wireless.

SINCE the tragedy of the " Trevessa,"

have received 5 X X in Bombay.

G 5 N N.

ONE of the most successful amateur
stations participating in the New
Zealand triumph was G 5 N N, of

South London.' The owner, Mr. J. H. D.
Ridley, tells me that not only has he heard
the New Zealanders every morning since
the first success, but his own signals have
been received strongly in the Antipodes.
He transmits on a wave -length of 97 metres,
using a 6 -wire cage aerial, 56 ft. high, and a

6 -wire counterpoise which is 12 ft above
the ground.
The Discarded Aerial.

IF you imagine Mr. Ridley straining his
ears to catch the New Zealand whispers,

you will -be surprised to know that
signals often came through " 'phones on

much attention has been paid to lifeboat wireless. Small sets to run off
accumulators have been designed to keep
surviving boats in touch with one another,
and it is probable that in time such installations will be compulsory, at any rate upon
all passenger vessels.

Who Pays?

TF you take your set to an electrician to

I

test, and he accidentally burns out three
valves, who pays for the new valves ?In a recent ot../) at Nelson County Court
the defendant said he was prepared to make
the 'set efficient, but the judge was asked to
award £4 10s. damages against him.
Holding. that the set had been taken away
without giving, the defendant a -chance to
(Continned on page 610.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
complete the work, the judge gave a verdict
in favour of the defendant.
*

music at the same -time from two

different stations ?
A Cincinnati amateur claims that he not

plates moved round and some didn't. Now
he won't look at one unless it is a one -hole

direct from the publishers.

only heard W L W and W S A I playing

For Those Who Grumble.

the same song,
but one station
gave the music

LONDONERS who grumble at jamming
from- Chelmsford, and who fear
trouble if the B.B.C. erect a
second 2 L 0, should remember the case of
Paris, which has no fewer than four broadcasting stations. Eiffel Tower is always

alone, whilst the

other broadcast
music and words.

it must

engaged upon a schedule of high -power
work, and School of Posts, Petit Parisien,
and " Radiola " are all situated in or

have been one of
the most remarkable coincidences
ever recorded.
*

There is a special chapter on the " Unidyne,"
and another chapter contributed by myself.
" Broadcasting for Everyone " will, I

I am sure it is a book -which will greatly
appeal to the new amateur. Copies can
be ordered from your local bookstall or

IS it possible to hear the same piece of

*

that he knew about, for instance, a variable

believe, be published at the moderate price
of 3s. 6d., and from what I have seen of it

Both At Once ?

If so,

introduction. The book runs to over' 250

pages, and is illustrated with diagrams.

(Continued from page 609.)
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*

NewFren eh Station,

PAUL
DUPUY,

The days when we would rather- hear howls
-I- on the wireless than harmony without it are for
F. most people long gone by. Broadeatching is no =
=-

Mr. Ford, the man who won't
pay his license fee.

longer a mechanical amusement. It
- coming an art.-" Daily News."

whose newspaper,
" Le Petit Parisien," has a circulation

almost as large as that of a great English
journal,

broadcasting

and whose

E-

pro-

E
_ Young, writing in the " Sunday Chronicle."

France, has just opened another broad-

One is inclined to suspect that those who ask E
E for the broadcasting of Parliament have never E
E heard it at its prosiest.-" The Manchester E
= Guardian."
F
=
*
*
*
= . . . . Official
patience is getting ex- =
=
=
E hausted. The day is not far distant when =

casting station in France. The station will
be used principally for helping agriculturists
by broadcasting weather forecasts.

.

E wireless pirates will be prosecuted.-" The E

A Mountain Aerial,

of the Pic du Midi, and Senator Dupuy's

inaugural address was the first message
transmitted.
Reports that the new station was heard
in Central France on a crystal set indicate
it will be very successful.
Investigating Fading,

world, would permit the investigation

*

*

=
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The worst of it is that
the rest of France is sadly in need of
around the city.
*

ALL the latest news of the White City
Radio Exhibition points to its
being a huge success. I have just
seen a list of the firms entering, and I can
assure visitors that they will have plenty
of first-class bargain components and sets
to choose from-the difficulty will be not
to find what you want, but to resist buying
what you know you really can't afford.
The Editor's Book.

IHEAR that the Editor's book, " Broad 1 casting for Everyone," is to be
published on November 21st by Messrs.

James, S.W.

E- can't I get Chelmsford ? "
-

broadcasting stations.

*

The Wireless Exhibition.

Herbert Jenkins, of 3, York Street,

F.

THE WEEK'S QUERY.
= "I have heard all the B.B.C. stations,
= including Paris and Iladiola ; but why

fading and the effect of rarefied atmosphere

St.

Mr. G. V. Dowding, Tech-

nical Editor of " P.W.," has written the

resistances measured 5 inches across,
weighed about lb., and had a coil of wire

inside that resembled a spring mattress.
They used to charge 5s. 6d. for one of
these phenomena, but to get a really decent
resistance one had to pay 12s. 6d.-which,

incidentally, was the price of a Dubilier

I remember one advertisement
which offered a really good crystal set for
condenser.

£9 15s.-it is only fair to add that it was
complete with crystal " !

AN interesting record has been set up
by N. Deloy, the French amateur

radio ace.
Frogs his station in
Nice he exchanged messages with a -Buenos
Aires amateur, 8,750 miles away, who
reported excellent reception. So M. Deloy
then called up New Zealand, and within an

hour or so he was picked up there, and
answered. The distance in this case was
12,500 miles, and signals were perfectly clear.
Our Scientific Adviser.

SIR OLIVER LODGE
Sir

William

*

*

" Dud " Valves.

Bragg

will succeed
as scientific

lecturer when the B.B.C. commence
the evening educational lectures for adults,

which are planned to begin in January.

I wonder if this is just a -happy chance, or
Mr. -Stobart, the Director of
Education, is to be congratulated upon
of lecturers ?

= " The Daily Telegraph."

of many wireless phenomena, such as

IT was the listener's intelligent demand
that revolutionised radio receiving
apparatus. Time was when filament

=

= acceleration which will enable us to reduce =
= the cost of messages to one -twentieth of the =
= present rates."-Mr. Marconi, interviewed by E

that the station, the highest in the

Time Was-

whether

isolation in the transmission of messages which E
= will allow of absolute privacy, but also a great E

TN his inaugural address -M. Dupuy said

top, which is 9,350 ft. above sea7level.

-

*

E stations, and I obtained 'not only complete E

.

hand -capacity screen, and has a guaranteed
low -residual capacity.

" The next General Election may be won at =
= - the master microphone."-Mr. J. C. W. Reit.h =
= (Managing Director of the B.B.C.), writing in E
= ".The Nation and the Athemeum."

" I think I have now settled the problem of E
F-7 direct wireless communication between any E
= two points on the globe without intermediary E

*

on the propagation of sound.
A temporary aerial was used, the 98 ft.long masts for the permanent aerial not
yet having been hauled up the mountain-

+

77-

1 the Pyrenean Observatory at the top

*

=
=

E Evening News."

TT is erected on a high mountain, being at

I

I confess to being one of the many who =
=

as hitherto given, it bores me stiff.-Filson =
F*
E
*
*

wave -length of 340 metres each evening, are
listened to With pleasure in England and in

*

is be-

=:- switch off my valves when the broadcast play E
= is afoot ; not because of any theory, but because, =

grammes, sent out from his offices on a

fixing, square law, fitted with a vernier,

A Frenelt:Ace."

WHAT THEY SAY.

SENATOR

condenser, was the fact that some of the

an almost uncanny instinct in his choice
A B.B.C. Promotion.

AN interesting little ceremony took place

at the Plymouth station the other

day, when the staff gathered to say
good-bye to Mr. J. K. A. Nicholson. He
has just been promoted to be engineer -in charge of the Newcastle station, and his
colleagues at 5 P Y gave him hearty good
wishes, an engraved cigarette -ca-se, and a
rousing send-off.
A Miners' Band.

FOLLOWING London's recent broadcast
from an aeroplane, Leeds is going into
the bowels of the earth for entertain-

buy a French R -valve or dull IF you
emitter be careful it, is not a fake.

ment. It has been arranged to broadcast
selections by the Colliery Prize Band
from the Whitwood Collieries, and listeners

facturers announces that a large consignment of spurious valves without a trade-

music which is being played 1,500 feet below

One of the big French valve manu-

mark have put in an appearance, and a
good many would-be customers have been
deceived by the resemblance.
The Amateur's Progress.
WHILST everyone

is

handing

out

bouquets to the B.B.C., and com-

plimenting them upon their progress
in the last two years, nobody seems to have
remembered the still more wonderful
progress made by the listener -in. In 1922 all

will have the novel experience of hearing
the surface of the earth.
An X's Theory.

ARE atmospherics caused by shooting
stars ? This interesting query is
raised by Dr. Fee, editor of the
" Scientific American," who says that
although there is no proof in either direction, the possibility should be investigated.

He suggests that radio amateurs with a
knowledge of astronomy should combine to
test out the idea.
ARIEL.
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TO NEW ZEALAND.

MR. GOYDER'S RECEIVER.
SOME CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS.
By K. D. ROGERS.
(_I.,i,fant Technical Editor.)

This exclusive article will enable readers to build a set similar to the one used by Mr. Goyder, of Mill Hill,
0000

when receiving signals from New Zealand amateurs.
<> <, 0 0 0 0 ,>
0000y000 0000

WHILE discussing the question of longrange, short-wave, reception last

week I mentioned the fact I would
deal with the receiver used by Mr. C. W.
Cloy -der at Mill Hill School. As a matter
of fact, the exact measurements will have
to be altered slightly owing to the fact that

about 10 ohms was found to be enough.
In order to make the set more practicaMe

for the average reader I have revised the

panel lay -out slightly, though not altering
any of the `! critical_" components ; but
the reader will do well to experiment with
the spacing of the coils, etc., as well as with
the circuit and coils
employed.
The approximate
dimensions of the

receiver will be seen
from Fig. 1, which
shows the front of the
panel. The dial on

the left controls the

000

0

0

0000
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constructed" being wound in and out of the
nails or wooden pegs in basket fashion, but

with one turn above the other, and not

outside as is the case in ordinary spider or
basket coils. The result is a coil of basket

shape but of solenoid description.
Mounting the Coils.

Before removing the coils from the pegs

(if nails are used point upwards the coils

can be slid off the former) the coils should be

tied loosely with string or thread at three
or four points, in order to keep them from
unwinding. Tape or shellac must not be
used as a binder, or the aim of the coils,
low capacity, will be lost.

the secondary tuning

The aerial coil is wound first, and is
wound on a diameter of 21 in. with five
turns. Then comes the reaction coil of

condenser(fiveplates),
the
aerial - being

the same diameter, but of ten turns. After

aperiodic, or, rather,

this the nails are altered to give a 3 in.

(1 ia meter for the grid coils. These have nine

aerial coupling, while

that on the right is

the actual receiver used by Mr. Goyder was

an experimental one, inasmuch as neither
H.T. nor L.T. terminals were arranged on

the detector panel, and this panel was
separate from the L.F. unit.
Another point worth mentioning ig that
low -resistance 'phones were used so as to
decrease body effects; these need not be
adhered to, and the receiver described
herein is- for use with H.R. 'phones. The

rt

filament resistance shown on the diagrams
is similar to that used at Mill Hill School,
but is by no means an essential point of the
receiver, as any rheostat will do provided
it is silent in working.

FIG 3 .

The Panel Lay -out.

That is the great advantage obtained b-

using a tapped resistance as shown, for with

With the exception of
the valve and grid condenser and Nik
COMyments are mountn1 on

the valve used (a Mullard detector) the
filament regulation need not be so very
critical, and five tappings in a resistance of

the panel, giving well
spaced -out wiring.

The back of the detector panel.

The top connection to the variable condenser should be taken to the centre
spindle instead of as shown.

untuned. The remaining dial gives the
reaction coupling. the filament resistance

being above or to the right of the aerial
control. As will be seen, the receiver is
built on the American system.
Low Capacity Inductances.

The coils are very simply made and are
self-supporting, being mounted on the panel

or baseboard by string, thus keeping the

capacity down more than would be the case
if coil holders were used. Fig. 2 shows the
former upon which the coils are wound, the

22 gauge wire (D.C.C.) of which they are

and fourteen turns respectively, and as
they are connected together can be wound

on the former as a coil of twenty-three
turns with a long length of wire (about
3 in.) left unwound after the ninth turn.
The coils are bound separately-i.e.
the nine turns are bound and then the

fourteen before either is removed from the
former.

The aerial coil (five turns) is fixed by
cotton or thread to an ebonite or wooden

spindle projecting through the panel from a
control knob and dial.
(Continued on page 612.)
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LISTENING TO NEW
ZEALAND
(Continued from page 611.)

00
This . can he a fairly loose fit, and
can be stayed at the inner end by passing
through a small block of wood. This rod
is about 4 in. above the baseboard, and is
passed behind the coil (to the left looking
from the front of the panel) so that the coil
may be coupled variably with the nine turn grid coil, which is placed a convenient
distance away so that fairly tight coupling
is possible.

The nine -turn coil is fixed either to the
panel or baseboard (preferably the former)

by string or similar means that will not
affect its capacity. The fourteen -turn coil,
attached to the nine -turn coil, is placed

parallel to the nine -turn coil and about
3 in. away, the turns being in the same

direction in both coils. To this latter coil
(fourteen turns) is coupled the reaction coil
(ten turns) in the same way as the aerial is
coupled to the nine -turn coil. The five -plate

condenser is connected across the whole of

the nine and fourteen turns as seen in the
diagram.

The rest of the wiring can be

by Mr. Goyder, but it is just as well to -fit
a variable grid leak of even working if this
can be found. If even operation cannot be
guaranteed the set will he noisy.

Setting the condenser at zero, move the

reaction and aerial simultaneously until
the set oscillates, then vary the condenser
and reaction, keeping the set in oscillation
until signals are heard.
Then a variation of the
and

- will

give

final condenser

and reaction adjustments
maximum

re-

sults.

It will be noticed that

no earth is shown on the
diagram of the circuit, and
this

was

left

out

by

Goyder as being unnecessary. As a matter of
fact, an earth made absoMr.

lutely

no

difference, the

balancing capacity to the
aerial being found in the L.T.
battery and connections.

The emergency transmittcr.cet imp by the crew of the Teddy."
The connection from earth
side 'of aerial to L.T. negative was added to make the set more stable, into touch with the outside world, Tb.
the vessel's engineer, succeeded
but the receiver should be tried out with- Rostgaard,
constructing
a transmitter with the
in
out it at first.
Those who intend materials at hand. While the captain anid

ica and New Zealand
(call signs of the
latter being preceded
4 A. A.,
by Z,
etc.) on the set should
remember the differences in time between

those countries and
our own, and it is
useless to try for the
former much before
11 p.m. G.M.T. and
the latter at any
hours
Theoretical diagram of the complete receiver.

seen from Figs. 3 and 4. The note magnifier

is of the usual pattern, so that it is not
intended to dwell upon that part of the
receiver.

Handling the Receiver.

As regards the filament resiStance, a

Mierostat or other good make is suitable ;
or if a tapped one is used .five studs and a

switch arm connected to about 12 ft. of
26 Eureka wire wound in a helix round a
pencil and tapped at even distances will
be O.K. The H.T. voltage used in the
'recent tests was 60 volts and L.T. was

6 volts, two Mullard valves (red and green
rings) being used in the detector and L.F.
panels respectively, as these valves were
found to be wonderfully silent.. The valve
in the detector was mounted on a platform

of ebonite raised from the wooden baseboard, and no anti -capacity device was
used. In the amplifier, the valve was on
the panel itself, though this point is not at
all important, and can be left to the discretion and desire of the reader.

Tuning in will be found fairly easy,

though the various coils should be reversed

except

5.30

p.m. and 5.30 a.m.

(preferably the latThe set as designed by Mr. Goyder
covers 70 to 150 metres, but a loading coil
can be inserted between the fourteen -turn
coil and the grid condenser and the tuning
condenser if it is desired to load the set up
ter).

to 250 or higher wave -lengths.

mate set themselves to learn the Mor4e
code by means of a buzzer, the engineer,
Rostgaard, coupled a little electro-motor
to a petrol motor, which thus produced the
necessary power for the transmission.
Aerial and earth connection already
existed, and a large spark coil and
a loading coil for 600 metres, together with
some transmitting valves, were on board ;

a Leyden jar was made of some large

glasses, and with the combination of these

various items they succeeded in making

both a spark coil set and an oscillating valve.

As the signals were received, among
others, by the Norwegian steamer, " Konrad Halmbo," it must be said to be a real
radio exploit which has been performed
under despairing conditions.

EASILY -MADE CARBORUNDUM DETECTOR:

Above all things, patience and skilful

tuning are needed, given right conditions,
if results on this ultra D X work are to be

obtained; but those readers who take it

up will find it very fascinating, and I shall

be glad to hear from them as to results
obtained. Finally, as I said last week,
don't keep to conventional circuits such

as the above, but try out your own ideas.
This article is not intended to give the one
and only receiver capable of picking up

FROM an old Ford coil carefully take
off

the top (trembler,

base, etc.).

Then, in the hole where- the magnet
projected, fix an ordinary crystal cup, by
filling up the space around the cup with the
TREMBLER BLADE

AD.TUSTIN6 NUT

New Zealand, but just a brief outline of the

class of set suited for such work and one

type of circuit that has been tried and
found satisfactory.

A RADIO EXPLOIT IN
THE ARCTIC.

to- give best results, and the reaction coil

increased if necessary to make the set
oscillate. This may even be tuned if desired
by a -0001 condenser.

THE following radio story is related of

about 2 megohms and .0002 mfd. were used

land Company, was sailing in Greenland,

An ordinary grid leak and condenser of

mitter and no trained telegraphist. When
the vessel was in need in the polar seas, and
it was found especially expedient to get

aerial should bring them

up,

to listen -in for Amer-

Fig. 4.

and got trapped by ice in the polar sea
It shows how much can be done by
a little skill and enterprise.
Of radio materials only a receiver was
found on board the " Teddy "-no trans-

the Danish vessel, the " Teddy,"
which, belonging to the Danish Green-

WI:,r,4/,' '
al

Ke

AIM

'

z'

''

II

" 'v.-' CO/WPCS/77CW
WA RMEO SC,

CARBORLINDUM DETECTOR

PRE.55.ED INTO

e05/TION

black composition found inside the
slightly warming first. By screwing
battens to the underside of the base, he
whole detector is then complete.
at the diagram will explain.;
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HOW TO MAKE

.LOOSE COUPLED CRYSTAL SET.
By J. LAURENCE PRITCHARD.
(Technical Editor, "Harmsworth's 11 iieless Encyclopedia.")

The set described in the following article has the advantage of enabling high wave -lengths to be reached, at the same
time retaining the desirable features of neatness, compactness, and genet -al efficiency on lower wave -lengths.
00000 0 0 0
00 0
0 0 0 a> 0
ADIFFICULTY found in the construction of a loose coupler crystal set having
a wave -length range up to 2,600

metres is to be found in the making of the

overlapping. moulded base, the front side,
to which the controls are fixed, being left
loose. In outside dimensions the case
measures 91 in. long, 5 in. wide, and 7 in.
in.
sleep, and is made of

deal or other wood.

The

base is not included in these

dimensions. It is 'cut from
finished deal and
- in.

measures 101 in. long and

6 in. wide.
In order to make the
assetnbly of the ' parts as

simple as possible, a loose

I rase is screwed at right angles

to the bottom of the loose
front. It is cut to form an
easy sliding fit inside the
ease.

No other work is re-

quired on the case

itself.

The ends of the back strip are let into

the shorter sides of the former so that they
come flush with its edges. A hole of
A in. diameter is drilled in the centre of
the other strip to form the means of attach-

ment of the control rod for varying the
coupling between the coils. Two more
holes of the same diameter are drilled 21

-

in. on each side of the centre hole. These

are continued through the other
strip and also through the strip on the
fixed former. It is very important that
holes

the holes should be dead in line with each

other so that the rods supporting the
movable coil are parallel.
Winding the Coils.

The arrangement of the formers is shown
in illustrations of the set in more advanced
stages of construction. The two support-

and it may be papered and - ing rods are 51 in. lengths of IV in. brass rod
stained or polished as the screwed 2 B.A. at each end. Before the
While on the woodwork

formers are wound, three holes corresponding to those in the front strip of the sliding

wooden formers on which

the case, allowing a I in. for supporting
brackets to the fixed former. A third rod

constructor desires.

part of the construction, the

Fig. 1.

Showing the compact appearance of the completed instrument

the coils are wound may he

former are drilled centrally in the front of

in a d e .

apparatus reasonably small and compact.
A loose coupler for these wave -lengths built

on two cylindrical inductances, where one
inductance slides inside the other, would
be an extremely cumbersome apparatus.
Adaptable to any Circuit.

The loose coupler crystal set illustrated
in Fig. 1 has the advantage of enabling
high wave -lengths to be reached, and at

the same time retaining the desirable

feature of compactness. Although it is
essentially a complete crystal set, the
terminals are arranged so that the apparatus may be used as a loose coupler capable
of being used in any circuit desired.
The case is a simply made box having an

These consist

. of

two

oblong frameworks
made in IV in. ebonite

or wood, one being

arranged to slide inside

the other.

The outer

and fixed former

measures externally 7
in. by 5 in. The width
of both formers is 2 in.
The size of the smaller

former should allow a

gap of A in. between
each corresponding side
of the fixed former,
when the movable

former is placed inside

Fig. 3.

The construction of the coils is made clear by this photograph.

If the formers are made of
wood, care should be taken
in gluing and pinning, as, owing

screwed 2 B.A. for a short distance at
each end, is attached at one end to the

used, the formers are very

centre of the sliding former. The other
end of the rod projects through the centre

of the fixed former.

position to make certain that the movable
former slides easily before the winding is
started.

to the thinness of the material

weak before they are wound.
A strip of wood of the same
thickpeSs is glued and pinned
across the centre of the back
This strip
supports the back ends of two

brass rods attached at their

front ends to the front of the set.
Fixing the Formers.

The smaller former is designed td slide along these rods

to provide the variable
coupling. This former has two

strips of * in. wood, 1
Fig. 2. Illustrating the method of winding the coils.

of A- in. diameter brass rod 4 in. long and

in.

wide, across each side of the
centre of the former.

hole drilled in the front of the case.

It is advisable to fit the formers into

The method of winding the coils is known

as bank or pile wincing, in which one or
more layers are wound on the top of the
bottom layer of wire. It is not Possible to

complete one layer and run the second

layer from end to end of the top of the first.
The method adopted in a double layer coil,

which is required in the set under con-

struction, is to wind two turns of wire on
the former and to run the third turn in the
',Continued on page 614.)
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taps are made by twisting

.

a small loop when the wire
Collies to one of the -1 in.
marks. The way the coils
are wound is illustrated in

' A LOOSE COUPLED
CRYSTAL SET.
(Continual front -pogo 613.)

Fig. 2, where the reel of wire

is supported on a roil held
groove made by the first two turns. The

in a vice while the turns are

form another groove for the fifth turn.

both coils, No: 28 g. S.C.C:
copper wire is

fourth is wound on the fdritir again to

tightly and evenly laid.
used.

For

In the

fixed inductance
the tappings are
made on the out-

side of the coil.
The tapping
points for the

FIG.S.

WINK DICRAM.

movable induct-

ance are made
in a similar man-

ner, at spacings of ftf in. along

back of the contact studs and the switch

from side to side of the former.

one of the switches, showing the hole for
the second switch, complete in the foreground, is illustrated in Fig. 4.

a line 21 in. long extending
The tappings are taken on the
right side of the former when
Viewed from the frOnt.

Small

spindle are clear of the wood. The fixing of

The Wiling 'Connections.

The crystal detector, mounted on an

.;:toNt,:4:',4

ebonite base, is secured to the top of the
front of the case, while two telephone
terminals, also mounted on ebonite, occupy

a similar position at the bottom of the

Large clearance holes are drilled.
so that the connections may be made to
the detector and the telephone terminals.
The coils are mounted by means of brass
in. from
brackets raising the fixed coil
front.

the base.

The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 5,
and in Fig. 6 a plan view of the receiver

Fig. 4.

without the case is illustrated.

Showing how the switches are fitted.

This process is continued throughout the

entire width of each former. Eight tappings are required in each inductance,
spaced at equal distances apart. A good
method of obtaining the correct tapping
distances is to mark a line, 4 in. long, across
the right side of the fixed coil former. The
line is divided into distances of

4

in.,

which gives 7 intermediate tapping points.

The eighth contact stud of each switch
connects to the end of each coil. The

The connec

holes are (killed along

the line and the tappings pushed through

to the interior of the
former. The insulation is removed from

the tappings when

flexible insulated

leads about 12 in.
long are soldered to
them. The coils at

Fig. 7. The complete set showing how the variable condensers can be

attached if required for fine tuning or increasing wave -length range.

this . stage of construction are shown
in Fig. 3.

The two 8 -stud

tions to the moving coil are made to tiro
left-hand switch, which gives the leas
amount of movement to the flexible leads..
The leads to the fixed coil are quite short,

switches are mount-

as both the switch and the tapping points
of the fixed coil are to the right of the set.

shields, having two

A control knob is screwed to the rod operating the movable coil.

ed on ebonite
terminals at their
top ends: A double -

ended switch arm

is employed, making contact with a
brass back plate.

To preserve the
high degree of in-

Fig. 6.

A "glen view " of the set without its case.

sulation obtainable
with ebonite the
front of the case is
cut away so that the

LIST OF MATERIALS FOR THE LOOSE
COLIPLial CRYSTAL SET.

2 Variable condensers from 8003 to
.001 mfd.. say ..

Parts for two 8 -stud switches, say
8 oz. No. 28 g. S.C.C. wire ..
Crystal detector
..
Telephones
in. dia.
15 in. brass rod
Wood tor case and formers, say
Terminals, connecting wire and screws.
etc., say ..
.

£

s.

d,

1

0

0
8
4
0
0

2
1
4
1

0
0
2
1

8
0

0
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A WIRELESS DISTANCE CHART.

I
I

SPECIALLY COMPILED FOR EXPERIMENTERS IN THE LONDON ARE A
<'ac.000

0

0 0 .0.

0 .0 0 0 0 0 0

BRITISH RADIO CENTRES

0 .0.

FOREIGN RADIO CENTRES

Total

London.

Aberdeen .. (176 by sea)
Aldershot

Banbury
Belfast
.. (114 by sea)
Birmingham
Bournemouth
Bradford
Brighton
Bristol
Caister..
Cardiff
Camarvori
Chelmsford
Croydon

(14 by sea)

Devizes

Dublin
Dundee
Edinburgh

..

(87 by sea)
(10 by sea)

109

133
720
28

196
196

BRAZIL

83

Rio de Janeiro

127
127

69
69

5781 1580 4281

358

CANADA

327

Toronto

Montreal..

..
..

177
57

CHILI
Santiago..

..

72G2 2740 4442

DENMARK
Copenhagen
(Kjobenhavn)
12
.Lyngby
67 Viborg ..

710
611
637

663
509
523

77
102
114

.

96

.

108

'Ongar

595
598
519

200
203
165

395
395
354

2186 1191

(18 by sea)

(49 by sea)

Sheffield

..
Stoke-on-Trent
(160 by sea)
Stonehaven
Swansea
Towyn..

..

(120 by sea)

FRANCE
..
250 Bordeaux
Lyons (Lyon) ..
77 Nantes
Nice
141 Paris
..
135 Ushant
(Ouessant)

565

535

30

196

131
140

..
..

220

The Hague

(Sgra venhage)

..

408

448 -422

INDIA
Bombay ..
ITALY
Rome

354
392
200
578
147

106
68
103
62
65

305

75

230

383

26 -

226

154
146

190

46

144

208

49

159

837

4465 3115 1350
4980 4550 430

..

890

..

S40

50

435
595
210

135
139
94

.

Town

Moscow
(Moskva)

tance tanee tance
in
over over
miles land sea.

1555 1191

364

6020 5260
5915 5385
5.570 5025

760
530
545

SPAIN
Aranjuez
Barcelona
Cartagena
Madrid ..

832 507
700 633
9S4 874
802 483

325

SWEDEN
Gothenburg
(Goteborg) ..
Stockholm ..

652
905

217
463

435
442

456 422
462 399
474 443
459 409

34
63

SOUTH
AFRICA
Cape Town

Durban ..

Johannesburg

5920

UNITED
STATES
Annapolis
Boston ..
Chicago
Los Angeles

..
..

Philadelphia ..

..
Pittsburg
San Francisco

NEW
ZEALAND
Wellington .. 11,680"

67
110
319

SWITZERLAND

Newark, New
.
Jersey
..
New York

31

50

925 2715
720 2545
3880 1720 2160
5450 3080 2370
3640
3265

905 2585
905 2575
910 2640
3690 1350 2340
5360 2900 2460
3490
3480
3550

POLAND
Posen (Poznan)
Warsaw
(Warszawa)

All distances (over land or sea )
are given in English miles and are
734 276 458 reckoned from the distant centre
to London (City), In the case of
experimenters residing at an appre6320 2120 4200 ciable distance from London a
certain allowance will, of course,
have to be made when calculating
715 579 136 the range of the set.
It should be remembered that the
900 763 137

PORTUGAL
Lisbon (Lisboa)

partially dependent on the amount
467 of power used by the transmitting

..

strength of signals
1004

537

165

570
734
304

Dis- Dis- Dis-

Country and

Berne
..
Geneva (Geneve)
ongg, Zurich
69
Lausanne

JAPAN

Lima
460
460
303
640
212

315

66
80

906

PERU

194

GERMANY
..
185 Berlin
Breslau ..
437 Cologne (Koln)

136
130

HOLLAND
Amsterdam
Hilversum

995

19

..

530

441
400

577

Stuttgart

Christiania
(Kristiania)

EGYPT
Cairo

137

548

Tokio

246

Nottingham

418 281
880 565

..
..

Calcutta ..

SLOVAKIA

Briinn (Brno) ..
Neu Straschnitz
Prague (Praha.)

.

145
69
181

Monster....327

Budapest

162

North Foreland..

(Hannover)
Konigsberg ..
Konigswuster.
hausen
Leipzig .. ..
Munich
(Munchen) ..

Total

RUSSIA

445
393 324
445 264

3267 960 2307
3572 1300 2272 HUNGARY

66 CZECHO170

Frankfort
Hamburg
Hanover

Ymuiden
(Ijmuiden)

287

154

Liverpool
Lympne
Manchester
Newcastle
Northolt

Valencia

BELGIUM
Brussels
Haeren

11

65

.

Town.

Nauen

Horsea
Hull ..
Leafield

Plymouth
Poldhu
Rugby

miles land sea.

tance tance tance
in over over
miles land sea.

Country and

GERMANY (Contd.)
590
Eberswalde

341

Leeds ..

Dis- Dis- Dis-

395 ARGENTINE
REPUBLIC
35
6933 2610 4323
Buenos Ayres
65
317 AUSTRALIA
102 Melbourne
.. 10,06.5
8460
..
96 Perth
10,265
Sydney
170
49
AUSTRIA
109 Vienna (Wien)
760 691
69

Glasgow

Norwich

tance Vance tance
in over over

Town.

FOREIGN RADIO CENTRES.

Total

Dis- Dis. Dis-

Country and

000

FOREIGN RADIO CENTRES.

Total

dis-

tance
from

Town.

By F. J. BINDER.
0 0 0 o o 0 ooc 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0

ROUMANIA
Bucarest
(Bucuresci) .

received

is

station,
.

1287 1224

63

The native names of the foreign
towns are given in brackets.
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carried out the crystal mass, when again
broken up with a hammer, will yield a large
percentage of specimens sensitive for wireless purposes.
Ebonite Substitutes.

Pre C

\otes

Conducted by J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst.P.
Sensitising Galena.

ONLY a comparatively small percentage
of natural galena is found to be suffi-

ciently sensitive for the purposes of
wireless detection; in fact, it has been
stated that not more than 7 lb. out of 100
'

lb. can be used for wireless -crystals.
A method is given in " Radio " (Sydney,
N.S.W.) for sensitising crystals which are

not up to standard.

The. galena is broken up into small pieces

with a hammer, and is then placed in a

small porcelain crucible such as those used
for analytical purposes in chemical laboratories.

These crucibles can usually

be

obtained for about a shilling or two.
When the crucible is about half filled with
the powdered crystals, a layer of powdered
sulphur or flowers of sulphur is sprinkled
on the top to a depth of about one -sixteenth

of an inch. The porcelain lid of the crucible
is then sealed on by means of plastic clay,

Good ebonite, which is a form of hard vulcanised rubber, is a very good insulator,
as everyone knows ; but, owing to its
comparatively high cost, various imitation

ebonites are frequently -offered for sale

which, in reality, consist of pitch and resinous compositions and which, in many cases,
contain little or no pure rubber. The insulating properties of this low-grade or
imitation ebonite are comparatively poor.
There are, however, certain insulating

prevent oxidation of the

materials which, although they are sometimes described as ebonite substitutes, are
not, and do not pretend to be, imitations

The crucible should now be heated to

or forms of ebonite at all.
They are classed under the general name

so as to make the whole as airtight as
possible and
sulphur.

about 1,100 or 1,200 deg. C., and this is the
most difficult part of the operation. The

best way to obtain this temperature is to
enclose the crucible (which should be a
small one) in coke and to direct a large

Bunsen flame upon it or preferably, if you
have the necessary facilities, a large blow flame.

The crucible should be kept as hot as you
can possibly make it for about half an hour,
and should then be left ,to cool down slowly.
It will generally be found necessary to break
the crucible in order to remove the contents.

If the fusing operation has been properly

of " phenolic compounds," a well-known
representative of this class being the

material known as " bakelite," which is

very largely employed for wireless panels.
and compotkents. in America. The preparation of bakelite- and suchlike substances
is, of course, a specialised chemical process, but, briefly, the important ingredients
used are formaldehyde and phenol.
Formaldehyde is a gas which, when in a
40 per cent. solution in water, makes the
commercial article " formalin " ; it has a
hardening and preserving action on many
(Continued on page 669.)

The U.S.A. Station, W W Y, Underground Communication Laboratory of U.S. Bureau of Mines at Pittsburg
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Tune the
Table -Talker with the
MatchedTone'Headphones
GRANDPA is a tremendous
favourite with the rest of
the Brandes family. You have

only to discover the shrewd
kindliness

which evaporates

from his still youthful personThe

Brandes
Family
Series.

ality

to understand why. He

has a philosophical out -look on life and a
ripe experience. Here he is in the armchair, settling down for the evening with
his equally mature and experienced
friends.

The polished bowl of his

old

briar peeps from behind the tobacco jar,
waiting to be filled and give him solace,
and there is the amber -coloured liquid in
a decanter nearby. Then we come to the
Brandes Table -Talker with the "Matched
Toile" Headphones. Soon he will be
listening to their rich volume of sound
pulsating and alive with vigorous cadence.
A lively circle of acquaintances, all

of whom have profited by experience.
Ask your Dealer for Brandes.

All Brandes products carry our official
money -back guarantee, enabling you to

sewn them within 10 days if dissatisfied.
This

practically constitutes a free trial.

The Table -Talker

is

Brandes quality

a

product at a moderate price. The nouresonant, specially constructed horn is
matched to the unit so that the air
resistance produced will exactly balance
the mechanical power of the diaphragm.
This means beautiful sound -balance and
remarkable tone qualities. It is twentyone inches high, has, a self-adjusting
diaphragm and is finithed a 42/shade of neutral brown
"Matched Tone" feature means
that both your ears hear exactly the
same sound at the same instant-and

The

you learn a new beauty of tone. They
are tested and re -tested for just this
one vital point, and in addition their

strength, long -wearing comfort and reliable

efficiency

make

undoubtedly superior

..

them 25/

British Manufactured (B.B.C.

Stamped).

B randes

Result of
16 years

`7he name

24)

ExPerielice

to know in Radio
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FINSTON FIXED CONDENSERS
are symbolic of Stonehenge because of
the everlasting qualities which serve to

To my many

friends and

make them immune from trouble in
the most exacting and protracted use.
They stand the test of time.

friends to be
AN INVITATION
To the hundreds into whose homes

I

have

already introduced better and less costly Wireless

entertainmentTo the thousands who know me by name and
have read my weekly messages in these pages-

I extend a cordial invitation to

COME AND SEE STELLA

AT THE WHITE CITY.
You have been asked

FEATURES:

CAPACITIES :

Reliability of Capacity.
Finest grade Mica Dielectric. Highest possible
quality
Copper
Foil.

.0001 to .001
Price 1 /3 each
.002 to .006
Price 2/- each

Adapted for Terminal or
soldered connections.

FINSTON STANDARD VARIOMETER
Ebonite stator, high-grade ebonite moulding rotor,
engraved dial and knob.

to compare Stella's

PWrrirn)

prices-you have been asked to believe in Stella
quality when buying Loud Speakers and 'Phones.

Price

Price

Seeing IS Believing-come to Stand K. 34 and
have it proved that it is unnecessary to pay more,
because it is impossible to get more than Stella
Products can give.

5/6

5/6

From those who cannot come and see we at
the White City I invite enquiries, and will be
glad to send illustrated leaflets of Stella Loud
Speakers and Phones.
Yours very sincerely,

FINSTON SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
Aluminium top and bottom plates, high-grade ebonite
composition knob and dial, cleanly engraved 0-180.
Vanes 98 per cent. pure aluminium.
.001
.00075
.0005

..
..
..

9/-

..
..

8/6

.0003
.0001

8/-

.00005 ..

7/6

.. 6/6
61.

BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION
WHITE CITY, NOV. 15 to 29.

STELL A

STAN D

K34, WIRELESS EXHIBITION

WHITE CITY.
STELLA WORKS : 31/37, Wybert Street, London, N.W.1.
T 1:Nzone: Museum 8.390.

VISIT OUR STAND No. 48

and see all Finston Specialities assembled.
If your :ocal dea!er cannot supp!y, send your order to us together
with his name and address.

LIGHTING SUPPLIES Co.,
FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2
1:archly's 30S
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HEARTai

WIRELESS
As the human heart is to the human body,
as the lens is to the camera, and the engine

to the motor car, so is the valve to the
wireless set.

It is the main essential

"Get the

essentials right " is the common-sense

policy in wireless reception as in all else.

is the attribute of the

Common-sense

majority, and perfect reception of broadcasting the aim of every keenly interested
listener ; hence the general preference for

MARCONIp VALVEC
v

MADE AT THE

LAMP WORKS

OSRAM

Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

Have you read the now famous wireless publi-

cation-The Book of M 0 V ?

It is the most

authoritative work of its kind --,-and free.

Get

a copy at once from your dealer, or cut out
and use the voucher below.
.M111 Mini. mown, mem.

Messrs. The Ill.O.NALVE Co.,Ltd.
rook Greene Lohdon, W.6.

Please send me, post free, a copy of
The Bdok of 51 0 V.
Name
Address
I P.W. 15/11

ftwo Moir GMENIk =Mao ammo mown em ammo ims =wow

GET THE VALVE IN THE PURPLE BOX !
ANNOUNCEMENT

OP

111E

M. 0.

VALVC

COMPANY,

LIMITED.
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MNBEmisimmiishimi
Il

CONSERVE POWER TEN
TIMES BY USING

Explorer of the Ether
IN addition to the fact that with
a "Six -Sixty " in operation
your accumulator charge lasts you

10 to 12 times as long as with a
bright

emitter, you get much

greater clarity of reception and
high amplification.

Prove these claims yourself by
getting a " Six -Sixty " by post
to -day.

FINE 'TUNING
Thcre are three main reasons why the

" Fulstop" variable condenser gives fine
tuning. First, as it is a square law condenser, the stations are spaced evenly round the
dial w1th wide gaps between each station ;
second, because the dial is geared two to one
to the moving plates and the dial turns completely round to move the plates 1800; and
third, because with the " Fulstop" all hand
capacity effects are completely eliminated.

FILAMENT

PRICES

.

'0003..10/3

.

'0002.. 9/6

'001 .13/6
'0005 .11/3

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but if
you have any difficulty send direct to:

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD., Condenser Works, WIGAN.

The ELECTRON COMPANY, Ltd.,
Triumph House,
189, Regent Street, London, W.I.

20/ -

Post Free.

Cash with Order.

msS

(!!`

cs-10

t -S1 (ES

"IT'S QUALITY THAT DOTS IT."
.010

III

ACC

1/6

Type
B.C.

abolition of hand capacity.

Protected throughout the World.

7)c;cf ip!,.zT leaflet
free 012 e! p pi Ictin,,n.

FILAMENT CURRENT
25 AMPS.

The "Fulstop" variable condenser is the
only one which actually guarantees the
A leading Wire!ess magazine rays :- We can strongly recommend this type of geared condenser for careful tuning and for use in situations where
hand capacity effects are troublesome." October, 1924.

VOLTS

1.8 to 2.

each.

rr52
1 le.S.S1l.

ae.si
rASN

RHEOSTATS, one -hole Swing, Ebonite
1;6 each
The CHELMSFORD COIL that does NOT need
B.C.

bobbin ...peril finish, as illustration
condenser.

a '001

ra.5),
tEsSi

Essli
UK_ "II

' Strong as a House"

BASKET COILS, set of six
set of seven

COIL MOUNT,

Ebonite,

-

-

beautifully

- 10d.

1 V each

2'- each
finished,

1,'2 each.
C. & S. 2 -WAY COIL HOLDER, all Ebonite, anti cap handle, adjustable friction

-

-

-

2/6

Cmg.

egi
KS

H.F. TRANSFORMERS, most efficient known,
- 2/9 each
any w 1 up to 5,000 ens.
LEAD-IN INSULATORS, 6 in. 6d. each. 9 in.
7141. each. 12 in. 1 2 each.

leS1

WAXLESS COILS, set of four, 150/1000 ins. 19,

vs..S

set of six, 150 1800, 2.6.
D.E. VALVES,. 2 V., '2a guaranteed,
on-One

valve, 12/- each.

The -Speaker.

(EsS1

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

CRAIK
& SMITH,
Allen Street, London, E.C.1.
"41

Phone: Clerkenwell 7346.

VARIABLE

CONDENSER

CSi

I msS1

imigg uns.N

ita* tsIENS11
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HOW WIRELESS HELPS DOCTORS.
RADIO PROGRESS AND MEDICINE.
By Dr. ALFRED GRADENW1TZ

(Our Correspondent in Berlin).

This interesting article contains information which will prove something of a surprise to many amateurs who may wonder
what connection there is between wireless and the work of the medical practitioner.
000000 00
00000
0000000
0000000

THE actual

significance of Galvani's

celebrated frog muscle test, the very

starting point of the investigations
of electric currents, seems so far to have
been misunderstood. This, at least, is the
thesis upheld in a recent lecture by Dr. Leo

Jacobsohn, of Berlin, himself one of the

pioneers in the application of electricity to
medicinal science and physical research,
according to whom that test, 100 years
before Heinrich Hertz, was the first instance

found to be set up, affording as it were a
symptom of vitality. Working muscles,
throbbing hearts, retina cells struck by

beams of light-all of these give rise to
what are known as "action " currents.

There was formerly only one possibility
of ascertaining the presence of those
small currents, viz., connecting the organ
in question to a highly sensitive galvanometer and watching its deflections. The
methods of wireless, however, now enable

these currents of organic activity-by the

depth to which the condenser penetrates

into the water, thus enabling experimental

conditions to be widely controlled.
Another interesting measuring process

based on the methods of wireless has been
devised by Dr. Dowling, Professor at Dublin University, and enables the growth of a

plant to be watched from one minute to
another by the influence exerted on the
current through an amplifier tube. Dowling's
" Ultra -Micrometer " even allows the gravi-

use of three cathode tubes-to be amplified
to loud telephone signals.

Tests such as these give one a strange
feeling of watching at close quarters the

primeval forces of Nature, in a similar
manner the experimenter listening with

the same methods of amplification to the
cracking noise of iron molecules on the
approach of a magnet, or perceiving the
impact of helium atoms on the disintegra-

tion of radium may fancy himself pene-

trating the innermost structure of matter.
Broadcasting Hart Beats.

The same cathode tube which by the

application of high voltages is able itself to

emit X-rays, at the same time affords a
means of actually gauging their intensity.

The arrangement consists in dosing Röntgen
Fig. 1.

of a transmission of electric energy through

space, the spark of an electric machine

serving as transmitter and an earthed frog leg as receiver.
In fact, the frog muscle properly prepared

Would, without any visible connection,
palpitate each time a spark was emitted.
On closely examining the case, Galvani is

thus seen already to have worked with
elevated

antennae

and ground

earth-

ing, and to have with his primitive experi-

mental outfit ascertained the more important laws controlling the propagation
of electric forces.

radiation by an amplification of the feeble
ionisation current in agaugingcompartmerit
and thus actuating a milli -ammeter.

The X-rays from the anti -cathode of a
Röntgen bulb are made to pass through
a filter, thus entering a water -filled gauging
compartment. A condenser penetrating into
the water has its plates connected up to the

grid and across a resistance to the cathode
of a three -electrode tube.
The interval between the condenser
plates is ionised more or less intensely

by the impact of X-rays, the ratio being

read from a milli -ammeter. The distance

between the filter and the gauging compartment

can be varied, as

can

the

Fig. 2.

tational attraction of a lead mass weighing
20 kilogrammes to be ascertained.

A microphone having its currents sent

through a convenient transformer to an amplifier enables any acoustic phenomena in an
animal organism, e.g., the breathing of the
lungs, the beating of the heart, to be made
audible to long distance. Dr. Jacobsohn has
designed an outfit, by means of which a human
heart can be demonstrated to listeners

from one end to the other of a large hall.

This method has been found most usefis:
(Continued on page 622.)

" Action " Currents.

Nay, Jacobsohn even claims for Galvani
the distinction of being father to the broad-

Lamp

casting idea by arranging a considerable

number of frog muscle receivers around an
electric machine, and thus setting up palpitations simultaneously in all of them. The

CACTI UM TUBE

same test was eventually, 130 years after
GalVaiii, repeated on a large scale by a
FrenCh engineer causing the palpitating frog

leg to record on Booted paper over a dis-

M I CROPKON E.

TPANSFORPIER

tance of 300 kilometres the wireless signals
from the Eiffel Tower station.
This, however, is only one instance of the
intimate connection between wireless and
the progress of medical science and physics.

Some other remarkable cases have been

explored by Jacobsohn, and will be briefly
discussed in the following.
Whenever a living organism perf9rms any

function of its own, electric currents are

Figs. 1 and 2 show in the central pictures the positions of the mouth in pronouncing

o

and

e

respectively, the surrounding circles of lights being the actual flame pictures of the corresponding vowels.
Above is seen Dr. Jacobsohn's apparatus for converting sound into flame fluctuations.
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HINTS ON MAKING

LOW -FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS.

I

FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

Although a tedious process, the construction of an L.F. transformer is not impossible for the amateur, as this brief
article clearly shows:

o 000000000000

00000 0 0000000 0 4/

V V V V V. V V

and clamped by a nut at each end. As
will be seen from the diagram, the strips
form a mounting for the small piece of

One " Ford " spark coil, complete.
One piece of ebonite. 3 in. by 2 in. by a in.
Two strips of brass, 31 in. by in. by -TIE in.
Four terminals.

ebonite bearing the four necessary terminals,

One piece of 2 B.A. screwed rod, 3 in. long.

and also for mounting the transfc zmer.

Two nuts to suit.
in. diameter,
One wooden bobbin,
with 136- in. clear hole through centre
and about 11 in. long.
The first consideration is the dissecting

Readers are invited to submit photographs of wireless

of the spark coil, which -is encased in a

L
'IN

0V

the screwed rod passing through the bobbin,

THE materials required are as follows :

1111

0VV

interest for publication in
"Popular Wireless." Every
photograph accepted and
published will be paid for
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at the rate of 10/6 per photo.

f/6.5.

The four wire ends should now be

,

INN

Aiwa

connected to the terminals, and the transformer is complete.

O 000000000000 00000
small wooden box filled with black wax,
or some similar substance.

This part of the programme over, it
will be seen that the secondary coil is
wound in two parts, as in Fig. 1, and this

diagram also shows the position of the
primary wincing and core wires. The
adaptability of the secondary coils for
the making of a transformer is very evident.

The wire is unwound from the outside

of the first coil, A, and from the inside
of the second coil, B, enough to allow A

to slip inside B with a fairly tight fit, thus

converting the two coils into a primary
and secondary unit, as in Fig. 2.

Care should be taken at this stage to
test the coils for continuity of windings,
and, assuming

that this is quite
O.K..
short

lengths of flexible
wire should be
soldered to the

ends of- the two

coils and 'clamped
P.

to the outside of

coil B with

a

layer of Empire
170.2. ..)710M/Y6

f7 f/TTED //XYDE 5:

HELPS DOCTORS.
(Continued from page 621.)

404 00000000 1;):

in watching a patient's heart during narcosis, the services of the assistant feeling

the heart to shout out into space at the

Treating Ear Troubles.

patient's heart, the same method being

The methods of wireless telegraphy and
telephony not only afford a possibility of
accurately analysing human speech and
hearing, but opens up new vistas for the
treatment of ear troubles, particularly
hardness of hearing. An acoustic interference method enables the range of hearing
of a patient to be accurately gauged, thus
affording a means of early diagnosis of ear

0 0

rate of 150-200 sounds per second. The
reinforced heart -beats are readily sent on
over the telephone line, so that the practitioner may at a distance check his
obviously applicable also to a wireless
transmission of heart sounds.
Dr. Jaeobsohn further draws attention to

the fact that, whenever the physician for
therapeutical purposes uses high -frequency
currents; the methods of wireless are resorted
to. In fact, the familiar high -frequency
apparatus for treating nervous and muscular

pain is practically identical with the antiquated spark transmitter. The medical
apparatus thus only requires the addition

of an antenna and earthing to constitute
an ordinary wireless transmitting set.

tape to eliminate
the possibility of

Wireless in Hospitals.

breaking the very
fine wire. The

sent for an intense heating of a patient's

ends of both coils

patient inserted in the secondary circuit
being traversed by current intensities of a

inner and outer
should, of course, be marked.

The core wires and bobbin should now
be fixed inside coil A, and the wires bent
round the coils in the conventional " hedgehog " manner, as in Fig. 3. This diagram
shows the transformer assembled.
The brass strips should be bent as shown

and fixed to the transformer by means of

hundreds of H.P. given out by large wireles§ transmitting stations.
Another possibility of making wireless
telephony subservient to the physician's
ends is providing wireless entertainment in
hospitals. In fact, no better assistance of
a medical treatment could be imagined than
acting on the patient's mind, driving away
any gloomy thoughts, and inducing pleasant
ideas in their place.

0 0 0

the pulse being dispensed with by causing

Requires Careful Handling.

.5EC7712/Y.

HOW WIRELESS

terial energy made to control the many

Diathermic outfits, so much in use at pre-

body, are nothing else but quenched -spark
transmitters on a 300 -metre wave, the
few amperes.

trouble.

In fact, the various sound intervals are

never injured to the same extent, and

whereas, e.g., patients having their middle
ear affected will perceive high sounds better

than lower ones, the opposite is the case

with nervous ear trouble.
Dr. Jacobsohn has availed himself of the
possibility of making sound waves visibleaccording to wireless methods-by an action
on electrical discharges in a vacuum tube, -

in order to devise an attachment transforming acoustic into visual impressions
and, as it were, constituting a counterpart

to Dr. Fournier d' Albe's Optophone.
This, as represented in Fig. 3, comprises

a glimmer lamp, a small cathode tube, an

ordinary bell transformer, and a micro-

Wireless telephony, of course, is more
directly related to medicine than wireless
telegraphy. In fact, the very human
voice is here brought into connection with

phone, and enables the human voice to be
dissolved into its individual vibrations. As
the glimmer lamp modulated by microphone'

high -frequency currents, and the tiny vocal

and arrangement of luminous bands is seen
for each vowel, each consonant, each sound.

cords of the singer are with their imma-

currents is set rotating, a special number
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GLANCING through the " Daily News "

the other day, I happened to notice

to wireless examinations. This reference was made by a gentleman who regularly contributes a column
a

reference

of wit and humour to the newspaper in

question, and he signs himself " C. J. A."
C. J. A. is certainly a satirist. He has heard
that Wireless History Examinations are to
be shortly held (I cannot confirm the news),
and he wants to know exactly what is meant
and offers a few " hints " for would-be can-

Here are a few of them which I

didates.

hope C. J. A. will, not mind my reproducing :
Question

I.-Arrange in phonological
order N. and K. ; Brunette ; Brown's
Featherweight ; Sterling.

the Presbytery should take no action in the
matter.
One speaker, in reference to broadcasting,

said the Church should be profoundly
grateful for this great instrument of evan-

There seems to be no doubt
that the Sunday services broadcast from
the B.B.C. stations are enormously appreciated by thousands of listeners, and
gelisation.

they will learn with pleasure that no steps
are to be taken to effect the cessation of
broadcast religious services.

moved an amendment, that members of

the Circle broadcasting dramatic and
musical criticism should have the support
of the Circle.

So Radio critics are now officially re-

cognised by their newspaper confreres of the
Critics Circle, and I hope they will not earn

the epithet hurled at Press critics (in a

jocular way, of course) by Sir James Barrie

who, when recently entertained at dinner
by the Critics, commenced his speech
by casting a withering glance round the
company and exclaiming " scum ! "

Radio Critics.

Another sign of the times is the recogni-

tion of " wireless critics " by the Critics
Circle-a body consisting of professional

Sir Oliver Lodge's " Talks."

Readers will be interested in the an-

nouncement made by the B.B.C. that our

Question 2.-Give dates B.B.C. of the

following :

First wireless breakdown.
First reception of atmospherics from
America.

Question 3.-When and where is the

first mention of wireless ? Expected answer :

The loud speaker made out

of

Adam's spare -part.

Question 4.-Write biographical notes
upon : Uncle Arthur, John Henry, Philemon.

Question 5.-Who said and on what

occasion :

(a) 2 L 0 calling ;
(b) One minute, please ;

(c) And the night shall be filled with
music ?

Question 6.-What advantage has a
crystal set over a trinket set ? Illustrate
your answer.

Wireless humour is so rare that it is
refreshing to read " C. J. A.'s " hints. I
hope he will garnish his column in the
" Daily News ' with further contributions

of a like nature. He can rely on me to
quote him.
Broadcast Services.

Should church services be broadcast ?
This interesting question was the subject of

a report recently put before the Glasgow

Presbytery of the Church of Scotland.
The report was the result of a motion sub-

mitted at a recent meeting unfavourably
commenting on the broadcasting of services during the ordinary hours of worship,

it being suggested that this practice tends
to keep people away from church.

One letter was read to the meeting ex-

pressing the belief that thousands of people
would keenly miss the broadcast services if
they were discontinued ; and other letters

were read from bedridden people all ex-

pressing great love for the B.B.C.'s broadcast services, and hoping that they would
not be discontinued. The considered verdict of the committee of the Glasgow
Presbytery is in the nature of a very great
compliment to the B.B.C., and will, doubt-

less, be approved of by the majority of
listeners -in. The committee declared its
complete satisfaction with the religious
policy of the B.B.C., and recommended that

The Lord Bishop of Liverpool broadcasting the first Sunday service from 6 LV.

dramatic and musical critics. The Circle

Scientific Adviser, Sir Oliver Lodge, will.

held a general meeting the other day to
consider whether broadcasting dramatic

commencing in January, 1925, give the
Scientific Talks for Adults in place of Sir

and musical criticism ought to be regarded

William Bragg.

ought to be given Press facilities.

have

give the views of his company. Mr. Reith
said he was very anxious not in any way to
conflict with the interests of the Press, and
he pointed out that there was nothing pre-

Bragg and Sir Oliver Lodge have the

as a form of journalism, and whether it
Mr. Reith (managing director of the
B.B.C.) attended the meeting in order to

judicial to journalists in anything it was
proposed to" do.

Mr Haddon, the B.B.C.'s dramatic
critic, then submitted the motion : " It is
the opinion of this meeting that a broadcasting critic, dramatic or musical, is eligible

for election as a member of the Critics
Circle."
But, after a long discussion, Mr. Baughan,

the dramatic critic of the " Daily News, -

The addresses by Sir William Bragg
been very much appreciated by

thousands of listeners, and I am sure
that Sir Oliver Lodge's " talks " will
meet with keen appreciation by not only
listeners interested technically in science,
but by laymen as well. Both Sir William

useful knack of explaining difficult subjects clearly and lucidly. No doubt many

listeners remember Sir Oliver's address on
" The Birth of a Star," which lie delivered

from 2 L 0 some months ago, and will
remember the popular interest he succeeded in infusing in a rather technical
address. And those who heard him will
not gainsay his admirable " microphone
voice."
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anode of the H.F. valve, all the B.B.C.

WHAT YOU NEED FOR " D.X." WORK.
-

stations can be received most evenings. The

more distant stations, of course, will not

A TIMELY ARTICLE FOR AMATEURS.

come in very strongly, but the addition of a
note -magnifier will remedy this, and bring
two or three stations within the capacity of
a small loud speaker. Incidentally, a three -

By A. J. BOYINGTON.
0000
00000 000000000000

A":

THE winter months bring renewed opportunities for indulging in that
fascinating game of tuning -in W G Y or
K D K A or W D A P, but apart from these
there is quite a number of European stations
whose programmes offer a pleasant diversion.

the amateur fortunately possesses a
smattering of French, German, Spanish, or
Italian he is comfortably catered for at
If

almost any hour ; if he doesn't-the language

of music is universal, and some very fine
musical programmes are broadcast from
the Continent. Then it must be admitted
that there is something infinitely pleasing
in the achievement of logging distant
stations, and the sense of pleasure increases
in direct ratio to the distance covered.

Unfortunately, one cannot predict for a

If a set of this type is employed and reasonable reaction used on the aerial or upon the

valve set as above is probably the best

for a crystal set to give comfortably clear
reception of more than one broadcasting
station of the usual transmission strength,
although at times two or three have been
received.

Danger of Critical Settings.
_(2) Single -Valve Set with Reaction.

A

receiver of this type should give very clear
telephony at a comfortable strength from
two broadcasting stations, and, with very
careful adjustment of the tuning values and
of filament and plate potentials, it may be
possible to hear all the B.B.C. stations at a
more or less readable strength. These
receivers call for very critical setting of the
reaction to obtain such range, however, and
in the hands of an inexperienced amateur are

average all-round receiver possible, taking
into consideration range, strength, and

economy of upkeep.
(4) Two H.F. and One Detecting -Valve Set.

A receiver combining two well -designed
H.F. stages with one of detection offers all
that the average amateur desires in point
of range combined with ease cf operation.
It should give him all the British broadcasting and most of the Continental stations
at a comfortable headphone strength,
without the need of pushing reaction so far

as to cause distortion. With an indoor
aerial or a small frame aerial most of the
B.B.C. stations are within range-the local
one may even be obtained without an aerial
at all, occasionally-and as a portable
receiver using dull -emitter valves and dry
batteries it is peerless. Care is necessary to

prevent oscillation in the H.F. stages, but
the use of a potentiometer or other stabilis-

certainty how many of these stations can be
received on one's set. There are so many

half the
variable factors in wireless t;
enthusiasm the science arouses in its
devotees lies in the very fact of its elusiveness and uncertainty-one never knows how
much one's set is capable of under varying
circumstances of time, weather, etc.

ing device generally overcomes any tendency
in this respect. Note -magnification ma-:

Ranges of Reception.
Within certain limits, however, it is

The " Zero -beat " Method.

also be tried here with advantage, all
B.B.C. stations then coming through

tinental too, according to their distance.
In searching for distant stations very fine
tuning is essential. A built-in vernier or e
micrometer control is necessary for both
aerial and anode condensers, while critical
fialment control sometimes proves the

possible to prescribe the capacity of one's

set fairly accurately, assuming that the
aerial is of the standard G.P.O. type.
moderately high (40 feet or so), well

insulated, and efficient lead-in and earthing
arrangements are provided. The two latter
factors have a great significance in reception

deciding factor between success and failure.
Many amateurs make use of the " zero -beat"
method when tuning -in - that is, they

efficiency-greater than is apparent-and

tighten the reaction coupling until the set
just oscillates, and then vary the condensers until they hear the high-pitched
note of the beat signal set up by their own

no pains should be spared to see that they

are the best possible. in the circumstances.
(1) Crystal Set. A well -designed crystal
receiver, capable of sharp tuning and
equipped with a good crystal, will give
excellent telephonic signals at 10 miles,
fairly loud signals at 20 miles, and readable

oscillation heterodyning the carrier wave of

the broadcasting station.. By further ad-

justment of the condensers this squeal may

be toned down to zero point, after which

-though faint-signals at 30 to 40 miles
from the station. A crystal set, however,
is capable of novel surprises under favour-

able conditions. I have heard stations over
120 miles away at comfortable strength on

one of the simplest and-tram a technical
point of view --worst designed crystal sets
which I have ever met. On the other hand,
a " de luxe " receiver of professional and

expensive make has yielded very poor
results when ail external conditions have

The aerial building at the Soesterberg aerodrome
wireless station.

capable of causing a great deal of distortion

for himself and interference with neighbouring receivers.

The Use of-H.F. Stages.

-

plies a good deal more than good aerial and

The critical setting referred to above is
just on the brink of oscillation, and a slight
movement of the aerial, or change in the

earth arrangements; it takes into account,
also, freedom from screening and from
dead spots." We cannot describe a circle
with a radius of, say, 20 mile,S around the

furiously. The addition of a single note magnifier is often to be recommended.

appeared favourable.

The term " favourable conditions " im-

position on the map of a broadcasting

station, and say that all the enclosed area
is within crystal range, or that sets situated
on the circumference will all receive at a
uniform strength. Too many extraneous
factors enter into the calculation to be able

to predict strength and range with any

degree of certainty, but only under freakish
or very favourable conditions is it possible

a.t,

loud -speaker strength, and some of the Con-

transmitting wave -length, or altering of the
tuning values, may cause the set to oscillate

Although it has no appreciable effect on the

range-except to, render audible signals

which were perhaps being received so weakly

as to be inaudible to the human ear-it

the note will rise again as the condensers are
again varied. On the neutral point-that
is, at zero-the best results will be obtained,

and loosening the reactance coupling will'
bring in the telephony properly.

The advantages of using this method, it
will be apparent, must lie with the amateur
himself, since during the whole process of
tuning his receiver is in a state of oscillation
and causing interference to others who are
trying to tune in on the same wave -length.
To be recommended, then, it should only be
used on sets which can be made to oscillate
within themselves without energising the

A little practice with his own set
should familiarise the amateur with the
aerial.

adjustments necessary to reach the brink of
oscillation without overstepping the margin,
and by careful tuning he should then be able
to pick up the other stations without.
oscillating. The best way, of course, is to

builds up the strength of speech sufficiently

use a properly calibrated wavemeter-an

speaker from one station at least.

invaluable to the man with a taste for

to make the use of dangerously excessive
reaction needless, and to work a small loud
(3) One H.F. and One Detecting -Valve Set.

instrument which may appear an unnecessary expense at first, but which will prove
experimental work.
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SOME REMARKS ON GALENA CRYSTALS.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.1,c)
Thousands of amateurs in this country alone have pieces of galena in their crystal cups, and in this article our
contributor offers some goof advice on the use of galena and much interesting information concerning its
-

-

-

THE use of the mineral

galena for

the purpose of crystal rectification

has now become so widespread that
there

are bound to be many amateur

wireless enthusiasts who have often asked
themselves questions concerning the nature,
properties. and mode of origin of the
mineral of which their favourite rectifying
crystals are composed.

Galena, of course, has very many other,
and perhaps more important, uses besides

those of -a purely
REPRESENTATION OF
PERFECT GALE, MA CRYSTAL

radio nature. For

one thing, the
mineral

consti-

tutes almost the
sole supply from
which commercial

these cases the silver exists in the material
also in the form of a sulphide. In addition
to its sulphur content, most specimens of
naturally occurring galena also contain
traces of other elements, such as antimony,
arsenic, copper, gold, and selenium, although

in not sufficient quantities to make the
extraction of them a profitable under-

case, tend to break up in a number of

smaller crystals, each of which is a perfect
replica of the original one.
Amateur
wireless

enthusiasts who make use

of

considerable quantities of the material can

learn a lot from the study of crystal

cleavage. For instance, if a piece of sensitive

taking.

galena which is too big to fit comfortably
in the crystal cup is subjected to a heavy,

Natural galena is usually found in veins
and quarries in clay or limestone districts.
When it is first mined the mineral is nearly

into a powder.

smashing blow, it will break up almost

always associated with considerable amounts

How to Break Galena.

before it is rendered fit for radio use.

knife is laid lightly on the surface of the
crystal parallel to its " grain," and then
lightly tapped with a small hammer or

of impurities, such as quartz, limestone,
calcite, fluorspar, all of which have to be
very carefully separated from the ore

On the other hand, if the blade of a

lead is obtained.
Galena is used in

IRouem Y C09/C4Z N 'DOA)

enormous quantities for the ex-

traction of this metal, and for this reason

alone naturally occurring deposits of galena
have been worked in widely differing regions
of the world.
aline a Simple Substance.

Quite a lot of the galena which is obtained commercially contains an appreciable

trace of silver, and on this account this
" argentiferous galena," as it is called, is
very carefully treated in order to extract
the silver, which exists in the mineral
to the extent of about 10 ounces per ton,
before it is finally worked up for its lead
.-:ontent.

There are very few countries

in the

world whose natural deposits of ores do
not contain at least some small amount of

Galena for commercial purposes
comes from Sweden, Germany, America,
galena.

Hungary, Switzerland, and the mineral
is mined to some considerable extent in
various parts of Derbyshire, and also in
Cumberland.

The lead mines in the Isle of Man at
Laney are very well known to tourists
in that region, and from these mines
crystals of the mineral have been sometimes
obtained which have measured over a foot
in length from end to end.

Although the majority of the naturally recurring varieties of galena possess radiosensitive properties, -most of the material
which is at present on the market for the
purposes of crystal rectification comes
from the South of France and from Spain.

A little

of

it also emanates from the

Mexican region of America.

Chemically speaking, of course, galena
is a simple enough substance. As almost
every radio amateur knows, the mineral
is really a sulphide of lead. In its purest
form it contains approximately 86.6 per

The transmitting gear at Radio -Paris, near Cliehy, Paris.

mallet, the crystal

the material may be found which is entirely
composed of large crystals of a shape
similar to the one depicted in the illustration, fused together by natural agencies.

material.
Most of the commercial " cat's -whisker "
crystals wRich are at present on the market
are composed of natural or synthetic

granular structure, and often a lump of

How It is Classified.

Other samples of the mineral may again

be found to have a very fine granular
structure. and if these are examined under

the microscope they will be found to

consist of an almost infinite number of tiny
crystals, each corresponding roughly in

form to that which is shown in the illus-

tration.
Crystallographers include galena in their
" cubic " system of classification. That is
to say, the mineral always tends to crystallise in the form of a cube, and in the sketch

quoted above you have a representation
of what a perfect crystal of galena looks
like. This sketch is by no means a purely
imaginary one, for large crystals of galena

cent of lead and 13.4 of sulphur, which

are often to be had which are almost

the chemical formula PbS.
We have seen, however, that the mineral

Galena has a cubical cleavage. This
means that if a crystal of the mineral is

composition, of course, corresponds with

very often contains a little silver, and in

will break up very

These masses of galena which occur
naturally possess sometimes a very coarse

perfect cubes.

struck in the right manner, it will, in every

nicely into two smaller crystals, and there

will be a minimum of wastage of the

galena. By synthetic galena, of course, is
meant that variety of the material which.
has been produced by artificial means.
If, for instance, you take a soluble

salt, of lead, such as lead nitrate or lead

acetate, both of which can be very cheaply
procured, and, after dissolving it in water,

pass a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen
gas through the liquid, you will obtain a
black precipitate of lead sulphide-galena.

But this form of galena will not rectify,
bemuse it is, as the chemists say, " amorphous," or non -crystalline in nature. One
of the fundamental conditions which have,

it would seem, to be fulfilled in radio
rectification by means of galena is that
the material must possess a crystalline

structure.
However, if this amorphous form of

galena is carefully collected, washed and
dried, and then heated to a high tempera-

ture in a vacuum, or in the absence of
(Continued on page 626.)
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The nature of the metal out of which the
cat's -whisker contact of a galena crystal is

SOME REMARKS ON
GALENA CRYSTALS.
(Continued from page 625.)

1
oxygen or air, it will melt and sublime

on the walls of its container in the form of

brilliantly lustrous crystals which act as
perfect rectifiers. From this you will be
able to see how the synthetic varieties of

galena are produced.
Again, instead of melting up and subsequently subliming pure galena, it is possible

to make a mixture of lead sulphide and
sulphides of other metals such as silver
sulphide, and to submit these to the same
process, and the Jesuit will be that the
finished

crystals

will

contain

definite

amounts of two or more materials. Quite
a number of experiments have been carried
ou t in thisslireetion with a view to increasing

00 0 0 0 0

00400

made does not really influence the efficiency

COMPLAINTS AND

of the resulting rectification, so long as the
metal is a non -Corrodible one. For this
reason, cat's -whisker contacts, for use with
galena crystals should preferably be composed of one of the " noble metals," such as

OUR READERS' VIEWS.

platinum or gold, although many of the

restless and non -corrodible alloys do almost
equally well.
A Novel Cat's -whisker,

A small lead wire, however, can be employed with very good results in the case
of a galena crystal, and to all intents and
purposes the efficiency of the rectification
does not seem to be very greatly influenced

by any degree of oxidation which it may
undergo whilst. in use. The possible explanation of this is an interesting .one,. but
it is one which cannot be, entered into
within the limits of a single:- article: -

COMPLIMENTS.
0 0 0 -O. 0 0 0
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A S we cannot change our B.B.C. musical

-tiL doctor, who thinks we need frequent

.
doses of his " best " educational
mixture of chamber music, etc., at least we
ought to be able to rely on our allowance of

sweets not being curtailed by delaying second

news and reducing the delightful hour of
the wonderful Savoy Bands because sonic
arid item has not finally dried up.

Most of our 'phones and valves have. Wog

enough rests, and should not lose more
exercise.

G. E. Holloway.'

71, Sydonham Road North, Croydon.
*

There seems little

the efficiency of the crystal rectification,

and as the experiments are fairly easily
conducted, the interested amateur may
care to perform one or two of them- on

consideration for thOse
workers who, like my-

similar lines for himself.

self, cannot listen, in
till 9.30 p.m; WhY

Obtaining Greater Sensitivity.

should they not smile times have an un-

It

is

a debatable point whether the

broken hour with the
orchestra or banl ?
Atthat time one does

naturally occurring or the artificially produced specimens of galena possess the
greatest all-round efficiency for crystal

not always want

The one great advantage
of the synthetic varieties of the material
is, of course, that they are not liable to
vary in composition, and therefore that

weather, nes talks.

- rectification.

a constant standard of rectification can be
more easily obtained. On the other hand,
the opinion is held in some authoritative
quarters that the synthetic galena is more
liable to become insensitive 'than the ,
naturally occurring forms of the mineral.
Again, artificially prepared galena is
generally more sensitive to the destructive

effects of heat than is the naturally occurring
variety, whilst the latter is more economical

and ``.`funny' men,"
but ,a little decent
music:, After 9.30 the

only imbroken
Russian valves being made at one of the Soviet factories near Nijni-Novgorod.

As is well known, the more sensitive 'a
galena crystal is, the more necessary does

it become to employ a contact which is
actuated by some form of micro -adjust-

To get the utmost efficiency out of
a crystal set employing galena rectification,
a detector which is provided with a micro
adjustment should always be used, for with

to deal with in large amounts owing to its

ment.

hands can. very easily devise an almost
infinite variety of experiments on the

the ordinary types

cleaner breaking properties.
The amateur who has a little time on his

preparation of artificial galenas.

For

instance, it has been found that although
pure silver sulphide is not a good rectifier,
the introduction of certain percentages of
this material into the composition of galena
in the manner described above, results in
an additional degree of sensitivity.

of detectors strong
signals will send the cat's -whisker contact
right off the mark.

Not Recommended.

A galena -graphite combination is highly
sensitive, and it can be easily made from a
piece of the mineral and a small length of
lead pencil of the soft " variety. The

combination of galena with tellurium, or

Scope for Experiment.

The incorporation of something like 40
per cent of silver sulphide with synthetic

or natural galena will increase the sensitivity of the mineral to such an extent
that it will be very difficult to obtain a
stable contact owing to the "jogging
effect of the loud signals. A very small

"--

amount of tin sulphide in the galena (about
5 per cent.) increases its sensitivity . but
if this amount is further increased' the
sensitivity of the resulting product becomes
progressively less, until eventually it almost
ceases to function as a rectifier.
The addition of the
of arsenic,

antimony, copper, merevvy. etc., and of
the elements selenium and tellurium to
pure galena "has not been studied to any
great extent, and, as I have previously remarked, quite an interesting field of research awaits the amajour in this direction.

silicon, also gives good rectification, as also
does a galena -galena combination.
In conclusion, a note on the inner meaning

of the term " Galena " may be of interest.
Galena really comes from the Greek word
Galene, meaning tranquillity. To the ancient
Greeks this mineral was supposed to possess

soothing -medicinal properties, and when
taken in specially prepared forms galena

was credited with the property of being

able to impart to the individual a remarkably peaceful and tranquil frame of mind.
The modern radio amateur, however, is
not recommended to test the veracity of
this ancient and interesting supposition.
Galena is a lead compound, and if taken
into the system in too large amounts, the
degree of tranquillity imparted to the experimenter might probably be very much
more than desired.

*

pro. -

is at

the Savoy Hotel.
B. G.
Elstree.
*

"*

- Re Sportsmen All ! item. Idea good, but
badly performed. Oh, that voice formerly
of Cardiff ! Too much of a jumble, speaking
much too fast. Choruses very weak. Why

not have a real " to do

with Arthur
Roberts as chairman-cigars and champagne, songs and stories assisted by old
pals ?
A. BARRATT.

Westward Ho ! Hoddesdoo, Herts.
*

I wish to compliment them highly on the
Symphony Concert from 2. L 0 recently,
and especially the Brahms
concerto
by Catterall. Although the mass of people
prefer light music, such concerts as these

are the whole joy of wireless to the real
music lover. We received it direct on a
Unidyne H.F. and detector quite clearly.
1, Weld Road, Southport.

A. G. BANKS.

How about the following two compli-

ments for the B.B.C., which I feel are
rightly deserved ?
First, regarding the church services.

Being unable to attend church, owing to
ill -health, I can assure you that the services

broadcast once a month from 5 N 0 (our
local station) are received very thankfully.
I am sure that I not only speak for myself,
but for many other invalids also.
Secondly, I should like to put in a word
of praise regarding the very excellent plays

broadcast weekly from 5 N 0 as well as

those S.B. from 2 L 0.

K. STOREY.
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Has your set valvular disease?
GENERAL PURPOSE .VALVES:
Type R. ... 1216 each

,

4 volts
0.7 amp.

F lament Voltage
1.' lament Current

I

Maximum plate voltage100 volts
27,000 ohms.

Plate resistance

Type B 3 - 24/. each

-

1.6 Volts
Filament voltage
0.35 amp.
Filament current
Maximum plate voltage...80 volts
27,000 ohms.
Plate resistance

*Type B5. ...

251 each

2 8-3 volts
Filament voltage
Filament current -0.06 amp.(at 3 v.)
Maximum plate voltage -80 volts
17,000 ohms.
Plate resistance
POWER AMPLIFYING VALVES :

Type B4. ... 35/ each,
. S-6 volts
Filament voltage
Filament current...0.25amp (at 6v.)
Maximum plate voltage. ,.120 volts
6,000 ohms.
Plate resistance
*Type B

- 35f- tath

3 volts
Filament voltage
0 12 amp.
Filament current..
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts.
9,000 ohms.
Plate resistance
%

-

The heart .of your set is the valve,
and in -wireless a hard heart is better
than a soft one. " Soft ++-is a euphe-

mism for f bad vacuum. A valve
with a little air in it is liable to oxy'

disation of the filament, and soon
loses its efficiency. B.T.H. Valves
are very highly exhausted by a special
patented process. This ensures long
life and maintained efficiency. They
,last longer and give infinitely better
results than " soft " foreign (or En -

glish) valves.
.

FIT B.T.H. VALVES AND GIVE

YOUR SET A GOOD. HEART
From all Electricians and Radio Dealers.

*Type B 7 ... 3116 each
6 volts
Filament voltage

006 amp.
Fdament current
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
9,000 ohms
Plate resistance
*For use with Dry Cells

B

TH

2172

_rrr-.

t

1

.T. H.,

RADIO
VALVES

Advetistment of The British Thomson Houston Co. Ltd.
,

-

sommimm. ..s.m..........
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Your set is as good
as its parts
AMPLIFICATION

L.F.

Experimenters whose ambitions incline them towards

the reception of KDK A will know that H.F. stages
are unnecessary. Successful reception of the short
waves requires the simplest of arrangements -detector and one note magnifier which consists of
one very important component-the low frequency
transformer. Choice of this instrument cannot be
too deliberate. It need not be emphasised how, in

SUCCESS TUNER
all Broadcasting and

Covprs

with

Constructive Stations
one initial expense

Price 21/ -

SUCCESS ANODE
CAPACITY REACTANCE

so critical a receiver as oiie designed for the reception
of KDK A on 68 metres, an ill -designed L.F. Transformer can mar your reception beyond skilful tuning.

High Frequency Amplification
a
vernier

combined with
control of
reaction

The absolutely clear and undistorted reception of the Super

Price 50/-

Success (All Black) has been brought about by extended experi-

ments of trial and error. Tested under every conceivable condition-good, bad, and indifferent-the Super Success unconditionally gives you power amplification, and represents a new
experience with which you should not delay your acquaintance.

ERTHAREL
LEAD-IN SWITCH
Safeguards life and property.
SUCCESS

Switching out-

side the house Price 6/6
SUCCESS VERNIER
COIL HOLDER
Designed for low loss tuners.
Quick and Micro-

meter action

Price 5/6
REG. NO. 703507.
COMPONENTS

Obtainable from all Dealers.
4....wimmaNumm

SUPER SUCCESS

11111011111111111!

The "BROWNIE WIRELESS"

New Model at the same

low price 7/6

Barclays Ad. HO

Don't be Deceived

Receiver

by Spurious

sets selling at twelve times the price. Moreover,
the new " Brownie " is giving even clearer, better
reception. Our money -back guarantee is your
protection. From yoUr Dealer or direct.
Postage 6d.

There are those who would use
the Russell reputation as an aid

For the moderate sum of three half-crowns you
can get a " Brownie "-the Crystal

Imitations

which is favourably compared by the Press to

An

Ebonite Base, to

tit any model, of substantial and attractive

design, is now supplied
at an extra cost of
1/6. Just slide the
" Brownie " into the

hollow centre and fix
with the three screws

Black)

(All

PRICE 21 /-

to

Facing Warren St. Tube Station.
Museum 3747.

supplied.

selling

inferior

crystals.

They would have you believe
that there are "just as good's."
Fancy wrappers and strangely
marked boxes won't give you
improved reception-but

J.W.B. WIRELESS CO.,
310a/312a, Euston Road, N.W.1.

THE

Telephone:

RUSSELL'S Hertzite
WILL.

RETAIL
PRICE

PIECE

_

VALVE

Complete satisfaction guaranteed with

Post free
Trade enquiries
inuited.

this astonishingly low-priced valve.
4 or 6 volts. Current consumption.
Can be used as
Amplifier or Detector. Type L.V.S.
4/11 post free. 1-2 amp. 4 -pin fitting.

THE IMPANDEX TRADING Co., Ltd.,
Import and Export,

5,

Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate, London, E.C. 2.

crystal as you are in building
your set.

STANDARD

4111 DUTCH

Be as careful in choosing your
Ask only for

RUSSELL'S
HERTZITE
The

L. G. RUSSELL,
Laboratories, 1-7, Hill Street,
(Opposite
BIRMINGHAM. Empire
Theatre.)

Agents
LONDON: Sun Electrical,
;
113, Charing Cross Road
68,

Shenton & Co., Ltd.,
Shoe Lane, E.G.

LANCASHIRE: Andrew
Jackson & Co., 10, South
Street, Manchester.

GLASGOW: Young's,
Ltd., 40, Stockwell Street.

...........
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HOW TO BUILD

A TWO -VALVE RECEIVER WITH
POWER STAGE.
By W. S. SHOLL, A.M.I.E.E.
This two -valve set will come in useful for loud -speaker work where it is required

to obtain maximum power from a " straight " circuit with reaction.

0 000
THE receiver about to be described is a
little unusual in that the detector

the writer, in common with the average
worker uses a separate tuning system,

valve is followed by a poWer stage.

which, being of universal application, does
duty on almost any circuit.
The results of the instrument are equal to
the average three-

The idea was to obtain the maximum

amount of power from a

" straight "

valve (0-12),

set at

reasonable

range; the

signal
strength
on

the

1oudspeaker is

ample for

2"

the largest

room and
quite satis-

factory in

a small
garden.
The re-

----.,

-

still greater magnification is required.

Where this is done, the advantage of
placing the extra unit next to the detector
valve will be seen where the last stage is
to be a power stage equipped with extra
high tension and grid biasing terminals.
Generally speaking, the writer is not at all

impressed with the average dull emitter
valve.
His experience is that while the
input is small, so is the output, which, falling

short of the majority of bright emitters,
leaves a great deal to be desired.
An Efficient Power Valve.

It was therefore a pleasure to find in the
B.T.-H. 4 a really good power valve which.
calling for a mere '25 ampere on the filament.
and a modest 100 volts on the plate, yielded
a measure of amplification considerably in

excess of the extravagant bright emitter
power valve.

These latter valves are not to be recommended to the average worker by reason
of the large filament current required

Y

Fig. 1.

circuit, with reaction, and to obtain the
greatest output in the smallest space by
employing a power valve at option in the
low -frequency amplifier.

By selecting suitable components and

working to fairly close limits, it was possible

to build the entire set on a 7 in. by 5 in.
panel originally intended for a detector
unit only.
The tuning gear is naturally separate, as

ceiver has been provided with
separate output and input
terminals leading from the
detector valve to the low frequency amplifier, which
enables the detector valve
to be used separately if desired,

or another and independent
low -frequency unit to be introduced at this stage if

Fig. 2.

Showing the lay -oat of the valve panel

viz. 1.5 amperes, and the high plate voltage

which, running into some three or four
hundred volts, means far more expense
than the result justifies.
The dimensions and lay -out of the panel

are shown in Fig. 1, and may be followed
throughout, except in the case of the two
holes, T.T. These are for holding down the
transformer, and will naturally vary according to the instrument used. In the present
case the MacMichael " M.H." transformer
has been used with remarkably good results,
the tone and magnification being such as to

place it in the front rank of transformers.
The diagram should be compared with
the photo, Fig. 2.
All terminal holes are No. 32-i.e. 4 B.A.
tapping size, and all terminals are screwed
home and fitted with back nuts and washers.
(Continued

page 630.)
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detector are used only.

A TWO -VALVE
RECEIVER WITH POWER
STAGE.
(Continued from page 629.)

tory results, the small
wire links are put between the output and
input terminals which
places the transformer

and second valve in

000000000000000 0
The " Watmel " grid leak screws are

6 B.A. and the low -frequency transformer
screws have 4 B.A. clearance holes. For
a small panel of this nature k in. in
thickness is ample, the ebonite will, of course.

be squared up and matted in the usual
manner.

Having got satisfac-

circuit.
Having tuned in and

obtained satisfactory
signal strength, we
may now remove the
short-circuiting link
and insert the grid
For this
battery.
partially run down

the circuit diagram, the

flash lamp cells may

at 0. It is not really necessary to provide
a separate H.T. negative terminal for the
power stage where a dull emitter is used

cells whin allow of

Fig. 3 'gives

grid terapals being shown at A, the
detector ..T. at B and the extra H.T.
calling for only a moderate voltage.

In 'the

present ease, however, it was more convenient to use a small separate battery for

be used, preferably the
long torch pattern
volt steps, en-.
abling close regulation
one

of the grid volts to

Fig. 4.

Clearly showing the wiring beneath the panel

be made at will.

Three handy round units may be ob-

tailed from a torch

battery, and from six
to nine of these will
be required ;-six to nine
volts will be about
right on the grid. Some

amateurs rather, fight
shy of grid biasing on
account of the alleged
" complication " involved. This, how-

ever, is far from the
case, and it is strongly

The complete receiver ready for use.

the detector which required a rather low
voltage, and to use a battery of 100 volts
for the power stage.
Where an abnormal voltage is necessary,
it is, of course, rather more economical
to place the H.T. batteries in series rather
than employ two separate batteries. In

such ease the extra H.T. terminal will be
positive only to which a wander lead runs

Fig. 4 shows the wiring carried out in 18
S.W.G. tinned copper wire bare throughout,

except in the case of the lead from grid

leak, which is arranged to go to either the
L.T. positive or negative, and is therefore

encased in sleeving to avoid any risk of
short-circuiting.

Inserting Grid Bias.

The wire is pulled out taut in the vice
and cut to lengths of about two feet, all
terminal shanks are well tinned and the
various bends tried up in position before
soldering. Everything being complete it
will be first necessary to test the reaction
coils to see that they are the right way
round and also to find whether the grid
leak functions better in the L.T. positive
or negative.

In the present instance, it is

found to give maximum signals on the
positive pole.

In testing out in this way the detector

terminals

D-i.e. the output from the

a rather unusual but commendable idea.

A removable condenser will also be noticed

placed across the primary windings, the
capacity being 001 mfd.

This feature is of

advantage in some cases, but was not
found necessary in the present instance.
Increases Signal Purity.

A condenser, however, across the windings of a high resistance loud speaker is of
the greatest value in getting,. the " raw

edge" away from reception, particularly

useable, in the best
sense of the word,

The finished instrument stands in a
cabinet 3 in. deep, which is just capable of
accommodating the whole of the components, although originally intended for

without grid cells.

the following order as giving generally the

NOTES ON SCREENING.
By A. J. B.
oo

grid battery.
Ire the transformer used it will be noticed
that the terminals are marked accordingly
after having been tested out by the makers,

be used, as the quality
of the reception on the
loud speaker is not
only much enhanced,

Also, it is well worth trying every
possible connection of the transformer
windings. As a rule, the writer prefers

to the necessary tapping of the large battery.

H.T. positive, O.S. to grid, inside secondary to grid bias terminal and negative of

urged that grid cells

but, in fact, the latter
instrument is hardly

Fig. 5.

best results-viz. anode to 0.P.-I.P. to

0 0 0 0 0 .0. 0 0 .0. 0 0 0

AREPORT recently made to the Institution of
Electrical Engineers by Mr. R. H. Barfield
contained the results of the first scientific
investigation into the effects of screening by metal
buildings, etc., upon wireless signals. Hitherto the
exact nature of such screening effects has never been
the subject of inquiry with any degree of accuracy and

completeness, and some rather startling facts were
brought to light. As all amateurs are aware, such
screening effects do occur, and in the absence of any
definite knowledge on the subject we have been
prone to talk rather loosely about the impossibility
of receiving radio signals inside metal buildings of in
close proximity to them.

Mr. Barfield's experiments were conducted by
means of frame aerials, attached to receiving sets
of great sensitiveness, and placed inside continuous
metal tanks, inside open-ended cylinders of wire or
metal, inside cages of wire netting, -and in other

situations where screening was to be expected.

The results obtained in this manner indicate that
the most important feature of an effectual screen is
the presence of metallic circuits inside it. For
example, a cage of wire netting was found to be an
effectual screen only if the wire is electrically con wolfed at all joints. In fact, a mere series of wires
arranged in closed loops is effectual. But wires that
do not make closed circuits, or wire netting that is

when signals are distinctly strong ; a value
of .004 mfd. will be found about right.

housing a detector unit only. The neat
appearance of the tout ensemble may be
gathered from the photograph, Fig. 5.
not electrically connected to form a similar closure,
are not effective.

Perhaps the most striking Instance reported by
the investigator is that of a frame aerial which was
entirely enclosed in a soldered metal envelope of
tinned iron, as though it were inside the inner tube
of a pneumatic tyre. The two terminals of the coil
came out through small Insulated holes in the case.
The cover produced a practically perfect shield so twig
as the metal of it was continuous. This fact has
been recognised by manufacturers for some thee
now, as instanced in the shrouded transformers
and other wireless instnunents where an enclosing
metal case is used to reduce the effects of stray
capacities and couplings.
What was not known was the propensity of the
high -frequency waves to penetrate through the
smallest possible chink of this " armour -plating," as
was demonstrated by Mr. Barfield cutting a small
transverse slit in the metal shield, when fairly strong
signals were immediately heard. Even when the
slit was as narrow as it was possible to make It without producing actual metallic contact, a substantial
amount of radio energy continued to penetrate it.
Alter all we have read and heard on this subject it
is hard to reconcile these results with the supposedly
great screening effects ascribed to the steel frames
of high buildings. It is evident that the exact
effects of such metal structures on the radio waves
deserve more careful and accurate study than they
have yet received.
A model of a typical steel -framed building of the
" skyscraper " type, for instance, showing the exact
strength of signals obtainable on each floor and
on each part of the floor, might be of the greatest
service to wireless science as well as to the problem
of how to provide for the reception of broadcasting
in such a building.
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The most important
item in your

See Stand D2,
British Wireless

Exhibition,
While City,

' Nov. 15 to 29.

outfit is the
Crystal
Upon the choice of a really
good crystal depends your
success in clear, loud, and
faithful reception.
A good aerial, heavy -gauge, efficiently -wound coils; minimum self -capacity ; good phones ; all
these count, but most important of all is your Crystal . .
There are many efficient Crystals ;
.

but you may try twenty before you find a good one-unless you ask for NEUTRON, in
If you take this precaution, you will undoubtedly secure a

the black -and -yellow tin.

crystal that will give you full efficiency first time, requiring no "searching - for sensitive spots,
and giving you continued joy -in -listening.

and the finest ailstal
you could possibl bu
costs you just

Mr. L. V. Clark, of Experimental Station 5 B T

Chiswick, reports receiving clear telephony front

Brussels with a Neutron Crystal without the aid of
Amplifiers.

"5 Pairs of Phones."

-in air4ight case with

" G.H.S.," London,

silver catswhisker.

All the best Radio dealers sell and recommend
.

5 B T HEARS BRUSSELS
-with a NEUTRON.

NEUTRON (in the black -and - yellow tin).
If you should have difficulty in obtaining it,

S.W.,

Never so plain before."
" W. T. T.,"

Harrietsham,

writes: " I have tried out this
Crystal and should like to say

writes :

ordinary Crystal Set, and works
with good strength 5 pairs
of Phones."

a good result as I have to -day
with Neutron."

I am quite satisfied with it.
It is at present in use on an

" I have never been
able to get London so plain
before. I have tried crystal after
crystal, but I never had such

send 1 /6, with Dealer's name and address, and

this guaranteed Crystal will be mailed by return.

Ask your Wireless Dealer for Neutron
DISTRICT AGENTS:
Scotland.-R. F. Miller & Co.,
22,

York Place, EdMburgh.

Plymouth.-Mumford & Sons,
68, Mutley Plain, Plymouth.
Birmingham.-Cooke & Whit-

field Wireless Ltd., St. Paul's
Buildings, 24, St. Paul's
Square, Birmingham.

EL)T

RDI\MARK

The World's Greatest Radio Crystal

North-East Yorks. --Smith &
Jordan, The Arcade, Redcar,
Yorks.

Manchester. -Garnett's,

Islington
Grove Works,
Salford, Manchester.

Ireland.-Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., 8, Corporation
Street, Belfast.

Produced by NEUTRON, LTD.,- Sicilian
House, London, W .C.1. Phone Museum 2677.

Sole distributors : -V. Zeitlin & Sons, 144,
Theobald's Road, London, W
Phones Museum 3795 & 6841.

Conceit Tested and Guaranteed
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MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SET

.1

BY

SECURING THIS NEW AMAZING CRYSTAL.

It Quadruples Your Power.
It

RAD105.
.3=16Lt'

Tested
Conditions.
is

Under

Actual

Working

" On my 2/7 Crystal Set I am able to use
four pairs of Phones at wonderful strength,
thanks to Ledion."-H. H., Watford.

gig

Price

1/6

in Golden Box.

lilint

Sole Distributors :

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO 5
2, Finsbury Avenue, E.C.2.
'Phone : London Wall 2475.
An Advt. of LEDION Products.

V

A SQUARE LAW
with a conscience.

4` Dead Men Tell No Tales." If only some of the mutilated remains of
the old type condensers, which are disguised as Square Law, could but
give up heir secrets ? It would be a tale of hopeless inefficiency caused

by under capacity and a " very curved " straight wave -length tuning.
Set builders who have neither the means

nor the time to test their tuners for the

wavelength range or the straightness of the
curve can, however, assure themselves that
J.B. Condensers are highly efficient. The

curve is straight-the capacity guaranteed
-not idly but actually.

oor

'00075

-

*0005

'0003

-

9/6

00025

-

8/-

'0002

-

'000r
Vernier -

9/ -

6/9

69
5;6
5;3

4,6

SEE OUR MARK

It is needless (or us to warn set builders that
there

is only one safeguard-it is to look for

our mark on every condenser. It signifies the
highest efficiency-at a popular price-in
shillings not pounds.

Go to your dealer first. If he cannot supply send direct-it's well worth it.
Post: One, 6d.: Two,
Three, V..

8. POLAND ST-OXFORD ST

LONDON - W. I.
(First Floor)

Uefepfione:GERRARD 7414
Barclays 282

SENSATIONAL OFFER!

Having purchased a consignment of 25,000 "SCIENTIFIC"

N. & K. Pat. 4,000 ohm PHONES, we are disposing of a limited

number during the next 7 DAYS at an astounding figure
ACITAz LY BELOW NORMAL COST PRICE,

\I I

0/0

\

8IP
paPir.
Post 6d.

O.°.
0.00010 pairs.

fi \\\1\

2

1 7/ Post 9d.

pai3rs.

2 5/.s
9d.

These well-known 'phones have been on the market for over 12 months
and have been proved highly sensitive, reliable, light, comfortable and rich
FULLY GUARANTEED.
in tone, and are

SCIENTIFIC
SUPPLY STORES,
HEAD DEPOT: -80, Newington Causeway. I ondon. S.E.I.

BRANCHES: -128, Newington Causeway, Elephant and Castle, S.E.1; 7, St. George's
Circus, S.E.1; 16, Manet Street, Charing Cross Road, W.1:.
207. Edgware Road. W.2.: 84. Church Road. Upper Norwood, S.E.
'Phones: Hop 4177;
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SOME PRACTICAL SOLDERING JOBS
ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR.
By OSWALD T. RANKIN.

To build a set properly a knowledge of soldering is necessary and in this article the amateur
will find some really invaluable advice on the practical aspects of soldering work.
000000000000
A, A, A, A, A,
4,
A, A. 0 0 0 A,
A, A. 0 A>
SOLDERING is not a gift ; a man cannot

be a born solderer, neither can he
be born with a soldering iron in his
month in place of the proverbial silver

spoon. He must learn by actual experience
how to do a practical soldering job. Now
that the greater majority of wireless
enthusiasts make up their own receivers,
it becomes a case of every man being his

iron on very special occasions.

Most of

my soldering jobs are accomplished by

means of this handy little lamp.
Diagram B shows the common petrol or

on the stick of solder until the solder melts.
then lift it away again), rub the iron slowly

simple spirit burner which is also very useful

to the point of the iron, over the work, and
repeat the slow, rubbing movement. To
make a neat job apply the solder sparingly.
Re -heat the iron whenever necessary.
If the solder does not adhere to any part

for heating irons.

Diagram C shows a

for heating irons, small parts, " tinning,"
etc., and diagram D shows the ordinary
Bunsen burner, which may be used in the
A little knowledge of common heating
properties will be usefuL With either of the
lamps described a proportionately large red
flame will surround a small blue flame. It

is at the extreme point of this inner blue

flame where the heat is most intense. This

point is indicated by the arrows.
In the first place, it is quite useless to
attempt a soldering job in any other but
the right way. To solder properly the work
must be scrupulously clean: this is perhaps
Clean the
work with
scraper and some emery
cloth, then smear a little flux over the part to
be soldered (I would recommend " Fluxite "
as a good all-round flux), and heat the iron
by placing it in a suitable flame.

tibe most important part of it.

Important Question of Heat.

rwn tinker, and it is thought that a little
iviee, hot from the workshop, will be
appreciated by those readers who are not
et sufficiently advanced to successfully
tackle a soldering job, and also by those
who are more or less advanced but are
inwardly feeling ashamed of themselves for

allowing such a simple matter to get the
upper hand.
Different Heating Methods.

A good blow -lamp is almost an essential
adjunct to a soldering outfit. Some of the

most usual types are shown in Fig.

If the work is large it should be heated
to a temperature nearly equal to that of the
iron (melting point of the solder). For
instance, it would be useless to expect
solder to run and adhere satisfactorily on a

large piece of cold metal, say one inch in
square section, but if this was previously
heated the solder would readily adhere.
In ordinary small work, where wires, strips,
etc., are to be soldered, the heat of the iron
itself is usually sufficient to raise the
required temperatiire.

the solder coming next in importance. This
is a fact which should not be overlooked.
It should be remembered that molten solder

tubing which is joined to the lower end of

this comes into contact with a piece of cold

by the operator himself, via the rubber

is in a highly expanded state, and when

the small brass blow -pipe.

metal of normal temperature, the solder,

This little device is undoubtedly one of

in suddenly cooling, contracts or "shrinks "
so rapidly that it does not adhere properly,

workshop, and, considering its very moder-

but if it was applied to a piece of heated
metal it would then adhere because both
the solder and the metal would contract
simultaneously. Success is only made

the most useful gadgets in any wireless
ate cost, no wireless mechanic should be
without one. The tubular container is
tilled with hemp or cotton wool, and the
fuel used is methylated spirit.
carefully adjusting the blow -pipe it is

possible to obtain a narrow needle -point
flame, from two to three inches in length,
this being a great advantage when engaged
on very delicate work or on those awkward
" fiddling " jobs where it is impossible to

use the iron.

Personally, I only use an

to and fro on the part to be soldered, and
then apply one end of the stick of solder

of the work, then that part must be thoroughly cleaned again by scraping it with a
sharp knife. Do not use the emery cloth

this time, or the dust will adhere to the
paste and make matters worse. Then apply
a little more solder, and proceed as before.
Soldering Without an Iron.

Many little jobs may be carried out
without using the iron. Clean the work
thoroughly, smear a little paste. and hold it
in the flame of a suitable burner with a pair

of small tongs or old pliers.

When the

work is hot enough to melt the solder, take
it out of the flame, apply a little more paste,
and rub the stick of solder lightly over the
parts to be joined. With a little practice
the solder can be applied when the work is
over the flame.

To " tin " a flat piece of work apply a

little solder, take a clean piece of rag

smeared with some paste, and rub or

" stroke " it over the melted solder quickly.
and in one direction only. If it is desired
to "sweat " two pieces of work together.
first " tin " each piece in the above manner,

apply paste freely, lay the two pieces in
position, and hold them firmly until the

In fact the soldering iron is intended
mainly for this purpose, the melting of

where A represents a " plumber's lamp,"
the air being " blown," in the real sense,

I,

iron (to do this, rest the point of the iron

paraffin blow -lamp, where the air is pumped
in under pressure and fed to the flame via a
small jet. This is useful for large work and

same way.

Fig. 1.

the fire. Never allow the iron to become
red-hot, or the " tinning " will be burnt off.
Pick up a little solder on 'the point of the

Fig. 2.

solder melts again.

Then remove them

from the flame, press them tightly together,
and hold them thus until the solder sets.
Re -tinning the Iron.

It is considered very bad practice to burn

possible by heating the parts to be soldered.

the " tinning " off the point of the iron.
This always happens when the iron is

can only result in failure.

allowed

Dropping hot solder on cold metal parts

It is very bad practice to heat the iron

in a coal fire, but should this be unavoidable,
then a wire brush or a file cleaner should be

kept handy and the iron quickly wiped
with this immediately on coining out of

to become red-hot, generally
through neglect. But, unfortunately, a'ccidents cannot always be avoided, especially
amongst beginners, and should this happen
no work should be attempted until the iron
(Continued on page 634.)
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Diagram F (Fig. 3) shows the correct way

to solder a connecting wire to a terminal
shank. A small brown paper shield, Y, is
pushed over the shank to prevent the flux

SOME PRACTICAL
SOLDERING JOBS.

from running over the panel. This is
easily removed after the joint has been

(Continued from page 633.)
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is properly tinned again. To do this take
some odd pieces of clean waste solder (or
cut a few small shavings off the stick), and

place them on a piece of medium glasspaper, previously smeared with a little
paste.
Concerning the Iron.

Make the iron very hot (nearly red-hot
this time), and while hot clean the point
quickly with a file. Then rub it briskly on
the prepared glass-paper, and -the small
pieces of solder will melt and adhere to it.
With regard to the iron itself, one sometimes expresses surprise at its somewhat
clumsy appearance, but, if we give the

made.

It is usually best to file the end of the
shank quite flat before " tinning " it. If

apply a little more flux and hold the hot
iron on the wire until the solder melts.
The iron is then taken away while the wire

is held down firmly until the solder sets.
Soldering Connecting Wires.

wide" flame from burning

manner as the brown
paper. After well tinning
the end of the terminal
shank the wire is held down

on same with a piece of
metal rod (or the solder-

One should never discard a large iron

better to go straight through with a job
with one heating than it is with several
beatings, as would be the case if a small iron
was used. There are, of course, instances

where a small iron is essential, but if the
large iron is tapered to a good point, then
most jobs can be done with this.
A Useful Rest.

A suitable rest for the iron may be easily
made up in the manner outlined in Fig. 2.
A wooden pillar is drilled through near the

top and fitted with a threaded metal rod
which is clamped tightly by means of two
small nuts. Two metal clips are then cut
out as shown at E, the narrow slots being
made to slip over the protruding ends of the
rod and the wide slots to take the shank of
the iron.
Two small fly -nuts complete the device,

ing iron may be used) while
the point of the flame is
again -applied. The lamp is
removed a few seconds

3

"1411272ft=
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covering is bound round with a short length
of asbestos cord, Y, before the soldering is
commenced. Apply the heat sparingly and
see that the solder runs well. Then trim up
the joint, remove the asbestos, and bind on
a small piece of adhesive tape, Z, as shown
at 4. Diagram L shows em easy method of
soldering a flexible lead to a movable contact arm, it being only necessary to fill up the
two small holes with solder.
The Three Rules.

A much better job can be made by using
a spade terminal, with bush, as indicated
in Diagram M, where the bared end of the
flex is passed through the bush and turned

over at the end and soldered, the bush then
being screwed on tightly so that the small

after the wire is well em-

point on the threaded spade shank bites

bedded in the molten solder.
Diagram H shows a simple straight joint
for connecting wires, and also a simple rightangle joint. A better method of making

spade terminal which is particularly suitable for connecting flexible leads to coil
plugs is shown in Diagram N. This con-

well into the solder.

A very simple form of

the latter is indicated at I, where the end

sists of a piece of thin sheet copper or brass

of one wire is tightly bound round the other,

direct.
Many other similar ideas will occur to the

the joint then being soldered in the flame
of the small blow -lamp or with the iron.
The tinning on the wires should never be

to which the flexible wires 47 soldered
amateur in the course of his " apprentice-

the term of which can only be

relied upon to constitute the necessary

ship,"

amount of solder ; it should be regarded as

one's hands, and strictly observing the

prepared groundwork - for the little extra
solder which will always be required.

When using the now popular square

busbar for under -panel connections, joints

can be made with comparative ease by

sweating the flat surfaces together, using a

good clean flame or the iron.

Diagram J shows a simple right-angle
joint, the end of the horizontal wire being
filed off perfectly flat, well tinned, and then
soldered as shown. This makes a very neat
joint, and one which is entirely satisfactory

providing the general rule

is

applied in

making it-i.e. that the end of the horizontal piece and that part of the vertical
piece to which it is to be joined each receive

an equal amount of heat, so that the whole
these being tightened up when the iron is joint will contract evenly when cooling.
adjusted to the best, position over the '
The height of the wooden pillar Soldering Flexible Wires.
flame.
and length of the metal strips will depend
The soldering of flexible wires is no easy
on the particular type of lamp it is proposed
matter, even to the experienced mechanic.
to use. Where expense is a minor Con- The usual trouble is caused by the thin hairsideration there is no doubt that the electric
soldering iron is ideal for all purposes.

Mr

2

Diagram G shows how the same operation

is effected by using the small blow -lamp
shown in Diagram A in place of, the iron.
Two small pieces of thin sheet asbestos, Z,
are slipped over the terminal shank, these
being placed on in opposite

the panel, but it also acts
as an absorber for any excess of flux in the same

for the sake of its appearance, for it is much

K

tinning, so that after well tinning the
terminal shank it only becomes necessary to

prevent an accidental

accumulator has a greater storage capacity
than a smaller one.

of a piece of flex.
The wires are first halved, as showii at 1,
and then given a twist as at 2. The loo is
then made as shown at 3, and the insulated

preferable), this will not usually require

paper shield, can be used
any number of times. The
main purpose of this is to

matter a little thought, it is not difficult
to appreciate the fact that the larger and
more clumsy the iron the greater is its
capacity for storing heat, just as a large

method of making a small loop in the end

tinned copper wire is used (which is always

directions to form a complete
shield which, unlike the

Fig. 3.

spoils one's chances. The right way to
tackle the job is to keep the wires well
twisted together and apply the heat very
slowly. Diagram K (Fig. 4) shows the

like wires becoming red hot, when oxidisa-

tion immediately takes place and rather

shortened by using one's brains as well as

essential points set out in this article. The
whole business of soldering can be summed
up in the following order: (1) Cleanliness,
(2) equalisation of heat, and (3) common
practice. Competency always follows the
practical application of correct theories.

140 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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A PRACTICAL
RADIO BEACON
Practical tests over a six-month period at
the first experimental wireless beacon at
Nash Point, Wales, have had practical
results. The experimental station is believed to rotate at a fixed speed, sending its

bearings over a beam picked up by the

receiving sets on ships which have lost their
bearings, thereby giving the location of the
wireless post its direction along the line of
greatest intensity of signals and its distance
to within fairly close limits.
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,wonderful new system
of simplified wireless
construction

The W.P. EZI-WIRING SERIES
is a welcome innovation for the
Home Constructor. He can build
first-rate Receiving Sets without
any technical knowledge. Here

As the pioneer Publishers
of

Wireless

literature,

THE WIRELESS
PRESS can claim

are the special features which

show how this can be done.

another noteworthy achievement in the publication

(a) Each

book contains a
large scale wiring diagram
in 4 colours.
Progressive diagrams and
plates show the set in
various positions with disposition of components.
Detailed
measurements

of this splendid " EZIWIRING

series.

EACH

and explanations as

ON SALE
EVERYWHERE

to

components required.

zirp

Full instructions on opciat ion of Set .No loose sh .!
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0 covOz.
No. 1-A Three -Valve Portable Receiver, by HUGH S. POCOCK.
No. 2-A Three -Valve Receiver, by
F. H. HAYNES.

c Ice
2f NFL

paivina"Gs-

No. 3-A Two -Valve and Crystal Reflex Receiver, by W. JAMES.

AND THREE MORE of the BEST EVER PUBLISHED
LUNCLE JACK FROST'S
,

WIRELESS YARNS
Written in a breezy fashion, it is

book which can be read to
advantage by a raw beginner or
the Radioist with a fair know ledge of the subject. It
a

gives the fundamental
principles of Wireless.

CAPTAIN ECKERSLEY
EXPLAINS
Written in his own inimitable
manner,

CAPT. ECKERSLEY'S
natural humour creeps in, making
this insight into Broadcasting

a highly entertaining

as well as interesting
book

WIRELESS PRESS

r_

AMATEUR'S BOOK OF
WIRELESS CIRCUITS
Mr. F. H. HAYNES'S popular book
gives the fullest possible details for
wiring -up no less than 557 circuits.
Containing many additional features,
it is the most complete
and easily
circuit book
to -day

..

1

understood 316
available

.
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WE GUARANTEE WHAT WE SELL !
-SO YOU ARE

SAFE IN DEALING WITH
" KINGSWAY "
" BIJOUPHONE "

The

Is the Variometer Tuned
Crystal Set with many dis-

They
tinctive features.
include Enclosed Detector
with Finest Quality CrysMoulded
tal and Point.
Ebonite Top and Base.
Nickel Plated Metal Parts.

People are constantl; writing
to tell us of the wonderful
results they are getting with
this

set.

1
for Local
Range : 250/700

MODEL

Station.
metres.

Price

30/50 miles.

716

-

MODEL 2 for Chelmsford
and Local Station.
Range

metres.

250/1600
30/50

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS

Micrometer adjustment is
their outstanding feature

owing to perfectly accurate
assembling and smooth action.

The plates are of finest hard
aluminium sheet, and ebonite
end pieces, 3 in. graduated
dial, and " Trolite " knob
are standard. '001,
'00075, 7/-; '0005, 6!-;
'0003, 5/6; '0002, 4/6. 3 -plate Vernier, 3/9.
8 3-5-Y PULL PUSH SWITCH.
If placed in valve filament circuit
saves considerable current
and obviates constant
adjustment of valves.
Self-cleaning contacts,

one

hole

fixing,

heavily nickelled.

WATES BROS., Ltd.,

miles For Chelmsford 100 inites.

12, 13, 14, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2.

Our 1921-5 Catalogue free, on

'Phone : Gerrard 575;6.

request.

'Grams : " Zywatesetig, Westcent."

WORKS : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM and WESTCLIFFE.

,00""11u1Upket"1111p1111

VALVE RENEWALS

C ft\T S TAL

WE repair, by our patent process
(for which we have National Physi-

cal Laboratory's report of efficiency),

RARE VI°1RTUE

all standard
types of valves
(except dull emitters)
at

6/6

Possessing

Nature's wonder crystr.l.

Read what an expert says :

I must say that URALIUM
is certainly second to none .. . and
deserves to be given every praise."

"

WE GUARANTEE
at Least Equal

.

.

WONDER CRYSTAL

NATURES

Efficiency to New Valves
and to Return within

Three days

Obtainable in boxes

including Silver
sawllh

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC
LTD.

s.

I

*N\

-

I*:*,Ltro\imml tlA4! //m1SV
BOVVERELECTRIC-LIMITED
.,/,..

OR REFUND YOUR MONEY WITHOUT QUIBBLE.
Up to 3 valves, cheapest method is to send by letter
post. Remittance must be enclosed with valves.

wilV1131.E1301N7.

sensitivity

remarkable

at esery point and giving loud and
perfect reception over m vornum
ranges-such is "URALIUM.-

/'

Carriage Paid.

MANUFACTURING CO.,

to

p%
siV'

v

.6....C.oft

,e,r

OIVAVI.Vte,

p 15,GRAPE ST, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON,W.C.

4

entimmintentrawnwormatawntifiviewnwnwawnwinvivtialin10
DISTRIBUTORS:
West of England & South Wales
Lancashire & Cheshire
BOWER ELECTRIC (Bristol) LTD.,
HENRY HOLLINGDRAKE &SON, LTD.,
135, Victoria Street, Bristol.

Scotland & Ireland
V ZEITLIN & SONS (Wireless Dept. U),

144, Theobald's Road, London, W C.I

Wireless Factors, Princes St., *ckport,

Leeds
T. B. MORLEY & CO.,

67, Basinghall Street, Leeds.
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Some of the artistes who have given you pleasure when listening -in.
MUST(' -1L

anniversaries

crowd

thick

and fast as the far-famed leaves of
Vallambrosa, and it is only natural
pe`rhaps that the musical directors of the
British Broadcasting Company should fall
back on entire programmes devoted to the

Dvorak

and of course the

note except from 2 L 0, the only reason being

have had; accordingly,

nights, Chopin and
Liszt programmes,

inevitable naval

prograinmes to
mark the anniversary of Trafalgar.

2 L 0 may be

said to have
-"drawn first

blood," as it were,
by commencing the night before with
A. Corbett Smith's "Under the White

Ensign." This, with the assistance of the
2 L 0 orchestra under Dan Godfrey, the
vocalists George Baker, John Huntingdon,

and Sydney Coltham, with the Mayfair
Singers as reserves, made very good innings,

though there was no need, as far as I can
see, to relay it to all stations.
Varied Schemes.

The provinces had far more varied schemes

for the real Trafalgar Day, when Birmingham, Manchester, Aberdeen, and Glasgow,
as well as Belfast, provided admirably
balanced commemoration concerts.
Manchester started the first of a new series,

" Fights for the Flag," and gave examples
from 1500 upwards.

Glasgow and Aberdeen had excellent
programmes and celebrated Nelson Day

with renderings of Sir Charles Villiers Stanford's work The Revenge." At Belfast
also a special programme was framed,

with Mr. Tom Case amongst the vocalists.
As Mr. Tom Sherlock was singing on the

same day at Newcastle, it is easy to see
that we made a mistake in recently rolling

these two fine
singers

into

one

and the same person, and tender all
apologies due to
both parties.

For the rest we
had much music

S.B. There was De

Groot and his

orchestra, excellent

in tune if not
Mr. R. T. Fleming.

alternative programme, or the nightly relaying of a different provincial station, all
parties would be satisfied.
Truly in theory I know I can " tune in "

to these stations, but not only suitable
valve strength is necessary, but suitable
environment. I know one listener -in,

musical events. We

Miss Adelina Delines.

At least two nights are being enforced from
2 L 0, when, by using Chelmsford, with an

always in pace, the
official opening of
Stoke-on-Trent, of

course; the dinner
of the National Farmer's Union, though
why it is difficult to say, and a not over
strong operetta " Highwayman Love."
As a matter of fact, I think we are suffering from too much " S.B. to all stations."

possessed of a five -valve set and the longest

aerial in the district, yet he cannot hear a
a lead roof right over the house. A relayed
station is the only hope, and doubtless there

are others who would appreciate the continued " trip round the provinces."
Humour in the Ascendant.

Luckily we have had some excellent

humorous turns. One of the chief stars
has been the " Vicar of Mirth," Mr. Vivian
Foster. It takes clever handling of the
public to obtain

appreciati o n

British public are

the proverbial
" three blind mice."
though', let -us hoi,,,

no such disastrous

end will be theirs

if natural curiosity
leads' them to t 11

Royal Court

Theatre to see as
well as hear the.

rest of the play.
Birmingham may
said

to have

Mr. Tom Wilson.

But Mr. William Macready, the dramatic

levity and religion,
so it says much for

director, is dauntless, and his company.:

headed by Miss Edna Godfrey Turner,

Mr. Foster that he
has received such

achieved another triumph.

com-

At Manchester.
From this play

mendation from

the actual clergy as
well as the laity.

Foster has

ers -in may be like

say, " to put it over the aether."

not prone to mix

Mr.

A thin end of the dramatic wedge was
made by relaying Act. I. of Eden.- Philpott's
rural play " The
Farmer's
Wife."
Henceforth listen-

gene inforstrongfare in " Tile Christian: A
difficult play to perform on the actual stage,
so " much more therefore," as Euclid would

clergy, for the

made his catch

Dramatic Fare.

lx-

humour under
the guise of the
of

widespread

classical concert halls, her recitals being
given at Wigmore Hall, zEolian Hall, and
Queen's Hall amongst others.

Mr. Vivian Foster.

phrase, " Yes, I think so," as famous as the

negative one of Harry Tate. He is not
only a general favourite with listeners -in,

but one might say, one of the oldest, for
he was the first music -hall comedian to

to Sutro's comedy
Mollentrave on Woman," is as wide a step
as is possible to conceive. It is produced

under the direction of Victor Smythe and
D. E. Ormerod, both of whom take active
parts. One of the best was the enactment
of Sir Joseph, who has " to be senile and
boil his milk," by Mr. Tom Wilson. This
clever member of the 2 Z Y Dramatic Com-

broadcast from Marconi House.

pany has had a wide. experience, and will

The Afternoon Concerts.
The 4 to 5 concerts are becoming more in-

formance in

be particularly remembered for his per-

teresting, though there are far too many
" talks, and that is apparently an incurable disease.

Many well-known artistes,

however, are contributing to the musical
side of the " hour."
At 2 L 0 recently a well-known classical

soprano in Mine. Adelina Delines was heard.
The possessor of a voice of fine timbre and

wide tonal range, her recitals at Wigmore
Hall, one notably again of the same week,
drew large and appreciative audiences. Her
singing in many languages enables her to
make her singing before the microphone
admirable for its clarity.

At Aberdeen also appeared Mr. Tom

Sherlock,

and at

Glasgow, the

British

National Opera star, Miss Eda Bennie.
Another popular singer is Miss Anne
Thursfield, heard recently round the stations. She, too, is widely known on the

The Butterfly on the Wheel,"
one of the earliest plays broadcast.
Another popular member of the com-

pany is Mr. R T
Fleming, and

as

Everard Swenboys,

as well as James.
Dodd in the earlier
work,

"What a

Man Wants,"

achieved his usual
success.
6 B M.

A good opening

to the month was
Miss Anne Thursfield.
made at Bournemouth, as usual, with a Sullivan and

Coleridge -Taylor programme. The artistes
announced being Sydney Coltham, Dorothy

Bennett, and a promising young contralto,
Miss Jessie Record.
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onstructional
Mores
nectors which project through the
panel, there is often some difficulty in

manipulation and a danger, if the heat is

continued too long, of damaging the panel.
A good plan is to drill a small hole,. about
in. deep and of sufficient bore to take the
-wire easily, into the end of each screw, as

indicated in the figure. A speck of flux is
introduced into the hole, and then a tiny
speck of solder is dropped in after it and
the screw heated in the spirit -flame until
the solder runs.

The wire is then soldered

in the usual way.

A metal mast . is not always possible.
sometimes owing to cost. A very strong
wood mast, however, may be made (according to the " Wireless Age ") by taking a
number of strips of common spruce, 3 in.

wide by in. thick. The pieces are boxed
together to form a hollow square mast, but

the joints of each pair are lapped a couple
of feet from any other joint, so that no two

joints on any side come opposite to one

This
the strength.

another.

Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. Roberts, F.Inst.P.
Soldering Wires.
WHEN soldering wires to screws or con-

Strong Mast.

is the secret of

All you have to do when you wish to use
the set is to draw out the aerial tape, hook
up on the other wall, and attach lead-in to
set. When not required, disconnect from
the set, and allow the tape to wind into the
case again, out of the way.

'412.i'llrekg'''

It is stated that

a mast on this
principle, 3 in.

square in cross-

END OF

section, and

PLANK

40 ft. long, could

An Aerial Hint.

Although not a particularly common

experience, it sometimes happens that the
rope supporting the aerial breaks near the

bridle, and not only the aerial, but the

rope as well comes to the ground. It is then
necessary to mount to the top of the mast,
or adopt some ingenious method of getting

the rope back into position again.

If,

however, a weight be attached to the rope,

short of the place where it is most likely
to break, this weight has the effect of
SHORT LENGTH Or PI/RE
FOR SECURING wEIGN7

be lifted by one
man, and although it bent a
good deal when
horizontal, did
not crack in any

HOLLOW

MAST

way.
It successfully with-

stood several

ENDOF
PLANK

gales, in two of

them the wind
reaching a velo-

%PA

city of over

STRONG MAST

seventy miles an
hour.
It was

braced by three wires from the middle and
three from the top.

WEIGHT

Micro -Condenser.

An easily made variable micro -condenser
is shown herewith. Three pieces of wood
are required for the frame, one for the base,

one for the stationary upright, and the
If it is preferred to keep heat away from

the panel altogether, a short length, say

two inches, of straight wire may be soldered

to each screw or contact before assembly,
making the screw, in effect, about two
inches long. After assembly in the panel,
the buswire is then soldered in the ordinary
way to the end of this extension piece, the
heated joint being now two inches from the
panel.
Indoor Aerial.

In cases where a short aerial is required
for indoor use and where it is preferred
to put it out of sight when not in use, the
aerial illustrated herewith is useful. It
consists simply of a steel tape -measure,

drawing down the part of the rope which
was attached to the aerial, so that you then
have the two parts upon the ground, as well
as a length of rope over the pulley, and all

you have to do is to make the necessary

pasted with tinfoil, the foil on the stationary
piece being covered over with a thin sheet

of mica, to prevent contact with the other
place when close together. Two terminals
are mounted, one on the top edge of the

repair and haul up again. The weight may

consist of a short piece of lead pipe threaded

upon the rope, or bent round it and hammered into a lump.

NUT SOLDERED
TERAI/NALS

SCREW

IN WOOD

drillings properly located, and for this it is
essential to use a template. Old photo-

the gelatine coating may be removed in

MICA
MOVEABLE
WOOD

TINFOIL.

HINGES

UPRIGHT
WOOD

hot water. Place a piece of the film over the

INSIIZATEW

AERIAL
TAPE MEASURE)

instrument which is to be mounted (for
example, the

variable

condenser),

pavriav

- WORKING

a matter of having the positions for the
graphic films are very useful for the purpose,

e

SPRING

Films as Templates.
The successful drilling of a panel is largely

especially those which are under -exposed
or not exposed at all ; if a film is very dark,
I ENT BRASS &WORTS

third for the movable plate. The latter is
secured by two hinges. The facing surfaces
of the upright and moving wood pieces are

BASE

and

prick through the film with a pin at the
centres of the screw holes. There is no need

MICRO CONDENSER

to make holes in the template of the same
size as those to be drilled ; in fact, in my
opinion, it is better not to do so, as you have

insulator with hook is attached to the end of

to guess the centre twice instead of once.
To mark off the panel, simply prick again
with a pin through the pinholes in the film
which you are using as template. The film
has the advantages that it is flexible,
transparent, and easily pierced. There is no
need to attempt to make permanent tem-

convenient place completes the device.

made specially as occasion arises.

which winds up into a circular case by means

of a spring. The case is mounted upon the

wall at a convenient position, and an

the tape. A hook in the wall at another

plates from the film ; new templates can be

stationary piece and the other similarly on
the movable piece, these being connected
respectively with the two sheets of tinfoil,
which are the " plates " of the condenser.
The distance between the plates is regulated
by means of a screw operated by a knob, as
shown.

Other methods of adjusting the

distance may, however, be adopted as may
be convenient.
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SOlivIE VIEWS. ON BROADCASTING.
THE MICROPHONE OR THE GRAMOPHONE ?
By S. RACHMANINOFF.
(In an interview with " Arid.")

loo

C sharp minor is the clue to the author of the opinions expressed in the following article. The famous Prelude of
Rachmaninoff is familiar to hundreds of thousands, and readers will be interested in this well-known composer's
views on broadcasting.-The Editor.
0000 0
00 00r.
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a 1J "
IT was with some difficulty that I obtained

an interview with M. Rachmaninoff,

for he has no great love for interviewers. But I managed to secure a

meeting with him at the Piccadilly Hotel,
where he stayed during his recent visit. to
London.

Rachmaninoff, as every listener -in knows,

is the composer of the famous Prelude in
C sharp minor. But his claim to fame by
no means rests on this popular piece. He
is undoubtedly one of the greatest living
Russian composers, and is a pianist of. no

solo by wireless and that was certainly
much better."
" Probably," I said,

you listened -in
when broadcasting was almost in r its infancy

and the subtleties of the microphone had

not been fully discovered."
" Perhaps you are right," replied M. Rachmaninoff ;

but I could see that his first

experience had proved rather a shock!
Best of All Kinds.

" I suppose, then," I added, " it will be

I approached him for his views on broadcast
music and to ascertain what sort of a policy

quite impossible for any Broadcasting
Company, either in America or elsewhere,
to obtain your services as a musical
director ? "
M. Rachmaninoff smiled.
" You can be
quite sure of that.," he replied.

become a musical director of the B.B.C.

insisted,

Many of his works have been
performed by the Broadcasting Company,
mean merit.

and it was with considerable interest that

he would adopt if by chance he was to

" But just imagine for a moment," I
" that you were the musical

Although Rachmaninoff has lived for

his home.

As a preliminary question I asked him
whether ho preferred to live in America

are so hospitable and so appreciative of my
work. I always feel very confident when

I have to play in London, for I know that
my audience is sympathetic."
Leading up to the subject of wireless, I

another appointment during his present
visit.

Before leaving I asked M. Rachman-

inoff

if he had any explanation for the

reason why, although many famous mus-

icians had broadcast and had expressed
favourable opinions of this new art, so many
other musicians left their arrangements
entirely in the hands of their managers am I

had never had an opportunity of broad-

prejudice against broadcasting-that would

not prevent me from broadcasting if my

Wondering what experience could have made

him make up his mind so strongly on the
point, I asked him whether he had ever
listened -in. " Oh, yes," he said, " but I
did not like it."
" Perhaps," I suggested, " you listened -in

Sergei Rachmaninoff.

on a bad set."

seemed to me to be spoilt lay a harsh noise,
which is very difficult to describe."
" But," he added, " I have heard a violin

absolutely impossible for' him to give me

for instance, that I had a strong personal

to broadcast. To my surprise he emphatically repudiated the idea. " No," he said,
" nothing would induce me to broadcast."

I heard pianoforte and I heard orchestra," he replied ; " but, quite frankly, it

our
was

with business arrangements, and supposing,

asked M. Rachmaninoff whether he intended

experienced listening -in, something must
have been very seriously wrong with either
the set or the items broadcast to have given
him such an unfavourable opinion of
broadcasting.

very shortly after

interview, and he regretted that it

advised me to broadcast., I most certainly
should broadcast, for I realise he knows
more about the business side of my art than
I do. Artistes seldom have much to do

" I very much like London. You English

for I felt convinced that, when he first

leave England

to their managers. If my manager seriously

he certainly did. " All the same," he added,

" What did you hear when you listened -in
on this set? " I inquired with some curiosity,

to him but, unfortunately, he was due to

always leave their business arrangements

rather than in England, and he replied that

well-known firm wanted to sell me, but I
am afraid I did not care for it very much."

broadcast music. The idea seemed to appeal

The Artistes' Manager.
" I expect you are right," replied
M. Rachmaninoff ; " most artistes will

Rather a Shock!

on a very expensive valve set which a

over the set

casting, and so judging for themselves the
advantages to be so obviously gained. I
suggested that their attitude was clue
primarily to the policy of their managers.

some years in America, he has retained all
his continental savoir faire, and his English
bears no trace of the country he has made

There was nothing wrong with the set,"
replied M. Rachmaninoff. " Some two years
ago, when I was in America, I listened -in

possess some advantages

M. Rachmaninoff used so far back as
two years ago, I suggested that he might
like me to bring it round, so that he might
have a chance of recasting his opinion on

director of such a company ; what kind of
music would you broadcast ? " He replied
without a moment's hesitation : " I should
not specialise in any kind of music ; I

should broadcast the best music of every
Classical music, dance music, rag-

kind.

time-all would have a part of 'my pro-

gramme. That, I believe, would be the only
way to satisfy everybody ; otherwise, what
pleased the many would probably offend the

few, and what pleased the few would

probably offend the many. But," he added
quite emphatically, " I should always refuse
to broadcast rubbish however many people
might ask for it."
Remembering how many musical people

had been converted to broadcasting by

listening -in on the " P.W." Portable Set.,
and thinking that this receiver might

business manager thought it advisable. Of
course, some artistes arty to record for the
gramophone is more profitable than taking
occasional engagements to broadcast."
Isuggested that one day, and very shortly
at that, artistes would find the Broadcasting
Company more profitable than the Gramophone. To this M. Rachmaninoff answered
with a non -committal gesture.

As I prepared to say good-bye to this

famous musician, it suddenly occurred to
me to ask him a question which thousands
of listeners all

over the country have

probably- had in their minds since first they
heard his famous Prelude in C sharp minor.

As probably many of my readers know

rumour has it that Rachmaninoff composed

this piece after having read a story which
Edgar Allan Poe called " The Fall of the
House of Usher." In this story a beautiful
Girla

falls into a cataleptic trance and is

iiiistaken for dead. She is buried in a family
vault. But, horrible to relate, she awakens,
only to find herself buried alive !
And Rachmaninoff's Prelude has gained
the reputation of being a musical picture of
the terrible experiences of this unfortunate
maiden. It is not very difficult to imagine
(Continued an page 672)
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A ONE -VALVE REFLEX SET.
CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE NEW CONSTRUCTOR.
By F. W. FLEWS:
The efficient one -valve dual amplification receiver described by our contributor in this issue is not difficult to
build, and the cost is low. It should prove a popular set with the new constructor.
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IN the issue of " P.W." dated March 8th,
1 there appears an article on page 39
entitled Music on Tap." The sim-

5 S C, Glasgow.

The capabilities of a simple

crystal set are very limited ; when distant
signals are required H.F. amplification is

plicity of the set described there induced a
great number of " P.W." readers to make it.

needed ; yet some of my correspondents tell

reached me from all parts of Great Britain
expressing the great pleasure the set has
given the writers. Some of the readers of
"P.W." had made the set in the usual box

receives Bournemouth.

Dozens of very interesting letters have

I

IfT *

The wiring plan and circuit of the new
set is shown in Fig. 1.
This is

LT-

Hr- LT #

()EARTH

me they have received Manchester from
Southampton during the interval when
Bournemouth was not broadcasting ; and
yet another from BrighouSe, Yorkshire,

scale.

Cl and C2 are mica fixed
condensers, .001 mfd. in

9rnfd.

value, a variable

147fre

Delector4

Yoriable Cond
0003 mid.

con-

denser '0003 or '0005, a
crystal detector, two
basket coils measuring

Inside

2 inches diameter at the
base of spokes wound

ends

with 50 turns of 20 gauge

001
mfd CI

D.C.C. wire; these are
seen in Fig. 4, and are
used in place of the
ordinary plug-in trans-

(4,

O
eleb asicP

former. Telephones will
Outdsside

0

FIGURE I

TELEPHONES

Alamo'

embodying the principles described
form, embodying

in my original article of the above date.

Some would like to go a stage further, they

said, so I decided to make a dual amplification set,
components.

The materials re-

quired are, variometer;

C2.
0,,

Inside ends
,folderea'

not drawn to

making use of the original

No L.F. Transformer.

Sn

give him an idea where to place these com-

The rheostat is the knob on the
left of panel, and the condenser is the one
ponents.

on the right ; the detector being placed
above the condenser knob or scale.
Variometer Improvements.

Having fixed these components, proceed
to wire them according to diagram, Fig. 1.

No verbal description of this part of the
process is necessary with such a diagram
at our disposal. I need only say that the

connections to the various coils must be left

until the last. The variometer was described in my previous article.

Briefly, it is

made on a former consisting of 9 slots to
size already given. Those who have not
already got this piece of apparatus I would
each coil.

or a 21 volts will do, four valve sockets, eight

terminals, a rheostat, some 18 gauge wire
for connecting up, a

I have made a slight alteration here,

because many of my correspondents found
the amount of wire originally given was too

detector, a panel

measuring about 7:1
inches by 61 inches,
cardboard or fibre to

bottle of shellac varnish, and some small

deciding

own components. A look at Fig. 3 will

60 volts dry battery, an
L.T. 3 volts dry battery

pensive piece of apparatus, and the results

transformer,

make the converted set without this ex-

socket is the lower one.
Owing to rheostats and condensers and
detectors not being made to standard sizes,
I will leave it to each individual to place the
holes for fixing according to the sizes of his

advise to wire it with 18 gauge D.C.C. wire,
and about 35 to 38 turns will be required on

ohms, a D.E. valve, H.T.

to

low -frequency

valve were carefully measured off and drilled
in their respective positions; the plate

also be required, 4,000

make four coil formers
which measure 41
inches diameter, a

To effect a further saving, I cut out the

was drilled for the grid pin on the valve
socket, and the remainder of holes for the

brass screws and wood

to make the box, dimensions of which are

given in Fig. 3 ; the
depth of the box is

made to suit the

depth of the variable
condenser.

Let us start with

the drilling of the

To save expense again I made
panel.

my panel from a piece

of very stout card-

Fig. 3. In this photo the lay -out of the panel is clearly seen.

board, which has the
appearance of fibre. In a straight line,
Fig. 2. Showing the method of fixing the
variometer coils.

have thoroughly justified my decision. I
was agreeably surprised to be able to receive
loud -speaker signals a good four miles from

inch from the top, I drilled five holes

for terminals; these were spaced 11 inches
apart (see Fig. 3). The same distance from
the bottom three holes were drilled for the
'phone terminals.

At a point 2.1 inches from

the left side and 1176- from the top, a hole

long when using a P.M.G. aerial. My own
aerial is much shorter than the P.M.G. one,

hence the difference in the length of wire
given. I have since found that 18 gauge
is much better than the gauge originally
given.

The centre leads from the variometei
(Continued on page 645).
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ecititir/tuctt:ollit,
True judgment and appreciation require to be based on more than outward
appearance.

Time after time the public are persuaded to buy the " just

as

good" article on the strength of similar outward appearances. The result is
disappointment and distrust.
Too late we rediscover the knowledge that it's
the heart of things that counts.

Just look at the internal construction of the New R.I. Transformer.
Note the careful symmetry of design and heavy insulation between
coils. The primary and secondary are wound in twelve sections,
the six sections of the primary being placed on the outside of the
secondary sections, giving the lowest self -capacity (18 micro -micro -

farads) of any transformer in general use.
The further security of one year's guarantee is given with every new R.I.
Transformer. Apart from these strong features of real worth the monogram

R.I. carries more confidence for you of perfect workmanship in
wireless components and sets than any other trade mark.

Price 25/ Ask your friends, and then write

for the New R.I. Catalogue.
T elephone----Regent 6214-5-6.

Telegrams--" Instradio, London."

Radio Instruments Ltd.

12 Hyde Street, Oxford Street, W.C.1
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At Last

from NOW

A valve of superlative excellence at a really
popular figure. A valve with a wide sphere of application and economical to run. Adaptable as amplifier,
audion and detector. Suitable for every kind of

PRICE

switch in high or low frequency.

ECEPTE

DULL EMITTER VALVES
POST FREE
FILAMENT VOLTAGE, 3-35 Volts. AMPS. *06-'07.
The " RECEPTER" Valve consumes extremely little current..
Excellently adapted for working ivith pocket !Snip batteries or dry
cells. The filament is short, stout and well supported.
Mechanical breakage is almost impossible. Smooth detection and
amplification Without valve distortion. Until you have tried

" RECEPTER " you have not heard your set at its best.

ALSO BRIGHT EMITTER VALVES.

POST 716 FREE. Filament Volts 3'0-3'5. Amps. '4.

Post at once to the Sole Agents: F. J. BROWSE & CO.,

56, Broad Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

CAM -VERNIER

COIL HOLDER.

RADIO 0

DONT DELAY
ANOTHER DAY
BUYYOUR VALVE

pE C

E

STRAIGHT from U.S.A.

comes the crystal which has the
greatest sale in America
the
.

This is the last word in
accurate tuning devices.

Similar to our standard
coil holder, but the usual

fixed socket has a very
slow movement giving
a micrometer adjustment in both directions
through ro°. This is
effected by a cam operated by a separate knob.

PRICES.--2-way, 6/-; with Reverse Reaction Switch, 12/6
3 -way, 12/-;
15/6

unlit

=2E2=

BOX SPANNERS FOR B.A. NUTS

RADIO
Indispensable for quick work
to the constructor, experiand
professional
menter,
assembler. Made of solid
steel in four sizes, 2, 4, 5

and 6 B.A., size marked on
each

by

rings.

Price (all

sizes) 1/ -each. Postage 3d.
each. Nickel plated, 6d. oath

extra.

tialittat

i=11111111121===

SET CLEANER

RADIO 0
Du t is the great enemy of wireless and
a finitful source of leakage, weak signals,
and noises. The brup keeps the panel
free and the looped cleaner clears the
dos from between the condenser plates
and from the otherwise unaccessible

places between valve legs and terminals.
Price 6d. each; postage, 2d.

sv eere.

If your dealer cannot supply, we send post free if yell mention his name and address.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON. N.I.

Liberal Trade Terms.

LIST FREE.

'Phone: North 3ost

.

.

most sensitive crystal in the World
a natural Galena crystal from
the mines of Brazil.
.

.

ET AL

RADIO CRYSTAL

Mined, tested and packed by the Dayton Radio 7filfg. Co.,
Dayton, Ohio.

On Sale nose at all good
wireless retailers at, per

boxV6

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS FOR BRITISH ISLES:

LONDON RADIO STORES,
11, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

"Mrif'ESS OIWIRELESSD46
WHOLESALE1iTiM.PL
TERMS.

FAMA DUTCH VALVES
USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS
Amplifiers, Fil. 4 -volt Anode, 30 to 100 volt
Detectors, 4 -volt Anode, 40 to 60 volt

..
..

Dull Emitters, 0'06 amps. Fil. 1'6 volt Anode, 20 to

Retail Prices
each
ea 44/18
each1

100 volt
.
each 1 21 Sidpe (Continental) L.F. Transformers ..
each 9/6
Best Continental Adjustable Diaphragm 4,000 -ohm
Headphones ..
pair 1 1 /6

Please remit Postage.

BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
Phone: Central 736T,
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WE ARE EXHIBITING
at the

BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION
WHITE CITY, SHEPHERD'I

BUSH,

STANDS Nos. 4 & 6, Section B.B.
The Duodyne HI.
A remarkable Receiver of extraordinary range
and power.

Price £10

to give Radio Enthusiasts the opportunity to make their
personal acquaintance with our numerous productions-a
representative choice of which are illustrated.
PARAGON-CURTIS Productions are . already well-known,
and have commanded the commendat'on of the highest
technical authorities.
Radio apparatus manufactured and marketed by us bears the

03 RI's
CON3,ANT TUNED

800- 3000

insignia of guaranteed quality down to the smallest detail.

11.F. AMPL.

I

The Curtis Constant -Tuned H.F. Amplifer.
the ordinary H.F. Transformer. Requires no tuning condenser. Gives power and range.

Supersedes

15'- I
Model A. 300 to 800 metres
Model B. 800 to 3,000 metres 1 7,6 j

Postage
6d.

PARAGON-CURTIS Products are incorporated both in commercial and home -constructed receivers which give consistent
and dependable service.
Your visit to the Exhibition will have been of little value to
you unless you make an intimate inquiry of PARAGONCURTIS Productions at our Stands.
.

For thy bynefit of the Horns Constructor we have now clamed a

CONSTRUCTORS' DEPARTMENT
Any constructor purchasing a complete set of parts either direct
from us or through any of Our Agents for any published circuit whatsoever and experiencing any difficulty therewith may
send his draft to the Constructors' Department, Peter Curtis,
Ltd., together with a postal order to cover the nominal charge
of 2.6 per valve holder. For this sum we shall examine the set,
rectify any errors and return carriage forward in perfect working order under average conditions on P.M.G. Aerial.

SEE THAT YOU BUILD ONLY WITH

PARAGON
EBONITE PANELS
Radio Quality Post Office Specification.

The Silver Ghost.
A Crystal Receiver of Exquisite Elezance.

Price 30 -

TESTED and RECOMMENDED by " POPULAR WIRELESS."

Uniform Fine Crain, Dead Matt Finish, Guaranteed Frey of Surface Metal. Ground Edge;.

0 xi.. 3310 x
8x}77.6X
41 x
61 x

PAT. A PP° FOR

UMW

PARAGON CURTIS

8

ONE PIECE

x

MICA COND!
The Paragon -Curtis rim.; p.ece Mica Condenser, of
Guaranteed Unif .wm Capacity.
'0008 to '006 - - - -

2/6.

x

STANDARD SIZES.

1

51 x 1 ..

6 x}

..

2

l'

x}
624 x 10 X}
9

19

x}

.. 5 3
81
x 10 x 1 .. 73
x 12 x} .. 8 6
x 12 x 1 ..
x 12
x 1 .. 116

10* x
12
12
14
16

4

1

8

x

12

x

10* x
22
16

2

x1

x*

751
6

x

x1
X}

x 11
x

1

9

14 6

..
.

12
18
12

X

11

x

7
10
9

x

6
8
8

10

x

2
4

79

46
15,3

9/-

x
x

X

5

9
51
5

X}
x1

x}
x}
x}
xI

,.

83

.. 69

.. 6.. 6 9

.. 2 3

58
35
x 1 .. 3 3
x1

.
.

121 x 91 x 1 .. 7 6
SPECIAL PANELS for Sets described in " Popular Wireless." Similar quality and finish
Cut Edges, Ground and despatched same day .td per sq. in. Postage 6d. extra.
.

PARAGON POLISHED MAHOGANY EBONITE
is NOT a Composition, but GUARANTEED POST OFFICE
QUALITY EBONITE and is of similar specification to the now
universally used PARAGON EBONITE.
PANELS CUT TO SIZE, Squared, Edges Ground, 'IA. per sq. inch.
STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS ; BUT it must be in Paragon SEALED carton.

The Curtis Filament Rheostat.
Gives a new understanding to filament control.
Price 5/ -

Home Constructors not having the opportunity to visit the Exhibition
and have not received our I6 -page catalogue of " Essential Raw
should send for a copy without delay ;
Materials and Accessories

it is free en request.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.

75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.1.
Telegrams

Paracurtex

BIRMINGHAM:
MANCHESTER:

76, Newali Street

312, Deansgate
In conjunction with

North 866
Phone
Central 7236
Central 5095

THE PARAGON MFG. CO., LTD.

0arclaym 306.
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has come to

Stay

THE PERFECT.- AERIAL

All over the country thousands of Wireless

enthusiasts have converted their sets to

the famous " UNIDYNE " principle, and
during the forthcoming winter many

YOU CANNOT KNOW

hundreds more will follow suit. The K.4
(4 Electrode) VALVE was used by the
inventors of " UNIDYNE " throughout
their experiments, and when used in conjunction with this Circuit results in
ABOLISHING H.T. BATTERIES

REAL AERIAL EFFICIENCY!

LESS
COST.
PURER
TONE,RUNNING
LESS RISK
OF BURNT
OUT VALVES. GREAT REDUCTION

IN DISTORTION.

Wireless enthusiasts must be on their

There are dealers all over the
country who are trying to foist upon
the public colourable imitations of the
guard.

famous ' ELECTRON WIRE.'
IF `ELECTRON WIRE' IS THE WIRE BUILD YOUR
YOU WANT BE CAREFUL THAT
OWN

YOU GET IT.

UNIDYNE'

It brings envied results. Multitudes of experts as well as
enthusiasts all over the world are using ELECTRON WIRE.'

BUT AVOID DECEPTION. LOOK AT THE NAME AND
THE SPECIAL BOX, If it is not our distinctive box, refuse

it and save disappointment.
Ask for and insist upon ELECTRON WIRE' in our distinctive white box ONLY, printed in blue. Refuse any wire
which may look like 'ELECTRON WIRE' and may even
be boxed under a similar name to 'ELECTRON WIRE.'

TAKE NOTICE OF THIS WARNING
Buy 'ELECTRON WIRE ' in our distinctive white box only,
printed in blue back and front and edges with 'ELECTRON

ana the price, 118, on the front and edges. Refuse
all others, and so help us to safeguard ycu.
WIRE

then you will know why it is so popular. Ask your dealer for
But you must agree to return it if it doe'
not " prove up"to every claim made for it. If your dealer does not
he can get it for you, or we will send it direct
to you upon receipt of P.O. or cheque.

Try C ELECTRONWIRE.
sell ELECTRON WIRE' yet,

The CHEAPEST AERIAL 1®8
and the Best in the World. postage 6d.
Also laid double for ex -1

tending 'Phones, Loud

Two 150 feet
lengths twisted

Speaker. etc.

300 ft.

51-

BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

WHITE CITY, Shepherd's Bush.
NOVEMBER 15th to 27th,

STANDS, Nr s. 8 and 15.

Two 250 feet
lengths twisted

500ft.
8/ -

Two 500 feet
lengths twisted

1,000ft,

Carriage Paid.

15-

COME AND SEE
OUR

MODEL HOUSE

New London'Members
Electron
Works, Ltd.
of the B.B.CA
19,East
REGENT'S
DOCK, LONDON, E.14.
821.
Telegrams: '' Sloohnrc,
elePhenes:1
East 6043.

oar East Stepney Station, L.N.E.B.

'BUSES Nos, 15, 23, 40. 19. f,'on,

THE

COMPLETE SET
OF PARTS.

Complete Set of Parts for

FROM THIS

Every day we get shoals of letters telling us of the remarkable

reception amateurs are getting with 'ELECTRON WIRE.'
If ever you find a better aerial, get it A good reception
is worth any price you pay.

No toots are required, no
It is
just a question of following

2 -Valve

simple directions. You could

though you knew
nothing whatever about
Wireless, and the result is
a RECEIVING SET which,
for CLARITY of TONE
it

and
LONG - DISTANCE
WORK, has no equal.

Inclusive Price :

£6-6-0
Carriage Paid to any par'
of U.K.

COMPLETE
OF PARTS FORSET

"UNIDYNE"

Receiving Set.

experience needed.
do

4 ELECTRODE VALVE

RECEIVING SET

Polished Mahogany Cabinet, 11 in. by 8 In.
by 8 in.
Ebonite Panel 10 in. by 7 in. by I in. drilled
and engraved.
6 Terminals.
2 Microstat Filament Resistances.
1 Variable Grid Leak.
1 Single -Pole Double -Throw Switch.
1 (0005 Variable Condenser.
1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder.

Panel, 5$ in. by 13 in. by I in., drilled to hold 2
5 -Pin Valve Holders.
2 5 -Pin Valve Holders.
1 Fixed Condenser, .001.
1
0002.
1 Shrouded
Transformer.
8 yds. No. 18 gauge Tinned Copper Wire.
Necessary Screws. Nuts and Washers.

2 K4 Valves (4 Electrode).

ONE -VALVE SET. Z4-10-0
Of all Dealers or direct from

BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,

15, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
Telephones : REGENT 5182 and 5183.
Sole Agents for Lancashire and Cheshire: THE PALATINE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT
3, King Street West., Deansgate, Manchester.
Sole Agents for Scotland: ROBB BROS. (GLASGOW) LTD. Radio House, e9, West
Street, Glasgow.

BEWARE OF WORTHLESS IMITATIAS, SEE THE
TRADE MARK

attak

ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
(Patent No. 206095)
Continuously Variable.

Silent in operation.
Constant in any
temperature.
Dust

proof.

and

Each tested
guaranteed.

Damp

and

Neat and well -made.

GRID LEAK

5 to 5 megohms 2.6
ANODE
RESISTANCE

50,000

to

ohms 3/8.

500,000

Suitable for ANY
Circuit.

SEND P.C. FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER.

Note New Address:
LONDON, E.C,1
WATMEL WIRELESS Co.,332a' Goswell
Tel. 7Road,
oho Clerkenwell

11.1..
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be observed I have left out some familiar
terminals.

HOW TO MAKE A
ONE -VALVE REFLEX SET.
(Continued from page 640.)

0000000000000

.0. 0

coils are joined together in series, and the
stator coil is fastened to the side of box,

and the rotor is fixed on a piece of thin

wood and hinged as seen in Fig. 2.
This hinge is fastened on a piece of wood
about one inch square section, which is fixed
to the side of the box (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 5).

When it is desired to use two pairs
of 'phones, the red side of one pair is
connected to the left-hand terminal, and
the red side of the second pair is connected

to the centre terminal, and the remaining
side of the first pair also is connected to
the centre terminal, and the other side of
the second pair is connected to the right
side terminal.

When one pair only is in use, connect
the red 'phone lead to the left terminal,
and the other lead to the right side terIf one observes the wiring diagram,

it will be seen that there is no internal
the
centre terminal the
object of this terminal
is only to connect up
the two separate leads
from the 'phones. Inconnection

masts were 70 feeilahigh).

This alteration is very interesting, because it r:aeons that Hilversum will radiate

greater energy, and be heard more easily

in England.
That well-known radio -telephony station,
P.C.G.G.,

will end the telephony trans-

missions within a few weeks. The owners
of P.C.G.G., the Netherland Radio Industry

of the Hague, are in liquidation, and their
stations will be permanently closed. A

Treating the Panel.

minal.

erected a new 200 ft. high aerial (the old

to

two -valve Unidyne was shown at the recent
Amsterdam International Wireless Exhibition, and created much comment, the

visitors looking on it as they would on a
rare animal.

The receiver was tested thoroughly by

stead of the bobbin
sliding

arrangement

on the variometer as
shown in my original
set, I have in this set

thought it advisable

to hinge the two coils ;

this makes the vario-

meter much more
efficient.

If cardboard or

fibre is used for these
formers and the panel,
it must be coated with
three coats of shellac
varnish after all mois-

Fig. 4. A view of the set from the transformer end.

This is to allow the rotor and stator to lie

parallel with each other when in

close

contact.

The formers are cut with nude slots in
a similar manner for the other two coils,
used for the transformer on the H.F. side

Fig. b. A good idea of the general appearance of the set is given by the photo

ture has been dried out. Allow each coat
of varnish to dry before proceeding with
the others. This operation must be done
before assembling, and all holes made

for terminals must also have the same
treatment. The crystal detector is the
most critical piece of apparatus.

I found

very satisfactory.

A SIMPLE METHOD
OF MOUNTING BASKET

leaving a loose length of fully 12 inches ;
proceed to wind in a clockwise direction

currents produce, have a great 'tendency to

Surprising Results.

Holes having previously been made to

The comparatively large currents passed

by the rectifier, and the frying effect the

cause oxidisation of the contact points of
the cat's -whisker, hence my preference for
a gold cat's -whisker, and a proper selection
of the crystal for reflex work.

Any query will receive my usual attention and will be welcomed. Fig. 5
shows the completed set and the variometer
particularly.

.....

take three of the leads from these two coils

through the side of the box, the fourth

lead goes direct from the coil through the
top panel at A, Fig. 4. Now having put
the loose ends through the sides of box,

all that requires to be done is to follow
the instruction given on the wiring plan,
Fig. 1, and join up the remainder of the
leads. The box was very simply put to-

gether with glue and a few very neat rivets ;
no dovetailing was done, three-ply or

fretwork wood can be used, and it is advisable to put the base on alter the inside
has been properly connected up.
The results are most astonishing, and

those readers who want a really good,
cheap, and efficient set cannot do better
than give this one a trial. It will no doubt

valves.

-,,,,,,,,00c

The Crystal Detector.

under two and over two spokes, until there
are 50 turns on each coil. These two
coils are then placed in contact and fixed
on the side of box as shown.

normal comfort and with normal loudness,
using only an ordinary flash -light battery
for the filament, with low -temperature

in the course of my experiments that
Hertzite and a gold cat's -whisker were

(see Fig. 4), the centre of which' is 2 inches
in diameter. Fifty turns of 22 gauge wire
are wound on each coil, anchoring the wire

in the centre of coil through two holes,

a radio expert, who will give a full
detailed report later. He received with

NEWS FROM HOLLAND.
(From Our Own Correspondent.)

THE authorities have decided to issue
a few transmitting licences to Dutch

amateurs. Only Radio -Society's and
Radio -Organisations are given transmitting
Licences.

The official amateur wave -length will be
200 metres, and the maximum energy 200
watts. English amateurs within a few
weeks may hear many new stations. Our
radio telephony station at Hilversum has

4><><>-<.-1:--<,'

:

COILS.
....
00

AS numerous as have been the suggestions put forward in connection with
the mounting of basket coils, the

following idea appeals to the writer as being
the simplest yet. The free ends of the coil
are soldered, or otherwise secured to valve
pins, the pins being accommodated within
the two most convenient channels in the coil.

Coils so adapted can, of course, only be

used with a home-

made coil holder
in which valve
pin sockets are
used. If a set of

honeycomb coils
are already in use
the holder can
very easily be
adapted to take
such basket coils.

This simple idea
will

readily

be

grasped from the
accompanying illustration.
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CONTROLLING THE WEATHER BY
WIRELESS.
A NEW ASPECT OF RADIO SCIENCE.
By G. H. DALY.
There are three methods by which scientists hope to " drain " the wind of its water vapour, and in this article Mr. Daly
explains how wireless plays a vital part.
0 0 .0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00000000
000 0
A FEW years ago weather forecasts were

regarded as a standing joke owing
principally to their inaccuracy and
ambiguity. If, for instance, the weather
forecast predicted fine weather-a heavy
rainstorm was quite likely to occur, and
vice -versa.
But usually the weather
reports appeared to be so worded that they
were right whatever happened.
Consequently people grumbled. " Why

can't the meteorologists give us correct
forecasts ? " they exclaimed in disgust when

a Bank Holiday which the oracle had said
would be fine turned out to be ex-

with water vapour owing to its journey over

the sea, and when this wind reaches our
shores it is forced upwards by the coastal
mountains and, consequently, the wind is
cooled and the water vapour in it is condensed into cloud-and so we have rain.
Improving Our Climate.

The same phenomenon occurs if a warm
wind laden with water vapour meets a dry

cold wind from the Arctic regions. The
cold wind forces the warm wind upwards,

with the result that the water vapour in

ceedingly wet.

The dream of yesterday is the
reality of to-day-and now a weather
forecast is rarely incorrect, and the
mighty British public growls to -day,
not at incorrect forecasts, but at the

the concentration

of

wireless waves in

certain areas, it has been noticed that when
three high -power stations work continuously

for any length of time, exceptionally heavy
rain is precipitated at a point approximately
midway between the three stations. That
is, where the three waves meet, as it were.

Further research tends to show that the
rain only occurs when the wind is blowing

from the sea-i.e. when the wind is laden

with warm vapour (see diagram).
It should be mentioned that owing to the
difficulties encountered in making reliable
and constant observations on high power stations, observations have

also been attempted on three convenient broadcasting stations but,
unfortunately-from this point of
view-without any definite result,
and it is quite safe to say that
broadcasting stations certainly do

scientists for allowing the bad
weather to continue.
" Why can't those scientific
johnnies do something useful " they
say. " Destroying aeroplanes by
wireless and turning lead into gold is

not cause rain, probably because of
their small power-or it may be
owing to the short waves on which
they transmit. For it is not yet

clear whether it is the high power
or the long wave -lengths of the

all very well -- but surely, chasing

growling is again to have effect," for
owing to research it is now believed
that some sort of control of the

high -power station which causes the
rain.
However, if broadcasting
stations did make rain they could be
so arranged geographically that they
would cause the rain to fall before it
reached this country.

as rain and clouds are concerned.

A Prohibitive Cost.

The Cause of Rain.

It has been suggested that if three
high -power stations were erected so
that the point where the waves

away a few clouds would be infinitely

more useful and beneficial to humanity." And it seems as if their
weather is possible, at least as far

As many people are aware, when
the fdrecast states that a depression
is coming up from the Atlantic this

from the three stations met was
somewhere off our west coast, a great

is usually a sign that wet weather

may be expected very shortly (for it
is these depressions which generally
bring the clouds and rain).
Now, theoretically, there are two
ways in which we might prevent the
wet weather from reaching this
country. In the first place we might
stop or divert the depression or wind
which brings the rain, or secondly
we might remove the clouds and rain from

the wind before the latter reaches these
shores.

To stop or divert the wind is' obviously
impossible, but it is now thought that by
means of wireless waves we may be able

to rid the wind of a certain amount of

moisture before it passes over the land and
thus, although we should still receive the
strong wind, the sky would not be covered
with clouds to the saute extent as before,
and the rainfall would be greatly reduced.

A cloud consists of condensed water

vapour, the latter being one of the gases of
which our atmosphere is composed. Now,
a wind coming from the Atlantic is laden

percentage of the water vapour in

the winds coming up from the
Atlantic would be removed at this

point, and thus we should get far less
wet weather over the land.
As we know that three such

the latter is condensed and rain

falls.

It follows, therefore, that if we can cause
the water vapour in a wind to be condensed
and fall as rain before it reaches our coast
we shall have a much drier climate inland.

stations do cause rain at a central
point, we might be reasonably certain of
some success, provided the stations were
equipped with very powerful transmitters.

But at present the cost alone would be

which scientists hope to drain the wind of

prohibitive, and to deal with the westerly
coast line of Great Britain a large number
of stations would be required. There is one
advantage however, namely, that all bad
weather occurs within the confines of the
troposphere (the name given to our lowest

cerned with the ubiquitous wireless. The

so that we need not worry about the.

Radio Rainstorms.

But how is this miracle to be accomThere are three methods by

plished ?

its water vapour, and all three are con-

atmosphere) which is but six miles in height,

first is by the concentration of certain
wireless waves in a certain area. The second

necessity of penetrating very high into the

by the disrupting of the clouds by wireless

waves, and the third by the creation of
artificial thunderstorms.
In connection with number one, namely,

atmosphere.

With regard to the second method of

controlling the weather by the disruption of
clouds by wireless waves, certain laboratory
(Continued on page 653)
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Do this For increased
°lame and elarity

4,

JUST take out your last L.F. stage valve and insert a

Mullard D.F.A. MASTER VALVE. You will be delighted
with the immediate increase in volume and clarity from
your loud speaker. The special construction of these Master
Valves gives powerful and pure amplification and yet requires

LESS current than your present valves.
If you use a 4 -volt battery,

ASK FOR A MULLARD D.F.A.O, Price 301E

If you use a 6 -volt battery,
ASK FOR A MULLARD D.F.A.1, Price 35/ Obtainable from all
Leaflet V.41.3 gives Rill technical information.
wireless stores, electricians, ironmongers, etc. Avoid accidents to your
valves by using the Mullotrd Safety Disc, free on request from your
dealer. Send us his name and address if you cannot get what you want
and we will supply his requirements.

Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P.IV.), Nightingale Works, Nightingale Lane, Balhain,

-
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HELLO! HELLO!! "UNCLE TOM" CALLING
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling
The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
INSULATING TAPE, per box,

RESISTANCES

6d.

(VARIABLE). - Woodhall,

KNOBS. -2 B.A. bushed 11-m. dia.. 2d.; 2
B.A., Id.; 4 B.A. bushed 1 -in. dia., ltd.
LOUD SPEAKERS.-Amplion Junior, 27/6;
T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling, 55/;
Sterling (Black and Gold), 60/-; Claritone
Junior, 55/-; Claritone Senior, 115/-; Sparta

100,000 ohms, mounted on Ebonite, 2/9; Allen,
50,000 to 100,000, 2/-; Lissen, 50,000 to 100,000,

stock.

STAPLES (insulated). -Per doz., 3d.
STAPLES (Tin). -Per doz.. 3d.
SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type,
very efficient, 9d.

(Fullers), 95/-; and many other makes kept in

LEADING -IN TUBES. -6 -in., 8d.; 9 -in., 10d.;

12 -in., 1/,

NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d.

doz.; 2 B.A., 2d. don.

NAME TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing

tinder terminal, Id.; straight type, id.; strips
of 12 names, 6d.; Aerial, Earth and 'Phones,
id.; Pointers, id.
'PHONES.-Sketaphones,
16/6; The New
T.M.C., 6 ozs.; 22/6; Brown's Feather Weight,

25/.' Sterling, 25/-; G.E.C., 25/; B.T.H., 25/-;
Western Electric, 25/-; Claritone, 25/-; Siemens,
25/-.

All 4,000 ohms.

SINGLE EAR 'PHONES. -2,000 ohms, 6/6; 4,000

ohms, 7/6.

PULLEYS. -Aerial, 6d. and

8d.

POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/6;
5/-; Igranic, 7/-; Lissen, 12/6.

'PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C., 2 pin, 1/8.
ROTORS. -Wood,
1/-; Ebonite, 21 -in.,

TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequency). -General

Radio Co., 15/-; Powquip "Bucks " for Reflex
Circuits, 12/-; BoWeillip Shrouded, 18/6; Burn dept Cheap Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 16/6; Lissen
T.3, 25/-; Silvertown, 21/-; Igranic, 21/-; Fuller
Shrouded, 22/-; R.I., new type, 25/-; Eureka

2/6; Watmel, 50,000 to 100.000, 3/6.
RUBBER -'PHONE EAR CAPS.-" Sorbo," per
pair, 1/6.
SCALES. -Ralf circle, 0-150°

circle, 360°, black or white, 4(d,

2d.;

complete

Concert Grand (the finest transformer made).

30/-; Eureka 2nd stage, 22/6.
TINFOIL. -Per sheet, 4d.

TRANSFERS.-" Easie-fix "

Scales, 9d.
VARIOMETERS.-Small

1

complete.

21/-; Ediswan A.R.D.E., 21/,
VALVES, DULL EMITTER, .06. -Marconi
D.E.3, 25/-; B.T.H. B.5, 25/;- Ediswan A.R.,
25/-; B.T.H.

4d.

only and are not re-

at purchaser's risk

past

turnable.

Price Lists Free.

Business Hours

-

-

-

Telephone : 3804 CENTRAL

LTD.,

Volt Power

Valve B.4,

35/-;

All Mail Orders to Be sent to Head Office
and Stores:

9 to 8 daily.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

"UNCLE TOM " PAYNE & HORNSBY,

6

Mullard and F.A.I., 35/,
VOLT METERS, 0 to 15 Volts, 5/; double
reading, 0-10, 0-100 volts, 12/,
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and washer..
8d.; 5 Leg Valve Holders for K.4 Valves, 1/3;
Valve Holders for Flush Panel Mounting, 8d. set.

Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through

Please send ample postage. Excess will
be returned.

excellent

VALVES -Thorpe R.4 for IJnidyne circuit,
17/6; Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.5V.,
Mullard-Ora, Ediswan, Myers, all at 12/6.
DULL EMITTER VALVES. -Marconi D.E.R.,

SWITCH ARMS -Best quality, 10d.; second
quality, 6d.
TERMINALS. -Small fancy. Id.. small W.O.,
Id.; large W.O., lid.; Telephone. 14.; Nickelled,

ld.; "Clix "

Brown,

value, 1/11; L. Variometer, 2/6; L. Variometer
with Ball Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with
Knob, 4/3, 4/11 and 5/6. Igranic and Sterling
always in stock.

(All above complete with nut and washer.)
Red and black Terminals. per pair, 1/-; Screw
Spade Terminals, each, Id.; screw pins, each,

Rotor, complete set 3/-,
RESISTANCES
(FIXED).-Mullard. 100,000
ohms, 2/6. (Clips for above. 9d. per pair.)
Mail orders dispatched same day.

Earth

Aerial,

'Phones, per set, 2d.; large sheet of Words and

SHELLAC -Per hot., 5d., 7d. and 10d.
SW ITCHES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mounting, 1/-; D.P.D.T.. Miniature for mounting 1/6.
AERIAL).SW ITCHES
(EARTH
AND
Mounted on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., 1/3 and 1/9;
D.P.D.T., 3/3. (Above fitted with Terminals.)
SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 4d.
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz., 5d.
SW ITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, 1/11;
Switches, round, (Togle), .2/..

2d.

1/9.

ROTORS AND STATORS. -2 Stators and

TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire

to Earth Wire, per pair, lid.

GALLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

CALLOWCATE, NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE
Call Signs : 6 I R. 6 K W.

10,
QUEEN VICTORIA
STREET, LEEDS.
66, Camden Street, North Shields.
Russell Street & Ocean Road, South Shields.

Phone: 22267 Leeds.
Roker Avenue, Sunderland.

Now open at CASTLE ST., BELFAST & STONEY ST.,, NOTTINGHAM.

ERTE

(Pateld 00. t'166,7)

Profit®r

ERIAL

Extracts from recent testi-

Hundreds of users say that the " VERTEX is the
most compact, attractive and efficient aerial on the
market. Easily attached to chimney;stack or face of
wall, as shown, it increases range, volume and purity,
It has one mast only, and can be installed in the most
confined space. The " VERTEX " obviates "interference." Complete with 50 -ft. downlead,
4 insulated arms and central steel hub 3-15-0
bracket, ready for mounting on mast ..
Steel wall brackets, with bolts, nuts, Rawlplugs and

by

the

experience
of others

-

screws can be supplied.

" VERTEX " INDOOR AERIAL

A most efficient long-range " VERTEX " Indoor

THE BRITISH

Aerial is also made for use where outside aerial is not
possible. Can be suspended in loft under
roof or in a top room. With 35 -ft. down- 1:6 15-0
lead,

EBONITE Co.,Ltd.

insulated cords and ring for suspetn,-..
Trade Enquiries Invited

Hanwell, London, W.7.

WIRELESS APPARATUS, LTD.,

monials:-

"Our client 18 rely pleased
with the panel. One of OW
staff who has been associated
with the manufactase of ebonite

?or nearly twenty years considers it the finest piece
polished ebonite he has seem"

"We are immensely pleased

with the pastels supplies?, the
good effect of which is already
felt."
Look

mark

Jot
on

this trade
all panels.

35. Panton Street, Haymarket, S.W.1.

The GREATEST SENSATION and SUCCESS -N
-nerDadd,,,, Voice-"
OF THE SEASON
The

World's Champion;' the marvel " A.B." Head-

phone which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to
others and overshadowed them all.

all

/

-.

UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE. MONEY RETURNED \
IN FULL IF UNSATISFACTORY.

PRICES:

" A.B." adjustable
1716

"A.B.-non-adjustable

156

Ask your dealer, or send
remittance to us for

samples to cover postage as well

Even this child can recog

AMBATIELO BROS. LTD., nice her celebrated daddy's

Ambatiele House,"
Farringdon Road,

IRCIRYST

.rie;

voice from across the At-

6ntic with" A.B " Head -

London, E.C.1.
phones
t,t tt ,
Clerkenweit 7440 & 7441-.

116

The certainty
of sensitivity.
Some crystals are rather like
the curate's egg -good in parts.

If you are tired of searching
get the

per box.

for a sensitive spot,

Liberal discounts both
to the trade and to
factors.

rely upon obtaining louder,
clearer reception at any spot.

" Certon Krystal." By reason
of its entire sensitivity you can

The IMPANDEX TRADING Co., Ltd,
5, Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate, E.C.2.
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Hair's Breadth
THE Smith demands the highest -degree of
accuracy from his steam -hammer.

It must respond instantly, and deliver
a giant blow of twelve tons or a light tap barely
sufficient to crack a watchglass, and it must never
make a mistake.
The Smith -gets the best out of his hammer because

the best workmanship and materials have been

put into it.
You should see that no component finds its way

into your wireless set unless you can feel entire
confidence in it.
Eighty per cent of the complete set manufacturers
in Britain, as well as thousands of -eXperimenters.
.

employ Dubilier Condensers and Resistances in
their sets.
They know that a product bearing the name Dubilier can be trusted implicitly to de, what is expected
of it, and they count. the few extra pence spent on
it a- sound insurance against disappoint mei*.
You should specify Dubilier.
.

'

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO LTD

P.`

Adel. of Ike DuNlier Condeosser Co. Lid. Goldhatek Rcad Laudon, IV I 2
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if! VALVE HOLDERS is the
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MURRAY "

fat rxelt ,oeti

(11)141!)

Science has now produced an inexpensive
attachment for your aerial, which
considerably to the clarity of reception.

It fills a long felt want

adds

With this new attachment the human voice,
with all its varied inflections, is faithfully and

Absolute Safety.
Exceptionally Neat

naturally reproduced, and there is an entire
absence of harshness. It is easily attached in a few

minutes to any aerial, is unaffected by weather,
and weighs less than 4 ozs. Sold

Appearance.
Easily Fixed.

ready for instant erection, by all
Wireless dealers in packets of 2
dozen (sufficient for 30 ft. aerial)

Ebonite Cap Serves as
Drilling Template.

RETAIL PRICE

S I LLERYS MAGNETIC
AERIAL ATTACHMENT'

High Finish with Low
Self -Capacity.

PRICE 1/3 each.
(Postage on 1 or 2, 2d. 3 or more, post free.)

Over 250,000 sold within the
last month!

Each one is mounted on card, with the very simple
instructions necessary for fixing.

NOT AN EXPERIMENT !

From all dealers, or in case of difficulty, from the Patentees:

TO THE TRADE., Some territories are still open-write for
attractive terms.

MURRAY,
SON & CO.,
Manufacturers of Wireless Accessories,

If unable to obtain from your regular dealer write to
EMPIRE RADIO CO., HAMPTON ST., BIRMINGHAM.

387a, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

(Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland.)
Can be obtained of A. W. Damage, Ltd., Wireless Dept., Bolborn, London

Phone: Tottenham x78.
Dealers should- write for Trade Terms. " Murray" Valve Holders
Sell at Sight.
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HAMILTON BROS., LTD. z-=-_
The City's. Wireless Experts.

FOR
ALL

RE,FIX,X

THIS WEEK SPECIAL.
coils, 3/6 per set.

take 6

'Deal err
p1 ecc..re
we-i. t a

Formers, 9d. per set.
Pyramid Coil Plugs, 9d.
Polished brass Shorting Plugs and
Basket

Oer

CIRCUIT.",
.---.--,-;

Set of Basket Coil Adapters to

ZANIDE

BEST

Coil

for-

1,-.7-e-YWW.

A.

116

AS THE,

MAINSPRIN/

VIF./LTC1-1E REQUIRES

a mainspring of the finest steel, and even the most expensive crsstal set is useless without a good crystal. ZANIDE
is the best of all good crystals. It is super sensitive, and
always gives remarkably long service. If your set is weak get increased range and volume. by 'Using ZANIDE. , Each Lox
contains a tested crystal and silver contgr. Fully guaranteed.

From your usual dealer or send 116 to

RADIO PATENTS,

22-22a, REGENT STREET, LONDON, S W.1.

Fittings, 6d.

SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
'0005

.

.

. .

10003

. .

.

'0002

. .

7/6/6
6/-

ACCUMULATORS

RE -CHARGED FREE
IN YOUR OWN HOME

AMPL ION DRAGONFLYS IN STOCK

25/-

and from your ordinary electric installation, where you have
DIRECT CURRENT 100 to 250 volts. The" CHASE WAY"
CHARGER (D.C.) can be connected by the merest amateur,
is automatic in action and requires no attention. it saves its

'DINKIES 30/ -

Depot for AMPL I ON, STERLING,
BROWNS, B.T.H. Loud -Speakers and

cost in a short time by doing away with the weekly, recharging expense, besides avoiding that last minute let
down " and all the usual accumulator trouble. Whilst you
are using the current for lighting, ironing or any other
purpose the "CHASEWAY"automatically re -charges
your accumulator free.

'Phones.

ALL BRITISH VALVES IN STOCK.

15, LONDON ST. (Opposite Fenchurch P.O.) f.
= 117, CHEAPSIDE, E.C. (Corner Milk Street.)
50, 52, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C. E -==

.

Head Claire and Mail Order Department.
All goods sent, packing and postage free.

77

Conforms to conditions' of supply and Insurance Companies.

Send now 25/- for the -cheapest, simplest, neatest

and most practical job on the market,complete
with explicit fixing instructions and diagram.
Size of " Chaseway "'Charger, only 9' by 31'.
Cross Cheques and P.O. " not negotiable."

THE
CHASE
ELECTRICAL
MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,
184a, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E:C.4.
Trade Enquiries Invited. V.P,

Ell

g jp,

post tree.
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Loud Speakers are soundly constructed, both mechanically and

Form Cl

B.T.H.
electrically, and reproduce speech and music without distortion or

undue resonance. They give the greatest volume of sound that it is possible
to obtain without impairing the tone. Each instrument is provided
with an adjustable air -gap. The magnets, of cobalt steel, retain their

it*

magnetism permanently, and are unaffected by change of polarity.
FORM Cl
The ideal Loud Speahrr for a anal!
room

Price

FORM C3
A graltothone attachment having the
awe -lament as the Form CI Loud S oath r

£2 10 0

Price

£2 2 0

Price

...
FORM C2
leautif oily fini,hrei iniirionent &signed for general use in Cr era of doer,

FORM D
srrr-tend iveeharo-donamierattern
itiitable for 1, r g e ha/4 or mitdo.r ur -

..
Price
£5 0 0
Obtainable from all ElectricLns and Radio Dealers

£9 10 0

The
British Thomson
-Houston Co. Ltd.
Works : Coven:eg
Offices: Crown House, Aldwych, London, W.0

2

Use a "rwigar" and charge your batteries at home

Form C2

Form C3

Form D

GA

THE MAKER'S REMINDER

Ate~krincieskaWterliseRs"als."Ps.0.16,01,Pi.S.1

keeileAsPlostiseNie%

The little tongues of

metal you see on your
component

new

are

there as a reminder to

FLUXITE

you from the makers
that this instrument is

SIMPLIFIES

best soldered into your
circuit.

SOLDERING

You may say to yourself, " Why should I
bother to solder when
I can easily screw or
twist a wire into position-besides, soldering is hard to do, and
messy as well."
Make no mistake about

it.

11

you want the

best out of your set

you must give it of
your best-solder every connection-spare not one, and you will be delighted with the
great improvement of the receptive qualities.
Soldering is made simple by the use of the famous FLUXITE, and thousands of wireless
enthusiasts will testify to the wonderful aid FLUXITE gives them when they go a -soldering.

Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show -you the neat little

FLUXITE

It is perfectly simple to use, and

will last for years in constant use.
It contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with non -heating

Price

SOLDERING
7'6

metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLUXITE, solder, etc., and full instructions. Price 7/6. Write to us

should you be unable to obtain it.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59, WATLING STREET, E. C. 4.
'Phone: CITY 29 7 2 (One door from Queen Victoria St. & Queen St.),

AND AT

45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3.

ACCUMULATORS IN STOCK

CHARGED
2 -volt,
2 -volt,
4 -volt,
6 -volt,

40
60
40
60

amp.
amp.
amp.
amp.

.

9/6 7,

.
.

12/

.

26/6

hI

We are Stockists for

STERLING, POLAR, RADIO,
INST., ORMOND, FORMO, &
BURNDEPT
ACCESSORIES.

FLUXITE

NO POST ORDERS

SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

SPECIAL L.F. TRANSFORMERS

All Hardware and Ironmongery,Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1/4. & 2/8

Buy a Tin To -day.
FLURITE, LTD., 324, Bevington St.,
Bermondsey, England.

A. MUNDAY,

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
Hardening Tools &Case Hardening
ASK FOR LEAFLEI on improved method.

EVER -READY H.T.

.

10:'- EACH.

BATTERIES.

Aieksr4.0.0.4460Zietir4~Wiekar+WWWW%aikets"sakOWIONj
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''4$51E INGERSOLL WIRELESS Co.,

Ltd.,'P4857OE

MAIL ORDER " P " DEPT.: 24/6 CHANGE ALLEY, SHEFFIELD.
BRANCHES at: 2-6, SWINEGATE, LEEDS & 53, TYRREL . ST., BRADFORD
VALVES

B.T.H. R4

..

..
..

B3
B4
B5

35

.. 25, .. 12'6
Mallard H.F. L.F. 12 6
.. 12 6
Ediswan A.R.
Castor P.1 : P2

A.R.D.E.

HART ACCUMULATORS
IGP.AN1C COILS
CRYSTALS
53 5 2 Cymosite
.. 2 6
.. .. 24 11 75 5 6 100
153
7
10
Tungstalite
Blue
16
4 v 30
.. 30 2 200 8 8 250 9 '- 300 9 5
Red .. 1 4 v 40
35 8
Neutron
..
16
6 v 20
37 B.T.H. in Cup
13
6 v 30
.. 45 11
COIL HOLDERS
Saturnium
for
result's
2
3
6 v 40
.. 55,1 W. & M. 5,- Basket 5' Polar
6!6
B.141.
4
6
Including carriage.
VARIOMETERS
Ingersoll Vernier .. 5'6 Solent
.. 2 6
Aermonic Nickel .. 7'6 Igranic
HEADPHONES
Toowai
.. 3 6 Belling Lee .. .. 10'4 6-

255- 355 -

12 6 4 v 20 act.

21/-

A.R.06 .. 25:'-

.. 9 Ingersoll R.
D.E.06
20/ - Brown F

W. and W. aerial ..

AR valves ace tested before

sending, and are at cus25 - Ormond ..
..
Sterling
tomers' risk only.
..
25,' Western Electric
ohm
.. 15,- Peerless 630
Dainty ..
25'Brandes
LOUD SPEAKERS
13:'6 Buindept
Dual
Amplion Junior .. 27 6 Dr. Petrie Power ..
.

50 Dragon Fly 25,,,
Standard
Dragon ...
£5 5
50/ Baby Brown '
42;-Solent R.E.
Brandes Table
Talker ..
42/ £7 7
Sterling Primax
B.T.H.
.. £5
AR orders in strict
rotation.
De Luxe

L.F. TRANSFORMERS
35:'Marconi Ideal
25'R.I. new type
21/ ..
Silvertown
..
Igraine
21'..
17`6
Ferranti
39 Lissen T1 ..
T2
T3

.

Eureka 2nd

Concert

Grand
H.T. BATTERIES
Royal .. ..
Phoenix 36 volt .. 7'3 Amplitran ..
80
11'6
,,

90

Siemens 30

..

Mirliostat

Lissenstat Minor

46

8 3 1 TELEPHONE TRANS-

Including carriage.

04,44,0

TRANSATLANTIC RECEIVER
With H.T. B ittery and L.T. Accumulator,
including9 Marconi Royalty.

£ 00

18'6

2.-

8-

TWO -VALVE

FORIVIERS

Igranic

88

Square Tinned Wire
41.
4 foot strip..
Lead in Tuba 6 inch
9 -inch 91.
15 in 1 3
18 -inch 1'6 12 -inch
Patent .. .. 3 6
6
Lightning Switch .. 1 6

Nuts 2 to 8 B.A.

VALVES
EXTRA
NOTE : ALL GOODS SENT CARRIAGE PAID
Ediswan 859

7d., 91., 1.'-, 2

31

ANODE RESISTANCES Phone
..
Lissen
26
Large..
Watmel
.. 3 6 Spade
Med. ..
Dubilier
.. 5 6
Small..
Mullard
26
Red or Black
Contact
Studs
doz.
THE CRYSTAL, 2 3

koERSOLL CONCERT

20 -

.. 22.6
.. 30 .. 20
.. 18 6

5-

76
2'9
3.6

Major .. 7'6
Solent Unique
.. 3 6
One -Hole Fixing
16
Lissen Push Pull .. 2 9
.. 3 9
Series Parallel

166

16'3

1489
9

2-

25- SATURNIUM,

..
..

Ingersoll King

..
..
..
..

.. 5-

2 6 Valve Holders

Aermonic
16
Valve Sockets lel. and 21.
Phone Boards
.
26
Coil Plugs l'-, 1. 3, 1 6
Basket Coil Holders
16
Burndept Detector
55Ingersoll ..
113 and 2 Miz Net
6Spearpoint Whisker 34.
Nickel Studs
doz. 74.

Condenser Vanes, pair ld.
Valve Pins
ld.
10 - and 12 6
INSULATORS
Phone Cords ..
1,9 2'6
Ingersoll.. ..
2 6 Small Egg
Utility Switches .. 5 ..
ltd.
Ebonite rotor.. .. 4 6
111d. Spot on Ebonite ..
,, Shell ..
Reel ..
24. S.P.D.T. on Ebonite 1 GRID LEAKS
16
64. D.P.D.T.
Dubilier
2'6 Large Shell ..
23
41. Tumbler Switch ..
Lissen variable
.. 2 6 Barrel ..
Watmel variable .. 2 6 Solder Irons 1 6 2 8 3 6 Eisouite Panels cut to size
W.O. Terminals .. 24. Ebonite Knobs 2j.d. 31.
Anode with Reactance

RHEOSTATS

.. 25 -

..

Copper Aerial
Electron
Ribbon

-

'

EXTRAS

21.

2:d.

ALL GAUGES D.C.C.
and Enamelled Wire.

24.
d.

lid.

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.

64.
24.

Washers
Screws 2 B.A.
.. 41.
4 to 8 B.A... 31.
Switch arms 1.- and 1 3
Slider Bars ..
3d.
Knobs G.W.
1-

.001

8'-

.001
.0003

Square Law
8'3
.0905 7'66
.03925 6, -

0305

6'-

56
.0002 4'6
With Knob and Dial

0993

Eboniteiand 441..

No Knob or Dial

Crystal Cups

With Vernier
Wander Plugs Stl. and 41.
13 6
-0015 12'6
Brass Rod
31. .001
.0903
11 6
Earth Clips ..
41.
Knob and Dial
Pulleys ..
41. and 1 Cleats ..
4d.
Sterling Stocked.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Take the weight off your mind
THE many who find the weight of the ordinary headphones unbearable after a few

minutes' wear should send for a pair of British Lightweight Champion Headphones.
All unnecessary weight has been eliminated, yet they are sufficiently strong and are so designed that they will not disarrange the hair. When you hear the beautiful mellow tone

and loud volume of British Lightweight Champion Headphones you will be delighted.

THE LIGHTEST 'PHONES YET MADE.

Wig
446;14.12ft

YaqicMusicflanthe Skies
\V- the GI L RAY brings it
otitt n ail its Purity ofrone

1\

YOU don't know what pleasure there is in a Crystal Set, until you
have used the GIL-RAY wireless crystal. The GIL-RAY is
super -sensitive, and each piece is tested and guaranteed. See for
yourself what a difference it makes! Supplied in neat tin boxes
with Sterling Silver whisker. and full instructions for perfect results.

TZPL,:A
4,000
ohms

18/6

Money returned if not satisfied.

1;rpoez.B.

4,000 ohms

21

Trade enquiries invited.

WILLIAM ALLAN & CO.,

House.
Sentinel
Southampton Row.

The British Lightweight

r`hampion 14dphones

London, W.C.I. or
62, Dale Street, IL.
Liverpool.

If unobtainable, please forward
1/6 and name and address of dealer Sole Distributors for U.K. and Ireland

Price 1 '6 of dealers everywhere.

V. ZEITLIN & SONS,

CABINET and PANEL RECEIVERS

144, Theobalci's Road, London, W.C.1.
Trade enquirie- :outcome

Phone

FOR purity of tone coupled with volume

Museum 3795 and 6841

they are a revelation and must be
seen and heard to be fully appreciated,

Solely produced by the GIL-RAY RADIO CO Sicilian House,
Southampton Row, London. W.C.I.

'-t, ,

jWfR

r5ST1161

11/6 VRA

1

CRYSTAL
uvrwssv4c...07.,)-\

\\ \

A PAYMENT DOWN OF ONLY 14:7:6
will secure the finest 2 -Valve

Receiver completely equipped regardless of cost, balance payable in
convenient

monthly instalments.
Cabinet as illustrated,
30 Guineas. Other models from
4 - Valve

£12 to 50 Guineas.

Demonstrations daily and particulars from the London Distributors :
H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd., 49/53, Sussex Place, South Kensington, S.W.7
'Phones: Kensington 8558'9 and 5540.
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AN IMPORTANT RADIO PRINCIPLE.
By E. CHATTERTON, B.Sc.

0000000

000

0 000 0 0 o

MOST experimenters know from practical
experience that low -resistance telephones of. say, 120 ohms, when inserted

directly in the anode circuit of a receiving
valve, give very poor results when com-

and B equal V volts. The resistance of the
whole low -frequency circuit is, therefore,

C + R ohms. By Ohm's law, the current
flowing through this circuit due to voltage V
is :

pared with 'phones of higher resistance, say,
4,000 ohms. The reasons for this are usually

imperfectly understood, although a very

well-known electrical principle is involved,
which has many other applications in wireless circuits in addition to that quoted above.

This principle. may be briefly stated as

follows: " Whenever a recording or
measuring instrument is inserted in a

V

771- R

constant, the current value decreases as the
resistance R of the telephones is increased.
The potential drop across the telephones is
VR
given by the expressionvolts, this
C+R
increasing as R increases. The electrical
pOwer absorbed in the 'phones is given by

the product of voltage and current, and
therefore equals :

C+R x +R

watts.

A simple example may make this statement clearer. Consider the simple crystal
receiving circuit shown in Fig. 1, in which
the -telephones may be regardech.as the
recording instrument. The electrical energy
available is a fixed quantity, depending

upon the aerial and earth characteristics
of the 'receiving station, and the distance
away, and power of the transmitter. In
order to obtain best results it is clear that
the maximum proportion of this energy
shall be available for operation of the

product of these two curves gives the curve
of power, which is at maximum when R is
1,000 ohms, that is, when the resistance of
the 'phones is equal to the resistance of the

result will be obtained.
Not Applicable to Valves.

How, then does this affect the first example
mentioned, where telephones are inserted in
the anode circuit of a valve ? In this case

CONTROLLING THE
WEATHER BY WIRELESS
(Continued from page 646.)

000000000000000

0. 0 0

through a moist atmosphere lead us to
be conder.-:ccl into clouds and rain, but it is
as yet too early to say anything very detinite.
It is also well known that seine clouds are
highly magnetic, and one experiMent aims

at magnetizing all clouds by means of an
electro-magnetic ray, thus causing the
clouds to descend to earth in the same way
as Humboldt's volcanic cloud, which descends to earth in the vicinity of volcanoes
by magnetic attraction-the clouds being
then made to disperse by some other method.

ConVersely, it is 'thought that it may be
possible to magnetise the clouds and cause
them to ascend instead- of descend and thus,
owing to the ascent in the troposphere, the

cloud would be cooled and the moisture
would condense and fall as rain where ever
desired.

0

500

/000

/500

2000

2500

5000

PHONE fl'Es5/.5TANCE'R'

F/62.

the circuit in which the telephones are
inserted has an impedance in the neighbour-

the effect of inductance and caoacity, leaving

hood of 10,000 to 20,000 ohms, and the

of Ohm's law.

fore, approach as near as possible to this
figure. In practice the telephone impe-

ohms, and let the potential across points A

'phone resistance should be kept on the high
side if any doubt is experienced with regard

in each of the above formula); the same

we may state 'that in any crystal circuit

Let the resistance of the crystal be C

exceeds the ideal value the power decreases

b,,dir-y, e that some types of ether waves
appear- to cause the moisture in the air to

frequency impedance of the inductance L
will be so small as to be negligible, so that

ohms, the resistance of the telephones R

if the resistance of the 'phones falls below
the ideal value. If the 'phone resistance

experiments in which concentrated wireless
waves of varying frequency have been sent

and capacity must be considered. If, however, impedance is substituted for resistance

The low -

only resistance to be considered, when the
calculation becomes a simple application

One conclusion may be drawn from the

curve of power shown in Fig. 2. It will be
observed that the power decreases rapidly

crystal, this verifying the principle stated
above. In practice the calculation must
be modified to some extent, for alternating
current is being dealt with, and inductance

telephones is equal to the combined impedance of the remainder of the circuit,
which, in this case, consists of the induc-

of the telephones is equal to the impedance
of the crystal.
This may be easily vel !fled by taking an
actual numerical example, the calculation
being simplified by considering that a direct
current is being dealt with. This eliminates

Useful Average Resistance.

made considerably higher with advantage.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a> .0. 0 0 .0. 0

According to the principle stated above,
this is the case when the impedanceof the

best results are obtained when the impedance

ment of the valve, irrespective of the amount
of power used.

as R is increased the current value falls,
while the potential drop increases. The

telephones.

tance L and the crystal C.

for a thermionic valve is a potentially

assuming that C is 1,000 ohms, and that
V is 100 hypothetical units of potential.

From these curves it will be observed that

Proved by Ohm's Law.

is equal to the impedance of the remainder
of the aerial -earth circuit. If a valve receiver is used, this principle does not apply,

to the impedance of the remainder of the
circuit. When galena crystals are used,
'phones of about 2,000 ohms resistance
appear to give best results ; but when carborundum or other high resistance crystals
are employed, the 'phone resistance can be

are calculated from the above formulae, for
values of R varying from 250 to 3,000 ohms,

available power is used in the recording
instrument when the impedance of the
instrument is equal to the total impedance
of the remainder of the circuit."

across which crystal and 'phones are shunted

less rapidly, hence it is advisable that the

VR

(C + R)'
In Fig. 2 three curves are given, which

circuit, the maximum proportion of the

impedance of that portion of the circuit

operated device-that is to say, the object
in this case is to get the highest possible
potential drop between the grid and fila-

amperes.

It will be seen that if V and C remain

V

Many other applications of this principle
will be found in wireless circuits. For example, when a crystal receiver is inserted
between aerial and earth, the set itself may
be considered as the recording instrument,
and best results will be obtained when the

impedance of the telephones should, there-

dance seldom exceeds 5,000 ohms, but this
is due to practical limitations due to the size
of the telephone earpieces.

Experiments are also taking place in the
creation of artificial thunderstorms, the idea
being to cause the atmosphere to send down

the rain in the same way as the rain is
precipitated in a natural thunderstorm.

In the light of present-day knowledge,
therefore, there can be little doubt that

practical weather control will be possible in
the near future and we shall be able to- order
the weather very much as we please. Although as yet we can only hoFe to deal with

clouds and rain, some day undoubtedly it
will he possible to calm down the wind by
means of some wireless ray just as we calm

down the sea by throwing oil upon the
surface.
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The design is of the conventional plug-in
type, the metal valve legs; nuts, etc.; being
finished with nickel_ instead. of the". usual
brass. The sample submitted was marked
and designed to tune over the wave -length
band between 350 and 800 metres: On test

it was found that all these wave -lengths

were well within its compass, and this

transformer can be recommended to readers
who are looking for an efficient and well made component of this kind.
The Technical Editor of Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts for test. Reports will be published under this heading.

Ix our opinion, all standard receivers

which provides an adjustment unique in

should be provided with some means
to protect the filament of the more or
less expensive valves against accidental
fusing by the H.T. battery. Most sets,

its smoothness besides being most positive
in its action. In a suitable circuit its noiselessness is most marked, and to a considerable extent this is due, we should imagine,

this capacity we can commend to the
notice of our readers the Ericsson Fuse

of making connection to the revolving contact arm.
At 7s. 6d. we eon skier this component well worth

however, ate not, so equipped, so we
must employ auxiliary safeguards. In

Wander Plug. This neat little device,
samples of which have been sent us for
test, contains replaceable fuse elements
which are designed to " blow " at varying currents suitable to various types
of valves. In order to ensure a certainty

of action the fuse elements consist of small
fuse wires in small evacuated glass bulbs ;
in effect a small valve with a filament that

Will burn out before the orthodox valve.

Needless to say, the fuse elements are very
.
cheap to replace.
.

Messrs. Ericsson also submit a rotary

potentiOmeter. It is provided with a novel
:c et perfectly simple circular coil and contact

to a soldered copper spring method

the .attention

Sillery's Magnetic Invention For Wireless
Crystal Sets is a name which tends to indicate
something rather wonderful. Added to

this name asset there are modest claims

which include " an improvement (in reception) of 60 to 100 per cent under all heads,
and no batteries required." Further, " The
human voice with all its varied inflections
is faithfully and naturally reproduced there
is also an absence of hardness or jargon-"
Again, " reception is both sweet and melodious." Lastly " the magnetic influence

being not only permanent but increasing_,

of

We have carefully tested the above
speciality of the Empire Radio Co., Bir-

our readers.

mingham, and cannot admit we are greatly
We have received
from Messrs. Craig

impressed.
The Ericsson Rotary
Potentiometer.

& Smith (of Allen
Street, Clerkenwell) one of their " C & S
H.F. Transformers for test. It is of

superior finish, made with good quality
ebonite and with the windings nicely pro-

by small straight pieces of wire placed

vertically. Undoubtedly this increases the
receptive surface of the aerial considerably,

and in certain cases should have a marked
effect on signals. In our case we cannot
(Continued on page 658.)

tected by an external covering of silk thread.

BROADCASTING
FOR EVERYONE

The invention is the placing

on the aerial wire of metal loops separated

Solcid all con/lac:0ns ,
WARM *art

es

cant - a8 CLIX

CLIX PopularityThe Secret!

BY

THE EDITOR OF

You can't have efficiency in Radio
have efficient

anywhere unless you

contact everywhere.

POPULAR WIRELESS
NORMAN EDWARDS

You can't use solder everywhere=but
you can use CLIX.

By virtue of the tapered threaded

M. Inst. R.E., F.R.G.S.

design of its plug -socket CLIX ensures

perfect contact-an obvious improve.

An up-to-date book dealing with the origin of
broadcasting, the pioneer work which made it
possible, and the various instruments used. A
book for the new amateur who has been att. acted

by the world's most fascinating hobby and who
wishes

a knowledge of the theory
Fully illustrated. Publication date,

to obtain

of Wireless.

NOVEMBER 21.

ment on various forms of split -pin
CLIX may be wired at
ppints A, B, C, D, or E.
F affords an ideal point

V.

Herbert Jenkins Ltd., 3, York Street, S.W.'.

" two -point " contact. Think it out !

for eolder.ng when

permanent connections
are required.
Retail PricesCLIX with Loeknut
CLIX Insulators
(6 colours) id. each
CLIX Bushes
(6 colours) id. pair

0
0

Obtainable from all

Th,

With

from the Patentees and
Manufacturers:

Electro-Lin4

159 Uses

Wireless Dealers or direct

3/6 net

plugs, which, however accurately
machined, can only permit of a

AUTOVEYORS LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors,

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES.

Quality guaranteed by ever 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.

With finished and lacquered brass bush for
panel mounting. Resistance wire wound
on insulating rod, thereby giving perfectly
smooth adjustment Each supplied with
diagram giving drilling dimensions,
3/6 each.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.

(For panel mounting.)

Strongly constructed. Moving vanes are
shaped -to give low minimum capacity.
Fitted with a stop to allow of a movement
of 18o° only.

From 5/8 each.

Price 21 /- each.
CRYSTAL HOLDERS.

Mounted on ebonite base, 3 in. by 2 in.,

Guaranteed for 12 months.

The " Stalloy " diaphragms are matched

This transformer has been adopted by

quality, Resistance of 120 to 12,000 ohms,
Price (4,000 ohms) 25/- each.

leading manufacturers of Wireless Receiv-

with glass to protect crystals from dust,
4/- each.

g

TELEPHONE HEADPIECES.

so as to secure a balance of tone and

ing Sets and discriminating amateurs in
all parts of the world.

High amplification withOut distortion and
complete freedom from internal noises.
Correct design, high-class finish.

Excellent results have been obtained
on tests carried out by the National
Copy of the
Physical Laboratory.

EBONITE CONDENSER DIALS AND KNOBS.

In one piece, graduated in white o-r8o°,

curve can be had on application.

highly finished, complete with fixing screw,
dial approximately 3 in. diameter.
Complete 1 /3 each. Dials only, 1 Od. each.

POTENTIOMETERS.

(For panel mounting.)

On rectangular ebonite former, complete
with knob and pointer. Former mounted
on cast brass frame. Resistance approximately 400 ohms.

7/8 each.

Makers :-THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY
106,

Cannon Street, London, E.C.4,
Works : Silvertown, London, E.16.

BELFAST : 75, Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM : 15, Martineau Street.
BRISTOL : 4, Victoria Street.

CARDIFF: Pier Head Chambers, Bute Docks.
DUBLIN: 15, St. Andrew Street.
GLASGOW: 15, Royal Exchange Square.
LEEDS: 1, New York Road.

LIVERPOOL: 54, Castle Street.
LONDON: loo and 102, Cannon Street.
MANCHESTER : 16, John Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: 59, Westgate Road.
PORTSMOUTH: 49, High Street.

SHEFFIELD: 88-9o, Queen Street.

ti
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GREAT SUCCESS OF

SUPERADIO PRODUCTS
BRITISH MADE

RADIO "STOCKS"

Superadio Products are Quality Products
at Low Prices.
Here are a few :
SUPERADIO LIGHTWEIGHT HEADPHONES

OUR FRIENDS RECOMMEND US

performance and durability

FIRST - CLASS
Perfect Finish.

Value

On unary.

7,3
5/6
5,' 1
.. 4/5
.. 4/2

*001

'0005
0003
'0002
'0001

.. 3/ 1

'00005

Obtainable

With Vernier.

Absolutely Finest

8/9 .. 9/6
8/-

1 1 /-

..

10/-

9/ .. 7/6 .
Dials and Knobs Included
in all Condensers

6/7

Stands 14 in. high. "A Full-size Intrument
at a Junior Price"

'

S.P.D.T. 10d.: D.P.D.T. is.
VARIOMETERS -Wonderful value Special All Ebonite Moulded Ball
Rotor Double Silk Wound, extremely close coupling, one -hole fixing.

A superior article, only 5s. As above, but Tubular Ebonite Rotor, 45.
All -black Double -cotton Wound, one -hole fixing, ls. 6d. to 4s.each. All
are best value obtainable lgranic and Edison Bell Variotneters.
105. post paid.
Nesper adjustable,
HEADPHONES
& R. pattern, 13.9. 6d. ;
12s. N. Brown's F., 255. All makes in stock at lowest prices possible.

LOUDSPEAKERS :-Our special 2,000 ohms, full clear tone, suitable for
low -power sets, £1 ; Sterling Diukie, 30s. Amplion Junior, 27s. 6d. :
Dragon Fly, 25s. Amplion new models and ail makes in stock at
lowest prices.

MANSOIRIDGE COND.NSIEr4S :-Special offer: " Octopus " brand,
best quality obtainable ; accurate, permanent, noiseless
beautifully
cased, two extra fixing lugs ; tested at 350 volts direct current for
insulation ; there are none better.
3s. 64. ; .25 3s. 6n
1 nu., 3s. 8d.
I

2' x 1/' x

2 ml. 3s. 10d

2' x

ir

COIL HOLDERS :-All Ebonite. really rine. 2-wav 28. 6d. ; better finish
2 -way plated, 3s. 6d., ditto, 3 -way, 45.6d. : Polar 2 -way w/Vernier,
Many other makes in stock. State your wants, we will assist Yon.
BASKET COIL HOLDERS :-Best quality, Plug-in block base, Is. 24 each ;
ditto, no block, 104 Universal 2 -way, 5s. fid., 3 -way, 75.6d.
VALVE HOLDERS :-Solid hand -polished Ebonite, 10d. each , Special

Anti -Capacity Legless Sunken Socket Tops, prevent valves burning
out, Is. each.
Murray's Patent very efficient, with simple fitting
showing only in. above panel, la. 3d. each. Highly recommended.

COILS :-Finest Duplex Basket. Waxless, most efficient for any circuit and
any position. Set of 5 -Nos 25 to 100,141. 10d. ; ditto, for Chelmsford,
No. 150, Is. 3d. ; No. 200. ls. 68. As above, but extra large air spaces,
coils k in. wide, Sets of 5, Nos. 25 to 100. 2s. 9d. igranic, O'Keepe.
Energo, Lissen Coils, etc., all in stock
VALVES :-Dutch 4s. 6d.. E. Type, 5a French R.. 8s. 108. ; French
Dull Emitters. finest on market for efficiency and low consumption,
16s 6d. All makes in stock
Cossor. Mallard, Marconi, 13T. -H., etc.;
etc. Lowest list prices.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS :-Microstats, 2s. 84. ;

Lissenstats, 35. 6d. ;

Ormond 2s. ; our own Extra Special Solid Ebonite of a superior

type. 2s. tor Dull Emitters. 2s. Eld.. fully guaranteed. Cheapest type,
effie;ent and strong. Is. 6d. each.
CONSTRUCTORS :-Sets of Parts : We specialise in quoting for complete sets
of parts. No matter how small or how large your requirements, we will
be pleaded to quote you our best terms and also give you technical advice.
CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETS :-Special prices

EVERYTHING WIRELESS AT LOWEST
PRICES.

end for Free List

AU goods on 24 hours' approval. Send ample postage,
surplus refunded.

RADIO SMOCKS
(B HAINE, Sole and New Proprietor,)

HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET,
OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.

RADIO

' hone.MUSEUM 3205.

27'6 each

1 2'6

E SUPERADIO CRYSTAL RECEIVER No. 1
Ebonite panel, Sloping type Cabinet, very
efficient

1 Of

- SUPERADIO MASTER CRYSTAL RECEIVER
In Solid Mahogany Cabinet with lid, with
side compartment far Phones. If used with
a pair of Superadio Headphones, this is equal
to most Ca 4 o sets. Receiver only

Does not need " Boosting," speaks for itself

SUPERADIO Experimenters' set of 6 famous
British

-

26' -

" The Loud Speaker Crystal "

SUPERADION.

100 feet.

Sizes: 2' x it x

-

'

ANODE RESISTANCES :-Bretwood Variable, 3s ; Watmel, 3s. 6d. ; Lissen.
2s. 6d. ; Dubilier and all makes.
CONDENSERS :-(Copper and Mica.) Fixed; to '001 lid. ; to '00:; Is. ;
to '01 Is. 9d. to '1 3s Edison Bell Fixed Condensers, to '001 Is. 3th
'002 upwards 2s. Dubilier up to '005 Os. 8d.: '001 upwards 3s.
Powquip" 125. 6d.
" Bucks" lls. 6d. ;
TRANSFORMERS, L.P.
An makes stocked.
'
" Radstock " 105. 131.
Royal" 20s. -Best of all.
: 2, Os. 5d. ; 3, 2s. 7d. ;
TRANSFORMERS H.F ENERGO :-Nos. 1, 2s.
4, 2s. 9d. 5, 3a ; 6, 38.
SLEEVING :-(Insulating)..3 feet lengths, 3 for 10d. finest quality.
SWITCH ARMS .-First quality 9d. ; Nickel Is. ; second quality 6d.
Is. 3d.: D.P.D.T.
Is. 8d. ; Panel Mounting
SWITCHES

14'9 set

SUPERADIO SONGSTER LOUD SPEAKER

ACCUMULATORS :-Best. British, 4 Vt. 40 Amp. 16s. 6d., 4 Vt. 60 Amp.
19s. 6d., 4 Vt. 80 Amp. 23s 6d., 6 Vt. 60 Amp. 27s. 64., 6 Vt. 80 Amp.
33s., 6 Vt. 100 Amp 388. 6d.
AERIAL WIRE :-i/22 Best H.D. Copper, ls. 101d.; Enamelled, 3s. 64.

.05, 3s

appearance,

Equal to many sold at 27/6 or more
With Vernier.

Square Law.

7/-

in

SUPERADIO LOUD SPEAKER

VARIABLE C .JNDENSERS
Best British Make.

Wonderful

(.7. ounces),

and

Foreign Cystals.

1'6

4'6

q/- worth of crystals for
Trade Enquiries Especially Incited. Illustrated Price Lists Fre-.

YISIT OUR STAND2:17r

gr

JE.1

E CITY"- 1.4 CI,Sr.enrsltse 2. 15-29.

VS/

SUPERLAMP, L
RADIO MAAUFA .TURERS

197, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.
ItI11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iIIIIIIIIIIIiIIIIIIHMIL,
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EVENING TRIPS TO AMERICA!
YOU can get there every night with the P.P.V.2, the world's
loudest and most sensitive long distance circuit. Simple
enough for a child to assemble. Panel cost need not exceed 30/,
Thousands have already logged from I to 5 American stations nightly.
P.P.V.2 works loud speaker, and carries 20 pairs of headphones.

RADIO -PLAN No. 1 contains fullest instructions, pictorial and theoretical diagrams, with

directions how to make your own coils for a few pence.
If you have never made a set before, you can succeed now.
Expert advice free to purchasers if required.

Price 2/-, Post Free, from :-

PRESS EXCLUSIVES, Wireless Publishers,
2, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4

e.""SEBPHONE SUPER
SET.

Ol% .1 Of St

This set tunes in all stations up to Chelmsford.
We have heard Paris Concert without any amplifiers.

Exceedingly loud results obtained by special short

circuiting device.

Detector consists of the

combination of SUPERZITE and Pin whisker.

PR ICE

.

...

finest

251- (post paid)

SUPERZITE CRYSTAL AND PIN can be sppplied separate 3 (Post paid) of all Wireless Dealers or direct from -

S.

01'1..

di AIN 0, A.C.G.I., R.Sc.,

WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEER,

82a, Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
Phone: Central 8521,
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TO THE RETAIL TRADE
AWN

Arrangements have now been

C57

THE MIGHTYATOM
A71-itimph of Science

completed to supply the

MARS AERIAL
through the following depots :

rt

TiouGHToNs LTD., 88-39, High Holborn.Lonclon, W.C. I

2-1:0

HOUGHTONS LTD., 7o-78, York Street, Glasgow.
HOUGHTONS LTD., 61A, Long Row, Nottingham.
HOUGHTONS LTD., 67B, Briggate, Leeds.
HOUGHTONS LTD., Stoke.
HOUGHTONS LTD., SWallSea.
A. FRANKS (Wholesale) LTD., 3, South King Street,
Manchester,

,r""

BRITISH ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD., 3, Hanging

Ditch, Manchester.

PULFORD

Ito,

BROS. LTD.., rod, 108,

WIHICChar,C1,

Liverpool.
PRIESTLY & FORD, 3, Carr's Lane, Birmingham.
FREARS LTD., Bristol Bridge, Bristol..
CHRISTOPHER PRATT & SONS
,

North Parade,

LTD.,

Bradford.
J. H. TAYLOR & CO., Macauley Street, Huddersfield.

SOUTH WALES WIRELESS INSTALLATION CO. LTD.,
21-22,

Edward Terrace, Cardiff.

GENTS LTD., Faraday Works, St. Saviour's St., Leicester.

!H E tvl1GHTY ATOM

HY. HOLLINGDRAKE & SONS, LTD., Princes St., Stockport.

GEO. C. LAiENBY, 29, Old Town Street, Drake's Circus,
Plymouth.
BAILEY & SONS, Bellara House, Cloth Market, Newcastle.
THE PARAGON (Hull) MOTOR CO. LTD., AIllaby Rd., Hull.

MUNN & UNDERWOOD

LTD.,

165,

Southampton.

Above

Bar,

H. L. Wool) & SON, 36, Russell Street, Southsea,
Portsmouth.

BA:WI:DOM

RADIO ELECTRIC CO., zr, St. John St., Wolverhampton.
J. MuLcAsTEn & CO. LTD., Smith's' Buildings,
Middlesbrough.
A. LATUS, 2, Church Street, Preston.
G. MAKIN LTD., Glovers Court, Preston. RADIO CRAFT SUPPLIES, 9, The Arcade, Walsall.
C. T. BRISCOE & SONS LTD., 33, Preston New Road,
Blackburn.

W. H. ORRY, Church Street, Blackpool.
JONES BROS., I, Birley Street. Blackpool.
F. Ho wa (Southport) LTD., do, Sussex Rd., Southport.
W. THOMASSON & SONS, I, High Street, Shrewsbury.
W. S. WitioN & Co., 56, Bromham Road, Bedford.

TO THE PUBLIC

Dotal WOrry about

The Mars gives 50%

crystal

increase in volume and

making a super

set or a
super valve set until clarity-if your present
you have proved the set with 7'22's aerial is
difference the super good, your present set

aerial trill make to with the ' Mars aerial
your present outfit. will he just wonderful.

TheAERIAL
MARS
Costs 916. It's worth it !
In case of difficulty in obtaining, Scnd

P.O. for 9i6 to

Vide the Press.
" THE CRYSTAL THAT MADE
WIRELESS HISTORY."

2 L.O. HEARD IN SPAIN ON

"THE MIGHTY ATOM "
THE

SUPREME
0

CRYSTAL.

Every crystal guaranteed tested and pocked in sealed
box with a special cats -whisker in tube, tweezers and
OBTAINABLE FROM i if 9
directions.
WIRELESS DEALERS.
ALL

1

E. & W. G. MAKINSON LTD.
Wellington Works, Wellfield Rd., Preston,
Estab. over 40 years.
TelegraphicF Address :
Tel. No., Preston 122.
Gold, Preston.
C, 20

Or Post Free from

BRITAIN'S BEST CRYSTAL LTD.,
234-5,

Salisbury House, L011eOft Wall,
'London, E.C.2.
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fitted, which is rather a pity, though we

+

admit it would be difficult to fit one and yet
keep the set to the small space now occupied.

APPARATUS TESTED

*

(Continued from page 654.)

00000000

0000
<><a-<> fat
honestly say that such was noticeable, but
A.

then our aerial is a fairly good one. However, we cannot believe that there are any
hitherto unknown " magnetic influences"
at work, and we should advise the proprietors of the invention to introduce a modicum
of modesty in their claims, for we are sure
that the inventor, Mr. William Sillery,
A.M.I.E.E., would not wish his name to' be
permanently attached to leaflets which
embody such verbal extravagance.

*

One of the most interesting components
brought to our notice within the last few
weeks is a variable grid leak which has been
put on the market by the Enterprise Manu-

efficient for so small a receiver. Retailed
at £1 Is. the set should have a ready sale
for any listeners within 15 miles of a main
broadcasting station and 7 miles of a relay
station,' for the set is certainly a very good
proposition at the price. No rheostat is

of Filament Control with which four ranges

of resistance values can be used, giving a

We believe that if the same

high standard of efficiency is maintained
throughout the entire production the
Enterprise people have introduced r all
goon grid leak. Certainly it is an advance

on any others, more especially from the
expe menter's point of view, who with

whole set being mounted on a circular panel

and on test the set proved surprisingly

above values respectively. Furthermore,
the same firm is marketing a similar type

were possible.

either crystal or " dual " can be used, the

loading terminals for 5:X X are provided

chased at Is. 3d. and Is. 6d. for the two

result was highly successful and in all
cases constant and positive adjustments

comprises a valve -crystal -reflex set in which

plugs (attached to the aerial and earth
leads) round the side of the set. Extra

cartridge is 3s. 6d., or with a 5-10 megohm
element, 4s. Spare cartridges can be pur-

variation between 0 and 30 ohms.
We, have received a complete set of samples and have carefully tested them both on
a " megger " and in operating circuits. The

We have just tested one of the smallest
valve -crystal sets that we have vet come
across. Called the " Jay-Gee,5 the set
of about 5 inches diameter. The tuning
coils are contained in the base (the set is
about 4 inches high) and are tapped, the
whole of the tuning being carried out by

grid leak complete with a 2 to 5 megohm

A section of one of the artistic posters issued by

Messrs. Siemens to advertise their telephone receivers.

facturing Co., Ltd., of Electric House,
Grape Street, London, W.C.'2. It is 'en-

its use will be able to change his grid leak,
or filament resistance too, for that matter,
in but a few seconds.
We note with interest that it is
possible to make either a grid leak a filament resistance or vice versa by the insertion of a suitable cartridge, as the sizes of
both are similar. We have tested these ingenious Enterprise products in Unidyne and

ordinary circuits, and we can certainly
recommend their use in both.

.

tirely original as far as we know, as the
resistance element in the form of a neat
little cartridge is removable, it being
possible to replace same or introduce
another of different value merely by removing the large base screw. The price of the

From Messrs. J. J. Eastick & Sons we

have received a sample plug and socket of
standard size, the latter being designed for
panel mounting. It is quite neat and very

well made, and provides a- positive and
perfectly efficient contact.

1M

Wireless

EXHIBMON

WHITE
CITY
15 -

by a special process
applying a constant
tension to the wire.
This ensures absolute

uniformity of all coils,
enabling

each

to

be

guaranteed accurate in
calibration,

NOVEMBER
DAILY I t

Each Reactone Inductance Coil is wound

9 9 '-

and also
makes the coil rigid and
strong.

pr-,

Tension
-Wound Coils
for Sharper Tuning,
Louder

Signals, and Better Reaction.
The formation of Reactone Coils,
and their heavy gauge wire, ensure

extremely sharp tuning and loud
signals.

Their uniform maximum

air -spacing make, sell capacity
extremely low '(no shellac or wax
is used), and their thinness makes
very close coupling possible.

TENSION -WOUND

Inductance Coilsand
4/6
Special Chelmsford Cod (No 15o)
..
2/8
,ets of 5 (Nos. 25 35,
are supp
roo) and each set is boxed. Be sure to
see the name " Reactone"

Ask your Wireless Dealer. In ease of difficulty send

P.O. for 4/9 and your Dealer's name and address to
Sale Distributors for il.K.-V. ZEITLIN & SONS,

Theobald'a Road, LONDON. W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 3795, 684/.
Manufactured by Lewis Martorth & Co., London. 0
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T PURPOSES

r HNTE 3nd
THE HALL MARK

REG. TRADE MARK.

OF QUALITY
Size No. 961 (41 Volts)

Size No 827 (36 Volts).
Also manufacturers of

RECEIVING SETS, HEADPHONES, LOUD SPEAKERS, EBONITE, ETC.
Obtainable from all leading dealers.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd., WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18

=

THE

6 ILMPLICWILISIK
YOU DON'T KNOW

11111111

=

What your set can do till you have fitted it with
the latest improvement in crystal reception.
That wande-ful device

THE

'9

GIVES CORRECT TOUCH TO MANY SENSITIVE POINTS

AND MAKES CRYSTAL RECEPTION AS STABLE AS VALVE.

PRICE
If difficult to o'iain

6d.

EACH

locally,

post free

Of all reputable

Radio Dealers.
from sole distritutors,

direct

L. APPLE, Ltd., ,IS, Brewer Street, London, W.1.
Trade terms on ape.qcation.

Telephone: R^gent 1584.

DON'T BUY A NEW CRYSTAL, but secure to -day
THE
71111011

-

"

46

RADIAX UNIVERSAL RECEIVERS
Coortstzsu.43tiork
Complete or ircor Home
These powerful regenerative sets will

deal efficiently with all. wave -lengths,

and embody detail refinements which
few other sets, however expensive, can
boast. They are wonderful for distant
reception. Get our list.
As supplied for Rome Construction,
ther are complete with . plan, diagram.
fully drilled and engraved 'panel, and
every detail required. Get our But.
The following is a, small selection. Send
stamp for full list.
Construe. Completed
for's Set & Tested
Set
No. DP
£4 15 0
£6 0 0
2 -valve
"
£9 2 6
£7 5 0
26P
" 28P £9 15 0 £12 5 0
4
"
A Super -Power, beautifully
finished Crystal Set is: our
Challenge. No.10 for Broadcast, No. 41 for Chelmsford

also, prices £2 2 0 and
£2 10 0 respectively.
Full list of Sets and

10, Radio House, Pe cy St ,- Tot. Components Catalogue,

RADIAX LTD., tenham Court Rd., London W.1

on request._

V AILVIE

AND SIMPLIFY RECEPTION
Here's an economical bright, emitter general purpose
of 9. Filament 3.5
valve with an
to 4 volt .48 a -UT.' Anode 3o to -9o. Use it in any
part of your sct. Le{ Ifs send you -free and post

free' the curve for this valve... Just a P.C. will do.

RADIONS LTD.; DOLLINGT6N, Kr. MACCLESFIELD.

From Dealers

a'
WE

CANDI' ON
(fir UP

tialcloss 306

41.111121111MIMMIMIMIIIIIIIINV

110 or Direct.
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ram() EVERYBODY!!-EXTRA POST MUST BE SENT WITH FOREIGN ORDERS.

All Goods on this Page Sent Post Free.

ALL VALVES ON

POST SENT AT
PURCHASER'S RISK.

VALVES
THORPE K4 .. 17,6

5 PIN
PHILLIPS 4 ELEC.. 12'6
TRODE ..
(Both for UNIDYNE)

Bright Emitter

12/6 each.

B.T.H.
.. R. Type
Ediswan .. A.R. ,,
Marconi-Osram

R or R 5 V

MuIlard-Ora
Caesar
.. P.1
Cossar
.. P.2 ,,
Myers -Universal
MuIlard H.F. (Red Ring)
Mallard L.F.(GreenRing)

Dull Emitter
21:- each

B.T.H.
Ediswan

Type
B.3

.

Marconi-Osram D.E.R.

25 - each Type
B.T.H...
.. B.5
..A.R.0.6
Ediswan
Marconi-05mm D.E.3
Muilard
..D.F.Ora
DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES

For use with A.R.D.E.
and D.E.R. Valves.
Marconi-0gram, Type

D.E.6, 2-2'5 volt, '25
amps. 25'-

L.F. TRANSFORMERS

ENERGO

EBONITE

Eureka Concert Grand
This is a really high
grade transformer for
Inter -valve use. We can

H.F. Plug-in Transformers. Post 2d. each.

COIL HOLDERS

thoroughly recommend
its use where first class
results are required. It
increases power and the
purity of signals. Made
in two sizes but only one
quality.
Concert Grand

No. 1. 150-450 .. 3,'6
No. 2. 250-700 .. 8/11
No. 3. 450-1200
No. 4. 900-2000
No. 5. 1600-3000
No. B. 2200-5000

43

4/8
4/9
4/11

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

Wire Wound Type.
Rotary Action.

£110/ Model
2 (Second
£1 216
Stage)

No.

R.I. 5-1 Ratio .. 25/Igranic, 5-1 Ratio 21' -

The Ferranti, 4-1

17/6
..
Ratio
The Silvertown,
21/ ..
3-1 Ratio
The G.R.C. 5-1
151Ratio
..

The G.R.C. 10-1

..
20/Ratio
Ideal
Marconi
351 Power ..
Burndept L.F. 5-1
25'..
Ratio
301Lissen T. 1 L.F.
25 ',,
T. 2 L.F.

T. 3 L.F... 16'6
Success, 5-1 Ratio 15 .. 21' Ditto, Super
14/11
..
Ormond
LOUD SPEAKERS

IGRANIC
The " different " filament resistance with
stationary contact arm,
extremely silent in operation, the plain type

recommended for
amplifying valves. For
the rectifier use the
Vernier adjustment.
IGRANIC ohms each

Plain Type ..4 & 7 4/6
With Vernier Ad-

justment..

Plain Type ..

The Raymond
The Ormond

4

30
6

..

7/ 7/ -

1/6

Mallard ., D.F.A.2 30 -

Amplion Junior
Dragon Fly..

Microstat
2/9
Lissenstat, Minor
3/6
7/6
Lissenstat
Lissenstat, Uni10:6
versal
..
Lissen Auxiliary
.. 113
Resistance

30' -

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES

For

use

with

Emitters.

B.T.H. .. B.4
Marconi-

Osram.. D.E.5

Bright

35'35/ -

D.F.A.1 35 Mallard
'06 French Metal 17/8
116 Dutch
12/6
Phillips '04 Type 17/6

25! -

PARTS FOR

2 -VALVE

"UNIDYNE"

RECEIVING SETS.

The 4 -Electrode Valve

Thorpe K4 each 17/6
6 Terminals for 105.
2 Microstat Filament
Resistances each 2/9
1 Variable Grid Leak 2/6
1 Single -Pole Double -

recommend
these as being excellent
Headphones,
with a
great reputation for
telephone designs behind them.
British

Throw Switch 1/9 or 2/1 '0005 Variable Condenser,with Vernier 7/3
1 Cam Vernier 2 -way
Coil Holder
.
9/ Panel, 5.'e in. by 11 in.
by
in., drilled to
hold 2 5 -Pin Valve

Sterling,

2 5 -Pin Valve Holders

HEADPHONES
We

can

Thomson -Houston,
Featherweight,

Brown's

Holders .. .. for 2/-

Geco-

phone. 4000 ohms resistance.
each £1 5 0

British Ericsson, 4000
ohms resistance, each

21 6 6
G.R.C., 4000 ohms resistance, each £1 0 0
B.T.H., 4000 ohms resistance, each SI 5 0

Brandes Matched Tone,
4000 ohms resistance, each £1 5 0
Brown Type A, 4000
ohms resistance, each

1

1
1

.. 13
The T.C.B. Type.
D
.. 30
B

The

Burndept,

SHIPTON'S
30 ohms .. ..
60 ohms ..

600 ohms Potentiometer ..
T.C.B.

4/6,13, 30 ohms ..
300 ohms Potentiometer ..
.
5/ Highly recommended

IGRANIC COILS

'0002 ..1/2. 2/2. 3/Shroued L. F.
20/-

10-1

9/5

400, 10/3 ; 500,

1016

8 yds. No. 18 Gauge

Tinned Copper Wire 1/2
Necessary Screws, Nuts.
and Washers, Free if
above lot purchased.

Post Extra.

DUBILIER. Post 2d.
.001, .002, .003_004,
.005, .006, Fixed
3/.0001, .0002..0003,

.0004, 0005....

Type 577, .01

resistance,

4000 ohm Double
4000 ohm Single
2000 ohm Single

Anode
Resistance
50,000,
70,000,
80,000, 100,000,on

£1 5 0

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111luz

RIGHT

OPPOSITE 2

_E-- DALY'Sg
-J. GALLERY

DOOR g.

Post Free.

16'6
8/11
7.'6

5/6

9/7/6

..

Grid Leaks each..
stand complete

MADE BY WELL-

Safe.

POST PRICES.
2 v. 40 amps. .. 10 6
4 v. 40 amps. .. 17 6
4 v. 60 amps. .. 20 6
4 v. 80 amps. .. 24 6

MODEL HEADPHONES

6 v. 60 amps. .. 29
6 v. 80 amps. .. 34'6

.. 2 for 2'
.. .. 2 for 2/6
(both with plug)
Coil Stand 2 -way
for Basket Coils 5/6
Universal 2 -way
for Basket Coils 5/11
No. 1
No. 2

'BABY' COIL STANDS
2 -way on base .. 3/3 -way on base .. 4/9
(brass fithandles
4/6
do.
5/6
3 -way
(nickel fittings)
2 -way Cam Vernier
high class .. 5/9

Several high-grade
patterns.

a! 5/- 5/6

at 6.11 7/6

POLAR CONDENSERS

For Panel

Mounting only.
A new form of Variable
Condenser, constructed
with a di -electric of air

and high-grade mica,

reducing losses to a
minimum. Tested for
insulation on 1000 volts
potential.
Adaptable

2/6
7.6
2;6

5'6

..
..

00025

Each

10/6
10/6
10/6
1016

'Sterling' Square law
Variable Condensers

A new type of superior
quality, distinctive design of moving plates,
with Vernier Adjustment.
The auxiliary
knob controls the Vernier.

.001 mid...

Each
£1 10/6

00025

El

0005

FAMOUS

N AND K

Genuine 4,000 ohms.
Beware of Rubbish.

6 v. 105 amps.
40 6
EDISON BELL.
0001 to
Fixed

.0005

..
..

5,11

3/ -

13

213

001

.0003 with Grid
Leak
..
Variometer

26

BRET WOOD
(New Model)

Var. Grid Leak..

Anode Resistance

POST 2d. each.

Formo,
open 12 6

33-

Genuine

Manchester

HEADPHONES
Adjustable diaphragm,
receivers,
detachable
double leather -covered
long
head -springs,
flexible cords, nickel
plated parts.
Very
comfortable fitting to

15 6

"Powquip," Ormond,

DR. NESPER

the head. LOOK FOR
THE TRADE MARK.
4,000 ohms
.. 12 11
Post 6d. pair.

14'

Shrouded

Standard

Powquip," Powquip,'
14 6

181-

McMICHAEL'S H.F.
TRANSFORMERS

0/.

300-- 600
1,100-2,000
EACH
(Manufacturer's advance.)

100,000 ohms

..

Fixed

2 meg. Leak .. 2/6
Both with clips.
WATMEL
Var. Grid Leak . .
Anode Resistance

14

Voltmeter, C and 5, one 4 6

2/6
3/6

NOTE !

OUR WONDERFUL
MICROMETER AD-

hole fixing, 1 6

401101.12a
15

Grid Leak, 1;-, 1/3, 2.'6

JUSTMENT GLASS -

ENCLOSED D E T E C -

WHY PAY

TOR.

MORE ? 1 /Q
POST 6d. each
WATES MICROSTAT

/

For D.E. or R.
Valves

..

0 /9

Post Free.
TELEFUNKEN 4,000
ohms HEADPHONES
FRENCH THOMSON
HOUSTON

JUST
TRY
4,000 ohms

Per pair 1

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques ana postal orders

Moneys sent must be registered

23

THEM.

5/1 1

44

16

Bretwood
Rheostat,
with Dial, Valve -holder,
19
extra value,
2'6

As light as a
Feather .. 17/11

K. RAYMOND
are crossed and made payable to the firm.

Capacity,

Post 6d. pair. Price 12 11

.. 10 Twin Detector .. 5 POST 2d. each.

001 mfd.
.0005
.0003

Low

ME.

BASKET COIL HOLDERS

(Variable.)

(Prov. Pat.)
Valve Holders .. 1 3
High Finish. Absolutely

KNOWN FIRM FOR

.002 to 006

3 -way ..

200.. 5 4
250.. 5 6
300 .. 6 400.. 6.6

" MURRAY

ACCUMULATORS

nier 2 -way
12/6
(glazed)
Franco 3 -way .. 17/6
Goswell 3 -way Cam
12/6
Vernier ..

2 -way .

150.. 4

.

3/ -

to any type of Panel.
Coils : 25, 5,-; 35. 5/- ;
50. 5/2 ; 75, 5/6 ; 100,
7/- 150, 7110 ; 200,
8/8
250, 9/- ; 300.

Transformer G.R.C.

holder
Goswell 2 -way Vernier Coil Holder
Goswell 3 -way Coil
Holder
Goswell 2 -way Panel
Mounting
..

HONEYCOMB

POST 2d. COIL

150- 300

3/3/-

4/6
Highly recommended.

BRUNET (genuine)

each

4/ -

Dual, 222 5 & 30 7/6

13 2 0

Sterling. 4000 ohms resistance, each £1 5 0
Gecophone, 4000 ohms

9/ -

each 1/6

Fixed Condenser,
'001 .. 112, 2/2, 3/Fixed Condenser,

Goswell 2 -way coil

10/6

2/ -

For use with '06 Valves.
35 B.T.H. Type B.6
Marconi-

Osram D.E.4

..

is

The T.C.B. Type,

2 8/1 7/6

2 -way

Franco Cam Ver-

BABY MODELS
Sterling, 4000
ohms
.
£215 Sterling Dinkie 1 10/ Brown's 2000 ohms

DULLEMITL- II POWER VALVES

Polar 2 -way, with
Vernier ..
11/ Polar 3 -way, with
Vernier ..
17/ Polar -Junior,
2way Cam Vernier 6/ Polar Junior, 3 way Cam Vernier 9/6
Polar
Universal

HAWK COILS

25..2 4
35..2 6
50..3 75..3 4
100. 3 10

117

D.P.D.T.,
1/5

24

S.P.D.T.

12
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Popular Wireless and Wircle
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-PALLgFW PAGE OVERLEAP
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Large stocks kept, butorders accepted, on distinct understanding
as cannot be
answerable for delays in manufacturers' supplies. Right reserved to return cash.
Please Note.

that same will be despatched at the earliest possible date

ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE SENT BY POST

NEW MODEL

RAYMOND'S

SQUARE LAW WITHOUT VERNIER
- -6/6
.001
'0005 .. 7'9
5/3
'0005 '0003 .. 6/6
0003 - - 4/1 1
With Vernier.
0002
416
'0005 .. 10/S
Vernier,00005 3/9
'0003 .. 9/6

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
ALL OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RE-

COMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS --UNSOLICITED.
-Exclusive Design.
DE LUXE' MODEL
-Stout Vanes.
-Extra Insulation, Very
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
Compact.
-Narrowest Spaces

-Centre Rod cannot bend.
Capacity Guaranteed.
-Perfect Efficiency.
-Handsome Design.
--Takes up very little space

*0002 r 4111

method.
--Wonderful for Portables.

says:-

Sept., 1924.

Dealer.

Tested your Condensers on

Megger and got "INFINITY "

JACKSON 13110S.
"J.B." VARIABLE CONDENSERS

ORDINARY MODELS

Standard Super. Microdenser
9.6 .. 11/6
.. 8/6
.001
11/.00075 .. 8/- .. 9 101.. 8'.0005
89
,0003 .. 5/9 .. 6 9 ..
89
.00025.. 519 .. 6 9 ..
8,.0002 .. 5/- .. 5 6 ..
7/9
.0001 .. 4/9 .. 5.3
Vernier 4;- .. 4,6 Post 3d. set.
SQTLY .14.71.0
.

9,1

.0002

-

-

53

.000 r

4;6

Vernier

6.9

-

69
56

-

.00cs

9
81.

-

EBONITE
Post Prices.

VALVE DETECTOR &
REACTION from Anode
Circuit to A.T.C. 1 L.F.
Valve.
33

ENERGO

(see list)
Raymond
2 9 to 3/6

The finest Variometer

on the .inarket at any
price. Inside winding,
35
suitable for broadcast, Tumbler
on
any
reception
Switch,
P.M.G. Aerial, extra16
ordinary close coupling.

fin.

2/2/-

.. 2/2 3/3
9x6
4/2
.. 3/10 x 8
4/2
313
12 x 6
5/6
..
4/3
12 x 9
.i6
.. 5/6
12 x 12
7/6
..
5;8
14 x 10
Cut to Size. 3:10 in. at Id.

ensuring large timing
range. Inductance the

square inch.

.

Post Od.

-

30

Conner-

tieut, I

Callers' prices elsewhere

Formo
Shrouded,
18 .;

1.1. 29

,40

2 for

48

Rod

Cut

13

Legless 1,3
6
ALLEN Variable
Grid Leak, 1.6

S.P.D.T. ..
D.P.D.T...

1,9
2/6
China Base.

40

Formo
Denser

1I4 SEALED BOX
Enclosed De Don't Buy Otherwise. Si
lector Micrometer
Dragon Fly,
Post
25/.
Free
Adjustment
2,3
25,-

ittu1111111111Idimmulimm111111111112

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY.'SE:
Fa:" GALLERY DOOR -2
'Phone: GERRARD 463;.,

13,11

2 -valve Set.
EBONITE, 12 x 9 x
-001 Var. Condenser.

L.F. Transformer.
2 Rheostats.

Grid Leak & Condenser.
Two valves (Bright).
Two coils (Igranic).
2 -way coil holder.
Valve Pockets.

Panel Drilled, the lot

SPECIAL !
CRYSTAL SET

AND

1 -VALVE AMPLIFIER.

MYERS VALVES.
D.E.
UNIVERSAL
12 8

29

is

FERRANTI
INTER- VALVE
- TRANS-

M WhOhl

17 6

H.F.Barrel

10 -

Hole
1.6Fixing,

55

39/1.1

BROWNIE

One -

" R.I." NEW MODEL
EBONITE 1(- See Lists.

the chief parts for the

HART "
Accumulators stocked.

43
BASKET

Wates 2 -way,
Mime- 4:11.
scat

5- 1
11 9
120

54

EBONITE
Variometer
with di,al.

4'11, 5,11

37

MILES.

40

Post I 3
19

46

25

TO

Fittings for Chelmsford.
Enclosed box.
Splendid quality.

49
.

UP

The following is a list
of materials and cost of

BEST QUALITY.

adjusted to four different positions.
EDISON-BELL 10 -

Standard 2 -valve Set
(Nov. 8(h, 1924)
For Telephone reception

Terminals and Wire.
All above are 174 !_

highest nossible-9-5 to
1. Metal feet, can be

from Solid

36

Post 63. Set.

VA RIOMETERS

83/x6
7x5

3/16 in.
.. 1/6
.. 1/6

With EBONITE DIAL
and Two Knobs.

PARTS FOR P.W.

18 11

Ebonite Ends. Fine
Instrument.
Knob and Dial.

C. Walton, Esq., Andover.

knob included.

..

9!3
7,3
69

.0003

12:6
12/6

'00025
'0003
'0005

Millom.
are a

REVELATION to me as a

Costs a trifle more, a few pence only, and
Nice dial and
is just what you want.

53

0003

Rexall Pharmacy.

Your Condensers

FINE TUNING.

operated by cue- Knob and Dial,
thereby enabling you to tune two

SQUARE LAW TWIN

John Blair, Esq,
UNSURPASSED FOR

WITH VERNIER

POST

and Dial.

POST 6d. SET.

-New one -hole fixing

9

001

m1:1.,

circuits by one turn of the dial.
Can be used in series or parallel.
Complete as shown, with Knob

0003 - 514

in panel.

-Nickelled Fittings.
-Beautifully Made.

.

-FREE.

'0003

'0005 - 511 1

-Terminal Connections,

6,, for
16

Composed of
two equal units
of '00025 or

713

'00 1

Wrth knob and dial
Post 61. Set.

-

TWIN CONDENSER

KNOB AND BUSH.

(Pressed Aluminium).

cc r
.00075
.cco5
.0001

Post 6d.

Knob & Dial included.

FORMER

" IMPROVED " 1.9 ig
WIRELESS SET, a ;
Post 1
POLAR "
MICROMETER
CONDENSER
Without Termi- DIAMOND WEAVE

5/6

BASKET
HOLDER

nals,1 -, 1 3 each
With Terminals,
2 for, 2,'9
42

25, 35, 50, 75, 100

CAM VERNIER
2 -way (see lists).

K.
RAYMOND.
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
orders

No responsibile!y accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal
arc crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

BASKET COILS (5)
EXTRA AIR SPACE

(DUPLEX WAXLESS)
Equal to Honeycomb.

(wave -lengths marked).

Post Free 8'9

16111111119111111111111111111111111111111111Illi

HOURS
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.
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SUNDAY . 10 to 1
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Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, November 15th, 1924.
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:THIS PACEISToibiaiRs ONLY

WEEKDAYS

ALL POST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER TWO PACES

9 to 7.45

Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks ; but am not responsible for manufacturers' non - deliveries.

10 to 1

4

OPEN

SUNDAYS

NO POST ORDERS FROM THIS raDLGE.
SHAW'S HERTZITE.

SWITCHES ON

SUNDRIES.

ALL
Porcelain D.P.D.T. .. 1/71 BEATS
1 i"
S.P.D.T. .. 1/1 OTHER " ITES."
.. 104. Porcelain
Solid Ebonite
1/8 Impossible to Advertise
1/5 Ebonite D.P.D.T.
'Phone Cords (6 feet)
Legless Valve Holder
Nugraving,

Similar Sets (Titles or

Ebonite S.P.D.T.
1/3
Min. Panel D.P.D.T...
3d. Min. Panel S.P.D.T. ..10(d.
1/2d. Tungstalite

7(4.

Stales)
..
..
Good Knobs
2/6
Microstat
Studs, Nuts and Washers
doz. 414. Tumbler Switches
.. 1/4
(Ebonite)
Switch Arms 8d. to 1/ ft. 214. Fibre Strip (for Coils)
Copper Foil
3 feet 2Id.
18g. Sq. Tin Copper
15 ft. 5d. D.C.0 Wire, per 1 lb. 13 g... 9d. 20 g. 9d.
16g. Sq. Tin Copper
1/22 g... 10d. 24 g.
12 feet 5d.
26 g... 1/1 28 g.
1/3
Round Tin Copper,vari30
g.
1/6
Etc.,
etc.
ous Sizes.
per stick 2d.
Insulated Staples 5 a 14. Solder..
Insulated Hooks, 4 for 3d. 2 Color Flex .. yard 3d.
54.
Rubber Lead in, 30 feet 1/3 Shellac
4/6
Battery Box ..
7;22 Copper Aerial,
(with
clips
for
36'v.)
100 ft. 1/101
Nickel
Pillar
Terminals
2d.
Heavy
Aerial
Extra
100 ft. 2/- & 2/3 Nickel Contact Studs
for 1jd.
8d.
Good Valve Holders.
1/ H.T.C. in Stock
1/6. 1/9 Nickel Switch Arm ..
(one -hole fixing)
H.F.Transformers,300/
Loading
Coil
and
plug
8d.
600
2/9
Condenser Brushes .. 6d.
Empire Tape, 1 in.,
14.
2 OS.
Dab.), t in. .. 2 yds. 114. BRASS PARTS.

6 in. Ebonite Antieap

..

Handles

Connecticut Switches..

Rubber
Sorbo
Caps

Ear
pr.

Rd.
114

1/4

Adhesive Tape Roll .. 21d.
Allen var. Gd. Lk. .. 1/3
Allen Anode Res. .. 1/3
Scales, 0-180, 24., 3d., 4d.
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1/3
.. 104.
Mal (Ebonite)

Brunet Headphones .. 14/6

W.O. Terminals.. .. ld.
..
ld.
Small Pillar
ld.
'Phone 4 B.A.
'Phone 2 B.A., 2 for.. 2)4.
4 for 3d.
Valve Sockets
(Above with Nut Washer)
Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a ld.
Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a 14.
Plug and Socket
pr. 14.
4 a 1d.
Spring Washers
Spade Screws..
.. ld
Pin Screws .. 2 for 1(4.

5 a Id
Twin Flex .. 4 yds. 6d. Spade Tags
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds. 5d. Spring Pillar Terminals 2jd.
Nuts,
2,
4,
5,
6
B.A.
doz.
2d.
(Iniliarubber covered)
Washers (Brass) 12 )1 Id.
Sleeving
..
yd. 4d.
Wander Plugs
pr. 3d.
each 1.1d. DETECTORS, &c.
Coloured Plugs

(All screw pattern)
Enclosed Brass, Large 1/3
.. 1/3/ Ditto, Nickel or Brass,
Electron Aerial
Large
..
1/6
Polished Boxes, 8 by 6 3/6
910.
Strong Valve Template 4d. Small Brass
Ebonite,
Enclosed
..
1/.. ld. Burndept
Egg Insulators
5/ld. Easi-Fix Cups
Reel ditto ..
14. & 1(4.
Thick Rubber Lead-in
Gold Spearpoint
..
3d.
per yd. 2d., 3d. Neutron Crystal
. 1/6
.. l/Ribbon Aeriai 100 ft. 1/10 Hertzite (Shaw's)
Midite
Panels Drilled
Radio Press Envelopes.
Raymond Fixed Condensers VALVES.
/001, '0001 to '0005, 10d.
Detector
.. 4'9
'002, '003, '004
.. 1/- Dutch
.. 5
Dutch " R "..
'006 1/3 ; '01 1/9 ; '02 1/9 Phillips " R "
.. 7 6
Polar Micrometer
French " Metal "
6'11
Condenser ..
56
2 Meg. Grid. Leak .. 10d.
Rubber Lead-in 103.. doz. yds. TOOLS.

Valve Windows 64., 7d., 9d.
R.I. Choke Coil
.. 10/Lissen Ditto
..
10/Bretwood Valve Holder 1/9

Set of Spanners
..
Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A. set
Small Soldering Irons
7 -Twist Drills

All the Goods Stocked

BASKET COILS

FREE

TO
CALLERS.
(Limited number, of course.)

MYERS VALVES.
D.E.

UNIVERSAL.

21/-

12/6
EXIDE
(For '06)

D.T 9 Type.
2 Volts. (Glass)
5/ -

EBONITE PARTS.
from 4)d.
Edison Bell Shaped .. 1/ Good Coil Plugs

Raymond ditto
Basket Adapters

.. 1.01d.

2 -way Coil Stands

..

(DOUBLE) 23 spokese /1 1

each side..
.. I
Make your own coils.

BEST SWITCH ARM.
12 Studs
THE LOT
12 Nuts.
12 Washers.
F11.1%4101175

Goswell Cam Vernier
Franco
Polar

Etc., etc.

9/ -

12/6

11/-

Coil Plug on Stand .. 1/ Ditto, Swivel Movement 1/3
Coil Plug and Clips .. 6'd.

H.T. BATTERIES.
Best Made 30 v.
Best Made 60 v.
Best Made 66 v.
B.B.C. 9 volts
B.B.C. 60 volts
B.B.C. 36 volts
B.B.C. 16 volts

..
..

..

9/6

3/-

..

26
11/4/4

STOCK10rxt
II 1°x8

Cut to size

1211

"METAL" (FRENCH)

'06 VALVES, 15/11
DR. NESPER

3/3/-

12 x 6
12 x 9
43
12 x 12
5/6
14 x 10
5/6
WE STOCK I-

N- sq. inch. in. EBONITE.

MURRAY VALVE
HOLDER (Patent) 1 /3

Blue and Red
TUNGSTALITE

2;-

81 /4

SIMPLEX LEAD IN 1/3

MANSBRIDGE TYPE
FIXED CONDENSERS
With 2 Fixing Lugs.
'25
Special Price
2 Microlarad

3/6
3/11

" ORMOND" L.F.
A WONDERFUL TRANSFORMER

13/11

12/11
VARIOMETERS.
Impregnated Board,

MADE BY WELL-KNOWN FIRM
FOR ME.
2 v. 40 amps.
4 v. 40 amps.
4 v. 60 amps.
4 v. 80 amps.
6 v. 60 amps.
6 v. 80 amps.

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

Very Good Value, Wound

D.C.C. and Knob ..
Ebonite D.S. Wound,
with Ball Rotor and

1;6

Knob, 200,700 metres 5/11
.. 3/11
Ebonite, 200/600
Raymond Inside Wind8/11

ing

RHEOSTATS.
1/3
1/3
1/9

..

One Hole Fixing
Ormond

1r6

1,'10

all

16g D.G.C.

USUALLY IN STOCK

FIBRE STRIP gibr)
3 ft. long, 1 in. wide.
21d. per length.

BREAST DRILLS
0 to chuck
Cut Bevel and Gear

x5

A
'7719

BOXES
9x6

x6 10 X 8

12 x 9

12x11

9/6
16/6

..17;11

.. 23/8

.. 27/8
.. 33/-

Wound D.C.C. and
Clips, 200'600 metres 2,'6 6 v. 105 amps. ..

Small 5 ohms " C "

1/3
1/2
1/8
1/10
1/-

(2) UNIDYNE
Ditto
1/ (For Broadcasting only)
D.C.C. COIL FOR CHELMSFORD
complete with adapter
.. 2/3
(to use with 650 variometer)

ACCUMULATORS

Ebonite Former

.0.

WARLESS_ (2) ST 100

1/1/-

..
..
..

4,000 OHM 'PHONES

CRYSTAL
..
Ditto and Dial
Igranic, T.C.B., and
DETECTOR.
known makes.
Glass enclosed. Mb 1 /0
crometer adjustment.

..

(SEE TRADE MARK)

(NOT DRANYTHINC!"

7/8
8/6

6x 6
EBONITE 7 x 5 ..

SIZES
r,
3/1

Price

WAXED (6) 200/3,600
Ditto (7) 150/3,600

410. & 5°.

MODEL HEADPHONES

2/8

25, 35, 50 75, 100

D.C.C. CHET MSFORD

BATTERIES 4'5

N and

Genuine 4,000 ohms.
.. 81d.
Also at 1/- R. 1/3 BEWARE OF RUBBISH.

With Extens. Handle 2/11
Also at 3/6, 4/-, 4/6
.. 4/3, 4/6, 5/3 -way

DUPLEX WAXLESS (5) .. 1/8
1,200/2,000 metres
WAXLESS SET OF 5 .. 3/9
ENAMELLED Do.

BRASS FORMER

MIDITE, GECOSITE,
NEUTRON Stocked.

1/4

"POPULAR
WIRELESS."

..

38/6

PHILLIPS
4 ELECTRODE VALVE 12/6

DUTCH '06
VALVES 12/6
CAMACES
PERMANITE

1/-

Experimenter's Sets of
4 Cat's Whiskers 2°.
OUR WONDERFUL

WT. BATTERIES

30 v. 4/6
60 V. 7/6
66 v. 8/6
BROWNIE

"IMPROVED"

WIRELESS SET

7/6

RAYMOND CRYSTAL SETS

7/11 9/11

12/11

NO POST ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE.
111111111)11111111111111111111111111111111111IL
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Illustration

shOwing

the horn of a Brown
Loud Speaker being
sprayed with
A READER'S GENEROUS OFFER.
To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 haveln my possession about 50 copies
' P.W.," dating from September 8th, 1923, and
including all the " Unidyne " Nos. As I do not
aspire to anything more than a crystal set at present,
thought, perhaps, sonic of your readers might be
laci ofthilse back numbers. Being a regular reader
P.W , I shall be sure of future information if I
think of building a valve set.. Needless to say, I do
not expect any payment for the above ; but' I thought
it itpity to destroy them without writing to you first.
should be glad of applications by letter, as my hours
of - work vary a lot.
of

Yours faithfully.
.

:

F. T. EATWELL.

Tumeville Roa,l, West Kensington, London, W.14
SOME UNIDYNE 'EXPERIMENTS.
Tlie: Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Pear Sir,-Perhaps an account of my experiences.
with a one -valve Unidyne receiver may be of interest
to :you and your readers.
At the time your articles on the subject started to
appear. tin. -only four electrode valve obtainable
locally was one of, unknown origin, and particulars
as to its requirements. were not . stated, but when
used on a detector employing 11.T., it Gaye quite
good results with 3 volts on the filament and 30 on
the plate, all the main B.B.0 stations coming in well.

The valve was then connected. up exactly fir
that having no available 10 to 1 transformer, this was omitted. Remits, practically nil. Local station,
thsiee miles away, very faint and badly distorted.
Results were no better even when a 10 to 1 transformer
was connected up, and uo manipulation of various
aCcordance with the first published diagram, except

gill leaks, coils condensers, made signals any louder.

These tests were carried out using the grid next .
the filament as an auxiliary, and this is connected
boa terminal on the valve cap. Changing over the
connections so as to use the grid next the plate as
the auxiliary made all the difference, the local station
coming in with a roar, although distant stations were
faint It was not until - a variable leak of home

construction was inserted that I got really good
results, far better in fact than when employing H.T.
I might add that I tried every grid leak on the
market with one exception, but they would not
function. In most cases the variation was not

From first to last
a wonderful Loud Speaker

connected to the grid.

MANY people hearing the small Airown 11.2 Loud Speaker
are amazed at its volume. They think-quite naturallybecause it is small in size that its volume is likely to be
insufficient for a room of average size. On the contrary, by
actual comparative test it is easy to prove that a small Zrown
Loud Speaker.gives greater voliue-and- certainly incomparably better tone-than many other Loud Speakers twice its size.

lator was used as a source of the extra potential.

The secret of its success lies in the tuned reed principle of

gradual, and in others not stable. A 6 -volt. accumulator was used with the filament and rheoStat across
is volts, and the extra grid connected to the 6 -volt
terminal. This naturally suggested trying an extra
potential on the grid. This was done by connecting
a potentiometer across a flash -lamp battery in series

the accumulator, with the moving contact
This introduced slight paraowing to the extra battery employed,
but they quite disappeartd when another accumu-

-with

sitfc

The results were simply astounding, distant stations
coining in louder than with a two -valve set employing

H.T. .:11.F. and detector), although I am afraid that
using an extra battery gets away from the real idea
of the Unidyne principle. Anyhow, those of your
readers who may have obtaimd valves that do not

function in the ordinary way may care to try the
idea out.
As to results, all B.B.C. and most Continental
stations come in well, and on the only two occasions
that I have sat up, W G Y has been heard easily.
The first occasion a broadcast service was heard,
and the second the proceedings of some.club. The
latter occasion was somewhat spoiled by atmospherics.
Tuning is very critical, and I find it necessary to
vernier everything, especially the filament rheostat.
In conclusion, may I thank Messrs. Dowding and
Rogers for evolving a most interesting circuit, and I
should

like to ask them whether the extra grid

potential used happens to be a characteristic of the
valve in. use, or whether it would apply to the valves
recommended in their articles.
Yours faithfully,

31. J. PA).7FORD.

90, Wheelwright Road, Erdington, Birmingham.
[That is undoubtedly a characteristic of the valve

used.-TECH. EDITOR.'

reproduction used in conjunction with_ a cone - shaped
aluminium diaphragm.
When it is possible to buy a genuine 36rOwn high -resistance

Loud Speaker for as little as 5O/ is it worth while to prejudice your enjoyment by purchasing one which cannot
approach it either for Volume or tonal purity

Remember that from first' to last the H.2 is manufactured
under strict 13rown supervision-the actual tests that it must.
pass before being released for issue are stringent and exacting.

You may be sure that the one that you buy must have
actually conformed to the 313rown standard of richness of tone
and adequate volume.
S. C. BROWN Ltd.,
Victoria Road,
N. Acton, W.3.
Showrooms :

19, Mortimer Street, W.1.
15, Moorfields, Liverpool.

Prices and Types.
'Type H.1, 21 in. high :
Type H.2, 12 in. high :
120 ohms
£5 5 0
£3 5 0
120 ohms
£2 8 0
2,000 ohms
2.000 ohms £5 8 0
£2 10 0
4,000 ohms
4,000 ohms £5 10 0
Type 0 (in all resistances) £15 15 0

67, High St., Southampton.

FURTHER UNIDYNE SUCCESSES.
.Pi:e Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS..

Dear Sir.-Permit me to proffer my best -thanks
Messrs. Doweling and Rogers for their wonderful
eovery, '' The Unidyne Circuit."
I fixed up a one -valve set as per instructions in

"'FAY." 124. Made several absurd blunders owing
entirely to my extreme ignorance in wireless matters.

After some time spent in correcting my misdoings,
etc., which; by the by, were entirely a matter' of
*acing in the wiring behind the pahel, I suddenly
Melted up Cardiff, Bournemouth, London, and also
very unexpectedly Belfast, at commencement of

opening of new B.B.C. station.

I later on turned back

(Continued on page 667.)

Gilbert Ad. =1-45.
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPU LAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

THE BEST FIVE
SHILLINGS' WORTH
of Radio I Ever Bought.
It put a punch into our programmes

I should never have believed.
It cured those funny dud patches we
used to get every now

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, NI.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,
F.R.G.S.

And it got rid of that
ugly old earth lead
that went through two
rooms and a Passage.

HOW'S THAT FOR

Assistant Technical Editors :
K. D. ROGERS.
P. R. BIRD.

AND

FIVE

MINUTES'

WORK?

Get a CLIMAX Solid
Copper EARTH TUBE
to -day.
Price 5/- Postage 6d.
IMMEDIATE

THE

DELIVERY.

CLIMAX

EARTH TUBE
is the best form

of

direct earth.
It is ready for immediate use.
It is quickly and easily
installed without
disturbance to your

It occupies very little
space and is most unobtrusive.

It penetrates well below

the dry surface of the

Copies of the queries sent should
be kept, as the original query cannot be reproduced in
the answer. Cash shotthPbe sent in the form of postal
orders.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and ioneerm the most recent developments in

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents :

the Rctiliovorld; some of the arrangements and specialities described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain

L. S. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; R. YATES, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ;W. PEETERS, Holland.

permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts and .photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The

The Editor will be very pleased to recommend
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions

to patent,. or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions,
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

1-rrgtk Breadth
Its
In
001
;cows, inches. Mfd.

3

3_

effective

mum resistance and
maximum efficiency.
Obtaionble from all progressive wireless
stores or direct from the manufacturers.

4

The first necessity is to get an approximate idea
of the number of prospective members. In a small

town or village this can be done personally by
approaching those interested. but where this is not
practicable a public meeting can be arranged.
If this is advertised in the local press, and is well
attended, all officers can be elected provisionally,
'

.05
Mfd.

075

23

34

46

112

223

335

16
12

23

31

75

149

221

18

23

57

112

168

19
13
10
8

28

37

25
19
15

90
60

179
120

268

19
14
12

179

240

46

90

135

179

37

72

108

143

6
5
4
3

11

16

21

51

100

150

199

8
7

12
10

6

8

16
13
11

38
31
26

75
61
51

112
90
75

140
120
100

373
298
249

4
4
3

7

65

319
255
213

425

19

37

97
77.
65
56

128
103
86

5

14
11
10
8

33
26
22

3

11
9
7
6

73

183

365

3

5

10

23

46

68

90

5

4

6

75

5

38
33
29

49

4

20 17
15

57

7
7

43

65
77

223
187
160

446

3_

8
7

5

7

31
26
23
19

61

149

6

16
14
12
10

46

5
4
4

39

52

128

34
28

46
37

112
90

12
8
7

1

5
3
3

10

11
2

21-2
11

3

2
21

2

3

2

2
21

21
3
31
3

5

3!,

4
5

182, Church St., Kensington, London, W.8.

Be Sure ;t's CLIMAX.

we could go for advice or assistance ?

.025
Mfd.

3

4

CLIMAX PATENTS, Ltd.
Park 2023.

What is the best procedure when there is
no similar institution in the district to which

Mfd.

5
4

3i.

and

moist earth of mini-

-society, but do not know how to set about the
affair.

Mfd.

2

3

to be a particularly

.8025
Mfd.

11

1

conducts water to the

the Climax Earth Tube

*

FIXED CONDENSERS. MICA DIELECTRIC.
NUMBER OF METAL PLATES.

it quickly

Comparative tests show

*

C. (Bridgend, Glam.).-Myself and half
a dozen friends wish to form a radio club or
A.

what number of metal plates should be used
to make up small fixed condensers., The
dielectric to be employed to consist of sheets
of mica, measuring 01 -in. in thickness. (This
is about the thickness of an ordinary stamped
pokcard.)

21

surrounding earth.
Its efficiency has been
proved all over the
country.

" P.W.," No. 128 (November 8th, 1924).

" HOME CONSTRUCTOR " and others inquire

Being drilled and
perforated

of plates by that ratio.
For similar condensers employing waxed paper
as a dielectric, see the Table given in Radiotorial

andAbiswers

2

tion at all times.

the table ('01), and multiplying the resultant number

(Quest onik

earth, ensuring
an
excellent earth connec-

Telephone:

addressed envelope.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultant :

garden.

short,

E.C. 4, and must be accompanied by a stamped and

SHILLINGS

FIVE

,

John H. Lite, Ltd., 9, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
Technical queries are answered by' post at a charge
of ed. a query or is. for three. All queries must be
addressed to the Technical Query Dept., POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

r and then, due to that

bad joint on the water tap.
It cuts out those funny
buzzing noises that
came from the electric
mains.
It stopped the interference f roth oldTopkncit's
4 -valve super upstairs.

REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc, to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.

2

------

7

5

5

.005

Mfd.

----

6
5

4
4
3

3

.0975

The table shown lerewith gives the necessary
particulars for capacities bets Ten. '001 and '5 mfd.

- A mica dielectric is assumed, and if

the

sheets

of mica. do not measure exactly '01 in. the
figures must be.corrected. This is done by finding
-

the ratio of the new thickness to that employed in

.01

8

5
5

52
43

Mid.

0-1

Mfd.

0.25

Mid.

0-5

-

Mfd.

- - ---- ---140

373
319
279

298
255
224
170

Al ernatively a secretary and committee can be
elected, and a further meeting called to make the
final appointments when the arrangements are
:tailing more definite shape.
(Continued on page 665.)
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 664.)

As soon as the demand for such a society is assured
I he secretary (or person doing secretarial duties
Pending official appointment) should communicate

with The Secretary, Radio Society of Great Britain,
5:3, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Full details of the position should be given, and
the secretary of the R.S.G.B. will then advise as to
further procedure.
*

additional models
to thd DRAGON range

R. A. D. (Leyton).-Can you please inform
me how (if possible) to prevent fading during
the service from 2 L 0 ? I have only a crystal
set, which receives the broadcast speeches, etc.,
beautifully ; but myself and wife are often

sadly disappointed through the transmission
fading away to a whisper, as though the music
or speech came from behind closed doors.

Can

this be attributed to my neighbours on either
side of me using valve sets ?

" Fading " is really a long-distance phenomenon,
and dOes not affect crystal sets over short distances.
Your trouble is almost certainly due to interference

from neighbouring sets, and unfortunately there is
only one remedy for this, and that is co-operation
amongst listeners.
It often happens that interference is caused quite.
unconsciously, and a tactful talk will therefore be
quite sufficient to ensure that care and consideration
are used in future. But if serious re -radiation or oscillation completely spoils programmes you should get
in touch with the local Radio Society, and also with
the B.B.C.
*

*_

*

B..F. (Sligo).-I have an H.F. and detector

straight circuit set with which I can receive all
B.B.C. stations at good 'phone strength. I have

also received Hamburg on two consecutive
nights, and an unknown
practically any desired night.

French station

I now wish to add a third valve to increase
signal strength, making the set H.F.. det., and
L.F., but I only wish to use the third valve for
certain stations. Can a D.P.D.T. switch he
used to cut out this valve when it is desired to
use the set as at present (two valves), and, if
so, what are the connections ?

Would grid bias be necessary or an im-

provement ?
The connections

are

below,

shown

though

if reaction is used it must be inserted between the
plate of the valve and the switch. It will be noticed
that when the switch is thrown over to the left-hand
position the 'phones are placed in the plate circuit

' of the preceding valve. No grid bias is shown in the

diagram, but it is generally an advantage to insert
this, at the point where the lead from the rheostat
joins the lead from L.T. to the secondary of the L.F.
intervalve transformer ; one or more dry cells are

(i AMPLION

LOUD SPEAKERS

Here are three particularly attractive additions to
the Amplion range-faithful replicas, on a somewhat
reduced scale, of the larger " Dragon " models,
which have become famous the world over.

Quality for quality the Amplion excels all other
Loud Speakers-and the prices are the lowest ever
offered to the Radio public. Each model incorporates exclusive Amplion features, including the
new super unit, with floating diaphragm and non -

resonating Sound Conduit, a combination affording
the most wonderful Clarity and Tonal purity.

THE " DRAGONFLY " AMPLION.
A miniature Loud Speaker of exceptional merit,
possessing for its
" full " tone.

size,

remarkable volume a; id

List No. AR.101 120 ohms 1_ £1 5
AR.102 12000 ohmsi
THE " NEW " AMPLION JUNIOR.
(

0

Including all the latest Amplion improvements.
Handsomely finished, with electro-plated base.

List No. AR.110 120 ohms t £2 10 0
AR.111 (2000 ohms)
THE " NEW " AMPLION JUNIOR-,
DE -LUXE.
Provided with an oak metal -ribbed trumpet of unique
and appealing design.

List No. AR.113 120 ohms),
AR.114 (2000 ohms)
(

Extra for Mahogany Horn, 3/6.
Whatever the price a Loud Speaker may be, it is
impossible to do better than purchase an Amplion,-

the Universal Standard by which all other Loud
Speakers are judged.

Each Amplion is supplied with an unconditional
guarantee of satisfaction and the full benefit of
generally connected in series for this purpose and
joined to the lower end of the transformer secondary.
The positive pole of the cells is connected to the L.T.

negative side, so that the grid is permanently negative with respect to the filament. The number of cells
which should be added for this purpose varies with
different valves, but generally one or two will be
sufficient. It will be necessary to vary the H.T. voltage in accordance with variations of the grid bias,
but when once a suitable bias value has been found
and the correct H.T. adjustment made there will be
little need to alter the values. The chief necessity for
alteration arises from the fact that as the batteries
deteriorate the set apparently requires -a higher H.T.
voltage than previously, though actually this " increase " is due to the voltage of the battery having
dropped so that the figures are no longer a reliable
indication of its voltage.
*

*

*

" NEWCOMER " (Bristol).-I wish to construct a one -valve set of the ordinary H.T.

type using reaction, but I am anxious to make
it very selective for tuning. I have a three -coil
(Continued on page 666.)

Amplion Service. Illustrated List, WIDI I, will be
sent post free upon application.

The World's Standard Amplion Wireless
Loud Speaker.

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers of repute.
Patentees and Mranufacturers:

AFRED GRAHAM
& CO.
(E. A. GRAHAM),

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,
LONDON, S.E. 4.
'Phone:

"Syclenham 282o/112.

Wires :

"Navalhada, Catgreen, London."
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS g. ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 05.)

holder on hand and am told that I should use
a loose -coupled .aerial circuit. Has such a set
'been: described recently in " P.W.," and if so,
could I use a .001 variable condenser and a
.002 grid condenser in the circuit ?
.A loose -coupled circuit of this kind was shown
pictorially and theoretically in " P.W.,"' 124, together with a description of components. In the
-latter the value of the .grid condenser is given as
.00025, but ,this small -variation is immaterial, and
your component would be quite O.K. The tuning

Oldham Accumulator
Type C I

condenser value is .001, which is the same capacity as
that you have on hand. but other readers should note
that this value is not very critical. Many experimenters

3 ;,11

prefer to use a 0005 variable condenser. and if a
series -parallel switch is employed it is a rather better
value than a .001 for all-round use.

FIRST CUAI11.1,

S. 0. B. (Bromley, Kent).-I have a four -

1.44 IRMO, CtIARGK.

valve set from which I can get excellent loud
speaker results from most British and a good
many Continental stations. I am told that
fixed condensers across H.T. and loud speaker

000 Si

ll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L:

Be
01.11.4,

a SOO Ira.

hcat.n. Mars.4,estrt

sure to

Our Query Department.

visit cur

Stanl at the
White City
Exhibition.

In future a charge of Sixpence per Query will E
= be made for answering all technical questions E
= submitted to the Technical Staff of POPULAR
E WIRELESS. A group of three queries will be
= answered for One Shilling. Postal Orders must E
be enclosed with all queries and a stamped E
-1E.,

addressed envelope in addition.

E THIS NEW ARRANGEMENT IS

A new de -luxe

Accumulator

cannot
collect on
its dome top.
Acid

knows that an accumulator
EVERYONE
sheds acid vapour, which oozes through the
vents and remains on the top of the case to
collect dirt. As a result most accumulators are
neglected, and in a short while become very
unsightly.

Prices :
2 _volt 120 amp -hours actual
' t 30 amp -hours actual
20 amp -hours actual
4 -volt
30 amp -hours actual
6_1/k 20 amp -hours actual
t.30 amp -hours actual

14/3
17/3

28/6
35/8
42,6
53

Oldham 6 Son, Ltd.,
Denton, Manchester.
LONDON

-

-

When we set about the job of

building a really superlative accumulator, we

Gt. Chapel Street,

Oxford Street, W.1.
NEWCASTLE - 1, St. Mary's Place.

NOW IN FORCE.

=L=
-E-

E Since the inception
POPULAR WIRE- f.
= LESS, readers have had all their problems 7a-""
= settled for them free of charge, but with the
great increase in the circulation and the corre1==_,

sponding increase in the number of queries sent -=

in, the task of dealing with the latter has be E come gigantic. A large Technical Staff is now =
employed answering queries, and it is with the
E object of relieving the pressure on them that EL=

= we have decided to make the small charges =
E mentioned.

=

Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS know that ''="

E the Editor and Staff of this journal have always E
= had, and always will have, their best interests 1-

E at heart.

decided to re -design the whole of the container.

7,91199199999991111111111111111111111111111111111911911111111111111

This new Oldham de -luxe has a dome shaped top,
large terminals and adequate fuller caps. As a

(or 'phones when used) would improve results
still further. Are these condensers really
necessary, considering that already the set is
decidedly good ?

result it can be kept clean with ease. A rinse
under the tap after charging will remove all traces
of acid and prevent the accumulation of dust.

And each 4- or 6 -volt Oldham is made up of
2 -volt units connected by removable straps, so
that the cells can be connected in parallel for use
with Wecos, Wuncells and other Dull Emitters.
Decidedly a wise investment !

Special Activation Process

Gilbert Ad. 1766.

The condensers are not absolutely necessary in
either position-that is, so far as the actual " work-

ing " of the set. But you will probably find that the apparatus will not function with its maximum efficiency
-unless the condensers are used. The presence of these
condensers-they should be about -002 to -003 mfd.-is

required to provide a path for the H.F. currents that
are passing through the plate circuit. If the con-

densers were not there the high resistance and
inductance of the H.T. battery and the 'phones
would form a path, but it would have a very high
valise of impedance and would choke back the
impulses. This would result in a loss of efficiency,
and therefore a decrease in signal strength. There is
no need to have a condenser across the primaries of

all the transformers, if there is one in shunt with
the first L.F. transformer that will be sufficient. If
you require the absolute maximum out of your set,
a great deal can often be accomplished by a little
experimenting with the values of these fixed condensers. For instance. You will probably find that
large deviations in the size of the condenser across
the H.T. battery will not have any noticeable effect,
but that if you alter the capacity across the L.F.
transformer to any great extent the signal strength
will be impaired or increased according as you vary
away from or towards the correct value. There is a
correct value, though it is not so critical in this case
as it is when you are dealing with H.F. circuits.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 663.)
to London, when I received remainder of programme

much louder, as it was being relayed from there.
This is my first attempt at wireless work, and despite
the ridicule of acquaintances, etc., I am more than
satisfied with results, which are much clearer and
truer than I have received on friends' sets using H.T.
I am adding E.F. as soon as parts arrive. Have
placed standing order with newsagent for "P.W.,"
which I would not be without, you bet.
Please accept my best wishes for the future success
of "P.W." and the Unidyne, which I al -31 certain is
assured for all time.
Faithfully yours,
ERNEST BAcKuouSE.
2, North Row, Warmington.
RECEPTION OF U.S. STATIONS..
the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I am able to confirm Mr. Ralston's

report on reception of W G Y, Schenectady, New
York, which speaks very highly for your " Unidyne "

receivers.

Being rather disappointed at not receiving Captain
Eckerstey's speech. I decided to try some American
stations direct. Tuning round to about 380 metres,
I picked up W C-3 Y, and heard the preacher reading
the lesson, the words being very clear and distinct,

atmospherics having quietened down ; the hymn
was also well received, my only interruptions being
a few splutterings of Morse. I also received another
station on about 405 metres, but speech was too
faint to be readable. My set is a home-made two valve, tuned anode and reaction.
Yours faithfully,
A. M. GOODWELL.
41, Bede Street, Sunderland.
THE B.B.C. PROGRAMMES.
The Editor; POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I wish fully to endorse everything your
correspondent, Mr. Holloway, writes regarding the
B.B.C. programmes..
I am certain that the gentlemen at the microphone
end of the works would be astonished, not at the size,

but at the smallness of their average audiences in
comparison with the number of licences issued, could
they but see them.
If people had not sunk an appreciable amount
of money in the apparatus, and supposing the sets
were hired out, then I venture to assert that thousands
would give them up.
What we want is entertainment, amusement, and
for the most part we get most insufferably stodgy
programmes.
I have talked to many people about it, and have
yet to find any satisfied.
Possibly it is a task beyond the wit of man. I
know it is very difficult, but unless more imagination
and less " education " is put in the B.B.C., I don't
give it a very long life.
Yours faithfully,
J. H. FLETCHER.
Orchard Bungalow, Sutton Courtney, Berks.
ELIMINATING INTERFERENCE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In reference to a letter from Mr.

Holloway, of Croydon, in " P.W." for week ending
Sent. 20th concerning " Interference." He states

therein that he has tried every wave -trap and
eliminator on the market and cannot succeed in

totally cutting out interference from London, and
apparently he has become extremely dissatisfied
because his range for good reception is confined to
London only. It may be of interest to him and
other readers of " P.W." that, since 2 L 0 first
commenced transmission, I haye succeeded in
- totally eliminating this station, and during the.
hours of darkness most of the British stations,
Paris, and Berlin, etc., are regularly received at
(Continued on page 668.)
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RADIO /PERFECTION
AMONG the many reasons Why the A.J.S. Loud Speaker appeals instantly to the
Radioist is the name-the name of a great manufacturing House famous
throughout the Empire. This in itself is a positive guarantee of reliability, sound
workmanship and all that goes to build up complete and lasting satisfaction. Yet it
is perhaps the least of the A.J.S. Loud Speaker's claims to distinction. Foremost
among its merits we place the extreme sensitiveness and perfect truth with which,
thanks to the scientific proportions of the non -resonant horn, any volume of sound,
whether great or small, is reproduced accurately and with perfect purity. Again,
there is its robust construction, artistic matt finish and simplicity of adjustment-each

a deciding feature in choosing from among the many instruments on the market.
Note, too, that with the A.J.S. no step-down Transformer is required-it is
specially wound to a correct impedance for music or speech, and may be used
wherever high resistance is required.

Ask your nearest A.J.S. Dealer to show you other
components. or write for details direct to us

PRICES
With Metal Horn
and Electro-plated
Fittings

Mahogany

. £4 15 0
or Oak

Horn and Electra,
plated Fittings

ES 10 0

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914)

LTD., Wireless Branch,
WOLVERHAMPTON.
'Phone: 1550. Wireless Call Sign: 5.R.1,
'Grams: Reception, Wolverhampton.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued front page 667.)
excellent strength on a one -valve reflex.

Also,

T can eliminate Chelmsford and receive Radio Paris with perfect clarity. The circuit used. is as
shown, and is connected in parallel across the
aerial mid earth terminals of the set.
To eliminate 2.1. 0 a 50 -turn basket coil wound
on 9 spokes with a 2 -inch diameter is used, and
for 5 X X .350 turns of 32 gauge wire on a cardboard former with 11 inch diameter.
Yours truly,
J. W. LUBBOCK.
P.S.-My distance from 2 L 0 is 4 miles.

IGRANIC
HONEYCOMB
COIL.

You should see this
Coil and other

4.

Hostiawen street,
Deptford, S.E. S.

CONCERNING INSULATORS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Excuse me taking the liberty

AMATEURS

of

writing, but being a reader of your valuable paper
POPULAR WIRELESS, I note with interest improve-

»ents made in -components week by week, but
'nstilators never seem to make much headway.
nost enthusiasts being content with the usual

Standsthe 9n and 14

this is the book you must have.
Everything is so clearly explained that any be.
ginner, without previous experience, can make the

Bush,

15 to 29,

Nov.

most efficient receiving sets obtainable.
Full Instructions are given for MAKING COMPLETE
CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,
DUAL AMPLIFICATION SETS. ALSO THE VERY

Egg

LATEST TWO, THREE. AND FOUR VALVE TUNED

W.12,
Rubber Tube
Zfibreeo' Sheihwh

1924.

If you cannot visit the White City
write to us for list 2289.

NM NM

'PRONE REPAIR SERVICE-

THE IWIL :,- r

JR.

A Book BargainThe Home Radio. How to make and use it
By Verrill. For those interested in im-

MIN

proving their sets or installing more

-.efficient ones. Published 3/6. Offered,
now, for 1/9, post freo. Quote offer 120.

C11 Ir S I` 101 E....

FOYLES, 121, CHARINC CROSS ROAD, LONDON.

--INVENTIONS-

B.B.C. VARIOMETERS

Good quality. all Ebonite, 4/6 each, plus 6d.
Postage.

EBONITE PANELS cut to

and drilled to requirements.

Trade Marks and Designs Registered.
Particulars and consultations free.

PATENTED.

size

BROWNE & CO.. Patent Agents.
9, Warwick Court. Holborn, London, W.0.1.

J. A. HIGG INS, 28, Park St .,Clayton,MANCHESTER.

Established 1840

MARVELLOUS E FFI CI ENCY

everywhere by use of the new improved

CATS EYE
front your dealer, or send
P.O.
& 11,1. stamp to

egg, reel, or barrel insulator. Having found these
quite useless in preventing leakage by wet, I tried
the ordinary house telephone insulator, and I have
found a marked improvement in reception. Another
item is the lead-in tube, the usual conventional
type, ebonite tube with brass rod and nuts, being
quite unsuitable in wet weather. The above insulators answer admirably. They may cost a little
more, but they make up for that by solving a pro-

COM REX CO. (Dept.3), 119, Fleet St., E..C4.

ment.

Pico

FIXED DETECTOR
Listen in- comfort at once.
No

back -aching adjustOrder

ing; no waiting.

blem.

'2

Be sure to mention POPULAR WIRELESS
when replying to Advertisements . .

.

The above diagrams show my arrange-

10, Argyle Place,
Clifton Wood, Bristol.

Yours faithfully,

A. E. WHITEHEAD.

MIKRO
Ltd.,
SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
The Proprietors and Patentees of the
and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
ale now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET"The Marvels of the Microphone."

3rd Edition.

Post free 6ld. (P.O.. not stamps).

32c, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.C.2.
SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/a,

1/

extra. Postage, 6d. Remagnettsing, 1). per pair.
Transformers rewound, any ratio, from 5/-.
The H.R.P., 40, St. Mary's Road, Leyton E.10.

Cardiff.
Newcastle.

101 I

diagrams) 1 /3 post free.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Returned.
SAXON RADIO Co. (Dept. 141, South Shore, Blackpool

4,000 ohms, 4 / 6 per pair; 8,000 ohms,

149. Queen Victoria Street. LONDON.
Works: BEDFORD.
Bradford.
Manchester.

ANODE RECEIVERS.
IGO pages (28

ALL MAKES and Ex.Arrny 'Phones rewound

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.,
Birmingham.
Glasgow.

WIRELESS

UNBEATABLE IN PRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY

sH

Shepherd's

City,

BEGINNERS

If you wish to make wireless sets which are

& RADIO CONVENTION
White

Sell Parts mad Sets to friends in spare time.
All makes. Stamp.
VOXCIEL CO.,
17, QUEEN'S HILL, NEWPORT, MON.

GUIDE TO

EXHIBITIONat

WIRELESS

7e ..fortg-..rire Pa/ tery
219-229 SHAFTESBORYAVENUE.W.C2

Telephone: Chancery 7547

LOUD SPEAKERS

Any make. Your selection. Amption,
T.M.C.,
Brown, Sparta, sterling, C.A.V., etc. Junior or

Senior. Quarter with order, balance six monthly payments. Standard sets. Headphones same terms.
ACCUMULATORS.
Best Quality Guaranteed.
3 monthly payments
3 monthly payments
5/6
4V-40 15/6
6V-40 24/8/6
4V-60 21/7/9
6V-60 30/- 10/6
4V-80 26/96
6V-80 38/- 13.6
4V-100 30!- 11/6V-100 45/- 16/ -

Other sines same terms.

Carr. 1 / 6 any size.
HOLMES,29,FoleySt.,Gt.Portlandst.,w.1.m,,Tui

EASY PAYMENTS

FIXED CONDENSERS EASILY MADE
Blackite Blocks. 7d. each.
Mica & Copper Foil, 7d1 per packet
With full instructions for making

20 sizes of fixed condensers.
Blackite for filling back of block or holes in panels
1 /- per tin. All post free.

WM. NORTH,

2, Colmore Place, Oldfield Lane, Leeds
Usual terms to the trade.

START RIGHT -

BY WRITING

'Get this list of components which are all
tested before despatch. Reliable parts
ensure successful sets. Every description of component in stock as used and

G

PI,

I

recommended by foremost workers.

SEND

tint Is free. Send name and address

A CARD

on -postcard tonight.

NOW

SORTER-LOWE co. LTD. LETCHWORTH

LIST

FOR
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 616.)

kinds of animal and vegetable substances.

Phenol is the active principle of what is
commonly known as carbolic acid..
The various ingredients, after treatment,

form a resinous substance which can be
moulded to any desired shape and is
coloured by the addition of various pigments.

Unfortunately, substances such as bakelite

are regarded by many people merely as
inferior substances for ebonite, and it is

therefore important to distinguish between
substitutes and what we may call genuine
alternatives.
Bakelite, for example, is equal to ebonite
in its insulating properties, if not, in fact,

superior, and it has many other valuable
properties not possessed by ebonite.
'Phone Caps.

Many amateurs have a habit of removing

and re -placing the caps: -of their headphones.

rnless this is absolutely necessary for some
reason, it should be avoided, as the vibration
of the diaphragm is considerably influenced
by the manner in which it is clamped against

id

the ease of the receiver. When the 'phones

are assembled in the factory, at any rate

If good trading consists in getting the .utmost return

in the cases of the better types of 'phones,
the receiverjeaps are

tightened up by

for one's outlay, then buying a Louden valve is

means of a machine . which exerts the

correct pressure. The 'phones are then
tested -by Means of many delicate instruments:
Condenser Faults.
.

In making fixed condensers for experimental purposes, using sheets of tinfoil and
mica clamped between pieces of ebonite
sheet, a difficulty often experienced is in
getting all the plates " of each set into
proper. contact with the screw -bolt which
serves also as a terminal. The best Way to
do this is to crumple a piece of tinfoil into

'ine knacks for ladges

I

I-

excellent business.

The outlay required is only ten shillings.

In return you will get a valve which we consider
represents by far the best value yet offered.

Only one of its good qualities is the saving which
it will effect in your accumulator bill.
Stands land 22,

- a rough ring and lay this around the screw -

British Wireless

bolt at the point where the latter passes

through the hole in the tinfoil sheets. When
the bolts are pulled up tight, this crumpled
ring- of tinfoil is pressed against the tinfoil

Exhibition,
White City.

sheets as well- as against the bolt and

The current consumption of the Louden valve is
exceptionally low (0-4 ampere) whereas that of the
ordinary bright filament valve is almost double
this figure.

Satisfied users of Louden Valves report that their

ensures -good contact between the two,

" accumulators now last twice as long,"

Electric Light Aerials.

that the journeys to the charging station are now

There must be a very large number of
people in this country who use the Ducon

halved, as also is the accumulator bill.

electric -light aerial, owing to its convenience
and cheapness. But it is perhaps a little

If this were the only advantage which the Louden
Valve possessed over others it, would alone be
sufficient to recommend it, but when you consider
that in addition it gives a reproduction startling in
its silver clarity, that it gives the same volume as
valves costing considerably more, and that the life
of the filament is greatly prolonged by the absence
of " bombardment," you will agree that in fairness
to your purse you should fit your set with Louden

surprising to read, in the " Wireless Age,"

that in ,America alone no less than four
hundred thousand of these Ducon aerials
are now in use.
Condenser Shaft.

Trouble is frequently experienced with
variable air cendensers owing to' the shaft
being too loose in the bearings, and to the
lack of balance in the rotary set of plate's ;
the result of this is that when the
condenser is adjusted to a certain position
it declines to " stay put " and any vibration
produces a gradual change in the setting.
A simple method of overcoming this is to
place a small ebonite or fibre ring round the
lower end of the shaft, to which, a small
spiral spring is attached, the. other end of
the spiral spring being secured to the lower
(COldiltd(d on

OUbtn

VALVES

detecting and Low

Frequency AmplifyThe Blue Louden for
H.F. Amplification.
Filament Volts 4-S-5.
Filament Amps. 0'4.
Anode

670t)

-NM

I 101 I I

'30111,4e s!ec",ca.vici to atone cr=s4 stal.

Mannfactured
t hroughon
Gr eat Britain.

The 'Main Louden for

.

UM

Valves at the earliest possible date.

Volts

40 fn.

Loudut

911
ens are
Silver Clear and free

from

'11#

.110

coub en
ADVT.

OF

THE

FELLOWS

MAGNETO

IRELEss

LTD.,

PARK

current

con.

vuersy

sanntrt;'en life ]ona.

Caear

ulbe,t3
CO.,

The

ROYAL,

LONDON,

N.W. I 0
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continned front page 669.)

part of one of the pillars of the condenser.

This has the same effect as a frictional

111

bearing.

There are various other ways in which a
small degree of friction may be provided.
sufficient to keep the rotary shaft in any
position to which it is set. If a small piece
of ebonite tube, about an eighth of an inch
in length, be ,slipped upon the lower end of

the shaft, a strip of watch spring about an
eighth of an inch in width may 'be bent to
the proper shape and sprung between two

-:---1-----z-:-..------__:_-_
--_----

-Z-__-----

of 'the pillars of the condenser in such a way

iV---:------1,_.

that its middle part presses against the

E-,_.--

ebonite tube just referred to. The reader
will no doubt readily devise other methods

------ ---_-----------------'---'----=-----,_----____----=---------

-------:-.- -_____-----,-i

suitable for his particular requirements. All
that is necessary is to have some fixed and
springy member which presses against the
shaft.

---------7,'------------------_il,_--

Shielding.

According to "Radio Broadcast," shielding a receiver is bad practice. The writer
continues : " It in no way affects the funda-

See it at Stand No. 44
White City Exhibition

mental cause of capacity troubles and it

You won't tell the difference
until you put one in your Set

adds resistance to the circuit, with resulting
inefficiencies.
Mount tuning coils and

inductances as far behind the panel as
possible and always connect the stationary
plates of the variable condenser to the grid.

A properly designed receiver needs no
shielding. But this does not apply to the
indiVidual shields about the intermediate

stages of the super -heterodyne, though even
here the successful elimination of the metal

would probably be an improvement."

cannot tell how good the Eureka is by looking

Grid Control.

YOUat it-the only way is to build one into your

At the National Physical Laboratory a

method is used as a basis for high -frequency
investigations in which a constant frequency
output is secured from a valve generator by
means of a tuning -fork control. The system

Set. We know that it is the finest Low -frequency

Transformer on the market and we want to give you
the opportunity of proving it.
Here's an offer ; go to your Dealer and get from him one

is the invention of Dr. W. H. Eccles, the

former this country produces-if you are, in fact, in

two coils, one connected with the grid

well-known wireless authority. The tuning fork is maintained in vibration between the
poles of a horse -shoe magnet which carries

Eureka Concert Grand. Build it into your Set and use
it. If you do not consider that it is the finest Transany way dissatisfied with it return it to us within seven

circuit and the other with the anode circuit.
The anode current serves to maintain the

days and your money will be refunded in full.

vibrations of the tuning fork, and in this
way the grid and anode currents are
maintained at constant frequency. To

Expect exceptional results from the Eureka and you'll
not be disappointed. Its massive coils containing more
than zf miles of wire, its non -laminated iron core, its
coppered steel case, and its exclusive method of impenetrable sealing make the Eureka Concert Grand an

obtain different values of the frequency, the

fundamental frequency is stepped -up by
means of a system of cross -coupled valves
multi -vibrator." The constant -frequency device is employed for the
calibration of wave meters and for suchlike

known as a

exceptional Transformer. Use one in your next Set,
and you'll have no regrets.
Sold by all Dealers and manufactured only by

Made in two types

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO. LTD.

Concert Grand
Eureka No. 2

7 & 8, Fisher Street, LONDON; W.C.1
Scottish Agents: FULLER BLACKIE &
RUSSELL, LTD., 30, Gordon St., Glasgow.

purposes.
Wireless Clock.

A clock which automatically sets itself

30/ -

correct by means of the wireless time -signals

.. 22/6

from the Eiffel ToOer is made by a firm in

Leicester and is known as the

Pul-synetic " clock.
The system is as follows : Half -a -minute

(For second stage.)

before the time -signal is due, the master
clock switches on the valves and opens the
aerial -earth switch of a specially designed
receiving set. A " code selector " rejects
the warning signals preceding the time signal, but operates at the time -signal

)°r.sqnsfOrmo r

n Luxo

proper and sets the clock exactly right.
Gilbert Ad.

rC

55

(Continued on page 671.)
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(Continued front page 670.)
'

0604

(fita.d.

In order to be sure that the system has

Ii[I11114

operated an arrangement is made by which
the functioning of the instrument is signalized by the ringing of a bell and the falling
of a drop -shutter which exhibits a notice,
clock synchronised to -day." After the
various actions mentioned above have taken

171
:

place, the clock automatically closes the

aerial -earth switch, switches oil the valves,
and re -sets the code selector ready for the
next time -signal.
Wire Connectors.

When connecting two electrical wires

together the usual thing is to bare the ends,
twist together, solder, and tape over-all of
which takes time. A very handy connector
is to be put on the market which reduces the

time involved in the operation very con-

siderably. It consists of a small brass tube,
about half an inch long, threaded inside, and

covered over with an insulating cap on the
outside. The bared ends of the wires to be
joined are twisted together in the ordinary

the new and better

way, and then, this metal tube, which
is also longitudinally slotted to make it
springy; is forced on by screwing.

The

threads cut into the twisted wires and
form a good connection, whilst the wires
are also held tightly tQgether. The insu-

lating cap does away with the need for
taping. These connectors will cost about a
halfpenny each.
Faulty Batteries.
If you find some of the cells of your H.T.

battery are faulty, unless the defect is only
slight, it is better to remove them, and try

to bring them back to proper condition

before replacing. If faulty cells remain in
series with the good ones, they generally
introduce a comparatively high resistance

into the circuit, which may cause howling,

whilst if they are placed in parallel with
good. ones, unless great care is taken to

equalise voltages, the good ones will pass
current through the bad ones, and so run

themselves down.
(Continued on page 672.)

way to buy your Panel
EVERYONE is beginning to realise the tremendous influence
exercised upon the working of a Set by the Panel. A man may
buy the finest components and build up a Receiver to the exact
instructions of the author and yet get poor results-his entire efforts
having been nullified by a leaky panel.
Ebonite varies tremendously in quality because the material from which
it is manufactured also varies considerably. Whether sold with its
original polish or with a matt surface it is particularly difficult for the
ordinary wireless enthusiast to judge its qualities. Particularly is this
so when it is sold with a matt surface.
The only safe way of choosing a panel for your next Set is to select a
material you can readily identify and which is fully guaranteed-such
as Radion, the only insulation material from which the highly polished
surface need not be removed when used for Wireless.

How Radion is Sold
RADION is sold in 21 different sizes and each' panel is packed
in a thick protective envelope.

There is no waiting for your dealer to cut

your piece from the sheet-and perhaps damaging its surface in so
doing.

Each panel is cut dead square and its edges accurately ground.

Two Types of Radion

" THE
HARMSWORTH CHILDREN'S
MUSIC PORTFOLIO."

called " Mahoganite," which faithfully reproduces the delightful highlights and tints so valued in mahogany. Condenser and rheostat dials
and knobs can be obtained to match.

TUESDAY, November 18th, will see the
publication of a new fortnightly part

Size Black
a (te)
aani
6" x 7"
3/6
4/3

work, "THE HARMSWORTH

CHILDREN'S

MUSIC

PORTFOLIO,"

which aims at giving the famous masterpieces of the world's greatest composers in
a form specially simplified to enable
beginners or performers of average ability
to play them with ease. Each part

RAD ION is sold in a highly polished black, and also as a superb material

Radion Sizes and Prices :
6" x tor 5/3
6' x 14" 7/-

6/6
8/8
12/9
5/3 6/6
7"X 9"
7"x10' 5/9 7/3
7" x x2" 7/8/8
6" x 21" 10/6

Special Note

Black g'aa,4;
10/3

Mack Alah°ganite
17/8 21/3
7' x V3" 106 12/9
9"x14'10/6 12/9
7' X 2I" 12:3 15/10/- 112//:
ricy
13/3
7.X 24' 14'-17/3
12' x
7'X 26" 15,'.- 18/6
xz' X 21" 19/9
24/3
7' X 30' 179 21/6
:4" x IV 19/9 24/3
7" X 48" 28/- 34/8
20"X 24' 39/6 48/in, thick-quite sufficient owing to Radian's
Size

7" X 14"

Size

8" x 26'

tremendous strength.

Look for the Name Radion

to contain nine pieces, together with
helpful articles on voice training, piano
playing, and the violin. The contents of

The safe way to buy your panel, therefore, is to choose a RADION
Panel-and look for the name RADION. It is a guarantee against
leakage-its beautifully polished surface will enhance the appearance

Part 1 include Schumann's " Almond Tree "

it will not crack when cut. Get it at your Dealer's to -day
-but be sure it is RADION (the name is on every panel).

is

and " Dreaming," a Chopin Nocturne and '
" Valse," Mendelssohn's " Spring Song,"

Handel's '" Largo," and others equally
famous. Even finished performers will
enjoy playing over these skilfully simplified
versions, while everybody interested in

teaching the piano to children should cer-

tainly subscribe to this new work. The
parts are only ls. 3d. each, and will be on
sale everywhere.

of your Set-its strength renders it ideal for drilling, tapping and en-graving-and

A
American Hard Rubber Co. (Britain), Ltd.,
r 3a, Fore Street. London, E.C.2

FOR,

PANELS
Gilbert Ad, 1756
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I WILL MAKE YOU

a brilliant Pianist.
I do not say I may ---I WILL if you have a love of

Music and I accept you. I have taught over 25,009
BY POST (of all ages and occupations) with extraordinary success. You need no clevernes..-just
ordinary intelligence. If a beginner, you shall play
before you realise an effort. If already a player

technical and sight-reading difficulties shall from
the very first lesson begin to melt away. It is the
displacement of weary mechanical practice for
INTENSIVE
absorbingly -interesting
simple,
TRAINING which compel a progress. You just
do certain plain things as directed and .illustrated,
progress follows automatically.
Lessons
personally graded to suit each pupil from beginner
to professional player. This is your opportunity'
and

PROOF
A Beginner: Practising is 110W a
and
my scepticism has
vanished completely."-S. C. G. (Cape
Town).
An Elementary Player (age 241:
From

'

pleasure,

" Everything is different now; playing is no
longer a discouraging struggle, but a rent
pleasure."-MMs A. L. C. (Crosehill, Glasgow).
A
Moderate Player (ago 41) : " My improvement in reading and technical ability 1n
the three months can only he called marvel-

0

lous.

i

I

anything' that prevents m7
practice.."-J. S. (Loughton).

grudge

....,WHY COPY YOU

A FREE CPY

.1'

of my book.
" Mind, Muscle and Keyboard,"
and Form for Free Advice gladly
sent for a postcard (Mrs., Miss or
Mr.), and one word to suit your
case-Beginner, Elementary. Moderate
or Advanced.

...a.

'

Mr. H. BECKER,

Bristol House.
Viaduct,
Holborn
London. E.C.1.
64.

1924,

TECHNICAL NOTES.
Wont bored from page 671.)

Enclosed Type Cabinet

Use for New Element.
The new -element " hafnium," which was

Fitted
doors.

Valves can be
fitted behind panel, the
Cabinet having a sliding
back for access to rear
of same. Ample accommodation for H.T.
batteries, etc.
Dimensions, inside size :

Coster and HeVesy, has now been subjected
to a good deal of careful -examination and

has been found to have some interesting
and valuable properties. It

is,

of course,

well known that it is related to the rareearth eleMents such as are used in the
manufacture of gas mantles, and it was
expected that it would show a high light emissivity ; from this it was reasonable

to hope that its electronic emissivity would
also be abnormally high and (according to
the " Engineering and Mining Journal ") this
is found to be the case. Hafnium is present
in zirconium minerals to the extent of from
2 to 20 per cent. When separated from the
rare-earth elements, it resembles zirconium
very closely -in its properties and has: a.vety
high melting -point. The- element is thus
abundant enough to make it available for
commercial purposes, and there is good

reason to expect that not the least of its
uses will be in connection with dull -emitter
filaments for wireless valves.
-

Harmonics.

According to " L'Antenne." the French
radio journal,- between 1t52 metres and
650 metres, thirteen 'different harmonics

can be counted in the Eiffel Tower arc
transmission.

with fillets to

take- tax 12 in. panel
2 in. behind inside of

discovered a year or two back by Drs.

x 12 x 8i in.

In Oak:

37/6

In

each

Write for Lists of Various Types.

42/ -

:

each

Trade Invdries Invited.
CO., LTD.. -

CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING

18 -20, Norman's Buildings. St. Luke's, E.C.1,
Telephone: C'lerken,cell 6903,

TO CRYSTAL USERS

i i you are not using Superfine Catswhiskers you are .
not getting the best results. Superfine Wire Inakes
the best possible contact. Will not spring off. Does
not scrape the crystal away. Thousands in use. Six

assorted. Send P.O. 6d.
HAWLEY, 64, CLARENCE STREET, SHEFFIELD.

1.-1.

'07
sr.m.r....srim es FOR 3:2;6
v.,lts 1.8 to 2-3, anode 40-100. This valve is even
inter value than the 06 now out of stock.

ITS PERFORMANCE IS EQUAL TO ANYAND ITS PRICE UNRIVALLED.

CONCERT TESTED

before despatch, aneci:072t,

24 HOURS' APPROVAL . P.W. UNIDYNE VALVES.
Phillips' (Dutch) 4 Electrode DULL EMITTETt rel.,.
1-8 volts 1-6 amp
Phillips' 4 Electrode Bright Emitter Valves, each
Concert tested. 24 -hours' approval,
All goods well packed and post free.

12/6

ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P.251.
rt.. Works,
Uplard Road. London, S.E.22.

ENGRAVING
PANELS IN LARGE OR SMALL
QUANTITIES ENGRAVED BY
SUGDENS, 57, FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4.

CABINETS YOU' WANT.
PICKETT'S Insulated Cabinets=10U results.

From 1/6 each, highly Polished.
All designs& sizes "Made for Constructors."
Write Nosy for Constructor's Lists Free.
Plekett'sCabinet(P.W )WIts., Bexley Heath. S.E.

-AMPLIFIERS:-

SOME VIEWS
ON BROADCASTING.
(ColetinOrd foul page 639.)
-...--s---...-'"---C---S---- l"--

-

i-- '',-- - :>-- - (-- i--- (,-

the opening chords of the Prelude, expressing the abject and dreadful horror experienced by Poe's heroine when she wakes up

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL

And the

and finds herself buried alive.

I me

second movement of this Prelude is supposed

I

to- indicate the frenzied struggles to free
TRADE NESTSFC

herself from' her coffin.

IS SECOND TO NONE.

Sample tubes, 11., post free, from A. J. CONWAY,
Free Sample
86. Greenwood Road, London, E.8. "(Sole
Wholeto the Trade." 'Phone: Dalston 4936.
sale Agent for Props. ; Bright Co., London, N.8.).

WIRELESS INVENTORS

PATENTS-TRADE MARKS. Advice, Handbook
and Cons. free.-B. T. KING, C.I.M.E.,,Regd. Pateit

Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 196a, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4. 'Phone Central 682. 38 yrs. refs.

ACCUMULATORS.
new. and perC.A.Y., Fullers,

etc. Guaranteed brand
fect, but Slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage
both ways if returned within "7 days.
327E
8 / 6 4v -100a
...
2v -40a
11 / 6 6v -40a
25 /2Y -60a
320-6
6e -60a
...
17
4v -40a
21 / 9 6v -80a
...
40 i
4v -60a
'27/6- 65.100a
4v -80a
/Special Line: .. 27 6
2v -100a (Actual) C.A.V.
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2.

.

SAFETY FIRST
Make this your slogan and build a "P.W." TINIDYRE
with Tested ComPonents.
" Unidyne,"
Complete Set of Tested Parts for
including Cabinet and Drilled and Engraved
Panel
Do,

..

.

.

for 2 -Valve " Unidync "
Philips' Tested 4 -Electrode Dull Emitter
.

Valves, 1.c6r-r'8 voila; -'x5 atop.
Philips' Tested 4 -Electrode Bright

Emitter Valves, 3'5 volts, 3 amp.
'

ALL POST FREE,

..

£3
00
£4 17 6

oath

12.6

These vrilres fit the ordinary 45pin 7:older.

E. GEORGE, 70, Hailsham Avenue,
Streatham Hill, London, S.W.

--

Another variation of this story is that it

represents the burning of Moscow in 1812.
and here again some of the chords might be
likened to the wild clanging of the church

Without

valves, transformers, accumulators,
buttons, etc. The "Tares" (Pro. Pat.) Amplifier,
amplifies crystal (or valve) reception 3 to 5 times,
with one Leclanchd cell. Interesting and cheap

to make from our full-size instructional blue
prints of amplifier, circuits, etc., 2 6, including
Carbex " electrodes and steel reed.

Debenham & Co., Lewisham & Blackheath.
Letters only to: -6, Loampit Vale. S.E.13.
PANELITE.

Will withstand 5.000 volts. Black finish. Will net
fracture. 6 x 6 x 3/16, 1/-; 7 x 5, 1/1. 8 a 5, 1 / 2;
9 x 5. 1 /4; 9 x 6, 1/6; 10 a 9, 2/2; 12 x 10. 2 /9:
14 x 12. 4 /El post paid. Other sizes and thickness pro rata

RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept. . P
143. Fetter Lane. London, E.C.4.

-HEADPHONE REPAIRSRewound. re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three

ilays.-THE VARLEY MAGNET CO., London,
S.E,18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years
di

bells which are noticeable in " 1812," by

TschaikoYsky.
And so I put this question to M. Rachman-

inoff. He laughed and looked at me rather
quizzically. " There is no such story," he
answered.. " It. is an invention of the
public. But curiously enough, in some of
my later compositions I have had a story
in.mind, btit it is unnecessary to tell it for
the music -should.speak for itself. But with

regard to my C sharp minor Prelude, I
never had any such story as -you mention
in my mind when -I composed it."
- Well," I said, " that settles one

question, and I hope when you return to

England again you will giVe me the opportunity of demonstrating to you the
t remendons strides made in the science and
art of broadcasting."
" I shall be charmed," replied M. Bachmabinoff-and so -ended my interview:

POST FREE

15,MAZDA '06 D.E. VALVES
..
" WESTERN " L.F. TRANSFORMERS., Ratio
2-1 and 5-1, Tested and Guaranteed 10
.

MAKIN. 3, Edge Lane, Chorltou e -Hardy, MANCHESTER

PP

Torn .

Crystat. 3

The greatest. and. most efficient
Notelty Crystal Set since Adam!

g"t

Rio hat is the coil-his whisker
dia.
is the cat's-whisker-hie

f!,

ruond ' stud is the crystal! !
Perfect
results guaranteed.

Tested 13 miles from 5-N O.
Why not- have a Set that is
good to look at-and gives loud
signals? He is 91" high made
of hand -painted china. Chinathe perfect insulator. An ideal
present, ready for 1 Q /2 Post
listening -in, . Price AU, a, Free
Patent No. 19619. Satisfaction or cash refunded.
J. P. GOWLAND, Wireleu Manufacturer, Dept. P.. 18.
',Alison Place. Neweaitle-on-T "ne.

fen:agencies stillopcn

Exibe

ACCUMULATORS, ETC.
NEW AND GUARANTEED.

17 8 6 V. 21 6 6
1 13 6
£1 2 6
06
2
1 70
13i6
2 80
112 0
16/0
2 15 6
1 17 0
18/6
D T G, Type. 5/-., Dix. to Trade. Carriage 1i- extra.
Marconi, Cossor, Ora, B. T. H., 12'6
Valves
Phones: B.T.H., W.E., Gecophonc, 25/-. Al, to 12/6
Amp . 2 Volt 8 10 4 V.

60 80
100

-

11, 3

H.T. Batteries, Hellesen, 36 -Volt 8/6, 60 -Volt 13,6
Cash with order. Goods despatched per return.

LOWKE & SONS, Ltd.. NORTHAMPTON
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The Mullard Service Safeguards All Valve Users
VOU can avoid accidents to your Valves by using Mullard Safety
Your dealer will supply them free on request. These
Discs.
patented discs are perfect insulators under all conditions of service
and are purposely designed to prevent filament burn out by H.T.
battery short circuit. SiMple to use and effective in operation these
discs are another striking feature of Mullard Service to ensure continued perfect reception for the radio public. Complete instructions
:with each disc. Make sure you get these Mullard Safety Discs.

Send:us the name and address of your dealer if you cannot get
what you want, and we will supply his requirements.
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Obtainable from all Radio Stores, Electricians, etc.

Advt. The Mallard Radio Value Co., Ltd., Balham, S.W.
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LISSENIU

77/1
2

2"-17

11-

"IF

A delightful condenser to uie*,IM

11111MEMIN111111111111MOMINVIMININIr

law condenser is a necessity for laboratory work where painstaking

ASQUARE
'accuracy is essential, -and if a receiver were to be used on one small band of
wave -lengths it would be possible to select a suitable square law condenser which
would be satisfactory within its limits. The difficulty is, however, that a square law
condenser which is suitable for short wave work is hopelessly inadequate for longer
wave-l:ngths, and, conversely, a square law condenser which is 'suitable for high
wave -lengths is totally unsuitable for short wave work. With the numerous stations
in this country and all over the world now transmitting on widely separated wavelengths, we consider it highly'desirable tI-lat one condenser should be equally appropriate to all wavelengths. We have, therefore, aim Ato produce a condenser which has almost the accurate characteristics
of a square law condenser, but which is inuCh easier to tune with, provides a negligible minifnum capaciti.at
one extreme of the scale, 'While at the other extreme it provides a high maximum. In this condenser ther-e

has been found om which FOR ORDINARY WORK OUTSIDE A LABORATORY IS
GREAT IMPROVEMENT ON ANY SQUARE LAW CONDENSER.

COMBINES ALL TUNING CAPACITIES-AND IT

IS

A

THE ONE CONDENSER

ESSENTIALLY A LOW LOSS

CONDENSER.

TUNING ON SHORT WAVE WORK
LONG

DISTANCE

WORK

,

The pointer of this condensed' Makes two revolutionswhen small changes of capacity are required you work
on the first revolution, -and on the second revolution
when more critical changes of capacity are desired---

IS

DELIGHTFULLY EASYIMMENSELY
IMPROVED
IS

With a negligible minimum capacity, its maximum is rated at
'001, but actually is higher, THIS LISSEN MARK II MICA
VARIABLE CONDENSER (pats. pending) IS WORTH

1 7/6
ITS
LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING OF COURSE table or
ONF KNOB CONTROL, too.
panel mounti: g w thout alteration.
With this LISSEN CONDENSER and LISSENAGON (pronounced LISSEN-

AGON) coils, a receiver is fitted with the best tuning combination it
possible to have. Ask for them if you are out for ease and distance.

is

A DELIGHTFUL CONDENSER TO USE-AND IMPROVES LONG DISTANCE WORK IMMENSELY

Delivers all its
stored up energy-

Parts that pull
together

When you know that every vital
part in your receiver is pulling

It is worth while fitting LISSEN

FIXED CONDENSERS, too Capacities .0001 to .0009, 2, -made with scrupulous care- Capacities .001 to .003, 2, 6
they are accurate to 6 per cent.
.004 to .006, 3, --they never vary-never leak-

strongly with each

other, you

know that you have a receiver
which is the best you can ever

With all LISSEN PARTS
you will get results which would

THEY DELIVER ALL THEIR
STORED UP ENERGY, ALL
THE TIME.

get.

never be possible with mixed parts.

DON'T MIX YOUR PART,:°,2iliere is a LISSEN Part for every vital place.

LISSEN LIMITED
Road,- Goldhawk Road,
Telephones-Riverside 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072.

8-16,

Woodger

Shepherd's

Bushis London,

W.12

Telegrams : " Lissenium London."

PARTS" -WITH HIDDEN POWER-BUILD WITH THEM.
Printed and published every Friday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., The Flectway Rowe, Fartingdon Street, London, E.C.4. AdvertiseMessrs. T. II. tile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.J. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription
Sole agents for South Africa : Central News Agency; Ltd. Sole agents fOr Australia and New
Zealand : Messrs. Gordon
Gotch.
and for Canada: The Iumerial News Co. (Cana -1.1), Ltd. Saturday, Nove:nber 12th. 1921.
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ment Offleas
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A CONTINENTAL BROADCAST TIME -TABLE.

PopularWireless
ondWireless Review
EVERY THURSDAY.

PRICE 3d:

SCIENTIFIC ADVISER : SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S., D.Sc,

The Assistant Engineer in the
Control Room of the
Stoke -en -Trent Relay Station,

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.
The Unidyne in Holland.
Broadcasting Syncopated Music.
An " All Stations " Reflex Set.
Waves and Strays.
Technical Notes.
A "Graphite Galena" Detector.
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The LONG -LIFE
BATTERY
The Extoc Battery

How to choose
a suitable Exide
Wireless Battery

The IEXthe Battery

a
SIZE

`,..cf

SIZE

OF

0F

CELL

CELL

f.-Number of cells required.
Fur up to 2 volt,
.; bet werm 2 .3.

CX7

.ar., I ,e,1

t volt, rim 2 cells

Cx6
5

Cx5

2.-Sic of cell required.
Aare rtmo the cuoent requiredper

v.ilve 11001 the table tin pages
IS and 19.
Arid all these values together
Ford the totrrl rorrent thus
obtained on the centrecolumn of

the chart on rho page.
Bead oil n mther the r.ght
oeen or left limo hand columns

CZ5
CZ4

124

the number of hour< Inc wh.ch Ihn
current can be nu, ttntned rvet.nro

to

CZ3

rl5

CZ2

oroly tong the ...ire of .ell gorn
io the outer colmno.

3. -flemcription of Battery..
elesrobed Ly
The battery
e
ung
o the numtno of r ells
pre, follooed h, the see ol .eil.
e.g..

f 01. to Deter
CO2

C./.3. 3 117.2

Example. -3 valves, 5 volo,
66 ...perm
111 Bomber of ,ells rerlooed =
II) oe rd col cmpored..-

Total entre. a 3 >.

13

115 anyvres.

(5)Y1:.ervit;,no n11

Y

Nitre° -

3 CZ1 or. 3 OW.

For Mow decal. 01 I..rT

cells .me pages 6 and 7

The Chloride Electrical Storage

More
than a mere
Catalogue

A Copy Awaits

The latest Exide Catalogue " W of
batteries for wireless work is something
new in battery catalogues.
Whilst every type of battery is described
and fullest details of actual capacities,
sizes and prices quoted, this Catalogue
givcs also extensive details of the characteristics of every type of valve, list of the
wave -lengths of British and Continental

stations, notes on the care of batteries,
and much other interesting information

450 Service
Agents.

Fill in your name and address on facsimile
envelope on this page.
Cut out, post' to
nearest address below and you will get it
by return.
Manufactured
by_

0.14
;',L
Look

this

for

sign.

4

ELECTRICAL STORAGE

COMPANY LIMITED.

at CLIFTON JUNCTION, Near MANCHESTER.
Showrooms and Depots :

useful to the enthusiast.

LONDON :

Exide Batteries can be obtained from your usual

SLRMIrGHAM :

dealer, or the nearest Exide Service Station.

You.

214-229, Shaftesbury
Avenue, IV.0 .2.
58, Dale End.

BRISTOL :

22, Victoria Street.

MANCHESTER :
I, Bridge Street.
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TUN GSTALITE'S 'TRIUMPH
SUPERB RECEPTION AT 60 MILE RANCE

SPLENDID NEWS FOR CRYSTAL USERS
REMARKABLE UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY
THE BARRACKS,
WEST STREET,

MESSRS. TUNGSTALITE, LTD.,
47, FARR INGDON ROAD, E.C.1.
DEAR SIRS,

BUCKINGHAM,
8'10, 24.

I MUST WRITE AND THANK YOU AND ALSO LET YOU KNOW THAT BLUE LABEL CRYSTAL
IS ALL YOU CLAIM FOR IT. AFTER A SHORT TEST I SCRAPPED QUITE A COLLECTION OF OTHER
WELL-KNOWN MAKES.

I AM

ON A SIMPLE HOME-MADE SET WITH A SINGLE SLIDING BAR,

OBTAINING EXCELLENT RESULTS FROM 5 X X 60 MILES AWAY, ALSO FROM 2 L 0 WHICH IS
ABOUT 50 MILES DISTANT.
THE TONE AND SENSITIVENESS ARE BEYOND ALL EXPECTATION.
(IT IS NOT DUE TO
RE -RADIATION AS THERE ARE NO POWERFUL VALVE SETS IN OUR VICINITY.)
(SIGNED) L. W. SPENDLA.

DEMAND TUNGSTALITE
GIVE US A VISIT AT THE BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION,

VALVE RENEWALS
WE repair, by our patent process
(for which we have National Physical Laboratory's report of efficiency),

all standard
types of valves
(except dull emitters)
at

6/6

W.12.

NOV. 15th

SUPERpi,/

MICROMETER FILAMENT DIM M ER.

0-5 ohms 3'6 Tfirt 0-20 ohms 4/0-30ohms 413

0-10 ohms 3'9

PATENTS

APPLIED FOR
4-CENTRE FIXING

Carriage Paid.
,SPARE

WE GUARANTEE
at Least Equal
Efficiency to New Valves

and to Return within
Three days
OR REFUND YOUR MONEY WITHOUT QUIBBLE.
Up to 3 valves, cheapest method is to send by letter
post.

STOCKED BY ALL
RADIO DEALERS
WHITE CITY,
to 29th, 1924

Remittance must be enclosed with va:es.

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO.,
vvilvil31.EEMON.

LTD.

0-5 ohms

0-10olim5 I

CARTRIDGES
0-20ohms I/6 0-30o"

3

71

l'9

Hi
ecartlid eVA
ALSO MADE AS A GRID LEAK WHICH
CONSTANT -2-5 MEG., 3/3 ; 5-10 MEG.,

IS

ASK YOUR DEALER. IF UNABLE 70 SUPPLY, WRITE
TO MAKERS ENCLOSING 3d. FOR P3STAGE EXTRA.

ENTERPRISE MFG. CO

,

LTD.,

GRAPE STREET, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON,W.C.2.
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Continental Broadcasting Series No. 2.

Broadcasting from Holland.
In the earli:st days of Broadcasting-long before our own
B.B.C. Stations were erected-

experimenters had one standard
for measuring the efficiency of
their Receiving Sets. If it could
pick up the Hague Sunday afternoon concert, then it was a good
Receiver.

This

splendid

old

veteran is still transmitting an
excellent programme on 1070
metres from 3 o'clock until 5.30
every Sunday afternoon. As it
uses a little over r k.w. of energy
any z Valve Set fitted with a Cossor
P.' and a Cossor P.a. will receive
it on a moderately good aerial.
Take a trip through the ether to
PCGG (its call sign) next Sunday
afternoon-you'll enjoy it.

A. C. COSSOR, LTD., HIGHBURV, N 5.

Popular Wireless and Wireless Ronipin ltrnttoml.. 9911d icon
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Get that International feeling
by using Cossor Valves !
THOSE who have not searched' the ether for
Continental stations have never really
dipped into the pleasures of Broadcasting.

A song from Spain-a dance from Holland-a
typical melody from Italy-all these are yours
with a little care and the exercising of good
judgment.

Exercise your judgment in buying or building a
good S. -t and the selection of the correct Valves

and learn how to use your Set-that's all there
is to it.
Numbers of car owners never really appreciate the
capabilities of their cars, because they never take
the trouble to understand the peculiarities of their

In a like manner, plenty of Broadcast
listeners think that they cannot get much beyond
their local stations, because they have not taken
the trouble to learn the capabilities of their Sets,
engines.

or, perhaps, because they arc using the wrong kind
of valves.

Obviously, the valve that has been developed
specially to give a loud volume of sound from a
near -by Station will not function very satisfactorily

on the extremely faint signals produced by a
Station hundreds of miles away. And a valve

types: the P.1 capable of rectifying and amplifying

at low frequency, and the P.2-the valve with the
red top -specially produced for long distance work
in connection with the P.Z.

Both of these Valves conform to the master
principles which are rapidly making the name

Cossor known throughout the whole world-the
arched filament, hood -shaped Grid and Anode.
This design is the only known method of utilising
the whole of the electron stream. Any observant

person must have noticed that in the ordinary
valve with straight filament and tubular Anode
quite .an appreciable proportion of the electron
stream must inevitably escape from each end of the
Anode, to the detriment of the strength and quality
of the reception.
But that is not all. Cossor Valves besides being

more sensitive actually last longer. We all know
that metals expand when heated, therefore, the
ordinary valve utilises
spring or
springs the electrodes apart to prevent the filament.
when heated, from sagging and touching the Grid.

Obviously, such a drastic method of curing the
stretching and contraction of the filament inevitably finds a weak spot-and a fracture is the

designed for long distance, cannot be expected to
operate a Loud Speaker with any great measure

result.

of success.

filament is arched-just like a bridge-for strength

There are three main functions for a valve.. (r) To
rectify. (2) To amplify at low frequency, or to act

and it can always support its own weight.
Therefore when buying Cossor Valves you get not

(3) To amplify at high

only improved reception but a longer life at the
same time. Next time, see that you get Cossor
Valves-the only Valve sold in a sealed carton -our patented method of guaranteeing you a new

as a note magnifier.
frequency.

Any valve that will perform all these diverse
operations must be-at its best --a compromise_
That is why Cossor Valves are sold in two distinct

This cannot happen in a Cossor, because its

and unused Valve.

Pr

BRIGHT EMITTERS
For Detector and

L.F. use

..

12/6

(With Red top) for
B.F. use
12/8
..
WUNCELL DULL EMITTERS
P2.

Model A. (Wills resistance in
base for use

wills

6 -volt accumulator.)

or

2-, 4-.

\VRr. For Detector and

23:6
L.F. use
NVR2 (With Red top) for
B.F. use
23'6
Model B. (Without resistance,
working direct from 2 -roll ac-

cumulator).
Wr. For Detector and

L.F. use

1V2.

(With

for ILI,. use

Red

top)

21/21./ -

Gilbert Ad, 1807.
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Smith won his bet
" You can't build

CLARKE is an egotistical being.
He is convinced that every-

with C3 parts ! "

When he applied this reasoning
to his Crystal Receiver, Smithy

an Al Receiver
WELL begun is half done-

ER IC SOON

make up your next set

tut ervalve

transformers " transform " a

from

set.'Powerful and distortionless.

Ratios 1-2, 1-4 1716 each.

Ericsson

tested

parts-transformers, condensers,

grid leaks, rheostats, valve holders, etc. Use short, straight
connections, solder all joints and

you'll get maximum results all

est spacing,

capacities
guaranteed.

'0005 12/6
-mu 17/6

No more
burnt out
valves I
The

ERICSSON Patent Wander Plug

"blows" when too much juice
goes across or when leads get
mixed.

Plug with fuse 21

SPare fuses 5d. each.

immediately wagered it wouldn't

compare with the " Sparta."

Next day the respective receivers
appeared and Smith proceeded to
point out the distinctive "Sparta "
features-the terminal plugs for

favourable.

inserting long -wave coils, the universally jointed cats -whisker arm,

Ericsson tested Parts are made by a

interchangeability of crystals-and

other circumstances being
Condensers of wonderful precision.Stout
Vanes, narrow-

thing he possesses is the best.

firm old in the business (our telephones
were adopted as standard by the
Admiralty back in 0909).

SELLING AGENTS :
M NCHESTER: r9, Bridge Street.

NOTTINGHAM: W. J. Furse & Co.,
Ltd., Traffic Street.
COLCHESTER: Ix 1, High Street.
SCOTLAND: Malcolm Breingan, 57,

Robertson Street, GlasgoW.
BIRMINGHAM 14-15, Snow Hill.
N.E. ENGLAND: Milburn Ho.,
Newcastie-on-Tyne.
LEEDS : North British Engineering
Equipment Co., Lands Lane.
IRISH FREE STATE: Stocks
carried by A. W. Doyle, Kelly &

Co., 174, Pearse Street, Dublin.

BELFAST: J. Robertson, Ltd., 46,
May Street.

CARDIFF: E. Thompson

Son,

Western Mail Chambers.

IVrite us to -day or apply to our agents for list
containing full information of Mese parts and our

famous receivers, telephones, and stitur Ton
Loudspeaker,

The British L.M. Ericsson Ifg. Co. Ltd.,
67 73, KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.
This dual resistance allows the
use of bright or dull emitters.
Resistance can be varied train

the unique cup allowing instant

then he asked Clarke to

listen.

After just two minutes-Smith
zven his het; for, as Clarke said,
he certainly had never before heard
such clear, melodious reception.
For perfect crystal reproduction

ask your Dealer for the "Sparta."

21
Sn

Crystal Receiver
IF your Dealer does not stock the " Sparta,"

6 to 60 ohms. Works like velvet.

write direct to us.

Complete 8/6

Anyway, make certain

of sending a card for List 315B fully
describing the complete " Fuller " range.

British Fuller's United Electric

PARTS

Works, Ltd.,
Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex.
Phr:e :Ilford I200 (6 lines).

'Grams : "Fuller, Chadzcell

LONDON DEPOT: 58, High Street, W.C.I.

'Phone: Gc71'Jrj
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November 22nd, 1921] THE RADIO WEEKLY WITH THE LARGEST CIRCULATION.
Technical Editor :

Scientific Adviser

Editor

G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

[Every Thursday, Price 3d.

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
Deliberate Jamming ?

Those Call Signs.

NOW that Dundee is on the air there

jamming sometimes intentional ? A
Colnbrook correspondent tells me that
for several months there has been ..
deliberate interference in that area. When

are no fewer than three British stations

with call -signs that can be confused
The difference between 2 D E and

-

easily.

2 B E is very slight, and either of them

a £3 reward was offered the trouble suddenly ceased, but broke out again just as

would sound like 2 B D to a distant listener.

It would not matter so much if the name
of the station were announced more frequently, but some announcers will ap-

badly after a few weeks, and is still spoiling

reception there. In the last prosecution
for illegal transmitting the offender got off

parently never consider their long-distance
'listeners in this respect.

with a fine, but I believe the Post Office will
take a serious view of the next case of this
kind.

Morning Transmissions.

1

p.m., there are

listeners.

*

*

Helping the Indultry.
NOTTINGHAM station

opened

on

September 16th, and by the end of

October 16,000 licences had been
sold there. This represents a sum of £8,000
in about six weeks in one district, and when

added to the expenditure on .sets- - and

STEADY progress is being made 101 t

before that hour, and the German stations
are particularly industrious. Their morning transmissions are mostly of a useful
type-time, weather, and market reportsand they serve to keep the ether interesting
*

Sunday afternoons will be welcomed by

The Swansea Station.

plenty of Continental stations working

all day.

ford is to be permitted to broadcast on

accessories it shows that Radio" has now
become a considerable British industry.

'HAVE you noticed how the morning
11 broadcasting hours are filling up ?
Although the B.B.C. do not commence operathins until

hop 'e 'that the hours of service will
be much longer than 5 X X is able to give. But in the meantime the news that Chelms-

-the

relay station, and it

is an-

notinCed that Swansea will open
on December 12th. I hear that the new
-.

Leeds BradfOrd station at Stanley Road,
Harehills, _Leeds, will probably be in
operation .before - this issue of '".I'.`\'."
is in the hands of our readers.

*

Mr. Reith's Book.
"BROADCAST Over Britain," is the

title of the book by the Managing

Director of the B.B.C., and just

published by Hodder & Stoughton, price
6/- net. A special review of this book

appears under the heading, " Mainly About
Broadcasting," in this issue.
Wireless Exhibitions.

ALL the Exhibitions appear to have

done excellently this year. London's
Albert Hall show was a crowded one,
and both Manchester and Plymouth scored

Dr. Eccles, F.R.S., President of the Radio Society of Great Britain.

great successes. Figures for the White
City Exhibition are not available yet, but

Nottingham put up an excellent show at

The Last Word.

the Empress Rink, and I -hear that the

radio ! A crowd
recently to hear

wiring of the " P.12V." 24 -valve set attracted

great interest there.

day of the Exhibition he sold every setvalve and crystal-that he had on show !
Radio and Criminals.

CRIMINAL -CATCHING by the aid of
wireless is to have a thorough trial in
France. The Surete Generale (French

Scotland Yard) are installing a powerful
transmitter, and all the important police
De-

s3riptions of crime and criminals can be
broadcast instantly, and thus a radio net
will be spread to catch the burglars and
bandits that prey upon society.

in the loud speaker, but he had the last
.

word himself-and fined defendants £2 and
£3 3s. costs.

LEEDS is one -of those unlucky stations

that, for no apparent reason, get

more than their fair share of trouble.
It not only had to shift its quarters because
of interference with military wireless, but

lately it has been troubled by a French

station, which, using almost the same
wave -length, heterodyned its carrier wave.
And wasn't Leeds the only B.B.C. station
to be struck by lightning ?

In, the States,

*

OVER £200,000 per day is spent upon
radio apparatus in the U.S.A. Mr.

*

stations will listen -in continuously.

collected there
a loud -speaker

demonstration, so the police objected to the
obstruction. The magistrate at Marlborough
Street Police Court was obviously interested

A Record 9

ONE rather interesting experience at the
Nottingham show fell to the Exhibitor at Stand 9. On the opening

Unlucky Stations.

REGENT STREET is not the place for

Hoover, Secretary of Commerce,
estimates the number of American listeners
to be twenty millions, and he is now advocating that broadcasting should be organised
on a national basis, similar to the arrange-

ment in this country.
*

*

5 X X on Sundays.

WHEN the new high -power station is
erected in the Midlands the B.B.C.

Saving Time.
ASOUTHAMPTON

correspondent

inquires if it is true that there are

two studios at 2 L 0, and if so, what
are the advantages ? He has evidently not

noticed that in the London programmes

very little time is lost between items. The

occasional use of a second microphone
means that an orchestra can assemble before

it whilst the preceding item is still in pro-gress in the other studio:
-

(Continual on next page.) _
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' NOTES AND NEWS:
(Continued from page 677)

YOU can cut out interference from the
neighbouring power -station by a

"

N addition to the new station in the
1 Pyrenees, France is planning other
broadcasting

Peace, Perfect Peace !

frame aerial, or by earthing your
outside aerial," says a contemporary, in

A Trans -Pacific Triumph,

New French Stations. ,

developments.

Ateliers Lemousy, of Paris, have a new
station in hand, which will work on 320
metres, and another is proposed for the
Department

of

will probably be erected at Agen, and will
broadcast concerts, etc., on a wave -length

the 'phones, if he liked !

of 300 metres.

W G B S.

Turning the Tables.

GIMBEL BROTHERS, the owners of
the famous Philadelphia broadcast.
ing station W I P, have now opened
a similar station in New York. It is
situated at their department -store on
33rd Street, and transmits on 316 metres.
The call sign is WGBS

England and " showed the Britishers how
to receive short -waves." But recently the

*

*

Mr. George Bernard Shaw to broadcast they asked him not to talk

politics or religion. His reply was a
characteristic one. " Polities and Religion
arc the only things I ever talk about-they
are the only things worth talking about ! "
of

he said.

a

*

Wireless for the Beginner.
1:"O

-

to the great pressure on our

0"-1space, it was not possible to include
Mr. Blake's fourth article for the

beginner in last week's or this week's issue
of " P.W." But the Editor tells me that this
interesting series for amateurs will be
resumed in next Thursday's issue.
A Reminder.
TO -DAY'S issue of " P.W." is on sale one

day earlier than usual, and readers
who did not see the previous announce-

ment should notice that in future " P.W."
will always be obtainable on Thursdays
instead of on Fridays.
*

*

*

Radio and Gramophones.

MR. ARTHUR BURROWS tells me
that within the last ten months no
less than three million gramophone
records of the Savoy Bands Dance Music
have been sold. This certainly does not
look as if the gramophone trade is being
ruined by radio, as some of our kill-joys
affirm.

to show how it was done. The Americans
bore up wonderfully well considering, but

they still scratch their heads when they
read the Australian report on the voyage.
It concluded by expressing the hope that
" Our friends in America will be better
acquainted with radio -frequency amplification soon " !

AMERICAN fans have never quite recovered from their triumph of three
years ago when Paul Godley came to

11111111!VH,

=

G B S. and Radio.

WHEN the B.B.C. first approached

bay, and the two Australians tuned -in a
few of their home stations for them, just

This

Loire -et -Garonne.

answer to a correspondent. And for per feet quiet he could, of course, disconnect

*

AN incredulous party of expert " hams "
was then piloted down to the R.M.S.
" Tahiti,' lying in San Francisco

Les

Some Continental Changes.

LAUSANNE is on the air again. after

being laid up for a few weeks for

repairs, and I hear that Rome (I C D)
will soon be using increased power. The
latter has been working on 426 metres, but

'ffill11111111111,

E

WHAT THEY SAY.

:7

both wave -length and times of transmission

have been altered frequently.

" A short time ago it was my lot to listen in
= to some gentleman giving a recital of certain 2-.-E poems and ballads. II they had been reciting 2= the multiplication tables the result could not 2E- have been more monotonous or uninspiring."= Mr. B. W. Barton-Eckett, at the County E.=
Library Conference.
=
*
*
=

1---:

*

A Cup Winner.

JOHN L. REINARTZ (I-X A M) has

been awarded the Radio Cup by the

= " From- his room in Downing Street, the g
= Prime Minister, through his ordinary telephone, =
= and with- but a few minutes' warning, can

Executive Radio Council of America.
His work on short-wave transmission was

-E address his fellow -countrymen to the number 2
of many millions in any time of special need."-

considered

*

F.---

*

=

*

An Italian Sensation.

MYSTERIOUS reports are still coining
from Rome regarding the system of
wireless control which has been in-

vented by Signor Fiamma. A crew -less
submarine chaser was recently made to
proceed to sea and performed all sorts of
evolutions far from the shore, whilst its
control apparatus was tested by Navy,
Army and Ordnance officials.
Intentional, Interference.

SOME remarkable wireless control work
has also been done in America, and in
this country there_ have been several
good displays, including that at Wembley,
when an electrical sub -station in the Palace
of Engineering was operated wirelessly from
Manchester. But the Italian tests appear

to have been exceptionally severe, including as they did intentional jamming from
all the neighbouring wireless stations.

*

" Sir Landon Ronald is not one of those who --=-:

= see in wireless nothing more than a kind of toy, 2

= or who regard its transmission of music as a =
E travesty. ' People who will have nothing to E
E do with broadcasting will find themdffives =
H badly left,' he said,' for it has come to stay, and =
E to be one at the biggest factors in the world of =
E music.' "-" Canal]," writing in the " Musical =
=
E Times."
,
- " We hope before long to he able to transmit
E lectures from Oxford and Cambridge, probably
E by land -line to the new high -power station. =
E Birmingham. Sheffield, and others of the newer =
-

E universities are already keen to help us." -Mr. =
= J. Stohart, Director of Education to the B.B.C. =_
2
*
*
=
= " The listener -in is an independent
creature.

Buying a Loud Speaker,

IS the British wireless trade in a hopeless
muddle? The other day a man I know
-

wanted to buy a loud speaker, and

had to go to five different wireless shops in
London before he could find a dealer pre-

pared to let him hear the instrument he

' What I that =
E old blatherskite talking again ? ' we can imagine E
E him saying when some political orator is turned = -

E He takes what he wants..

.

.

' Enough of him, I'm

the air.
E through,' and he whirls his dial and soothes =
= his lacerated feelings with the latest bit of -=

E- loose on

E noise called ' jazz ' for want of a better name." E
E -" Philadelphia Inquirer."
E
=

=

*

*

*

" Wireless knows neither boundaries nor
= distance, It is the most democratic of all in- E
= ventions."-The" Democrat."
*
*
=
=
=
=
THE WEEK'S QUERY.
=
....E

At 3 o'clock on Sunday morning I got. out of =
= bed and picked ap the Western Electric House, EE-_
= Springfield, Mass.
F.:
= Is this a record ?

This is bad enough in

wanted to purchase.

itself, but the -sequel is more interesting
because it points the moral.
*

E-

,

*

. by them to be the greatest

advance in the radio art for the year.

.7._ Mr. J. C. W. Reith in - Broadcast over Britain." Ei._.

*

Up-to-date Dealing.

AFTER hearing the instrument that
he fancied he would like, tested up

against others, be bought a more

expensive model from the up-to-date
dealer. The latter benefited by a bigger

sale - and the customer was pleased with
his purchase-but those four other dealers
are still unconsciously turning away. good
business !

=-

.
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tables were rather neatly turned on them
by two Australian amateurs, who made a
special trip to America to see why Aus-

Revolutionary Radio.

THE largest crystal in the world has just
been deposited in the South Kensington Museum. As it came from the
Red Sea, a Bolshevist's, whisker must be
used with it, says the " Sunday Pictorial."

tralian signals had never been copied
there.

A Dramatic Door.

San Francisco's Failure.
THEY called on the

"THE wireless play has come to stay,"
is one of America's slogans, and
lately much good work has been
done in making the broadcast drama

San Francisco

Radio Clubs and made searching inquiries regarding the reason ' why
Australia had never been received in the
U.S.A. The Radio Clubs rose in a body,
and proved first, that the Australian signals
never reached the States ; and secondly, if
they did, nobody could read them through
the jamming ! Then the wily Australians

smiled and asked the Americans to step
along and hear for themselves !

W/ G Y is paying particular
attention to stage noises, and they have a
wonderful portable door in the studio there

" snappy."

with which exits and entrances can be
made very effectively. It will creak to
order in one or both hinges, the former
being for night -work and ghost scenes only !
ARIEL.
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BROADCASTING SYNCOPATED MUSIC.

1

A CHAT WITH THE SAVOY HAVANA AND ORPHEANS BANDS.
By " ARIEL."
" We are now going over to the Savoy Hotel-" That is a phrase every listener is acquainted with, and in this article " Ariel "
recounts an interesting interview he had recently with the famous Havana and Orpheans bands.
* -4. -.0-1-4-411-4.--40-4.-÷A.-41.-0-4.-.1- 4. -41. 4. -4-6 ...-40-.0.-4.--..-0-4-0-4.- -4.-4.----4.1-4..4.-*

PERHAPS no dance band enjoys such
widespread popularity and renown as

that which celebrated recently, in a
very brilliant manner, the occasion of its
first birthday. I - mean, of course, the
Savoy Orpheans, which. is the first international syncopated orchestra ever formed.
Though thus unique in its character, it has
a very strong rival, both in merit and popu-

larity, in its brother, 'the Savoy Havana
Band.

I had the honour of being present at the
birthday party of the Savov Orpheans.

fits dance music itself. For in proportion
to our audiences the demand increases, and
so must the supply."
" Then, unlike the theatre managers, you
think that all the benefit is on your side ? "
I remarked, laughing.
" Not at all," he rejoined quickly. " We

are of the greatest value to broadcasting.
Both we and the B.B.C. receive a constant
stream of letters from listeners all over the
world, assuring us that the items provided
by the Savoy Orpheans are the most popular
part of the programme. Even those strange
beings who can see no
good in broadcasting

at all have admitted
that they have list
ened with pleasure to
Iur playing."

" But what is there

-in modern dance
music," I asked, " and
in yours in particular.
which makes its 'populirity so wide -spread,

mud arouses so much
int,rest in its develop.
I

The Savoy Orpheans Band.

each guest at this party a book was presented, beautifully written and magnificently got up, which told many exciting

facts about the evolution of modern dance
music.

In the Famous Ballroom

tient ?

" Ali,- said the con
ductor wisely, " now

you are asking for the whole history of
modern dance music. And it has a very
important history. Do you suppose that
if a broadcasting station had existed in the
mid-Victorian period people would have
listened to dance music unless they wanted
to dance ? Not a bit of it Dance music
in those days was merely a sentimental tune
set to a suitable rhythm. It had no value
of its own."
" When did modern
dance music begin ? " I
inquired with interest
!

It was after perusing this unique volume
that it occurred to me. to go round and get

from the conductors of both the Savov
Havana and the Savoy Orpheans their
opinion on the subject of modern dance
music and broadcasting. I had no doubt
that they would have many novel and
striking points of view.

time," said my mentor

listening to the exhil rating strains of the

originated with the
negrJes, who broke ui
the accepted dance

Savoy Orpheans, and watching the dancers
who moved in yhythin to their music. As

soon as the band had paused for a Wellearned rest, I approached the conductor
with my question ready : " What do you
encouraging opening.
Fortunately, this
conductor is never at a loss for an answer.

treated the melody in

" Broadcasting is of the greatest assistance to us," he replied instantly and without

a moment's hesitation.

" It creates an

enthusiastic public far wider than we could
i-bach

from the Savoy ballroom alone.

People want to dance to our playing. Even
those who cannot dance are eager to hear
as. And wh't is more. broadcasting bene-

" I was coming to that," he said with a
" You, journalists are always in
such a hurry. You see, it is in syncopated
frown.

music that dance music and classical music
have met for the first time. Syncopated

music is, in itself, a perfectly serious art,
but it is not a solemn art. You can do
anything with syncopated music, but anything you do is bound to have some pep in
it.

It is made up of real and elaborate

orchestration, combined with one or several
exciting rhythms. The result ought to be
like champagne. It ought to be light and
sparkling. It ought to go off with a pop

and explode with a gurgle. But if it is not
light and sparkling, well-it is worse than
had champagne."

What Jackie Coogan Thought.

But I had rather unkindly monopolised
all the conductor's respite. He had now to
return to his baton. Feeling rather bewildered, I strode across the floor and attacked
the conductor of the Savoy Havana, who was
mopping his brow as a result of his labours.

Just as I reached him the Orpheans

struck up the " March of the Tin Soldiers,"
and I remembered how a few weeks before
I had brought Jackie Coogan to that ball-

room, to conduct the same band, playing
the same tune. Jackie had been very

thrilled by the experience, and had thought
that it would be much more exciting to be conductor than to be a film star

tricks with ordinary
tunes. Then came the

period of the Dixie
land Jazz Band. Farb

The Origin of " Jazz."

yours is so popular with wireless audiences."

rhythms, and played

dance music ? " I enquired by way of an

scope of my question.

" But you have not yet explained," I

objected, " why this syncopated music of

"That, of course

think of broadcasting in relation to modern

He did not even seem taken aback by the

music."

" It may be said tc
have begun with rag

It was thus that one evening I found

myself in the ballrooin of -the Savoy Hotel.

we have reached the era of syncopated

member of the band

The Savoy Havana Band.

his own way, and embellished it as he liked,

without paying any attention to what the
rest of the band was doing. The result
ought to have been horrid, but it actually
proved very popular.

.

The Art of Syncopated Music.

" But such haphazard methods could not
The instruments of the dance bands

last.

were reorganised, and expert. musicians
Orchestrated the new music according to
the old -lades. Thus, fiord mere ragtime.

Approaching the conductor of the Savo;

Havana, I remarked tentatively that the

present position of dance music seemed to

be more confusing even than Einstein's

Would he give me his reasons for
its popularity ?
He considered for a moment, and replied
theory.

gravely :

" I think it is because it is so soothing

that people like to listen to it."
" Soothing ! " I gasped in. horror., " If
/et, .;
wow, 1180
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AN AUTOMATIC OSCILLATION
ELIMINATOR
By Professor M. DAISOMONT.
4.

L'''

It was tried for wave -lengths
between 100 and 2,000 metres, and found
perfectly satisfactory. S is the screw to

.L -G in a city where radio -amateurs
are very active, we have been so much
troubled by oscillators, during broadcasting hours, that we endeavoured to

reliable.

eliminator.

When the plate current decreases in the
oscillating valve, it increases in the following L.F. valves ; the eliminator can,
therefore, be constructed to work when the

evolve a simple and effective oscillation

After many experiments we succeeded

in producing an eliminator which is efficient,
automatic, inexpensive and can be installed
on all receiving sets. But it must be under-

make the adjustment for the particular
valve in use.

current increases.

stood that our eliminator does not prevent

radiation when the experimenter or the

BROADCASTING
SYNCOPATED MUSIC.

4

1
(Continued from page (179.)
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you only knew the brain -splitting discussion
I have been listening to ! "

" Oh, you have been talking to my

colleague ? " he replied, laughing.

" Cet

him on the subject of syncopated music
and he is off in the clouds immediately.

My own reasons for our popularity are much
simpler. I believe it is mainly due to the

fact that we transmit better by wireless

than any other kind of music. Our rhythms

are so definite, and every point so well
emphasised, that little or nothing is lost to
the most remote listener."
A Good Suggestion.

I felt rather thankful to find myself on

A BENCH LATHE
SUBSTITUTE
THE home constructor who has a small
lathe at his disposal is a much -to -be envied individual, as there are so

AN AUTOMATIC

many small jobs he can do so much better
than his fellow-constrUctor without a lathe.
The " King of Tools " costs a lot of money,

OSCILLATION

ELIMINATOR.

however, but a very efficient substitute

Fig. 1.

need not cost more than 12s. to 15s. at the

amateur who has one in use, is not acting
in a bona fide manner ; it is so easy to
short-circuit the eliminator, and even with
our apparatus, the amateur who wishes to
produce radiatiOn from his antenna can do
it ; but that will always be possible with all
possible eliminators. On the other hand,
the amateur or the experimenter who has
adapted our eliminator to his set and who
has adjusted the apparatus, will never
trouble his neighbours by radiation : the
eliminator that we are going to describe,

outside.

harm.

screws, terminals, drills, metal rods, etc.,

cuts out radiation before it can do any

The principle of the eliminator is as
follows : When a valve begins to oscillate,
the plate current of that valve becomes less

One of the small grinding wheels which
clamp on to the bench can often be picked

up for 7s. or 8s. secondhand, and a; few,
shillings more new. The emery wheel
spindle runs at a very high speed on turning

the crank handle, and this is a valuable
feature.
Has Many Uses.

A proper drill chuck, costing about 3s.,

can with a little contriving be fitted on
the spindle end. This chuck will grip
and also hold a small taper mandrel for
turning small objects, a tool rest being
extemporised from a block of wood.

such safe ground, and asked the conductor
if he did not feel at times rather uncanny,
playing to so many unseen listeners.
In fact, it
Not at all," he answered.
is most exhilarating to think that the people
we see before us only represent the smallest
fraction -of our audience. Do you know,"
he added, " I believe we have an audience
of over one and a half millions. I believe
we have even entertained Spanish outposts
in the most obscure parts of Morocco."

" And to think it is all done by that
little instrument," I sighed, gazing with
mock sentimentality at the microphone
hung from the roof of the ballroom.

" Yes," he agreed solemnly.

fact, it is just like my dog which never
- answers me back."

" Then you, too, are of the opinion," I
said, " that it is not just as dance music
that people appreciate your playing ? "

" No, he said, " there are many people
who listen to us, who would never think of
dancing. They take us as a concert. In
fact, we are their favourite concert. The

only criticism I have to make on the

broadcasting of our items is that, as in the
case of a classical concert, each item should
be announced separately before it is played,
and not all of them en bloc at the beginning."

intense. Working with a bright emitter
valve, we found a plate current of 2.4 milli -

Matter of Proportion.

only 1.2 milli -amp. during oscillation. The
pointer of the milli -ammeter ran a distance
of at least half an inch on the scale, and this
was the origin of -the eliminator.

remarked.

" In that _case, you believe that broadcasting has very great possibilities ? " I

amp. when the valve did not oscillate, and

" Of course I do," said he. " The enthusiasm we feel for our work is in proportion to the numbers of our audience, and as

our enthusiasm increases, so will our art

Interrupts the Plate Circuit.

develop and its possibilities augment. Thus,
broadcasting should give every art . a new
impetus and a wider scope."

This eliminator consists of a moving
pointer, set in motion by an eleetro-magnetic

But it was now time for the Savoy
Havana to begin again, and my companion had to leave me. I did not feel

field, the motion of which is sufficiently
great in amplitude, for a current of 3 or 4
milli -amps.

When we look at Fig. 1 we find A, which

strong enough to tackle another discussion of

is a platinum contact, a should be the

position of the pointer for the plate current,
but the contact being at A, more to the right,
contact will be perfect ; b is the point where
oscillation becomes dangerous, and c where
oscillation is the strongest. It can easily

be seen that in the positions b and c, the
plate -circuit is interrupted.

" I often

think it is like the eye of Siva. It observe 3
everything, but never offers a remark. In

This interrup-

tion is automatic. The instrument must
be of the dead -beat type, and perfectly

syncopated orchestration and its historical
development, so I quietly left the ballroom.
I felt that, if I were simply to put before my
The emery wheel is in itself most useful,

as it saves a lot of filing and sharpens
drills, chisels and other small tools very
quickly. Once the tool is fitted up there
are all sorts of " small lathe " possibilities
opened up to the ingenious amateur.

readers the opinions given me by the
conductors of these two famous bands, I

could safely leave it to them to decide.with
My private
which reasons they aareed.
opinion is that the popUlarity of the Savoy

Havana and Orpheans needs no explanation.

Their merit speaks for itself.
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FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
IN THE UNIDYNE REFLEX SET.
A " UNIDYNE NEUTRODYNE."
By G. J. MARCUS.
Frame aerial reception with this receiver has been obtained up to fifty miles from a main broadcasting station and
more than one hundred miles from 5 X X.

*
THE following is a more detailed account

1 of the Unidyne Neutrodyne Reflex

set briefly described in " P.W." of

August 23rd and October 18th. The writer

has since received many letters on this
subject, and it was thought that these

The connections are made with tinned
copper wire (No. 16) ; either round or
square -sectioned wire may be used, but the
latter always looks neater and more
businesslike. As most portable sets have to
withstand a certain amount of rough

improved. Reaction will be smooth and
delightfully easy to control.

The neutrodyne reflex circuit is ideal
for transatlantic reception ; owing to the
elimination of the H.T. battery, signals are
tuned in against 'a background of perfect
silence. " Mush " is largely cut out, and
there are no troublesome internal noises due

to a faulty cell.

As an example of the

sensitivity of the neutrodyne reflex it may-

be mentioned that W J Z,
G Y and
K D K A have been regularly received
during the summer months. In fact, East
Pittsburg on 100 metres has been heard at

comfortable strength without any aerial
at all.

Loud Speaker Results.

All the B.B.C. stations come in on the
loud speaker when conditions are at all
favourable ; on a very- poor aerial over

further particulars might be of interest to
Unidyne enthusiasts.
The set was intended for portable work,
and had to be as small and light as possible ;
for this reason the famous Unidyne principle
was incorporated in order to get rid of the
troublesome H.T. batteries. This was an
important step towards making the receiver
really portable ; twenty or more flash -lamp
batteries are a formidable addition to a set
which is quite heavy enough already. Now
that dull emitter valves with two grids can
be bought for a moderate price, it is absurd
to retain an unnecessary H.T. battery.
On the writer's set the only source of local
energy consists of two Hellesen dry cells,

which are quite sufficient for the modest

handling it is advisable to clamp the leads
to the terminals with strong nuts as well as

Since the only battery consists of two

by soldering.

Vernier control of the filament current is
very useful for long-distance reception, so
it is a sound idea to purchase good carbon
rheostats. The coils
and radio chokes
can either be bought

and low frequency from the same valve.

coil.

a CY "NE5
NEUTRODME
/VERNIER)

4.

turns as that used
for the anode. The
reaction is a No. 100
The

neutrodyne,

anode and reaction

LE -

AERIAL
EARTH

11,711N/N6
CONDENSER

ANODE
TON/NG
CONDENSER

R,40/0 CHOKE 500 ---------)'-

TRANS:

fir -.6al
1

I

L)-- -e-1

THE NEW-MOYNE-REFLEX LAYOUT 176:2

coils are attached to
a

clamping (Fig. 1).

vernier-the micro -condenser made

any risk of interaction (Fig. 2).

0
0
V2

H.F. amplification is employed to eliminate
all howling and instability by neutralising
the self -capacity of the first valve. By this

through the generous dimensions of the
panel these components can be set well
apart from one another in order to avoid

RI/E0:2

RHE0.1

00
o

critical, but it
the same number of

The various components are mounted on
an ebonite panel measuring 18 in. by 9 in.;

A loop aerial of 24 turns can be wound round

80 respectively. The

should be roughly of

will easily

contain all the components and the battery.

are Nos. 50, 75 and

In order to get the most out of a limited
number of valves it is necessary to make
use of some form of dual amplification,

method there are no losses through grid

measuring 20 in. by 10 in.

The aerial, anode
and neutrodyne coils

Eliminating Howling.

is their liability to oscillate and howl ; in
this circuit the neutrodyne system of

for a portable set ; a strong attache case

or made at home.

value of the .neutrodyne coil is not

One of the chief drawbacks to reflex circuits

small cells, this circuit is especially suitable

Constructional Details.

needs of the dull emitter valves.

which is simultaneous amplification at high

twenty Continental transmissions have
been picked up within an hour.
Frame aerial reception is possible within
fifty miles of a main broadeastinu station,
and a hundred miles or more of Chelmsford.
The neutrodyne control of the H.F. valve is
largely responsible for this unusual sensitivity.

three-way

coil -

holder; the reaction coupling must be as
loose as is consistent with good signals.
The neutralising. condenser is a small
by

Radio Communication Company is very
suitable for this purpose. If this condenser

properly adjusted-this is a delicate
operation, and it may be necessary to
reverse ,the leads to the neutrodyne coilis

the sensitivity of the set will be enormously

the lid in order to receive broadcasting when
no other form of aerial is available. The lid
can be shut and the set carried about without
any appreciable loss of signal strength.
This is not a set, however, that should be

attempted by other than fairly experienced
amateurs who are familiar with the opera.
tion of neutrodyne and reflex sets, as it may
take a little experimenting before the best
results are obtained.
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A

GRAPHITE -GALENA "
DETECTOR.

A USEFUL
SINGLE JACK.

- ---

By LIEUT.-COMMANDER H. W. SHOVE, D.S.O., R.N.

..... ........

*

THE greatest disadvantage of the ordin-

ary Hertzite crystal detector is the
constant readjustment necessary to
the cat -whisker. Particularly with dual
-amplification circuits is this a source of
trouble and annoyance, as the incorrect
setting of the crystal will often cause howl-

ing, in addition to loss of signal strength.

The Perikon detector, while its adjustment is
'Z'SHAPEDBRASS STRIP
GALENA

NEAT and useful sockets lying flush
with the panel for use with ordinary

cat -whisker type.
follows :

It can be made

as

On a suitable insulating base mount a
crystal cup (a), containing an ordinary
galena (Hertzite,

etc.) crystal,

in the

WASHER

BRASS

STRIP

LAMPEO
UNDER
TERM/NAL

PIVOT
ABOUT

TERMINAL

being.

suitable-seine
washers, either'

The terminal should be fairly close to
the cup, as the graphite is of
high resistance, so should bo
as short as possible. Now take
the " lead ' from a hard
pencil (a Koh-i-Noor is best)

vice and the top

Pass the
lead "
the terminal and
adjust, so that the point
end.

through

Search in the ordinary way
The
sensitive spots.

for

as desired, and a,
small amount of I

The valve
socket is fixed in a
solder.

smooth and
carefully tinned ;
filed

one side of a washer

is given the same treatment, and touched
with flux and placed on the valve socket.
. Next a tapered iron is well heated and
the point placed in the hole until the flux

" fries " and then carefully withdrawn,

leaving the washer firmly adhering to the
socket, thus forming a collar.
After this a niece of ebonite tube is cut
to length according to the thickness of the

panel and the length of the socket used.
A I in. hole is drilled in the panel, the socket

contact should he firm but not too firm,
or the point of the graphite may be damaged. When a sensitive spot has been

inserted, and the tubing placed over the
end, a nut and washer holding the whole

of the terminal, and you will have a

*

potentiometer.

found, carefully tighten the binding screw

Easily Made.

detector whose setting will remain good for
a considerable time. Needless to say the

detector, especially for dual sets, is the
" graphite -galena." This is more stable
even than the Perikon and the writer has
not found its sensitivity inferior to the

connections

of the crystal cup.

Adjusting the Detector.

A little -used, but very excellent, form of

used for " lead-in

2 B.A. or 4 B.A.,'

touches the crystal.

more permanent, has not the same sensitivity as Hertzite. Carborerndum involves
complication in the shape of abattery and

the usual pattern, about 6 in. (or as re-,
quired) of in. bore ebonite tubing-that,

a small telephone terminal
(e), the hole being approximately at the same height
from the base as the centre

and carefully sharpen one

ALLOW/NG
CUP TO

valve pins can be made inexpensively,

in the following manner. The materials'
required are a number of valve sockets of

manner shown in the figure. The object of
the '" L " shaped brass strip (b) is to enable
the cup to be turned about when " searching " the crystal. In front of the cup mount

PHONE
rERM/NAL

--

.4- --

brass strip L should not be too springy or
every little jolt or vibration will cause the

strip to vibrate and thus put the crystal
out of adjustment,

r

firmly in position as shown.
-4.- -4.--.11.--------- .1.- 40-1-

1
4

-4.- -.0- -4,- ik

SIMPLE LEAD - IN
JOINTS.

*

THERE is, of course, nothing to equal a
good soldered joint, especially where
the aerial and earth leads are concerned, but the amateur who is not sutliciently advanced_ to undertake a solderin
job must naturally resort to the next best.
thing which, in the writer's opinion, is a filar

grip contact as outlined in the accompany.
in illustration.
A smallloop may he made by dividing the

strands of the aerial wire, and binding
each aide with some No. 22 or 24 S.G.W.

copper wire as

shown at A. The

shank of an ordinary is rminal
is then clamped
tightly in the
loop andt helead-

in is attached to

the terminal in
the manner indi-

cated at B.

Al-

ternately, t h e
terminal may be

arranged as
shown

Generator and switchboard at the Belfast broadcasting station.

at

C,

where the aerial
wire is clamped
in same and the
lead-in connected to the shank.

A
411.111I

..
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TWO -WAVE BROADCASTING.
TRANSMITTING A "DUAL" PROGRAMME.
By SEXTON O'CONNOR.

Double -wave broadcast transmission has already been successfully "tried out " in America and on the Continent, and
in this article our contributor gives a concise explanation of well-known systems.
4.-4- 4 -4 -

IT is ne easy matter to select a nightly
programme which will appeal with
equal interest to

the very varied

tastes of an audience of the size to which
the circle of listeners -in has grown. This

could then regale themselves
to their hearts' content with dance music
so desire

and other joyous items on 350 metres,
leaving the " intellectuals " free to take
refuge in the more austere fare provided

-4-

in the higher regions of 800 metres. Although

it may appear at first sight impossible to
transmit a " dual " programme of this
kind from the same station without mutual

interference and confusion, this is by no
means the case.
Double -wave broadcast transmission has
already been successfully " tried out "

both in America and on the Continent,

whilst " multiplex " systems of telegraphy
(where several Morse messages are simul-

taneously sent and received on different

wave -lengths) leave been in operation for

some time both in this country and elsewhere.

In view of probable developments in the

future, it may be of interest to explain

shortly some of the ways in which simultaneous transmission and reception on
different wave -lengths can be carried out.
Using the Same Aerial.
In the simplest ease,

FIG. L

two separate

aerials are used. Each is fed by a separate
oscillation generator at a particular wavelength, and is controlled by its own microphone. Mutual interference between the
adjacent aerials is, in this case, avoided
by means of an elaborate system of rejector

difficulty is fully appreciated by the Broad-

casting Company, who make every effort

to ascertain and provide for the wishes
of the majority of their audience. But
with the best will in the world the most
that can be done is to make a reasonable
compromise.

Accordingly, classical music

takes its turn with jazz and opera with

Shakespeare, whilst the University lecturer
makes way for the professional humorist.
Already Proved Possible.

The problem would to a large extent be
solved by the suggestion that has recently
been made to transmit nightly, and simultaneously, two distinct types of programme
on two separate wave -lengths. Those who

circuits, blocking out the undesired radia
tions.

It is, however, possible to utilise the
same aerial for both wave -lengths, as is
commonly done in the ease of multiplex
telegraphy. There are two ways in which
this can he done. In the first and older
method the aerial is not tuned to a definite
frequency, but is aperiodic in the sense
that it will respond to two (or more) -wave-

In the second method the aerial
is tuned to a definite frequency, but the

. lengths.

single carrier wave fed to it is first modulated

by two sub -frequencies, each of which is,
in turn, " moulded " into speech form by
independent microphones.
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is an example
of the first method. TWo amplifiers, Al, A2,

are coupled to the aerial inductance. Each

FIG .3

of the amplifiers is fed with a separate
(Continued on page 081.)
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TWO -WAVE BROADCASTING.
(Continued from page (34)

" carrier wave," generated by a valve or

other oscillator, T1, T2, and modulated by
microphones as shown. There are conse-

quencies, feeding these frequencies to it
and providing rejector or acceptor circuits
wherever necessary in order to avoid undesirable interference between the various

coupled circuits.
As regards reception, no particular
modification of the receiving set is necessary
if

the listener only desires to hear one

programme at a time. All that is required
is that the receiver should give sharp tuning.

quently two different high frequencies

If the two wave -lengths are not fairly
widely separated, some trouble may, of
course, arise frcim interference by the

how these are prevented from mutual

undesired carrier waves ;. but these difficulties are identical . with those hitherto
experienced by listeners when two stations,

(each carrying separate speech) flowing in
the aerial circuit. It is interesting to see
interference.

The aerial circuit Is first tuned to the
-rave from T1 by means of a shunt con!enser CI, so that the oscillating circuit

both within range, are transmitting simul-

that the transmitting aerial is fed with a
single -frequency carrier wave (from W),
modulated by two sub -frequencies, (from

01 and 02), "each of which is, in turn,

moulded into speech form. ,The frequencies

01 and 02 must, of course, be above

audibility, so as not to interfere with the
speech when rectified at the receiving end,
The receiving circuit is shown in Fig. 3.

The aerial is toned to the frequency W.
The plate circuit of the first valve D is
doubly tuned at E and El to frequencies
corresponding to 01 and 02 at the transmitter. Separate receivers, F1, F2, are then
coupled to each of the circuits, El, E2, as

shown, and the transmitted items are

heard independently in the 'phones, T1, T2.

taneously.

If, however, it is desired to receive both

SERIES -PARALLEL
ARRANGEMENT.
By O. J. R.
AVERY simple and inexpensive method
of placing the aerial tuning condenser

either in. series or parallel with the

A.T.I. is shown in the accompanying
sketch, the change -over being effected by

means of two plugs, PI and P2, and two

the latter being attached to
the receiver .panel. and connected up to the
sockets,

A and E terminals as shown in the lower
diagram.
The Flexible Plug.

When P 1 engages S 1, - and P2-82, the

condenser- is in parallel, and when P1

engageS S2, and 132781 are disconnected,
then the condenser is in 'series. X represents
the optional vernier condenser which, of
course, is connected in parallel with the
An American Remote Control Broadcasting Set.

for this particular wave -length is A, L,
Cl. The aerial system is next tuned to
the wave -length from T2 by means of a
second condenser C2, which is in series
with a rejector circuit B across the aerial
inductance. The rejector circuit is sharply

tuned to the frequency T1, so that these
waves cannot pass it, although it does
not " reject " waves from T2, as these are

(Westinghouse Photo,)

transmissions. simultahcously, as may happen in providing entertainment for a family
of divergent tastes, the aerial has two
branch circuits somewhat similar to those
described. for transmission, each branch
being fitted with a separate tuner and with a
blocking circuit to reject the -undesired

By coupling a separate receiving
set to each tuner, both programmes can be
wave.

of a different frequency.
Consequently the " tuned " aerial system
for T2 consists of the aerial inductance L,

heard independently.

and the closed circuit B, taken as a whole.

range reception, consists in making the
receiving aerial aperiodic by connecting a
resistance in series with the loading coil.

the two condensers, Cl, C2, in parallel,

The aerial is therefore able to build up
oscillations of two independent frequencies,
namely Ti and T2.
Preventing Interference.

In order to prevent interference coupling
-between the plate coils of the two amplifiers,

Two Programmes on One Aerial.

A simpler method, suitable for short-

Two separate high -frequency amplifiers are
connected in parallel across both the

resistance and aerial inductance, the plate

circuit of each of the amplifiers being tuned
to the required wave -lengths. Each valve

then extract the particular wave-

Al and A2, an acceptor circuit D2 (tuned to
the frequency of T2) bypasses any voltage
effects chip to energy transferred from the

will

reaching the plate of the amplifier Al

dual transmission in which only a single
carrier wave is employed, instead of two.
Each of the two amplifiers Ni and N2 is

amplifier A2, thereby, preventing it from

and affecting the output of that valve.
A similar acceptor circuit Dl, tuned to
the frequency of T1; likewise guards the
plate of the valve A2 .from energy transferred to it from the valve Al.

This is really not so complicated as it

may appear at first

sight. The whole
principle consists in tuning the aerial. so

that it will vibrate to two different fre-

length to which it is Oiled from the double
energy flowing in the aerial.

Fig. 2 illustrates a second method of

fed With a different frequency from genera-

tors, 01, 02, in series with independent
The output from both
amplifiers is fed into a combining circuit C,
microphones.

which is linked to a modulator valve N3.
This valve is also coupled to a circuit W
which generates the main carrier wave, so

main condenser. The flexible plug leads
should be kept as short as possible.

1
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Tune the
Table -Talker with the
MatchedTne'lleadphones
YOUNG Bill

is decidedly
quiet. This most unusual
phenomenon is duly commented

upon. Mother says that it looks
as though wireless has provided

a remedy for which she has
The

Brandes
Family
Series.

been looking for years. Previously the whole house was aware of his
presence by a piercing whistle or a cracked
and tuneless rendering of an all too

popular melody. A gentle trot from room
to room characterised his movements and
occasionally a shrill college yell. Now
there are endless experiments which
occupy his time. But if only he would
cease

to impress on

All Brandes products carry our official
money -back guarantee, enabling you to

retnin than within 10 days if dissatisfied.
This practically constitutes a free trial.

us the technical

advantages of Brandes Products. Technicalities don't interest us because we
believe our own ears. The reception
given by the rabic -Talker was vigorous
yet pleasant and beautifully natural-

we might be right in the Studio.
ilsk your Dealer for Brandes.

'Matched Tone" feature was embodied as the distinctive characteristic of
Brandes' Headphones in zooS, and means
that both your ears hear exactly the
The

same sound at the same instant-and
you learn a new beauty of tone. They
are tested and re -tested for just this
one vital point, and in addition their

strength, long -wearing comfort and reliable efficiency make them 251
undoubtedly superior ..
is a Brandcs quality
product at a moderate price. The non resonant, specially constructed horn in
matched to the unit so that the air
resistance produced will exactly balance
the mechanical power of the diaphragm.
This means beautiful sound -balance and
remarkable tone qualities. It is twentyone inches high, has a self-adjusting
diaphragm and is finished a 42/"
shade of neutral brown
..

The Table -Talker

British Manufacture

(B.B.C. Stamped).

B rande s
,

Result of
16

LEx*Keerciletnsce

()he name
to know in Radio
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atztlitti COIL HOLDERS &
COMPONENTS.

RADio

"V" COIL
HOLDER

A now coil holder specially

designed for use on ver-

\Nag icYusic from the fkies
- the GI L PAY brings it
out in all its Purity of Tone

panels and inside
cabinet doors and lids
tical

where it is desired to keep
the coils in place tuned

and the cabinet closed.
Total projection under
three inches. Prov. prot'd. Price, 2 -Way, 716.
Postage 3d. Nickel plated, 1/- Extra.

nilittl

BOX SPANNERS FOR B.A. NUTS

RADIO
Indispensable for quick work
to the constructor, experiprofessional
and
menter,
assembler. Mado of solid
steel in four sizes. 2, 4. 5
'

ROYAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE.

Dear ItSimrsa,y

=MD
SET CLEANER

and 6 B.A., size marked on
each by rings. Price (all
sizes) Its each. Postage 3d.

each. Nickel plated. 6d. each

extra.

nalaq
RADIO e)

Dust is the great enemy of wireless and
a fruitful source of leakage, weak signals,
and noises. Tile brush keeps the panel
free and the looped cleaner clears the
dust from between the condenser plates
and from the otherwise unaccessible
places between valve legs and terminals.
Price 6d. each; postage, 2d.

interest you to know that I have recently scientifically tested your " G1L-RAY" crystal. Its performance

was truly extraordinary w.eit test d both electrically and
on a rCrorynistiatls Set
h aracteristic curves it would appear to be
particularly useful in Reflex Circuits.
Yours truly, L. C., D.I.C., A.1.C., etc.
Price 1 6 of dealers everywhere.

It unobtainable, please forward
1,6 and name and address of dealer Sole Distributors for U.K and Ireland

14.1:01:17,ttgaV.eRj.ad,
V. ZEITLIN & SONS,'Thorne:
Alu.,enrit 3795
6241.
welcome

a

"""

GUARANTEE
IPOV ewes
NS ENCLOSED.

If your dealer cannot suPPIY, We send Post free if you moittott Ins name and address.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO.,

LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.I.
LIST FREE.

Liberal Trade Terms.

'Phone: North so5z

taxioloa:im:ece:go:oxil:wo:o:o:kaw$oxklxcao9:8x9xo:eco:o:k
NINE

Wotecilmoue huts&

S'PECIALLY SYMPLIFIED

frailinota

SPfCbIllY
5114PLIFIED.

NINE

PIECES OF
THE WORLD'S
FINEST
MUSIC IN

WOO

RtillidDRE

FAMOUS

PIECts

EACH

PART.

You would like your child to play good music,
wouldn't you ?-a Chopin Nocturne, Mendels-

O

sohn's lovely "Spring Song," Handel's" Largo "
-but of course you consider them too difficult.
Buy the first part of The Harmsworth CHILDREN'S MUSIC PORTFOLIO and see for yourself how world-famous pieces in it have been
SPECIALLY SIMPLIFIED by expert mu icians so that quite young
players can manage them with ease. All technical difficulties have

been removed but Me full beauty of the original compositions has been

The Harmsworth CHILDREN'S MUSIC PORTFOLIO
Will remove more than half the difficulty of teaching children to play
the piano. Remember, they will be learning to play not only GOOD

preserved.

MUSIC but the VERY FINEST MUSIC EVER WRITTEN.
In addition to the actual music, each part will contain very practical and helpful articles on how to learn the violin, how to learn
the piano, and hoW to train the voice-the lives of Child Composers,
how Great Songs came into being, etc. Be sure you ask for

THE HARMSWORTH

CHILDREN'S
MUSIC
PORTFOLIO
To be completsd iii about

24 Fortnightly Parts

/61

Per

1 J Part

Buy PART 1

Contents of Part 1
The Almond Tree
Nocturne
Dreaming Spring Song Minuet
Largo Serenade
Valse

-

-

Schumann
Chopin

Schumann

Mendelssohn
Boccherini

Handel

Schubert
Chopin

Traditional.
Drink to me only SPECIAL ARTICLES by Mine. Kirkby' Limo,
Ilenno Moiseiwitach and other expert musicians.

TO -DAY.
**A4.1tarX0:101:0:KOXKO:0:8:0:88XO:0:8X0:19X0:00,00**00a
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HEARTof

WIRELESS
OF

As the human heart is to the human body,
as the lens is to the camera, and the engine

to the motor car, so is the valve to the
wireless set. It is the main essential.
"Get the essentials right " is the common-

sense policy in wireless reception as in
all else.

Common-sense is the attribute of the

majority, and perfect reception of broadcasting the aim of every keenly interested
listener ; hence the general preference for
E,
-VALVC

ivilkAAJADZCEONV
AT THE
OSRAM

LAMP WORKS))

Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

Have you read the now famous wireless publi-

cation-The Book of M 0 V ? It is the most
authoritative work of its kind-and free. Get
a copy at once from your dealer, or cut out
and use the voucher below.
rMs= ems

imm..

moms mama

=mom ammo

Messrs. The111.0.NALITE Co.,Ltd
Brook Green, Lagion, W.6.
_Please send Inc. post free, a copy of

The Book of M 0 V.
Name
Address
P.W. 22

I

%Mr On. 1.1M.Mei. soma amm mom ammo mom 0111NO MOM

GET THE VALVE IN THE PURPLE BOX!
ANNOUNCEMENT

OP

VIE

11. 0.

VALVE

COMPANY,

LIMITED.
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To the
of

wonderful record
long-distance reception

with Neutron Crystal must
now be added that of Mr.
L. V. Clark, of Experiinental
Station, 5 B T Chiswick.
London, w h o
reports receiving
clear telephony
f r om BRUSSELS on a
Neutron Crystal,

-with

without the aid
of Amplifiers.

Xeutivn,the Crystal that

is doubling the range
of the Crystal Receiver
Sooner or later, you will

use Neutron, and then
stop searching for better
results. You may secure
a good crystal by just
asking for a crystal " ;

will inevitably secure
optimum results at once
-and save the expense
This
of further tests.

The
reason why you can de-

pend upon Neutron

is

experience of

that each Neutron is
carefully tested and selec-

" W. T. T." Harrietsham,

ted, and before ever it

was

but you may also try
twenty or thirty first.

with a Neutron."

the

Kent, who writes :-" I

reaches your crystal -cup

ask for Neutron, in the

had such a good resat

it has been proved at
maximum efficiency, for
loudness, clearness, and

black -and -yellow tin, you

before as I have to -day

complete sensitiveness.

On the other hand, if you

have tried crystal after
crys al, but I have never

4

11111.1111111

Stocked

by

the

E

Best

Radio Dealers. Packed
In airtight tin, with silver
catswhi s k e r.

Insist on

Neutron, in
the Black and

Yellow Tin.-

116

Long-distance
Circuit Diagram

FREE.

Ask your Dealer for Free
Diagram of the circuit
used by 5 B T in
receiving Brussels from

Chiswick on a Neutron.
We send one direct with
sample Neutron if you

enclose stamped envelope
and I16, with Dealer's
name.

TRADE

MARK

The Concert- rested and Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Sole Distributors :-V. Zeldin & Sons. 144,

Produced by :-Neutron Ltd., Sicilian House,

Theobald's Rd., London,
Museum 3795 & 6841.

Museum 2677.

IV.C.I.

Phones :

Southampton Rom, London, W .0 .1.
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District Agents :
Scotland: R. F. Miller & Co., 22, York Place.

Edinburgh.

Plymouth: Mumford & Sons, 68, Mutley
Plain, Plymouth.

B'gham: Cooke & Whitfield Wireless Ltd.,
St. Pours Buildings, 24, St. Paul's Square,
Birmingham.

North-East Yorks : Smith & Jordan, The
Arcade, ttedcar, Yorks.
Manchester : Garnett's, Islington Grove
Works, Jaltord, Manchester.
Ireland : Pettigrew & Merriman Ltd., 8.
Corporation Street. Belfast.
N. Staffs: H. W. Tecton. Foundry St., Hanley.

See Stand D2, British Wireless Exhibition, White City, Nov. 15 to 29
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HOW TO BUILD

AN "ALL STATIONS" TWO -VALVE SUPER
SELECTIVE SET.
By W. P. AVELINO.
This is a Reflex regenerative receiver with an extra low -frequency amplifier. Crystal rectification is employed,

and its extreme selectivity will enable the constructor to tune out local stations-a feature absent from the
majority of dual amplification receivers.

THIS set will give good, clear loud -speaker

results with one valve only, while the

use of the extra L.F. provided gives
signal strength about equal to a " straight "
three -valve circuit,--i.e. 1 H.F., D., and

Cardiff and Manchester studios, which even
in 2 L O's silent periods are difficult to log
with one valve), as well as French, German,
and Spanish stations between, say, 350 and
500 metres.

also be got by a very slight movement

single aerial of 100 ft.
one valve will work a

cabinet batteries, etc., will be about £5 10s.

of the reactance knob, but the control is not
quite so gradual.
Components and Materials Required.
The cost of this set, without valves,

On a regulation

to £7, depending upon the class of components used ; and the writer cannot

loud speaker so as to

render it nicely audible
in a quiet room ; this

on, the loud speaker

emphasise too strongly that only first-class
parts should be employed, especially the
L.F. transformers should be good.
Following is list of components, etc., that
will be required :
1 sheet matted ebonite, 18 in. x 10 in. x

the strength of a three -

2 crystal detectors (or a twin detector).

at a distance of less
than five miles from
2 L 0.
When the

extra L.F. is switched

in. (or 14 in. for preference).

thunders out at about

valve

" straight "

(Continued on page 690.)

circuit.

The

tuning
SINOLE
AROUND STATOR

ouvr REFLEX REGENERATIVE. 176.1

c0.0

b (ete)

of this

set, frequently

a trou-

ble with

L.F., and infinitely purer owing to employment of crystal rectification, and its
extreme selectivity enables one to tune out

the local broadcasting stations, a thing
utterly impossible with the majority of
one or two valve circuits (Figs. 1 and 2).
Simple to Operate.

It is a matter of common knowledge that
there is no wireless receiving set which will
work equally efficiently under all the

varying conditions imposed upon it, and
the aim of the writer in designing this set
(which is the outcome of considerable

experimental work) has been to embody in
it as many useful functions as possible with
the minimum of complication and maximum

of efficiency for the reception of broad Casting free from local interference.

The outstanding features of the set are
its extreme selectivity and remarkable

clarity and comparative strength of signals
received, it being possible after dark at less
than five miles from 2 L 0 to cut that station

out completely and clearly receive all the
other B.B.C. stations (excepting the elusive

dual or reflex circuits plus
reactance, has been simpli-

fied, and if the constructional
instructions are carefully

t

carried out, it will only be
necessary to refer

..,

4-

-7 1

to the

chart published below, set

the dials in accordance therewith, and bring in the desired

station by slowly moving

the two vernier condenser

1

ie II /0

controls.

I

9876 5432I

The tuning is very sharp
and critical, and this circuit
differs

from the usual

in

that the signal is brought to
it by means of a single loop

H. F.' TRANSFORMER iEL EVA T/ON)

' -a

of 24 S.W.G. D.C.C. magnetically coupled around the

stator of the vario-coupler.

8

This

coupling minimises
danger of re -radiation and

renders tuning constant, for
all components except the
A.T.I.

(variometer) which

is the only element affected
by variations due to differing
aerials. The writer has

found that the position of
the rotor, once the degree

of coupling has been ascertained, need not be altered
appreciably, it being sufficient

10

ii

El

Or 1.7.1
PLAM.PFAil

0

7
6
5/us CENTRE!

PLAN

;

I

4

3.
a

/?A0/1/5 4.

C

C
STOP

---570P
CONNECT

Sw7rCHAR4f
7OTN/5 STOP

CONNECT 0'5)
sEGINNNY6
oPsisccwaARY

WHIM/VG HERE

to cut out resistance on the
rheostat until the set oscillates, and then give a very
slight

movement

to the

rheostat knob, throwing in
one or two turns of resistance : the same effect can

DETA/L5 OF N.F. TRANSFORMER
Fiu,. 3.

-....r
...-))

uNDER510E OF PANEL

02

(0V

ELEVAT/ON
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board former (for H.F. transformer and

AN

" ALL STATIONS " SET.
(Continued from page 689.)

*

vario-coupler).
About three inches of 211 in. ebonite tube or

cardboard former, for vario-coupler.

1 varionieter (to tune in all stations, say,
350 to 530 metres).
2 rheostats.

I variable condenser, -0003, with vernier

attachment built in (similar to Jackson
Bros.).

I vernier condenser (for H.F. transformer).

2 valve -holders.
9 terminals.

for panel mounting
1 D.P.D.T. switch r with
card template
1 S.P.D.T.
J for drilling.
"
lb.

16 or 18 S.W.G. square or round

tinned wire.

-

2 doz. 1 in. 4 B.A. csk. bolts, nuts, and
washers.
3 coil blocks (for loading coils).
Labels or transfers for
marking panel.
1 ft. 2 B.A. screwed
rod (brass).
1 doz. 2.B.A. nuts and
washers.

ends of wire had better be fastened

to

screws or studs attached to the former, as
shown in Fig. 3.

We may now continue to wind our

secondary for another five turns (this will
make 20 turns of secondary to this point).
Make a hole in former and bring through a
loop ; this will be the first tap ; after that
we put on three further turns, again bring
loop through (for the second tap), and so on,

tapping every three turns until the 12th is
reached, making 53 turns of secondary and
10 of primary.

Making the Vario-coupier.

Lightly shellac the windings and put
aside to dry.

Spring washers, say,
doz.

2 only screwed hushes,
2 B.A. (for one -hole
fixing) for variocoupler.
1

dial and knob for

vario-coupler.
1 small knob 2 B.A. for

yernie r condenser
and two pieces

CUT CIRCLES OUT OF COPPER FO/L

X &Y 50 AS TO CLEAR SCREWS .

ebonite, 3 in. x 1
in., one piece 1 in. x

in., piece mica
3 in. x 1 in. and small

quantity
5 rA TOR IELEVATI6Y)

OETA/L5 OF YAMO-COUPLER.
Fig.

3 fixed condensers (two of .002 and one of
.0003 mfd.).

2 L.P. transformers, shrouded, 5 to 1 or
one 5 to 1 and two 3 to 1.
1 switch arm, 11 in. radius (for H.F. transformer).

12 studs and two stops for above.
lb. 24 S.W.G. D.C.C. wire.
8 or 9 inches of 3.1 in. ebonite tube or card -

copper

foil.

PLAN

(roe)

'First of all, we will
make the H.F. transformer and variocoupler, neither of
which can be purchased ready made.
Reference to diagram (Fig. 3.) will give

Il/V08
NUT EMEIEODEO BETWEEN TWO PIECES

all details of the H.F.

transformer, whieh
consists of a 31 in.
tube on which are
wound 53 turns -of 24
S.W.G. D.C.C. wire
for the secondary and
10 turns of 24 S.W.G.
D.C.C. wire for the
primary, both primary

and secondary being

wound at the same

OF E2ON/TE (COUNTERSUNK).

.

.

PANEL

4f/CA

2 B.A. ROD

*go"

COPPER FOIL Y

primary
follows:

Fig. 6.

being

the

in one length-not tapped)

as

Winding the H.F, Transformer.
Pierce or drill a hole in former, pass wire
through and secure, marking this I.S.
(input secondary), when five turns have been
wound on, slip a rubber band over the turns

temporarily to hold in position, and then
pierce a hole alongside the 10 turns alrea;dy

-011

I

m

./4M05
STATOR &ROTOR (PLAN)
Fig. 5.

1;thd
COPPER RO/L. X

OETAILS OF VERNIER FOR H. T. TRANSFORMER .

time side by side (the

secondary
tapped and

4®.A.COUNTERSUNK8O[T

wound, and through this second hole pass
the end of another piece of 24 S.W.G. wire,
about 10 ft. long, and -mark this 1.P. (input
primary). Then taking the secondary wire
and the 10 ft. of. primary we wind on a
further 10 turns of each, side by side, the
primary wire is then taken through another
hole, and this end is marked O.P. (output
primary). Note.- All these beginnings and

The other component peculiar to this set
is the vario-coupler, which is made up as per
Fibs. 4 and 5; 24 S.W.G.'D.C.C. is used, the

stator being wound with 50 tiros and the

rotor with 25 and 26-i.e. 51 all told, as

To revert to the stator : when 25
turns have been wound on, pierce two holes
about 1- in. apart alongside, through which
pass about a foot of 24 S.W.G., fixing one
end to stud or screw affixed to stator, then
shown.

make one turn tightly round stator and
bring other end of short length of wire
through the second hole, fixing to a second
stud or screw (this is the one turn magnetic
coupling), then continue winding on from

the 25th turn until 50 turns are reached.

The rotor can then be wound, taking

care to make soldered joints at the beginning
(Continued on page 691.)
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To the other stop we mat -7 a connection

AN

with the swittlt arm (wi_ch becomes the
0.8.)

.

" ALL STATIONS - SET.

Test each component th....roughly before

(co,a;,?:ff,d from page 690).

*..'....o

DET

0

position of the components of the reflex and

have a crystal set, you can test your L.F.
transformers by connecting L.F.. LP., and

lay -out " sketch. Should signals be weak, try

O.P. to 'phones terminals, bringing 'phones
to L.F., IX, and O.S. If no signals come
through, try usual battery tests for primary
and secondary windings separately.
Get good quality ebonite, use soft solder
(blowpipe soldert. and be eneo careful of
DET;

REA CTANCE

Ck

r

YAR/OCOUPLER

L F. rRANSFOR.4.1ER

1

REFLEX PLC/5

F

accumulator),

H

RHEOSTAT
YAR/OINE7F:A'

0),{0

CONDENSER

VERNIER

GENERAL

PHONES

0

0 NT+

N.T4

A YOUT ( TOP OF PANEL )

fouling when being rotated.

We have also to make a vernier con-

other stations. All this takes a long while

your joints, or you will not get the H.F. to
function.

Be sure of the quality of the fixed con-

denser for the secondary of our H.F. trans-

densers.

shown on accompanying Fig. 6.

The Wiring- Connections.
The wiring diagram, Fig. 8, gives all details

former, and this is perhaps done with the
least trouble and in the smallest space, as
A study of Fig. 7 will give the general
lay -out of the circuit, and here the writer

reactance

compares with the chart, so will that of

Fig. 7.

on to keep it sprung centrally and prevent

up

vernier simultaneously until signals are
heard. Stop, and slowly rotate hum until
loudest ; next slowly work va7io-coupler
vernier until loudest: then H.F. vernier
(or even a stud either way of chart setting)
until loudest, finally give an extra turn or
so to rheostat until hiss is heard, when you
should turn back slowly until you clarify
the reception. This done, carefully note
all your readings and compare with tuning
chart herewith, and as your station's tuning

LC

Q RHEo_srAr

tighten

knob very slowly until a hiss is heard,
when you should ease off just a trifle.
Next work the tuner and vat ineoupler

--U,1112".5

V t. -.R

detector connection on top of panel.
If carefully constructed you will not find
this set too difficult to manage ; it is very
stable and easily controlled.
First of all, set dials to your local station,

Turn on rheostat (about 4 or way if
M.O. 5 valves are used with a 6 -volt.

01-7-

REXLEW

improvement, then reverse your crystal

The Set in Operation,

/VOTE MAG:

TWIN DETECTOR

the usual method of reversing the primary
L.F. transformer leads in the reflex circuit
(i.e. with switches in position 1). If no

Try out the 1 valve (reflex) first.

0

H.F TRAN5FORINER

-l

L

a

00
0
0

note magnifier will be seen from general

as per attached tuning chart. If your
aerial is less then 100 P.M.G. standard.
then add slightly to the figures given.

OLT+

11J:

c

--

O

0

the switch gear very clear, whilst the dis-

assembling, by means of a pocket lamp

battery and 'phones or lamp. If you already

and end of winding. Shellac windings, and
when dry assemble the stator and rotor as
shown in sketch.
By making slots in one end of stator to
take the screw bushes we are enabled . to
solder up and complete the rotor and slide
it into position, with the necessary washers

sake of clarity, the reflex and note magnifier
circuits are shown on two separate theoretioal
diagrams, but the wiring diagram will make

as to wiring. It will be noted that ILT.
and -L.T. are joined in this circuit. For the

to write, but is very quickly done after a
little practice, and in the winter months
the writer has within 5 miles of 2 L 0, and

while that station was working a noisy
concert party, tuned in within 10 or 15
minutes, one after another and all clearly
audible, with an absolutely silent back ,round. Bournemouth, Newca, Ae, Glasgow,
(CoAtinucd on Inge_ 692.1

would like to emphasise the importance of
adhering as closely as possible to this lay-

out, if successful working of the set is to

Der

result.

Der

20,03/N6 CO/C
,i11111

Drilling the Panel.
Drill the panel to suit components (try to

get single -hole fixings for condenser and

C.

variotneter).
It will be seen that the holes for the H.F.

ROTOR

I
013e
lI N.F TRANS: ,

cs

IP

_

.0. 1

B

transformer should be drilled on a radius
of 11 in.

atg-in, centres (studs being

STATOR

in.).
in. diam. this gives a clearance of
As this radius (U- in.) gives a circle of 3 in.

only, and the transformer is n in. diam.,
it will be necessary to attach small wire

0

extension pieces (12) (see Fig. 3) to which
secondary tappings may be soldered and,

owing to the small clearance of

A' VERNIER

in.

above mentioned, it will be necessary .to
`.` stagger " or alternate the washers on the
studs as follows. 1st stud : push through,
slip wire extension piece over, then a

brass washer, and lastly screw on nut ;
2nd stud; push through, slip on washer,

then the wire extension piece, and lastly nut.
3rd stud same as first, and so on to the 12th.

As regards the two stops. the one to the
left of Nc. I (looking topside of panel) is
used to solder to I.S.

INPUT

VARIABLE

CONDENSER
.0003

oureur
VERNIER

VARIOMETER

C

N.T.

WIRING PLAN (1/NDER,5/DE OF PANEL)
Fig. S.

NOT TO
SCALE
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POLISHING A WIRELESS

1

(Continued from, page 691.)

FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

Brussels (then on 405/10), Birmingham,

MOST amateurs who make their own

For white wood to imitate mahogany.
Stain first with Vandyke brown in water,

after trying to follow involved and often

rubbed on with a sponge. When thoroughly
dry give a coat of varnish with a soft brush.
Rub down with fine- sandpaper when dry,

misleading book instructions,
appointed with results.

are

dig-

The shellac on hand for various other

wireless purposes will make a good jcb of
polishing your case. Presuming your shellac

varnish is made up in the right proportion,

4 ounces shellac to 1 pint of methylated

and proceed to polish as before, but with
your polish stained with a little Bismarck
brown dissolved in meth.

This on the Vandyke gives a nice mahogany

colour, and could also be used for a mahogany cabinet if darker colour is required.

spirit, you will then need a wide -mouthed
bottle, into which pour a little varnish; add
equal quantity of methylated spirit, which
may be labelled " Polish," and the undiluted
-- Varnish." A wad. of cotton -wool, four

A good mirror-like surface can best be
obtained by holding the work in a good

knife powder, and a teaspoonful of linseed
oil is all you need for mahogany or walnut:

fills valleys, the resulting smoothness making
the shine.

pieces of old- linen six inches square, a little

light while rubbing, remembering that the

gum coining through the rag in fine solution
is rubbed on to fill inequalities, helped by the

powder, which cuts down mountains and

.....
A SIMPLE LOADING

Finishing Off.

Rub the Wood down well with fine sand-

paper, soak the wool with polish-hold it

over the mouth of bottle and tip two or three

times-place in centre of the four linen
squares, gather up corners, and you have

resulting a round pad with the polish oozing
through the four thicknesses of linen surface.
Now smear a little linseed oil over the face
of pad with the finger (put it out in a saucer
or tin lid for convenience) using as little as
possible.

Commence to rub all over one side of the

cabinet in circles without lifting the pad

;

COIL.

*
ANUMBER of very useful loading coils
of various values can be easily made

up from odd lengths of cylindrical
cardboard formers in the manner to be
described. A wooden disc is firmly glued
into one end of each former, a hole about
1 in. in diameter being first bored in the

from the wood, until the pad is dry. Repeat
on other sides. If you have any mouldings,

Aberdeen and, of course, the fi,cole at Paris
on 450 metres, and on one or two occasions

he has heard a band at Manchester simultaneously with a lecture from 2 L O. All
this on a 100 ft. single aerial, about 30 ft.
high.
The set as designed will receive from about

325 to 550 metres, and loading coil blocks

have been incorporated for future use to
extend to other wave -lengths, but this
another story. Meanwhile, of course, these
blocks are bridged or shorted.
An extra. (separate) H.T. + terminal has

been added to enable varying H.T. to be
applied to valve 1 and valve 2. Two
terminals have also been put at top centre
and connections made on top so as to render
it easy to change crystal detector.

Another refinement may also be added.
where it is desired to leave_ all settings
ready for local station loud speaker work,
and that is insert a rheostat between the
L.T. - terminal on the accumulator and
the L.T. - terminal on the panel, turning
the current on and off through this rheostat,

acting as a switch but with the advantage
of feeding the current through the other
rheostats and to the valves, gradually,
thus obviating a sudden, full load on the
valves.

Tuning Made Easy.

With this attachment the set can be

carefully tuned in, and when done with
simply turned off by means of the master
rheostat, and any novice may then simply

turn on the master rheostat full and be

certain of being correctly tuned in and of
receiving whatever transmission is going
on that particular wave -length.

you will find the pad misses the deeper

parts. Give these a coat of the " varnish "
with a soft brush. By this time the first side
coated will be dry, if in a warm room.

TUNING CHART.

Co all round again, adding as you go a
sprinkle of knife powder on -the wood, well
rubbed in across the grain, while the pad is
still wet. As you rub the. pad out dry, you
will find the powder has clogged the outside
layer of rag ; take it off, throw away, and
carry on with remainder till all sides are done.
Leave to dry in for half an hour, then go over
the whole again, giving an extra rub to any
parts needing it, using a little more powder if
necessary, with as little oil as will allow the

pad to slip.
It is now ready for the finishing touch-

" spiriting." If the fourth rag is clogged, use
a clean piece; half fill the pad with polish,

adding methylated to fill; go lightly and
quickly from side to side instead of in circles,

working across the board, without passing
over any part twice. Cork your bottles, and
keep pad in lever top tin for future use.
Staining White Wood.

For oak, one coat only with the polish
pad to stop the pores, followed by wax
polish ; beeswax, shredded, covered with

turpentine and left till dissolved is the best
to use, but " Ronuk " or similar prepared
polish will do. Use little wax and much
elbow grease.

+

" ALL STATIONS - SET. I

CABINET.
cabinets would like to finish them off
with a good workman -like polish, but

1

AN

Wlength
ave-

centre as shown at A. Over this hole is
fitted a small piece of sheet ebonite, to

which is attached two ordinary valve pins.
The ends of the coil windings are connected

H.F.

Station

353
365
375

Cardiff '
London
Manchester

`185

Bournemouth
Newcastle

400
420
450
475
495

T uner. Condr. Trans.
16

Glasgow
Ecole

30
40
50
56
65
74

Birmingham
Aberdeen

82
86

72
76
84
88
98
108
130
148

4

.158

10

5
6
6
6
7

8

9

pleted coil.

NOTE.-Owing to the wide variation in
sundry makes of variometers, the figures
in above " tuner" column may not quite
compare, but the H.F. transformer column

nected in series with the lead from the
aerial terminal and accurately spaced to

on two separate condensers at different

to the nuts of the valve pins, inside the
former.

Diagram B shows a side view of a com-

Two valve sockets are mounted
on the panel as shown at C, these being conengage the coil plugs.
When no loading coil is required it is only

necessary to short circuit the two sockets
either by means of a simple *ire connector as
shown at D, or witli a more elaborate two -

pin plug made up from two valve pins and
a brass link.

should be correct., as also the variable condenser figures, as these latter were obtained

times. Dubilier fixed condensers were used
throughout.
However, by working to a wave -meter or
local station at first, the other stations can
be easily sound by interpolating the above
figures and making allowances referred to
under the section on Operatio-

Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, November 22itd, 1924.
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HOW TO MAKE

A CRYSTAL RECEIVER
WITH NOVEL DETECTOR.
By J. LAURENCE PRITCHARD
(Technical Editor, "Harmsworth's Wireless Eneylopedia.")

-t

The set described in this article is variometer tuned and is capable of receiving on the ordinary broadcast wave -lengths,
and embodies quite a novel form of crystal detector.

........

AGLANCE at the crystal receiver in

Fig. 1 will show a novelty in the

form of a crystal detector which is
quite original. Its originality of design,
however, was quite a secondary considera-

the ordinary type of detector
an extremely steady hand is
necessary, and even then, if

the hand is not withdrawn
carefully, the cat's -whisker

arm is likely to be jolted
and the setting lost.

In the snake detector the

the crystal is
effected by a rotating knob,
which is some distance away
from the crystal on the panel
itself. Another advantage is
that as many crystals as can
be fixed within the radius of
the snake's movement may
be employed, the change
from one to any other being
made almost immediately.
control of

receiving set itself
variometer tuned and
. capable of receiving on the
ordinary broadcast waveThe

is

lengths.

Fig. 1. The complete set.

Lion, the first being to design a crystal
detector without the faults inherent to a

An

oblong

measuring internally 71

box

Fig. a

A

long, 5 in. ',wide, and 51 in, in depth is
made from woods in. in thickness, and
has a moulded base overlapping slightly.

great many..
The first source of weakness which it was
desired to eliminate was the uncertain
electrical contact found in many detectors
of the ball-and-socket type. In this type
there are at least two possible places where
bad contact may occur, one is between the
cat's -whisker rod and the ball-and-socket
joint inside which it slides, while the second
is the joint between the outside of the balland-socket and the supports in which it is
housed.

The top edges of the case are rounded over

An Ingenious Detector.

G.R.C. variometer is used, and is screwed

In the detector of the set illustrated, one
continuous wire is connected from the cat's -

whisker. or, rather, from the snake's fangs

to give a better appearance. Fillets are
fitted f in. down from the top, to which
the panel is afterwards screwed.
Three Crystals

telephone terminals, are fixed to the right of

the panel and towards its front edge. A
midway between the longer sides of the
panel and 2 in. from the left edge.
The

variometer should be removed at this stage
in ease it receives
damage during the
constructional work on

Three crystM cups
are fixed in line at a
distance of 1 in. from
the back edge of the
panel and a in. apart.
The
2!,

'centre

one

is

in. from the right

side of the case. The
cups are connected to-

itself, direct to the terminal to which it

connects. Another drawback to the ordinary
detector which it was desired to remove was
the direct control of the cat's -whisker. In

and the crystal changed without removing
the panel from the case.

The principle on which the detector

and-socket joints are made by employin,g
Used.

A panel is cut to fit the top of the case.
Aerial and earth terminals are screwed to
the back and front of the left side of the
case respectively. These should be sufficiently far in
clear the fillets. Two

The ingenious crystal contact " snake,"

screwed on at one end and a round term Mil
nut on the underside of the panel. By this
arrangement the stemming is rigidly fixed

works is quite simple. A number of ball-

the panel.

Fig. 2. 2.

close up " of the tension adjuster under .the panel.

gether by means of a

thin strip of copper

placed under the nuts

on the underside. Each crystal cup is

screwed to a length of 4 B.A. stemming by
means of a tapped hole on :its underside.
The stemming has a large, flat, round nut

number of round wooden beads of which
every other one is hollowed out on both
sides.

The beads are threaded on to a flexible
wire having an obstruction at one end so

that it cannot be pulled through. When
the last bead is fixed and the wire pulled

tight, the pressure between each adjacent
bead locks the string of beads into a rigid
arm. Even where the pressure of the wire
is not great the snake will be rigid enough
to remain in the position in which it is put,
and yet be still capable of being moved to
any desired spot of the crystal.
Constructing the " Soaks..."

It will remain in the exact spot where it
is put without springing back or movin!, iii
the slightest degree. A microscopic adjustment is fitted which will be explained during
its construction.- Having a knowledge of the principles ,of
the detector, its construction will be found
extremely simple. Seven round beads of
1 in. diameter and six of 2 in. diameter, are
required. These may be obtained from a

dealer in artist's materials of all kinds or a
beadshop. Many drapers also stock them
for ornamental buttons and tassels. The
larger diameter beads are drilled or turned
out cup -shape on either side Of the central
(coptin tied on page 694.)
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A CRYSTAL
RECEIVER WITH
NOVEL DETECTOR.

tension is not sufficient to affect the rigidity
of the snake's body.

A close-up view of the fine adjustment
device is illustrated in Fig. 2. The central

hole in the end is opened out to

+4

fic

in.

diameter for half its length. The beads are
now threaded in order on a length of flexible

wire and the head also put on at the end.
A spring is made from a piece of Bowden
cable by stretching it out to form a contraction spring. It is then cut off I in. in
length. It is slipped over the wire at the
head end and fits into the enlarged hole.

(Continued from pap 693.)
4

hole, so that the edges just made make
contact with the smaller beads.

The other end is securely soldered to the end
of the wire. At the same time the snake's
fangs are soldered into position. One is of

The snake's head is shaped from an oblong
piece of wood in. long. A central hole of
in. is drilled right through. If the hole in

distances of 1 in. and

in. from one end,

as shown in the illustration. The bent
end is attached to the panel by means of
a 2 B.A. countersunk crew and nut. A
2 B.A. hole is drilled in the panel over

the hole at the other end of the brass

Midway between these two holes
a 2 B.A. tapped hole is required.
strip.

The Detector Adjustments.

A coarse adjustment to the wire is given
by soldering it in a hole drilled through the
centre of a short length of 2 B.A. 'stemming.

The stemming passes through the hole in
the strip, and adjustment is made by means

of a lock nut screwed to either side of it.
A length of 2 B.A. screwed rod having a
small knob rigidly attached at one end is

screwed into the tapped hole, the outer end

pressing against the middle of the brass
strip. When the adjusting spindle makes

light contact with the brass strip, the coarse
adjustment should be set so that the snake's

body can be easily moved about to any
desired position without falling down. The
lock nuts are then tightened securely.
The Set in Operation.

The wiring of the set is extremely simple

and is carried out to the diagram given in
Fig. 4. The underside of the set wired up
is given in Fig. 5.
case it

After it is screwed to the

is ready for operation. Having

tuned in the station with a preliminary setting of the crystal, the adjustment knob is
rotated until the best pressure is obtained.
To increase the pressure the adjusting knob
is turned in an anti -clockwise direction,
which has the effect of slackening the wire

WIRING DIAGRAM

AG. 4.

slightly and thus expanding the spring
carrying the cat's -whisker. A close-up
view of the snake's head with one of the
fangs making contact with the crystal is
illustrated in Fig. 6.
If desired a crystal detector of conven-

URBINO

tional design can be used, in which case the

IP

the beads is smaller than this size they
should be enlarged with the same drill.
The back end of the snake's head is rounded
off to the same curve as the smaller beads.

The Contact " Fangs."
The fine adjustment is obtained by giving .

the wire which runs through the beads a
spring action, so that the snake's fangs or
cat's -whiskers are capable of moving in or

out of the snake's mouth by varying the
tension on the wire. This variation of

silver and the other of
brass, so that the best
combination with a given
crystal may be used.
The snake 'is now
put aside while the

tension adjuster is made
and fixed. This is arranged on the underside
of the panel and is

clearly seen in Fig. 3.
A 21 in. length of in.

Fig. 6. One of the " tangs " making contact with the crystal.

by

in. brass strip is

drilled with a 2 B.A.
Fig. 5. Note the simple under-pan21

clearance drill at either
end.. Two, right-angle
bends are made at

circuit remains exactly the same.
The
diagram, Fig. 4, for the sake of clarity,
shows an ordinary detector and also emphasises the simple nature' of the ";dItenit
employed.
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Transformer

\\"\"

25/ One price, One quality.

LACK of DISTORTION. ABUNDANCE of VOLUME.
-

THESE are the points that are nearest the heart of every amateur when he buys a transformer. He
can ill afford to continue to purchase transformer after transformer till he finds the one that suits
his particular circuit; he should learn now that the R.I. suits every circuit. R.I. engineers, differing from
all others, specialised in making a

GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSFORMER
but in the production of the universal type, they never lost sight of the ultimate

Lack of Distortion Abundance of Volume,
It is therefore not remarkable that the brains and experience that have been in such demand for over a quarter of
a century, coupled with precise and careful manufacture, should produce

THE MASTER TRANSFORMER
Our itez, 5o page Catalogue free on request.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD.
,H !,I Showrooms -

12, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street,
W.C.1.
Telegrams-" Instradio, London."

Telephone-Regent 621.eo215-6216.

/,
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GET FINE
TUNING
---it gives accuracy.
" Necessity is the mother of invention," they say. The veriest tyro,
and the expert alike, soon feel the inadequate control given by large
tuning condensers which are innaccurate simply for the reason that
they do not permit of delicate movement.
When searching for distant stations, for instance. it is the eas'est thing in the world
to miss any particular station solely due to the fact that the smallest variation of

Ana
POST FREE A I
ALL.

Matt

3116

i"

12Ix12° 5 9

5'-

.

7" x 5" 1'6 1'2
Any Size Cut.

Sq. in. ta id. 4' Id.

Terminals

-in association with
the unwieldy -is
strongly affected by
on 68 metres asserts that

Aerial Wire 7122

It is not enough to fit a large condenser into which is built a vernier. This arrangement

2 B.A. Small id
Contact, Studs Id.
Spring Washers Id.

condenser.
Our experience in the
reception of K.D.K.A.
the

large

100 Panel Tv pe 7 s.000751 Vernier /

E
N

16
0005 Blade ) 5-0003 j 1/0 4/
-0002 lExtek 13/6
Knobbeddial 1 -ex.
Stock "Fallon" &

C

49
58

15" r9" 56
15"x12 76

Var Condenser -5

TRADE

P

9" x 6^ 2 2 110
12I s 9" 46 39

MIII-Pol.Brass 2d.
4B.A.Standard Id.
2d.
Lacquered
Spade type.doz. 3d.
Telephonetypeltd.
Multiplione4w.9d.
6 -way 1 / Betty spring 3d

capacity possible by hand on a large condenser passes over the desired signal

CALLERS

Ebonite Panels COMPLETE

R

I

E

.

S

FREE

INVITED
411/91119101Mlasin.

Headphones

"J.B.'' usual prices
Vernier, no dial 2 6
"Polar" typeslO 6

5 vane 3/3. 7 3/6

saill111101011111111111011111a

4Contact
Transformers Jacks
MBank

B.B.C. 4,000 ohms
_Brown's '1,B.T.11
Siemens, Brander.

L.FSilver TO W 11 21 -

kadioinst new 25

Sterling, all 25 / lgranic 21 / 20/
General Radio 20 - Burndept (new)24/Fellows ...
18'6
120ohms,double ex- Reliability
10/-12'6
Govt.Sullivans 5 /6 Ferranti ... 17 / 6

8/ H.T. Batteries Xtraordinary
12/6 146
With Wander Pings Tangent
_. 20 /Royal

Bank of 2 ... 116
Standard Plugs 1/3
Potentiometer 300
ohms ex -Govt. 4/6

Hydrometers 316
Microphones 2/

Tapping keys 2 /
dphone Cords liAlum.I1' bands 2/6
An ' loran-ie." Lis-,

60v. fit/- 36v. 4110 R.A.F. Modulation sea,'
Burnsleyt,'
30v. 4/. 15v, 2 I & 10.Ir. 'EalisonBell"A t tate
4v. F.L. Btry 5d. Telephone.
Enamelled., Bright.
" Unidyne " 81- A* 'Sterling' Goods
100' ... 316.2/6 66v.Ever-Rdy 13 6 H.F.
Tangent 5 /6
Coil Holders
do. Electron 1/S 36v. 8/ 16v 3/6 McMichael's
fixed. 2 / 6
Lead-in 4d. a yard. Stemma name price. Oojah 900 m.10/5/ 6 Ashley
316
moving
Insulators
British
Wires
600 & 300 tn. 4/ 6 /granic 3 Set 8 / 6
Shell, 24" x 2P 4d. we,
eiso,
Formers only 1 /
Ebonite 3 coil 3 / 6
Reel id. Egg Ed. 18 1111 2/11 3/5
2
coil
crs-stur type 9d. 20 2'2 3/4 412 Switches, Ebonite Single Moving 2/6
1/7
Tumbler 1h 11 Lead-in 4 1. 22 20 319 4/7
Fixed 8d.
4". & 6" do. 9d. 24 2/11 3/10 51Recessed do. 8d.
9' l'-, 12 & 15 1,3

really accurate tuning -

fine and delicate control calls for the COLVERN.
Fit it to balance your
circuits.

PR ICE

26 3/4 - 4/2 5'9
Valve Holders 28 3/9 4/9 6'6
TypeA7d.Polarli3 30 4/10 5/4 76
"Screwed 8 uuts 8d. 32 5/6 61- 8 9
105. 36 8/- 816 12 Ebonite
Do. Open Type 6d. 40 17/- 14/8 20 -

2/6

Coil Plugs

10d.
Ebonite ...
Superior... ... 113
Narrow ...
7d.
Basket . ... 1 /

addition of the
COLVERN (max. can.
The

'000014) will demonstrate
that your set is more
selective a receiver of
distant stations and more
sensitive t o p er feet
balance than you have
yet experienced.

If your local dealer does not stock the Colvern Tuning

Condenser kindly send his name and address when ordering

M ANUFACTURERS .

COLLIN-:ONS PRECISION SCREW CO., LTD.
Macdonald Road, Walthamstow, LONDON, E.17.

Moulded typeEtd.
Coil Formers 21d.
Basket type ltd.
Coil Mounts
4d.
'Athol' Ebonite 113
Do. Porcelain I/ Basket Coll

Sets,

6-1 / 9. 4-1 /-.
Condensers

Mullard,EdisonBell,
Dubilicroutualprices
Mansbridge
Ex Govt., 2 111.f.. 1 / 6:

1/36 m.f. -9d.

Dewar D.C.O. 3!3 Fil. Resistances
D.P.S.T. 219 Good quality 116
... 4/6
Utility 2 -way 41- Igraine
3w5:- &was! 6w8/ - Vernier Type 7 / Lever Type Stocked Ormond 2,' Ajax 4 6d. Baredept .- 51Variable Leaks 24.niatureTurn
Lissen 2 -way 219 T.C.B.. 4/- & 5 /
Filtron 0-7meg 3 series part. 3 / 9 Microst at ... 2 / 9
Watmel 0-5 216 Double -arm do. 2 , - Spirals ...
4d.
Lissen type ... 2/6 N.P. Panel
9d. Formers ... 7d.
Resistances 2/6
Peerless Inc. 2 I 6
New
Lines
Accessories
Ebonite Dials Eureka Transform4d.
Engraved 3, £td. ers, No. 2 22 / 6 Gal. pulley
1/Knobbed type 1 / Concertllraod 30 - Alum.
Valve Sockets Id.
21" Fil. Type 5d. R.I. Chokes 101
Valve Windows 4d.
Shaw's
Hertzitc
1
/Mica, -002 Doz. Tlincstalite
Cups 2d.
1/6 Crystal
x 2^. 1/P. Wax block 6d
Mie-Met-Detec' r 6 - Resist Solder.oz.3d.
2" x 14', 4d.
Insulating tube
Orders 5 / 6 value, carriage paid.
All sizes, yd. 3d.
Under 5 / 6, 2d. pr 1 /- packing, etc.
Tape,. yd. 1d.

J.
H. TAYLOR &Telephone,
CO..
4, Radio House,

IronCoreafiok es Macaulay St., Huddersfield. 341

Telephone ; Walthamstow 532

1.000 ohms-

9d. Telegrams

" Thorough," Huddersfield.

Valve Template 4d.
No -Graving 'Ted.

N.P. Switch Sets
D.C.O.

1

S.C.O.
cod

Barclays Ad. 328

....

Crystal Receiver for 6/11.
A Complete Set of Parts for building
an efficient Broadcast Receiver.
Panel is ready drilled, and a wiring
diagram is provided in Catalogue. We
are now supplying a handsome glass -

covered Crystalpetector in place of

the one shown.
Range of Receiver when built is quite
equal to any expensive Crystal Set.
COMPLETE SET CF etc.PARTS

'The GREATEST SENSATION and SUCCESS
,Het Daddy's Voice."
OF THE SEASON

The

World's Champion,

1

4

Ask your dealer, di send
remittance to us for

samples to cover post.
age as well

i U-

N. & K. litAUPAN66, 11 i9. ADJUSTABLE HEADPHONES. 13/9.

RESULTS

THE FAMOUS
FORMO
RADIO COMPONENTS
-I
THE FORMO-ENSOR

WITH

INTECRAL VERNIER

CRYSTAL

you

can

forget

the

troubles of finding a sensitive
spot and get results like this.

1101 mid. 3.0.6
10075 mfd. 10!!-

0005 mfd. 9,6
Dual 10/6 '0113 mfd.
0002 mfd. 7/6
-

" The specially tested Crystal you sent me I have given

a fair trial.

I

can get Chelmsford and Folkestone as though

the actual concert is in the room.
Crystals, but yours beat the lot."
Tested and Proved the Best.
h

i

THE IMPANDEX TRADING
5,

I -I late Vernier 5/6

Import and Export, Co.,

Ltd.,

VICTORIA AVENUE, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON, E.C.2.

C NIDYNI
1.1'

Pre:

18 -.

12 6.

Opal. with Vernier 12,6
THE FORMO HOME -CONSTRUCTORS SET. 3 -VALVE.

have tried other

Sold in Sealed Boxes, 1I-.

PORNO L.P.THE SHROUDED
TRANSFORMER
s the acknowledged standard of
excellence. No effort is staled to
make it the finest obtainable, and
,ts price places it above all others.
Ideal for the ITNID,'NE.
A. hatiol-:

as advantages over every
shier condenser. It is
essentially an instrument
of precision, and it is not
approached by any other B. Ratio 1-7
low-priced condenser for C. Ratio 1-1
reneral excellence of design, workmanship and D. Ratio I For the
usefulness

With the famous " Any Spot "
Crystal

Even this child can recog-

Ambatieio House," voice from across the AtFarringnon Road,
!antic with A.B," Head London, E.C,I.
phones
Telephone: Clerkenwell 74.10 & 744 t.

.

.

(

AMBATIELO BROS. LTD., vise her celebrated daddy's

SCIENTIFIC siur.F. IL. `fr STORES,
80, Newington Causeway, -London, 8 E 1.
Branches: 126, Newington, Causeway, 8 E.1 2. St. George's Circus, S E 1 16, Manette
St., Charing Cross Rd., W.I. 207, Edgware Rd., W.2, 84, Church Rd., Norwood, S.E.23.
'Phones : Hap 4177 and Gerrard 372.

adjustable

1716
15/6

"A.B:lnon-adjustable

above, assembled in Cabinet ready 1 7 /n
Price

all

PRICES:

A.B

6/11

COMPLETE RECEIVER, as

Post 9d.

Head-

UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE. MONEY RETURNED
IN FULL IF UNSATISFACTORY.

.

for use.

A.B

others and overshadowed them all

Post,
, 9d.
as shown.
ATTRACTIVE BOX CABINET, with
Lid and Snap Fastener, imitation
crocodile leatherette. Correct n ln
Price 0/ U
size for above set.

Ot' jiz ],

the marvel

phone which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to

tins set comprises tandard
anteed Formo Components. 'Do
and
everything necessary to assctn.
Arthur Preen & Co. Ltd.,
ble this first-class set is included
Head Offices & Works ;

THE FORma COY. /Anent" x.10, is drilled and tanned.
Cricklewood Lane. N.W.S.
'Phone Hampstead 1757.

and packed in well -made cabinet.

'

,,cottish Branch-

£412s. (plus Marconi Royalty', 28, York Place, Edinburgh.

Contractors to the Admiralty, War Office, Air Ministry, Post Office, and India Oftice.

1,,,r,lor -Wireless and Wireless Review, Norember 22ncr. 1921.
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ELECTED
by a huge majority

because it stands
for reduced

CURRENT
TAXATION

This is the valve which is making valve -sets

popular with amateurs who formerly preferred crystal reception, rather than pay the
high prices for other valves and the heavy
costs, in accumulator charges occasioned by
their use.

The new type Penton Low Consumption Valve
designed to give clear, steady reception
entirely free from disturbance. It is a product
of specialized production in which scientific
accuracy, and sound engineering combine to
is

make the most reliable of valves at a lower cost.

PENTON
LOW CONSUMPTION

New type as illustrated for 6 volt

accumulator, Plate Voltage 40.
Filament Current 15 amp.
Filament Volts 5.

Postage 9d.

VALVE
(NEW TYPE)

It saves more than its own cost in current during the
first twelve weeks on your set, as compared with the
R. type valve. - During that period, any ordinary valve

would eat up 10 charges from your accumulator,
costing 2/- 'per charge, or 20/- in all. The Penton
Low Consumption Valve in the same period of average
use requires only 2 charges at 2/- per charge or
41/-, representing a 16/- saving on a 15/- Valve.

Obtainable from all Wireless
Stores, or direct.

Penton. Ensinee
TRADE
EIVQUIRIES

INVITED

-

CC' 15 Cromer St Ktruj Cross, LondottlIT.C.
WHITE CITY EXHIBITION
STAND NO. 27
l'l

1

k?),
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"IT'S QUALITY THAT DOES IT."

t1/4S-11

I ItZ.:11

1/6

Type
B.C.

each.

Cr -11
trA.S1

avgit

Relio
Everybody!

t

rz**

B.C. RHEOSTATS, one -hole fixing, Ebonite bobbin,
each 116
superb finish, as illustration
THE CHELMSFORD COIL that does NOT need
10d.
a 001 condenser. "Strong as a House" ......
each 119
BASKET COILS, set of six
each 2 / set of seven
C0Ii: MOUNT, Ebonite, beaut if filly finished,
each 1 / 2

C. & S. 2 -WAY COIL HOLDER, all Ebonite,
anti -cap handle, adjustable friction
known,
H.F. TRANSFORMERS, most efficient
each 2 / 9
any w/1 up to 5,000 ms
LEAD-IN INSULATORS, 6 in., 66. each; 9 in.,
each 1 / 2
786. each; 12 in
WAXLESS COILS, set of four, 15011,000 ms.,
2/6
116; set of six 150 / 1,800
"The
D.E. VALVES, 2 If.; 2a guaranteed,
each 12 / valve
Speaker -on -One '
MINIATURE SWITCHES (nickel plated), D.P.,
ENCLOSED DETECTORS, mounted on Eboli it e.
each, 1 each 9d.
FIXED CONDENSERS

UNIDYNE COILS

Loud speakers, headphones, components, valves, in fact,
shillings apiece.

everything that could possibly be required for broadcasting or experimental

work; and you needn't go beyond the
first stand in the show to find them.
We're right at the entrance, you can't
miss us ; you wouldn't want to, either,
as you know perfectly well that from
our new Super -One to our Super -Five

psis 1. -

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST.

teSil
rzglt

Here I am at the Exhibition waiting to
welcome you all. We've got here the
finest and most representative wireless
show you have yet seen. Everything
from super -receiving sets with more
valves than you'd care to contemplate
to little crystal sets costing a few

1/ -each; S.P.each 96.

D.T.,

CRAIK & SMITH,
Allen Street, London, E.C.1.

'Phone: nerkenwell 7346.

110 legte

I P.! -Ili

........

Fellows
Vohllone
E4 : 10 : 0

"Gold ! "

Fellows

-how many

Junior

people have
been duped?

Both. fitted with

adjustable
diaphragms.

-by

this
comparatively
simple word. No word is more

Stands r and 22

British

Wireless
Exhibition,
White City,

misused than this-it covers

a multitude of sins.
If

we

were

to

tell

you

"RUSSELL'S HERTZITE"
were gold, we would be

lying-neither do we put a

we provide first-class apparatus at really
economical prices. In fact, just what I
always say :

RETAIL
PRICE

PER

PIECE

Quality Apparatus at Low Cost.

gold seal on our box.
When you buy " RUSSELL'S " you buy the
crystal, not the box.
Remember, imitation is the

sincerest form of flattery.

/(4.(4 yffe640-i

RUSSELL'S
HERTZITE

FE LLOW'S

Agents
LONDON

twiRELEss

Sun Electrical,

Advt. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London, N.W.10.
E.P.S. 93

LANCASHIRE. The

Andrew Jackson &
Co., 10, south st.,
"113, Manchester

Charing Cross Rd. GLASGOW:
Shenton & Co.,Ltd., Youngs, Ltd., 40,
68, Shoe Lane, E.C. Stockwell Street.

L.

G. RUSSELL,

Laboratories, 1-7, Hill St.,
BIRMINGHAM.
(Opposite

Empire Theatre)

.
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THE " P.W." BROADCASTING TIME -TABLE.
BRITISH. TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS.

Call Sign.Station.
Wave -length
i n Metres.

Station.
Aberdeen
Belfast ..

..
..

..

..

..

..
..

..

..

..

:Bournemouth
Cardiff

..

-

Birmingham ..
*Bradford

..

..
.. ..

- -

..

..

..

495
435
475
385
310
351
1,600
900
328
420

51 T

6BM

..
..

..
..

..

2 B I)
2BE

..
..
..

2L8
5WA

tChelmsford
............5
XX
.. ..
;:Croydon
..
GED
§Edinburgh
GlaagOw

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

2EH

13.00

15.00
.15.00

15.15
15 30

Station

-

.. ..
Cardiff
.. ..
Bournemouth ..
London .. ..
London

Manehester

15.30

Bournemouth ..

Remarks

Days

.. Tues., Thurs., Time Signal and Conand Fri.
.. Weekdays

cert.
Concert, etc.

..

.. Friday ..
.. Mon., Tues.,

Talk to Schools, etc.

Wed., Thurs.
and Fri.
Weekdays .. Concert, etc.

Aberdeen, Binningham,Glasgow, and

and Sat

Newcastle
London

..
..

..

..
..

..
..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

London ..

..

___

..

§Plymouth

..

§Sheffield

Time
18.00
18.00
18.30
18.30

Newcastle

18.30
18.35

Manchester
Newcastle

19.00

All Stations

Bournemouth ..

..

Birmingham
Aberdeen

..
..

7

..

..

..
.

.

Girl Guide and Boys'
Brigade.

..

.. Thursday
.. Irregular

.. Boy's Brigade, etc.
.. Weather Forecast

..

.. Weekdays

.. Time Signal, let Bill-

..

..

,,

.

f,

,.

.

(Farmers)
letin,

Talks, and
Weather Forecast
Concert, etc.
Time- Signal, 2nd
News Bulletin, Talks

.and Weather

.

.

Weekdays ..21.00
and Sat

Farmers
Forecast.

Pt

PP

.. Mon. & Thurs.

Cardiff
Glasgow

.

Weather

300

,,

.. Weekdays ..

.,

Women's Topics
-Concert, etc.
Women's Topics

.

!

301

.. Scholars Talk.

.

.

..

..
..

.. Weekdays
.. Tuesday

Pv

17.30

5PY
6FL
68T
§ Relay station.

400
32!'
335

N 0'

Remarks

17.45
18.00

'
17.15

..
..

5N0

Days

17 30

17.00

..

Station.

(G.M.T.)

..
22.00
.. ..
Belfast
,,
Newcastle .... ..
7,
etc. Through- Croydon and other
Cardiff and Birming
,,
,,
Air Stations
out Day
ham
LOndon .. ... ..
.Childretis Topics.
15.00
Bournemouth . and
Manchester
(except Belfast)
Aberdeen
.. .. Tues., Thurs.,
and Fri.
17.00
fl
1,
Weekdays
..
20.00
Birmingham, Belfast
;1
IP
.,
and London
,.
Aberdeen
.. .. Mon., Wed.,
20.30

16.00
16.45
17.00

..

2LS

Tiine Signal and

,,

335
340 315
365

..

226

Newcastle.. ..

19.30
21.30

..

.. Weekdays

6KH

..

Manchester375
§Nottingham ............5
§Liverpool

.. Mon., Tues.,
Wed., Thurs.

15.45
16.00

..

§Stoke-on-Trent ..
Air Ministry station.
t Experimental high -power station.
5SC

* Twin relay station.
Time
(0.31.T.)

..
..

§Hull
*Leeds

Wave -length
in Metres.

Call Sign.

22.00

..
Belfast
All Stations

..
..

..

Fore -

cast.
Savoy Bands.

Wed.,
'arid Sat.
Daily .. .. To aeroplanes, etc.
Mon.,

.

.

.. Time Signal.

Sunday

Concert, etc.

0,

Children's Talks, etc.
e,
Sunday (Ir- Religions Service.
regular)
Sunday
.. Religious Address,
Concert, etc.

..

,.

..

Time Signal, Weathel
Forecast. News. etc.

CONTINENTAL TELEPHONY TRANS MISSIONS.
WaveG.M .T.

length
in

Station.

Metr es
.

06.25
06.55
07.00
07.00

Hamburg
Minister
Frankfurt

. ,

..

... ..
.. ..

Berlin (L P)..

..

07.05
07.40
07.55
07,55

Lausanne (H B 2)
Eiffel Tower (F L)
Hamburg .. ..

09.00
09.00
09.15
09.40
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.15
10.15
10.15
10.30
10.30
10.30
10.30
10.40
10.50
10.50

Berlin (Voxhaus) ..
Komarov
.. ..
Berlin (Voxhaus)..

in r'Iri

392
407
467
3150

850
2600
392
Amsterdain (P C F F) 2100

Berlin (L P)..
Kbely

Minster

..

Vienna ..
Hamburg
Bi eslau .

..

. ..
...

..
.

.

Konigsberg ..
Lyons (X' N) ..

..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..
..

Konigsberg ..

..

Stuttgart.

430
1800
430
680
1150
407
530
392
415
460
470
437

........11501150

Eiffel Tower (F L).
Berlin (L P) .. "..

..
Stuttgart..
Riffpi Trtaur, it T.1

460
2600
2800
437
2111111

Wave -

Nature of
Transmission
and Remarks.

Days.

Time signal, etc.
Time signal.
Religious service.
News

and market

quotations almost
hourly .during day.
Weather report.
PP

Sundays
Weekdays

Sundays
Weekdays
Sundays

Time signal.
News

and market

quotations almost
hourly during day.
News .etc.
Concert.
News, etc.
Concert.
PP

PP

PI

PP

PP

Concert.

PP

Weekdays
Weekdays
Daily ..
Sundays
Daily . .
Sunday
Weekdays
Sundays
'

Weather, etc.
Market news.
Concert.
News.

Talk.
Market quotations.

Conceit

Service.
Time Rico:,!.

..

10.55
10.55
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
11.05
11.10
11.15
11.15
11.30
11.45
11.55
11.55
11.55
11.55
11.55

Leipzig ..
Frankfurt
Leipzig ..
Frankfurt

11.55
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.05
12.15
12.15

Konigsberg ..
Leipzig .. ..

Religious service.

.

Daily

length

Station.

in
Metres

Days.

Nature of
Transmission
and Remarks.

-

.

Weekdays
Daily ..
Sundays
Weekdays

,,

G.M.T.

12.15
12.15
12.25

..
..
..

Stockholm

..

Stuttgart
Breslau ..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

Zurich ..
..
Eiffel Tower (F L)
Berlin (Voxhaus) . .
Munster
.. ..

Hamburg .. ..
Berlin. (Voxhaus) ..
Hamburg .. ..
Munster
.. ..
Leipzig .. ..
Breslau .. . .
.

Rome (1 C D)

.

..

..
..

Cartagena (E B X)
Ryvang (Denmark)
Berlin .. .. ..
Kbely .. .. .;
Hamburg .. ..
Geneva (H B 1) ..
Eiffel Tower (F L)
,

452
467
452
467
440
437
415
650
2600
430
407
392
430
392
407
452
415

Weekdays
Weekdays

460
452
3200
1200
1025
430

Daily . ..
Weekdays

1150
392
1100

I,

News.

Divine Service.

Sundays
Weekdays

News.

Talk.
Concert (irregular).
Time signal.
News.
Market news.

Sundays
PP

Weekdays
ff

PI

,,

Daily ..
Weekdays
Sundays

,,,

PI,

Time signal.

P,

.,
,.

,,

,,

our
Time signal
weather.
Time signal.
Market report.
Concert (irregular).
.

PP

.

Thursdays
Weekdays

PI

Concert.
News.,

PP

Concert.
Sundays
Weekdays. Weather.
.

News.

2600

Breslau ......415

News, etc.
Time signal.
Concert.

7P

Time and
report.

weat he
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CONTINENTAL TELEPHONY TRANSMISSIONS -continued.
Wave-

length

St.ltion.

:131.T.

m

-I

-

12.30

Lausanne (H B 2)

12-45
12 45
13.00

Kbely .. ..
Brussels (B A V)

Metres

-

850

..

13.00 'Radio Paris (S F R)
..
13.00 Komarov ..
13.15 Konigsberg .. ..
13.15 Berlin (Voxhaus) ..
.. ..
13.30 Hamburg
.. ..
13.45

Berlin (Voxhaus) ..

1780
1800
460

Daily ..
Weekdays

430

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.10
15.30
15.30
15.30
15.30
15.30
15.30
15.40
15.45

..
..
..

..
..

(School

of

Frankfort
Breslau ..
Stuttgart
Paris

467
415
437
450

..

Posts)
Frankfurt

..
.. ..
Munich .. .. ..
Berlin .. .. ..
Konigsberg .. ..
.. ..
Hamburg
Leipzig .. .. ..

467
467
485
430
460
392
452
2600
450

Eiffel Tower (F L)
Paris (School of
Posts)
'Breslau .. .. ..
Frankfurt .. ..

Paris (School of
Posts)
16.30. _Radio Paris (S F R)
16.30

16.30 .

16.45
16.45
16.45
17.00
17.00
17.00
17.00
17.00
17.00
17.00
17.00
17.15

Stuttgart

.. ..

.. ..
Breslau
Radio Paris (S F R)

Stuttgart

..

Th., Fri.
Mon., Tu.,
Wed
to
Mon.
Friday.
Weekdays

etc
Tzigane Orchestra.
News, etc.
Concert.

Time, weather, and

..

.. ..
Hamburg
Leipzig .. .. ..
.. ..
Komarov
Cartagena (E B X)
Hamburg .. ..
Frankfurt .. ..

tf

,,

Talk.

Concert.
News, etc.
,,

VP

Mon., Tu .
Wed., Fri.,
and Sat.
Sundays

Daily

ft

18.55
19.00
19.09
19:00
19.00
19.00
19.00

Hilversum

,19.00

It

Concert

..

,,
News.

1150

tt

650
392

ff

-

'

..

.. ..
.. ..

Vienna .. ..
Konigsberg ..

..
..

1050
530
460
392
690
437
470

..

440

..
..

..
..

..
Gothenburg ..
Stuttgart ..
Stockholm ..
Hamburg

.

407

..

'

19.15
19.15
19.15
19.20

Zurich .. ..
Lausanne (H B 2)

..
..

650
850
452
2930

19.20
19.30
19.30

Lyngby (0 X E) ..
Stuttgart .. ..

2400
437

19.30
19.30
19.40
19.50
20.00

Munster
Berlin ..
Hilversum
Berlin ..

..
..
..
..

Talk.

Talk (irregular).

Mon. Wed., Talk.

and Fri.

Weekdays
Vf

Sundays
Daily ..
Weekdays
Sundays
Daily ..
Irregular
Weekdays

Concert.

VP

f t

Leipzig .. ..
Eberswalde ..

ft

Talk.

Concert and news.
Concert.
News, etc.

Barcelona (E A J 1)
Zurich .. .. ..

Weekdays
Mon.,Wed.,

..
'Stuttgart .. ..
Munich .. .. ..
Frankfurt .. ..

430
437
485
46

Daily ..
Irregular
Weekdays
Mon., Tu.,
Thurs, Fri.

Talk.

..
17.30 ,Eiffel Tower
17.40 Hilversum .. ..
17.45 Radio Paris .. ..
17.50 Lausanne (H B 2)
18.00 Hamburg .. ..
18.00 Stuttgart
.. ..

2600
1050

Weekdays
Irregular

Closing prices.
Concert.
Racing results.

.. ..

-

ff

.. ..
.. Concert.

and Fri.

Talk, etc..

1780
850
392
437

2600

,

..Tu.,

Weekdays
'

Mon ,

Wed., Th.,
and Fri.
Mon.Wed.,
Fri.

Weather report.
News, etc.

Time and weather.
Concert.

Daily

Concert.
f>

,,

.

Tues. and

It

,,

Thurs. and
Sun.
Wed., Fri ,
Sat.
Daily ..
Irregular
Daily ..

Thurs. and

,,

'4.:

o
VP

Concert, etc.

11 .

,,
'

Weekdays__ News.

Daily

..

Daily

..
..

Daily except Sats.

407
430
1050
430
460

.

Geneva .. .. ..
Lyngby (0 X E) ..
Copenhagen .. ..

460

..

1100
2400
750
1025

20.10
20.10
20.15
20.15

Ymuiden (P C M M)

1050
1070

20.15

Konigsberg

.. ..

460

Sundays
Irregular
Weekdays
Irregular
Tues.-and
Fridays
Saturdays
Irregular
..
Daily
Daily exeept Wed.
Daily ex-

20.30

Paris (School of
Posts)
Radio Paris (S F R)
..
Rome (I C D)

450

Daily

Ryvang..

..

Ha.gue,TheI(P C G G)

Brussels (S B R) ..
Stuttgart' .. ..

.

-265
437

-

20.30
20.30
20.30
20.30
20.30
20.40
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
21.15

and Sat

Wed.

..
..

._

Childrens hour..

Sat.

Munich ........485

News.

Concert.

Weather.

cept Sat.
Mondays
Irregular
Daily ..

Concert, etc.
, ..
Concert.
,9

I,

Sundays
,i
Racing resuits...
Irregular
Mon.. Tu., Concert.
Th., Fri.,
z

1

i

.Sat.

News.
Concert.

450, Thursdays

Daily ex-

..
..
..
..
Konigsberg .. ..

20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

Concert.
News.

Weekdays

-

Weather report:.
Concert.
News, etc.
Talk.

Sun. and
Friday
Daily ..
Weekdays
452
460 Mon , Wed.,
Fri.
467 Mon.,Wed.,
Thur , Fri.,
and Sat.

Talk (irregular).

Daily

Eiffel Tower (F L)

Milniter

News.

265
325
650

18.00

18.40

Concert.

Talk

Breslau ......415
..

ft

Wed.

..

Frankfurt

Weekdays
Daily - .

Sundays
Weekdays

Weekdays
Daily ..

..

Brussels (S B R) ..
Kbely .. .. ..
Hamburg .. ..

18.30

/0

..

650
265
1150
392

Zurich

.. ..
.. ..

tI

Weekdays

..

Suil,-Tu..
and Thur.

Konigsberg

VP

Irregular

2600

Leipzig ..

Market prices.

tf

Sundays
Weekdays

Eiffel Tower (F 1.)

_

News, etc.

Vf

415
467
2400
850

467

Brussels (S B R)..

Berlin

18.30
18.30
18.30

news.
News and concert.
News, etc.
Market news.
News
Market news.

Munich ......485

17.20
17.30
17.30
17.30

18.00
18.00
18.15
18.30

ff

VP

Weekdays
Sundays

1780
437
415
1780
437
392
452
1800
1200
392,

Nature of
Transmission
and Remarhs.

Days.

mretiniy,s

i

signal, 18.00

-

16.00
16.00
16.00 Lyngby (0 X E) ..
16.00 Lausanne (H B 2)
16.00 Kbely .. .. ..
16.00 Zurich .. .. ..
.. ..
16.05 Hamburg

16.30

News, time

Weather report.

Irregular
Weekdays

14.00 Hamburg
.. .. 392
415
14.00 Breslau .. .. ..
14.00 Rome (Centocelle)
1800
.. .. 4-07
14.30 Munster
14.40 ' The Hague (P C G G)1070
.. ... 460
13.00 , Munster
460
15.00 'Konigsberg .. ..
430
15.00 Berlin .. .. ..
452
15.00 Leipzig .. .. ..

15.00

,,
t,

2930
485

430
392
392

OP

14 00

u

1150
1100

..
..

Wave le ng th

Station

G -.31.T.

-

Weekdays

Radio Paris (S F R) 1780

13.00 Eberswalde ..
13.00' Munich .. ..

Nature of
Transmission
and Remarks.

Days.

21.30
21.30
21.30

..
.. ..
Hilversum .. ..
Berlin .. .. ..
Frankfurt .. . ,
Hamburg .. ..
..
Eiffel Tower
Frankfurt
Leipzig ..
Munich ..

.

Barcelona (E A J 1)

Lyngby (0 X E) ..
Stuttgart .. ..

Paris (Petit Parisien)
Frankfurt .. ..
(Radio
Madrid
Iberica)
.

21.40
21.50
22.00
23.00

..

The Hague ..

Hamburg .. ..
Radio Paris (S F R)
Eiffel Tower (F L)
"

cept Sun.
and Wed.

t,

;...

N
News.

Talk.
Concert.
-

tf
If

News and con,erti
Concert.
,,

..

I

1780
.1800
467
452
485
1050

..
Irregular
Daily ..

News and convert.
Concert.
Talk.

Weekdays
Irregular .
Fri. and
Sun

Concert.

430

Daily ex-

,,

cept Tues.
467

Daily ex-

eept Tues.
392
2600,
325
2400
437

345
467

Daily

..

Irregular
Weekdays

Sun.. Mon.

Th., Fri.,
and Sat.
Irregular

Concert.

Daily ....

1050
392

Irregular

2600

Concert.

Talk.
Concert
News, etc.
Time and weather.

392

1780

Time and weather

Weekdays
Irregular
Weekdays

Talk.
Concert.
Of

.

Ten-minute Talk.
Dance Music.
Weather, etc.
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Look to your Valves
They are chiefly responsible
GENERAL PURPOSE VALVES:
Type R. ... 12/6 each

Flament Voltage-- ......... 4 volts
Flament Current
0.7 amp.
Maximum plate voltage -100 volts
Plate resistance
27,000 ohms.

Type B 3

211. each

Filament voltage
18 volts
Filament current
0 35 amp.
Maximum plate voltage -80 volts
27,000 ohms.
Plate resistance

*Type B5. ... 251. each
2.8-3 volts
Filament voltage
Filament cutrent.-0.06 amp.(at 3 v.)
M iimum plate voltage-I30 volts
17,000 ohms.
Pate resistance
POWER AMPLIFYING VALVES :
"type B4. ... 35). each

5-6 volts
Flament voltage
Flament current -0.25 amp (at 6v.)
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
6,000 ohms.
Plate resistance
*Type B6
',lament voltage
Filament current

for

the quality of reproduction. Badly
exhausted valves, otherwise " soft "

valves, are short-lived and give
poor results. " Soft " valves cost

less to make than " hard " valves,
but they are expensive and unsatisfactory in use. B.T.H. Radio Valves
are exhausted by a special patented

B.T.H. process which produces an
exceedingly high vacuum.

FIT B.T.H. VALVES & MAKE

YOUR SET A GOOD SET
From all Electricians and Radio Dealers

351. each
3 volts
0 12 amp.

Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
9,000 ohms.
Plate resistance

*Type B 7 ... 3716 each
6 volts
Flament voltage
Filament current.-- ...... 0 06 amp.
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
9,000 ohms.
Plate resistance
*For use with Dry Cells

.T. 111.

DI0
VALVES

Adee;-tisement of T'i. 8iil;sh ThorrsonHoueon Co. Ltd.

41111=.-"'..0110111.:"...:111MIMOI--".--S-.."-

1,

I

I'

2!7
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Reception is as good
as you build
Power is the goal of every builder -and no component

can so irremediably give or deprive your receiver of power
as the L.F. Intervalve Transformer.
THIS is readily evident under conditions prevailing in the very short
wave transatlantic reception. Clarity of reproduction, absence of
resonance freaks, freedom from parasitic noise, is an absolute necessity in
any L.F. Transformer used in critical short-wave receivers.
It may be taken as conclusive that the conditions peculiar to this
branch of radio research should govern the choice of L.F. Transformers
for the higher wave -lengths.
Set builders-from our concentrated and specialised experience its this
particular component --should take a leaf from the short-wave book and
invariably use only such transformers that give power without the eacrificc
of tonal purity. Their name is not legion, but the

SUPER SUCCESS (All Black)

L.F. TRANSFORMER
PRICE

-

2 1 .1.

4

OTHER SUCCESS
COMPONENTS
VERNIER COIL HOLDER

An essential for C ig
short wave, work I v

ERTHAREL " LEAD-IN
SWITCH

Earth's aerial outside the
house operated g g
from inside
u/

AERIAL TUNER

Covers all English and

Continental sta- 21/.
tions

COMPONENTS

ANO E CAPACITY REACT-

Reg. No. 703,507.

ANCE

Obtainable front

A proved method of ILI,.
amplification.
Builds

A truly remarkable build-up of signal voltage is absolutely
certain if you build with the Super Success. It is designed

all Dealers.

up Radio Energy 50/.

to give power.

"*.S\ Barclays 326

Advertisement of Beard & Filch, Ltd., London, E.C.r.

--==OHMS FOR HEROES -

As yet the effect of good filament control upon perfect
reception is not fully appreciated. Try the difference
between bad and good control by getting the SHIPTON,

and pay for them as you listen

THE MOST PERFECT RHEOSTAT YET INTRODUCED
A special tension spring fitted on the spindle ensures
a good, smooth contact. It is silent in use. Three

The
Famous
SPARTA

The Most
Popular

"BRANDES
TABLE
TALKER"

models are available so that whatever valves you may
use there is a SHIPTON Rheostat to give you perfect
filament control. Ask for it by name.

The

SHIPTON New Type

Cash Price £2 2 0

Strip Rheostat & Potentiometer

10

PROTECTS YOUR VALVES.

British
Made

However careful you may be an occa
sion will arise when the H.T. will short
across the filament. Avoid accidents
by fitting the SHIPTON 7 ohm model
which is fitted with a fuse, A spare fuse
is packed in every box,
SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHEO-

2000 or
4000 ohms
Cash Price

3,-

14 15 0

New Type STRIP RHEOSTAT 30 ohm 3SHIPTON New Type STRIP RHECI-

2 0 /-

STAT 7 ohm (with fuse)

-

SHIPTON

SiAT E0 ohm

-

-

-

SHIP fON

POTENTIOMETER 600
ohm - 4; 6
Packed in neat linenette boxes.
Apply to your loval dealer or direct giving
your dealer's ;tame and address,

E. SHIPTON & CO., LTD.
37, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W.1.
Telephone : Victoria 7.
Telegrams : " Rentfones, Paid."
Also at 14, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
Barclays

Deposit
and 8

monthly payments
of 4s. 3d.

Brandes

Cash Price
25 '-

Deposit and
8 monthly payments of 10 NOTE : Only 5 per cent. interest
is

charged for

easy

payments.

Either or all the above sent immediately on receipt of Deposit plus
carriage. If satisfied you pay as
shown. If not your money returned
without question. Send to -day or
call

Phones

63

atchedT6ne

Deposit and 6
payments

of

Radio iTenpliortea 3s' 4d'
We can supply you with anything from a
catswhisker to a broadcasting station
on easy payments. Stamp brings list.

R. McKELLEN & Co.,

40, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON , W.1.
322

Amiss Established 1918,

Gerrard 8 7 S 2
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RADIO JOTTINGS FROM
AMERICA.
... ...

*

FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.
-1-

EVER since Nikola Tesla, the famous
American scientist, perfected his first
wireless controlled car in 1898,

numerous attempts have been made to
extend the use of such remote operation
with success. Not long ago, John Hays
Hammond, Jun., sent an obsolete United
States warship out on the ocean without a
man on board and made it perform manceuvres.

So it was not a new performance

which was made by a Wisconsin youth
recently in demonstrating a wireless -controlled automobile, but it afforded, for
probably the first fillip, an. intimate knowledge of how the thing is done.
-

attempted. By this new method, au aerial
wire, 1,500 feet in length, supported by
telegraph poles. is placed parallel to tele-

low loss,

graph wires which extend across the country -

loss of parts.

.

.

interruption to that mode of communication.
The name of this system of wired wireleSs
is long and complicated. It is called 1` The

which were tapped -for -various wave -lengths

andwound on a tube also must be relegated
to the waste pile.
-In :place comes the self-supporting coil.
in- Which there. are no dead-end losses, no

Duplex Automatic Carrier Current Tele-

phone System." and was worked out by the
engineering department of the WestinghouSe
Electric. and Manufacturing CoMpany.

-The

stray currents -nor inductive losses. and

; condensers WhichAlave no dielectric losses,
no oil interference in:thetfrict ion contacts.

nor 'inequality of capacity between stator

The old-tiMe- cohere', of course, was
The coherer, in its most simple
form, is a tube of carbon granules which.
cling -together and complete a circuit when
a wireless wave is impressed upon them.
One surge of current from the transmitter
control key, corresponding to a telegraphic

and rotor, '
.

small insulating pieces, has plates slightly
larger. The reason that. a very small amount.
of insulating material is used is beeause all
such material has a dielectric loss, or leakage,
which absorbs energy.

them for the next surge.

There can be no brush contact, between
movable parts, because this is fOurid to bt;
inefficient, as there is oil in all metals. which
" works to the surface and ferina an insulating
film.. To do away with this, there must be
a"
" soldered wire connection.
In general appearance, low loss apparatus

Wireless Control.

In the latest device, an antenna is strung
along the top of a miniature automobile.
One " spark," lights, one of .three lamps on
the spar, which signifies that the apparatus
is ready for operation. The next spark "

starts the motor, which puts the car in

look like skeletons, with their thick, low
resistance parts, ample air space, and lack
of " body," which was supplied by rubbel

motion.
By this means of " sparking " waves upon

the ear, taillights, head -lights, side -lights,
and direction-fmder lights may be tarried
on; the gears may be reversed and speeded
up. Mid. in fact, every act -ion that can -be
made by a human in an ordinary automobile

composition in the old type condensers and
A New Sodlon Valve.
,

It was a great gamble to put the so-called.

-

sodion " detector valves on the market.

It should not be thought, however, that
wireless actually operates this car, or, in
fact, any similar device. Wireless merely
actuates power already contained in the

however, wireless power transmission is a
long way off, the nearest approach to it at
present being the Marconi wireless beam
and the Matthews " death ray," neither of
which, however, has been proven practical

for transmission of power through the air for
great distances.

Manv years ago, " On the Banks of the

1Vabasii." a song dear to the heart of every

Hoosier, was composed by Paul Dresser.
Now, in a day far removed, in the town of
Dresser, Indiana, named after the composer,

and located on the banks of the Wabash
river, an experiment is being conducted
which is probably destined to become as
world -famed as the sentimental song.

It is a new type of " wired wireless,"
worked out in a manner never before

;';

the stator, which is held in place by two very

- which loosens the granules and prepares

. automobile. if it were possible to actually impress motivating power upon the car; then
the long -sought -for wireless power transmission ' would be a reality. As yet,

-

To. effect tlic4c improvements, the ccm-

denser is -made. with an all -metal frame.
which fornis contact with the rotor. To
compensate for this difference in capacity.

dash, will make a circuit that is immediately broken by a tapper. on.the side of the cohere'.

is accomplished by moans of wireless. -

So now.* old type condenser

and is used for sending and receiving. , with the_ generous end insulating panel must
Wireless waves are imposed upon the be discarded and
made mostly of
telegraph wires from the antenna without metal; replaced.: The old tuning coils

utilized.
:

so that all of the infinitesimal

amount. of wireless...energy received may be
trapped_ and utilised without dissection and

for they were expensive to buy, complicated
Part of the transmitter' at C IC A C, the Canadian La
Presse station.
-

transmitting is done by means of a five valve 250 -watt transformer which induces,

with its long aerial, radio waves upon the
telegraph line. At the receiving end the
message ,is'picked off of the, telegraph line
with another long aerial.
There is remarkably low loss of power by
this system, and the feat of directing
messages is possible. Calls may be made

on the ordinary automatic dial telephone

without the aid of operators, from one
party to another.

The " Low Loss " Craze.

Many amateurs in America hare been
quite upset over the new " low loss " epidemic which is sweeping the nation and

rendering sets, formerly considered efficient,
as poor as a husband's excuse, in the minds

of those amateurs. Everything must be

to use, and Were worthless as amplifiers.
But the inventor had great faith in them,
claiming that his ionization principle
rectification made the most :sensitive and
most quiet deteetPr in existence.

However, he realised that the produce
was not perfected, and continued experimenting. As a result, a new sodion tube
has been made, which -has a solid, instead of

a liquid, anode, and has a filament which
requires less power.
The valve is of unique structure, having a

heating wire wound around the outside of a
glass tube to " ionize " the sodium gas, and
a protecting glass covers all. There is an
anode electrode and a semi-cylindriCal
collector inside the valve, in additien to a
filament.- This valve cannot reradiate and
has to be used in special circuits.
There is little doubt that the present
electronic valves can be improved upon, and
if the sodion principle is superior, there is no
reason to believe that With impeoVements
this valve will not have wider use.
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A USEFUL CONDENSER AND AN
EASILY MADE DETECTOR.V

TWO USEFUL

*.

HINTS.
*

A Novel Condenser Case.

THE condenser about to be described was

intended for three uses, though pro-

bably the reader will find many others.
Firstly, if used with air as the dielectric it
Should make an efficient vernier with
micrometer adjustment. (Fig. 1.)
Secondly, if used with mica as dielectric it

should have a fairly high maximum, and

brass -and bend double, and squeeze cats -

whisker between in vice or with pliers.
Thin down -the other end of the bar and
plainly mark so as to readily distinguish
which is which in your collection. The

CUT a gramophone record to shape, as
shown in sketch. This may be cut
with a pair of scissors, if the record is

first held in front of -the fire to soften.
When the shape is cut out, again soften the

crystal cup can be made from a thin piece
of brass tubing-old cartridge -cases are

very low minimum capacity.
Thirdly, if the plates are reduced to
about 4 in. square and air is the dielectric

till U

employed, it should make an efficient
variable neutrodyne condenser.

The diagram is self-explanatory, and for

O

the first two uses mentioned above the
plates should be about 21- in. square.
There are two small points which might be

Fig.

mentioned, and these are that to get the
maximum capacity the thickness of the
plates should be as nearly equal as possible

to the thickness of the small brass hinge,
and that the screws bolting the plates to
the ebonite strips should be of the flat -headed

countersunk type, the heads being filed
flush with the plates after the latter are
bolted up. The mica may be fixed to either
of the sheets with shellac varnish.

2.

good-a piece of flat brass being soldered
to one end.

0

CONDENSE'? CASE

(Fig. 2.)

Mounting the Crystal.

There is no doubt that Wood's metal is
the best cement for crystals, and the follow-

ing method minimises the risk of hurting
the crystal. Place a piece of quite wet

record till it is easy to bend, then bend as
shown by dotted lines, bringing the corners
The corners may then be
together.

rounded off and sealed with a hot iron,

linen over a piece of Moldine or Plasticine,

such as a poker or anything of that descrip-

Wood's metal in a spoon and pour into cup,

tion. This type of case has been thoroughly

The case can then be finished off
with glass-paper to the maker's satisfaction.

The cats -whisker mount shown should

and press crystal into this, and then place
the cup over the crystal. Melt some

flex connection, and gives all the neces-

which is open at far end. The metal immediately sets and very little heat is im-

tested and has been subjected to 2,000

The Crystal Detector.

revolve and have either a rubbing or

sary movements and a firm or delicate
touch for wire or second crystal, such as
bornite or tellurium. The latter can be
mounted in a small cup soldered to bar.

For the holder cut a thin

piece

of

parted to the crystal. If the mounted
crystals are kept in their particular pill
boxes when not in use you know where

volts A.O. between holes and through the
thickness successfully, no sign of leakage
being noticed.

you are and dust trouble is minimised.

Simple Anti -Capacity Handle.

AVERY useful way to convert the
desired knobs of the set requiring

EBONITE
KNOB

anti -capacity handles may be carried
out in the following maimer :
First file a small groove right across the

TAPPED 2 BA.
2 B.A. BRASS ROO
...5MA LL.

BRASS

knobs to take the handle ; this may be

NOSE TAPPED 2 B.A.

H/NG4*

I

346-solyirE
I"x
SOLDER/N4
TAGS -'

PLATES

I 2 va"..56i:
SPRIG

BRAS

et:w.furE

rx56,

1ST IP

BRASS
made any shape. Two arc given here- one.

SOLDERING
TAG

a spade type that will permit operation
from above, the other to act lengthways.
The spade pattern is filed out of a small
strip of ehonita mtd milled or roughed at

top for a grin; the bottom, of course, is filed
to fit the groove in the knob. The other

pattern is ezapett as shown, IAA will not
Fig. 1.

require to be
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THIS winter has seen quite a number of

wireless books put on the market.
Mr.

Burrows, Captain

Eckersley,

Captain Frost, Captain Lewis, John Henry,
all have recently published books, and now
I have just received another wireless book,
a very handsome, solid -looking volume, by
Mr. J. C. W. Reith, the Managing Director
of the B.B.C.
When this hook was placed on my desk,
first of all caught a glimpse of the title,
" Broadcast over Britain," and, to tell you
the truth, I felt rather peeved. " What,"
I.

said,

" another book on

wireless !

Closer scrutiny of this particular volume
revealed the author as Mr. J. C. W. Reith.
That night I took it home and read it from
cover to cover, and it is certainly one of the
most outstanding wireless books not only
of the year but of all time.

claim nor pretensions to perfection ; it is,
of course, everybody's business to teach us,
and we are very glad to learn."
A Good Spirit.

Here you have a clue to the success of the
B.B.C. They lack conceit ; they are ready
to learn. They are ready at all times to give
their careful consideration even to anonymous letters and even to those choice in individuals who waste their spare time and
their postage stamps by blackguarding the

B.B.C.'s attempts and who are experts in
destructive criticism. But the B.B.C. do
not get on their high horse ; frankly, I

thought they did once upon a time, but

light shades of the borderland. Darkness

presses in on all sides, and the intensity
of the darkness is increased by the illuminations which here and there are shed,
as the investigators, candle in hand and
advancing step by step, peer into the

illimitable - unknown.

A Compliment to Knowledge.

As knowledge increases so does ignorance, and some say that ignorance is

advancing faster than knowledge. This is a
compliment to knowledge. There is a system
in every star, a world in every atom."

It is hard in the very short space at my
disposal, and by quoting one or two short

Mr. Reith, besides being a most successful

:Managing Director of the B.B.C. and a
business organiser of high ability, also
wields a very pretty pen. This Managing
Director of the B.B.C. is no mean' essayist,
and his volume, just published by Messrs.

Hodder & Stoughton, price 6/- net, is a

book which is not only interesting because
of its subject matter, but is, if I might say

so, even more interesting because of the

style and common-sense philosophy of its
author.
The B.B.C.'s Post Bag.
Mr. Reith, writing about broadcast
licences, says " It is difficult, and, indeed,
impossible, to speak with any assurance of

the number of people who listen to broadcasting. In our first twenty-one months-

that is, till the end of September, 1924-

approximately 950,000 licences had been

issued, over 50,000 new licences being taken

It is natural to
assume that there are several people inout, in September alone.

The Aerial at Mill Hill School used by Mr. Goyder for his New Zealand Transmissions

volved in each licence. The difficulty is to
know what average figure to take. Taken
at five, the audience is already over four
million. For any special occasion an in-

that was nearly two years ago. These days
you will find the utmost consideration given
to even the most futile suggestion, and it is

gat her."

of the B.B.C.

Reith has this to say : " Periodically
letters come in, one per a thousand or two,

ether in his last chapter which I cannot

finitely greater number of people can
Discussing the B.B.C.'s post -bag, Mr.

which make one doubt the sanity of the
correspondent-in fact., there is little room
for anything other than -doubt. I imagine

that editors are familiar with the type."

The situation to us was very
[They are
peculiar. It was entirely new. It might have
induced considerable disgust with one's

fellow -creatures, but that, I presume, was
our inexperience. It is often possible to
trace ulterior motives and inspirations in
them. They are usually anonymous and
almost invariably written `on behalf of
hundreds of listeners in this district.' If

the programme staff had been thorough

blackguards, the virulence and vituperation
conveyed by some of these rare communicatier's could not have been increased.
" It is; as someone bas said, royal to do

good and to he abused. We make neither

indicative of the spirit of public service
which has so distinguished the activities
Mr. Reith has.something to say about the

refrain from quoting.
" The interest is enhanced by the know-

ledge that the operations of broadcasting
are dependent for their propagation on the

mysterious and fascinating medium we call
ether.
" When we speak of the ether we speak

extracts from his book, to convey to the
reader the peculiar chain and style which
distinguishes Mr. With's writings.
The Captain of the Ship.

If he were not Managing Director of the
B.B.C., I could well wish him the time and
opportunity to devote his energies to further

writings, but this book alone should be
sufficient to make clear to devotees of
broadcasting that in the Managing Director

of the B.B.C., and in the captain of that
phenomenal ship which in two years has
practically earned the name of National
Institution." they have a man who combines

more or less as fools, for the more that is
discovered, the more apparently contradictory facts are revealed. It would seem
to have properties which formerly were
regarded as mutually exclusive. While it
fascinates it mystifies, and the more it
fascinates and the more it is explored, the
more it mystifies. With all manner of its

rare qualities of business and organising
ability with an imagination and literary

mathematically proved, it is still only a

their library will put in their hands in a very
short space of time a volume which might
aptly be termed " The Philosophy of
Broadcasting."

characteristics and properties definitely and

conception of the mind.
" When we attempt to deal with ether we
are immediately involved in the twi-

grace which many of our so-called stylists
and essayists of more advertised fame might
well envy.

I most heartily recommend this book to

every reader of POPULAR WIRELESS, and

to those who perhaps find the price a little

high, I would suggest that an inquiry at
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Conducted by J. H. T. ROBERTS, D.Sc., F.Inst.P.
AN interesting game has sprung up

centrally situated between the great wireless stations of Nauen and Salonika. He

ordinary stamp albums, and stamps have

effects of the two transmissions may have
been combined and brought about sparks
between metal -parts in proximity to the
explosives which were so unaccountably

Recording Stations.

amongst American ljsteners. Albums
are issued by the Ekko Co., similar to

been printed representative of all the broadcast stations in America and Canada. With

considers that owing to its position, the

between

St.

Assise

(Paris) and one of the American wireless
stations.

I give the opinions of the Roumanian

scientist as a Matter of interesting specula-

tion, but most people will think it more

probable that the disasters referred to were
due to some less mysterious cause, probably
accidental.
Radio Photographs.

Amongst the exhibits at the annual

exhibition of the Royal Photographic
Societyin London recently were a number of
photos transmitted by wireless, a noticeable
improvement having been effected in
reducinr,e. the streaky effect which has

previously been such a marked feature of
those photographs.
Radio Phototalks.

Related in sonic way to the subject of

radio photographs is that of the illustrated
broadcast lecture. This is a new vogue in

the U.S.. and although the photos are

not broadcast in tho wireless sense, they
are broadcast in the literal sense, since
they are published in 'one of the - daily
illustrated papers on the morning of the
day the lecture is to be broadcast by wireless.
The
R- M A Q. is

feature,

" Daily News "

station.

the one to introduce this

and every Saturday morning
pictures are given in the paper illustrating
the trip or the country to be visited (supposing it is

to be a " travel " lecture).

In the evening, when the lecture starts on
the broadcast, all the listener has to do is

to take the illustrated page and place it

'before him on the table, put on the 'phones
or switch on the loud speaker, and follow

the talk with the aid of the photos. This
seems an excellent idea. and a very real
approach to the broadcasting of pictures

The H.F. al ernntor (500 kw.) at the St. Assisi wireless station, near Paris.

each album come twenty " proof of reception cards." " Radio Digest " continues" When a radiophan .(in English " experimenter'') dials a .new station, he. fills
the blanks on the card, encloses a dime to
cover cost of stamp and mailing, and sends

detonated. Negrei believes that his theory
also explains the burning of two steamers
at Toulon, which is half -way between Paris
and Bigerta, and the burning of a ship in the

Atlantic, which at the time was about

and speech`simultaneously-in the practical
sense though not in the technical.
Useful Insulators.

.

Often you require to run a wire or busbar
along.a part of the interior of the set, or on a
base.board, and you are at a loss for a small
(Continued on page 735.)

the card to the station in question. The

album thus represents a bonified (" bona fide ") list of radiOcasters heard by the fan.
The position of a station's stamp on a page
is determined by its power, those having
the greatest power being at the top of the
page.

The colour of the stamp depends

upon the wave -length."

A good deal of useful information,
together with maps, is also. included in
the album, which eventually becomes a
document much priied by the owner.
Wireless Rays.

The recent discussion which took place
in

this country, upon the possibility of

interfering

with

aeroplane engines

by

means of wireless or other " rays," is recalled by information from Paris with
reference to investigations which have lately
been conducted by a. Roumanian scientist,

General Negrei. Director of the Technical
Dept. of the Roumanian Army, and Prof.

of Ballistics at the Bucharest Military
School. He has been examining the
possible causes for the mysterious ex-

plosion which took Place in May last at

Bucharest and points out that Bucharest is

The transmitter, modulating panel, switchboard and generator. at the Stoke -nn -Trent relay station.
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INDISPENSABLES
MAXIMUM RADIO EFFICIENCY
The CURTIS CONSTANT -TUNED
HIGH -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER

NO CONDENSER

t.ORTts
CONSTANT TUNED

(POO- 3000
F. AMPL.

Radio Apparatus manufactured and marketed by us bears
the insignia of guaranteed quality down to the smallest detail.
alike.

Tuned" High - Frequency

PARAGON-CURTIS Products are incorporated in Receivers both of
commercial and home -constructed origin. Such Receivers give
consistent and dependable service.

the high efficiency of two

PARAGON
EBONITE PANELS
Radio Quality Poet Office Specification.

The

Curtis

" Constant -

is
the only
automatic high - frequency
amplifier which, when connected in circuit, guarantees

Amplifier

stages of radio amplification
on any wavelengths between
306 and 3,000 metres, and requires no additional
controls, NOR MORE EFFORT, SKILL

OR PATIENCE IN TUNING, THAN IS
REQUIRED FOR THE OPERATION. OF

THE USUAL ORTHODOX SINGLE STAGE
TUNED ANODE CIRCUIT.
Model A, 300 to 800 metres, 15/-, postage 6d.
Model B, 800 to 3,000 metres, 17/6, postage 6d.

PARAGON-CURTIS
ONE-PIECE

SEE THAT YOU BUILD OVLY WITH
TESTED and RECOMMENDED by " POPULAR WIRELESS."

Uniform Fine Crain, Dead Matt Finish, Guaranteed Fre of Surface Metal. Ground Edges.

10/ x SI x
12 x 10 x
12
14
16

X 12
X 12

X
X

x 12 X 1

STANDARD SIZES.
13/x 12 X
X 10 X
.. 1416
17/6
24 x 12 x
416
12 x 6 x 3 ..
15'3
22 x 11 x
18
24

7,3
8:6

10/.. 11'6

Cies,Cia.

PAT. APR, FOR
PARAGON CURTIS

9

X

X

6
8

X

X
:

5
9

x

.. 9'6,9
6'.. 3'3
.. 7,6

X }- ..
x

xI

SPECIAL PANELS for Sets described in " Popular Wireless." Similar finality -and finish
Cut Edges, Ground and despatched same day id tier sq. in, Postage 6d. extra.

PARAGON POLISHED MAHOGANY EBONITE

is NOT a Composition, but- GUARANTEED POST OFFICE QUALITY

EBONITE and is of similar specification to the now universally used
PARAGON EBONITE.
PANELS CUT TO SIZE, Squared, Edges Ground, Ed. per sq. inch.

CURTIS
FILAMENT RHEOSTAT

Guaranteed Accurate Capacity.

CURTIS-ITE
The
Ree
ifying Crystal
After you have read much of the panegyrics about so-

value-discovered by methods of trial and error
---logically calls for a condenser not only of a
guaranteed 'uniform capacity-but that the
capacity should be accurate.

called rectifying crystals and spent as many shillings
as common sense permits-try the difference with
CURTIS-ITE, the zoo per cent, super sensitive crystal,
as supplied with the famous Radionette Crystal

The manufacture of the Paragon -Curtis Condenser

is of so precise a nature tltat two of the same

stated capacity chosen at random are not
only guaranteed to be of uniform capacity but to
be within 5% accurate. Such uniformity and
accuracy has never before been attained.

..

,iii#4.b/4

control means to perfect reception. Quick and
micrometer action.
Price 5:-

The -pecilication of fixed condensers of a definite

..................................

X

Conditions obtaining in the very short wave
Transatlantic reception, and for that matter in
all H.F. and detector Valves, requires very
accutate control of filament heat. Fit the
CURTIS-it will reveal what delicate and fine

ONE PIECE ArpIP
MICA CONEY'

'0008 to '006 Grid Condenser with Clips
Grid Leak

16
18
12
10
121

STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS ; BUT it must be in Paragon SEALED carton.

MICA -CONDENSER
g

ARAGON-CURTIS Productions have commanded the commendation of the highest technical authorities and Radio Experimenters

2/6 each
2/9 each

Receivers. What more need see say? Price 1'- each
a*

The

se,

U-GRAVINq

PROCESS OF PASSEL MARKING
Is neater, cleaner and maper than any other

known method of panel niarking, and is practically
permanent, removable oily by scraping with a knife.
Beware of spurious finitaiona-GET NII-GRAVING.
Home Constructors not having visited us at the Exhibition and received our 16 -page catalogue M
" Essential Raw Materials and Accessories should send for a copy without delay; it is free on rogues,

.....................................

PETER
cunaas,
759 CAMDEN ROAD,

1.

Phone North 866
Paracuttex "
Telegrams:
Central 7236
76, Newal Street
BIRMINGHAM
Central 5093
312. Deansgate
MANCHESTER
In conjunction with

.........

THE PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO., LTD,
1101..InN

1.
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Why Condensers should
be chosen

HEADPHONES
T.M.C. with GUARANTEE

19/6 pair

Instances of inefficient condensers actually
absorbing radio energy so that it does not
reach the detector valve at ali is SO( an
uncommon experienee.
- would not seem
possible but if your present receiver is
blind to the signals of distant stations incorporate J.B. Condensers into Your: new
receiver, or fit them to your existing..
receiver.
Discard those Instruments you
did not choose, and observe what a vast

'

Telefunken Lightweight

18/6 pair
Special Telefunken Iva
ALL 4,000 ohms

difference the - choler! ' of good condensers

makes to the range and to the power of
your apparatus.

447.91rwinalaittuttltrAv;;,

The remarkable improvement you will gain
is the. reward of ,precision manufacture and
of constructional distinctions combined with
a scientific choice of raw material. Such a
combination- of manufactiiring and scientific
know ledge is confined to J.B. instruments.

SQUIRE LAW
-00025
96

-001

001

0002
0001
l';rnb

.

-00075
0005

0003

5,16

5. 3.

49

-0001
111:5nier

Go to your dealer first. If lie can.
not supply, send direct --your set
deserves it. Post: One, 60.; two, 9d.;
three,

8. POLAND ST-OXFORD ST

LONDON - W.I.
(First Floor)

Uefepfione GERRARD 7414

It permanently holds the most sensitive " spot" found by

perfect micrometer -style adjustment. . The
" S.P.C." is a grand little example of fine engineer.
ing skill. So solid and substantial-a

the

pleasure to handle and a ji y to work 4 6

with
PRICE
and worth every penny of it. Postage 3d. Satisfaction guaranteed of course. Send P.O. to -clay, or ask your Dealer.

SPEEDWELL PRESS CO., LTD.,
INCKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH, HERTS.

S.P.C. CRYSTAL I3 1E T IE IC gr ID 1Ft .

STRAIGHT from U.S.A.

comes the crystal which has the
greatest sale in America . . the
.

most sensitive crystal in the World
. a natural Galeria crystal from
the mines of Brazil.

ET AL

RADIO CRYSTAL

Mined, tested and packed by the Dayton 11.adio 31f z. C..,
Dayton. Ohio.

6

till /
1 1, BA t H STREET, GLASGOW.

L.ONUON ReADIO STORES,
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED. WIREI,ES DIATUR,
SPECIAL

100 ft.

Prices for Quick
Sale.

111=1111101

2/3

AERIAL

ESTAB, 1 86 1,

KENNETT'S STORES

11, LIVERPOOL ROAD, LONDON, N.1

and highest possible electrical
Radian production will

of the S.P.C. CRYSTAL DETECTOR.

NOW.

M/111=1.1

are Special RIBBON

Of splendid quality and finish, very strong construction

IS THE SECRET

COLE DISTRIBUTORS TOR BRITISH

EVERYTHING ABOVE 2, POST FREE
All the above ...........

I FIT Radiax SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

SPRING CONTROL

On Sale now at all g o o
wireless retailers at, per boa

6/3

519

0002

5:9

H.T. BATTERY CASES take
pocket batteries up to 63 volts

4,6

STANDARD
86
-00025

a.

is in. SQUARE TINNED PANEL WIRE
recommended for Wiring Sets. 24 ins. long.
1 /6 doz.

619

...

-00075
0005
0003

-

efficiency,

this

nets

Revolutionize Your Tuning
The use of a good square law condenser facilitates the
tuning on that portion of the scale hitherto difficult .or
impossible, and gives uniform results over the whole
range.

A Radiax Chart FREE with Each,
enablZi you to identiv bY wavelength each station
tune in: I t in( ludeli;
stations heard.
-not
'0006

'0005

.

..

valuable hints on logging

you
all

Vers'er. With Vernler.

76

86

8.. 6 8
Radiax Ltd., 10, Radio House, Percy Street,
0003

Tottenham Court Road, London. W.1.

CAIIPAX

Museum 990

§3/4TLartXlat
Barela-3,-a 322

131E17{1111/4.WENT

DETECTOR SET
In beautiful dome -topped solid polished
mahomny cabinet with safety catch.
Fitted. with efficient permanent detector.
No fiddling with catswhiskers. Always

set. Space for 'phones. Condenser tuned.

Sockets for Chelmsford
roil. Earthing switch.
This crystal set has opeiated loud speaker
(with no amplification) 5 miles from 2 Z Y.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

10 :0

ONE VALVE AMPLIFIER
to fit in the 'phone compact- 133
'0
anent of this handsome set.
Works L.S.efficiently ten miles from B B.C.
station. Lei us send you lull porlicolurs.

CARPAX COMPANY LTD.,
312, Deansgate, Manchester.
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Radiolek,
Crystal Receivers

Risdioirk "Bijou" -

Crystai Receiver

L

These sets give perfect purity of tone, and, within reason-

able distances all the necessary volume required for
several pairs of headphones. Both receivers are enclosed
in polished walnut cases with nickel fittings, and are as
well -made, in every respect, as the most expensive sets.

THE Radiola " BIJOU."

,

This is a highly efficient receiver at a moderate price. Tuning-by
variometer-is perfectly ,silent in' action.. Telephony can be
received within a radius of 20 miles and, under favourable
conditions, over greater distances.

Price

iolanModel

R

Crystal Receiver/

22 0 0

THE Radiola " MODEL A."

This set is provided with two crystals, and if one ceases to function,

the other can be instantly switched into circuit. The normal
range for telephony is 30 miles, but a greater range is possible
under favourable conditions. The tuning is simple and selective.
£3 10 0.
Price
...
B.T.H. 4000 ohm Head Telephones
-1:15 o ev1) a.

-Houston
The British Thomson
Wholesale only.

Co.,

Ltd

Offices : Crown House, Aldwych, W.C. 2.

Works : Coventry.

Branches at Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow. Leeds.
Liverpool. Middlesborough, Manchester, Newcastle, Swansea, Sheffield.
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Supplied in sets of
5 (Nos.

CRYSTAL
remarkable

box.

sensitivity

Chelmsford
(No. 150)

at every point and giving loud and
perfect reception over maximum

ranges-such is "URAL I U

Nature's wonder crystal.
Read what an expert says :
" . I must say that URALIUM
is certainly second to none .. and
deserves to be given every praise.-

NATURES

absolutely standard and true
to calibration. Also extreme
rigidity is attained without the

use of shellac or wax. You
therefore get an inductance

e,

N

1111P

WONDER CRYSTAL

1'6 of all Dealers.

N

te(''

2/6

Each Reactone Coil, besides having a special formation
to yield maximum air -space, is wound by special process
under a constant tension.
A Coil is thus formed that is that is practically free from

Obtainable in boxes
including Silver
Catswhisker

PI%

Coil

Highest Efficiency Coils
are Tension -Wound

160 U
\

Be

sure to see thename
" Reactone" on the

RARE VIRTUE
Possessing

35, 5o,

25,

75 and loo).

" self -capacity," and thus
gives louder signals, sharper

tuning, and readier reaction,
besides being rigid and unvarying.

t.W n\.%44 -t

BOWER.ELECTRIC,;1,IMITED

C

15, GRAPE ST. SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON,W.C.

2C4,

iiitatiawativemativentaprimatrnwvinfempentiffraimonvntravv>/DISTRIBUTORS

West of England & South Wales

BOWER ELECTRIC (Bristol) LTD..
135, Victoria Street, Bristol.

Lancashire & Cheshire

HENRY HOLLINCDRAKE & SON, LTD.,

Scotland & Ireland
V ZEITLIN & SONS (Wireless Dept. U).

144. Theobald's Road, London, W.C.1

Wireless Factors. Princes St., Stockport,

Leeds
T. B. MORLEY & CO.,
67, Basinghall Street, Leeds.

TENSION -WOUND

ncluctanc

Ask your Wireless Dealer. In case of demcalty send

P.O. for 4/9 and your Dealer's name and address to
Sole. Distributors, for U.K. and Ireland,

V. ZEITLIN & SONS,

144, Theobald's Road, LONDON. W.C.1. 'Phone: Museum 3795, 5841.
Manufactured by Lewis Harforth & Co., London. 0
[MIVOINIM.
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"Just a moment, my boy. Let your
father be the judge of this. It might

WAVES AND STRAYS

blow up."

"Blow up ! There's nothing to blew

up. It's wireless."
agonised.

By BIGHAM BURLAC.

--

The Personal Narrative of a Proud Parent.

*

41.

MY name is Shellybun, Henry Joshua :
aged 49, Chartered Cheesemonger, of
The Towers, Grove Street, Peckham.

1 am in a fair way of business, glad of it,

but no thanks to this wireless. Up to

about November 14th, or it may have been
December 5th, 192'2, my affairs ran smoothly

and there was always a little hymn -singing
round the piano on Sunday nights, followed
by cold beef and pickles. In fact, my household was typically borgewar. " Borgewar "
is what a Communist calls a man who takes

baths and doesn't get into debt. (N.B.-

My boy Samuel begs me to state that I
ought to have spelt borgewar " bourgeoise."
Some of this new-fangled Latin he's reaming
at school, I suppose).

I

*

Suddenly young Kitchen yelled, ." Hey !

Cheers ! I've found the short."

Sainuel jumped as though these words

had pierced his marrow, and shouted, almost

at the same moment :

" Gorrim ! gorrim ! 'Sgrand.
Don't
shift 'er." I ventured at this juncture,
which I perceived was a crisis, to urge upon

the lads a kindly injunction to act in no

.Samuel's -voice was

Then I heard a band. Most select, I'm
I sat down on the bed and tapped
out the time with my foot. Just as matters
were settling down nicely for the last lap
between the fiddles and the clarionets,
sure,

Samuel rudely snatched the telephone away
and the two boys instantly crouched again
over their unlawful pursuit, and I was about

as much an outsider as an undertaker at a
wedding.
A Wonderful Thing.

Next day I put the case to Gulger. He's

precipitate manner, lest something irreparable should be perpetrated. At the sound

a collector for the Pearl and knows all

imperiously, as -though commanding me to
hold my peace. This; I confess, was a new
departure, an altogether unprecedented
gesture in our relations as parent and child
hence I persisted in my outcries, Observing

My eldest did it a month ago. Clever young
chap, he is. It's the real wireless telegraphy.
Come's from Hawstralia, some say."
So 1 helped Samuel that evening: Found

of my voice

Samuel raised his hand

about law.

" No," said Gulger, " it's right enough.

him very selfish about the telephone, so
and bought
went
another. Being afraid
of fire I removed

The Conspirators.

To get on. At or about dates above mentioned, my eldest, Samuel, very promising lad, though too clever for his old

the apparatus to the
sitting -room. Samuel
proved to be very

dad, went to spend an evening with a
schoolmate ; name of Kitchen ; father in

was dosed with Fever Curer.

argumentative about
tuning- and seemed
to imagine I knew
nothing about electricity. Why, I was
reading the. " Grand
Lexicon of Science and
Art " before he was
born.
Eventually I decided

.S-ext day, Saturday, the boy dernanded

matter, wireless being

and therefma abstracted two

a new thing, and
everybody inventing

ihe rope trade : very respectable people.

Appears that young Kitchen knew the
nephew of a man whose cousin's son was
one of these Marconi operators. Wireless.
You know !

Samuel came here gabbling a lot

of

nonsense his mother couldn't make head
nor tail of, had his temperature took and
Persevering
stuff, though expensive and unpleasant.

to look fully into the

his money:box, a thing sacred to holidays,
shilling,:.

What must he do but buy a lot of trashy
wire before his mother could say " Jack

Robinson." Then he remained in his room
for five hours, refusing all food and drink.
emerging only once to consult my " Grand
Lexicon of Science and Art (1843)."
At the end of this period of sequestration,

Samuel was observed to hurtle out the

back -door and into the garden, where he
strung a kind of wire clothes -line. With an
agility the like of which we had not suspected possible in the boyfor Samuel is
known to his school -mates as " Puddeny "

Some members of the Wireless and Exnerimental Association at a recent
field day.

.

each moment the more acutely that the

lads were utterly absorbed in their mischief.

Presently Sathuel removed the wateh
shaped instrument from his ear and said :

" Well, pa, since von won't let me listen,
have a go yourself."
A Summonsing Affair.

" What is all this rigmarole, my boy ? "

I asked, taking from him the earpiece,

- he scaled the rain -pipe and fixed one end
of the wire to a chimney stack. This
accomplished, he disappeared and eventually

which I then perceived to be similar in its

them retiring at once to Samuel's bed-

thing to my ear.

brought back young Kitchen, the two of
chamber.

" Gorrim "
Horn's passed, and except for the stamping
of

their hoofs overhead and occasional

bumps, nothing was heard of them. Shrill
references to bedtime, hooted' up the
stairway by.his mother, brought no reasonable. response from Samuel, and accordingly

outward appearance to a telephone receiver.

" Trying to tap the telephones, are you ?

Good job I fOund you out." I applied the

tune. But somehow I

always get distracted by the music or

whatnot.. Heard one of these " talks " last
week, all about " Eruptions in the Lower
Andes." Don't know in what part of the
body the Andes is situated, but Gulger says

the Andes is a parasite of the mackerel.

The "Encyclopedia Britannica " I've bought

came home to -day and looks like being
useful.

Taking it all by and large, this wireless is

a wonderful thing-thanks to my boy
Samuel ; though I don't call it real science,

though very distracting from work.
The Verdict.

" Yes," I continued,
" without a doubt you've got through. I
can hear 'em talking all over 'the show.
' London calling,' eh ? Here, you've been
and bawled up some business gent's trunk
call. Samuel, you'll have to stop it or it'll

Samuel is a natural engineer. That's a
fact. He knows all about wireless. Picked
it. up in no time. The way that boy talks
is a fair caution. Had a real engineer to

be a summonsinc.; affair."
" But it's wireless, pa," complained
Samuel.

him a few tips he dried right up and

" That's it --argue. I wish you was like
your brother 'Arold."
Just then I heard some musical noises.
" Hum ! 'Strawnary thing. Singing songs,
someone is. You've tapped one of these

I ascended to the bedchamber and entered
without ceremony. The boys, who were
crouched like beasts of prey over a carcass,
(lid not heed my arrival. Young Kitchen played with some absurd muddle of wire
electrOphones ! "
and cardboard, while Samuel held a watch " Aw, pa --let's listen ! We've not heard
like contrivance to his right ear. I noticed
any music yet," wailed Samuel, whilst
that his eyes bulged and his mouth young Kitchen, I observed, twined his legs
was open.

things every day that
might bring in a for-

round the bed -rail.

tea the other night, and I noticed with

pride that when my Samuel tried to give
changed the subject. Samuel says he
reckons that engineers don't know much
about wireless.

Doesn't seem so comfortable about the
owing to numerous
engineering works of me and Samuel, and
I've had to let the garden go. But you
house these days,

ought to hear Big Ben on our loud speaker.
As plain as anything, sir, using two stages
and feed -back. We
(Verdict : " Guilty.")
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This hapan pens because Ediswan
not get out.

Ediswan Valve. have a reputation that is

He was on safe ground; trusted wherever broadhe knew-tho' perhaps casting is known. It was
you did not-that the that reputation your
Ediswan he offered you dealer had in mind. It's
had already passed its that reputation you will
He think of next time you
proficiency tests.
might have told you- are getting a valve.
if he did not-that every ,Ediswan Valves pill bring the best
single valve that leaves out of your wireless set-get some
the way home and enjoy better
our works goes out on
programmes from to -night onwards.
through the testing room.

And unless the testing
room is satisfied, it does

Science,

Museum,

South

Kensington, London, where the
complete series of Dr. Fleming's
experimental valves can he seen.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON.

E,C.4

E7TISW
:NIT
VALVES

Ara interesting study of early

twireless history may be made at
the

All dealers sell them.
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THE GOVERNMENT

ELECTRADIX.

SURPLUS WIRELESS DEPOT
NEW BULK DELIVERIES FROM

R.A.F. DEPOTS AND CABLE STATIONS.
Al:solutely the Finest Show of High Grade Radio Instruments in
London. Many New Bargains ! Prices a fraction of Cost
ci,cioo New R.A.F. STEEL TUBE

C
2,000
Another
EDISWAN VALVES offered

MASTS, at 15', 7:6 ; 2.0', 10!- ;
12 6 ; 30, 14'-. Scrap your feeble
wood pole at once !

at 6i6 (by post at buyer's
risk). Clips 6d. Adaptors.
4 -lee, 1/-. The cheapest

This week's SPECIAL BARGAIN is

high frequency, lose capa-

R. A. F.

Ask your local dealer for

-- 616 each.

should scenic one at the bargain price
before it is too late,

ALTERNATORS selling fast.

one.

D.C. DYNAMOS, the R.A.F.

Jiarging sets, enclosed type,

bearings, etc costing
and quite new, are
Offered at £3. D.C. high tenMarconi
machines.'
sion
hall
115

r,50o v. 12 mla, £8. M. G.
1,200 v. go mia,
B.T.H., 750 v.
2,000 volts,
o in/a, £10.

Mortley,

,122. M.G.,

k.w., £35.
10,000

Valve,3- Mk. TV Amplifier and a

True -Tone Loud Speaker for £3 15s.
Equally good for crystal or valve set.
zoo sets only.

city detector -amplifier ever
offered. Detects, amplifies.

Electric

Candle

Lamps, 220 volts, 10/- per

doz.

" TRUE -TONE"
LOUD
SPEAKERS.

"True -tone"

Loud Speakers,
large adj. lam.
magnets, 4,000
ohms,
polished

wood base, rubber feet, ebonite

You

200 WATT MIDGET ALTERNATORS, 52A,
most
perfectly

The

made little Generator
used on aircraft, gives
50o cycles zo volts 20
amps, weight 7,1, lbs.,
in

aluminium

cover.

The generator of un-

£3 10s.

The mai tines are imused
and fully guaranteed. With quite a small transformer, any H.T. voltage from zoo volts up to
limited possibilities.

3,000 volts may be obtained, smoothed and rectified for plate 1-1.1'. The wonderful little machines
cost f.3o, and arc given away at 70/. each.
'PHONE BARGAINS. Single L..R. receivers,

by Siemens, 'Western, etc.. 1,8 and 2/- each.

2,000 ohms, IL-. New Sullivan L.R. head
sets, 5;6, 2,000 in stock. Fr. Thomson -Houston.
brand new, 25'-. Head sets for 1416. 750
in stock.
W.!). 1Vestern head sets, 4,000
Brown's micro -amplifiers,
ohms, 12:8 pair.

less reed and button, 27/6.
RECORDING OF WIRELESS SIGNALS. The
great demand for R.A.F. Morse Joker Recorders

indicates the great interest taken in recording distant wireless signals. Cost £40. Few left at £8 10s.
highINSTRUMENTS. First-class
Best British.
gracbi instruments. No Hun stuff ! We
have the finest stock in London of
Put a .03 mid. CONDENSER across
your H.T. battery. Neat and effective,
ex-W.D. precision instruments - of
1'8 each: Mica condenser squares, accuracy by Elliott, Nalders, Weston,
2,000 -thick 2}". by 2.1", 6d. per doz.
Paul, E. and E., etc., in all ranges front
R.A.F. Watershed insulators, 11 per
micro -amps, up to r,000 amps. A W.G.
doz. Loud speaker or 'phone extension
375 mounted in a crystal panel will
wire for indoors, insulated with enamel
indicate the signal strength exactly.
and double cotton, zoo yds., 2'-.
Price 85!-, and guaranteed perfect.
Heavy twin battery flex, rubber, and
Megger insulation sets from £12.
glace cotton, 3d, per yd. 5,000 yds. in
Wheatstone
bridges,
goo
45!-.
stock. z8 -gauge earth wire, VS doz.'
Resistance boxes by Sullivan, Gambrel!.
yds. Earth spikes, 1/3. Copper gauze
Muirhead, etc., in all ranges. Fitted
counterpoise earth. Lax, under carpet
ebonite panel with plug top or switch.
when no earth convenient, 19:-. Remote
Prices 10. to £3. Stamp for special list
control switches, 15/-.
or state requirements. Large stock of
laboratory condensers by same makers.
with plug or switch for ranges from
AERIAL WIRE. 7/23 copper, 50',10d.
mfd. to 8 mfd. Beautifully made in
zoo', VS ; zo', cartridge aerial, 113.
polished mahogany cabinets. Cheap to
Morse practice outfit, 5/8. 25,000 pairs
zincite-bornite crystals in Perikon
callers. Vertical galvos., 17/8. Horizontal, 20'-. G.P.O. detectors, 15/-.
cups, 8d. pair. Folding frame aerials,
21 6.
TRANSMITTERS. All types in stock.
horn, etc., 35/-,

reduced to 20,',

JUST
one

movement.

The Newey "Snap

Terminal enables any number of headphones to be

fitted to your set without worry or fuss, twisting of wires,
or fumbling with nuts. There are
a hundred and one uses for this
system.

Experimental Circuits cart

be fitted up in a tenth of the usual
time and perfect contact is always,
assured. The Newey " nap
Terminals and Battery Connections just snap together.
Newey "Snap " Terminals are designed to
make positive connection, the phosphor bronze spring in the connection -socket
gripping the stud -dome which is shaped to
ensure constant downward pressure of the
cal

flat

contains: 6 Ter 6 Multi Con

See this yew device on Stands to, II. T2

and 13, at the All -British Wireless

follows: PHONES-)-, axon
TENSION+ , LOW TENSION 4 -.EARTH -,PHONES
-. HIGH TENSION-, LOW
LOW
TENSION-,
AERIAL

with instructions for

surfaces of stud and connector one

against the other.

1,,tors 4 Coloured Con.
hectors, 9 discs (Black,
Red. and Blue) printed as

Exhibition at the White City, November
15th to 29/1!.

use.

PETTIGREW & MERRYMAN, Limited,

124. Tooley Street,
London, S.E.1 .

PHONE

CONNECTION.

.

'I

'y

One -valve Wilson tuner, 30,'-. 1,000
volt generator, for ditto, £3. One -valve

so aerial wire and insulators, with

Trench M. III transmitter, with tele-

single headphone. Guaranteed 20 miles.
Other crystal sets, 3o Cr, with lid, 17/8.
Large roll top B.\V.G., 37/6. Mark
short, medium, or long wave. The

phony accessories and 11.T. unit,
£7 10s. 2 -valve aircraft transmitter,
with remote -control, £3 10s. (Prices
less valves).
WAVEMETERS. Surely you have a
wavemeter ! No ? Then no wonder you

finest Government set ever made, £5.
Marconi ship receivers, £410s. Crystal

and z -valve B.W.G. roll top, £3.
-va 1 ve Mk. III, for 2 oo-r,Boo metres,

in mahogany case with lid, absolutely
complete and tested O.K. Works loud
speaker so miles. Thoroughly recoinmended, £4. R.A.F. 3 -valve portable
Mk. III aircraft, 75/... R.A.F. No. to
aircraft,aie,$) 5-valve, £5 5s.
(Prices less
AMPLIFIERS. See bargain above,
T.B. 2 -valve for crystal sets, £2.
Gen. Radio Co.'s 2 -valve, £3 10s,

AND BATTVIY..; 6 -valve H.F. and L.F. Mk. IV, £5 10s.

FOR WIRELESS

Spark z" sets, with tuner, condenser
and key, 15!-. 2" spark, 52 B., SC,

RECEIVERS. Here are the Bargains,
A complete outfit for 10;-. comprising
3o C. tuner and enclosed detector,

oscillate !

We have the finest of the

Government types in stock by Paul and
other leading instrument makers.

Broadcast Townsend, £2

3.0s.

range, Ino/4,000 metres, £6.

-

Long

Station

wave -testers, 120/3,000, £5. Famous
Forward, 80,'9,000 metres, £7 10s.

Special for American stations, 4011.000

metres, 61. All to N.P.L. standard.
Accuracy guaranteed. Order a wave meter without delay. G.R.C. variometers, £4. All to N.P.L. standard.
Accuracy guaranteed. Order a wave meter without delay. G.R.C. vario-

meters, half price, 9;6. Vario couplers,
18.
Brown's
micro -amp. less reed and button, 25/-.
12:6. zo" spark ccrts, Marconi. £4.
We could fill all the advertisement pages of this journal and then not exhaust our
stock list, so please send 4d, in stamps for our 68 pages ot illustrated catalogue and list.
7-valve Marconi 55,

It will save you pounds and a lot ot time. Call it you are in London, as we
are close to Aldgate Metropolitan Railway Station, to which trains run front
everywhere. Buses pass the entrance.

TRADE MARK

TERMINAL ,
PATENT APPUEOF011

LESLIE
DIXON & CO.,
9, COLONIAL AVENUE, MINORIES, E.1.

Ott Bits Route.
Telephone -Avenue 4166.

Neav Aliigate Met. Rly. Station.
Telegrams-Electradix, Aid.
Call and see Stock.

Barclays N.P. 2.
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Some of the artistes who have giVen you pleasure when listening -in.
THE general excellence of the provincial
programmes continues, and it is a
great pity that one at least cannot

be relayed to London every night.

Per-

haps comparisons are odious.
2 L 0 Scores

A recent London Sunday programme,
however, might well have been S.B. to
other stations besides Newcastle. It was in

the safe hands of the J. H. Squire Octet,
and as was only to be expected from past
experience, the results were eminently
satisfactory. In addition to the solos of

the leader, Mayer Gordon, on whom the

Commencing his training at the age of
seven, and like so many other vocalists in
the choir, a chance hearing of the Meister
Glee Singers aroused his ambition to make a
similar body of artistes, and there is no doubt

that he has succeeded. The Salisbury
Singers comprise, in addition to himself,
Messrs. Charles Hawkins (alto), Gerald
Adams (tenor), and Graham Smart -

(baritone).
Mr. Hobert Chignell is another well-known,
bass -baritone, as well as . a composer. Winner of several scholarships at the Royal
College of Music, including the Courtenay ,
Scholarship, he studied under Gustave.

" mantle " of Wieniawski has surely fallen,
assistance was given by Messrs. Anthony

Garcia, and Sir Charles Stanford, the latter
for composition. He fought in the South
African war, as well as in the great war, and

Frank Reade (piano), with two excellent
singers in Miss Sair Rosin and Mr. Tom

has toured the world with the Sheffield Choir.
His compositions number many orchestral

Pini ('cello), F. Thurston (clarinet), and

Kinniburgh.
An All -Star Programme.

For its All -Star Programme, 2 L 0 had

works, as well as a concerto for violin and
orchestra, and an opera, " RoMeo surf
Juliet," the prelude to which was performed

Choral singing has long been a vital part
of English music, though four-part singing

has to be extremely well done to attain
success.

Amongst the vocal quartets which
linger in one's
memory may be

The Misses Violet and Amy Cockburn.

at Hatrogate in 1912. Mr. Chignell has
also had operatic experience, and is a great
favourite with listeners -in..
Birmingham.

Much thought is invariably spent on the
Birmingham programmes, and Mr. Joseph
Lewis has found a new art-fonn for broadcasting in Radio Fantasy No. 1, " Crown of
the Year," written by John Overton. In
this was admirably combined music, poetry,
and drama, and with Messrs. William

Macready, Percy Edgar, Harold Howes,

Donald Edwartles.
Humour of the Hour.

ance last week, the
new Salisbury

This difficult item of the programme is
always safe with Mr. Walter Todd, who in

The chief reason pos-

sibly lies in the fact
that it is led by Mr. Leonard Salisbury, late
. of the Gresham Singers, and few vocalists
have had a wider or more comprehensive
training.

Mr. Leonard Salisbury.

chestra in the world,
and which owes its name to Charles Halle
the husband of the celebrated violinist,
Mine. Norman Neruda.

classical concerts at Huldworth Hall, and
on the 10th inst. she broadcast again from
2 Z Y. A beautiful delivery and 'an innate
gift for expression are the distinguishing

including Miss Edna Godfrey Turner and

way to beating all.
Miss Constance Morris.

most f a m o us or-

broadcast from 2 Z Y at Trafford Park

and the Gresham,

Singers are on a fair

perience of hearing
what is really the

Station. Just recently she was one of the
artistes chosen for the special midday

and, judging from
their first appear-

the

Halle concerts, which

have been relayed to
London, giving Londoners an 'unique ex-

Morris, who was one of the first artistes to

Westminster
Singers, the Mayfair,

Meister Glee Singers,

Attention has been

well drawn to Manchester, firstly by its

and the clever young elocutionist, Constance

and Mr. Lewis himself, the cast was admirable. Comedy was also well represented by
almost the same cast later in the week, with
" Number Thirteen," by G. Robinson, and

mentioned the

Manchester.

have been George Parker, Nora Delmarr,

taking the place of Mr. Walter Hyde, in addition to Miss Carmen Hill, and Daisy Kennedy the violinist, with Mr. Ronald.Gourley,

Conceited Singing.

Miss Adelina Leon,
the 'cellist.

been devised as usual. Amongst the artistes

Allin, and William Heseltine, the latter

not have been utilised.
To S.13. the John Masefield programme,
however, without giving an alternative
programme, was sheer waste of power and
current.

be mentioned Mr.
Foden R IlllanL9 and

Musically some excellent programmes have

a fine list of soloists, including the B.N.O.C.
stars, Miss Gertrude Johnson, Norman

inimitable as usual in making a classical
work out of such diversities as " The Lass
with the Delicate Air," " Robin Adair,"
" Why Did I Kiss that Girl ? " and Rathmaninoff's famous " Prelude." The best of
the military bands was chosen in that of
H.M. Royal Air Force; but one sees no
reason why the Wireless Orchestra should

have been broadcast, and although local
talent has been in many cases utilised, yet
some of the most eminent artistes have
"'crossed the water." Amongst them may

addition to a wide experience with the

London and provincial concert halls, has
done a lot of broadcasting, and is shortly
making a tour of all stations.
Belfast.

Following the official opening of the Bel --

fast station, some admirable programmes

features of her performances.
For the performance of the ` Magic Flute "
(Mozart), a well -trained cast included

Lee Thistlethwaite, Nell Davis, and Lydia
Steafel.
Bournemouth.

Variety is the keynote struck for this

station, and during the last few weeks it is
difficult to pick out one programme more
attractive than another.

On the musical Side mention must be

made of a most happy idea in programmes,
" A Night of Memo-

ries," in which, the
Wireless Orchestra,

under Captain
Featherstone, with

the aid of some good

singers recalled all

the old songs and

ditties of a past but
possibly more mu-

sical

generation.

The- singers were
those two Bourneutli favourites,
Mr. Walter Todd.
Miss Violet Cock bum (soprano) and Miss Amy Cockburn
(mezzo-soprano), and their singing both iii
duets and solos increased their reputation
still further.

""
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THE UNIDYNE IN HOLLAND.
FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

0 0-

000
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OR exhibition purposes the Bower Electric Co. was so good as to loan

me a two -valve Unidyne receiver
(one detector and one L.F.), which was
exhibited at the recent International Wireless

Exhibition held at Amsterdam.
Well-known Engineer Surprised.

This was the first Unidyne in Holland,
and the visitors examined it as if it were a
rare animal, and they were all surprised

to hear that such an apparatus worked
with only 6 volts for the L.T., and no
other H.T. battery was necessary. One

of our best wireless engineers, Mr. T. 3. C.

Nonnekens, tried the Unidyne on a bad
aerial, directly after arrival at the exhibition,

and was surprised to hear such clear and
loud signals. At first I must tell you it is
a custom in Holland to use a 4 -volt accu-

00 s0

than a "super reflex " or other American
invention.

Here follows my report.

,

The aerial used is of the single wire,

reversed L type, 150 ft. long, with down

leads, and 30 ft. high. Earth is connected
to two earth plates, two metres under the
ground. First two Thorpe K.4 valves
were used, with a 6 -volt accumulator
battery. On the short wave I heard some
ship and coast communication, and three

English broadcasting stations, Paris (Le
Petit Parisien), and Stuttgart.
Experiments with Dull Emitters.

The loudness of the telephony was sufficient to hear distinctly. Also Chelmsford,
5 X N, and Radio -Paris were very loud on
telephones.

I think the loudness of the

signals was as good as with an ordinary

mulator with a resistance, and that the
Dutch amateurs saw in that extra two
volts (six volts is necessary for the Unidyne) a kind of H.T. battery, but I can

receiver, but much clearer.

too low, and that the Dutch .amateurs

of 0.15 ampere at 1.8 volts.
I used an accumulator battery of 4 volts,
and obtained the same good results as with
the Thorpe K.4 valves.
I now tried, in place of my accumulator,

assure you that even with the best valves
on the market 2 volts for the H.T. is much
never tried such a circuit as the Unidyne.
After the exhibition I tried the Unidyne
at home, and am surprised at the wonderful
results. Never before has a two -valve
receiver given me such satisfaction as the

Unidyne, and I am convinced that an

apparatus on this principle has more value

Our own radio-

telephony station at Hilversum came in
with good loudness on a small loud speaker

Then I changed the valves and
used two Phillips low -temperature valves,
which have a normal current consumption
(Brown).

an ordinary flashlight battery (4i- volts),
and was surprised to hear the signals and

telephony with the same volume as an

ordinary receiver, using a 6 -volt accumu-

lator and H.T. This is the most inter-

esting reception I have had in all my long
years of experience.
The current consumption
ampere for 2 valves.

was

0.23

" A Set Worth Trying,"

I also tried with a 6 -volt accumulator,
one Thorpe K.4 valve as detector, and one
Phillips low temperature, as an L.F. amplifier, and results were most excellent.
Adding more high tension on the plate gave
no better signals. The current that flows
through the filament must be well adjusted
to obtain the best signals.

I congratulate the inventors on having
produced a set for amateur receivers sc
simple and efficient.

In my opinion it is a distinct advance in
t!le direction of obtaining a receiver, which

will operate on nothing snore than one

small dry battery, which will only require
renewing every few months, like an electrical door bell battery.
As a matter of fact a six volt. .06 four
electrode valve, is

the only i.em now

required to make this possible.

At the same time that this article will

appear in " P.W.," our Dutch amateurs will

have read in our "Radio World " my

report on the Unidyne, which has been

accepted here as a set worth trying.

A Section nt the Braaticattin; Plant at the German station of Koenigswusterhausen
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=.41m2 Issued by the Imperial Tobacco Company (of Great Britain and Ireland). Limited

,

r

`CHARMED'

In Quality, in Finish, in Delicacy of Aroma
Player's Navy Cut Cigarettes have no equal.
For nearly fifty years the ever-growing
army of Cigarette Smokers has been
charmed by Player's Navy Cut Cigarettes.
El

It must be Player's
El

P 1144

27.22-4=7.127.1n=1,

7.1".4=7.rar.re.ln^,X-4Z.ITZP.27.1t7,1=41Mt.1

7c. No roinber "2nd, 1924.
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=HELLO! HELLO!! "UNCLE TOM" CALLING

"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling
The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and, the only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
RESISTANCES
INSULATING TAPE, per box, 6d.
(VARIABLE). - Woodliall
KNOBS. -2 B.A. bushed 1 -in. dia., 2d.; 2 100,000 ohms, mounted on -Ebonite, 2/9; Allen,
0,000 to 100,000, 2/..; Lissen, 50,000 to 100,000,
B.A., id.; 4 B.A. bushed 1 -in. dia., lid.
LOUD SPEAKERS.-Amplion Junior, 27/6; 2/6; Watmel, 50.000 to 100,000, 3/6.
T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling, 55/-;
RUBBER -'PHONE EAR CAPS.-" Sorbo," per
Sterling (Black and Cold), 60/; Claritone pair. 1/6.
SCALES. -Half circle, 0-1808' 2d.; complete
55/-;
Claritone
Senior,
115/-;
Sparta
Junior,
(Fullers), 95/; and many other makes kept in
860=, black or white, 4id.
stock.
STAPLES (insulated). -Per, doz., 3d.
LEADING -IN TUBES. -6 -in., Sd.; 0 -in., 10d.;
STAPLES (Tin). Per doz.. 3d.
12 -in., 1/..
SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type.
NUTS. -1 B.A., 2d. doe.; 2 B.A., 2d. doe.
viii
9d.
SHELLAC. -Per hot., 5d., 7d. and 10d.
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing
SW ITCHES.-S.P.B.T. Miniature panel Mount
under terminal, Id.; straight type, id.; strips
of 12 names, 6d.; Aerial, Earth and 'Phones, lea. 1
11.P.D.T., Miniature for mounting, 1/6.
id.; Pointers, id.
(EARTH
AND
SWITCHES
AERIAL).New Mmmted on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., 1/3 and 1/9;
'PHONES.-Sketaphones, 16/6;
The
T.M.C., 0 ozs.; 22/6; Brown's' Feather Weight, B.P.D.T., 3;3. (Above fitted with Terminals.)
SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 4d.
25/ -' Sterling, 25/.; G.E.C., 25/..; 11T.11., 25/-;
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz., 641.
Western Electric. 251.; Claritone, 25/.; Siemens,
SW ITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, 1/11;
25/, All 4,000 ohms.
ohni,,
6/6;
4,000
Sv.itel.e.,
round, (Togle),
SINGLE EAR 'PHONES. -2,000
SWITCH ARMS. -Best quality, 10d.; second
ohms, 7/6.
cuaiity,
and
8d.
6d.
PULLEYS. -Aerial, 6d.
TERMINALS. -Small fancy, Id. small W.O.,
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 4/6; T.C.B.,
id.; large W.D., lid.; Telephone, lid.; Nickelled,
5/-; Igranic, 7/.; Lissefi, 12/6.

;

pin, 1/8.
'PHONE
ROTORS. -Wood, 2i -in,, 1/.; Elionitc,

(All above complete with nut and washer.)
Red and black Terminals. par pair, 1/; Screw
2d.

Spade Terminals, each, Id.; screw pins, each,

1/9.
-

ROTORS AND STATORS -2 Stators and

1

Rotor, complete set 3/-.
100,000
RESISTANCES (FIXED),-MulIard,
olun, 2/6. (Clips for ahem e. 9d, per pair.)
Mail orders dispatched same day.

Please scud ample postage. Excess will
be returtied.

Id.; "Clix " Terminals, complete,

4d.

Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through
past

at purchaser's risk only and are not returnable. Price Lists Free.

Business Hours

'T'RJ L

1

-

-

-

TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial Wire

to Earth \Vire, per pair,

11d.

TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequency). -General

Radio Co., 15/-; Powquip "Bucks " for Reflex
Circuits, 12/-; Powquip Shrouded, 18/6; Burn dent Cheap .Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 16/6; Bissell
T.O. 25/-; Silvertown, 21/-; Igranic, 21/; Fuller
shrouded, 22/-; Ill., new type, 26/.; Eureka

Concert Grand (the finest transformer made),
30/.; Eureka 2nd stage,

22/6.

TINFOIL. -Per sheet, 4d.
TRANSFERS.-" Easie.fix "

Aerial.
Earth
'Phones, per set, 2d.; large sheet of Words and

Scales, 9d.
VARIOMETERS:-Small

Brown,

excellent

value, 1/11; L. Variometer, 2/6; L. Variometer
with Ball Rotor, 3/6; Ebonite Variometers with
Knob, 4/3, 4/11 and 5/6. Igranic and Sterling
always in stock.
VALVES -Thorpe K.4 for tinidyne circuit,
17/6; Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi P.., Marconi 11.5V.,

Mallard -Ora, Edisiran, Myers, all at 12/6.
DULL EMITTER VALVES.-Mareoni D.E.R.,
21/.; Eiliswan A.R.D.E., 21/..
VALVES, DULL
D.E.3. 25/-;

EMITTER,

.06. -Marconi

B.5, 25/.; Ediswan Ajl.,
Volt Power Valve B.4, 35/-;
Milliard and F.A.I., 35/..
251.; .B.T.H. .6

VOLT METERS, 0 to 17 Volts, 5/-; double
reading, 0-10, 0-100 volts, 12/,
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 9 nuts and washers,
8d.; 5 Lea Valve Holders for 11.4 Valves, 1/3;
Valve Holders for Flush Panel Mounthig, 8d. set.

9 to 8 daily.

SUIPPLIIEYt.

All Mail Orderasnt2 be srent to Head Office
GALLOWDATE, NEWCASes.TLE ON -TYNE.

"UNCLE TOM ", PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD., CALLQWCATE, NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE
Call Signs : 6 I R, 6 K W.

Telephone : 3804 CENTRAL

10, QUEEN VICTORIA
STREET, LEEDS.
Russell Street & Ocean Road, South Shields.

66, Camden Street, North Shields.

Phone: 22267 Leeds.

Roker Avenue, Sunderland.

Now open at CASTLE ST., BELFAST & STONEY ST., NOTTINGHAM.

STANDARD

4111 DUTCH VALVE

Complete satisfaction guaranteed with

Post free
Trade enquiries
invited.

this astonishingly low-priced valve.
4 or 6 volts. Current consumption.
I amp. 4 -pin fitting. Can be used as
Amplifier or Detector. Type L.V.S.
4/11 post free.

THE IMPANDEX TRADING Co., Ltd.,
Import and Export,

5,

Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate, London, E.C. 2.

AN IDEAL XMAS PRESENT.
THE

"VALP01-21VALPOI
THE WIRELESS -CRYSTAL

LIKE A MAGNET
DRAWS THE BEST FROM ALL
STATIONS.

BROADCASTING
HIGHLY

SENSITIVE

ALL OVER.

6 EACH CRYSTAL TESTED

AND GUARANTEED.
Enpiire of all 11'ircleg8 Dealers, or direct, 2,051 fire
front

MERTON DAVIS, PARNELL & Co

359, Strand, London, W.C.1.

'Phone. Regent 4232.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

HAYES' "SAFETY SET" TERMINALS
(Pat applied fora.
These Terminals take
automatically discon-

VENNOPHONE

any member Of'phones,

CRYSTAL RECEIVER

nect when pulled or
jerked and INSURE
phones
and
Set
against damage. AB-

Double Detector. Coarse and Fine
Tuning. Plug for Extra Coils.
Polished Cabinet. Panels of Best
Ebonite, 9 x 6 x
Indicating
Tcrminats.

35'-

Cash. Post Flee. Chelmsford
Coil, 3'- extra, or complete
with extra coil and phones of
best make, 80'.

THE VENNOPHONE CO.
7, SHAWVILLE GARDENS

CRANBROOK ROAD,
ILFORD, LONDON, E.

SOLUTE CONTACT.

Any shape and size
piti

Nos. 1 & 2, or

spade terminal No.
IAL 'PHONE
INDS
required.
DOUBLE terminals
(as illustrated) for
'phone adapters and
panels. SINGLE'
(with
top plates
INNUMERABLE.

3SPEC3 can be used. NO

Trices::
coNNEenolg
SINGLE, suitable for A. & E. 3d. cart. Dozen lots,2'101
DOUBLE, suitable for 'Phones; 4d. each. Dozen lots 3j1Cii
Packing and Postage up to 4, 2d. Dozen lets, 4d.

for all instruments.

unable to obtain from your dealer, write, enclosing P.O. 07-:on?14.,. to
(Dept. B), 29, Manor Lana Terrace, ZEE, S.E.13.

HAYESIt

71tDER,S
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LOW SELF -CAPACITY ?TO BE EFFICIENT YOUR TUNING COILS MUST
HAVE A MINIMUM.
This is guaranteed if you use

"BELLING -LEE"
ROTATING
DETECTOR

INDICATING
TERMINALS

" TANGENT"
TUNING COILS
THE REASONOwing to the method of manufacture
the impregnated cord not only passes

Pat. No. 50;, 2 t
I6 'different en-

thus no SWATHING

3.1d.

Pat.

gravin gs.
Prase.

between each layer to giye the air -spacing,
but_ also firmly braeef up the whole coil,

or SHELLAC is required. The immediate result-LOW

Knob "A" rotate
the crystal.

Price 316 each.
N. P. finish only.

SELF -SHORTING

SE LF-C A PAC ITV.

PLUG AND SOCKET

Ii

-Isle your

V A RIOMETERS

RIGID AS A

dealer-

MOTOR WHEEL

tato. no
"admittette for

& CO.,

CENT
LTD.,
Est. 1872.

Tangent'

Complete
Sets

REFINEMENTS.

RADIO

4 Concert Coils
I

(Y,

_L

Pat. No. 194.23:24
Brass 6d. per set.
N. P.
Sd. per set.

near/col
F,gloce),,

Manufacturing

250-1070) 16:- the set.

T?

Faraday Works,
(WiL 250-8750 £3.7.0 the set LEICESTER
11 Concert Coils

25, Victoria St., S.W.1.
N, ty.ta.,, le. Tyne; " Tangent House," Blacket t St

',it- ca. ,:otton

Z5-75

silk

INDICATING KNOBS

,bastiOrsolETE
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SECURITY
BEHIND BONTONES
SECURITY

OMRin

TO THE DEALER

'rt.

SECURITY

TO THE USER
BONTONE PHONES --

Britain's best, backed by
Generous Guarantee.

SENSITIVE, DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, & BEAUTIFULLY
FINISHED.
Manufactured entirely by

Built to take 4
pairs of phones.

Piano -finish

mahoganv

BRITISH LABOUR.

HONTONE

BONTONE ORIGINAL.

LIGHTWEIGHT

5/ 6

cabinets.

BONTONE PHONES ARE MANUFACTURED-

UP to a high efficiency. DOWN to a low and popular price.
We agree to replace any phone, not giving complete satisfac.
Mon. if returned to us within seven days of purchase undamaged.
We further agree to repair, adjust and re -test any Bontone Phone,
irrespective of the date of purchase, for the sum of 3/, plus 6d
postage, if returned to us, intact, with remittance.
This is our Bond. What does it mean? Why, an assurance for
all' time to users of Bontoue Phones.
Compare
these advantages over other makes of phones, particularly the cheap, continental type.

Price

251'
each.

Have you recognised all the better qualifications which make BONTONE
the distinctive type?
Mainly, they are backed by a most Generous Wu...tee.

Sensitive! Why ? Simply that tho magnets are made in our own works
under our own supervision. BONTONE will respond to the weakest
sig ials.
Durability? BONTONE are made at the best materials procurable, and

ALL

their beautiful, -,eh is highly creditable to skilled craftsmanship.
Comfort? Throughout exhaustive tests we have worn BONTONE and claim
amaximunisuccess BONTONE are easily adjusted See you buy BONTONE.

OUR

PARTS

ARE

SOLD

SEPARATELY.

Ask your dealer, and if he doesn't stock, write
direct to

Apply to your local dealer or antnu direct cluing your dealer's saute to:-

B. D. & Co. (EDWARD A. BOYNTON).
Works: GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

BELLING & LEE, LTD.,

Offices: 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

12)

Queensway Works,

Ponders

End.

Popular Wireless and Wireless. Ilerieto, November 22nd, 1924.
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LOUD SPEAKER

enables you to spend a delightful evening in this
way, thanks to the excellent dance programmes now

being broadcasted. An efficient set, plus a C.A.V
LOUD SPEAKER, gives all the advantages of a
first-class orchestra at an infinitesimal cost.
4,000 ohms, £5 10s.

2,000 ohms, £5.

120 ohms, £4 15s.

C.A.V Junior £2 15s. C.A.V Tom Tit

30s.

Write now for Illustrated Loud Speaker Folder from
Telephone .

Chwia

2000

41+11indterii*.11 &earl

ACTON VAL E. LONDON r3.

VAIVI1X10:.

DON'T PAY MORE!
All the Best Dealers can
now supply you with
(Guaranteed)

BOWERMAN'S

BEST
BRITISH -MADE

POWER
HEADPHONES
4,000 ohms
Diaphragms.
Highly polished
Duralumin Bands.

Stall oy

Show this advertisement to your Dealer and tell
can supply him at the right price.

Ilini we

BUY AND TRY A SET "ON APPROVAL."
Money Back AT ONCE it these Headphones do not ph 1 in every way as being the biggest value on the market t,-_.-,i

We arc out for big sales at a small profit.

That's
idea of helping British Trade and Industry. Is it yc,-.11If any difficulty in supply, we will send to you three: ,..
receipt of P.O. 12/6.

BOW ERMAN 'S PHONE,

10-12, Ludgate Hill, ' ondon, Eng.

IRISH OFFICE

-

ii......-1..-...-...-Ity-wrib-ot.-140.-.

11

Street, BELFAST

--ci-ik..-10.-..--16.-...4

NR.
.V.....DYBODY,-You should use " Britezite," the
,-rystal w'tich " Popular Wireless" says is one of the most
dficient brought to their notice;
Britezite" crystal is
standard in many famous leading makers' crystal sets.
send 1!- for a sample and test " BRIT4ZITL.." yourself.

BRITISH CENTRAL ELECTRICAL CO., LTD..
8, Rosebery Avenue, tendon, E.C.

Telcohonc

Clerkentbell 5848'9
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A MULTI -SERVICE COIL FORMER

tI

AND DRILLING JIG.
........

I

By A. H. B. PAYNE.
If you are making your own inductance coils the information in this short article will prove extremely useful.
THOSE who like making their own coils
(and it is an interesting and profitable
hobby) will be interested in the following' description of a former that can be

used for winding slab, duolateral, lattice,
or basket coils, as desired. Further, the
drilling guide or jig, designed by the writer
to facilitate- the accurate drilling of the
holes for the pegs, -is somewhat of a novelty
and as useful as it is simple. '
The Former.

The former consists of two discs of hard
Wood (beech is very suitable) 21 in. diameter
by in. thick. These should -be obtained

from a wood -turner, and should be turned
together on the chuck, so as to form, when

... .

types of coil enumerated. For this I would

from the bottom edge of the former. To

articles on the subject which have appeared
from time to time in this journal or to one
of the text -books dealing specifically with
the subject.

course, only necessary to reverse the former
on the base -hoard.

refer the reader to the many excellent

Drilling Made Easy.

It is no easy matter, by the ordinary

method, to drill a large number of holes
round a disc with ratchet or hand brace
so that they are truly xadial and in a perfectly straight line, yet the neatness and
beauty of the finished coil 11( ponds 'entirely

drill the holes on the top edge it

is, of

Spacing the Holes.

With regard to spacing the holes radially,
this is done by gumming or pinning a disc

of paper on top of the former on which
paper the " spokes " required have been
marked with a protractor or other convenient device. As each hlle is drilled the

former is rotated on its spindle so as to

bring the next position in line with the axis

-A iiULP-SERVICE COIL FORMER AND DRILLING JIG.-

bolted together, virtually one disc 1 in.
thick... Round the periphery at the centre

4

rh.

(that is, round the line of junction) an odd
number of holes-nine, eleven, thirteen, or
fiftecri-according to the maker's requirements, should be drilled to, take wooden

is

pegs It- in. diameter ancl. 4 in. long, (See
Figs. I, 2, 3, and 4.) These should be a

rather tight fit.
The -two discs rare first bolted together
with a piece of 4 B.A. brass rod, with a nut
at one end and an ordinary terminal at the

.... Oran ,,, i'lLS ---

7-,.

other. It is also advisable to insert two

Pico.

a

wood screws, as shown at S (Fig. 3). This

row of pegs is for winding basket coils,

foe, ". rtr lemma ....ret
ar romm.rre ramc

single.or double, in the well-known fashion ;

St OE

and the provision of wooden pegs of good
diameter reStillS in a well -spaced and open
coil; thus reducing self capacity- to a

sonmor, roe ocr.rem

OVIAn

ncs..11C earmers .ref Iona we vol
.11

Pirfft.f alt

minimum.
.w res., soo o.

Why the Former is Split.

eascsowwo

row Dow"...

The object in having the former in two

halves now becomes apparent. It is that,

on .completing the winding of a coil, the

upon this. - The' 'simple " gadget

screw and bolt may be withdrawn, allowing
the former to be removed without disturbing
the pegs. These may then be withdrawn
one at a time and the coil sewn with thread
or wool simultaneously, thus obviating the

of the guide hole. This will be quite clear
from Fig. 5, which shows a hole being

remove the main difficulty and enable the
veriest novice to do this successfully.
A base -board of wood, A, Figs. 5 and 6,
about 4 in. by 5 in. by -Si in. thick, has a
fillet of hard wood, B, Figs.. 5 and 6, firmly

drilled.

should be true and square.- A hole is made
in the base -board to take the 4 B.A. bolt"
that goes thrOugh the former, the nut being
removed and put on underneath the baseboard when in position. This hole must he
so placed as to allow the circumference of
the disc just to touch the inner edge of the
fillet B. (See Figs. 5 and 6.)
Now two.- guide holes are drilled (w-ith
the same drills as are to be used for drilling

absolutely 'parallel.
This will be amply reflected in the
resultant coils. The writer has built coils

danger of the coil falling to pieces in the
handling, or (the necessity for waxing or
clogging it with varnish. This is a great
advantage, as will be agreed by those who
have had experience of handling a fragile

unwaxed coil after the pegs have been
withdrawn.
Lattice and Honeycomb Coils.

For winding coils of the duolateral or

lattice type a double row of, pegs near the

edges of the former is required. These
may be much smaller in diameter than
those for the basket coils. Wire nails
(round) will serve nicely if the heads arc
cut off. (See Fig. 4.) - A suitable number is

24 per row (48 in all) equally spaced round
the circumference of the former, but
staggerelone row against the other so that

the pegs of one row oppose the spaces

-between the Pegs of the other.

It it -not my -province in this article to

describe the methods of winding the various

trated in Figs. o and 6 will, however,

screwed to its front edge, as is shown in
both figures. It is important that this fillet

the peg holes in the former) through the

fillet. (See Figs. 5 and 6.) The larger hole

will be

in. from the baseboard, and will

ensure the holes that are drilled in the

former, with this as a guide, coming exactly

in -the centre 4Ir on the line of junction

between the tWli halves of the former.
The smaller guide hole will be nearly at
the bottom of the fillet, say .?,;- in. from the
base -board, and will drill holes that distanee

The jig,, as a whole, may be clamped, to

a table or bench, or held in a vice.

If a

little care has been taken to ensure that the
guide holes are square and true through the
fillet, the resultant peg holes are bound to
be radially true and the two rows of peg.,

on such a former as , described' that, for
efficiency and appearance, compare very
favourably with the highet-grade. cow.mercial specimens.

Readers are invited to submit photographs of wireless

interest for publication in_
"Popular Wireless." Every
photograph accepted and
published will be paid for
at the rate of 10/6 per photo..
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We have received a sample of that wellknown crystal Tungstalite for test. It was

APPARATUS

tried out both in ordinary crystal and in
valve -crystal circuits. In all cases results
were commendably satisfactory, and in
point of sensitivity and stability we consider it is as good if not better than any
crystal we have yet had brought to our

TESTED

notice. It is sold

in tubes with a
at
blue label
ls. 6d., and we

The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and

component parts for test.

MESSRS. V. R. Pleasance of 60, Fargate,
Sheffield, have sent us samples of two
wireless tools which should prove of

utmost interest to the radio constructor.

One

is

the

Bending pliers

a very ingenious and important improvement into their anode resistances and grid
leaks, and one that is so simple and yet so

is possible to

bend true right.
in 16
square

wire, and the

solicited
testimonials they
have received.
*

*

*

Messrs. Charles

Marker
f o r marking
out positions of
valve sockets.
monic

Pratt, of Ashley
Street, Notting-

Peter Curtis, Ltd., of 73A, Camden Road,
London. N.W.1, have sent us two Paragon
Curtis One Piece Mica Condensers. They
consist of one solid block of hard black composition with no wax filling, the composi-

No amateur
c onstr uctor's

these two most
interesting and
useful items.

Tung-

stalite, Ltd., also
sent us the originals of some of
the many un-

other the Aer-

tool box is complete without

worth the attention of our readers at that price.
Messrs.

sists of a small " D " spring which is fitted
into a slot milled into the bush which takes
the adjusting screw. The result is that any
slackness occurring through continual use is
automatically taken up and effective contact is always maintained.

with which it

.

The Watmcl Wireless Co. have introduced

efficient that again we wonder why " nobody
has thought of it before." Briefly it con-

Aermonic
angles
gauge

consider it well

Reports will be published under this heading.

A new type of variometer to
be marketed by the Automatic Coil Winder and
Electrical Equipment Co.. Ltd.

ham have sent
us a sample of
one of their lira-

-Unit double filament resistances.
It is of conventional wire
wound pattern,

tion evidently being moulded around the
plates. A further improvement is that
these condensers are designed for vertical
mounting so that they occupy the most
insignificant area of some 3 in. by
a panel.

BROADCASTING
FOR EVERYONE
BY

in. on

An A. J. S. sectional
cabinet set.

(Continued on page 72G.)

NOW OPEN.
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POPULAR WIRELESS
NORMAN EDWARDS

CITY

,

M. Inst. R.E., F.R.G.S.

NOVEMBER
15 '

,

,

,-.

2 9"

LIAJLT 1 I x.,.. -10

P VI

An up-to-date book dealing with the origin of
broadcasting, the pioneer work which made it
possible, and the various instruments used. A
book for the new amateur who has been attracted

by the world's most fascinating hobby and who
wishes

to obtain

of Wireless.

knowledge of the theory
Fully illustrated. Publication date,

NOVEMBER 21.
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Herbert Jenkins Ltd., 3, York Street, S.W.x.
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UBILIE
PRODUCTS

The Finish.

ment of slackness.

The Double Vanicon illustrated above is a typical Dubilier
Product. It is designed with
the object of controlling two
Tuned Anode circuits simultaneously. The capacities of
the two sides are, within very
fine limits, equal , any slight
differences either between

Dubilier variable condenser ;
notice the even spacing of the
plates. Turn the dial and you

employed can be regulated by
means of the balancing plate.
This is controlled by the small

smooth and free from jerks.
In fact, you will discover a
dozen small points about it

strument.

ANY start in the race,
but it is the finish
which reveals the winner:

A good finish tells of the
long days of training and
practice, of the close attention
to detail, and of the constant

guard against the encroach-

Examine the " finish " of a

will find that the action is
which speak of thoughtful design and patient workmanship.

Ducon

them or between the coils

knob at the top of the in-

The Double Vanicon.
Price with balancing plate 25/6
without
23/-

Telephone :
Riversido 10S 1.

Works,

Telegrams :

Goldhawk Road,
London,

W.12.

Rivolteon, Phone,

CONDEN SEFCCOUBILI.LTDER

London.
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'PHOE

'WE INGERSOLL WIRELESS Co.,

4857

Ltd.,

MAIL ORDER DEPT.: 26, CHANGE ALLEY, SHEFFIELD.

BRANCHES at: 2-6, SWINEGATE, LEEDS & 53, TYRREL ST., BRADFORD
HART ACCUMULATORS
IGRANIC COILS
CRYSTALS
Cymosite
2/8
12,6 4 v 20 act. .. .. 24-11
21/- 4 v 30
B3
30,2 75 5'6 100 7,- 150 7/10 Tungstalite Blue .. 1/8
.. 11 B4
35, 4 v 40
.. 35 8 200 8'S 250 9.- 800 9'5 Neutron .. Red
.
1/8
B5
.. 25 - 6 v 20
B.T.H. in Cup
1/3
Coss or P.1 : P2 .. 12 6 6 v 30
45/11
COIL HOLDERS
Saturnium for results 2/3
Mullard H.F. L.F. 12/6 6 v 40
55.'1
Ediswan A.R... 12)6
W.
&
M.
5'Basket 5.' VARIOMETERS
Including carriage.
A.R.D.E. 214Polar 6'6
B.M. 4'6
2'6
A.R.06
Ingersoll Vernier .. 5'6 Solent
Igranic
HEADPHONES
Ingersoll R. .
Aermonic Nickel
9/7,6 Belling Lee ..
D .E.06
20, Brown F
.. 8.6 W. and W. aerial .. 443
25/- Toowai
8' A. .
.. 62/,,
All valves are tested before
Seamark Anode with
25/ sending, and are at cus- B.T.H.
Reactance 10,- & 12/6
Sterling
25: RHEOSTATS
tomers' risk only.
Anode wan Reactance
Western Electric 25/ - Ormond .. ..
10 - and 12'6
2' Dainty ..
15,'- Solent .. ..
Ingersoll
2.6
2' Brandes
251 - Peerless 6 ohm
LOUD SPEAKERS
Ebonite rotor..
413
4'6
Dr.
Petrie
Power
..
13'6
5Amplion Tunior .. 27'6
Burndept
De Luxe
..
60, 5:- DubilierGRID LEAKS
.
.. 2/8
Dual
Dragon Fly 25/- L.F. TRANSFORMERS
7/8 Lissen variable
2/6
Microstat
2/9 Watmel variable ..
..
Standard
.. 2/8
Marconi
Ideal
35i3/6
Lissenstat
Minor
"Dragon ..
85 5 R.I. new type
25,'7:6
ANODE RESISTANCES
Baby Brown
50/ - Silvertown
Major
211 - Solent Unique
Lissen
Solent R.E.
42;- !panic
..
21/ - One -Hole Filing
Watmel
Brandes Table
.. 3/6
116
..
17/6 Lissen Push Pull
2/9 Dubilier
Talker ..
5/6
42'- Ferranti
Lissen T1 ..
30/- Series Parallel
Mullard
3i9
2/6
Sterlicg Primal
£7 7
.,
T2 ..
25,'.
T3
16/6 SATL/RNIUM.
All orders in strict
Ingersoll King .. 20/ rotation.
Eureka 2nd
.. 22/8
tilSOLL CONCERT
Concert
Grand
.. 80/ 0/1A
H.T. BATTERIES
Okt#
Royal
20!TWO -VALVE
"14.0
Phoenix 36 volt .. 7/3 Amplitran
18/6
60
11/6
TRANSATLANTIC
RECEIVER
90 9,
.. 16/3
Siemens 30
8/3 TELEPHONE TRANS- With H.T. Battery and L.T. Accumulator,
FORMERS
including Marconi Royalty.
EdiswanV) 7,
lgranie
.. 18/6 VALVES
VALVES

255-255- 505'2

B.T.H. R4

30

at

THE CRYSTAL, 2'3

.&*
Including carriage.
EXTRA
NOTE : ALL GOODS SENT CARRIAGE PAID

A Natural
Galena Crystal

.

2 - Nickel Studs

doz.

7d.

Condenser Vanes, pair Id.
Valve Pins ..
ld.
INSULATORS
Phone Cords"- 1.'9 2/6
Small Egg ..
d. Utility Switches ..
Shell . .
1 d. Spot on Ebonite .. 1/,. Reel
.. 2d. S.P.D.T. on Ebonite It-

1/6
Large Shell ..
6d. D.P.D.T.
Barrel
4d. Tumbler Switch .. 2/3
Solder Irons 1.'6 2 6 3'6 Ebonite Panels cut to size
lid. 3d.
W.O. Terminals .. 2d. Ebonite Knobs
Phone
.. 2d.
Spade
Large.. &id. ALL GAUGES D.C.C.
Med. .. 21.
and Enamelled Wire.

Small.. lid.

Red or Black Pd.
Contact Studs
doz. 8d.

VARIABLE

CONDENSERS.
Nuts 2 to 8 B.A.
2d.
Washers
2d. 001
8'.0005 6/Screws 2 B.A.
.. 4d. .0003 5'6
.0002 4/6
4 to 8 B.A... 3d.
With Knob and Dial
Switch arms 1'- and vs
Square Law
Slider Bars ..
3d. .001
.0005 7/1'- .0003 8'3
Knobs G.W
6'6
.00025 61 ,
Ebonite 4d.

3d. and 4'.d.
Wander Plugs 3d. and 4d.
Brass Rod ..
3d. .001
Crystal Cups

No Knob or Dial
With Vernier

13/6
.0905 1216
4d. -0003 11/6
Knob
and
Dial
4d. and 1/ .
4d.
Sterling Stocked.

Earth Clips
Pulleys ..
Cleats
..

ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Received clearly by an amateur who followed the instructions con-

tained in RADIO PLAN No. I, and made the P.P.V. 2 from a
few inexpensive parts. This wonder circuit receives all B.B.C.
stations, the nearest on loud speaker, all European transmissions
from Holland to Rome, and at least three American programmes

PRICE

1/6

nightly. Easy enough for a child to construct. If you fad. we will
put you right. Over 60,000 already built and not a single complaint.

In alas. topped box
Each piece is selected,

RADIO -PLAN No. 1, 2,C Post Free

tested and guaranteed: also contains a good

tells you all you want to know. Simple pictorial diagrams, full
wiring instructions, with every connection explained, and instructions how to make your own coils.

quality non -corrosive spearpoint eatsvthisker.

TO

LIM MICHAEL
Wire ess Engineers, 179

7d.. 9d.i
1'8
1/6
3'6 Aermonie
Valve
Sockets
ld. and 2d.
Square Tinned Wire
.. 2/6
4 foot strip.
4d. Phone Boards
Plugs
1'-,
1/6
Lead in Tube 6 inch 6d. Coil
Basket Coil Holders
1/6
15 -in 1'3
9 -inch
9d. Burndept Detector
8,' 18 -inch 1'6 12 -inch 1- Ingersoll ..
1 '6 and 2' Patent .
. .
3 '6 56 Mir; Met ..
6:Lightning 'Switch .. 1'6 Spearpoint Whisker 3d.
.

FIVE AMERICAN STATIONS IN ONE NIGHT!

of special selectivity

IN CONJUNCTION AikiTH

9 0 - 0 PEF,vitzks

26 Valve Holders

Copper Aerial
Electron
Ribbon

YOUR SEASON TICKET TO AMERICA

PRESS EXCLUSIVES, Wireless Publishers,

B .HESKETH LTD

2, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4

1 RAND, LONDON W.C.2.
Barclays 235'

Ili1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Mai

Fix Fallon Condensers
-they improve results in all
a

Sets. Ii

E_--

Fallon

Fixed Condens rs

Capacities up to oor 1/3 each.
.004,

WHY PAY MORE?1.19111111111111111111111111111911111119111111111111111111111111111111114

\-

Made of the highest quality mica and copper foil;
each one tested and guaranteed, FALLON Fixed
Condensers are right up to FALLON standard.
Fitted with soldering tags and nuts for making

r

clean connections.

Reputation. -Your Condensers are not
FALLON'S unless the name FALLON appears on
same. Write direct for Trade Terms.

=
E

A7: Co7t...st,o7::1::::t ez,s1 Post Orders to:

E.-

British

-17--=

=

.41
.\

=

e

Fixed Condenser and Grid

E

P

FALLON CONDENSER CO., LTD.,

Leak COMB/ Af ED.

E.

White Ribbon Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham, N.15

z or 3 megohms, 2:6 each.

g.

Branders
ch

r.:1

143. Farringdoa Road, E.C.r ; 3, King's St.
West, Dzansgate, Manchester; 120, Wellington

Street. Glasgow; 7, Erward Street, Belfast.

They're as good as the Best

:777

119111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Barclays 32.3
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CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
A really efficient, neat and

" KINGSWAY "

Out

,

\\

r

OF OUR VALUE FOR MONEY SPECIALITIES.

knocKea

C'N

r

;LI r

article, constructed
throughout of highest materials,
incorporates finest quality crystal
and point enclosed in glass tube,
mounted on moulded unbreakable base.
Price

reliable

2,3

:

DOMINOE CONNECTOR AND KWIKPINS."
Permits

four pairs of
phones to 13,3 used in any
122.__i3_cred

combination of series or

No

parallel

440946.

OBTAINABLE

attached to any wire in

from all
RADIO DEALERS

a moment.

ff you expe.iencs any

difficulty in obtainiry
CONCITE " C ystal
or any of our noted
CEEBEE ' Wireless

IN SEALED
TUBES

products,

CRYSTAL

ad. ress

SILVER

CONRAD!

wri e

f

for

Price

" SUPRA "

3/6

L.F.

COMPLETE

London,

Kwikpins 3d. each.'

TRANSFORMER.
all distortion, and. give maxi-

mum amplification with a
full rich tone. To this end

& BRAUN,
Wholesale only
52, Theobald's Road,

WHISKER

-

Specially wound to cut out

neared

agent to :-

Moulded ebon-

ite, with special springs,
ensuring firm grip of
kwikpins. which can be

the windings are in insulated
layers, -each having sixsec-

W.C.

tions A high-class instrument in every way.

Ratio .5 :I
Price :

SUPERADIO SONCSTER

LOUD SPEAKER
B RI T

SH MA ')E

12,6
TERMINALS AND BRASS PARTS
of the highest finish throughout, at prices
comparing favourably with all others.
8d.

No. I. \race Sockets

No. 2..\-alve Pin with
Collar
'in
No. 2, Valve
without Collar ..

8d.

.

12'6
Post 1

-

extra.

doz.

No. 8. 3 -part Term-

.. 10d. doz.
inals, 4 B.A.
9. Rod Ball
Joint and Whisker
Holder ..
214. each

No.

4d.

Our original SPADE terminal (No. 14.) 1i- dozen.
No. io. 4 -Screw
No. 3. Terminals
Crystal Cup
2d. each
Pattern
Heavy
.

Standing
11

in. high

and of 2,000
ohms resistance.

4. Terminals
\V.O., 4 B.A.
..
No. 5. Telephone

212 doz.

No.

Terminals, 4 B.A.

Telephone
6.
Terminals, Small
Barrel .(special 4

The "Songster " is equal in appearance and
performance to many Loud Speakers selling
at more than double the price.
Orders executed in strict rotation.
Write for complete list of "Superadio Products."

-

B.A.)

..

r i. Holder for

Ball Joint

.. Id.

1/-

No. 12. Screw Nut

If-

No.
/3, Wander
Plugs, complete

for above

No.

No. 7. Fancy Term--

No.

red and black

1/7

.. 41d.

Plug and
Socket ..

No.

13.

No. ' 16, Contact
Studs 5 B.A.

..
inals, 4 B.A.
.. I0d. P.
SCHd to -day for 0111, 1924-5 CafnloL-;!te.
'

,

Id.

4d.

Trade Enquiries Solicited:

SUPERLAMP, LIMITED,
197, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

12, 13,

14, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2.

Phone :, Gerrard 373/6.

'Grams : " Zywateseng, Westcent."

Works:I LONDON, BIRMINGHAM & WESTCLIFF.
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The mechanically
sound Variometer

Chas come to

Amateurs with an appre-

Stay

ciation of soundness in

value the
\Voodhall No. i Variomet er as being right
will

design

II

Alt over the country thousands of Wireless

enthusiasts have converted their sets to
the famous " UNIDYNE " principle, and
the torthcomine winter many
hundreds more will follow suit The K.4
(4 Electrode) VALVE was used by the
inventors of
UNIDYNE
throughout
during

mechanically.
The spindles of the Rotor are

their experiments, and when used in conjunction with this Circui' results in

not screwed -in ; they are firmly

ABOLISHING H.T. BATTERIES,
LESS
RUNNING COST. PURER
TONE. LESS RISK OF BURNT -

moulded in, in perfectly true
alignment. They cannot come
loose or out of alignment, caus-

OUT VALVES. GREAT REDUCTION

IN DISTORTION.

ing the Rotor to foul Stator.
Because of the degree

aeetwaey

in alignment, we do not need a

" safety -margin" of clearance,
and therefore the coupling between

Rotor and internally wound Stator is closer than in /my
other l'ariometer.

stator. Two terminals ar:
spindle also has a metal
vided. One -hole fixing for r,a,e1
bearing, giving a smooth " feel " of
mounting; brackets adjustable for
rotation that makes extremely fine
upright or horizontal mounting.
tuning possible.
Way, length 23o to 750 metres on
All connections are internal, by
too It. aerial.
spring contacts from Rotor to
Sold by all Wireless floaters, who can obtain
The

supplies

through

aeir

usual

Factors

Sole Distributors:

12(6

PRESSLAND ELECTRIC SUPPLIES. LTD., Hampton on -Thames.

The

Woodhall-Wireless Manfg.

Ltd.

Co.,

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111illilillilii111115;k11111111111Mli

BUILD YOUR

OWN
"UNIuYNE'
RECEIVING SET

THE ELECTRODE VALVE

COMPLETE SET
OF PARTS.

Complete Set of Parts for

FROM THIS
experience needed.

Es1111111T

6 6 ANIF01.41( WHISK "
YOU t. ON'T KNOW
What your set can do till you have fitted it with

=
=

GIVES CORRECT TOUCH TO MANY SENSITIVE POINTS
AND MAKES CRYSTAL RECEPTION AS STABLE AS VALVE.

F..

If difficult

a

Trade terms

=
=

iE

=
=

" ZLIVI :PLY VW' 1-I I SPE "

PRICE 6d. EACH

rracrlc! realbr':

to oldatn locally, post Ire, direct Iran:

Wireless, and the result is

a RECEIVING SET which,

for CLARITY of TONE

and LONG - DISTANCE
WORK. has no equaL

£6-6-0

That wonderful device

THE

simple directions. You could
do it though you knew
nothing whatever about

Inclusive Price :

the latest improvement in crystal reception.

sole ti',.

Carriage Paid to any bar
of U.K

application.

Telephone: Rig: .:

1;i.E4

DON'T BUY A NEW CRYSTAL. but secure to -day
THE

Filluihlf

46 AMPLY WHISK "

As good as a
stage of H.F.
If you are out for telephony further afield
than your local broadcasting station and

better all-round reception-let " Abbey Steel Masts provide the essential aerial
efficiency
By eliminating the screening;
effects of trees and houses, they improve

your results almost to the extent of a

stage of H.F. Don't take our word-ask.
any radio engineer.
Abbey Steel Masts are light, strong, and
easily erected, and are made in the following sizes. 10 ft., 26/. ; 20 ft., 37f.

30 ft.. 50,.; 40 ft.,661.; 50 ft., 90/.
00 ft.. 1051.; 70 ft.. 137/.. Complete

with all accessories.
riage paid.

All prices carSend a card for illitsfrated list.

ABBEY ENGINEERING CO.,
WATTON, NORFOLK.

Polished Mahogany Cabinet.
by 8 In

11

in.

by 8 al

Ebonite Panel., 10 in. by " in. by i In, drilled
and engraved

6 Terminals
2 MicrOstat Filament Resistances.
1 Variable Grid Leak.
1 Single -Pole DoubleThrow ()witch.
1 -0005 Variable Condenser
1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil Holder.
Panel, 5/ in by ti in by I in., drilled to bold
5 -Pin Valve Holders
2 5 -Pin Valve Holders.
1 Fired Condenser -001.
1
0002.
1 Shrouded E.F Transformer.
8 yds No 18 gauge Tinned Coprior Wire.
Necessary Screws, Nuts and Washers.
Valves (4 Electrode).
2

COMPLETE SE
OF PARTS FORT ONE -VALVE SET,
01 all Dea ers or d;rect trorn

L. APPLE, Ltd.. 13, Brewer Street, London. W.1.
on

Receiving Set.

I t is

just a question of following

HE

"UNIDYNE"

2 -Valve

No toots are required no

2

Z4-10-0

BOWER ELECTRIC LTD.,

15, Grate Street. Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

Telephones : REGENT 5182 and 5183.
Sole Agents for Lancashire ana Cheshire THE PALATINE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO.,
3, Mug Street West, Deansgate, Manchester.
Sole Agents tar Scotland- ROBB BROS (GLASGOW, LTD. Radio House. (9 West Nil.
Street. Glasgow

SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS.,.
.001

'0005
0003
'0002
Vernier

Lomp?ete with 1 bonite knob and cial.
Each packed separately.
1 0,1 -

8/-

7/6
6/6
1 /9 extra
18/6

F.T.H. '06 Valve
SEBPHONE SUPER SET (Range 100 miles) 25,180 -Page Illustrated Catalogue, 1/
Libe al ,.iscount to the T-ade.

S. E. BLAND,
A.C.G.I., B.Sc.,
il'ircless and E:c.:/.
:

I

82a, Queen street, LONDON, E.C.4.
Phone

Central S 5 2 1.

sflie\sei0Nifssee1as.WW*.N.PaPsaf00"/4
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.1 mrmitE "

" UNIDY NE

(Woking). --Can

Unidyne L.F. amplifier (as described in
POPULAR WIRELESS No. 104)

ho used to

amplify the signals from a crystal set so as.

to work a small loud speaker ?
The Unidyne L.F. amplifier is not suitable for
use in conjunction with a crystal, because it is

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inet.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc, to be addressed to the Sole Agents,-211essrs,
John H. Idle, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
Technical queries arc answered by post at a charge
of 6d. n query or is for three. All queries mutt- be
addressed to the Technical Query Dept., POPULAR

.

.

-

,

Foreign Correspondents:

the Radii) world,-sorne of the arrangements and speciali-

L. S. LEES, Paris Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; R. YATES, New York ,
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

ties described may be the subject of LettersTatent;and
the amateur and trader would be well advised,to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

to readers.

POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

- nesscs for the spacing -washers.

The variable condensers are of the moving vane
type, in which the moving vanes are semi-drenlar
in shape and overlap the fixed vanes by the whole
of their area when in the position giving MaXitallhl
capaeity. The Table gives the total number of fixed
and moving plates necessary for any- required
capacity. The thickness of the metal plates has a
considerable effect upon the rapacity of a condenser,
especially when the spacing washers are very thin.
The figures given in this table are calculated on the
asstimption that No. 22 S.W.G. metal plates are
employed. If other gauges of metal are used, the
following corrections must be made, the five figures
in each case being for use with the the thicknesses
of the spacing -washers in the order in which they
occur in the tables.
Using No. 24 S.W.G. metal, increase values in
Table by 9, 0 41, 12 and 0 per cent.
Using No. 20 S.W-4.3, reduce valves in Table by
12, 8, 6, to; and 8 jAr cent.

ndAnswery
(AeErillOOD).-

Having seen the condenser tables giving the
number of metal plates for various fixed
condensers (published- in " Radiotorial " of
POPULAR WIRELESS, Nos. 128 and. 129), I
should be glad to know if similar details have
been published regarding variable condensers.

1 have found great difficulty in making up

Using No. 18 S.W.G. metal, rednee values in
Table by 30, 20, 15, 39, and 22 per cent.
As an example, suppose we wish to construct. a
condenser having a capacity of .0006 mid., using.

variable condensers of various capacities,

because not only do the sizes of the metal

plates vary, but the spacing -washers sold are
of different thicknesses. Is it possible to
coVer these differ'ent variations in a -table ?

vanes of No. 18 S.W.G. metal :3 in. in diameter, the
spacing -washers being 1 in. thick. From the Table

,

the number of plates required, if the metal was
The table given herewith shows the total number
No. 22 gauge, would be 40.
of metal plates which go to make up the different
Referring to the corrections given above. an we
capacities from .00005 to -001. The first column
are using No. 18 S.W.G. metal, this value ma,t,
be reduced by 20 per cent. The !lumbar a: plates
gives four different diameters. Purchased plates
but the thickness
required therefore, is 40-20 per cent.='12.
are generally one of these
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. AIR DIELECTRIC.
NUMBER OF FIXED AND MOVING PLATES.
Moving

Plates in
Inches.

21

2 mm.
3 mm.
ali in.
in.
,ii, in.

2 mm.
3 mm.
in.
al- in.

2 'num

3 min,
in.

31

-0003
Mid

.0004
Mfd

-0005
Mid

-0006
Mid

.0007
Mid

.0008
Mid

.0009
Mid

6
0
12

12
17

18
31

88
133
171
08
120

90
145

9
16

55
81
107
43
76

66
97
128

5

44
67
86
35

8

34
49
65
25
46

77
113

22

23
34
43

4

8

14

21

11

20

7
4

14

27

6

11

6

10

19

30
39
16
28

34
50

53
79
103
42
73

.0)

6

27
40
52

';in.
:,1 in.

3 in.

3

-0002

00005

1 in.

2

0001
Mid

Thickness of
spacing
Washers.

4 in.
1-;'s in.
2 min.
3 mm.

'

\lid

Ilfd

10
14
18

14

20
27

19
27
35

4

8

7

13

11
19

25

4

7

11

14

17

6

10
13
6
10

15

20

20
26

25
32

8
14

11
19

13

5

4

8
10

3
4
3
3
4

2
3

-

37

65
26
46
23
34
44
18
31

3

5

21

7
3
5

15

-E In future a charge of Sixpence per Query will
= be made for answering all technical questions
= submitted to the Technical Staff of POPULAR .2
WIRELESS. A group of three queries will be 2-

:2_ answered for One Shilling. Postal Orders must

.0('1

23

141)

51

041

00

105

40
59
78

47
09.
110

37.
64

31

55

28
40
53
22
37

20
29
38
16
27

32
47
62
25-

44 2:3

34
45
18
132-.

101

741

85
150
07
tai

129
32

el

41

00
70
32
56

43
06
87
35
02

27
29
51

30
43
57
23

33
48
03
24

40

= in, the task of dealing with the latter has be- -=
come gigantic. A large Technical Staff is now ffemployed answering queries, and it is with the E
- object
of relieving the pressure on them that -f
=
= we have decided to make the small charges
= mentioned.
Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS know that
2 the Editor and Staff of this journal have always
had, and always will have, their best interests

=
at heart.
:=1
111M111111!filfillilfilfifilfillIfilinlnifilihn10

1.-, the wiring and the ordinary filament resistance,

and thus a fixed resistance of 40 ohms should be

employed in the particular example given.
In formula form,

R=Va-V, ohms

75 TT
wl ere
It -total additional resistance required, which will

include that provided by the filament rheostat
in use ;
C -normal current consumption of the dull emitter
valve which it is desired to use ;
V1=the voltage specified for the dull emitter valves
by the makers
" FLAT -DWELLER " (Hammersmith, London,

30
53
70
28
49

21
30

= spending increase in the number of queries sent

110
213

88
110
47
82

E --

Since the inception of POPULAR WIRE5 LESS, readers have had all their problems
settled for them free of charge, but with the -2
= great increase in the circulation and the corre-

V2, -the, voltage of the accumulator or battery in use.

191
1:33

THIS NEW ARRANGEMENT IS
NOW IN FORCE.

Mid

.

61

=

Our Query Department.

-7: be enclosed with all queries and a stamped
addressed envelope in addition.

of the spacing -washers used also helps to d..termine
oast atilt
the resultant capacity. in wining -2.
of_ the diameters, will be fonad. eve lifferent thick-

Question,y\

:1111filllifill111111111111111111111111111111111111

-

The Editor wilt be pleased to consider articles and
PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
The Editor will be very pleased, to. recommend
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsireaders of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any -inventions
bdity for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions.
.4 stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
if sane to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
every article. All contribution -8 to be addressed to
advisers, where every facility and help- will be afforded

Diameter of

when using a dull emitter instead of a bright
emitter on the same accumulator ?
First of all, it is necessary to discover the resistance
of the dull emitter valve which is to be used. If it
is One of the types which take -06 amps. at 3 volts,
then the resistance of its filament will be .j (in

WritEtEss, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
V
E.C. 4, and most be accompanied by a stamped and
addressed envelope. Copies of the queries sent should - accordance with Ohm's law R-(-5) that is, 50 ohms.
be kept, as the original query cannot be reprodueed in
Now if a 6 -volt accumulator is to be used, obviously
the answer. Cash should be sent in the fennel postal the total resistance In circuit must be such that
orders.
when it is divided into 6 it gives -06, and no more.
-00 divided into 6 will give this value, which is 100
The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as hutch of the inforntatiOn ohms, and this will be required in the circuit. The
filament of the valve will contribute 50 ohms, leaving
given in the columns of this; paper is of'-a-Jechnical
another 30 to be provided ; 10 ohms will be covered
nature and concerns the most recent developments ,in

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

" VARIABLE CONDENSER "

*

work out what extra resistance is required

London, E.C.4.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :
K. D. ROGERS.
P. R. BIRD.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultant :

Editor,

*

T. B. S. (Croydon).-Can you tell me how to

RErraw, The Fleetway Rouse, Farringden Street,

F.R.Q.S.

7'he

a potential-opfrated device, and the high resistance
of the crystal is detrimental to its efficiency.

45.

*

*

*

W.).-1 am unable to erect an outdoor aerial,

SO I wish to use a frame aerial. Would a one -

valve dual circuit give good strong broadcasting in the 'phones at this address, using an
aerial of this type ?

At your distance a set of this kind will generally
work quite satisfactorily with a frame aerial. The
iraine should take the place of the A.T.I., the tuning
condenser being in parallel. You will not get loud
speaker strength, of course, but on 'phones the'
signals should be quite loud.
Before trying a frame aerial, however, we would
advise you to see what results can be obtained with
three or four wires hung across the room and joined
to the get in the usual manner. This aerial, it placed
so that it is directional for 2 L 0, should give better

results than the frame, while the usual tuning
apparatus of the set will need no modification.
It the frame aerial is used, the variable condenser
(Co/dinged on page, 731.)
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real dry battery valve at a reasonable initial

APPARATUS TESTED
(Continued from page 720.)

o

o o

00O

except that it is provided with two resistance coils and an additional control. Thus
two valves can be controlled individually
by the one rheostat. Both windings can
be paralleled or placed in series to provide
alternative resistance ranges for one valve.

It is, in fact, quite an interesting compo-

nent and should appeal to the experimenter.

A .06 dull emitter valve at 15s. is an

attractive proposition, although doubtless
many amateurs will wonder whether such
an article can be really efficient at that low
price. Messrs. F. J. Browse & Co. have

sent us a sample of the Receptor Dull
Emitter valve, to which the above descrip-

tion applies, and after a careful series of

tests we are able to report that it is a really
good all-purpose valve. Slightly over 3.5
volts were required to obtain best results,
while our ammeter indicated a consumption
of 075 amps. It proved slightly micro -

cost.
*

We have received from Messrs. C. A.
Vandervell, Ltd., a sample of a new L.F.

transformer which they are shortly putting
on the market. It is an item of interest,
inasmuch as it is of quite an original
design, being

of

a squat solid shape

majority of other first-class transformers.
we should imagine it will command a very
ready sale.
Amateurs who find ebonite rather expen-

sive will find the new material sold under
the name of " Insulite " an excellent
substitute.
We have tested this material thoroughly,

totally enclosed in a black metal case.
On test very good results were recorded

and find it makes an excellent substitute

circuits we employ when dealing with this
type of component. Amplification proved
to be both efficient in respect of volume and
the resultant tone was commendably

be afraid of surface leakage, as the substance
has been in use for short-wave reception on
40 metres or so for a considerable time, and

when the instrument was used in the
several critical positions in the various

distortionless. except in the highest frequencies, when the transformer was em-

ployed in a second stage of " straight " L.F.

The slight harshness here noticeable was
almost completely eliminated by loading the
secondary winding with a variable grid -leak.

We have no details in respect of the

selling price of the C.A.V. component, but
providing this does not exceed that of the

for the more heavy and costly ebonite, and

are, in fact, using it on more than one of
our experimental sets. Readers need not

no noises or other faults denoting surface
leakage at even those high frequencies have

been noticed. The firm that supplie
" Insulite " are also running a very useful
valve insurance scheme whereby on payment
of the small sum of sixpence per valve, any

valve posted to purchasers and arriving
damaged will be replaced free of charge.
This is a scheme that might well be adopted
by other valve dealers.

phonic, but not more than most dull emitters.

In an amplifying capacity we discovered
that some 3 volts grid bias is advisable,
although in single stages such proved to
be unnecessary.

For such a low consump-

tion filament this valve possesses quite
interesting properties in point of mechani-

cal strength. We risked giving it a few

hard knocks and were able to do so without
putting it out of action. The Receptor

certainly leads the way in introducing a

One 04 the amusing episodes in the life of an electron, as pictured by " The Book of the 31.0.V..- which
has been issued by the M. 0. Valve Co., Ltd.

7'6

36 Volts

60 Volts 1219
103 Volts

211 -

Give us a visit at the British
Wireless Exhibition, White
City, W.12.

Nov. 15th to 29th, 192-4.

Emma i

THE RESULT OF PROLONGED RESEARCH, A PRODUCT OF SELECTED HIGHGRADE MATERIALS AND EXPERIENCED CRAFTSMANSHIP, THIS ASTOUNDINGLY

EFFICIENT BATTERY IS THE PRIZED POSSESSION OF ALL WHO ARE ANXIOUS
TO SECURE FOR THEIR APPARATUS THOSE IDEAL CONDITIONS SO ESSENTIAL
FOR GOOD PERFORMANCE.

ASK YOUR DEALER TO -DAY FOR A FELIX (TUNGSTALITE) 60 -VOLT
BATTERY AND SOLVE YOUR HIGH-TENSION PROBLEM FOR EVER.
Obtainable from all Stores and from :

TUNGSTALITE LTD.,
HEAD OFFICE :

47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1

OHO MOM 11111

YORKSHIRE,
41, Call Lane, LEEDS,

NI

III
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EFESCA ANTI -CAPACITY SWITCH

(Pat. applied far).

Double -pole,

double - throw switch specially
designed to minimise the capacity
which exists in most change -over
switches. The contact brushes are

of phosphor bronze and present

only their edges to each other with

a comparatively wide air gapthus practically eliminating all
capacity effects.

Price 6:1:- each.

1/4
ETESCA " DEVOSTAT "

The

Elimination

of

Distortion

Our engineers have given special attention to this
problem and have evolved a series of components
which for purity of tone stand in a class by themselves. These results have been obtained without

the slightest loss of power-in fact, it is found
that a considerable increase in volume is obtained.

If you arc a beginner you'll appreciate the simplicity of

(Pat.

A specially designed
applied foci.
Rheostat for Dull Emitter Valves
censuring 06 amps. The contact
carrier rotates concentrically with
the resistance former and, is fitted
with a ball pointed brush malting

(6)F6Sea`c

contact with the resistance wire.
spring plunger maintains the ball at
oven pressure at every turn of the
wire, thereby ensuring fine adjustment, smooth and noiseless contact
throughout its action. Wound on
Ebonite former. Resistance 30 ohms.
Complete as illustration, 4s. 6d.

COMPONENTS

-if you are an experienced operator you'll relilis6 that
EFESCA components offer an infinitely superior article

44116mosmiummimmicasst

at a reasonable price. Every EFESCA component is
mounted by our STANDARD ONE HOLE FIXING.
Write for Catalogue No. 522 which gives you full

HEADPHONES. A
popular priced neadphone particulars and illustrations of all EFESCA components
maintaining the usualEfesca and EFESCAPHONE Receiving Sets.
standard of quality. They
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.
are exceptionally clear and
Ironmongers and Electricians.

EFESCA

evenly matched in tone and
produce full volume. The
magnets are of cobalt steel,
ground perfectly true. Diaphragms of Stalloy. Head-

bands of polished Duren min. 4,00o ohms, with 6 ft.
flexible cord, .P
Ditto, 120 ol,n1=,, 211-.

4 getrailM,

44110

1171elesale Only

FALK, STADELMANN & Co., Ltd.,

Efesca Electrical Works,
83-85-87, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I.
and at Glasgow, Manchester and Birmingham.
Aniltrisili,54111...A.='-'mltra,13.1111111J1.-'4W4411.1

asp
HULLO!! C.Q.,WILL DAY CALLING
You could not give a more acceptable gift for
Xmas to your friend than one of our DAYZITE

COMPLETE RECEIVING SETS

All Passed by P.M.G. and Guaranteed to Standard.
No. c.-Crystal Receiving Outfit, fitted with best Dayzite crystal detector, one pair 4,000 ohms British made Head Phones, coo ft. aerial wire,
4 insulators,o-inch insulated lead-in tube, so yards leading in wire, one

REPRODUCTION

book, Wireless at Home, one earth dip, one aerial to earth switch.

Complete

THAT SURPASSES

a$ las. Stamped B.B.C.

Receiving Set alone, as above, apart from outfit Ell 15s.

BELIEF

LIVES THERE A MAN WITH SOUL SO DEAD
THAT

NEVER TO

HIMSELF

HAS SAID

TRY
DAYZITE ! ! !
received from one of the thousands of
A recent
! ! !

letter
delighted users writing from Nottingham, states:-

" A valve used as a detector is a waste of current when your

' Dayzite' is available. Please send cue another crystal
for which I enclose 2/9.

(Signed) TV. P."

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION. Do not keep

wasting money on crystals of unknown repute.

GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME.

DAYZITE REGD.
I Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's -whisker, 2s. 6d. each,
postage 3d. extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite
for a Perikon Detector.

WILL

DAY,LTD.,

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C.2.
'Phone: Regent 4577.

Telegrams :

" Titles, Westrand, London."

The extreme sensitivity and complete absence of distortion

of the New Improved M.E.L. Phone; coupled with the
greater volume and clarity of reproduction which they
afford, simply surpasses all belief of those who have not
tried them.

M.E.L Phones are the unswerving choice of every expert
and amateur who has used them.
The spring Slider Adjustment of the Earpieces allows 44
instant and easy setting to the most comfortable position
and prevents any " sloppiness" due to wear. Each pall
of Phones is individually matched and tuned, resulting M
perfect " balance."
Your usual Dealer will be glad to show you a pair

-ask him to let you try them, a test will readily
convince you.

Price only 1718 per pair

Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, November 22nd, 1924.
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!
Post Orders accepted for desratch in strict rotation.

ALL VALVE., ON
PURCHASER'S RISK.

Eureka Concert Grand
This is a really high
grade transformer for
Inter -valve use. We can

5 PIN

Bright Emitter

12/6

each'

thoroughly recommend
its use where first class
results are required. It
.nereases power and the
purity of signals. Made
in two sizes but only one
quality.
" Concert Grand "
Model
.. £1 10' -

.. R. Type
B.T.H.
Ediswan : A.R. ,,
Marconi-Osram
R or R 5 V
Mullard-Ora
.. P.1
Cossor

ENERGO

L.F. TRANSFORMERS

VALVES
THORPE K4 .. 17,6
PHILLIPS 4 ELEC12'6
TRODE
(Both for UNTDYNE)

No.

2

Stage)

(Second

..

Cossor

Mullard H.F. (Red Ring)
Mallard L.F.(GreenRing)

The

The 'Ferranti. 4-1

..
Ratio
Silvertown,
5-1 Ratio

21,- each

B.T.H.
Ediswan

B.3

A.R.D.E.

Marconi-Osram D.E.R.

25'- each

Type

B.T.H...

B.5

Ediswan
Marconi-Osram D.E.3
.D.F.Ora
Mullard
DULL EMITTER POWER V 1.VES

For use with A.R.D.E.

and D.E.R. Valves.
Marconi -Omni, Type
D.E 6, 2 -2'5 volt. '25

emus. 25!-

DULLEMITT ft POWER VALVES

For use with 06 Valves.
B.T.H. Type B.0
35'''
MarconiOsram
aInilard

D.E.4 30/D.F.A.2 30.' -

DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES

For

use

with

Emitters.
B.T.H. .. B.4
Marconi-

Bright

35'-

21'.

The " different " fila-

16'6
T. 3 L.F.
Success, 5-1 Ratio 15' Ditto, Super
.. 21/ Ormond
..14'11
BABY MODELS
Sterling, 4000
ohms
£2 15 Sterling Dinkie 1 10/ Brown's 2000 ohms

1 7/6
25! -

PARTS FOR
2 VALVE " UNIDYNE "
RECEIVING SETS.

Thorpe K9 each 17'6
6 Terminals for 103.

2 Microstat nament

Resistances each 2'9

1 Variable Grid Leak 2-6
1 Single -Pole DoubleThrow Switch .1.i9 or 2/'0005 Variable Condenser,with Vernier 7/3
1 Cain Vernier 2 -way
Coi. Bolder
.
9, Panel, 5) in. by 1)) in.
in:. drilled to
`
- - hold 2 5 -Pin Valve

can recommend
these. as being excellent
Headphones,
with a
great reputation for
telephone designs behind them.
British
We

Thomson -Houston,

Sterling,

Featherweight.

Brown's

British Ericsson, 4000
ohms resistance. each

/1 6 6

G.R.C., 4090 ohms resistance, each £1 0 0
B.T.H., 4000 ohms resistance, each £1 5 0
Brandes Matched Tone,
4000 ohms resist-

each £1 5 0

Brown Type A, 4000
ohms resistance. each
E3 2 0
Sterling. 4000 ohms resistance, each £1 5 0
Gecophone, 4000 ohms
each

resistance.

£1 5 0

each 1/6

1
1

1

Fixed Condenser,
'001 .. 1/2, 2/2, 3/Fixed Condenser,

'0002 .. 1/2. 22, 3/Shrouded

L. -F.

Transformer G.R.C.

10-1
208 yds. No. 18 Gauge
'

.

Tinned Copper Wire 1'2
Necessary Screws, Nuts,
and Washers, Free if
above to
purchased.

Post Extra.

recommended for
amplifying valves. For
the rectifier use the
Vernier adjustment,
IGRANIC ohms each

With Vernier Ad-

justment..

16

6

..

4/ -

Rurndept.

Dual, 222 5 & 30 7/6
Microstat
2/9
Lissenstat, Minor
3/6
Lissenstat .
7/6
Lissenstat, Uni;

1/3

0'-

DOOR E--

-

POLAR CONDENSERS

3/-

600 ohms Poten-

For Panel
mounting only.

(Variable.)

4'6
tiometer
Highly recommended.

'

T.C.B.

4/6.13, 30 ohms ..
300 ohms Potentiometer ..
5/- ,
Highly recommended
t

IGRANIC COILS
25, 51--; 35,

50, 5/2 ; 75, 5/6 ;
7/150. 7/10;
8/8
250, 9/- ;
9/5
400. 10/3:
10;6

;

100,
200,
300.
500.

DUBILIER.Post 2d.
.001, .002, .003, .004,
.005, .006, Fixed ..3/-

.0004, 0005....

..

Grid Leaks each..
stand complete

2/6

high class
.. 5,'9
Several high-grade
patterns.
at 5'- 5/6
2 -way ..
at 6 11 7/6
3 -way ..

10.43

SHIPTON'S
30 ohms
..
60 ohms ..

Coils

2 for

2/ -

'BABY' COIL STANDS
2 -way on base .. 3/3 -way on base .. 4/9
(brass fittings)
2 -way ex handles 4;6
3 -way
do.
5/6
(nickel fittings)
2 -way Cam Vernier

4/ -

The T.C.B. Type,
The

..

..2 for

2, -

The T.C.B. Type,

Anode
Resistance
50,000,
70,000,
80.000, 100,000,on

5-DALY'S:

3/-

(both with plug)
Coil Stand 2 -way
for, Basket Coils 5/6
Universal 2 -way
for Basket Coils 5'11

7-

4

4000 ohm Double
4000 Ohm Single
2000 ohm Single

OPPOSITE

No. 1
No. 2

Plain Type ..30 7'-

.0001,.0002,.0003,
16/6
8/11
7.6

100..3'10

BASKET COIL HOLDERS,,

Plain Type ..4 & 7 4/6

Type 577, .01

Post Free.

t--=. GALLERY

eration, the plain type

BRUNET (genuine)

2ininnini1111111111111111111111111111111111r_

RIGHT

for 2/-

.

Polar 2 -way, with
Vernier ..
11/ Polar 3 -way, with
Vernier ..
17/ Polar -Junior,
2way Cam Vernier 6! Polar Junior, 3 way Cam Vernier 9/6
Polar
Universal

is

2 5 -Pin Valve Holders

Geco-

phone, 4000 ohms resistance.
each £1 5 0

ance,

Holders ..

50..3'-

2'6
7'6

26

5'6

A new form of Variable
Condenser, constructed
with a di -electric of air
and high-grade mica,
reducing losses to a
minimum. Tested for
insulation on 1000 volts
potential.
Adaptable
to any type of Panel.
Each
-001

0005

mfd.

..

0003

00025 '

10/6
10/6
10/6
10/6

'Sterling 'Square Law
Variable Condensers

A new type of superior
quality, distinctive design of moving plates,
with Vernier Adjustment.The auxiliary

knob controls the Vernier.

.001 mfd.

Each
£1 10/6

-00025

£1

0005

5/6
3, -

150..

200
250

/6

35 .

Mounting
.. 5/ Franco 1..am Vernier 2 -way .. 12/6
Goswell 3 -way Cam
Vernier ..
12/6

with

versal
Lissen Auxiliary
Resistance
..

The 4-Llectrode Valve

-

HEADPHONES

resistance

The Raymond
The Ormond

LOUD SPEAKERS

Amplion Junior
Dragon Fly..

ment

COIL HOLDERS

Goswell 3-wa yP anel

stationary contact arm,
extremely silent in op-

..
15' Ratio
..
20' Marconi
Ideal
Power ..
35/Burndept L.F. 5-1
..
25'.
Ratio
Lissen T. 1 L.F. .. 30,T. 2 L.F.- 25/-

HONEYCOMB

25..2'4

Mounting

IGRANIC

note).

EBONITE

2 -way
1016
Goswell 2 -way coil
holder ..
5/6
Goswell 2 -way Vernier Coil Holder 9/Goswell 3 -way Coil
Holder
7/6
Goswell 2 -way Panel

Wire Wound Type.
Rotary Action.

5-1

G.R.C.

Ratio

Osram.. D.E.5 35'-

Mullard . . D.E. A.1 151'06 French Metal 17:6
12/6
'06 Dutch
17'6
Phillips '04 Type

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

The G.R.C. 10-1

The

Type

No. 2. 250-700 .. 3'11
4.3
No. 3. 450-1200
No. 4. 900-2000
46
No. 5. 1600-3000
49
No. 6. 2200-5000 4 11

17/6

.

Dull Emitter

Plug-in Transformers.
No. 1. 150-450 .. 3'6
H.F.

2/6

£1

R.I. 5-1 Ratio .. 25,Igranic, 5-1 Ratio 21/ -

P.2
Myers -Universal

Not, possible to execute otherwise. Extra Post must be sent with Foreign Orders. All previous lists cancelled
HAWK COILS

ALL OOHS ON THIS' PACE ARE SENT BY POST

POST SENT AT

75..3'4

4

54
56

300 .. 6'400 .. 6 6

" MURRAY "
(Prov. Pat.)
Valve Holders .. 1/3
High Finish. Absolutely

ACCUMULATORS

MADE BY WELLKNOWN FIRM FOR

Safe.

Low

Capacity.

ME.

POST PRICES.
2 v. 40 amps. .. 10/6

4 v. 40 amps. .. 17:6

4 v. 60 amps. .. 20/6
4 v. 80 amps. .. 24'6

47

6 v. 60 amps. .. 29,'6 v. 80 amps. .. 34'6

Forme,
open 12 6

6 v. 105 amps.
40'6
EDISON BELL.
0001 to 0005
1/3
Fixed ..
-002 to .006
2/001
1/3

Bucks

"Powquip "
12'6

.0003 with Grid

Leak
..
2/6
Variometer
10/ 5/6
Twin Detector
isnETWOOD
(New Model)
Var. Grid Leak.. 3/ Anode Resistance 3 -

Maneuester

"Powquip," Ormond,
14/6

15,6

Genuine

DR. NESPER

HEADPHONES
Adjustable diaphragm,
detachable
receivers,
double leather -covered
long
head -springs,
flexible cords, nickel
plated parts.
Very
comfortable fitting to

Standard

Shrouded

Powquip," Powquip,'
14 6

18

the head. LOOK FOR
THE TRADE MARK.
.. 12 11
4,000 ohms
Post 13d. pair.
McMICHAEL'S H.F.
TRANSFORMERS

0/.

150- 300
300- 600

14

2'

Voltmeter, C and 5, one -

EACH
1,100-2,000
(Manufacturer's ad-

46

hole fixing, 1 6

. vance.)

100,000 ohms
Fixed

..

44:Millate

2/6

2 meg. Leak .. 2/6
Both with clips.
WATMEL

Var. Grid Leak..

Anode Resistance

15

Grid Leak, 1/-, 1/3, 2 6

2,6
3.6

NOTE !

OUR WONDERFUL
MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT GLASS ENCLOSED DETE C TOR.

WHY PAY

MORE? 1 in

POST 6(1. each
/
MICROSTAT

16

44

Bretwood
Rheostat,
with Dial, Valve -holder,
19
extra value,

26

For D.E. or R.

Valves
Free. 2/9
k kchrieli THOMSON
HOUSTON
TRY THEM.
JUST
4,000 ohms
15 /11
Per Dant

23

D.P.D.T.,
1'5

24

S.P.D.T.,
1'2

FAMOUS INT AivID

MODEL HEADPHONES
Genuine 4,000 ohms.

BEWARE OF RUBBISH.

Post 6d. pair.

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

No responsibility accepte,, on post oraers untess cheques an poste. oraers
ore crosser, and made payable to the firm. Alloneys sent must be registered

Price 1211.

HOURS

OF BUSINESS
DAILY - 9 to 7.45
SUNDAY - 10 to 1
51119111111111111111111111111111111111111111

'Phone: GERRARD 4637

II'

neview, Nob-en/b.

/

3924.

729

CALLERS' PAGE OVERLEAF
ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE SENT BY POST

that same will be despatched in strict rotation at the earliest possible date. Not
answerable for delays in manufacturers' suppiles. Right reserved to return cash.

NEW MODEL

RAYMOND'S

000.5 .. 7/9
0003 .. 6/
'0005 ..
'0003 .. 9,6
Post 6d.

-Centre Rod cannot bend.
Capacity Guaranteed.
-Perfect Efficiency.
-Handsome Design.
--Takes up very little space
in panel.

method.

-Wonderful for Portables.

Meager and got "INFINITY "

JACKSON BROS.

" J.B." VARIABLE CONDENSERS

ORDINARY MODELS

Standard Super. Microdenser
11(6
9/6
.001
816
11/.00075 .. 8- . 91101.0005 .. 718819
6,9
,0003 . 5;9
8!9
519
6;9
.0002:
.

.

.

5;4;9
4,- ..

..

Vernier

.

.

-

-

.non;

-

62 for

1,'6

WITH VERNIER

POS1

and Dial.

KNOB AND DIAL

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12/6
12/6
18/11

YARIOMETERS

The finest Variometer

on the market at any

Inside winding,
35
suitable for broadcast Tumbler
reception
on
any Switch,
P.131.G. Aerial
extra1'6
ordinary close coupling
ensuring large tuning
range. Inductance the
price.

in.

2/-

highest possible -9'5 to
ferent positions.
EdISOn-Bull.L 10' Post 6d.

square inch.

10 29

30

Connec-

ticut.

Formo
Shrouded.
18 46

Cut

from Solid
Rod

S.P.D.T.

D.P.D.T...

43

34

53

2 for 1.3

1'9

6
ALLEN Variable
Grid Leak, 1.6

EDISONBell
Wedge,

with dial.
4,11, 5,11

2 for 2 -

13

Legless 1.3

54
EBONITE
Variometer,

26

China Base.

48

Wales
Mierestet
2,9

5-1

11 9
12 6
13,11

41

DALY'SE

GALLERY DOOR
Finnuttunitinmilmininnimilina
'Phone : GERRARD 4637

TO

40

MILES.

the chief parts for the

2 valve Set.
EBONITE, 12 x 9 x
.001 Var. Condenser.
L.F. Transformer.
2 Rheostats.
Grid Leak & Condenser.
Two valves (Bright).
Two coils (Igranic).
2 -way coil holder.
Valve Sockets.
Terminals and Wire.
BEST QUALITY. a 'F)
Panel Drilled. the lot
SPECIAL ! !

CRYSTAL SET AND

0 -way.
."4 '11

MYERS VALVES.
UNIVERSAL
D.E.
12 6

Post 1'..

42

"

ENERGO

lEhtsANTI
INTERVALVE

see list)
Raymond H.F.Bar- FORMER -

" FL I." NEW MODEL
IN SEALED BOX

Enclosed DeDragon Fly, Don't 13,y Otherwise. 51
Micrometer
Post 25p- Free teeter
EBONITE 1,'- Dubilier Fixed
25,'23
Adjustment

RIGHT OPPOSITE

UP

The following is a list
of materials and cost of

BROWNIE

10

17

' POLAR "

Hole
Fixing.
1; 6

55

5/6

MICROMETER
CONDENSER
Without Termi- DIAMOND WEAVE
nets,' 1/3 each BASKET COILS (5)

BAtin,y

HOLDER

2 for 2'9

One -

37

Ellinni11111111111111111111101111111111111111.

Valve.

PARTS FOR P.W.
Standard 2 -valve Set
(Nov. fi(h, 1924)
For Telephone reception

" IMPROVED " ry Ifi
WIRELESS SET, a

2 9 to 3.6 te'

.

VALVE DETECTOR &
REACTION from Anode
Circuit to A.T.e. 1 L.F.

HART "
Accumulators stocked.

BASKET

With Terminals,
36

-

Fittings for Chelmsford.
Enclosed box.
Splendid quality.
Post 1 6 39/11

49

25

-

1 -VALVE AMPLIFIER.

Callers' prices elsewhere

5
With Clips,

-

-

All above are wiq

1. Metal feet can be
adjusted to four dif-

6.9

1.6 01 2 for

9,3
73
69

With EBONITE DIAL
and Two Knobs.
Post 6d. Set.

2/16
7x5
x6
.. 2/3/3
2/2
9x6
10 x S
3/4/2
12 x 6
.. 313 412
12 x 9
81.. 413 5;
5/6
7,0
.. 5,6
12 x 12
719
5!3
..
7:6
4,6 Post 3d. set. 14 a 10
Cut to Size. 3/16 in. at Id

SQUARE .00025
x..A.lisr6/9
916
.0002
516
9!.
.0e05
.0001513
8'416
,e"0:5

(3 x 6

et

001
0005
.0003

EBONITE
Post Prices.
3,16 in.

9/..,

'00025
.0003
.0005

a

Sept., 1924.

C. Walton. Esq., Andover.
Tested your Conden_ers on

knob included.

,e

-

EBONITE ENDS.

Millom.
Your Condensers are a

REVELATION to ms as

SV.th knob and dies

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

John Blair, Esq..
Recall Pharmacy

Dealer.

4/6

SQUARE LAW 1WIN

says:-

Costs a trifle more, a few pence only, and
is just what you want. Nice dial and

5/3
4,1 I

circuits by one turn of the dial.
Can be used in series or parallel.
Complete as shown. with Knob

POST 6d. SET.
UNSURPASSED FOR
FINE TUNING.

-

FREE.
10025 ar
mid.,
1003
operated by one Knob and Dial,
thereby enabling you to tune two
of

'0002 - 4,11

-New one -hole fixing

.0002
.0001

- 7!3

'0005 - 514

-Nickelled Fittings.
-Beautifully Made.

-

-

TWIN CONDENSER
Composed of
two &mat units

'0005 - 5/11

-Terminal Connections,

-

-

-

Vernier..00005 3/9

Knob & Dial inducted.

KNOB AND BUSH.

'001

0005
0003
0002

With Vernier.

COMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS-UNSOLICITED.
-Exclusive Design.
'DE LUXE' MODEL
-Stout Vanes.
-Extra Insulation, Very
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,
(Pressed Aluminium).

WITHOUT VERNIER
001
6/6

SQUARE LAW

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
ALL OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RECompact.
-Narrowest Spaces

understanding*

Please Note. Large stocks kept, but orders accepted on distinct

42

EXTRA AIR SPACE

(DUPLEX WAXLESS)
Equal to Honeycomb.

25, 35, 50, 75, 100

AM VERNIER (wave -lengths marked).
Post Free 3, 9
a -way (see lists).

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders untess cheques and posta orders

are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

.1111111111111111111111111111111111191111111111114

HOURS

OF BUSINESS :

DAILY

SUNDAY

9 to 7.45 E..

.
.

10 to 1
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:THIS PAGE ISIT011iblitiaRS ONLY

OPEN

WEEKDAYS

ALL vOST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER TWO PACES

SUNDAYS.

Prices subject to aiteratlon without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks : Out tm not responsible for manufacturers' non - deliveries.
P'O 3T ORDERS
14
Ft 0 1VI THIS P11iGE.
SWITCHES ON

SUNDRIES.

SHAW'S HERTZITE.

itn BEATS ALL'TES.'
Porcelain D.P.D.T.
1 /.
Porcelain S.P.D.T. ., 1/1 OTHER
10(1.
1/8 Impossible to Advertise
Ebonite
D.P.D.T.
1/5
'Phone O0fils It, lea >
.. 1/3
Ebonite S.P.D.T.
Nugraving ..
Min. Panel D.P.D.T... 1/ - All the Goods Stocked.
Similar Sets (Titles or
Min. Panel S.P.D.T. ..101d.
dri
Scales)
..
1/2d Tungstalite
Good Knobs
MYERS VALVES.
Microstat
2/6
Studs. Nuts and Washers
UNIVERSAL
Tumbler
Switches
44d
doz.
1/4
(Ebonite)
It - FAT'.
8d to
12/6
Switch Arms
21/Strip (for Coils)
it 21d
Copper Foil ..
3 feet 2(d.
D.T
D.C.C.
Wire,
per
k
Copper
I8g. Sq. Tin
9d. EXIDE. 4 VOltS.Type. Isc)
9d. 20 g.
51.
13 it
(For 06) 5, 4.. g. . . 10d. 24 g.
1/16g. Sq. Tin Comm
26 g.
1/1 28 g.
1/3
12 feet 5d.
30 g. . 1/8 Etc., etc.
Round Tin Cooper.vart
per stick 2d. EBONITE PARTS.
Solder.,
ous Sizes.
yard 3d. Good Cod Plugs iron) 41d.
td 2 Color Flea ..
Insulated Staples a ..
Edison Bell Shaped ..
Shellac
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d Battery Box
..10(4.
.. 46 Raymond ditto
Rubber Liad in. 30 leer 1'Basket Adapters
.. 814.
,with Hips for 3(i v.)
Also at 1/- & 1/3
7/22 Copper Aerial.
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d.
2 -way Coil Stands .. 2/6
100 it. 1/101 Nickel Contact Studs
2 for I1d. With Extens. Handle 2/11
Extra Heavy Aeria
Also at 311. 41-, 4/6
1/.
loo it. 21- & 2/3 Nickel Switen Arm ..
.. 4'3. 4,13. 5/3 -way
(one -lode fixing)
8d.
Good Valve Holders
9/ Loading
Coil
and
plug
8d. Goswell Cam Vernier
ELF.Transformers.300
.
12/8
Condenser Brushes . 611 Franco
Legless Valve Hoidei
..
Solid Ebonite

.

600

2/9

.

Empire Tape. 4 in..
Id. BRASS PARTS.
2 yds.
..
3 in. Ebonite Anticap
W.O. yet minais...
Hanlles
1d.
Small Pillar
Connecticut Switches.. 1/4 'Pnone 4 B.A.
.. Id.
Eat
Rubber
Sorbo
Pnone 2 B.A., 2 tor.. 21d.
pr
1/4 Valve Sockets
Caps
4 for 8d
Above won Nut. Washer)
Adhesiv a Tape Roll .. 24d
,

1/3 Valve Pins and Nuts, 2 a 1d.
Allen var. Gd. Lk.
1/3 Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a Id.
Allen Anode Res. ..
Plug and Socket
pr. Id.
Scales, 0-180. 2d.. 3d.. 43. Spring Washers
4 a Id.

..

Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1/3 Spade Screws..
.. 1d
1011.
Dial (Ebonite)
Pin Screws .. 2 for 14d.
5 a 13
Brunet Headphones .. 14/6 Spade Tags ..
Twin Flex .. 4 yds. 6d. Spring Pillar Terminals 21d.
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 24.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, 10 yds. 5d Washers (Brass) 12 a 111
( I ndiartiliher covered)
.

Sleeving

.

Wander Plugs
Coloured Plugs

.

vd 4d.
pr 3d.
each 1(11.

(All screw pattern)
Electron Aerial

..

Polished Boxes. by 6
Strong Valve Template

..
Egg Insulators
Reel ditto ..
Thick Rubber Lead-in

DETECTORS, &C.
Enclosed Brass, Large
Ditto, Nickel or Brass,
Large

1/31

Brass ..
3/6 Small
Ebonite, Enclosed
4d

13.

Id

per yd. 241.. 3d.

Burndept
Eu1-Fix Cups
Gold Spearpoint
Neutron Crystal
Hertzite (Shaw's)
Midite

..

Condenser
2 Meg. Grid. Leak

..

5/6 French " Metal

10d.

Rubber Lead-in 10 yds. 1/ Valve Windows 6d.. 7d.. 9d.
.. 10/R.I. Choke Coil
Lissen Ditto ..
10/Bretwood Valve Holder 1/9

TOOLS.

H.T. BATTERIES.
Best Made 30 v
Best Made 60 v.
Best Made 66 v.
9.B.C. 9 volts
B.B.C. 60 volts
B.B.C. 36 volts
E.B.C. 13 volts

EBONITE

STOCK

SIZES
1,3

1/6
9111

..

4/6
7/6

..
..
..
..

9/6
2/6

rx2 ::
8x6

9x 6

.
.

1/4

1/10
2/ -

.

..
..
..

14x10

5!6
Cut to size WE STOCK ld. sq. inch. in. EBONITE.

3d

..

51-

7/6

.. 6/11

25, 35. 51. 73. 100

each side

Make vow own coils.

BEST SWITCH ARM.

/-

BEST BATTERIES 4'5, 5°.

N and 7K

MANSBRIOCE TYPE
FIXED CONO :NSEfiS

MODEL NtAOPHONES

With 2 Fixing Lugs
Special Price
2 Microtarad

Genuine 4,000 ohms.

BEWARE OF RUBBISH.

1 in

MURRAY VALVE
HOLDER(Patent)1 /3

Blue and Red
TUXGSTALITE

GECOSITE
Set of Spanners
.. 1/4 MIDITE,
NEUTRON Stocked
Taos, 0, 2, 4.6 B.A. set 2i Small Soldering Irons 61d.
7 -Twist Drills
1/4 SIMPLEX LEAD IN 1/3

3/6

'23

12 11
"METAL" (FRENCH) " ORMOND "
Price

'1)6 VALVES, 15111

3/ 1 1

131

L.F.

1

A WONDERFUL TRANsFORMEH

OR. NESPER

ACCUMJLATtiliS

(SEE TRADE MARK)
4,000 OH 'PHONES

MADE BY WELL-KNOWN FIRM
2 v. .0.1 amps.

..

4 v. 40 amps.
4 v. 60 amps.
4 v. 80 amps.
6 v. 60 amps.

12/11
(NOT DR. 'ANY I HINC

1.3

.

TIIE 'LOT

FAMOUS

3,9

ti

ENAMELLED Do. .. 1/- 1/2
WAXED (6) 200/3,600
.. 1/8
Ditto (7) 150/3,600
.. 1/10
(For Broadcasting onlyi
D.C.C. COIL FOR CHELMSFORD
complete with adapter
2/3
(to use with 630 variorueteri

'DOUBLE 23 spokes2/1 1

stud
12 Nuts.
12 Washers

1/11

Ditto with extra air space

D.C.C. CB ELMS leo lt D

BRASS FORMER

1

1./b

1,200/2,000 metres
W A X LESS SET OF 5 ..

CALLERS
,Lindted number. ui course.

.. 9/6
16/6
..I7 11
a3/6
.. 27/6

..

..

6 g 80 amps.
0 v 105 arnar

)

33/''8/6

HART ACCUMULATORS STOCKED.

VArildMETtHS.
impregnated board,
Wound D.C.C. and
Clips. 200/600 metres 2/6

PHILLIPS

D.C.L. and Knob ..
Ebonite D.S. Wound,
with Ball Rotor and

DUTCH '06 VALVES 12'6

4 ELECTRODE VALVE 1 2/6

Very Good Value, Wound

1/6

Knob, 200/700 metres 5/11
.. 3/11
Ebonite. 200;600

CAMACE'S

PERMANITE 1/-

.. 8/11

RHEOSTATS.
Sman 5 ohms "

COSSOR 'WUNCELL' 21/ "

FEW ONLY.

1,3
1/3
1/9
1/6

One Hole Fixing
Ormond
..
..
..
Ebonite Former
Ditto and Dial
.. 1/10
(granic, T.C.B., and all
known makes.

Experimenter's Sets of
4 Cat's Whiskers 2°
OUR WONDI.RFUL

16g 0. J.C.

crometer adjustment. 110"

4/9

BASKET COILS

TO

ing

gl

3/16 in. I2x12

1/8 DETECTOR.
1/- Glass enclosed. Mi.

FREE

10 to 1

DUPLEX WA XLESS (5) ..

Raymond Inside Wind-

1.2><<

1/5/ld. & 11d. CRYSTAL

Ribbon Aerial 100 tt. 1,10
Raymond Fixed Condensers
'001, '0001 to '0005. 10d VALVES.
002, '003. '004
.. 1/- Dutch Detector

006 1'3 : '01- 1/9 : '021/9 Dutch " R "..
Polar Micrometer
Phillips " R "

Polar
11/Etc., etc.
Coil Plug on Stand .. 1/ Ditto, Swivel Movement 1/3
64d.
Coil Plug and Clips

"POPULAR
WIRELESS."

to 7.45

9

N.T. BATTERIES

USUALLY N STOCK
(Pot
FIBRE STRIP Coils)

30 v.

4,6

BROWNIE

BREAST DRILLS

7x

sxu

7/3

8 6

11 IMPROVED"

7/6

WIRtLESS SET

A 19
"ri

0 to , muck
Cut Bevy, and Geri

fill v

Oil v.

3 It. long. 1 in. wide.
2/d. per length.

BOXES
9

6

x8

12 x 9 RAYMOND CRYSTAL SETS

Ls x

2

7/1 1

9/11

12/11

NO 'POST ORDERS FROM THIS PAGE.
It: RIGHT

OPPOSITE Ef-,
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RA DIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 725.)

used for tuning it should he as small as possibleay .0002-but a good plan in your ease would be
to try and dispense with the condenser altogether.

This can be done by experimenting with the
to tune in exactly to 2 L 0 without a condenser

number of turns on the frame, and it is often possible

by using the correct number of turns and spacing.
*

*

H.T " (Erdington).
-I wish to build the one -valve Unidyne set
which was described in " P.W." No. 112. I
ONE VALVE WITHOUT

have a copy of this number of " P.W," which
obtained from the Back Number Department,

.1

2

12122112112

--

........
-ail :2171121=
MEM -

but unfortunately I cannot understand how
to wire up the 5 -pia four -electrode. valve.

NN

.. .d

as

wit

Ma

g

-...%--.-----.. _ ---_
.-_
-_ _

\
.....................!...7:_,,
REM ..... 111122211
NV

because I am not familiar with diagrams, etc.

2111111=21111
1011=111112112

-

22111

Laos ..... assor"-s\ ''-'''
.

MINI

2 ..... 111121111W
1211211121111F

Mal
MINIM

new reader, and have not seen " P.W." previous
to October.
The pictorial diagram shown herewith gives the
point to point wiring, and it should be used in conjunction with the instructions contained in " P.W."

7%,
Pr

2121122.211

"N ..,,,,,,,,

IN

Has a plainer diagram of the pictorial type
" P.W." subsequently ? I am a
appeared

\
..... ....".\ .' \ '

111112111
VINVOMMIS

MMMMM1111121

on;,

2101212111112

UM 1111

NZ
`2121111111 MMMMMM V

INVIIIIIIV,1".

I

ties

---..,-------

Mk. ______,._

11221111222
B

No. 112.

',111211,-

,2212----

It is sometimes an advantage to connect -a -001 or
002 mfd. fixed condenser across the 'phone terminals,
but generally the set will oscillate very readily with-

.-_-----_-__-,

out it.

As this is your first valve set you should also read

1/1811".--

" How to operate your POPULAR WIRELESS Unidync

Sct," which appeared ht " P.W.," No. 117.

If the set fails to work properly at first, owing to

your inexperience of wiring. etc., you should also see
the Radiotorial columns of " P.W.," No. 118, but in

OPMC)
1 ci rons

Prices :
F -type
120 ohms - 22.6
4,000 ohms 25'-

lost cases the one -valve set does not give much
rouble, even to the novice, although it naturally
akes some time to get the full results from the. set.
Back numbers.of " P.W." are obtainable from the

Amalgamated Press (1922) Ltd., Back Number 1)e-

D -type
120 ohms - 48'4,000 ohms 52 -

aartment, Bear Alley, Farringdon Street, E.C.4,
',nice 4d., post free.

H. P. (Bristol).-Will you please tell me
the points at which I should. connect a
loading coil bit. a variometer-tuned crystal set,
as I am desirous of getting Chelmsford ?

A -type

t

applied to the detector circuit.
If, however, the detector circuit is connected only

across the variometer-which is the case when the
loading coil is connected to the aerial circuit outside
the timer-only a small part of the received energy
is in a position to operate the detector.

8,000 ohms

66, -

identical grade of raw material
.In spite of their extremely low price, they are exceptionally

efficient and capable of giving years

of faithful service,

S. G. Brown, Ltd.-Victoria Road, North Acton, W.3.
Showrooms ;

point betireea the leads which go to the 'phones and
etyma. In this way the difference of potential across

the ends of the coil, and across the vadometer, is

And owing to their simplified design and robust construction
they are not easily damaged by rough use-the inevitable lot
of all children's possessions.
When choosing your next 'phones, remember that 31.3rOVII
Featherweight Headphones are manufactured under typical

16rovit supervision, by the same workers- responsible for
the ultra -sensitive A -type of world fame, and from the

From a!! Dealer.:.

In case, however, you desire to try,
you should note that it is not sufficient to merely
break the aerial circuit and insert the coil there.
The latter must be placed in the aerial circuit: at
crystal set).

Even with cords their weight does not exceed six ouncesan important consideration where children are concerned.

58 -

4,000 ohms 62 -

tuned set, and you are well outside the normal
range of the Chelmsford station (100 miles for a

THAT newest of ail institutions-the Children's
Hour ! How the children look forward to that
all -too -brief interval in the day when Aunties
and Uncles do their utmost to brighten their little
lives by song and story.
If there are kiddies in your home be sure you have
enough headphones to go round. For this purpose
there are none better than 36r0W11 Featherweight
Headphones. They are so comfortable and can he
so easily adjusted te. fit any head- -large or small.

-

120 ohms

Loading a variometer set to receive the high wavelengths is not generally as satisfactory as a condenser -

jiouP

1111

19 Mortimer St., W.1., and 15 Moorfields, Liverpool.
111111S111111111111111111111111111111111111111,111I.-,i,11;11,1i1111111111111111111111111111111111

IBrown Headphones-- appreciated throughout the World
11111,1

ithert Ali. 1803
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WIRELESS
ACCUMULAUR

Agligtor.-"
RE THAT SIMPLE SUPER CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I have been overwhelmed with letters,

Inquiring

full

particulars of the " Simple Super

Circuit" you published a short while ago.
1 apologise to my many correspondents to whom

I have not replied through the post, as it wouki
require a tarp office staff to fulfil some of their
demands; so I therefore take this opportunity of
describing such particulars as were common to most
inquiries :

Grid Leak.-" L.J.C." variable, 2 meg. max.
Grid Leak Condenser.-'0003 fixed.
A.T.I. Condenser.-" J. B." *0005 mfd.
E. to L.T. Condenser.-" J.13," '0003 mid.
H.T. and L.T.-Negatives are common.
Valves Used.-" Ediswan " A.R.D.E.
Both filaments are controlled by " Microstats," as
vernier adjustment is necessary.
H.T.-24 volts.
Transformer Details.-" Brunet," 1-4 ; I.P. to grid
coil ; O.P. to H.T. positive ; 1.8. to H.T. and L.T.
negatives ; 0.5. to grid of 2nd valve. Both primary
and secondary have a '002 fixed condenser in

The

FAIRYCYCLE
Regd. Trade Mark

It's Great Fun for the Kiddies !
As a gift a Patrycycle is unequalled. It amuses
them for hours, keeps them out of mischief and
gives them healthy and beneficial exercise. Tho
Fairycycle is far superior to spurious imitations, and is built to withstand any amount of
rough treatment. The low centre of gravity
makes it extremely safe and easy to ride.

parallel.

The 'phones in the printed diagram, are not

necessary for the efficiency of the circuit; but were
only included to show how the circuit can be adapted
for a single valve.
A -004 fixed condenser is placed in parallel across
the loud -speaker terminals, and one of the same size
bridges the H.T.
Coils.-Grid, 78, honeycomb ; plate, 88, honey-

Specification:

Adjustable
plated handle -bar, cycle saddle
ball bearing
(adjustable),
-

dals, 12 -in wheels
with 6:8 -in. wired on tyres
frame of solid drawn wetd-

comb.

less steel cycle tube 59/6

A.T.I.-I cannot publish particulars of my A.T.I.
coil, but I think perhaps a 35 " Igranic " would be

brake and free -wheel

Be sure the name Fairycycle in letters
of gold is on the machine you buy.
Don't fail to look for the red triangle
trade -mark on the frame of this wonderful machine.
Obtainable from all good Toy Shops
and Stores.

the nearest approach in standard coils. The coils are
mounted on a 3 -way coil holder, the plate coil on the

right-hand side (movable), the A.T.I. in the centre
(stationary), and the grid coil on the left-hand side

(movable). The grid - coil is wound with No. 22
D.C.C., as also is the plate, but the grid coil is wound

Retnitersarerequesteflorepienteitheirstockeariy

in the opposite direction to the A3.I. and plate coils.

Mfrs.: LINES BROS., LTD.,
9, Fore Street, London, E.C.2.

Efficient results depend greatly on the setting out of
components.
Yours faithfully.
L. It. EVERARD.

-HEADPHONE REPAIRS
Rewound, re -magnetised eno readitisted Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones Delivery three
days -THE VARLEY MAGNET CO London,
Phase 888-9 Woolwich
Cat 26 seises
S.E.18

BROADCASTING EDUCATIONAL TALKS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-As you ask for readers' views on

Pace

2'6

lighted

cannot afford to buy expensive books on such subjects
(and, in any case, should not snow what to purchase).
Good noetry, well read, is another joy that can only
come to most of us through wireless, and jolly as the
Savoy bands are, I feel sure that many regular listeners

COMREX Co. (Dept. 3), 119, Fleet St., E.C.4.

from the cheerful monotony of the dance music.
Sincerely yours,

FIXED DETECTOR
Listen -in in comfort at
once. No waiting. no ad

justing Users are deOrder from your
dealer, or send 0 256
and ltd stamp to -

derive more lasting pleasure from these talks than

EBONITE

11, Trafalgar Road,
Southport.

Sheet rod and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cot to any required size while you wait or sent by

A. H. M.

A NEW INDOOR AERIAL.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-I notice in a recent,

post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.

issue a letter
by Mr. Aveling which is evidently intended as a
gentle reminder that I was not the first person to
conceive the idea of the indoor aerial described under
the above title. I should like to point out that the
(Continued on page 733.)

BURGE, WARREN & RIUGLEY, Ltd.,
91'92, Great Saffron Hill, London. E.C.1.
'Phone

Holborn 50

MIKRO
Ltd.,
SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
I

A.M.C. Is a business devoted entirely to Wireless
Accumulator HIRE or MAINTENANCE.
A.M.C. hire charged accumulators of suitable size

fOr any set, and deliver regularly every week.

Or maintain your own, and, if you have only one,
lend you one alternate weeks while your own is
being re -charged.

A.M.C. Service keeps you continuously supplied
with correctly -charged accumulators from ls. 2d.
per week by quarterly subscription anywhere
within 10 miles from Charing Cross..

A.M.C. Folder contains a useful chart showing
tile various size accumulators we hire and the

hours they last per week for sets using 1 to 5
valves, and is post free,

ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE CO.,

267, High Street, Camden Town, N.W.
Thone. Hampstead 209$.

ECONOMY AND EFFICIENCY

" WAVEX " prices aro lowest for Reliable Components. Our price list will save you E s. d. All
goods post free, and tested before despatch. Genuine

Dr. vesper 'PHONES, 12/9. VOLTMETERS, 4/9

Write " WAVE% " CO., Dept. P. 83, Brewery
Road, London, S.E.18.

GUARANTEED 'PHONES.
A FEW OF "OUR" PRICES.

Genuine Telefunken (the World's best) - - 17/Dr. Nesper's (adjustable) - - - 12/6
Ericsson's (Continental No, 10) - 11/ Post Free.

Price List of other brands on aPPlication.
IVs Sarc you money on a!l 'Phones.
RUST & CO., Reavill's Yard, Foreman Street,
NOTTINGHAM.

Be sure to mention POPULAR WIRELESS

. when replying to Advertisements

.

asp

ICABINETS

Jc., ire earl 111
aiefie ',ova/ alca

*tare

conser,era-s es/nee RICKETTS' CABINET WORKS

BEXLEYHEATHSE
/11621.0 Ares rap

COI, MYR,

115010

WIRILESS. INVENT Olio

PATENTS-TRADE MARKS, Advice, Handbook

and Cons. tree. ---11. T. KING, C.I.M.E.,Regd. Patent
Agent
U.L A. & canadal, 146a;Queen Victoria St.. RCA 'iThane Centre' c82. 33 yrs. refs.
Virtu now for Brochure telbna
how yea can make rota sec selecnve
and mcrease its range 105 by (lion;
Bowyer Lowe Souare law Condensers

winch have a capacity ratio of tS0 to
and evenly thstubdted wavelength

Send a postcard at once.
TESTED SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
scale

SOWTER-LOWE CO. LTD.

LETCHWORTH

1., Proprietors and Patentees of the
end

LOUD SPtAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
are now in a position 1'

uppiv oarts to all experimenters who wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET- The Marvels of the Microphone."
led Edition

Post tree fafcl (P 0.. not stamps)

32c, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS, W.0.2.
SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE
.111111111.!

.

UNErsir4:4.o IsTRUGOIS

broadcast educative talks, I should like to say that
to some of us they.are one of the greatest attractions
of all the B.B.C.'s splendidly varied programmes.
Owing to wireless, we have an interest id music
we never had before, and are very grateful for any
broadcast information which helps us to understand
and enjoy the programmes better, as most of us

SIMPLE
AND CLEAR
Wonderful results trout usine the new & improved

CATS EYE

TROUBLES
IMNISINCla

STEECLAKER MASTS
STRONG, LICHT, OURABLt.

BUILT POI? SEKVICE.

Rest Steel Tubing, 2' dia., In
Beefless 26..
30', 45/-; 35-. 5256; 40'. 63s ; 45'
75I-:
f-; 60' 95/-. Complete with all Accessories
Send Postcard for Catalogue
J. & J. Laker Co.. 457, Rornterd Rd. Loudon,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 732.)
aerial, as described in the article, is my own inven-

tion, and that if your correspondent happened to
think of the same or a similar idea, then it is merely
one of those little coincidences which prove that
(ahem I) " all great minds think alike."
If Mr. Aveling has a grievance against me for
having hit upon the simple yet perfectly obvious
method of crimping copper tape by means of gear
wheels, then surely we may possibly both be hung if
the inventor of corrugated iron roofing ever hears
about it.
I did not think the idea worth patenting and so I
passed it on, in its raw state, for the benefit of " P. W."
readers. No doubt you will remember that the
articles were submitted to you several months prior
to their publication, and, if I remember rightly, it
was during the early part of last April when I first
began to experiment along these lines, so that, after
all, had I applied for a patent I might have been
given priority.
Mr. Aveling says : " Possibly Mr. Rankin was
unaware of the provisionally patented copper wire
corrugated aerial . . ."
Now, in the first place, my invention was a copper
tape or ribbon aerial, no wire being used whatever.
Secondly, I have never seen any other similar device
either on the market or in the Patent Office records;
and, lastly, I would ask Mr. Aveling.how is it possible

for anyone to be " aware " of any provisional patent
unless same is extensively advertised as a commercial
product.

I must say that the present day radio inventor is
much too presumptions ; he forgets there are others
in the field besides himself. I am a fairly well
seasoned inventor, and whenever I hit upon an idea
which is likely to benefit individual readers of such
a well -distributed paper as " P.W.," then-voila lit goes, and I chance criticism or challenge. This is
my policy, and so will it always be.
Yours faithfully,

18, Myrtle Road,
Sutton, Surrey.

OSWALD J. RANKIN.

AN UNUSUAL UNIDYNE FAULT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

The Secret
Magicians and Sorcerers had their " Secrets of
Healing " and " Secrets of Success," which they

101-

would dispense for a consideration, but in these less

romantic times success is more apt to be won on
sheer merit.
Take the case of the Louden Valve.

Dear Sir, -1 thank you for yours of the 23rd
inst., and In reply wish to state that the Unidyne
is now working splendidly. In accordance with
your reply, I thoroughly tested all components
without finding any trace of trouble. Thinking
that possibly the valve was at fault, I went to
Messrs. Bower Electric, Ltd., and I should like at

of enthusiastic " slaves of the lamp " who will
never go back to the old type of valve.
Why ? Well, because however you consider the
Louden Valve it is a sound investment.
It costs only ten shillings. It takes so little current

Stands 1 and 22,
British Wireless

Exhibition,
White City.
SCREWED ROD

NOTRAK/N6
CONTACTP/Mi
SOCKET,

4VALVES
011611

of the fact that the anode is " full of holes" vo!ume
is, if anything, above the normal. showing that a full
use is made of the electron stream
It is the unwanted charges that escape through the
turns of the anode, and, strangely enough, this is
precisely what we intend should happen.
It gives a silver -clear reproduction which is the
delight of all who have heard it, and the life of
the filament is exceptionally long
So, naturally, the Louden is outstripping all other
valves in popularity.
There is no secret-only merit.
:ng.

The Blue Louden for
H.F AteplItIcation.
Filament Volta 42:5.
Filament Amps. 0 4.

changed, but still no results were forthcoming.
I am enclosing rough sketch of the trouble. I

(Continued on page 734.)

that your accumulators will last twice as long as they
do with ordinary bright filament valves, and in spite

Nanufacturei
throughout
in
Gr eat Bri tain.

The plain Louden for
detecting and Low
Frequency Ampli fy.

this moment to express lily sincere thanks for the
kindly courtesy displayed by the representative
who attended on. me. The valve was willingly
think you will agree that a fault of this description
rarely occurs. 1 found it out by testing with
accumulator.
Again thanking you for the interest shown.
Yours faithfully,
F. HILL.
20. Cologne Road,
Battersea, S.W. 11.

Four months

ago it was unheard of-to-day there are thousands

Anode

Volts

40-20.

all

IRELEs S (I)

rouben
ADVT.

017

THE

FELLOWS

MAGNETO

CO.,

LTD.,

Londens are

Enter Clp,r and fre?
The eUr,ent con sum.tion is very low
and the life long.

iltier (near

PARKROYAL,

LONDON,

01.W. ICI..
L. P.s.6
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 733.)
A NOVEL AERIAL.
111,' Editor, 'POPULAR' WIRELESS.

IGRANIC

-

FILAMENT RHEOSTAT
type)

Dear,Sir.-Inthe issue of September 13th last, page
S0,' Radio " gives suggestions for experinienting with
aerials. I toliowed out his suggestions, and was
astonished at the results o 1 signals up to 600 metres.
London and Bournemouth come in with the st tength

You should see this

60'

Rheostat and other

.70EARTII

...TERN/NAL

on

WIRELESS EXHIBITION
& RADIO CONVENTION
Shepherd's

City,

White

Bush,

W.I2,

Nov. 15 to 29, 1924.
If you cannot visit the White City
write to us for list 2.290.
149, Queen Victoria Street. LONDON.
Works: BEDFORD.

Birmingham.
Glasgow.

Cardiff.
Newcastle.

......-ar4 Trade
VE./11
I 1044 ---.././.../.
Marks and Designs Registered
PATENTED.

Particulars and consultations free

BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents.
D. Warwick Court Holborn. London. W.C.1
Eftatilo.heil 1e40

Telephone

titan, i a 7547

" MORRIS " Solid Oak Standard

Lock
Cabinet with
receiver. Bottom
for any kind of
cupboard with lock. Height. 3 ft.
6 in.; width. 2 ft.: depth. 151.15.

Back panel removable.
PRICE £4 10 0.

Further particulars on application.

I'art Carriage and Packing 7/6 ex.

S 0 L I'D OAK WIRELESS
TABLE, with large drawer and

bottom shelf for accumulator, length

25 in., width 16 in., height. 26 in.
27,6. Carriage Paid.

M. VERSTRAETEN Dept 5),

Melva( Chambers, Sus, Lord St.. Liverpool.
'PHONE REPAIRS

Ali makes 'of Headphones and Lou,! Speakers repaired at Keen Prices. Re:magnetized, Rewound and
thoroughly overhauled. Delivery three to five days.
Postage 6d. Price quoted on receipt of 'Phones.

MIDLAND 'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE,
56, Branston Street. Hockley, B'ham.

B.B.C. VARIOMETERS

Good quality alt Ebonite, 4/6 each, pins
postage

(id.

EBONITE PANELS ,ut to size
and drilled to requirements

J. A. HIGGINS, 28, Park St Clayton. ft. ANC B ESTER .

BEGINNr.lts

GUIDE TO

W IRELESS

II yeti wish to make wireless sets what] aro

UNBEATABLE IN PRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY

this is the book you must hare.
Everything 'is so clearly explained that any beginner, without previous experience, .an slake the
most efficient receiving sets obtainable
Fall Instructions are given for MAKING COMPLETE
CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,

DUAL AMPLIFICATION SETS ALSO THE . -VERY
LATEST TWO, THREE AND FOUR YALU/. TUNED
ANODE RECEIVERS.

ISO pages (28 diagrams; 1 /3 post tree.
Sutisluetton GuaranteeY or Money Returned
Dept. 14, South Shore, Blackpool

SAXON RADIO Co

represents that such headphones are the
special niake of The British Thomson Houston Co. Ltd., of London and

Rugby, whereas they are the goods
of the French Thomson -Houston Co.,
and we withdraw any further. advertisements and sales of headphones under
the said name or description.

of Cheln sforrl, but the peculiar part is that acting
ford does not conic in as strong as I formerly got
London and Bournemouth. Perhaps " Radio " wil
explain. Anyway, it certainly is a thing that wants
following up. I enclose a sketch of aerial as tried
out with this idea, and hope others will give it a trial.
Yours faithfully,
W. A. PELLY.
10, Cavendish Avenue, Eastbourne.
THE SIMPLIFIED ONE -VALVE UNIDYNE.
To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Sir,-I have constructed the simplified one -valve
Unidyne, using, however, a .001 variable condenser
without vernier, as I had one by me and do not
possess a .0005. I am also using an ordinary two-way

Will

PANELITE.

withstand 5,000 volts. Black

With new type headbands. Very comfortable and sensitive.
Postage 6d. per pair.

4,000 OHMS 9/6

PER PAIR

Equal to any at double the price. Money returned
if net entirely satisfied. Each pair guaranteed.

T.

Hours, 9 to 12.
10. Crofton Avenue.
BUXTON, Hilisborouph. Sheffield.

The ideal CRYSTAL for all REFLEX CIRCUITS.
Will stand up to a High Input, is Distortionless,
and Super -sensitive all over. Will improve your set

30 per cent. PRICE, 1/6 post

free.

CRISP LUCY, Wollaston, Wellingboro'.

"UncleiNfi

CrystaJL
Set.
The greatest and most efficient

Novelty Crystal Set since Adam)

His hat is the coil-his whisker
is the cat's-whisker-his dia-

length 41 ft., five strands of 25 S.W.G. The aerial
(if it can be so called) is screened on the 2 L 0 side
by two fruit trees covered with foliage. The wire
for about 6 ft. of its length being within 6 in. of these

I received 2 L 0 at a strength which was

not

Will

- HEADPHONES -

alterations In the panel, as I am using plugs and
jacks for the 'phones. As I have only recently moved
to this address, I have not yet been able to erect
an efficient aerial. On the evening of October 20th,
being desirous of receiving the election results, I
slung up a temporary aerial, average height 0 ft.,

trees.

finish

fracture. 6 x 6 ix 3/16, It.; 7 x 5, 1/1; 8 a 5, 1/2;
9 a 5. 1/4; 9 a 6, 1/6; 10 x 9, 2/2; 12 x 10, 2 / 9:
14x 12. 4 /6 post paid Other sizes and thickness pro rata
RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept " P "1.
143. Fetter Lane. London. E.0 4.

coil -holder, not a cam -vernier. There are also certain

IGRANIC ELECTRIC CO., Ltd.,
Bradford.
Manchester.

that the above description implies or

Dated 7111 day of November, 1924.
GIBSON'S, wireless Crystal Receiver Specialist,
32, Tavistock Road, PLYMOUTH.
70AERIAL
TERM/NAL

Stands
9 and 14
at the BRITISH

APOLOGY.

With reference to our recent advertisements and sales under the description
Headphones " F. Thomson -Houston,"
we have to admit and express our regret

Perfect

results

guaranteed.

Tested 13 miles trots 5 N O.

Why not have a Set that Is
good to look at-and gives loud
signals? He is 9' high made

I first picked the station up at 11.5, and held it

of hand -painted china. Chinathe perfect insulator An ideal
present, ready for 1Q/1 Post
listening -in. Price WON Free
P. Patent No. 19519. Satisfaction or cash refunded
J. P GOWLAND, Wireless Manufacturer, Dept. P. 18,

distorted, but quite as loud as 2 L 0 on a crystal
at this distance.
I feel I must write and thank Messrs. Dowding
and Rogers for their invention.

0.A.V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new ant perfect. but slightly soiled. 1Vo refund cash with carriage
both ways if returned within 7 days

uncomfortably loud on the 'phOnes, and have been
so doing ever since. Last night, 5th instant, I received
Radio Iberica (Madrid)_ on the same aerial and set.

easily until 11.30, when the atmospherics becoming
very bad, I " shut down." The reception was badly

Yours faithfully,

G. W. NORRIS.

134, Meads Lane, Seven Kings, Ilford.

CRYSTAL SET POSSIBILITIES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-Now that the winter is on us,
with consequent more favourable conditions for

long-distance reception, a good deal of experimental
work will no doubt be clone to explore the possibility
of reception at long distance using merely a crystal
detector. May I suggeSt as a subject for investigation
the comparative efficiency of timing by variable
condensers in series and in parallel respectively ?
Last winter I myself did a fair amount of work in
long-distance reception on a single crystal set, and,

like many others, found it quite possible to hear
quite distinctly all the main B.B.C. stations on

nearly every evening of the week. Radiola (then on
low power), Ecole Superieure, Eiffel 'rower. and
Brussels could also be heard
Contrary to all precepts, I found that my set workeil
much more efficiently when I used my aerial tuning
condenser in parallel rather than in series, and results
also improved when I used a smaller plug-in coil and
increased the Capacity of my condenser.
As my station is within five miles of 2L 0, .1 was
forced to use loose coupled coils in order to cut out

the local station.

Here again I found that it paid
to use plenty of capacity and a small inductance.
When I used a '001 variable condenser to tune the
secondary coil, results were much better than when
1 used a larger coil and a .0006 condenser.

I shOuld be very inuch obliged- to any of your

readers for information as to their own experiences.
Itind that if lain able to.hear:a digtant station using
one,valve,-I Ciill.geperally also hear it when I -cut out
the valve and switch- on the crystal.- Last Isreek,for
instance, I succeeded in hearing on my crystal fairly
dearly
Still -I -gnat,
Berlin,
Frankfort -on -Main,
:Minster. and Madrid.
\lours faithfully,
CRYSTAL."

Ellison Place. Newcastle -on -Tyne. A few agencies still Open

ACCUMULATORS.

2v -40a
2v -60a
4v -40a
4v -60a
4v -80a

Ste 4y -100a
1116 6v -40a

...

...
..

17/ 6v -60a
21/ 9 6e -80a

-

27i/61 16L -1.00a

..

...

32/6
25/ 32,6
40 ,
46/-

2v --100a (SApeetcuaal)
.. 27/6
MAUDE RUBBER CO. 58 PRAED ST. LONDON. W.2.

Note
We guarantee to refund your
money in full if not satisfied.
MIKE .l TRIAL PURCHASE.
Alto Super -sensitive Crystals
Crystal Detectors, unmounted and 1".
glass enclosed
1/4
Plug-in Coil Holders for mounting
basket coils
1f
2 -Way Coil Holder with Knob
3/8
Alto Filament Resistance, with
Knob and Pointer
1/6
.

Alto Fixed Condensers, -0001 to 006. 10d.
Wound Inductance Coils, 6" a 3" dia. 1 /8
Ormond Variable Condensers: 001,
8 : -; 0005, 6 / -; -0003
5/6

Alto Transformers, shrouded
14/121The
Famous
D.T.G.De'uill
Emitter
Battery
5/ Alto Accumulator, 30 amp, actual, 22/4 volts
Alto Headphones, " Lightweight " 12/ 6
All well-known Components hi Stock
Remit twopence for postage when ordering.

WILSON BROS.,

361, BOLTON ROAD, PENDLEBURY.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 706.)

and convenient insulator. The small glass head tacks which are used for holding down
photographic prints answer this purpose
admirably. The sharp steel spear is easily

pushed into the wood, and does not dis-

figure the latter should it need subsequently
to be removed, whilst the glass head makes
a very good insulator. Moreover, these

tacks are quite cheap. The wire should be
given a single turn round the glass shank, or
if the wire is too thick for this it should be

bound against the glass by means of finer
wire.
No Lead-in.

There are cases where the bringing of a
lead-in may be very inconvenient, and it is

sometimes recommended to use either a
capacity coupling to the outside aerial, or
an inductive coupling. In the former case,
the outside aerial is connected to a sheet of

tinfoil, say one foot square, pasted on the

outside surface of the window, another
similar sheet of tinfoil being pasted opposite
to it on the inside of the window, and con-

nected to the aerial terminal of the set.
The second method consists in placing a
coil or loop in the aerial circuit, outside the
house but parallel and near to the wall ;
second and similar loop is placed near to the
wall on the inside of the house, opposite to
the outside loop. The signal energy is re-

ceived by induction between these two
loops. In either case the need for a direct
connection between outside and inside
of the house is obviated. But, of course, the
coupling is not so efficient as a direct one.
Tuning:

When tuning on a set equipped with a
loud speaker, although it is more convenient

to use 'phones for the actual tuning, the

loudness may he too great for the 'phones,
and methods have to be adopted for cutting
down volume which are often inconvenient.

SEE IT AT STAND NO.

Made in two types:
Concert Grand 30/ Eureka No. 2 (for second
L.F. Stage) 22;6

44
White City Exhibition.

Guaranteed indefinitely
against breakdown.
OUT of all the scores of Transformers on the market to-

day, how many carry-either in letter or in spiritthe guarantee that is at the back of every Eureka ? Not

tuning whilst keeping the rest of the circuit

only must it satisfy your most critical demands-and you
shall be the judge-within a reasonable period of trying it

speaker is again in action, is to connect the

out, or your purchase price will be. refunded in full, but we
will actually guarantee it against breakdown throughout its

A simple way to use the 'phones for the

practically as it will be when the loud

'phones across the transformer terminals

and place a shunt resistance across the

terminals as well. By means of this resistance, which takes the form of a rheostat,
preferably a carbon rheostat, the volume of
sound in the 'phones can be cut down to a
suitable and comfortable amount.

normal life.

The Crystal.
There has been a good deal of discussion of

of every Eureka prevents the
possibility of any atmospheric

late amongst wireless experts with regard
to the possibilities of the crystal detector.
Some say that it has outlived its usefulness,
and is little more than a relic of the past ;
whilst others claim that it will become more
popular in the future than at present, when

new circuits will be found to enhance its
applicability. The popular reflex circuit
permits the use of the crystal detector with
excellent results, since there is ample energy
to obtain good detection. With increases

iu the power of the broadcast stations, the
crystal will give greater and greater distance,
and may possibly, at fairly short distances,
give good loud speaker reception. Experi-

ments are under way in France, with a
special arrangement of batteries and resistances, with a view to operating crystal
(Co :tinned en page 736.)

We make this

offer for two
reasons : first, because we have

the most complete confidence in
our Transformers, and, secondly,
because the unique construction

influence acting upon it.
As is well known, the air is often
heavily charged with dampness,
which can be readily absorbed by

any ordinary Transformer exposed to it for any length of time.

This dampness-sooner or later
-will probably cause a breakdown in the insulation of any
exposed winding, or at least
create a serious falling off in

know that the whole of its contents is hermetically sealedactual tests have even demonstrated that fourteen days under
water does not harm the Eureka
in the slightest degree.

Thus the insulation-tested at

'2,000 volts by Faraday Houseis absolutely permanent.
But insulation is only one of the
Eureka exclusive features-anyonewho has had the opportunity
of using one will enthuse over its
wonderful volume and purity of
tone.

signal strength.

If you are building a new Setor bringing your existing one

But look at the Eureka, see its

Eureka Transformer and have

massive coppered-steel case, and

up-to-date-be sure to fit

a

no regrets.

Portable Utilities Co., Ltd., Eureka House, Fisher St., London, W.C.1
Silbert Ad. 1758.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
ftsrtu

"HOLBORNITE I

I

The advantages of the crystal
detector are its low first cost, absence of
amplifiers.

THE CRYSTAL

V 4011111#011111 V

Patent Micrometer Adjustment

(Continued front page 735.)

AND GL :IRAN'S'S-A..0

f

upkeep, and clarity of reproduction. Soft valve detectors not only cost much more,
both initially and in upkeep, but are liable
to valve noises and seldom give the purity
of reproduction obtainable with a crystal.

44* 40.0044. -

ST. HELENS: ' We have tested' Holbornite. with

Instrument Maker," writes with reference

very good results...

results than clay other crystal I have tried."
THORPE BAY: " I have tested all kindsg of crystals
and am satisfied that ' Holbornite is thebest..

parts, to point out certain precautions which

" PLATSILOY " CATSWHISKER .

those readers who may wish to use the

2d.

method, I quote from the letter :
"-Generally pure tin is melted and poured
into the water. But there is one word of
warning. If parts are not properly washed
and dried, white or grey spots will appear
and utterly spoil the tinned or silvered effect.
The best plan is to procure a small quantity

"MAGNETIC AMALGO" Crystal Fixer 6d.
always plastic,

F RIF,' E 13 iK 11K 1.1. IA 1F' a

" HOLBORNITE " and " PLATSILOY "
will be forwarded on receipt of 6d. to cover cost of
postage and packing. Kindly mention name and
address of your dealer.

of sawdust-thoroughly dry-and whilst
brass parts are in the solution to place

7PI101:1C`IttIS
WHOLESALE WIRELESS SUPPLIES,

sawdust in a tin-such as usually found in
gan stoves-which must be also clean and

304, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I,

Postage,

8262,

SECTIONAL STEEL MASTS, light, strong, at

cheap. Ass engineering job throughout.. Complete with

ground anchors, pulley, insulators, strainers, wire rop,,
cleat, thimbleS base plate, drawing, and full instruct bins
30 f t ., 42 j- ; 40 ft., 601- 50 ft., 90'-. Carriage lie".
HAMILTON MAY,

Doone Cottage, Weybridge, Surrey.

Our New SQUARE TYPE VARIOMETER
A departure from the normal
everyday variometer which
gives results equal to the ben,
at double the.price. One -hole
fixing terminal connection,
no loose and unsightly ender.

Price 4.'6
HEADPHONES 4,000 ohms 15 -

wash with ,clean warm water, then place in

tin containing warm sawdust, and thor-

Sloping

oughly dry by rubbing with handfuls of the
sawdust."

12 x 9. 10 /- each.
Other sizes to order.

1/-

82, Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square,
LONDON, W.1.

dry, and place tin in an oven to warm.
When parts are taken out of mixture,

DEALERS SHOULD WRITE FOR

SPECIAL ADVERTISING OFFERS.
12 x 12, 121- each.

and Crystal Set Lists.
EAGLE Elec rical Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

must be taken. I am much obliged for this
practioal information, and for the benefit of

in sealed tube and envelope.

CABINETS POLISHED.

efficient, 3.'6, with ebonite dial 4/,
Trade supplied. Ask for Valve

to a recent note on the tinning of metal

STREATHAM HILL: -lioltornile' gives better

.

Dust -proof detector, heavily plated,ebonitebase,ebonite
ends, fine and coarse adi ustrnent, simple and most effective, 2'6, with half -opal glass 2,0 each, in cardboard box.
I st Class VARIOMETER 3' dial, with ball Rotor,
I
hole fixing, guaranteed most

Tinning Metals.
Another reader, signing himself " Scientific

A FEW UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS

W. JOHNSON, Elsdale Works, Elsdale
Street, Hackney, London, E.9.

Guiding Cables.

A "HOLTITE" SUPER CAT'S -WHISKER
will make your crystal set more efficient and easy

to handle because it " holds tight" and does nut
slip off the crystal. Try one. 6d., post free. Two
whiskers, 9d.

" HOLTITE," Victoria House, WIDNES.

REPAIR SERVICE

ALL
ALL MAKES and Ex -Army 'Phones rewound
4.000 ohms, 4/6 per pair; 8,000 ohms, If extra. Postage, 6d. Remagnetizffig, 1/- per pair,
Transformers rewound, any ratio, from 5/-.
The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

ETC.
Lx NEWeANDACCUMULATORS,
GUARANTEED.

20 Amp. 2 Volt 8110 4V..17 8 6 V.£1 6 6
40
11/8
81 2 6
1 18 6
18/6 ,,
1 70
60,
2 06
80 ,.
18/0
1 12 0
2 80
100
18/6
1 17 0
2 15 6
D T 0, Type. 5/-. Dis. to Trade. Carriage 11- extra.
Valves : Marconi, Cossor, Ora, B. T. H., 12/6
Phones: B.T.H., WM, Geeophone, 25/- Alto, 12/6
H.T. Batteries, 36 -Volt 8/6, 60 -Volt .. 18/6
Cash with order. Goods despatched per return.

LOWKE &SONS,Ltd..NORTHAMPTON

Please mention Popular Wireless" when

communicating with advertisers. Thanks.

An invention which is closely connected
with wireless is the " guiding -cable, " now
being laid in certain harbours -and channels
for the guiding of ships in foggy weather.
One system is known as the Loth cable, and
it is proposed to .equip the French channel
ports with this system. The insulated
cable is laid along the proper channel

Tappi d Inductance, Biwiadeai

INTERNATIONAL

WIRELESS TRADES DIRECTORY.
Ready December.

ing to the characteristic interruptions of a
lighthouse beam, and by means of detecting
instruments on board ship, the vessel

is able to .keep track over the cable even
in the densest fog. It is further contem-

plated to equip the cross -channel aeroplanes

with the necessary instruments, and to lay
an overhead line from Paris to Boulogne,

and a submarine cable from Boulogne
to the English coast. This cable is expected to be ready by next May.-" The
Engineer."

79.

charge "sroms.k

ACCUMULATOR
at Home with the t
TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.

Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
No Garage,
no attention.
Owner -Driver or Wireless Enthuslast should be without
one. Will charge from I to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on application. The Tungar Battery
Charger Is suitable for use on
Alternatingturrentsupplyonly.

Obtainable from sour Garage or Electrician.

THE BRITISH THOMSON. HOUSTON CO., LTD ,

Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.
.!--.1_ -----tt----...-------=_"^

c.=

Nett IV- Post Prec,

Publisher: H. C. CLASSING,

Wiltshire Road, L ndon, S.W.9.
"Popular Wireless" has the largest sale of
any weekly wireless journal.

impulses or signals is sent into it, correspond-

THE

-

4 For Chelmsford, 5XX
Yon cannot get bet ter value
and we pay all postage.
Sand Cheque or P.Ct., er000ed Not Negotiable, to
M. FEMPLE,Walmar House North, 296, Regent St., W.1.
Barclays 340

for navigation and an alternating current
or a pre -arranged system 'of electrical

SELLING LIKE WILDFIRE!

3

Wave -length

------"---

-------------t---..-_.

YOURS FOR 201 -

" MIRACLE " MASTER

Send 20/- to -day, together with your order for the " Tonyphonc,"
and this wonderful set, which receives
all B.B.C. stations, will be delivered

THE WORLD'S BEST RECEIVING SETS THAT NAVE BEEN PERFECTED

pay a _further £1 each month, after-

VALVE RECEIVING SETS

complete, including all accessories. You

FOLLOWING CONSIDERABLE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT

DESICNE0 FOR RECEIVINC ANY WAVE-LENCTH, 1, 2, 3 &
1 VALVE
.
.
£2
2
3
4

.,

.

.

£3 - 12.6
£4 - 17 - 6
£8 10 - 0

4

VALVES

TONYPHONE '

Including B.B.C. Coils
Plus Marconi Royalties

Loud Speaker Results have been obtained as follows :

-

I Valve 20 miles from B.B.C., and all B.B.C. and Continental on Phones
2

40

4 Valve All B.B.C. and Continental Stations on Loud Speaker

THE WORLD'S

WIRELESS

STORES,

The total cost is only £15 9s.,
or, if you prefer. £14 Ss. cash.

wards.

WALLINGTON

SUPER TWO -VALVES

Complete with Accumulator, H.T Battery
Aerial, I pair 4,000 ohms Headphones,

and two Valves-one . High Frequency
and one Detector All Royalties paid.
Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW.

BRITISH' ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.,
(Valve 'Dept.), WINDSOR

HOUSE, VICTORIA

STREET, LONDON, S.W./.
S S.A.
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/P6icierktffulldrol kives
THE rain and biting wind seem to lose their power when
you think of the happy evening before your cosy fire
with a perfect wireless concert.
A

Those Mullard H.F. and L.F. valves make such a wonderful
difference. You could almost thank them for the splendid enjoyment they give.

You are going hack to all that makes life worth living ; a welcome meal, your armchair, your pipe and then the pure joy of
broadcasting concerts.
If you have not yet experienced the wonderful difference these
Master valves make in your radio reception, purchase them on

your way home to -day and complete the pleasure of your
winter nights.

Mullard H.F. Red Ring Valves for H.F. AMPLIFICATION AND DETECTION - - 126 each

Mallard L.F. Green Ring Valves for L.F. AM12/6 each
PLIFICATION
These values only require a 4 -toll believe.
Ask your dealer for leaflet M8 and avoid accidents to your valves by using the
Mallard Safety Disc, free on request.

L

,

r
7

cs

Obtainable from all Radio Stores, Eectriciatts, etc.

Advt. The 3Iullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S.W. I2
"1
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LISSENIUM

O
O

and what it means.
The express trainthe huge linerthe record breaking carthe super aeroplane-

..

7/6

LISSENSTAT MINOR (patents pending) is
Provides LISSENSTAT

control at a popular price

0

C)
be

Tir

Efficient-powerful-capable of covering great ils'ances at a,
tremendous speed. Each and every one dependent upon
efficient control. So, too, with the radio receiver used for
distant reception-EFFICIENT VALVE CONTROL IS
ESSENTIAL.
For the purpose of covering distance-for bringing in that
ac
elusive station-efficient control is of vital importance, and z
0
efficient control means LISSENSTAT CONTROL.

replacing -thousands of discarded and inefficient
1he3stat s.

1924.

CONTROL

LISSENSTAT
(patents pending) gives the
N
most acute tuning possible

22.14.4,

a"

LISSENSTAT

.

N ove

POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS REVIEW

fir

3'6

"E)

1-1

tAsstusva-1

11
511,141/CR5C.1.74
it

LISSENSTAT
UNIVERSAL (patents pend.,..
ing) -with its protective device for
ing):=with
-..
dull emitters
..
..

10'6

RECEIVERS FITTED WITH LISSENSTAT

-

0
a,

CONTROL ARE EQUIPPED FOR THE FINEST

Al! types have LISSEN ONE -HOLE

DETECTION POSSIBLE.

FIXING, OF COURSE

SENSITIVITY
the LISSEN GRID LEAK

and its allied control,

Every valve you use has different characteristics --every circuit, too.

Whether you are out for distant stations, or' undistOrted reception P
of nearby stations, you will find the LISt. ENyAR !ABLE GRID
LEAK very important in its effect. Only by using it can you tok
be sure that you are using the correct grid potential for every r.4
oc
condition of reception.
It covers a' wide range of resistance values, with continuous
variation throughout.
CC

SMOOTH OUT YOUR LOUD SPEAKER
DISTORTION BY 'PUTTING A LISSENVARIABLE GRID LEAK ACROSS THE
SECONDARY of the last transformer or across
the loud speaker itself. First position: is best.
The difference will be very noticeable.

LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE -216

POSITIVE STOPS BOTH WAYS.
LISSEN VARIABLE ANODE RESISTANCE, 20,000 to
250,000 ohms, same outward appearance as the LISSEN
..
Variable Grid Leak

216

in

DON'T MIX YOUR PARTS-There is a LISSEN Part for every Vital Place.
PARTS THAT PULL TOGETHER-When you know that every vital part in your receiver is pulling

44:

.

-

strongly with each other, you know that you have a receiver which is the best you can ever get.

Parts you will get remits which would never be possible with mixed parts.

With all LISSEN

LISSEN PARTS

WELL THOUGHT OUT, THEN WELL MADE.

C)

F

r-.1

4,1

LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12.
'2';'0;:o.:;-33So, 33Sr, 33S.,

C

'6rams-"Ll SENI

0
.73

Lo;(1,;1."
C3

Printed anal published every Thiirsday by the proprietors, The Amalgamated Press (1922), Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
Advertisement ,Oilices : Messrs. J H.
Ludgate Circus, LondolV ES: 4. Registered as a newspaper and for 'transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.'
SabscriPtion rates: Inland and Abroad, /1 per annum, 8:5 for six* months. Shin agents for South Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole agents for Australia
and New Zealand: Messrs. Gordon Goteh, Ltd.; and for .Canada The Imperial News Co. (Canada) Ltd. Saturday November, 22nd. 1921
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a

60 Volts 1219
100 Volts
21 '-

a

36 Volts

TUNGSTALITE

Give us a visit at the British
Wireless Exhibition, White
City, W.12.

Nov. 15th to 29th,

1924.

a 16

IM

The result of prolonged research, a product of selected high-grade materials
and experienced craftsmanship, this Astoundingly Efficient Battery is the
prized possession of all who are
to secure for their apparatus those
ideal conditions so essential for iiceir-pirrfir nee;

a

ASK YOUR DEALER TO-DAY FOR A TUNGSTALITE 60-VOLT
BATTERY AND SOLVE YOUR HIGH-TENSION PROBLEM FOR EVER.
Obtainable from all Stores and from:

TUNGSTALITE

YORKSHIRE
.LTD.,

HEAD OFFICE :

47, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.1

EmmmismammINEnionnwsma a

LOOK TO YOUR
TUNERS

for

dielectric losses

THE

41, Call Lane, LEEDS.

II

16

a

III

111

III

No. 7
A
171,1N.

J.

REGD.

SET

:1-111111111111111111Mililli11111111111111MIIIIM11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112::

Whether your present condensers are
Metal or Ebonite End Plates and your
receiver unaccountably lacking power

--be sure your trouble lies in the had
insulating properties of the insulation
between the two sets of plates. High

dielectric losses cause leakages, absorption's; inability to oscillate on the lower
degrees of the scale. These signal weakening losses follow the use of poor
quality End Plates or insula tingbushes.
Your only safeguard against condensers
in this category is siniplicity itself.

Always purchase Condensers bearing
our monogram-it is the insignia of

low dielectric loss-actpally J.B. are

ohms-a
recorded (N.P.L.) o'o5
negligible quantity.
Incorporation of J.B. Condensers gives
you the highest tuner efficiency. Fit
them-preferably the J.B. Square law.
'Oot
'00075
'0005
'0o03

-

916
91-

-

6/9

-

8/-

'00025

0002
'000t

-

.

Vernier

619

5/6
5/3
4/6

As Condenser Manufacturers we have long
realised the vital electrical duty of variable
condensers. J.B. Condensers represent bath
high mechanical and electrical design.

J.B. Instruments are obtainable from all dealers or direct
from the manufacturers: Post, one, 6d.; two, gd. ; three, Is.

711i11111111111111111111ffilli11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

" THE SET YOU CAN BE PROUD OF."

4 VALVE SET COMPLETE.
11
No Extras
Paid.
9 Carriage
E26
Whatever.
Also made in two and three valve

models at equally keen prices.

ASK YOUR WIRELESS DEALER FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION.

Full particulars free on request.

ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

8. POLAND ST- OXFORD ST

Uelephooe:-

LONDON - W. I.

GERRARD 7414

THE EAGLE WAIL:El/STICK.
London Depots

8, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, W.C.I.

(First Floor)

Museum 2848.
Barclay's 351
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Continental Series, No. 3

Broadcasting from
Switzerland
.41though using comparatively

little power

as yet, there are Biree Swiss: Stations that
can be readily heard in this country-Zurich,
Lausanne, and Geneva. The Broadcasting
Station at Zurich transmitting on 65o metres
is responsible for an excellent concert programme commencing, at 7,05 every evening.
Why not la 7t6 in ?- Don't forget to use a Cossor

P.2 as the high -frequency amplifying valze,
Gilbert Ad. 0827

PcTula

Wiretess and Wireless Review, Noven0er 29th, 1924.
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That' " urge " for distance !
-with the correct valves
_

gri.d. and anode, marked an evolution in Valve

WE all know the .man who, making his debut
as a motor_ cyclist, declares that he only
wants a machine for pottering around the

- lanes: - But see - him.. a few months later really
bitten by. the germ of motor cycling. - His- only regret -is .that ,his machine..is -. not fast -enough.
-

.

..,

-..

design:

It broke .away from the accepted tradition that
-

every- Valve must necessarily be a general purpose
valve. Obviously high -frequency amplification
demands , very- different characteristics 'to low
frequency amplification.- Its success was never in
doubt. The instant users inserted -a P,2 into the
socket, the Set leaped .into life. Signals which all
.

.

And So it is with wireless. ' The,rnan who buys or
builds his Crystal Set to -day is the long-distance
enthusiast of to -morrow. Sooner or later we all
.get this tremendous urge for distance. No matter
how -good .the local broadcasting station; we must

seek means of tuning it out so that we may pick

up a note. or two from some station a few thousand
miles away,

the time had been Passing unheard were picked
.

up with ease. Stations that Were, on faVoinable
occasions, just audible could be received at excellent
'phone strength. But there's no black magic about
Cossor superiority. It lies in the design.

But with improved designs in Receiving Sets,
increased knowledge . 'and better H.F. Valves,
long distance reception has changed considerably
within the last year or so..

Everyone knows that a Valve functions as a
result of -the electron stream given off by the

Then, the man who received W G -Y was considered

as you can easily prove by turning the knob of

an expert ; to -day, the man who cannot receive
K D K A on two valves is clearly a novice.

your rheqstat.

.

.

After all, long distance reception is more or less
a combination of three things :

(r) The possession

of a Receiver using at least one stage of high -

(2) The patience to learn
accurate tuning and (3) The correct type of Valves.

frequency. amplifiCation.

Assuming that you can conform to 1 and 2, all that

stands between you and the regular reception

of other European Stations as far distant as Zurich,

for example, is a Valve definitely designed for
high -frequency amplification.

.

The first, and still the country's accepted standard,
was the Cossor P.2, the- Valve with the red top.
This Valve; incorporating all the features which -are
rapidly making the name Cossor known throughout
the world, the arched filament, the hood -shaped

Increase the stream, within reasonable
limits-nnd signals become louder. Alternatively,
decrease the stream and signal strength falls off,
filament.

Now in the Cossor every possible effort has been
made by arching the filament and making it con-

form to the contour of the grid and anode, to
capture those elusive electrons. In the ordinary
Valve, on the other hand, an appreciable proportion
leaks away from each end of the tubular grid -and
anode with .a resultant loss in efficiency.

Remember, in long-distance reception you, are'.
dealing with- infinitesimal currents generated some
hundreds of miles away. You cannot afford to take
risks with inefficient Valves._

Choose the Cossor P.2-the Valve with the red
top --specially designed for the work. Remember,
all Cossor Valves are now sold- in sealed boes. This
patented method- of packing ensures every purchaser
getting a new and unused Valve.

BRIGHT EMITTERS

P.'. For Detector and
..
. 12/6
L.F. use

(With Red top) for
12/6
H.F. use
WUNCELL DULL EMITTERS
Model A. (With resistance in
P.2.

for use with
6 -volt accumulator.)
base

2-, 4-,

or

W.R.I. For Detector and
23/6
L.F. use
.

W.R.2. (With Red 'top) f'or
23/6
H.F. use
.
Model B. (Without resistance,
working direct from 2 -volt
accumulator).
W.1. For Detector and

L.F. use
..
(With Red
for H.F. use

W.2.

top)

ill- 21/-
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THE SOLUTION OF THE CRYSTAL PROBLEM
IMPORTANT INTERVIEW
OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO ALL READERS OF " POPULAR WIRELESS -

Mr. AMATEUR: " Good evening, Mr. Expert, I'm lucky to have run across you just
Mr. EXPERT:
Mr. AM:

when I so much: -require your advice."
" Why, what is it, old man ? What can I do for you ? "
" Well you see, it's this sore question of crystals, I've been spending a
small fortune on, one thing or another . . . . "

Mr. EX :

" So sorry, old chap, but why on earth didn't you 9 ne and see me
before ? I could have put you right in an instant ! Now look here
!

Mr. AM:
Mr. EX:

" Yes !"

" What you want is a rectifier which is sensitive at every point of

contact "
Mr. AM:
Mr. EX:
Mr. AM:
Mr. EX:
Mr., AM:

Mr. EX:
Mr. AM:
Mr. EX:
Mr. AM:

Mr. EX:

Mr. AM:
Mr. EX:
Mr. AM:
Mr. EX:

" Yes, go on."

" One which is so easy to work hat 'you can manipulate it in the

dark, and one which does not give out a week after you've purchased
it."
" Sure, that's what I'm seeking."
" And there mustn't be any of that nonsense about handling it with
forceps, with gloves on, or keeping the air out."
" Do you mean all these precautions are unnecessary ?"
" Why, of course, if you get the right stuff."
" Yes, but what about range, tone, and volume ! "
" That's just where my stuff scores. You can work eight phones with
in crystal, and for picking out distant stations it is quite remarkable."

" But perhaps you just struck lucky and got hold of a particularly
good specimen."

" No, no, old chap, I don't do things that way ; my crystal is synthetic

and one piece is exactly like another. I. guarantee that. Besides,
just you listen while I read you a few lines from ' Popular Wireless

last week."
" What, an advertisement "
Heavens, no ! I mean the test made by the Technical Editor."
" Carry on, I'm listening."
" Oh, here it -is on page 720 under ' Apparatus Tested.'" "We have just
received a sample of that well-known crystal TUNGSTALITE for test. It was tried out both
in ordinary crystal and in valve -crystal circuits. In all cases results were commendably
satisfactory, and in point of sensitivity and stability we consider it as good if not BETTER

THAN ANY CRYSTAL WE HAVE YET HAD BROUGHT TO OUR NOTICE."

Mr. AM:

" That sounds good enough. I believe what you say and what
' Popular Wireless' says rather than these extravagant advertisement
claims. Tungstalite is the crystal for me in future. Where can I
get a specimen

Mr. EX:
Mr. AM:

"

" Oh, I always carry a spare Tungstalite ; I'll lend you mine to go

on with
You can buy a piece -of Tungstalite (Blue Label)
for 1/6 from any decent radio dealer.

" I am infinitely obliged to you, and I shall never forget your

valuable information.

Good -night ! "
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The " All Blacks."
Saturday, November 29th, an
ON
impromptu entertainment by the
" All Blacks
will be S.B. to all

stations froth Cardiff. The famous New
Zealand Rugby teain has been touring
touring
Great Britain, and 5 WAhas managed
wure their services in this uk-Oual role for
the benefit of listeners all nVert.the .country;
-

*

5.XX's New ROle.

ONCE a week, starting next month, two
concerts will be given simultaneously
in the B.B.C.'s London studios. One
will be S.B. by land -line,. and the, other
will be broadcast -from 5 X X the,two prOgrammes presenting a vivid contrast so as-

the performance, in the same way that

will also be remembereA by listeners for
his excellent work in the control -room,

George Robey does with his electrophone
at the London Hippodrome.

during the broadcasting. of the-- Ring's

speech at the opening of the -British -Empire-

Exhibition at Wembley.
Dundee's Call Sign.

German Revisions.

WHEN the Broadcasting

THE German broadcasting stations have
been revising their wave -lengths, and
D X listeners should note the follow-

Time -table

which appeared in last week's "P.W."

was compiled the particulars of the
Dundee station had not been settled Readers should therefore note that the call

ing alterations : Bremen 330 metres,
Breslau 418, Berlin I (Voxhaus) 430,

- to appeal to high -brow" and. low -brow: alike.

So 5 X X may ere long earn the distinction
of being the B:B.C.'s high -power, high -wavelength, high -brow station 4
.

-

.

.

*

Dual Entertainment.

FURTHER plans for dual entertainment
on different wave -lengths are being
laid for the New Year. Once a week

there will be an " outside " programmenot drawn up by the B.B.C.-broadcast on
1,600 metres, and on another evening one of

the provincial programmes will be put
through to 5 X X in the same way.

,

*

Another Recorth,

D ADIO records are no sooner established

IX than they are outdone, but that set

up by Monsieur J. L. Menars is not
going to be beaten easily... He claims that

The opelating roDm at one of the largest Dutch- aerodro:

he has succeeded in picking up 108 American

amateurs on a two -valve set in one hour!

Eleven of these were working from the
Pacific Coast, and in addition he tuned in

several amateurs from Cuba and Puerto
Rico.

*

Berlin Il 505, Frankfort 470, Hamburg 395,
Konigsberg 463, Leipzig 454, Munich 485,
Miinster 410, Nuremburg 340, and Stuttgart
443.

*

ANOTHER record claimed by the French-

man-who lives near Pau-consists

of receiving 19 New Zealanders and
tWO Australians on the same morning, as

*

well as overhearing a concert from Honolulu!
a

*

CAPTAIN H. W. LITT has been ap-

k.( pointed engineer -in -chief of the new
high -power station, which the B.B.C.
is erecting in the Midlands in the New Year.
He will commence his duties on a site near
Daventry, on January 1st.
*

CANADA, with its lonely prairie -farms,
open spaces, and vast horiziths, has
4.-.4
taken very readily to radio. Much of
the development is due to the enterprise of
the Canadian National Railways, whose
trans -continental trains are all fitted with
receiving sets,

An Appointment.

.

Captain Litt's Record.

ONE of Captain Litt's first successes

was with simultaneous broadcasting,
and many -of the difficulties in this
direction were finally overcome by him. He

2 D E,

and

the

wave -length

331 metres.
-

*

.*

Swansea's Director.

Canadian Enterprise.

Phew !

sign is

and who are supplying

apparatus at cost price to about 100,000 of
their employees..

MR. CHARLES KILDOUR PARSONS, .
who has been appointed -station

director at Swansea,. was 4:ormtrly,

engaged with the Beecham Opera ConVaiiY.
Since joining the B.B.C. the spent one year.

at 5 N 0, and since June he has bf!tn
attached to the Cardiff station. He takes a
5 W A colleague with him to Swansea in

the person of Mr. C. Colburn, who has been
appointed as engineer4n-charge there.
An Undecided Wavelength.

A Stage " Fan."
" The
MR. DAVY BURNABY,
Co -optimists," is the keenest wireless
of

enthusiast on the stage. At home he

still undecided about
its wave -length, and tests are being
carried out to decide whether 750

COPENHAGEN

listens -in to the B.B.C., and in his dressim,room at the theatre he has a set with which

metres or 471 metres give maximum
results. The station is generally working

the dialogue on his own stage. By means of a
concealed microphone he can keep an ear on

(Continued on page 742.)

he can tune -in to broadcasting or listen to

on the latter wave on Sunday, Wednesday,
and Thursday evenings.
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on the Island of Calion, in the Philippines,
and will be installed and' operated by the

NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 741 )

lepers themselves...*

A Subtle DistinCtion.

AUSTRALIA'S test signals from an
experimental transmitter were received " clear, steady, and strong "
at the Marconi Co.'s stations at HenclOn,
Broomfield, and Brentwood.
I see that Mr:Marconi calls it "to; major
advance in world communication "-a
apparently to distinguish it from the earlier:
" private ' successes, by amateurs !
-

Testing Readers' Sets.

FOLLOWING -the publication of photographs; showing -- " P.W.'s " work-

shop, it is sometimes assumed that
the technical staff is regularly engaged in
testing sets for readers. Already on several

occasions it has been pointed out that this
is quite impassible, and parcels containing.

correspondent . who has
tuned -in the former, but cannot

find it on a map.
Kbely (1,150 metres) is near Prague, and
Komarov also is in Czecho-Slovakia (near

Brunn, the ancient capital of Moravia).
Tuning -in the latter's 10 p.m. Sunday
concert (on 1,800 metres) is an excellent
performance, as Komarov is only a onekilowat t station.

(proncuneed" -W.B.Zee."), the Westinghouse' Electric Co.'s station at Springfield,

the empty dishes afterwards, said he etatild
well believe that Mtillard's were fa-Mon for
their success. in creating a vacuum round a
plate !
*

HE experimental short-wave transmissions from K D K A are proving
highly suecessful,. and a Canadian

Mfinster station was officially
opened last month, Dr. Bredon-, the
German Secretary of State, an-

nounced that wireless sets were being
installed at the rate of 2,000 weekly in
Germany.

Ani

CLil..-particulars of the new Spanish
cations are now to hand. Seville
(E.A.J 5) transmits on 350 metres at
0.30. .p.m., 7.5 pan., and 7.40 p.m. And
Barcelona (E A J 1) works on 325 metres
.firont'5 to, 7 p.m. and 9 till 11 p.m. The
latter station is only testing at present.
*

Round the World.

I1111EN the 'British. arnateurs

-vont-

anunif:,atC,fritith New Zealand, it
Wag' assumed that in reaching the
Antipodea they could never be beaten, as
they had transmitted right across the
world. Now hi. Leon Deloy, the French-amateur, 'claims two-way communication
over a greater distance. Ho got through
to New Zealand when it was dark across
V

the Atlantic, in America, and across the
Pacific.; and signals travelling by this

route would, he claims, have to travel more
, than half -way round the world !

.QWANSEA'S Relay Station, which will
1.-7
be opened on Dec. 12th, will probably relay the Cardiff programmes.
The B.B.C. have acquired a piece of ground

on Town Hill for the transmitting station,
and the Mayor of Swansea will be asked to
'perform the opening ceremony for this, the
last of the B.B.C.'s promised relays.
Relief for the Isolated.

OVER five thousand lepers are to be
kept in touch with the outer world

through a radio set, which has been
presented to them by an electrical comIt has been sent to the leper colony

travel as well in a northerly direction as

*

-

*

.*

Photographing Saund.:
OT LD you like. to make..a.,permanent
.

.

WHAT THEY SAY.
so that she could listen; and I said I \\mutt=
get her one, because it would be a nice change-=
for me, but I didn't let her hear nie say that
last bit 1 "-John Henry, in " Still Calling."
*

Ea=

" You two are a pair of, hopeless idiots. E

E Your prologue is beyond liuMan patienCe.
E itiscad of supplying a very brief chiscriptiOn of =
= what the listeners would sea if they were in a E _
= theatre, and leaving Shakespeare to tell his B.
= own story von are kind enougn to help the lam'
dog of sftattord over the stile by tilling. tic s
story yourself in your own inimitable wa,,
= leaving him to repeat it. superiluouslyeand
= damn your Untied -Merit vanity." --,George
= Bernard Slow, in a 1 Itiir to meth -at -Ts of the
EB1
n stalf (quoted in the Radio Times.")
C

=-

" The badly transmitted.gramophone records

and casual eonYersations occasionally heard
should not- he allo-Weda to prejudice listeners

= against IfansmItting amateurs in general."Captain his Fraser, c.B.B., M.P.

" We are not trying to force education down =
- :people's throats. The lectures only occupy =
= ao minutes of a programme, and we have already 74-= received a great volume of correspondence E
= saying how much they are enjoyed."-The
=
.Director of Education, interviewed E
B by the " Daily News."

" the B.E.C.- cannot experime nt in private, E
E so being essentially progressive people, they E
must experiment in public, and they joust
= experiment on you and me. After all, it is only E
= by trying things that yon can discover what is =
E good for you
Filson Young, writing in the E
= Sunday Chronicle."

" Already in broadcasting's brief history

= many people have been brought more in- E

timately in touch with London than they could E
= otherwise have been in possibly a lifetime.'!E Sir Alfred Bower (London's New Lord Mayor) E

E writing in the " Star."

= The Week's Query.
" (Why does my accumulator seem done up :_a=

B.- (run down) when I turn my rheostat hill on E
E (all " off ") ?"
5111111111111111111111111111111111h111111111111111111111l111111111111IIIHIF;

-

record of speech' or music received
by wireless

.

"Blossom said she Wanted a wireless setaf-

-

The Swansea Relay 'Station.

Government steamer reports that they

-

lf411111111111111U111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111

E

*

"*

they do across the Atlantic. - Strong signals
werereceivectby the steamer when off Cape
Mass. The studio is in the BrunswickHotel, . Sabine- (NorthaWest Greenland), which is
Boston, 100 miles away, and the time Only 1 etlegrees from the North Pole.

Wireless Progress in Germany.

pany.

It was a most enjoyable spread, and I
hear that one of 'the waiters, looking at

Signals from K -D K A.

'TVQRRESBONDENT who writea.from
W4.e.eSter; Mass., gives - me some
interesting details regarding W B Z

a

*

starting the business, five years ago.

.

WHERE -are Komarov and Kbely ?

-

CONGRATULATIONS to the Mullard
Va Radio Valve Co., who recently gave
a dinner to a number .of the original
employees associated with Mr. Mullard -in

readers' seta forwarded for this purpose
have to be returned unopened.

1924.

A Radio.Dinner.

Well-lniOwn American Station.

Two Czecho-Slovakian Stations.

asks
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.

Dr. Fournier' d'Albea-Whose .work; : on
television -is probably wellaknOWn to readers
-

of this journal-has now invented Sound-

photo,.g.raphs 'which he :ealls " Radiotonograins," - by means'. of which speech and
nittaic. -can -be Seen ! With -practice the
radiotonograms, could be read at sight,

and it may be possible to modify there for
use as music -rolls in a player -piano.
*

*

Wireless Tittle from Stars.

MAKING the stars work is the latest idea

of .a French scientist, and it will
shortly be tested out at the Eiffel
Tower. He suggests that as the light of a
star crosses the eyepiece of a telescope it
should be made to operate a selenium cell,
and this in turn could be made to broadcast

a musical note, so that listeners, would

actually " hear " the star. Broadcast with-

out human intervention, this time signal

would be accurate to within a millionth of o
second.
*

*

*

A Wonderful Tribute.

COMMENTING upon the election of
Sir Oliver Lodge as an honorary
member of the Institute of Electrical
Engineers, the " Electrician " states :" Though we do not believe in ascribing the
invention of electrical applications to any

one person, it is not going too far to say

that Sir Oliver's early work , . . forms
the foundation of present clay wireless com" In
munication." The journal - adds

honouring Sir Oliver Lodge, if somewhat

belatedly, the Institution has honoured
itself
.
."-an opinion which will be
.

signals broadcast are relayed from Arlington
(Virginia) by receiving them from the ether
and re -broadcasting them.
*

*

*

*

Trans -world Wireless.

ILISTENED in for New Zealand one

*

Another " D X " Station.

IAM indebted to this correspondent also
for the news that C N R 0,- the Ottawa

Station (415 metres approx.), is now

working upon two kilowatts.

universally shared.

Readers who

have been successful with C K A C, the
well-known Montreal station, should certainly try for Ottawa, which is reported to
be a good long-distance record breaker.

evening last week, and like most of us I
could not hear a whisper from the
Antipodes. But G 2 0 D was getting

through to Australia, apparently without
He was working A 3 B Q,
and
" K's " freely I was unable to trace even the
faintest reply.
any difficulty.

and although he was giving " R's

ARIEL.

.
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I -10V I RECEIVED AUSTRALIA ON A
TWO -VALVE SET.
F

EXCLUSIVE ARTICLE FOR " P.W."
By FREDERICK WALKER.

Although it is only a few weeks since British amateurs picked up amateur signals from New Zealand, another
record was quickly set up by Mr. Walker, who received messages direct from Australia on two valves. In the
following exclusive article Mr. Walker tells how he picked up the Australian signals, and gives details about
his receiver..

'

ITAVING started radio in 1920 and pro'gressed from " crystal to valve "
reception, have always been parti-

cularly interested in the " D X " side of
my hobby i.e. long distance work on the
least number of valves.

It was in' 1922, when the transatlantic

tests were in full swing, that' J firgt.teceived
a real D X station-sU 8 A Q 0 calling
England_

That was on 200 Metres, using

1 valve set, and the L.F. separate and

joined up by flex. This led to some.Rlight
noise- in the 'phones when' the -table was
knocked.

However, things were left inexactly the.,

same order until the next night when

listening 'was resumed at 18-30. On the
stroke of the half-hour A 2 M E was heard
very much louder than the previous night ;

in fact, it was so loud that doubts were
at first entertained as to- whether the signals
did originate in Australia.
However, these doubts were soon quelled

when A 2 Al E was heard sending : Icern
A, 2 M E iccm de fisk vvvvvv abc-xyz law
st. bi till 1900 G.M.T., nw broad
dalite vjl de 2 M E nw 08-00 A 2 M E,"
Another Station Heard.

On looking it up in the call book. V J L

proved to be an Australian boat, but the

writer has it since, on good 'authority, that

-the call has been given to an Australian
lah.d -station. The signals from A 2 M E
towards the end of

their message than at 18.30, in fact they
two valves (1 H.F., 1 D.). Since then I
have been gradually going lower and

could be read six feet from the 'phones !
At 18.50, when A 2 M E was standing

by," a very weak station . was . heard on
about'93 metres sending "C Q.C.Q g A 3.B Q

lower, and with each change of wave greater
" D X " became more common. H.F.

aus. Hr Q R A of A 3 B Q
Box Hill, Victoria, Australia

practicable on any wave lower.
Thus, at the beginning of this year, a set
was made up consisting of 1 D. and 1 L.F.,

The signals were R 4 to R 5 'and faded a
lot. The note was like a tonic train
station, of about 500
cycles. Nothing further

became a problem on 100 m. and im-

using aperiodic aerial coupling, and with
this arrangement many U.S. and foreign
stations were received.
This same arrangement was in use when

Australia was picked up for the first time
at 18.40 G.M.T., November 12th, 1924.
At 18.30 I sat down and tuned the set to

90 metres, in order to try for any New
Zealand amateurs that might be transmitting.

Turning the dial slowly round, I

suddenly heard a very weak station on

about 92 metres sending very slowly, and
with a " marking wave."
Signals Very Loud.

He gradually became stronger, and at

last the word Fisk " was made out. This
gave me the cue at once as I knew Mr. Fisk
was a prominent wireless engineer in
Australia. At 18.50 the signals - became

quite easily readable, and the message

A 2 ME
read : " Iccm iccm de fisk fisk
A 2 M E abedefghijklranopqrstuvwxyz iccm
A 2 M E."
This was repeated several times and was
quite " readable strength " at 19.15 when I
went away for 10 minutes ; but on returning

at 19.25 a 2 M E had faded right away,
and could only just be heard. By 19.30
he had disappeared altogether.
The circuit at that time was wired up as a

gA3BQ aus. Pse K."

was heard of A 3 B Q
until 19.15, when he

nowden.

'CQ OQ

first received in the morning. pse report
on-at 5.40 6 a.m.-Newman, A 2 M E."
19.02-" Iecm de fisk abc-xyz.
hi
G.M.T."-(Fading.)
09.30CN
t
9till1.33-

15 TURNS

Iccml-

(Fading

2AE

away.)

No other 'Australian stations were heard
on the 14th.
The circuit used is -given herewith, and
is taken from " Q.S.T." (Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 gives the full circuit with L.F.
The aerial circuit consists of an untuned
primary coil (basket, wound with 18 S.W.G.
of 18 turns. This is coupled to a secondary
coil of the same gauge wire of 10 turns tuned

by a .0005 condenser in parallel. The reaction is another basket coil of 15 turns of
18 S.W.G., D.C.C. wire, and has a fixed
coupling.

The reaction is varied by the

.0003 variable condenser in series with the
reaction coil, the movable plates being

connected to the - H.T. and - LT.

The grid condenser is '0003 capacity and

the leak 2 megohms. The choke coil is
very important as the circuit will not

oscillate without it. Any Coil; basket or
honeycomb, with over 200 turns will work
satisfactorily in this respect.
The valves were Dutch " hard " amplifying valves, which will take up to 80 volts
on the plate without going "blue." They
make

was heard communicat-

very good detectors: The con-

denser across the H.T. is important and
should he .001 - or thereabouts.

The inter-

Onl_r
RECHOKE

oven

with "G 00 Z"

ing

America pse report at what time yot

200

and said : " first dalite
hr. nw. pse. rpt. Q R A.

TURNS

urQRK but QRZ

GO 0 Z de A 3 B Q."
At 19.18 A 3 B Q was
getting weaker and

.001

weaker, and was not
heard again after this
time.
A 2 M E, however, had

Fig. 2

been heard at 19.00 but
only sent his usual
" iccm de fisk A 2 M E-abc-xyz. nw hi till
19.30." His strength was still about R 7.
Nothing more was heard of either station
that night.

valve transformer is an ex -army one,
5 to 1 ratio.
All the parts of the set are mounted on a

deal board, and only ebonite used
supporting the condensers.

de Fisk. g A 2 M E.

10 S.W.6. copper wire.
Three Essential Points.

Iccm
Are you receiving Mr.
W 9-Kind ' regards. Newman."

The log reads as follows :

18.36-" Iccm de Fisk.-If you are re-

ceiving Mr. W., kind regards. Newman."
" Nw. hi till 0.900 G.M.T."
V J -L, V J Z di 2M E-tks fr report be-

ing received in England each nite and

for,

The aerial is a
long low one running S-N, 20 feet high,
and a little over 100 feet long, and of No.

On Friday, Nov. 14th, A 2 ME was
heard 'but very weak, and fading badly.

The lead-in is brought from one end
through a hole drilled in the centre of the
window pane. The earth consists of three
(Continued on page 803.)
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t AMATEUR RADIO IN BELGIUM
By PROFESSOR M. DAISMONT.

depended on France ; also for the purchase of
valves, tholighwanyeame from Holland too.

The first aim of amateurs was to pick

up telephony -from the Eiffel Tower-;
then- from Holland ; then came the happy

shOrt wave" days, when British broad-

casting began.

AMATEUR wireless work in Belgium

occupation most of them were found undamaged, and, when possible, returned to

goes back to the earliest times of

the practical use of wireless signals.
In Belgian colleges and universities they
taught all about the experiments of Hertz the invention of the coherer, and the first
transmissions and receptions made by Sir
Oliver Lodge and G. Marconi.

When wireless was first used on ships,

and for the transmission of news, time
signals, etc., many Belgian wireless amateurs

their owners !
-

During Getman occupation reception
and transmission ,of wireless signals was
Strictly forbidden..But we know of amateurs

who received all the war news from the
Togver on completely concealed sets,
and -Who -eoninandmated that news to their
friends.- to uphold. their courage ; some of

them even transmitted interesting war

Belgian amateurs rejoiced

at the splendid programmes coming over
from- England, and we may be sure that

they owe very much to England..

J-:-4-1-

fortunately, although they could- receive
the British broadcasting very well, most of

them were unable to buy British wireless
products and books, the rate of exchange

on England being too high.
Nowadays, Belgian amateurs can listen,
.

.

in to their national station of Brussels,
made after British.. models, and can hear

very easily all GermaristationS. 'The British
broadcasting station Of.Chelmsford has the
same success as the Ereneh Radiola station,

and can- he ,received on the crystal set of
old times.:

Recent Ddvelopments.

'Belgian amateurs have their own periodicals, as " RadiOphonie pour tots,"

Beige," etc., and especially the Flemish

" Radio," a monthly paper of 'high stand:

Mg.- Receiving sets are only allowed under
Government. approval ; 20 francs per annum
mist be paid, and no reaction is ,allowed on
-the aerial circuit. .Aroateiir, transmission
is practiCally. forbidden:
A new high -power - wireless station is

Aerial system at the Brussels Broadcasting Station.

made their own sets very simple sets
From the first experiments in
indeed.
Ilehrium (between _Brussels and Manes
-

and' Antwerp in 1900 by (Marini) to 1914,
Belgian amateurs did not know very much
about the practical use of valves. Just
before the.war valves were only known k
the university laboratories, and many

experiments were made there after the

details to the Allies without being dis-

covered by the Germans !
During the war amateurs ignored all the
progress made in wireless communication ;

but after Belgium was free again, all the

news came at the same time, and especially
about the- valves.
The Belgian amateurs immediately set to
work.. For books and reviews they mostly

being erected at Ruysslede, near Bruges.
Two of the six masts, 285 metres high, are
,already constructed. This station will carry
out transatlantic transmissions, especially
to the -Belgian Crn o. The receiver for
this station will be at Liedekerise.
The sets now used by the amateurs range
from the simplest crystal set to the multi valve set ; the tuned -anode system is
perhaps the most popular. Many commercial sets are bought by rich people, and the
" Qndolina " of the Societe Beige de Radiotelegraphie has a very good name.

British, French, and American work is
very much appreciated, and among the
British papem

faniouS ,inventions of Fleming and Lee de
Forest.
Pre-war Experiments.

But tile' amateurs worked only with
crystal sets. They used coils wound on
cardboard tubes: The inductive coupling
was in constant use, for the necessity of
separating so many emissions made 1437
damped waves. Many cloCk- and watch-

makers had their sets to take the time

sing; from Eiffel Tower and Norddeich.
MagiVie and. electrolytic detectors were
, Jareiy used -; but attempts were made to
record the signals detected by the crystal ;
Sort. of microphone amplifier made
this,- possible ; for photographic recorda

log they recurred to the galvanometer of
Ehathoven.

Then came the great war. How long
ago it seems to the writer of these few
lines, when he remembers that terrible

noon, when Norddeich threw into the ether
those famous words : " Germany declared
war on France and Russia." And many
amateurs in Belgium heard and understood.
that fateful message
As soon as war was declared all amateur

sets had to be brought to the Belgian

Government officials, and many were stocked
in Ghent. Curiously enough, after German

POPULAR WIRELESS is very

popular with many Belgian amateurs.

.The transmitter at the Brussels Station.
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HOW TO MAKE
A CRYSTAL SET FOR 5 X X
BY S. LAURENCE PRITCHARD (Technical Edito/, "Harmsworth's Wireless Encyclopedia").

This neatly designed set will amply repay the amateur who constructs it. It is specially designed for the reception of
the 1,600 metre station 5 X X.
0 -0-

*

primal* intended to- be a- inglkclass: quired to file and scrape their edges flush

AWELL -DESIGNER crystal set capable
of receiving 5 X X, the new Chelms-

receiver, well -seasoned and figured nialiog-

ford b:oadcastieg station, is illustrated in Fig. 1. The inductance coil is of
the cylindrical single4ayef.tYpe, having 9

any is employed.

In selecting the wood,

the edges should be examined fog tiny

cracks, which have a tendency to develop
later into comparatively large splits.
The wood should be thoroughly dry, free
from bad places and unwarped. Less
expensive wood may be used, but if ,the

The switch -to :- which - the

tappings.

0 -4-0-

work is to be of a high-grade character,
mahogany is recent mended.
wastage

as

with the sides of the case. These operations
would undo any papering or finishing work.

The centre panel measures 51- in. by 44

in., and is cut from best quality ,-in.
ebonite.

In the centre of this panel a

good quality crystal detector of the glass enclosed type is mounted. Two countersunk holes are drilled 1 in. fronr the top

and bottom of each of the shorter sides,

As little
possible

should be the aim in

making ,the case, and
to this end the various

pieces should he set

out to scale on a sheet
of paper beforehand..
- By fitting -the narrdwer.
sides of -the case to:

-

gether as illustrated in
Fig. 2,which shows the
.

layout of the various
pieces, a consid6rable

saving of wood may

It will be
found that a plank of
On. mahogany, 8 in.
wide and 24 in. long,
be: effected.

will be

Fig. 1.

The Complete Receiver.

tappings are connected is mounted in the
centre of the top panel. This panel also
supports the tapped inductance, which is

fixed to it at one end, so that the inductance
coil hangs vertically from it. The lower.

front of the instrument contains a small
variable condenser for tuning between the
studs. The vertical panel, between the two
horizontal ones, supports the crystal detector,
which is of the enclosed glass variety.

-

If an

odd piece 5 in. long
and 31 in. wide is
obtainable for the front
Bending the contact switch back plate.
side, this will be all the
better, as, besides ohviating any waste material, the grain of the through which hOleS countersunk brass
wood screws secure it to the case.
Wood 'is kept horizontal on all four sidef.
The lower horizontal panel measures 5: in.
"

Three Panels Used.

by 31 in. by -iti. ebonite. In the- centre,

Th3 wood is planed up quite smoothly
while in the plank, after which it is sawn
to the sizes given in Fig. 2. The back of

A 3 -in. graduated dial is employed for
marking the condenser setting. Aerial
and earth terminals are placed 1 in. from
the left side of the panel, the earth terminal.
being 1 in. from- the front edge, and -the
aerial terminal 11 in. behind it. The',two

a variable condenser of .0005 mfd. is fixed -."--

terminals occupy the -wine;
relative positions on the right of the panel.
Countersunk screws are employed to fix the
panel to the case.
telephone

Constructing the Switch,

The switch panel measures 5:1 in. square,
The
switch is of high-grade construction, and is

and is also cut from i-in. ebonite.

the case fits into the side pieces, while

Making the Case.

Aerial and earth and two telephone
terminals

are

placed

on

the

lower
sides -to

horizontal panel on opposite
the variable condenser. The case is the
first item for construction. As the set is

the -front piece. is screwed to their front

ends. SereWing and gluing are employed
to snake a lasting -joint When the glue is
dry the case is filed" -and scraped as smooth,
as -possible. It is left in this stage until the

three ebonite panels are fitted, as it is re-

mounted centrally to the panel. A ;-in.
central hole is drilled, into which a brass
hush is tightly pressed from the underside
of the panel. The bush is g- in. long, and
has a central -hole of 11 in. At one end a
flange -4- in. thick is provided,- which prevents the bush froth pushing through.

Nine contact studs, .having heads of 4 in.
diameter -and- '1 in. deep,- are fixed round a
radius of 2 in. They are spaced to -occupy
(Continued on page 746.)
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either end tot in. The length of the

HOW TO MAKE A
-CRYSTAL SET FOR 5 X X
(Continued from page 745.)

tapered portion is about ft in.

Clamping the

arm in a vice as near the centre as possible

necting wires may be brought to the outside

2 B.A. size.
The appearance of the switch is very much

which also shows the method of attaching the
tube to the switch plate. Two right-angle

a hole is drilled and tapped in the centre
improved by lacquering the brass points,
and if this is done it should be just before

slightly less than half of the diameter of the
circle on the radius of which they.are set.
A back plate of ..}-inesquare brass is bent
to occupy a similar position to the contact

studs of the other half of the circle. To

At the top Ad Of the inductance tube an
oblong piece is cut away so that the con-

the final assembly.

The switch spindle is a

11 -in. length of

brass rod screwed 2 B.A.

for a distance of t- in. at each end. At one
end ' two . lock nuts are tightened against
each other, and a fiat washer, spring washer,
and a second flat
washer added in: the
order given.
The
spindle is then pushed
through from the

under side
panel.

of

the

On the top

side the contact arm
is screwed

on and

filed and bent to the
contact studs.

of the tube.

is illustrated in Fig..4;

brackets are screwed to the opposite sides
of the tap end of the inductance tube, and
are in turn secured to the switch panel by
screws turned into blind tapped holes.

The ease after polishing is shown in

in. from .the
Fig. 5. At a distance of
bottom a square fillet is glued into each
corner for .supporting the base. One of the
fillets is partly seen in -this illustration. It

will be noticed that the screw holes by

-which the panels -are attached. are already
drilled, thus Making the; completion of the
set a matter of assembly
and wiring.
.
.

Approximate -Adjustments.

The circuit. diagram for the wiring is

given in Fig. 6: The first .stage of the aszembly is -illustrated in. Fig. 7, where .the

At this stage the

three panels are
screwed to the partly
finished Case, so that

their edges may be
filedup and scraped

flush with the sides of
the case. While the
panels are still in

position, the case is.
papered up ready for
polishing. .The panels

Fig. 4.-Attaching the tuning coil to the witch plate.

bend this rod it is hammered over a short
rod of iron of 11 in. diameter. The operation is shown in Fig. 3. The ends of the
back plate are rounded, and 2 B.A. blind
tapped holes drilled at either end. Short
countersunk screws turned in from the

under side of the panel secure the back
plate in position. The witch arm consists
of three laminations of-Miin sheet brass.

are removed during

the polishing process. Few amateurs have
a sufficient knowledge of frenchpolishing to

be wound and the switch finished off. The
inductance is wound with 9 coils of 18 turns

three.studs will be suitable, depending upon
the aerial conditions and the condenser set -

of No. 26 gauge double silk and cotton
covered wire. A space of
in. is made

Three', strips of hard brass are cut to.
-A._ in,
At a distance
of i in. from the centre and on either side
of it two small holeS are drilled in each
strip by which short rivets secure the

The inductance coil is wound on a 4 -in.
ebonite tube 61 in. long. A novel method
of making the tappings is employed. The
commencing end of the inductance is

three pieCes together.

The vertical panel with con-

position.

Conatructhig the Tuning

Measure 211 in. .by

tapped coil and switch panel are screwed in

make a high-class finish, and this part .of.
the work is best given out to a professional
polisher if the best results are required.
During this period the inductance may

necting wires to the crystal detector is next

fixed. The front panel is the last to be attached.

For British broadcasting one of the first

between each coil.

soldered to a round -headed screw turned
into a tapped hole in. from the lower end
of the tube.

Eighteen turns are wound on,

and the first tapping soldered in the slot
of a similar screw in line with the first.

By

this method the wire need not be cut in

making a tapping. At the point where the
wire passes over the screw the insulation is
removed with a sharp knife.
Fixing the Coil

Subsequent tappings are wound in a

similar manner until there are nine coils.

A thin coating of shellac is painted over the
coils to keep them rigid. Short lengths of
tinned wire are soldered to the switch studs

for connection to the tappings of the inductance.

The switch cannot be finished off before

Fig. 5.-The case after polishing.

The top strip is countersunk a little so

that the rivet head projecting may be filed
off flush. Should the rivet show, the joint
may be filled in with solder. The arm is
filed up square on all sides and tapered at

these wires are soldered, as the heat of
soldering slightly heats the ebonite and
causes the studs to sink unevenly. The
method of making the heads of the studs
flat is to file them very carefully with a

Fig. 7.-The first stage of assembly.

ting. The Chelmsford station, 5 X X, will
come in on the fifth or sixth stud.

Best results will be obtained with maxi-

super -fine file, covering as many studs as
possible in one movement of the file. A

mum coil and minimum condensed settings.

connecting wire is soldered to the back plate
of the switch, after which it may be finally
assembled.

constructed will be amply repaid in its long

The care with which the instrument is

life,

good reception, and freedom from

breakdown.
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THE "SUPER" CRYSTAL.

I

GEN ERATING OSCILLATIONS.

!

By SEXTON O'CONNOR.
The work of the young Russian engineer, Mr. 0. V. Lossev, in connection with oscillating crystals, is further discussed in

this article by a well-known contributor to " Popular Wireless."

*-40-4-4

*
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THE announcement -that certain crystals
L..- can. be. Made to xenerate sustained
oscillation's 'by methods that are
within the reach" f the ordinary amateur

large variety of minerals are' capable of

as a bare laboratory experiment is not in
itself new, for it was fully 'demonstrated

carbon contacts appear to give the best

functioning in this manner., amongst them
being pyrites (iron sulphide) and carbon,
chalcopyrites and zinc, and galena or zincite
in contact with either carbon or steel.

.

has created widespread -interest in wireless
circles generally. Knowledge of this fact

Of these the zincite-steel

or

results, particularly -if the zincite has first

varied in the operation of testing for a
sensitive spot.

It should perhaps be explained that

the production of sustained oscillations is
due -to a peculiarity of the characteristic
curve of the crystal-produced by plotting
current flow against applied voltage. Up
to a certain point the curve is more or less

a straight line, showing that the crystal

possesses a comparatively constant resistance. At a par-t:,-21ar value of voltage,
however, the current, insre-a:d-okincreasing
with the applied E.M.F., actual drops,

indicating that energy is being given
by the system instead of being absorbed
and converted into heat.
H.F. Amplification.

The same peculiar property is also shared

by the thermionic valve and the Poulsen

Such systems are usually said to
possess " negative resistance," and they
arc.

are all capable of energising suitable oscillatory circuit shunted across their terminals.

In the circuit of Fig. 1 the internal

branch LI, Cl is heavily tuned. The coil
LI consists of 1,500 turns of wire on a two -1,,
inch core, the series condenser Cl being .2-mfd. Such a circuit when energised, will -create oscillations of audible frequency.

S
LOSSEV TEST/N6 C/RCU/T.
more than fifteen years ago by a series of
experiments made by Dr. Eccles on double
6aalena contacts.

The theory of self -oscillation has since

been advanced from time to time by

:

various amateur experimentels, as an
explanation of Well -authenticated instances
where C.W. signals have been received on a
bare crystal in the -absence of any apparent

176.1.

The telephones lare therefore tapped, as
shown, across one or two of the turns in

the coil Ll, whilst the surface of the zincite

been fused in an electric arc.furnace. For
the zincite-carbon combination the cat's whisker may consist of a piece of carbon
filament from a broken electric lamp ; or a
needle or springy steel wire may be- used.

is

being searched Jay the eat's;whisker.

At each spot the tapping point is gradually
moved to and fro along the potentiometer:
The presence of a sensitive. Spot is indi-

cated by the occurrence of a ",throb " or

heterodyne generator. It, has also been
held to aocof'int for "freak " reception by
crystals over extraordinary ranges, where no

re -radiating aerials have been present, the
generated oscillations in this case serving
to boost or amplify the incoming waves.
Finding the Sensitive Spot.

Full credit for turning this interesting
phenomenon to practical account must, however, be given to a young Russian engineer,
Mr. 0. V. Lossev, of, Nijni Novgorod. In
his native town, co-workers with Mr. Lossev
' have succeeded in using his crystal circuits,

not only for long-range reception, but also

for' transmission over short distances up

to a mile. In the latter case the same crystal

serves both as transmitter and receiver,

giVing a complete' duplex or two-way set at
a comparatively insignificant cost.
--

The original Lossev circuit, devised for
the purpose of testing the suitability of any
given crystal combination and to ascertain
- the precise conditions under which self oscillation is set up, is shown in Fig. 1. A

TCRYSTAL GeNER.47VR
AgERNANYE 071/0,0 OF TERZNG

It is obvious that in order to generate
oscillations some local source 'of power
must be present. In the circuit shown in
Fig. 1, the power supply comes from a
high-tension battery of from six to ten dry
cells. Two of these are bridged by a highreSistance wire to form `a - potentiometer

by which the applied voltage can be

DETEC77N6C/RCNT
SEWS/ME

PV2.

audible pulsation in the 'phones. It will be]

noticed that the oscillator is so arranged
that the positive voltage is on the crystal

and the negative on the cat's -whisker.
When a suitable spot has been discovered,

the switch S is moved to the point 2, and
the telephones (which Shotild not exteed
(Continued on page 748.)

-
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but with a set If 43000 ohms the results were

about equal to - those obtained before rearrangement of the connections.

SOME INTERESTING

" Spare " Windings...*

It will be seen from this that, as may
quite possibly be the case where some'
head sets are concerned, high -resistance
'phones which were bought for use with

'PHONE EXPERIMENTS
By J. D. SWEETMAN.
ONIE eight or nine months ago a pair
of good 'phones was found to have
broken doivm and an examination
showed that one of the windings of one
earpiece had " burnt -out,." The defective
earpiece was detached from the other, and
this latter has since .been in use for tuning
a set with which a loud speaker is used.
The obvious remedy of ha+ing the defective winding replaced was not carried out,
in view of the results of some experiments,
which will be explained. The defective
bobbin and its pole -piece, were taken from

the case and the loose end of the good

The resistance of the head set would, in
the case of a set of 8,000 ohms originally,
then be 2,000 ohms, usually about right for
yalve sets. Experiments were carried out

on theke lines with satisfactory results.

But -it Wes found that we could go farther
than this;ancr,a test was made with a head
set with one of the windings in each 'phone
shorted."' The resistance in this case was

4000 'ohms for the set, as the original

ease of a set of 8,000 ohms there was a
decided improvement in signal strength,

pull exerted on the diaphragm.

resistance of the set was 8,000 ohms. In the

winding taken to the terminal to which the

very pleasing.

Shell Loud Speakers.

The series -resistance of the original pair

is that not only does it amplify the in-

THE "SUPER" CRYSTAL.

*

coming waves, but it rectifies them at the
same time, thus allowing the signals to be
heard directly in the 'phones.
Fig 2 shows an alternative method for

(Continued from page 747.)

120 ohms resistance) are inserted between the points 2 and 3 so as to be in series with
the aerial circuit, which is then tuned to the
incoming waves.

The presence of the high resistance' R iri
the supply circuit creates a potential dreip,

single -pole earpiece is of 2,000 ohms resistance. Placed in parallel with a 3,000 ohms
loud speaker it robs the latter of a good deal
of- signal strength, but when in series with
it the Strength of the 2,000 ohms instrument

ZAKYTEAMPI/NER

R

the sepdration of the head set have been
tried on a simple crystal receiver. It was
found that signal 'strength was about: he
. same When tested separately ; in parallel
gm with the. other the lower resistance
phone ,(single pole -piece) was stronger than
'unmodified -'phone, and in series

,(6,000 4ilinis) the: head set was practically
as good as, before the breakdown:
Improving the 'Phones.
These results suggested other experi-

ments that proved fruitful. For instance, it
was thought that some increase in sensitivity in very high -resistance 'phones
(4,000 ohms) used in connection with valve
sets might be obtained by connecting the
windings in parallel instead of in series. It
is known that many head sets of high resist-

ance which give excellent results with a
crystal set often prove less sensitive when
used with a valve set, and an improvement
might be effected by connecting the wind-,
ings in each earpiece in parallel.

the possibility of losing the sensitive spot
in this process. The crystal Z under test is
connected up.as shown on the left-hand side

of the figure, and is coupled to a detecting circuit containing
an ordinary hertzite
crystal and a pair of

'phones. A waveoscillating valve-

meter-or an ordinary
/000 01 -/MS

same
POTENTIOMETER

05mJ

0003

expected to give the same volume of sound
for a given input as a loud speaker of more

-

testing- specimen crystah 7vhich avoids the
necessity for switching over from an audio to a radio -frequency circuit as in Fig. 1, and

tuned to roughly the

is undiminished and the is a good stepup in the 3,000 ohms loud speaker.. It
should be pointed out, however, that a
small seashell loud speaker cannot be

duction in a gramophone.
The two single earpieces resulting froni.

many months of use there appears to be
little, if any, diminution of the strength of
part of its characteristic curve. The result

of 'phones was 8,000 ohms, so that the

conventional design with a well -shaped
'horn. The.. shell, however, seems to have
the quality M toning down -nuisie in just
the'same way that non-metallic tone -arms
Voinetimeg improve the 'quality of repro-

be a spare winding in. each 'phone, slieuld: a
breakdown occur.
It may be mentioned that, although -it was

thought that the permanent magnets in the
earpiece containing the single pole -piece
might in time become demagnetised, after

------_burnt-out_NN-iuding had been connected. On

tryingthe modified earpiece on a valve set
.._.itr-proved to be more sensitive than it and.
its fellow had been before the breakdown
occurred, and, curiously enough, the tone
and signal strength were much improved.
It worked so well, in fact, that when used
with a sea -shell fitted up to take a single
earpiece the loud -speaker results were

crystal sets,- but are now used with valve
receivers that have succeeded the crystal,
may profitably have one winding in each
earpiece shcirted. Apart from the improved
sensitivity that may result-especially
where a number of head sets in series are
employed at, one time-there would always

-411108y

4V

CRYSTAL AAIPZ/BERPOR CWOR TELEPHONY RECEPTION

frequency as
the aerial .circuit of

the crystal generator,

is then loosely coupled
to both the other
circuits as shown.

As soon as a sensitive spot is found, the
crystal oscillations will
combine with those

which varies with the current passing
through the crystal, and so applies a
flexible

or varying voltage

across the

crystal contact.

If the aerial circuit is slightly detuned
from the incoming energy, beats will he
set up in the case of

from the valve, and a

"beat" note will be heard in the telephones.

A complete "super" crystal circuit for

amplifying and detecting telephony or C.W.

signals is shown in Fig. 3, whilst Fig. 4
illustrates an arrangement -that has been
suggested for low -frequency crystal amplifi-

C.W. signals, and will
give heterodyne reception. If; on the other
hand, the aerial is

tuned exactly to the
carrier wave -length of
incoming telephony,
the local and received

oscillations will be in

phase. The two waves,

therefore, combine to

increase signal

_strength, the system

1F
F149.4

SUGGESTED ARRANGEMENT FOR L.E ARPL/F/C,4770*

acting as a high -

frequency amplifier.

During the time that the crystal

functioning as a generator of high -frequency

oscillations, it is operating, as previously

Results in low -frequency amplification have not, however, so far proved as
satisfactory as those obtained on the high -

explained, over a "kinked ' or non -straight

frequency side.

is

cation.
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Tune the
Table -Talker with the
MatchedTne'lleaciphones
AMARYLLIS dances. Once
it was just now and then,
but to young Bill that seems aeons

and tons ago. Now it's intermin-

able-with the help of Brandes'
Products. They are quick to
The

Brandes
Series.

define naturally the intoxicating
rhythm, the joyous lilt of saxophone
wizardry. Young Bill grumbles, but why
shouldn't she ? That lithe young body,

flushed cheeks and sparkling eyes-how
hard to resist syncopated melody when

All Brandes products carry our official
money -back guarantee, enabling you to

the Table -Talker brings it with all its real
tone and rhythmical. fascination. " Joie
de vivre, Bill!" she says; and somehow Le
forgets his grouse when somebody else's
sister comes in to help " flay the carpet,"

This

as Father puts it.

strength, long -wearing comfort and reli-

yawn them within 10 days if dissatisfiol.
a

free

"Matched Tons" feature means
that both your ears hear exactly the
same sound at the same instant-and
The

you learn a new beauty of tone, They
are tested and re -tested for just this
one vital point, and in addition their
able

Ask your Dealer for Brandes.

practically constitutes

efficiency

make

them

undoubtedly superior ..

I -Pi

The Table -Talker is a Brandes quality
product at- a moderate price. The non resonant, Specially constructed horn is
matched to the unit so that the air
resistance produced Will e!iactly balance

the mechanical power Of the diaphragm.
This means beautiful sound -balance ati d.
remarkable tone:qualities. It is twenty-,
one inches high, has a `self-adjusting
diaphragm and is finished a
"
shade of neutral ,brown
British illanufaeli r.;

Bran

The name

-

-

Stamperas

Result of
16 years
Experience

to know in radio

Pam -dal. Wireless and

7,10
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ri: WIRELESS O EASY TERRIS
- GANIAGES have now extend.d their easy
=
payment system to Wireless,a.nd you may

F --

fi now secure on payment of first deposit, WireE
= less Sets and Apparatus from £5 upwards,
= balance being payable in monthly instalE.: ments. Write for details to Wireless Dept. EaiiiiIIiiniiiiiiiiiIiiiiii1111111111111111111111111111iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiniiiIi110

AGES

SUPPLY EVERY WIRELESS NEED!
- and at the price you want to pad: You never_
saw such a Splendid Display of Inexpensive Sets
and Components as are now on show at Gamages

For
Xmas Gifting
A novel and practical Suggestion-why not,

" Good night,
says

my

everybody,"
Volutone Loud

Speaker, and

I

give a. Wireless Set? For those who have

never had a set there is no Gift that would
be more appreciated; and as for.the Children who are fortunate enough to'receive

find myself

one-their delight will know no bounds.

saying " Good night, thank

"Brownie" Crystal Set,
complete with 'Phones,
Aerial n_nt..fi t, g-st frze Or

you, good night." And, after

why shouldn't I ? I
know that my Volutone has
been a very real friend to me. All
through the summer he was with me,
indoors and out of doors, and now that
all,

shorter days and long, dark evenings are
here, I value his friendship more than
ewer. Ready to talk if I want to listen,

to play to me or to sing to me. And if
I join in his song (as indeed I do) is he
annoyed ? What a friend of friends !

Solid moulded Ebonite. :Cap.-- and

EMI

highest grade

'Nickel ,Fittings: British thrOughout,
it is sold ready for use and "will operate
4 pairs of 'phones. Price without

.pliones aerial, etc.

Fellows

Volutone

£4:10:0
Fellows
Junior
El 10.: 0

noth'Stied with
adjustable
diaphragms,

Post. 9r1.

.-PERMANITg'
(Regl, No. 4383 1.)

THE WORLD'S BEST CRYSTAL
Use it and get the Utmost Results from

your Set. Gives clear, powerful results and
remains in adjustment longest. Absolutely the finest Crystal obtainable.
Now supplied in two sizes.
Large size, which
easily broken
(for keeping
in reserve.)
Price per Box

is Smaller Size (The
Handy Size)
that fits the
Crystal Cup.
Per Box
Post Free.

16

On a boisterous evening when we are all
laughing and fooling, the Volutone plays

with the loud pedal down and fills the
room with music. On such a night as
this, when I sit quietly by the fire, he

Beth Supplied Complete with Cat's Whisker.

sings softly and sweetly for me alone.

got your Free Copy of
our Wireless L.atalogue,
BASKET COIL HOLDERS 4i
apply for it new. It comes

I yea hzve not all -ea. -Ty

This Basket Coil Holder is beautifully made
and finished in best ebonite. The quality is of
Gamages usual high standard. Post 3d. Price

1.Yes, I will say good night to my Volutone,

Post Free on Request if you
mention this Paper.

" Qod night, old friend, until to -morrow.
-Good night, Everybody.','

/daz4 Ach-04.
Special Value

FELLOWS

VALVE HOLDERS
The latest type for Flush Panel
Reduced Height
Mounting.
makes fog compactness., reduced
censcity, end reduced solid
dielectric for 'ellicieney,
Mg hole for reliable. and neat
cannectian, Eh'eh for pro.tec/
tion of Valve. Easy is Mount end

igifiRELEssga

cheaper than ether make3, Bran

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, N.W.1.0.
13 P.P. 01

finish. P.

Pri=p,,r.l.",': Of 4

trg "CONDENSERS

VARIABLE

Aluminium throughout, with insulated
bushes. Perfect movement and one hole
only required for fitting. Prices:
'0005 .. 6/'0001 ..
'0003

..

5,'6

Vernier .. 3,9

Pest 6d,

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
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FERRANTI

TRANSFORMER

FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE.
ainianallinSIMINESSEREMageMatelea=tuaggsvitirsollinftimamallissagnitaloWnitteN0.2asalittn.585610000Ernasca-
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Cosmos Universal Throw

This simple Connector can be

Valve Set in Hardwood

dipsed to the end of any lead
with a pair of pliers. When
Pressed on to the terminal

Case, s suitable for reboth
from
ceiving
British and C'onti.
Stations,
nental

per feet

£17 10s.

contact is
immediate
and permanent,

with
all accessories

Could arty thin v be
more simple.

One movement does the trick.

THE Marls
of Efficiency.

o
Experience countsOtt

441111.

TWENTY-FIVE years' experience
in the production of Electrical

',111414,

Plant

NO more waiting for your
turn-no more missing
the very pieceyou wanted

to hear. As many headphones as
your set will stand can be added

in a second by means of the
Newey "Snap" Terminals. All
the family can listen in with a
small set and extra visitors can
The Newey " Snap " Terminals
and Connectors can be used in
dozens of ways by the wireless

in Colours
are provided as an efficient
safeguard against the
burning out of valves.

Each box contains: 6
Terminal Studs, 6 Multi
Connectors, 4 Coloured
8

enthusiast. Despite their absolute
simplicity they form perfect

Disc

contact, and have been proved

(Black, Rea and Blue):
printed as follows :
PHONES

to be both electrically and
mechanically perfect.

HIGH-TENSION 4 LOW TENSION 4 -

EARTH PHONES -

ASK

HIGH TENSION
LOW TENSION ---

AERIAL.
With instructions for use.

DEALER

Price ar.

YOUR

ABOUT

WIRELESS

IT

OR

SEND FOR LEAFLET TO -DAY.

I10110

"COSMOS"

UNIVERSAL

RADIOPHONE

Buy the set that embodies experienceit's as good as an extra valve. Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers.
SEND SIX PENNY STAMPS FOR A
COPY OF THE " COSMOS " CATALOGUE AND HANDBOOK P.P.

7117/1

A hundred pages of Radio matter chiefly concerning

' COSMOS " Set, Parts and " RaJiobrix:

METRO-VICK

SUPPLIES LTD.
4,

See th's new

evice on
Stands 10, 11, 12 and 13
at the All-Briosh1/2irelees
Exhibition at the White
City, Aov. 15th to 29th

124, 'rooky St., London, S.E.1

description,

(Proprietors : Metropolitan Vickers Electrical- Co. Ltd.)

114114i11111i1

Pettigrew & Merryman, Ltd.,

every

easily be accommodated.

Fool -Proof Battery Terminals and Connections

Connectors,

of

ranging from large Generators to delicate Measuring Instruments, naturally
finds some expression in the design,
orkmanship and efficiency of the

Central Buildings,
London,
S.W.1.

Westminst'r,

TERMINAL
PA, Lfrr APPL,I.Dr04

" Cosmos "

Radiophones

speak for themselves.

.
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WIRELESS FOR THE BEGINNER.
A NEW SERIES FOR AMATEURS.
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

*

4 -4. -

PART IV. AN ELEMENTARY EXPLANATION OF RECEPTION.
in last week's article arrived

aerial.

HAVING
at the point where our wireless waves,
moulded into. speech or song, are

This 'is the process of tuning the.

receiver to the waves.

The tuning of one system to another

being radiated in all directions from the
B.B.C. aerial, we must now transfer: our

means bringing to a maximum its ability
to respond. In " spiritualism" the medium
has to be " en rapport " with the spiritistie
influence. Telepathy, if thOre be such a
thing, is the attuning of one persolie mind

attention to. the,reeeiving set.
Reaching :upeirite- .the ether, like the
feeler of Ian insect, your aerial is right in

nothing-at least, nothing short of a second

miracle. -Well, we have to change this swift
current into a more. .negotiable form ;. in

fact'as I have previously explained, we
havete,de-modulate it, and -get right back to
everyday sound waves again: Therefore,

to that of another.
If a strong singer

RECEIVING
AERIAL.

FIERIAL---)"
MICROPHONE

TONER

r

firstly because they would not go even-if-we tried, and, secondly; because if a miracle
happened, and they did go, we should hear

.

It

after tuning, the next procesS is

sings one note near
the piano the piano
will respond on the
same note, one par

titular wire vibrating
in sympathy with the
sound uttered. These
are examples of tuned

signals-for instance, amplifiers.

.

are generally used for strengthening the

systems.

7ti

The Tuning System.

Electrical "Length."

DEFECTOR

Referring again to Fig. 1 for a moment,
it will be .seen that the receiving aerial is

Tuning a wireless reGRAPHICAL F/GORE SHOIV/NG PROCESS OF BROADCASTING PROM

SPEAKER IN SALON TO THE LISTENERS EAR.

to two instruments-i.e. the
tuner and the -detector. Readers who use
only one instrument to hear wireless waves

ceiver to 2 L 0 means

connected

bringing it to an adjustment -such that the

the track of the waves as they flit round
the globe. What is readily apparent is
that this aerial in co-operation with
a simple crystal or one -Valve s t produces audible sounds which are practically

exact copies of the sounds made by the
orchestra or singer, ten, forty, or two hundred miles away. The chain which stretches

from the singer to the distant listener is
composed of the following links, in the order
mentioned : Singer's vibrating Vocal cords,
sound waves, microphone, electrical counterpart, or model of air waves, wireless waves

(that is, the " carrier " waves modulated

by the microphone),

receiving aerial,
receiving set, telephones, sound waves,
the listener's ear (see Fig. 1). After a number

of stages the process ends where it beganwith sound waves.
Tuning the Receiving Aerial.

The wireless waves in their outward
swoop cut across -your aerial and leave some

of their electrical power in the aerial's

In other words, when the wireless
waves pass across the aerial they cause a
high -frequency oscillating current to flow
in it. This is the beginning of the copy of
wires.

what takes place at the broadcasting station,

,for it will be remembered that the waves

were caused by a high -frequency oscillating
current in the B.B.C. aerial: To. get back
:to the original sound waves as made by the
singer, we have to retrace, as it were, every
step.
Therefore, in order to get as exact a copy

as possible in our aerial of the oscillating

current in the B.B.C. aerial, we must

arrange for the electrons in our aerial to

move freely to and fro at ,exactly the same
freAuency as do the electrons in the B.B.0

detection.

Most readers of " P.W." will know 'that the
first instrument in a set of wireless receiving
units is the tuner ; then comes a detectoreither a crystal or a valve used as a detector.
These two units are the two essentials of any
wireless receiver ; any other instrumeMS

will readily understand that such an arrange- ment embodies both the tuner and.detector
in one case:

electrons in the aerial
swing in unison with
those in. the 2 L 0 aerial. Evidently they
must` be -provided ,with a swing of equal
length. If you haVe a swing whose ropes
are 6. ft. long, try how you Will pin cannot
make ait freely swing so. quickly as a swing

The detector, be it a crystal or a valve,
is just a means of converting the high frequency currents into another - form, to

which the telephones and finally the ear can
'respond. It is now simply a matter of changing the high -frequency oscillations. to low-_

whose ropes are 3 ft. longs 'Give them equal

lengths of rope; and they will swing in

frequency pulsations, and :then; to sound

unison. So that in our electrical parallel the
path of the electrons in the receiving aerial must be equal in

length to that in the sending
AERIAL

aerial for the maximum effect
(i.e.

CO/1.

strongest signals) to be

obtained:

The path of the

electrons is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2, which is
a figure of the " aerial circuit." It will be seen that
the oscillating surges of electrons -take place between the
aerial and the earth through
a coil of wire and a condenser. The latter, which has an

attractive theory (to which
the attention of the studious
reader is directed), is used for

CONDENSER

-SL/DER

Antia4Nism .'(1
iil!il

,dnummilor,
I004414,40
DIAGRAM OF

_

'AERIAL evecovrt EARTH
4:1)

adjusting the length of the
swing, or the electrical length of the cir-

"Aa

waves, when we shall have completed. the
cycle of events.

The coil of wire is used partially for.
the same purpose and partially as a tap for
the electrical effects of the aerial currents to
be conveyed to other parts of the receiver,
en mate to the telephones.
cuit.

Next week we shall analyse a 'typical

receiver and See how this is clone.
0.

The Detector.

Having succeeded in tuning the aerial
to 2 L 0, what are we now to do with our

'4.
-

.+

If your set is giving really -good results, Why

f not let. other amateurs have the benefit of

your achievements by sending constructional

+

details (with photographs and rough dia-

high -frequency oscillating current,. which is

grains) of your set to Popular Wireless ? All
accepted articles and photos are well paid for.

moving up and down in unison with
Capt. Eckersley-'s currents in London ?
We cannot pass them into the telephones,

ARE YOU GETTING GOOD RESULTS?

*

-9.-1.

I

>4#
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onstruction
ores

1

A.

switch is illustrated ' in the accom-

on its own -,1fra.s.e, a

giving a fairly light blow with the hammer.

ACR/AL
BENT
WIRE

web coils.

The small brass tubular connectors which
'are used for joining wires together end -to end may be Much improved in usefulness by
the simple Process Of cutting a slot longitudinally, as shown in the figure. Remove the
finger -screws front both ends and place the
-

are filed, off, and the exposed ends sharpened,
springy -brass strips may be used as supports.
These should have a depression made where

panying diagram. Three terminals and
a piece of copper or brass wire are all that is
required ; if, however, the switch is to be
separately mounted

cases been fohnd much superior to spider,
Useful Connector.

Conducted by Dr. S. H. T. Roberts,
Earthing Switch,
VERY simple and easily -made earthing

'strut- across the centre. -Thew coils may be
substituted for single -layer -inductances in
practically air Y -circuit, and have in some:

barrel in the vice; the axis being parallel

the point of contact is to come, by laying
them on a piece of lead sheet, or very hard
wood and indenting them by mean's of a
blunt instrument, such as a centre -punch,

small piece -of ebo-'

nite sheet will be
dASEBOARD

NAIL EBONITE

required also. The

wire should.be

CRYSTAL

WIRE

POWDER SUPPORT

ROD

about No. 18, or
even thicker, and
should be bare. It
is bent

useroz. coffivecroR.

into the

shape shown, a
short length being
left for use as a
handle.
HANDLE

EARTH

ro
SET

EARTHING SWITCH

If

to the jaws of the vice.
BASE

pre-

ferred, this latter

SHARPENED NAIL

portion may be
provided with. 4i
covering of ebonite

BRASS STRIP

the slot being then cut on the fippermost
surface.

rod, chilled to size
and pushed on. When the arm is over in
the right-hand position, the setts connected
for use. When the arm is in the left-hand
position, tlj.e. set is disconnected and the
aerial is earthed. 7_

When the barrel has been slotted in thiE
way it may be used for connecting together

not only wires but also strips, the latter
-VIEWING METHOD OF -SUPPORTING

WITH SPRINGY BRASS STRIPS.

Crystal Detector.

SHAPE OF WIRE
SUPPORTS

A fixed crystal detector that can be
mohnted np.between spring supports, after
the manner of a grietleak, is shown herewith.
A short piece af:Iebonite rod is taken, say,
drill about or
xteenth of an inch diameter.
The here. of the hole does not matter very
however, provided it is fairly small.
Two -.small nails are then procured, which
fit fanly tightly into the hole. The taekS

used for upholstery aro suitable (covering
removed}, hilt any °the' s which are available
may be aye (I, care being taken that the meted

is one which will operate:with the crystal
which is to be employed. A small cpiantity
of the crystal is then ground up into poWder,
and one of the pins placed in position. The

being inserted into the slot and clamped by

means 'of the screw in the ordinary way.

ThiS makesthem useful for obtaining a connection to the terminal -strips of dry
batteries. Moreover, their use for holding

wires is not interfered with, especially if
flue slot is not made too wide.

CRYSTAL DETECTOR.

1 inch or II inches in length, and this is

drilled along its axis, right through, with a

Then make the

slot carefully. by means of a. haek-awC:r
small tube -cutting saw: The bat:Al:should
be so placed in the vice that: the screws
they were in position) would:be horizontal

An Efficient Coil.

The accoinpanying figure shows a method

of winding a coil which has considerable
self-supporting properties and is efficient in
action. It is really an exaggerated honeycomb. The figure and description are
taken from " Radio Broadcast." The
winding_ former is a disc of wood about 3

A Micro -Crystal Detector;

To make up this instrument most parts
of an ordinary detector may be used. It

will be seen in sketch that the bar A is
threaded to take an easy fitting milled
edge, nut B being a running fit between
.

the two sides of U-shaped bracket C.

This

is for the purpose of varying the pressure
of whisker on crystal.

inches in diameter and in. thick. Into
the edge of the disc, one -eighth of an inch
from each surface; are driven two rows of
evenly spaced pins, twenty-five in each row.
In order to "facilitate the final
Part of the work, 'fetches
Should be filed in the edges as
shown. The coil is wound by

passing the wire over two

EDGE OP WOOD DISC

AN EFF/C/ENT COR,

right7hand pins, diagenally
across, and over two left-hand
pins, and so on. After the last
turn is wound, the coil is sewn

with a waxed thread and a

flexible needle made of a: piece

of twisted wire. The needle is

powdered elv stal is poured into the hole, and the other pin .pushed in at the opposne
eml.

For tin' supportS; short pikes, of

springy -brags Wire are arranged,as- shOwn in

the drawing,, the supporting wire coming
between the head of the nail and the end of
the ebonite rod. If the heads of the nails

pasted beneath the coil through
the notches. If preferred, varnish may be
used as a binder, but the thread enables the

binder to he dispensed with, Which is an
advantage. Finally, the pins are. removed
and the _coil slipped off the former. The
coil may ie mounted in- any convenient
fashion : the most simple way is to place a

Note the whisker D is cranked, thu.

enabling a further movement to be given by
knob E. F is a ball screwed to bottom of

bracket and clamped between the plates
G and H, thus giving the whole device
a universal movement.

Th?, crystal :itself may be held in any
convenient position which allows a fair
area of contact, and for convenience may
be mounted on a base which is capable of
a slight lateral movement

.
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THE BRITISH WIRELESS EXHIBITION
WHITE CITY NOVELTIES
By W. S. SHOLL, A.M.I.E.E.
Mr. Sholl, as special representative of this journal, outlines the chief exhibits at the White City Wireless Exhibition,
Details concerning the prizes offered by " Popular Wireless " to amateur constructors will appear in our next issue,
when it is hoped that the winners' names will be announced.
THE British Wireless Exhibition, which

here, including a new " skeleton wound "

was opened by Professor Low on

variometer literally wound "onThe

Saturday, November 15th, and continues until Saturday, November 29th, is
undoubtedly the -practical man's show,
and represents and. reflects the opinions

new coil holder is remarkable value,
and the close coupled coil, with aperiodie

aerial inductance, one of the best things
we have seen. The display windows in

" full dress." make up a strikino. exhibit.
The next block, of four stands,. is 'held ,bY

of _both -business Ivan and enthusiast alike.
No fewer thansixs ty'exhibitors have their
specialities on, view,- the exhibits revealing

Pettigrew & Merriman, and here we fmd
a most interesting show". of high-grade
components including the Newey snap
terminal which combineS quick contact
and disconnection with an attractive finish.

Set-Ei components are another contri-

Their new headphone is a beautifn
instrument, weighing a mere 51 oz.with cord,
and not only having solid ebonite ear caps,
but a: watchdike finish, even the magnet
inside being finished bright and lacquered.
The portable set is not only a sound job,
but has received the unreserved endorsement

of many famous musicians, which forms

a striking tribute to the artistic

merit:i

usual moulded casing.
Soundproof Testing Room.
Silvertown components are well known

testing and demonstrating.
,Nearby we find the Penton valve, which
is an interesting proposition, being a halfway house between the rather extravagant

special line on' view being the Erla fixed
condenser, which is produced without the

on the stand, which is a happy idea, and
lends itself greatly to the convenience of

and justly popular, and we find the L.F.

bright emitter, and the costly and fragile
inn emitter. On the same stand -we find

condensers; H.F. transformers, and a quite
new loud speaker, the -" Silvervox," for
which reasonable claims are made and
appear to be well founded.
Among-: Crystals " Tungstalite " has
achieved mi little popularity, the new blue

label brand having many adherents in
the ranks 'of " crystal merchants." An

attractive display Of this synthetic coinpound is to be seen on Stand 21.

Seagull Ltd.. have some nice things in

complete sets, among which a three -valve
receiver with loud speaker =rather took our
fancy.

word in quality and value for money.
Starting at the Uxbridge Road entran:e,

sensations of the season.

of the instrument.
A sound -proof room has been provided

of very well -made items, such as fixed

many. entirely new types of components
and accessories which represent the last

in fumed oak cabinet at £5 is one of the

bution to the needs of both the manufacturer and the home constructor, the

transformer well to the fore, also a number

Rather too large to use. An interesting piece of
Midite crystal.

The City Accumulator Co. are " live
wires " indeed, and their two -valve receiver -

a rather good idea in filament rheostats.
Among the noted crystals of the synthetic
type we find Neutron going strong on Stand
28. The turn -out of the packing appears
to be as excellent as -the crystal itself.
Gambrel]. Efficiency inductances and a
V.
new unit receiver are showing at Mr.
Mulholland's stand.
Everybody knows the fainous Fuller lines
which are in full force at Stand No. 33. In
addition to the popular ".bloel0 --aCcutunlator we have the -Sparta lOtul speaker and a
new comer in the shape of the Little Sparta.
.(Continued on page 803.)

we find the Fellows Magneto Co. well in the

limelight with a double stand on which

their well-known complete sets, including
the popular "portable," are displayed,
also the " Louden " valve which, althotigh
of recent introduction, is already Popular.
Passing on to the Victoria Electrical Co.,
of Manchester, we find a nice show of vari. able condensers, sets, and components,
the latter including excellent rheostats and neatly engraved terminals. A bold

move has been made in the introduction

of square law condensers at the same prices
as the ordinary variable types.
.

A Variometer Wound "On Air."

Accumillators in great variety are the
line at the exhibit of Oldham & Sons, Ltd.,
whose stands, " four deep," give ample.
accommodation for a fine displaY.

-

Next door we find " Electron? ,wire

going strong and demonstrating its varied
purposes in 4. model hotise..

-

The next exhibit, by the Igranie Co.,

keeps a large crowd interested in following
.

the workings of a coil -winding machine
which turns out the well-known Igranic
original duo -lateral coils.

Some really splendid lines are on view

Professor A. M. Low visits one of the stalls after owning the White City Wireless Exhibition.
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Economise by
using the
IT QUICKLY PAYS

FOR ITSELF
The purchase of a ",Six Sixty " valve
is a profitable investment since it consistently saves the cost of a very large
n',mber of accumulator reehargings.

An accumulator charge lasts from

10 to 12 times as long when the

"ADICO"
BATTERY BOARD

"'Six Sixty " is used. It quickly pays

AMC® Battery Board and 14 oidinafy. Pocket Lamp

for' itself and continues to economise whilst giving better reception.

connections.

merit

These are

facts

Get a "

ixty " by post to -day.

which

your investigation. Test them.
FILAMFNT VOLTS

1-8 b 2
FILAMENT CURRENT
'25 AMPS.

Batteries (any make) makes a perfect 63 volt. FIT. Battery plugged every 4.1. Volts: No soldering;* -adjusting, perfect

ADICO Battery Board is well finished, polished solid
mahogany and solid brass clips.
ADICO Battery Board is simplicity jtself, Any clfild,
fix the batteries. Full directionS on. wxa
ADICO Battery Board is Cheapek.,:box. or other deyices forH.T., and '\;:(1 c..Ve you at least
5o per cent.
ADICO Battery Board with batteries; can be moved
without (ear of disturbing the connections.
.

The

2/®

LECTRON COMPANY:LI.
Triumph House,
189, Regent Street,

Pest Free.

Price :3/-- Post.. Free withotit Batteries.
Trade Enquiries Solicited.

"-*"--......Loadon, W.I.

Cash with Order.

ADIE

-

CO:, LTD., 4-5, DUNEDIN HOUSE,

Basinghall Avenue, L oration, F,C.2.

HUNT'S NEW MODEL

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

FIGURE No. 922

.

MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT
(without tuning catswhisher
or cup).

Fig. 429

One-way scrcjit switch
to control L.T. -durreut.
Price 2!4!ach.

Code Word " VERNIER."
'CATSWHISKER OR

DOUBLE CRYSTAL.
(Sparc crystal cup with fixing
serews supplied free.)

LOCKING -SCREW.

DUST -PROOF GLASS
CYLINDER.

HEAVILY NICKEL PLATED FINISH.

Leading in Wire.

Fig. No. 922

"VERNIER"

PHOSPHOR -BRONZE
CATS -WHISKER

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Price 4i- each.

FREE.

reseription.
Fig. 204.4 am. Rubber -Coated Cable
,, 205.5 um.
do.
dn.
,

207. 7 mm.
209. 9 mm

do.
do.

Lesis

110 yds. i 12 yds.
do.
do.

23

j

-

31/-

4,3 / -

65 /-,

---

Crystals.

3/
41.
5/8

Fig. 411

Press down switch to control
voltmeter circuit, etc.
Price 2/- each.
RE01,

T.,

31 "Ix.

A. H. HUNT, LTD.
(Dept. 12) ELAM. WORKS,

UNSTALL ROAD,

CROYDON, SURREY.

8/ -

4.4.1

cv

ALL

communicationsre-

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES

specting,aduertising

must be made to the

SOLE
ADVERTISEMENT

AGENTS-

JOHN H.

LILE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4
Note New Telephone No.

1080 Central.

WHOLE PAGE

HALF PAGE

£40:0:0 I QUARTER PAGE 10:0: 0
£20: 0: 0 I EIGHTH PAGE ES: 0:0

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30 Minimum Space accepted
half inch 15; -

SPECIAL POSITIONS BY
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
ALL ADVERDISCOUNTS.

TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TU EDITORIAL APPROVAL.

Cover pages close for press
11 days prior to date of issue.
Inside pages close for press
9 days prior to date of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND Al
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"

H AS THE
L ARGEST

SALE OF ANY

WIRELESS
WEEKLY
::

GREAT

IN
::

B RITAIN.
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R. GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
-tY

judging by what I heard of him while listen-

s

been lecturing the B.B.C., and the

ing -in, and I certainly would have given
quite a lot of money to have been present,

B.B.C. seem to have enjoyed it, for,
as no doubt Many of my readers noticed in
a recent issue of " The Radio Times,"- Captain C. A. Lewis has Written a very entertaining little interview with the great
author.

or to have peeped through the door and
seen the "Avuncular Four " ; judging by the
laughter and cat calls they must have been
dressed up rather comically:

It was a great pity that Mr. Arthur Burrows was not called upon to recite those
touching little lines about the Arab stealing
away into the night: Seeing that " Undo
Arthur " made those lines the niost famous

-He told how, fo.r. twelve Months, the
BB.C, 'bad been ".after G. B. S.," and,

oivinglte their skill, they eventually found
a bait which_ Mr: Shaw could not resist. In
reply to suggestions as to the broadcasting

ever. broadcast, somebody should have seen

that he was prevailed upon to have recited
them -once again on that birthday night.
Hearing Mr. Rex Palmer sing once more

of one of Mr. Shaw's plays (which were sent
to him by two of the people concerned with -

the B.B.C. Radio Play Department), Mr.

757

1924,-

if other readers of POPULAR WIRELESS

succeed in setting up further "D X "
records, they will telegraph or telephone one
at once. I am always ready to pay well
for exclusive articles of this nature for
publication in POPULAR WIRELESS
*

demancl for gramophones. -

Bernard Shaw replied : You two
- The -cap
and Ii,
do not
:::4;ttd
may 1
sting to
know.;

And the other item read : The
number of wireless licences taken
out is stated to be approximately
997,000. Many old licences have
not been renewed.

:

note how a really "greet man's
rudeness is accepted -IS a coin.pliment in certain cases; G.B.S.
can be very rude when he likes,
but there is n :-piquancy about
it- which makes -the whole affair
very entertaining.

So it Would appear that at

least one gramophone concern
has realised that broadcasting

is not so injurious as the scaremongers
believe.

The. B.B.C. admit that they

us

broadcast, so it is clear that the

heartily congratulated on having'
secured not only Mr. Shaw as a
broadcaster, but as an entertain.ing adviser as to the supervision
and- eonduct of -a department,
which one would have thOught

broadcasting of certain songs,
orchestral pieces, etc., induces

people to buy a gramophone
or some records in order to
recapture the items which' take
their fancy. As George Robey

would have been conducted in
the way outlined by Mr. Shaw

would say, " S'cibvious."

The second` item is incomplete, but nevertheless very
interesting, the
number of
approxilicences taken out

king before the B.B.C. succeeded
imwrinoing from him his opinion
*

make

increase when the Opera was

of brOadcasting

*

to

Just as the box-office receipts

plays, and they are to be most

on the production of wireless
plays.

tried

at Covent Garden showed an

hive followed- Mr. Shaw's advice

in the matter

*

Two rather significant items caught my
eye when glancing through the newspapers
the other day. One read as follows : Mr.
Trevor Williams, chairman of the Gramophone .Company, Ltd., at the annual meeting of the shareholders yesterday, said that
the last two years showed that the greater
the vogue of broadcasting the larger the

Showing

the

La Presse,

Lord Gainford's announcement on the night of the

B.B.C.'s second birthday that the com-

the Montreal broadcasting station
microphone and piant;
K A C, who recently conducted a special transatlantic tes

on 425 metres.

made one again wish that he appeared more

frequently before the microphone. The
B.B.C. Beauty Chorus was doubtless a
title given to the individual charm of the

once a week it was proposed that, starting
in Debember,1*o concerts should be given

members of the chorus, becauSe the voices
of the chorus were very plain, and proved

from the London studio, one broadcast

simultaneously to all stations by land -line
and the other transmitting from the high power station. Further, commencing in
January, one programme a week will be relayed from an outside source and will be
broadcast from 5 N N only. There will also
be one programme a week from a provincial
station relayed from the high -power station.
This was a very suitable announcement to

make at the B.B.C.'s second birthday, and
the.fact that 5 N X is now to have a definite
home in the Midlands will be welcome news

to Londoners for more than one reason,

though what the Midlanders will have to say

about it remains to be seen.

That birthday night, by the way, must

have been rather an hilarious affair, despite
floe fact that Captain Eckersley turned up
late ;, but he soon made --up for lost time,

licences have not been -renewed."

The question is, how many
have renewed their
licences and how many have not ?
The ,figure 997,000 - represents the total
taken out since broadcasting began, not
the number recently renewed at the pressing invitation of the P.M.G. Does the
number of unrenewed licences amount to
people

pany would make a greater use of the

high -power station at ChelmsMrd was
-very welcome. Lord Gainford said that

mately 997,000-but " many old

once again that choruses sung in a large
hall reproduce with much better effect

than in a studio where all echoes are
eliminated.

Mr. Frederick Walker, of Walton -on Thames, claims to have picked up direct

wireless messages from, Australia. While
listening -in on a 90 -metre wave -length for
amateur signals from New Zealand he heard
instead faint Morse signals, which read as
coming from Mr. Fisk, of the Marconi Company, in Australia. He also 'picked up the

call sign 3 B Q, which is the private code
of Mr. Howden, Box Hill, Victoria, Aus-

tralia. Mr. Walker told a Press representative that the signals were quite readable.
Mr. Walker has written a Special and exclusive article for POpttIll WIRELESS
- which appears in this issue, -and I hope that

much, or is -the figure insignificant, .and one

which does not indicate a waning interest
in broadcasting
No doubt exists in my
mind that the number of people -who have
not cared to renew their. licences is quite
small, but as a matter of -interest, I hope
the figure will be published:

Readers are invited to sub- E.
_ ntit phot ()graphs of wireless
interest for publicat on in
"Popular Wireless " Every rf
photo raph accepted and E.
-12

11-

published will be pa d for at
the rate of 10/6 per photo.

f-]
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a- had conductor on being strongly heated.,
owing to chemical change -which takes place
due to the 'heat. Consequently, whenever
an arc forma through.the peroxide, it automatically cuts itself off, so to speak, and if
the overload voltage is'inore than moment-

ary, another are forms in a new place,

which arc is again cut off, and so on.. Thust
111111R1'

the moment an overload ceases, the arc is

°IPS

111-11E.

AMORSSVM

automatically extinguished.
Spiral Cat's -whisker.

.

If a thin strip of metal, such as fine

phosphor -bronze, be rolled up and then,

Conducted by J. H. T. ROBERTS, D Sc., F.Iust.P.

drawn out into a fairly stiff spiral, this is''N
said to make a cat's -whisker; which not only

Making. Crystals.

HAVE received a good many letters from
readers with regard to the note in POPULAR- WIRELESS, October 25th;- on Artificial Crystals. Many describe their experi-

ments, and in a number of cases ask for

is reported in Popular Radio " that as arestiWof a large number of experiments on
this:stibject, it has been found that the best
reception is obtained with polished wire,
which Shouldafterwards be enamelled Over.

to prevent -any chemical action on the

Making Dial Turn Smoothly.

Plated Diaphragms.

whilst on others- they are stiff and scraping -

teresting to note that cor-

rosion has a very bad effect
also upon the diaphragm of
a telephone-reeeiver, and one

company now markets "
" 'phones in which
the diaphragms are made of
silicon steel, entirely goldplated. The same company'
also makes gold-plated bus bar and aerial wire, as well

- further information as to how to introduce

sulphur into the molten metal, whilst at
the. sante time.-turning out crystals instead
of ainorphouS material. Ono writer says
he has had some success with passing
sulphur trioxide (SO) into the molten

metals, but this is slow and not very

country.

'

a fee-for receiving sets which
_ is graduated according to the
distance of the set from. the
broadcast station. The first
zone includes all territory
Within 250 miles, the second

.from 250 to 400, and the
third the remainder of the

The new regulations permit paid

advertising to be sent from
the broadcast stations, and a
rather peculiar clause in this
regulation provides that no

It does not matter whether the method is

applicable to a number of sulphides ; it will
be interesting if only tried for one, so long as
it is simple and reliable.

felt by, means of adlieSiVe

patent of G. W. Pickard, the object being
to produce a condenser Waving the least
possible distance between plates, as well as
low losses from leakage or in the di -electric.
A number of mica sheets are taken -and upon

these a thin metallic coating is formed,

either by special electro-plating methods,
or by -the sputtering of a cathode in a discharge tube. In the specification, much
(Continued on page 805.)

except by the postmaster -

A lightning arrester on a
new principle ha s been

patented by the Westinghouse Electric- and Manufacturing Co. A -fault with many
types of - lightning arrester is
that when an arc has once been
established across the, gap,

the arc is liable to continue
even though the voltage has
dropped to a safe value. -The

new arrester employs two
metal plates, with a layer of
leach peroxide between them,

High -frequency EffecO.

The effect of oxides and contamination
oenerally, upon the surface of an aerial wire
in increasing the H.F. resistance of the wire

is found to be considerably exaggerated
when working with very short waves, that

is, with exceptionally high -frequencies.

The dial and shaft are removed and the felt
ring placed in position, the shaft being then
replaced. If the felt is of the: roper thickness and if the hole in the,centre is "of the
right size, there will be novieed to secure the

advertisement may be refused

Novel Lightning Arrester.

crystalline metallic sulphides,, by any method
simple enough for description in these Notes,
would bp pod enough to give me particulars.

slightly smaller than -the dial, with a hole
in the centre to- accommodate the shaft.

An interesting method for the making of
plates for -fixed condensers is described in a

general.

Therefore, I should be.anuch obliged if any
readers Who -may happen to- have -made

however, by the following very simple
method. Cut out a circular piece of felt,

Fixed Condenser Plates.

I could, of course, give .you methods of
making certain crystalline metallic sulphides, but these are rather elaborate, and
would in general require the resources' of a

wireless . experimenter has not at hand.

The velvety effect can easily be obtained;.'

Zone -listening System.

satisfactory.

metallurgical laboratory, Which the 'average

You have probably -noticed that on some..

sets 'the dials turn with a velvety feel,

as -a hi -metallic lead-in wire.

The new wireless 'regulatiens it AUstralia providefdr

Bloinfield Terrace, London, W.2.

possesses a larger area -of goecteentact and
does mot, therefore,' necessitate : so much
searching of the crystal -surface.

surface. Ordinary enamelled
wire serves quite well;
j

In this connection it is in-

A newly made two -valve reflex set, by Mr. G. W. Humphrey, 170,

stays in adjustment much better than_ the
more usual and more flexible .forms, but

It

a thin sheet of asbestos pre-

-venting contact . between the
metal and the lead peroxide.

The latter substance has the
peculiar property that,
although it is a fairly good con-

ductor when cold, it becomes

A three -valve amplifier-another fine example of Mr. Humphrey's work.

-
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kSignificance ewe Marking
The B.T.H. Monogram on a valve
means a great deal to the buyer. For
- GENERAL PURPOSE VALVES:

Type R.

1216 each

Filament Voltage
4 volts
0.7 amp.
F..Lment -Current
Maximum plate voltage -100 volts
Plate resistance
27,000 ohms.

Type B 3

...
Filament -voltage

21/. each
-

Filament current

18 volts
0 35 .amp;

Maximum plate voItage-80 volts
Plate resistance
27,000 ohms..

*Type B5. ...

257. each

Filament voltage ... . -2.8-3 volts
F lament current..6..06amp.(at 3 v.)

M ximum plate voltage -80 volts
17,000 ohms.
Pate resistance
POWER AMPLIFYING VALVES :

Type B4.

351' each
5-6 volts

Filament voltage
Filament cuttent-0.25 amp (at 6v.)
Maximum plate voltage -1-20 Volts

Plate resistance:...
*Type 136
Filament -voltage

.

one thing, it signifies an exceedingly
high vacuum produced by a special
patented process. It means a valve

which has been thoroughly tested
in every respect before le iving the
Above all, it signifies a
factory.

valve of great Fensitivity, absolutely
free from distortion - a valve -which

will last longer and give infinitely
better results than " soft " foreign
(or English) valves.

USE B.T.H. VALVES. AND

MAKE SURE OF GOOD RESULTS

6,000 ohms.

From all Electricians and Radio Dealers

35/. each

BM H.
RAD I 0
VALVES

3 'molts

012 amp.
Filament current
Maximum plate voltage120 volts
9,000 ohms.
Plate resistance

3716. each
6 volts
Filament current-- . .. .0 06 amp.

*Type B 7

Filament voltage

Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
9,000 ohms.
-Plate resistance
*For use with Dry Cells

AdvertiseMent of The Byitish Thor -son Houston Co. Ltd.
sosamairanesamodsa

2173
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SUCCESS
RADIO SET

has done
WONDERFUL

BUSINESS

qEGISTEREP TRADE. MARK)

WIRELESS COMPONENTS
are made in the same factory and of identically
the same design and quality as the parts used' in
the world-famous GECoPHONE receiving sets.
They are tested and guaranteed to give
complete satisfaction and positively

at the White City
Stella's circle of friends has been increased
many times during Exhibition days. Her

Stand, No. 34 has been thronged with people
eager

ensure uniformly reliable results.

to prove what Stella has told about

There is, a GECoPHONE component for every
requirement-from a simple crystal set to the most

the wonderful

elaborate multi valve receiver.

WEMBLEY

Build your set entirely with
-.GECoPHONE Components

LOUD SPEAKER

and Ensure Complete Satisfaction.

22/6

Stella Thanes, and Stella Load Speakers.

G,F.00 PHONE

55 ohms Vari

alle F lament

Those. who have not visited the. Exhibition
have
one chance left to seethe best show
of the year.

TO -DAY IS
CLOSING DAY
Come This Afternoon !
If you cannot possibly see Stella to -day, do the

Resistance 7,6

,445'140KWIM)1914NIM

A> GECoPHONEDouble

I

kirAPTI

Headphone,with 6 ft.

GECoPHONE Filement Resistance 4-4'5

flegeohcmorsd2a2n,g tag-

ohms (for one valve) 4.6

tJ

Ugg

2'5-2'75 ohms

,

6,000

"i

25/..

type
Singleai Headphone
lied
Lorgnette

(tor two valves)
4,6

ii

s:

PrTeessfruopmp

next best thing-send for Stella leaflets giving
full particulars of the finest values in -Wireless
'Phones and Loud Speakers.
GECoPHONE Intervalve
Transformere- 25/- - - 22/6

4 to 1 Ratio
2 to 1 Ratio

DO ONE OR THE OTHER TO -DAY!

STELLA

WORKS

31-37, Wybert Street, London, N.W.1.
STAND 34, WHITE CITY EXHIBITION

0,6441,t46
5-----

wiRELESGSECOMPPOIENIENTSON

ECATALOGUE

FREE, 20 pages of illustrations, technical descriptions and price;.

GECOPHONE COMPONENTS are sold by all
leading Electrical Wireless Dealers and Stores,
Advertisement of the General Electric Co., Ltd. (Manufacturers &
only), 2.11agnet Hou°', Kingsway, London, W.C.2

11/kolesale
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HOW. TO DETERMINE

THE TRUE DIRECTION OF
DISTANT WIRELESS STATIONS.

1_

By LIEUT-COMMANDER H. W. SHOVE, D.S.O., R.N.

t For real " D X " work a knowledge of the real direction of a station is of great value, and in this article our contributor
offers advice to amateurs who are out for long-range reception.

*

-4

that the longer nights are once more
steadily . upon us, -the
thoughts of many 'wireless enthu-

NOW
creeping

siasts are, no doubt, beginning to turn to

fascinating -problem of- " getting
America.", In order, to perform this feat,,
the

face.

but, except for the Most accurate astronomical or geodetic calculations, -no appreciable error is introduced by assuming that
it is perfectly spherical. Now, a straight-

formed by planes passing through the

between any two points on the surface of a
sphere will obviously have to tunnel through
the substance of the sphere.
If we are confined to movement on the

circle is known in navigation as a " Great
Circle," and navigators, in making long
ocean voyages, endeavour to keep as near
the " great circle track " as circumstancessuch as intervening land, regions of ice, crr

line-the shortest distance in open space-

. an infinite number of such paths, but all of
them are more or less curved. And evidently

the shortest will be that which, at every
point of the journey, keeps most nearly to

Of every favouring. circumstance possible.
And in this endeavoir the knowledge of the
real direction of the station one wishes to
receive becomes important for two reasons.
Firstly, because, as is well known; reception
is better when the aerial is arranged to run
in a direction from the set exactly opposite
to that of the station it is desired to receive.
Secondly, because of considerations of the
screening effect of surrounding objects.

places and the earth's centre cuts the sur-

roughly speaking, a sphere. Actually, in geometers' parlance, it is an " oblate ellipsoid,"

surface-as both human beings and wireless waves practically are on the earththen any path between the points must be
a curved path, and consequently not the
shortest possible in open space: There are

't is, of course, necessary to avail oneself

*

4-4.-1

the 'straight tunnel mentioned above.
The nearest point on the surface to any
point in the tunnel is. of course, the top of
.

Any section of a sphere by a planeds-

a circle-try slicing an orange if you have
any doubt, about- this-and all the circles
largest that
centre are of equal size, and
can be cut from the given sphere. Such a

of prevailing bad weather, etc.-permit.
These circumstances do not, of course,

affect the ether wave, which always follows
the " Great Circle."
The Conical Projection.

You cannot trace a " Great Circle." on an
ordinary map. Most of the maps in an
ordinary atlas are on what is known as the
" conical projection." On such a map,
while distances and proportionate sizes of

If one is fortunate enough to be able to
place one's aerial pretty much as one likes,

the reception can be vastly improved by

careful attention to these points. And even
if like the great majority of listeners, one is
more or less circumscribed in the matter,
yet a knowledge of the direction whence the
waves are arriving may help to explain diffi-

culties in the reception of particular stations, and also to enable the listener to
make the best of what may be decidedly adverse conditions.
The " Great Circle."

Most landsmen, if asked whence come
the waves which produce in their receivers
the inspiring strains of the jazz band performing actually on " its native heath," or

the nasal tones of the " goldarned " announcer-the first time the writer heard

one he thought the strange accent must be
due to incipient oscillation, and instantly

loosened the reaction l-most people, if
this question were put to them, would
vaguely indicate the west. And, since New
York -t --and, indeed, all the well-known

A view of the switchboard at the Brussels Broadcasting Station.

areas are more or less accurately shown,
directions, or in nautical parlance, " bearings," are not. No map or chart can be
absolutely accurate in all respects, since a
curved surface cannot be accurately re-

In order to Understand why this is so a

a straight vertical shaft from tunnel to surface. A vertical shaft, as everyone is
aware, if sunk deep enough, will eventually
reach the centre of the earth. Hence we see
that in order to pass by the shortest practicable route between any two places on the

We all know, of course, that the world is,

wherein a plane passing through the two

(Contiimed on page 762).

Transatlantic stations-are farther south
than any point in Great Britain, they would

assume that the true direction was somewhat to the southward of that cardinal point.
In this, however, they would be wrong.

little theoretical navigation is necessary.

earth, we must keep along that track

produced on a flat sheet.

Hence all maps and charts are more or

ropy-lar Wireless and Wireless Review, November 29th, 1924.
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just to touch it at the Pole. Places are

" projected " on to the sheet by producing
the radii of the earth through them to meet
the sheet. Thus the point X would be.
marked X' in the fig. (Fig. 1), which is. a
section of the arrangement by a plane passing through the Poles (P, P') at right angles
to the equator (E Q), A B being the edge of
the sheet and 0 the centre of the earth. It
will be seen that in this case the equatorial

.?!HOW TO DETERMINE

THE TRUE DIRECTION
OF DISTANT WIRELESS
STATIONS.
(Continued from pays 761.)
-1- 1, 1-4-1-4-44
5:

less of a compromise. The ordinary user of

regions will be distorted and we cannot

Cartographers therefore give him

0 Q, 0 E will be parallel to the sheet and
never meet it. This chart is of little use
when steering by compass, for a steady

represent the equator at all, since the radii

an atlas wants the nearest thing he can
get to a " picture " of the country repre-.
sented.

7 his " conical projection."

Bat the navi-

course-wh,ich outs the meridians of longitude wt -the -wile angle will be represented
by a spirai-iknown as " the Rhumb .Line,"
though quite unconnected with any issue of.
grag !-and not by a straight line Which the
navigator can lay clown with his ruler. But
it has the valuable property that all " Great.
Circles" are represented by straight lines.

gator is more concerned with how to set his
course in order to get to his destination than
with a picture of the seas he sails.

":

He .there-

fore makes use of other " projections." The
commonest is that known as " Mercator's
Projection."
We need not concern ourselves with this,

beyond remarking that its purpose is to

enable the navigator to 'represent a steady
course by compass by ruling a straight line
upon. it. Its construction does not readily
admit of marking a " great circle track,"
--aid the proportions of regions near the.
13s are much distorted ; indeed, the actual
Poles cannot be shown at all. But the navigator does not care about this distortion.

How to Take Bearings.

Meridians of longitude are straight *e' s
radiating from the Pole. Parallels of latitmle--" small ." circles formed by " slicing " parallel to the equator-on the other
hand, are shown as concentric circles with
the Pole as centre. Fig. 2 is a chart on the
" Polar Projection," showing the Northern

He uses his Mercator's chart for all regions

for which he can do so because of the convenience in marking off steady courses by
compass. For " Great Circle " work, and
to represent the Polar regions, another,
" the Polar," projection is used.
This is drawn by laying an imaginary flat
sheet across the " top " of the earth, so as

Circle Track." and the meridian of London

is in every case less than a -right angle,

although: -all the places,- except Moscow,
are in more Southerly latitudes. The actual
bearing of New York frem London is
N. 66° W., though the latitude of the former
(41° N.) is over ten degrees more southerly
than that of the latter (51° 30'N). Thus the
ideal aerial direction to receive New York in
London. is S. 66° E: from the set to the free
So far we have considered " true " bear-,
If using a compass to determine the,
direction in which to point your aerial, do
ings.

not lose sight of the fact that the needle
points not to the geographical but to the

- magnetic " Pole. The difference between
these directions; called the " variation," is
attondonatthe present time about14° W.,
the N. end, of the compass" needle pointing
too far' W., and; of course, the S. end too far
E., by that amount. SO' the correct direction of the free end of - Your aerial from the
set for the best;recePtion of New York will
be S. 52i° E. by compaSs: That is, of course,.

in the absence of special local conditions.
If you have - a compass showing only
"points," -the nearest bearing is S.E. 3/4 E.
Don't forget, by the way; that if you put
the compass near anything magnetic'phones, transformers, or indeed anything
of iron or steel or which is carrying an elec-.

Hemisphere north of lat. 30°. The " Great.
Circle Tracks " joining London to a number

trio current-you will cease another error" deviation." So .keep it at least six feet
away from -such objects - when taking

dotted lines.

bearings.
Making a " Polar Chart,!'

of well-known places are shown by the

".

It will be seen that the true bearings of
all these places are north of the E. and W.
the angle between the " Great.

.. To those' desirous of constructing a
"-Polar Chart " to ascertain the true bearing of any station, the following instructions may be of service.

i,

170°

180°

170*

'o lc"

160°
4.50°

11111 II

pp°
Ne

1 -47s35) '`

I

140°

1tpo_

-t-Iv.

IR

Take a large sheet of paper, and in the

middle mark a point to represent the North
Pole. Draw vertical and horizontal straight
lines through this point accurately at right
angles to each other. These represent the
meridians of 0° (Greenwich), 180°, 90° E,
and 90° W. (see Fig. 2). Mark off every 10-

or other convenient number of-degrees
in each quadrant, using an ordinary protractor as supplied with any good set of

I

drawing instruments. Draw in and number
the radii as in Fig. 2. This completes your
longitude scale.

With the Pole as centre and any con-

44.
lisairke40111/-444._(Ado,
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ummocup
01.1.
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80:N.
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"...0.........._
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RCT,°C CiRCLE
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venient radius-depending on the size of the
paper-describe a circle and mark it 45° N.--

i.e. 45° of north latitude. Multiply the
radius of this circle by the following constants :
For 30°
. .

50'

. .

60°

661.
)

70°
80°

60°

p°N

4%r;450a

50°

11100,

40°
k --4,;.-A,,...,

"bra>:;,..9-

Gc,

40°

51 0

0°

30°
20°
100

pe

lo.

0°

ekelly
Qt

1/F

FIG.2.

1.732

40°

P192
0.839
0.577
0-435

(the Arctic Circle).
0.364

.-.
,

.

0.176

(These are actually the " cotangents " of the
latitudes.)
Describe circles with these radii and mark
each with the corresponding latitude.

If you know your own and the other

station's latitude and longitude-these can
be obtained from any good atlas-you should
have no difficulty in marking the spots, and
by joining them ascertaining approximately

the true bearing, which is the angle the
joining line makes with your own meridian.

It should be noted that distance is not

accurately shown on this chart.
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Here is another remarkable letter of testimony,
one of several received in the same mail. ft
is photographically reproduced on the left,
and reads

" For thepast three weeks a few friends and I have been trying to find
the' best -crystal.

-TV &have tried no fewer Man -1-9 different makes, and

are unanimously agreed that " Neutron" is the best of the lot. The
set onwhich these experiments have been conducted is a Tapped Coil
and Variable Condenser. We have 6 pairs of phones in use."
and -did you notice the last sentence ?

"We have Six Pairs of 'Phones in Use." and then stop searching for better
results. You may secure. a good

and save the expense of further tests.
The reason why you can depend on
Neutron is that each Neutron. is

but you may also itry, twenty or
thirty first. On the other hand, if

before ever it reaches your crystal cup it has been proved at maximum

Sooner or later, you will use Neutron,
crystal by just asking for " a crystal ";

you ask for Neutron, in the black and -yellow tin, you will inevitably
secure optimum results at once --

Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers.
packed in airtight tin, with
silver catswhisker. Insist
on Neutron in the Black

and Yellow' Tin,-

Long-distance

1,6

Ask your Dealer for Free- Diagram
(given on request to every purchaser
of a Neutron) of the circuit used by
5 B T in receiving Brussels from
Chiswick on a Neutron. We send
one direct with sample Neutron if you
enclose stamped envelope and 1,6,
with Dealer °s name.

for loudness, clearness
and complete sensitiveness.
efficiency,

and. rEUTHipn was
the best of the lot'
Sole Distributors :-V. Zeldin & Sons, 144,

Produced by :-Neutron Ltd.,. Sicilian House,

Museum 3795 & 6841.

Museum 2677,

Theobaids Rd., London,

Circuit

Diagram FREE,

carefully tested and selected, and

' Phones :

Southampton Row, London, ll-'.C.l.

'Phone:

District Agents :
&wand: R. F. Miller & Co., 22, York Place,

North-East Yorks : Smith & Jordan, The

Mumford & Sons,

Manchester : -arnett's. Islington Grove
Works, Salford, Manchester.
Ireland : Pettigrew & Merriman Ltd.; 8,
Corporation Street, Belfast.
N. Staffs: H. W. Teeton, Fdundry St., Han'ey

Edinburgh.

Plymouth:

Plain, Plymouth.

68, Motley

13'gham: Cooke & Whitfield Wireless Ltd.,
St. Paul's Buildings, 24, St. Paul's Square,
Birmingham.

Arcade, Redcar, Yorks.

The Concert -Tested and Guaranteed Radio Crystal
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A PRINCE AMONG INSTRUMENTS
The prodUction of suitable power valves, both for use in conjunction with bright or, dull emitters,
has placed a new responsibility upon intervalve transformers.
Those types which technical authorities neither use nor recommend, whose designs, manufacture
and reproduction can only be distinguished one from the other by the maker-certainly not by
the experimenter-are totally unsuitable for inclusion in any amplifier where power valves are to
be employed.-'
The many types of intervalve transformers, whose name are legion, wilts sooner than later, break
down under the strain of the heavy currents.

1111

II
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)0 11(

1111 qi. ,S
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DESIGNED FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS.
. The, SUPER -SUCCESS L.F. TRANSFORMER embodies such .features .as
particularly necessary in power work.
The primary.is Woundin such a position that mininaiseslih; sudden breats*.i.
the magnetic field-a kick -back which has Sounded the de4himell of many an"
amplifier.

The turn ratio-a 'matter of importancebiW.More
vitally so-Use
----

only is made of good wire, evenly wound to a very large number of turns so that
the -output across the secondary terminals is one of remarkable signal voltage,

The SUPER SUCCESS - is a power. transformer.
PRICE
ASK YOUR DEALER ALSO FOR

-2

r SUCCESS TUNER. Makes a set of plug -in coils an ex:,
1

1

.. ,, ,

i

travagance for the Broadcasting and Continental
waveband
.
.
- - '.. ,..: 211SUCCESS ANODE. CAPACITY REACTANCE. A Proved
method of H.F. amplification .. .. ..
.. .. ... - '50/..
SUCCESS ERTHAREL- SWITCH. Combines lead-in and
safety device. Inside operation of- outside switching .. 016
SUCCESS VERNIER COIL HOLDER. Essential for all low
loss tuners. Ouick and micrometer action
..
5/6
.

i
i

:

.

1
{

I

,

.

1
I
I
-

i
I.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS:
London-Board & Fitch, Ltd., 34,
Aylesbury Sit, B.C.; Cable & Elec.
trical Supplies Co., 234...Poi:Lionville

Road, N.

Manchester-Beard & Fitch, Ltd.,
Dean St,," Piccadilly.

1,

Birmingham-Cooke & Whitfield Wire.
less, Ltd.'. 24, St. Paul's Square.
Bristol-Fred Burris & -Sons; 7/15.

During final assembly-and following a series of bench tests -the windings and iron core of the SUPER SUCCESS are completely impregnated and surrounded in damp and air resisting

Redcliffe St.: Wholesale Fittings Co.,
Ltd., 14, North St.,- Stokes Cross.

WHOLESALE SELLING AGENTS.
Conradi & Braun, 52, Theobald's Rd.,

The instrument may be subject to any weather
condition-regardless of rigour-and the performance of the
compound.

Loudon, W.C.I.

SUPER SUCCESS will not be impaired in any way.

-

-

Full list of wholesale distributors appears
in the Manufacturers' Directory, November BROADCASTER & Wireless- Retailer.

COMPONENTS

.1dv:thsenicizt of Beard & Frsa, L4a., ,onoun

Barclays 348,

mum iminium minim) nu num m

HIT. BATTERY CASES

HEADPHONES
T.M.C. with- GUARANTEE

19/6

take pocket batteries up to
63 volts

pair.

6/3

Telefunken Lightweight

18/6 pair

1116 in. SQUARE TINNED PANEL WIRE
recommended for Wiring Sets. 24 ins. long.

Special Telefunken

ALL 4,000 ohms 8/9

1/6 doz.

R.L. TRANSFORMERS, NEW TYPE
Combined Volt arid Amp. Meters, 6/Panel Transfers, 5d. each.
Valve Legs, with Nuts, id. each.
Chelmsford Coils, 1/9.
Basket Coils (set of 5), 1 /11.
Terminals, 1

-

25/ -

Hertzite, 11 -

.

Valve Sockets, id. eacli.

Battery Clips, 9d. doz.
Crystal Cups, 1d. each.

Basket Coil Holders, 9d.
doz. Phone Cords, 1/6 pair. POcket Batteries, 5/- doz.

AU Valves at makers' prices post free.
Lead=in Wire, 12 yards, 2/6. Earth Wire, 12 yards, 2/-. Fluxite, 8d.

Orders above 2/7 post free.

RIBBON AERIAL
100 ft. 2/3

N.1.
KENNETT'S STORES, 1 1 , LIVERPOOL RD., LONDON,EsT,B.
.6i.

a-
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HOW TO MAKE

A ONE -VALVE REFLEX RECEIVER WITH
REACTION.
By J. LAURENCE PRITCHARD.
(Technical Editor "Harniswartys Wireless Encyclopedia.")

including batter.es,,telephones, valve, and-everything, this set can be made -for just over seven pounds. Minus 'phones, batteries,
etc., which man,1 onstructors possess already, it will be seen that this most efficient set works out at a very low cost, and will
well repay the abaateur the time and money spent on it. This week's cuter, of " P.W." shows a pictorial lay -out of the circuit.

THE reflex, or dual aniplificatiow.-set,

:Lions normally devolving uPor; two valves.

perimental work,.and should offer con-

any false 'impression, that the efficiency of
the reflex set is not, at the present time, equal

1 affords a great deal of -scope for ex-

siderable interest. fn the. constructor who
wishes to try cinnits. other than. those regarded as straightforward circuits..
Some of the better-known commercial
instruments are "-based -.upon the reflex
principle, which is.'sufficient evidenOe of

It should be stated4 however, to clear up

to a straightforward set having twice the

number 'of 'Valves. TwP "reflexed " valves
in a reflex set give results comparable with
a three -valve set . employing a straight-

forward circuit.

The detector has a screw adjustment, which gives a fine control over the -cat's-whisker. The galena or silicon class
panel.

will probably be found the best to use in _the reflex circuit, Which is often very
dependent upon. a certain crystal for its
successful operation.

Construction of the Case.

In the centre of the panel and towards
the back edge a set of four valve socket,:
is screwed to form a valve -holder. Aerial"
nod earth terminals are placed to the let t.

hick edge of the panel. and three battery
terminals to the corresponding right side.
The centre of the front edge of the panel
carry two telephone terminals.
The ease, illustrated in Fig. 3, is of unusual design and has an extremely solid and attractive appearance. It is constructed throughout from f7, in. deal or other
wood as desired. Four pieces of wood aro
required measuring 11 in. long and 4% in.
deep. To obtain the sloping. sides, a mark

Fig. 1.

The complete set connected up ready for use

the popularity of the various forms of
dual amplification circuits. It should

be the aim of the wireless experimenter to

obtain the longest range and the best
volume from a reasonable number of valves,

rather than to aim at producing the biggest

A single yalVe reflex set connected to aerial

and earth, -batteries and telephones. is illustrated in Fig. 1. _ As will be seen from the
foregoing list of -.parts, little extra to the
requirements of a single valve receiver are

required for the reflex set.' To obtain good

set.

results, all materials should be of good quality.

Preparing the Pole!.
Economy of operation is probably more
nearly approached in the reflex set than in any other circuit at present developed, as

The ebonite panel,
if of the shiny surface

one valve is required---ter-carry out the func-

The panel is quite
small, and therefore
electrical losseS through
surface: leakages are
probable unless the
matting is well carried

t

111191111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

= List of materials required and approximate cost.
s.

= 1 -in. ebonite panel, 8 in. square (say)
2 variable condensers -0005 mfd. ..

3
5

E 1 filament resistance ..
1 L.P. transformer ..
Crystal detector
1 Marconi valve
1 2 -coil holder

9

19
4

12
0
4

.

E. 4 valve sockets (sal) ..

..

E 1 fixed condenser 0003 mfa.
-E 1 fixed condenser .001 mfd.

= 2 Wander plugs ..

..
..
..

2

2

1

tinned wire (say)
E- Flexible and
= Terminals and screws
..
1 -in. deal or other wood for case (say)

1
0
2

= Sheet Oakey's " Strong 2 -in. glass
paper

..

'e 1 L.T. battery 6 volt.
H.T. battery 66 volt ..
..
Pair high resistance telephones
2 inductance coils, aerial coil No. 35

150

15

.

or 50, reaction coil No. 50 or '75
plug-in, each 5'6 (max.)

d. =
6
6E

0

o

E

6E
2
6=
0=
0

0 =-

3=
9
0

4E
0=
0E
0

0 11 0
97

1

9

5111111111111111111111111111111111111111111filltfill111111111111111111111111:i-:

and with values as Stated.

is made 4 in. froin each earl of one of the
longer sides in each of the four pieces. A
line is now drawn froteettch of the eight
marks made to the corresponding and not
diagonally opposite corner, thus cutting
off one of the right-angle corners. The
ends are mitred and the case is then glued
and pinned; taking care to .keep the pin:
well .away from the corners: 'The appear -

mice of the ease is very much improved by'rolling off the corners to a large radius bend.

A Spoke -shave or file will get most of the
sharp corners reduced. A' piece of coarse
(Con/int/fa' en.

7c41.1

variety, should be well

matted on both sides.

out.. In the lay -out of
the panel, which
measures 8 in. square,
two variable condensers are arranged in line

towards the front edge
of the panel. Behind
the condensers a filaresistance is
ment,
placed on the left and

a good quality glass-

encloSed crystal detec-

tor on the right.. In
the set constructed a
Burndept - detector is
employed, being removed from . its lase
for mounting to the

Fig. f2.

A view of the

derside of the papal
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A ONE -VALVE
REFLEX RECEIVER.
(Continued from page 765.)

glass paper known as Oakey's " Strong 2 "
is hell as illustrated in Fig. 3, for obtaining
a clean curve round each corner. A strong
sweeping motion is required covering the
entire corner from each -of the flat sides.
Square fillets of wood are tacked into the
top edges of the case to form supports for
the panel, to which the latter is subsequently
screwed.

The Panel Lay -out.

A dimensioned 'lay -out for the panel is

given in Fig. 4. From the previous description of the arrangement of the components,

there should be little difficulty in fixing
them correctly in position. In the panel

lay -out the position of the low -frequency
transformer is given in dotted lines. It is
bolted to the underside of the Panel, more
or less under the crystal detector. With the
--exception of the two -coil holder, all the
components are secured to the panel, so that

variable condenser to the right, when the

_panel is turned upside doWn for wiring. A

the wiring need not be carried out in the

short connection is taken from the aerial
connecting wire to the grid of the valve.
From both these wires two flexible leads
about 12 in. long are soldered for connec-

-restricted space inside the case.

Wiring is carried out with s in. tinned

wire.-The -- panel is- placed upSide down

on the top of the case during the wiring
stages, which gives it a firm support and
prevents possible damage to the crystal
detector and the control knobs of the
set. The four connecting wires to the

tion to the fixed coil of the two -coil holder,

which, as illustrated, is screwed to the
inside left side of the case. The 'aerial
circuit is thus completed.

A lead joining one of the terminals of the
secondary winding of the L.F. transformer
joins the earth wire. The other side of the
secondary winding connects --td , the low-

coil holder arc flexible insulated leads,

electric lighting flex being very suitable.

The circuit diagram is given in Fig. 5.

Particular care shOuld be given to the wiring,
as the circuit is rather confusing. Aerial

tension negative terminal.. A -fixed

and earth terminals are connected to the

con.

denser of .0003 mfd. capacity is wired across

the secondary

of.

the transformer. -The

positive terninial, to. which.,
high-tension negative .alse :connects, joins. .low-tension

direct to. one of the filament sockets 9t.the
valve -holder.
The high-tension positive
terminal joing--to the telephone terminals,
The wiring.- eiactly at this stage, :is illustrated in:Fig.. 2.

Final FIiitng Connections.
One of the primary terminals of the trans-,

former connects to the other side of the
telephones,- one side of the telephone
denser of
mfd. capacity, and then
direct to one side of the anode coil and condenser. The other primary terminal of the

transformer joins one side of the crystal
detector.

The wiring of the crystal detector

is completed by joining its remaining ter-,
minal to the anode of the valve and to thO

cr.?k

sides of the anode coil and condenser at

13/

t4-4-6-r_.4

"
3 fre

.4-1"

04
-G-G-

Alb

1

I

L.f:TRAN.5.°:
(UNDER

PANEL) .....1

CRYSTAL
DETECTOR

'RI

FILAMENT
RESISTANCE

-----1-

8"

-4

84

pe°

A.ND.:

COT

.1"_.4.

r___T.,....
-0-

2

< 11 )

.

21/24

through the filament resistance and the

TUNED
ANODE
COND.'
0

of the variable condensers.

1,i,
1

telephone condenser to the other side of the
telephone terminals. Holes are drilled
through the sides of the case to which the
coil -holder is attached, the connecting wires
passing through these holes. The fixed

condensers are attached to the end plates

4- 1/4
I

Preparing the case.

present unattached. The circuit is coin-.
pleted. by finishing the low-tension circuit

.,,,

f

Fig. 3.

FiG.4

No interaction

was experienced from the condensers in
these positions, but should the set appear
unstable, they may be set at right angles
to the end plates.
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The two great names behind
the Valve in the Purple Box
Since the first days of wireless the name MARCONI has been
identified with every forward achievement. That unique know-

ledge has been added to the vast experience of the OsRAM
manufacturing organisation. To these combined efforts in
research and valve production is largely due the presentday development of wireless as a pastime for the million.

VALVE
ARCONI
e.MADE AT THE osRAN LAMP WORK=)
Sold by Wireless and Electrical Dealers, Stores, etc.
Read the authoritative wireless work, The

Book of M 0 V. Get a copy from your
Dealer, or write to the M.O. Valve Co., Ltd.,
Brook Green, Hammersmith, London, W.6.

Get the Valve in the Purple Box
Announcement of the M.O. Valve Company, Ltd.

Popular Wirels. and Wireless Review, November 29th; 4124.
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HELLO! HELLO!!. "UNCLE TOM" CALLING=
"Uncle Tom," Newcastle's First Station Director, Calling
The Pioneers of Cheap Prices in the North and the only Firm in Great Britain with actual Broadcasting Experience
INSULATING TAPE, per box, 6d.
KNOBS. -2 B.A. bushed li-in. dia., 2d.; 2
B.A.. td.; 4 B.A. bushed 1 -in. dia., 'lid.
LOUD SPEAKERS.-Arnplion Junior, 27/6;
T.M.C. (Copper Horn), 57/6; Baby Sterling, 55/-;
Sterling (Black and Gold), 60/-; Claritone
Junior, 55/-; Claritone Senior, 115/-; Sparta

RESISTANCES

(VARIABLE). - Woodhall,

100,000 ohms, mounted on Ebonite, 2/9; Allen,
50,000 to 100,000, 2/-; Lissen, 50,000 to 100,000,
2/6; Watmel, 50,000 to 100,000, 3/6.

TERMINAL TAGS for connecting Aerial. Wire

to Earth Wire; per pair, 1A,

TRANSFORMERS (Low Frequency). -General
Radio Co., 15/-; Powquip "Bucks " for Reflex
RUBBER -'PHONE EAR CAPS.-" Sorbo," per Cit'cnits, 12/-; Powquip Shrouded, 18/6; Burn pair, 1/6.
dent Cheap -Type, 15/-; Lissen T.2, 16/6; Lissen
SCALES. -Halt
T.3, 25/- Silvertown,- 21/-; Igranic, 21/-; Fullet70-180R, 2d.; complete
(Pullers), 05/-; and many other makes kept in circle, MP,' black or White, 4id.
Shrouded, 22/-; R.I., new type,: 25/-rTureka
stock.
STAPLES' (insulated).--Per doz., 3d.
Concert Grand (the finest trUtOariner made);'-_
LEADING -IN TUBES. -6 -in., Sd.; 9 -in., 10d.;
STAPLES (Tin). ---Per doz:, 3d.
W., Eureka 2nd stage, 22/6.
12 -in., 1/-.
SLIDERS AND PLUNGERS, 3d.; G.W. type.
TINFOIL,Per sheet, -6d.
NUTS. -4 B.A., 2d, doz.; 2 B.A., 2d. doz.
very efficient, 9d.
TRANSFERS,-" Easie-fix
" Aerial,
Earth
NAME TABS. -Circular with hole for fixing
SHELLAC.-4er: hot., 5d., 7d. and 10d.
'Phones, per set, 2d.; large:sheet of Words and
under terminal, ld.; straight type, id.; strips
SW ITCHES.-S.P.D.T. Miniature panel mount- Scales, 9d.
_
of 12 names, 6d.; Aerial, Earth and 'Phones, ing, 1/.; D.P.D.T.. Miniature for mounting, 1/6.
VARIOMETERS.-Small
Brown;
excejlent
id.; Pointers, -d.
SW ITCHES
(EARTH
AND
AERIAL). - value, 1/11; L. Variorneter; 2/6:;.'1, Variometer
'PHON ES.--Sket a phones,
16/6;
The
New Mounted on Ebonite, S.P.D.T., 1/3 and 1/9; with Bail Rotor, 3/6; El3onite-,Varionietor9 with
T.31.0, ti ozs.; 22/6; Brown's FeathelkWeight, D.P.D.T., 3/3. - (Above fitted with Terminals.)
Knob, 4/3, 4/11 and 5/6. Igranie and Sterling
25/- Sterling, 25/-; G.E.C., 25/-; B.T.R., 25/-;
SYSTOFLEX.-Per yard, 4d.
always in stock.
Western Electric, 25/-; Claritone, 25/-; Siemens,
SPRING WASHERS. -(Copper), per doz., Ed.
VALVES. -Thorpe K:4 for Unidyne circuit,
251-. All 4,000 ohms.
SW ITCHES for Flush Panel mounting, .1/11;
17/6; Cossor, B.T.H., Marconi R., Marconi R.5V
SINGLE EAR 'PHONES. -2,000 ohms, 6/6; 4,000 Switches, round, (Togle), 2/-.
Mullard-Ora, Ediswan, Myers, all at 12/6.
ohms, 7/6.
SW ITCH ARMS. -Best quality, 10d.; second
GULL EMITTER VALVEi.-Marconi D.E.R.,_
PULLEYS. -Aerial, 6d. and Sd.
quality, 6d.
21/-; Ediswan A R D.F, 21!-.
POTENTIOMETERS. -Special line, 416; T.C.Bil
TERMINALS. -Small fancy, ld.; small W.O.,
VALVES, DULL EtelITTER, .06. -Marconi
5/-; Igranic, 7/-; Lissen, 12/6.
Id.; large W.O., lid. Telephone, 11.d.; Nickelled,
25/-; B.T.11:. 11.5; 251.; Edis1van A.R.,
'PHONE PLUGS.-G.E.C., 2 pin, 1/8.
2d. (All above complete with nut and washer.) 25/-; B.T.H. 6 Volt Power Valve B.4, 35/-.;
ROTORS. -Wood, 2 -1 -in., 1/-; Ebonite, 21 -in., Red and black Terminals, per pair, 1/-; Screw - Milliard and F.A.I., 35/-.
1/9.
Spade Terminals, each, td.; screw pins, each,
VOLT 'dvIETERS, 0 to 15 Volts, 51-; double
ROTORS AND STATORS. -2 Stators and 1 Id.; " Clix 5' Terminals, complete, 4d.
reading, ^040, 0-100 volts, 12/,
..
: ,
Rotor, complete set 3/..
VALVE HOLDERS. -With 8 nuts and. washers,
RESISTANCES
(F I XED).-Mullard,
100,000 Valves and High Tension Batteries sent through Sd.; 5 Leg Valve Holders for K.4 -Valves,- 1/3;.
ohms, 2/6. (Clips for above 9d, per pair.)
post at purchaser's risk only and are not re- Valve Holders for Flush Panel Mounting, 8d. set.
turnable. Price Lists Free.
Mail orders dispatched same day.
All Mail Orders to be sent to Head Office
Business Hours - - - 9 to 8 daily.
Please send ample postage. Excess will
and Stores: ...,,, , '
be returned.
GA.LLOWGATE, NEWCASTLE41N,TYNE
TX:LAMM ST-Y7PIPLIM3a.
-

.

-

.

.

.

1

.

.

"UNCLE TOM " PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD., CALLOWCATE NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE
Telephone : 3804 CENTRAL
Call Signs : 6 I R.' 6 K W.
1 0 , QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LEEDS.
Phone: 22267 Leeds.
OS,

Camden Street, North Shields.

Russell -Street & Ocean Road, South Shields.

-

Roker Avenue, Sunderland.

II Now open at CASTLE ST., BELFAST & STONEY ST., NOTTINGHAM.
wog.

ENS,
"IT'S QUALITY THAT DOES IT."

(CS

C" -S
\ \\\X

unproverpont in reception

"41

rtz.5;

Type

tEsSii;

B.C.

packed with Stalloy

iron, the British -made U.S.
Transformer produces maximum ntag,nification without
trace of distortion. Ratio
guaranteed 5 :
The large, accessible termi-

togs

the absence of bolts
through the core, the re-

t

rkszil

by the

t

vggit

nals,

highly spoken
technical press.

of

Remember -it's British !

et

PRI"

1

I,

'Phone: Lee Green 2404.

Transformer

B.C. RHEOSTATS, as above
each 1 / 6
CHELMSFORD COIL, guaranteed
each 100.
BASKET COILS, Set of 6, 119 ; Sever,
21 COIL MOUNT. superb finish
each 1 / 2
2 -WAY COIL HOLDER
each 2/6
H.F. TRANSFORMERS, any iv.d. up to 5,000,
each 219
LEAD-IN INSULATORS, 6", 6d.; 9", 71d.:
each 1/2
12"
WAXLESS COILS, 150 / 1,000 ms., set of 4, 118;
150 /1,800 set of 6
216
C. & S. D. E. VALVES. 2 v. 0.2 a. GUARANTEED

IF404.111

resil

tego

cr.

711

tlE-

each 12/1f-;
15/N. SWITCHES, nickelled, D.P.D.T.,
each 90.
S,P.D.T
ENCL. DETECTORS, mtd. on ebonite each 1/ each 90.
FIXED CONDENSERS
per pair 11UNIDYNE. COIL.,
each 1/6
"CEONESSE " CRYSTAL, boxed

LARGE D.P.D.T. SWITCH,
( rta.`111

0 EACH

U.S. RADIO CO., LTD.,
155, High Street,
Lewisham, S.E.13,

each.

ACS,.

.

'WOUND by experts and

markable fullness and purity
of tone produced have been

1/6
,=fragi,

wt.*

MAGNIFICATION WITHOUT DISTORTION

UPEFt

4rsl

tip-top

quality,
each 2: -

OLDHAM ACCUMULATORS, at List Prices.
ATTRACTIVE TERMS TO TRADE.

CRAIK & SMITH,
E.C.1.
Allen Street, Lonclo.a,

'Phone: Clerhenwell 7346.

wASI. C.:3v

-1)

rE24

IMS.111
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SUPERADIO SONGSTER
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THE MIGHTYATOM
Arra:mph of Science

LOUD SPEAKER
1216
Post 11- extra.

Standing
11

in. high

and of 2,000
ohms resistance.
BRIT SH MADE

The " Songster " is equal ini, appearance and .
performance to many Lour Speakers selling at
more than double the price.
'Orders executed in strict rotation.
Write pt;ppriiplete list of "Superadio Products."
.

113:111E ENQUIRIES SOLICITED.

SUPERLAMP, LIMITED,
197, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.
13ALR-emmx:

alibi DUPLEX

eit

RADIO 0

AlAle-t4

BASKET
COILS.

The most
inductance coil
efficient

made for

short waves,

Vide the Press.

mounted on

standard
piugs.No wax
or varnish
used.

25
35

1
1

50

2
2
2
3

75
100
150
175
200

Mounted with
Re -action Reverse
Switch.

Mounted

Number

'

3
3

6
9
0
3
9

"THE CRYSTAL THAT MADE WIRELESS HISTORY."

3
3

0

9

3

1
1
1

0
3

9
4 3
4 6
5 0
5 3
3

'

9

Postage: 3d. each.

Dismounted. Number

0

3 6

0
6

2 L 0 HEARD IN SPAIN,

9
2 3
2 6
2 9
3 0

25
35
50
75
100
-150
175

200

Set of eight coils post free.

Four dealer cannot sup ply we send post free if you mention his name and address,

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a,. PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Terra.

LIST FREE.

'Phone: North 3o51

" ISFAHAN NESFA JAHAN "
Persian Proverb

THE MIGHTY ATOM IS THE CRYSTAL OF THE UNIVERSE.
o

Every crystal guaranteed tested and packed in sealed
box with a special cat's -whisker in tube, tweezers and
directions.

ALL

OBTAINABLE FROM
WIRELESS DEALERS.
0

19

0

Or Post-Fre from

BRITAIN'S BEST CRYSTAL LTD.,
234-5, Salisbury House, London Wall,- -London,

Mir
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VISIT OUR EXHIBIT...

IL NATIONAL"

SUPER CRYSTAL

STAND 48 ----

COMBINATION

BRITISH

WIRELESS EXHIBITION
WHITE CITY, Nov. 15 to 29,

And see all Finston specialities assembled:

give life to your

,111. ,40-4111,4111,V.4,,,

I

SET !
FINSTON FIXED CONDENSERS
are symbolic of Stonehenge because of the everlasting

qualities 'which serve to make them immune from trouble
in the most exacting and protracted use. They stand the
test of time.
FEATURES:

Increase your range and get more
"volume with the.-.

NATIONAL SUPER

Reliability of

CRYSTAL COMBINA:TION.

Di -electric.

Another glowing tribute (unsolicited): froth an Eistbunded user:

Copper Foil.

"Dear Sirs,

Capacity. Finest
grade ruby Mica

Highest quality

Adapted for
Terminal or
soldered connections.

to .0005, price 1/3 each

CAPACITIES. '001
.002 to .006, price 2/- each

Chipping Norton. -.

.May I express to' you my. great satisfaction at the way

your Crystal performs.

I am roughly 50 miles from ''Birmingham,
and receive that Station nightly, and can frequently hear London,
Cardiff and Manchester. After my experience with the so-called
.Crystals -An the IL& Wireless Section during the late War, I
am astounded at the strength and clearness of the signals your
Set receites."
Signed

;:

°

Scrap the "duds"

FINSTON .STANDARD
sVARIOMETER

-buy the "goods"

Ebonite stator, high - grade

We claim that the National Super Crystal Combination is

the world's best-that there is nothing to equal it for life
and sensitivity. Users know this alreadyand if you do

ebonite moulding rotor en-

not find it so, we will at once refund your motMy.
the National today-prove it to -night.

graved dial and knob.

Price 5/6

From all Wireless Stores, or direct for

Refuse substitutes-they are inferior.

Buy

1/9
Post 2d.

FINSTON SQUARE

IMPORTANT NOTICE

LAW CONDENSERS

Owing to the enormous expansion of our business, we have
been compelled to seek new premises offering more room
for factory extensions, therefore kindly note our

Aluminium top and bottom
plates,

high - grade

ebonite

composition knob and dial,

cleanly engraved 0--I So. Vanes

98 per cent, pure aluminium.
.00r
.00075
.0005

- 9/- 8/6
- 8/-

.0003 -

7/6

.000i - 6/6
.00005 - 61 -

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.,
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2.
3

be

addressed) we have equipped a complete General Service
Department, Repair and Accessory Department, and
Accumulator Charging Station.

ALL RADIO COMPONENTS ALWAYS IN STOCK.

If your local dealer cannot supply Finston,components send
your order to us together with his name and address

Bard

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
At these new works (to which all letters should

335 -

NATIONAL WIRELESS

AND ELECTRIC CO.,

42, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1.
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Nnne of the artistes who have- given you .pleasure when listening in.
THERE is altaayf a certain fascination
- about anniversary

days, and it is

not always easy to frame a really

appropriate prOgramme; For Armistice
Day it was only natural that military and

by the fact that all the artiste's taking part
had seen active: service, many Were severely

wounded, and the decorations included a
D.COL, MC.,- and M.M. The orchestra

impressive music should occupy a pre-

-was, as usual, finely conducted by Captain
Featherstone, M.V.O. Few musicians have

minent place in programmes of all stations.

had :wider --experience.

2 L 0 included that, fine work of Sir

Edward Elgar, " For the Fallen," and other
- Memoriam"
items were Sullivan's
and " A Shropshire Lad " by George
Butterworth, a brilliant yOung English
' composer who lost his own life in the we.r.

Later in the evening the scheint included selections from a revue entitled
Domheim Days," written by that versatile. musician, " singer and composer,
too," -Robert :Chignell. This was written

for the Army of Occupation at Cologne, and
first produced at ColOgne Opera House by
the composer, himself. a Concluding with

that highly popidar conceit party, " The
Roosters," they drily hatched out some of
the best of their army reminiscences.
At Other Stations.

Belfast framed a, scheme Which corn;
:prised " Memories, a Tribute, and a Celebration." For this two well-known artistes,
Miss Grace Ivell and Miss Vivian Worth,
were engaged.
Both these

artistes are exceedingly
popular with broadcasting audiences, and

will be remembered not only for their
several performances at all stations, but
for the part they
took when John
Henry inaugurated

own studio.
Both have won
their laurels indivihis

dually, and have

appeared at the
Alhainbra, Queen's
H a 11, Palladium

and other big concert halls.
Miss

Miss Grace Ivell, M.B.E.

Ivell's ap-

pearance on Armi-

stice Day was a particularly appropriate
choice, for she did great work during the
war, winning thereby the Order of M.B.E.
_ She was in Miss Lena Ashwell's first concert

With'.over. thirty-five years' army service,
twenty-two of winch
-

were spent abroad,
in Malta, Singapore
and India, as a aoldier-musician in the
First Battalion of

the Buffs, the 2nd

Royal Irish Rifles

and the 2nd King's
Shropshire

Famous orchestras have been heard,
perhaps one might say, as
they have been relayed from the halls
Vicariously,

The Halle Orchestra, from Manchester,

was an object lesson in itself for sheer
artistry. of playing. Probably no other
orchestra. hiCEngland has such -a reputation

to uphold as this body of over seventy

picked players, and conduCted now - by,
Mr. Hamilton Harty. It made its first
appearance in 1857 at the Art Treasures.
Exhibition in Manchester, and was formed'
by Sir Charles (then Mr.) Halle whose Wife,
by the way, was the famous violinist Norma- Neruda. The success" was due to Sir
Charles, and though it has toured all parts

of the country, even being heard in the
Queen's Hall as recently as last week, its
headquarters is at Manchester, and it has
played a .vitally important part in the
musical history of this country.

From its incep-

tion two note-

worthy features
have made the work

of the organisation
the personnel of the players and the compositions performed.

cruited from the
finest virtuosi play-

ers, the latter are works of the highest
musical calibre. Sir Capt. Featherstone, M,V.O

singing. the, couple joined issues and have
certainly " made good."
Bournemouth, always to be relied upon

self was not only a great conductor, but
one of the greatest pianists of his day
and appeared in this capacity 'in no less

Recognising their mutual value in duet

for the best, added an appropriate touch.

Charles Halle him-

than 369 conceits.

°vertu; .

Symphony.

Third came the City of Birmingame

Symphony Orchestra, conducted by

Landon Ronald, with Beatrice liar,''

Si

as solo 'cellist in the Haydn Concerto.
:Old Times " Programmes.

Though there is much to be said again -

too many 5.13. programmes, thanks a a
due to 2 L Q for two recent programmes
the " Old Times " and the performance
" La Cigale." Many years hire flow(
beneath the Bridge of Time since we laugh

and cheered genial 'Gene Stratton, wenr.

over the sticks " with Joe Elvin, and

laughed with "Our Marie" and that nangh

Johnny Jones next
door, and to many
of its

the " years

the visfa: of those

.

just after the war.

Cathedral,

Beetheven's " Coriolanus

A Famons Orchestra c

The former are re-

Paul's

.

" Les Pieludes " of Liszt, and a Brahms

that the locust bath.

Items at Bournemouth:

and came into contact with Miss Ivell,
when joining with her in a quartet at St.

as

instead of taking part in the actual studios,
but none the worse " for a,' that."

fa,mous,

scholarship of the Royal College of Music,

Light

Infantry, he has
certainly had his
share of military
Miss Vivian Worth.
work, serving also
right through the Great War.

party to go abroad to the troops, and worked
hard in France, Malta, Italy, Egypt,
Palestine and in Germany.

Miss Worth is a winner of the open

-

Equally important from the artist
standpoint was the relaying of the Phdharinonic Soeiety's concert at Licerpc
The orchestra, conducted by the tam
Felix Wehagartner, presented such wot

eaten" -:present

more pi:east-ire than

to come.
Even youth loves
to shrug its Shoulders .at the " piffle "

we elders used to
enjoy,

forgetting

their own " Jazz "
Mr,- Herbert 'Fryer.
311:shinyan d
1,
shakes, etc. So 011(` -and -all owe a (lett
of

thanks to -Ray Wallace, Jaye Kayd

inimitable, as Dan Leno, -Frank Woods.

and CharleS Coborn.

.

But one

woulaQ:

like to ask clear old Charlie fer-Irce tts
something else from his :wide. repertoire

than the famous " Monte Carlo Welly'sand " Two Lovely Black Eyes," even if
sung in umpteen different languages.

As for " La Cigale," did every band and
concert resound with "'In Old 'Madrid ?
TO quote the Vicar of. Mirth._ Mr. Vivian
Foster, " Yes, I think so."
An Eminent Pianist,

On the high -brow side we have had two
notable players, one no less than the
eminent pianist Herbert Fryer, whose
recitals took place at Wigmore Hall last
week. Mr. Fryer made 'his first broadcast
appearance at 21 0 on March 28th,
playing with the Light Symphony Orchestra
under Mr. Percy Pitt. Last week he broad-

cast again from the same station,

A

student of the Royal Academy and Royal
College of Music, finally he studied with
Busoni, and made his first public appear-

ance at Steinway Hall in London at the:
age of twenty-one, Since then he has had
great success,
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LISTENING -IN TO ZR 3
.

.

RADIO AND A GIANT AIRSHIP.
+

By G. H. DALY.

is passing over the coast at Bordeaux
bound " West," as the Crmarders say

iv hen they are gob E to New York.

Every now and then I can hear the high-tehed note of her wireless transmitter as
informs the various land stations of her

yeiition, and it brings back to nie very
:vidly the time when I, too, switched on the

mwer and tapped out a message from an
in the far-off days of the war:::
Fortunately, the weather is lavourale.
ording to the last weather report from
Valencia wireless station, an anti -cyclone

spreading over England and 'France, so
t the operator of the ZR 3 is having a
dm time of it-so far.
Flying in an airship during fine weather
gives one a feeling Of exhilaration seldoM

hundred feet or so away from the wireless
cabin.
Early wireless dayS on aeroplanes. wow._
Very- sin -filar to these on airships, only the.'
-.

former, in most cases, had more powerful
transmitters and seldom used receivers. On
- seaplanes the Rouzet transmitter u -as the

and rotary spark gap driven by a belt-tWe

little tramp Aatilet's dining into the heavy
seas down bglafw .

-

faifvitrite typeeand. consisted of a generator

-84. Or 1.-49-0

AS I write this the giant airship ZR 3

multi-engined machines, whereas on airships
the nearest engine godalae may be a
.

+

1924.

'

-

Talking ple-aerials reminds me - of my
first trip in air airship, whioh,took place in the
early days of
war on a `-bliinp," as they
were somewhat irreverently Tailed:
I may say right away thateI did: -not enjoy
the experience. In the first plac'e, the aerial,
which had to be Unwound from a large reel like,

a fishing rod, became, entngled and Wouldn't.
unwind. Eventually, however, I managed to

disentangle it, but only to find that the -

from the engine.
.
Thunderstorm Panger
This set had a big fat spark at- the rotary
gap, of- which I-was.veryeproud, when I feral
went Up,
the pilot told me casual-

that every- time I= -transmitted NV -a

be my last as- well as' his,. owing to` the
possibility of the spark- igniting any stray
petrol vapour and settingfire to the machine.
I restricted my sending to a minimum after

that.

crystal of the Lefroy- receiver had gone off.

- To return to the ZR 3. Through the -port
I can see that there is a bank of .fog doming

which, if I'remember correctly; as knocking

possibly be using her wirelesS to
:a
bearing or position from some. Ian tation.

Finding a point On a- crystal amidst the
chronic vibration of the airship. engine,

up, and if the ZR 3 runs into it. she will

:xperienced on Mother Earth, or in the

prosaic wireless cabin

in which I sere'
listening to the ZR 3. For I am also hound
' West " on the sea below.
The Trailing Aerial.

Flying in bad weather, bowel*, .. is.: is
liffercub story. The -first the operator-kilo:Ws
bout it is a sudden -blimp, which causes -the
vessel to heel over and, maybe, to drol-i'like --

a stone for a considerable number of feet ---e

when the pit of one's stomach evinces a

keen desire to touch the roil of one's mouth.
Then the fun begins. Any loose articles,
such as signal books or telegraph padS, slide

-

_gracefully off the minute operating bench
t some inaccessible corner. To preserve
into

your balance it is necessary to hang on like
grini death to the -sides 'of the vessel, and
you wonder vaguely why -you -ever took on
this.s.Ortof.jobstill more so if the accumuiaters.happen to break loose.
In the Middle of it all a message comes
through which nintst be got away at once.
()wing to. -the movement- of -the ship your

sending is anything but readable, and the

operators -.On- the ground stations . wonder
why. they employ such rotten telegraphists
on those airships,
Suddenly you nOtice that the. transmitter

does -not appear to be radiating properly,

The. giant German -made airship ZR 2.

badly, was anything but a .simple matter.
More by luek. than judgment, I found a new
point, . and .:-proceeded to call up the base
wireless stations, and received nothing.
Evidently there was still something wrong,

although I was prepared to swear that the.
complete installation was perfect when I left
the ground.

In those days, of course, valves had not
been heard of, except experimentally, and
even the standard TO and TB crystal receiver

were only just about to make their debut
into the air.
All amplification of signals was accomplished by means of Brown relays, which
were then carried in the cockpit, until at a
later date some genius suggested slinging

the. aerial ammeter is hardly reading at All.
Anxiously you -open a panel- in the deck at
your feet and lookout beneath the airship.

them in the tail, where they were subjected, to
less vibration but were quite inaccessible.

500 -feet below.

containing the relays for a considerable time,
I eventually did hear signals from the base.

Yes, the aerial is still there,. trailing some
Presently the trouble is located.- The clip
which makes contact with the - aerial and
your transmitter has jerked loose, This is
tightened, - and-oh joy !-up goes the
needle of the aerial ammeter as you gingerly
press the Morse key.
By -the angle of the ship you can tell that
she is now ascending. The commander is
evidently taking her to a higher altitude to
avoid the
'Cp and up she goes, until
presently the movement of the airship
becomes easier,- and the bad Weather has
teen kit behind. The airship is now on a
level keel again, flying steadily along while

tile gale has its revenge on some dogged

After thumping and knocking the box

And no wonder, for, en looking over the
side, I found we were right over' the base
wireless station, having returned owing to
engine trouble. I had been too busy before to

glance at anything except the wireless set.
In those days the wireless gear was jammed

right up against the airship engine, and
induction from the magnetos was a constant

source of trouble. But in a modern airship
like the ZR 3 the wireless cabin is quite a
commodious place, and situated as far away
from the engine as possible. In this respect

airships have a decided advantage over
aeroplanes, for in the ratter the wireless

set must always be near the engine, even in

l'ahant ,(FFIJ) is 'her nearest D.F, station,
but if she is too far out to sea one of the
Cunarders or White Star boats, some of

which are equipped with direction -finding
gear, will give her a bearing. At the moment
there are a number of them at sea, including
the "Aquitania," "Laconia," and "Adriatic."

Apart from the work - of maintaining
communication with land, and obtaining
bearings and positions, the wireless set on an

airship is also useful for ascertaining the

approach of a thunderstorm, which is a constant source- of danger to aircraft. If,
for instance, the aircraft operator hears bad

atmospherics in the 'phones 'steadily increasing he knows that a thunderstorm is
approaching, and if the vessel has a frame
aerial he can ascertain. the direction from
which the storm is coming, so that the
commander can avoid the storm.
S.O.S.

If the ship does happen to pass through
the storm it is usually necessary to wind in
the aerial, which will otherwise become
heavily charged. The body of the airship,
which acts as the earth, will also become

charged, and so there is a possibility of
sparking taking place which may ignite

either the hydrogen gas or petrol vapour.
However, if anything does happen, there
is always the wireless, with its magic S.O.S.,
which will cause every operator within
range, whether he. be in the mighty
-

" Leviathan " -Or on the grimy Mary Ann '
(from Cardiff to Pernam with coals), to rush

their shins to the assistance if reouired
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SIDELIGHTS.. ON WIRELESS
ARTICLE FOR EVERY READER.

Al

GREAT..

WIRELESS.
AND SMALL
IN
J. H,
By Dr.

ROBERT, FInst.P.

(Staff "Con,sallant; ".1?6.13alal" TVialess.")

will find a -mutual interest' in this article by Dr. Roberts, which is published
most aptly under the heading of " Sidelights= on Wireless."

Technical and non -technical readers of "

AU- Jou- ever. refle*d on the great
diversity .in- the Magnitudes dif the

various .factors which go to -the
working of a Wireless set
If not, you will

probably be surprised to find that they
range, one would almost say, from the

infinitely small to the; infinitely great.
Stippose, for example, ,you turn- voce
-

attention to the diaffinagin of one of the
-headplottes.

You

are,

of

course, at; ari,

change in .the mode. of Vibration of the
diaphragm

It is the vibration in different modes
whiQh gives rise /0 the extra or harmonic
Yibraticuts known as': overtones," and it is
largely upon the selection of overtones,
and their relative intensities, that the ear
ffidges of the " quality- of the sound ;
for exaiiiple, whether it is the sound of a
human voice, or a violin, and so on.
You know', there is not the slightest
difficulty in distinguishing the Crtifility of a

sound as reproduced in the telephone and
this snews you how extraordinarily acute
is

the ear in detect*, and interpreting.

differences in the mode -of
diaphragm.

ffiration of the

An Analogy.

To return to the question of the extent
or aniplitude of the vibrations, it has been
calculated that when a headphone is connected to a crystal receiver, under ordinary
lions,. the centre of the diaphragm,k
fie: telephone moves to and fro- throlVe-a
distance probably much less than one
hundred -millionth of an inch.

it is difficult to form any conception of

what is meant -by such_ small distance, but

:gore sort of idea may be arrived at in the
Suppose a sheet: of ordinary
paper, sue -h as that which you Itold in your
hand, is of such thickness that one hundred
following way',

tiers is the photo of a common house fly. Dr. Whitney
of America, worked out the amount of power received

sheets make up an inch ; evidently the
thickness of one sheet will be about one

hundredth of an inch. If then, von colt
take a razor and split a single -la t '
wise into a hundred sheets. then la

those sheets and split it edgew.i-e rut

another hundred sheets, and then take on,
of those and split into another Lou,"
sheets-one of the final sheets would I
a thickness of about one
of an inch.
The Unman Ear.

And this is the thickness 1:f the spitit
through which the diaphragm of your
headphone is vibrating furter ordinai.eonditions !

Of course, althooyli this

is

the sort v/

.ffinplitiode which produces ono -ell

lv

sOlffiffsensations, the ear eau actually per nave the sound when the amplitude of the,

vffiratory motion of the ear front is only
about one millionth of this amount, Experinuints have been made upon the minimum amplitude necessary for liiinun t a id

and whilst the figure yark,s with

different individnalS, it has been found rhat

the ear can detect a Vibratory motion of
something

like

one -millionth

oi

millionth of an inch. (To visualise tins,
imagine taking your sheet of paper and
splitting it into two hundred parts, as
already Mentioned, repeating the over:dim,
iiVe times altogether !)
There is _good -reason,- to believe that
many animals have hearitig'VlliCh'iS Lit(1-01
(00it(iii://Ci/

111.(fe::. 774.)

by a small loop aerial in San Francisco from New
York, and found that the energy expended by a house
fly in walking one inch up a vertical wall was equal
to that which would be received by such a loop aerial
during a period of 35 years, and --

that when the diaphragm is emitting a

sound it is in a state of vibratory motion ;
this motion is imparted by the diaphragm to

the air and in turn sets in motion the dia-

phragm or " drum " of the ear, such
motion being finally perceived by the

auditory nerve as the sensation of sound.
Modes of Vibration.

But if you examine the diaphragm of the -

headphone you will be quite unable to
observe; by the eye, that there is any motion taking place. This is partly because
the rapidity of the vibrations is somewhat
too great for visual observation, but more
particularly because the extent, or " ampli-

tude" of the vibrations, as it is more

properly called, is of an extremely low
order of magnitude. How small the

motion is we shall he able to consider
presently.
An even more remarkable observation in

this connection is that not only does the
ear perceive motions of the diaphragm

which are utterly beyond the power of,

night. but it is readily- aware of the smallest

-here is' a photo of a huge generator for supplying the power which, when applied to the radio trans
lit
mitten. rroducps a result which makes a giant wireless station appear a weakling when compared to a house

-
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million gas moleenlei present in every
cubic centimetre of the " evacuated " space.

SIDELIGHTS ON
-

WIRELESS.
(Continued from page '773.)

_- ore sensitive than that of human beings, so

tilat one cannot but marvel at the extrac.ciliary delicacy of the ear considered as
acoustical detecting instrument.

The power received by an aerial under

fdinary conditions is also of amazing
enaliness. It is a matter of common

i mark that the energy received by the

-erial is very small, but just how extremely
Mail it is would hardly be realised without
he aid of a simple calculation. It is etwiy
show -that the power received, even by a
-ood outdoor antenna, is usually consider._ Wly. less than one -millionth of one million
one horse -power, and it has been esti-

knows that electromagnetic distitrbances
in free ether are .propagated with the very
This is, of. course, a small fraction of the great velocity of about 186,000 miles per
number- which, would be present .at atmosecond, or sufficient to travel round the
spheric -pressiire. 'e -At the latter -pressure. earth about. 74; times per second. This
there are something like ten. million- million - speed is a standard quantity in Pliysicl`s,
million per cubic centimetre, .and each
and is more usually referred to as the
molecule in rushing about makes about ten -- " velocity of light'
thousand million collisions per second with'.
There are many reasons for believinc,
its neighbouring ' molecules. So. you see - that. it is impossible for anything in the
that a molecule of . a gas under ordinary -f': .physical universe to move with a velocity
conditions. hassa pretty rough time.

In a wireless valve, ,.however, although

eiceeding the velocity eof light. If aliodv

could be projected witheMlocityAleach-

there. are still a very large number of - ing the velocity of light-, the maSw-of 'the
molecules .present, the- number of collisions
between_ tlithn which is what really matters

body would be considerably increased: and

it can be shown that If the velocity of the

led., in popular language, to be an ex-

Auely small fraction of a " fly power."

iergy Collected on Aerials.
Pr, -Whitney, of .the General Electric Co.,

of America, recently made a calculation of
the amount of power received by a small
loop aerial in San Francisco frpm a brdadcast station in New_ York. He found that
the energy expended by a house -fly in walk-

ing one inch up, a vertical wall was equal
to that which would be received by such
an aerial during a period of 35 years !
In a valve set this power received from
the aerial merely has a " trigger " action
in liberating the energy supplied locally by
the 11.T. battery. But in a crystal set
the only energy aVailable is that which
is received from the aerial, and although
the crystal requires to be much nearer to a

broadcast station than San Francisco to

New York, so that, it receives a very much

larger amount of energy than that in the

case just considered, nevertheless the energy
upon which it operates is excessively small.

This is the reason why careful attention to
insulation of theSet, and particularly of the
aerial,

is so important a factor- for good

reception on a. crystal set.
The current which passes from a pocket
battery through a flash lamp would ordin-

arily be regarded as a Very small current,
but this is thoitsands of times' as great as
the eurrent which flows in a receiving aerial,

and it has to be considered that before the.
merry ' is eventually conducted into the
headphones,

a large percentage of it has

been lost, whilst after admission to the
'phoneS a further very large percentage is
lost and the energy eventually received

by the ear is an exceedingly small fraction
even of the exceedingly small energy received by the aerial.

Gas in a "Hard" Valve.

If a crystal could be equipped with a
'phone which was a hundred per cent
efficient, that is, such that it converted all
the electrical energy put into it into sound
energy, such a crystal set would probably
rive signals equal to those (using ordinary

Brio Roy, aged 15, of School House, Tipperty, Aberdeenshire, with two of his home-made sets.

from the point of view of producing a
" vacuum ") is very small, or to express
the matter in a more scientific way, the
"mean free path " (that is, the average

distance travelled by a molecule between
successive collisions) may be considerably
larger than the dimensions of the vessel.
When you apply a potential difference
between filament and anode by means of
the high-tension battery, the electrons are
accelerated and eventually attain, as you
are net doubt aware, a high velocity, but
perhaps you would be surprised to know

how high that velocity may be.

'phones-) yielded by a five -valve set.

The
velocity acquired by an electron in moving
through a potential difference of 20 volts,

large, no doubt you fondly imagine that a

for example, is about 1,600 miles per second.

as high as can be commercially obtained,

Facts Concerning Velocity.

To go from the very small to the very

" hard " valve, in which the vacuum is
there is little or no gas remaining within the

bulb, and you will probaby be surprised,
to learn- that there are about a million

Wireless waves provide us with another

subject for wonder, on account of their
enormous velocity.

Probably every reader

body became equal to the velocity of light,
the mass would beconie infinite, so that an
infinite force would be required to produce

any further acceleration (or increase in
speed).

Probably the nearest approach to suck

velocity in the case of moving particles is to be

found in some of the electrons which are projected
from certain radio -active substances, velocities up
to one -tenth of the velocity of light having been
recorded.

The great velocity of wireless waves is responsible
for the interesting fact, which. at _first Sight seems

somewhat paradoxical,- that persons in a concert
sound has reached the ear of a wireless listener
hall may hear the sound of a singer's voice after that
hundreds of miles away:

.

Sound travels at about 1,100 ft. per second, so

that a person sitting in the concert hall 100 ft. from
the singer would receive the sound in about one tenth of a second. 'X microphone 10 ft. away from
the singer would receive the sound in one -hundredth
of a second, and SubSequent transformation, wireless

transmission,, and reproduction of the sound in a
wireless receiver, probably occupies no more than
another hundredth of a second. Thus the wireless

listener hundreds of miles away may hear the singer's
voice in one -fifth or one -tenth of the time required
for the sound to travel across the concert hall.
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HE perfect valve conditions-deft fingers,

is sensitive yet

assure an unusual degree
strong. You can of strength in the
rely on its reception, assembling of filament,
and you needn't ge too grid and anode. Every
1

nervous about its fila- valve leaves the works
ment. Treat it fairly on its own merits-it's
and it will serve you tested before you see it.
faithfully.

.

That's the

principle of an Ediswan
Valve. It is designed
for perfect reception
over long or short ranges
thirty years' experience is embodied in
every bulb. It is built
for long life in every day

cihe.
eirSt ValVe,

ever madevas

;produced tr

the Edis\Vam

laborator

462-4

Ediswan Valves will bring the best'
out of your wireless set-get some
on the way home and enjoy better
programmes from to -night onwards.
.All dealers sell them.

You will be interested in our booklej

"The Thermionic Valve."
-send for a copy..

free

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD:
QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON. E.C.4

VALVES
An interesting study of early

wireless history may be made at
the Science Museum, South
Kensington, London, where the
complete series of Dr. Fleming's
exfierimental valves can he seen,

Popular Wireless and Wireless Beriew. 5urenth2r 29111, 1924.
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INTERFERENCE ELIMINATING CIRCUIT. 1
CUTTING OUT UNDESIRED STATIONS

+
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By BERNARD GRIPTON (Member of the Manchester Radio. Scientific Society).

Although this circuit may present novel features to Britigh amateurs; it has already been tried out in America, and was
recently described in the ' Radio News " of that country by Mr. Edward Lerchen. Mr. Gripton, however, working independently, has evolved the same circuit, but with several important improvements. Appended to his article is a letter to
the Editor of this journal reporting on the circuit described by Mr. Gripton.-The Editor.
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As an amateur residing close to the
Manchester station of the British

Broadcasting Company, I have been
conducting experiments since broadcasting

commenced with a view to receiving the
usher stations of the British Broadcasting
Company and cutting out the undesired
interference of the Manchester station.

This problem has always appealed to me,
and appears to have a highly desirable end
if full advantage is to be taken of the several
programmes.

During the -time mentioned I have tried
out a number of rejector circuits, or " wave

we have all heard quite a kit, I consider it not only. desirable lint necessary
that some proof : of efficiency should be

furnished.; and- therefore a7. suitable letter
has been -Obtained from the chairman of my
society to the effect that he has. tested the
circuit thoroughly.and found -it Satisfactory.
This certificate will be seen .at the end of
these notes.
Normal Type of Receiver. -

-

4.4

I had better first explain the conditions

under which my tests have been made.
I understand my house is situated 2! miles

To work -the interference diniinatot
circuit a..ispecial;trap is used as a separate
additional unit Which is not built into the
'set proper in- any way. Inasmuch as the
trap can be built and tried out at the outside
cost- of a few. shillings, I can strongly re:. commend. any readers who are interested
to give it a trial, especially if they happen
. to lave a set by them which is already
loW-coupled.
.

The circuit of the set. used is shown in

Fig. 1. The plug-in inductances are Igraine..
PriMary No. 35, secondary No. 50, Anode
NO. 75, and the reaction either No: 75- or,
Mr+
N.

FIG.

TO /

It

L.8.5
OR

84

TT

CR1D 6/A5
POTENTIOMETER

traps.': several with indifferent success. I

propose to describe the best circuit, and

incidentally one of the simplest, 'and- with
it I can cut out all interference from 2 Z
(Manchester) and listen to any of the other
stations of the British Broadcasting Company.

The most, difficult test here in Manchester
is to receive the London and Bournemouth
broadcasting stations whilst 2 Z Y is
tranSmitting, as they now work on wavelengths only ten metres either side of the
Manchester wave.

I can do this with the

circuit I am about to describe, and there is
little, if any, loss of signal strength.
With-sets.of this description, of :which

north of the Manchester station. The
aerial -is single -wire inverted L type, 35 ft.
long, with 32 ft. down lead. It is 28 ft.
high at the open end, and a line towards the
lead-in points to the Manchester station.
The set is an ordinary loose -coupled
three- or four -valve tuned anode one,

No. 100. I find a. .No. 75 coil for reaction

the anode coil, although I may say special
consideration has been, given to the dis-

to commence with the slider near the positive
end. If a potentiometer is not included, it

viz., H.F., D., and one or two L.F., built
on conventional lines, with reaction on to

position of components and the wiring so- as

to reduce any undesired- reaction effects.'
The fourth valve is an -L.8.5, and there is
grid bias.

the best when using the set in conjunction
with the trap, as it can then be placed fairly
close to the anode coil.
Aerial Efficiency.

It will be noticed there is potentiometer
control of the grid of the first valve, and it
is much easier to work with the trap circuit.

will be necessary to wire the lead permanently to the positive side of the filament
battery.
(Cm?tbp,rrd on prior 781.)
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For 24 hours .a day during one working week, the public are demanding the famous R.I. transformer at the rate of one per minute.

Thousands of experimenters and amateurs appreciate that design now so well known as unique to
the New R.I. transformer, and faultless reception

will convince you or any other interested person
the instant you substitute your present transformer
for an R.I.
Remember the R.I. is an individual job, each one tested on its
merits, each one guaranteed to the public for a period of one year.
Given away with each instrument, one book of Distortionless
Circuit Diagrams.

Write for the New R.I. brochure, free on application.

TE

information provided will prove invaluable.

-
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Radic) Insinunants Lid
12 Hych Streat,(1xforci Street
Telephone:RECENT 6214(3&OW.C.ITelegratrdInstradio London:

Popular
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T. W. THOMPSON & CO.
Government Surplus Depot.

39-45, LONDON STREET, GREENWICH, S.E.10
Tele. : Greenwich 1259

Great Surplus Clearance
Sale at ridiculous prices
Special clearance of accumulators, all brand new unissued stores with 3 months' guarantee.
Save yourself pounds and deal from us*
Celluloid cases, 2 volt 220 amp. non -Capacity valve holders. In polished teak cases, etc. ClearTo clear at 25/- each. Beautiful teak case to fit given away ance price, 30'- each, post 1/3.
CLIFTON ACCUMULATORS.

with every four cells. 300 in stock, brand new.

MK. III 2 -VALVE RECEIVING SETS. Brand new. Range 200-1.
18Q0 metres. These sets contain neat aerial tuner wound on

EXIDE ACCUMULATORS. 2 volt. 190 amp. To clear at 20/- each.
200 in stock. Brand new.

ebonite with stud tappings, variometer, reaction, M III variable .
condenser, inter -valve transformer, telephone transformer, gr-id
leak and condenser, other condensers and numerous other fitting a-such as filament eostat, etc. In canvas -covered mahogany
each.
case. A masterpiece of good Workinanship. Price
3/- passenger train. Cost £15. These sets are tested on 3 broad-

HELOVA ACCUMULATORS. 2 volt 110 amp. To clear at 15/ each. 4 volt 110 amp., with teak ease and outside terminals,
31/- each. 300 in stock. Brand_ new.
FULLER'S ACCUMULATORS. 2 volt 120 amp. To clear at
18/- each. 400 in stock. Brand new.

casting stations from our depot, London, Bournemouth, and
Manchester, before dispatch. Price complete with H.T. battery,
accumulator, 'phones, and valves, £7 8S.

---=-STONAGE BATTERIES. E.P.S. and D.P., in teak cases, lead
lined. 2 volt 140 amp. Brand new. 30/- each. Second-hand,
have been chargdd 3 times, perfect, 20/- each. 400 in stock. :-

DOUBLE TELEPHONE CORDS; BROWN. A cord that will
never break. 1/9 each.
A
6000 CHLORIDE ACCUMULATORS. Celluloid cases. 2 volt MICROPHONE AND TELEPHONE. TRANSFORMERS.
20 amp., with patent:.unspillable partition, heavy non -corrosive perfect transformer costing 25/- each. t -lb. silk wire on each.
terminals. All brand new. To clear at 4/6 each.' 4 volt 20 amp., 500 to' clear at 3/- each.
6 volt
amp., 13/-. Post 6d., 9d. and 1/-. With every TELEPHONES. Containing hand combination 'phone with
.5- cells ordered a teak case to fit given away.. Don't miss this sensitive microphone and 120 ohm earphone. Telephone magneto
opportunity.
generator. Magneto ringing bell, Mansbridge condenser, and
useful parts in portable case. Cost £4 each. Price to
2009 WESTERN ELECTRIC SINGLE EARPHONES. Ebonite other
clear, 7/6 each.
covered case. To clear. All perfect and new, at 2/3 each, post 3d.
SIGNALLING LAMPS (German War stock). Neat, portable
LOUD SPEAKER BOBBINS. Ready wound to 1000 ohms each, ' metal case. 3 separate bull's-eye lamps-red,- green and. white,
tested. .61. each.
with dash cover. 3 keys, one for each colour,, and main switch,
INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS. VerY neat type,- with the and 3 metal filament lamps, 4 -volt. 3000 to clear at 3/6 each.
best possible results. The Govermfient knew the best price to Post 9d. All new.
clear. 12/6 eac14; all new'; post 6d. 1000 in stock.
VOLTMETERS. Everett Edgecumbe moving coil, dead beat
AERIAL WIRE. 7 strands, 50 ft.. lengths. To clear at 1/- per 0-120 volts panel mounting. 14,'- each. Post 6d.
coil, post 3d.

SPECIAL BARGAIN OrFER.

_

WAVEMETER BUZZERS. These are a high -note, very sensitive
buzzer, with platinum points ; useful to all. Cost 12/- each,
Price to clear 2/- each. 500 in stock.
MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS. 2 M.F., 2/6 each. 1 M.F., 1/6
each.
M.F., -6d. each. Post 3d.

STEEL AND COPPER COVERED AERIAL WIRE. 1/6 per 100 ft.

EXCHANGE BOARDS. 10 line cordless. Brand new. Containing
30 Dewar switches, 10,1000 -ohm indicators, switch, bell. magneto,
handphone, etc. etc. (lost £50 each. Price to clear £5 each.

HETRODYNE WAVEMETERS. Range 500-3200 metres. These
are brand new, complete with -Western moving coil galvanometer.
These sets comprise 2 separate units, Transmitter containing £5 each. Post 1/3.
tapped coil, inductance loose coupled, H.F. meter fil.
terminals, etc., and H.T. generator containing neat motor, 2 -VALVE PANELS, ALL NEW. Ebonite. Size 11" x 6" x
various condensers, step-up transformers, ampmete.r, chokes, Detector and amplifier, already chilled and beautifully engraved,
ready for assembling. 2/6 each.
etc., etc. Complete sets to clear at 60/- each.
VALVE TRANSMITTERS, COMPLETE WITH H.T. GENERATOR.

.

-

3 -VALVE AMPLIFIERS. These contain 2 inter -valve trans- PARAFFIN WAX. For insulating all coils, etc.
formers,
telephone transformer, condenser, res. fil. .rheostat, Post 9d. 1000 lb. in stock.

6 lb. for 3/-.

Agents for Brighton District :

A. J. HILL & CO., 8, York Hill, Brighton.
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WHY PAY MORE
THESE COMPONENTS GIVE YOU- FINEST RESULTS OBTAINABLE !
KINGSWAY cg,attns

SUPRA L.F.TRANSFORMER

Dead accuracy of assembly and
finest inateriars are responsible
for their great popularity. The

Cannot be surpassed for clarity
and: volume, but extremely low
in cost.. -Each layer of the wind-

plates di'd' made from hardest alu

ings has six insulated sections,

minium sheet, and ebonite end
pieces, and handsome " Trbilite "

knob and 3 in. graduated dial
are standard:

'

cutting out distortion and giving
great amplification, Ratio 5 : 1.

-

PRICE

-

'<DOI

1.2/6

.0QQ3 _5./6

.0005

:0002 lit
3 -plate Vernier.'3:9

DOMINOE

coNriithtiA

Up to folir

telePhones

can be connected.'" in any combination of series or parallel in a

mcnt with this, novel device.

The springs inside -the ebonite
ensure firm grip of "
Neat and quick.

PRICE ajetWIKPINS 3C.

83-5-7

swiTcs

SAVE OK2RRN'T--don't adjust
your valves every time you use
them-connect this neat switch
in series, adjust your valves once,
and then just switch on and- off.
.Heavily nickelled.
One hole

II

fixing.

PRICE

-

Send for our .1924-5 Catalogue,

- 2/6

ROS. LTD.,
Head Office : 12,13.14. Gt. Queen St. Kingsway, W.C.2..zywatesenr,a,,Rtesstcent.
'Phone: Gerrard 575,0,,

Works: London, Birmingham. & Westcliff.

THE MAKER'S REMINDER
The IDEAL CRYSTAL
for
DISTANCE, VOLUME
or REFLEX
CIRCUITS

The little tongues of,
metal you see on your'
new component- are
there as aremindlerto
you from the £inil4rs

FLUXITE

that this instrAment

SIMPLIFIES
SOLDERING

belt solderettinto SasPir
.circuit..

You matt say to your`' Why should I
both& to solder when

I can easily screw or

twist a wire into Posi-

tion-besides, soldering is hard to do. and
messy as well'

Loud-

A Super
Crystal
Triple
Tested.

Clear
Everlasting.

Make no mistake about
it. Ii you waist the

best out of your sa

you most give' it ..of
your best -'-solder every connection-spare not one, and you will be delighted witli die
great improvement of the receptive qualities.
Soldering is made simple by the use of the famous FLUXITE, and thousands of wireless

enthusiasts will testify to the wonderful aid FLUXITE gives them when they go a -soldering.

Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to show you the neat little

EACH Crystal is fully tested and
guaranteed. A Spiral contact
of a special alloy is included,
and we recommend its use, although

this crystal will function with any

wire contact or with zincite as a

perikon detector.
Obtainable from all Wireless Stores, or

post free from any of our addresses below.

Sealed Boxes 2/6 each.
25, Milton Street, E.C.2.
ROSE BROS. London:
Glasgow: 1940, St.Vincent Street.
Manchester: 25-27, Miller Street,
Electrical
S.S.A.

Co.,

Ltd.

Bristol :

83a, Redcliff Street.

FLUXITE

It is perfectly simple to use, and

will last for years in constant use.
It contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with non -heating

Price

SOLDERING

7'6

metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLUXITE, solder, etc., and full in-

structions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell

FLUXITE in tins, price Bd., 1/4, & 2,$

Buy a Tin To -day.
FLUXITE, LTD., 324. Eevington St.,
Bermondsey, England.

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
Hardening Tools & Case Hardening

ASK F011 LEAFLET es improved meth.ms
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fyg iter the CHEAPEST and BEST AU -Station 2 -VALVE SET
EVER OFFERED.

LOW 'SELF -CAPACITY ?-

DORCO MAGIC

Manufactured under Marconi Licence.
Ia handsome Oak
Cabinet as illustrated. Will work a
Loud Speaker 10
any
0 om
miles
D.B.C. Station.
Price, set only
£2 19 6

Twelve Months Guarantee with every one.
Accessories needed

to complete installation:
£ s. d.
Valves

.

166 v. H.T.
Battery e
16 v. Accu-

mulator .

coil Aerial
Wire
.

POST FREE, Plus

/

6

5

0

1

phones

2 't3

'

2 Insulators
1 pair Head.

Marconi's Royalty.
£1 5 0

50

1

.

.

15' 0

TO BE EFFICIENT YOUR TUNING COILS MUST
HAVE A MINIMUM.
This is guaranteed if you use

" T AN- GENT

TUNING COILS

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER TO BUYER.
COMPLETE WITH ALL ACCESSORIES AS ABOVE, POST FREE
£33 INCLUDING ROYALTIES.

,

DORCO ENGINEERING CO., LTD., h6, GranvilleJtoad,
Child's Ilisl, N.W.2 (nearest Tuba St - tion, Goldeti -Given.)

THE REASONOwifig to the method of manufactire
: the impregnated cord not only pass

Telephone :Speedwell 36'19

'

.between each layer to give the-air:spacing.;
Aut also firmly braces up the whole c4i11:
thuF-no SWATHING
:or SHELLAC ,is required. The immediate result -LOW

ENSHROUDED

EFFICIENCY

SELF -CAPACITY.

MAN-IfFACTURERS of HIGH-GRADE

WIRELESS COMPONENTS
- WHOLESALE ONLY THE VICTORIA MANUFACTURING CO.,
8, SOUTHALL AVENUE,
MOULSCOMBE, BRIGHTON

THE
"BROWNIE" WIRELESS

ROTOR WHEEL

take no
suhstitide for
"'Tangent'

CO
LTD
Est, 1872.
Eie,ch its!
Manufacturing
CENT&

Complete

sets

4 Concert Coils
161. the

11 Concert Coils

1111

En Zinecrs,

I (\V/L

Faraday Works,

the set, LEICESTER

(Wit, 250-8750 £3-7-O
London: 25, Victoria St., S.W.1.
NewcastielLene: " Tangent House," tlackett Si,

USUAL TRADE DISCOUNTS

For three half-crowns you can

Amplifiers, Fil, 4 -volt Anode, 30 to 100 volt
Detectors, 4 -volt Anode, 40 to 60 volt

.buy the latest " Brownie" model
-the crystal receiver favourably

..
..

100 volt

to sets costing twelve_

An Ebonite BaSe,

the price. The money-haCk to fit any model,
,guarantee given with every attractiven t Aae landjon,
lasi,n°Ltsru,PPlied at
set is 'your proteOtiorf.
ost of
-

.

1 /6. Just slide

THE jr. W. B. WIRELESS CO.,the "Brownie"
into the holloW

and fix
.310a/312a, Euston Rd., N.W.1 centre
with the three

..

.

..

Retail Prices

each 4/8

each 4'1 1

Dull Emitters, 0'06 amps. Fil. 1'6 volt Anode, 20 to

compared by Press and Public

Faci2g Warien St. Tube Station.

dealer-,

FAMA DUTCH VALVES

-

7/6

EIGID,AS A

Ash -your

each 14/-

Sidpe (Continental) L.F. Transformers
..
each
Best Continental Adjustable Diaphragm 4,000 -ohm
..
Headphones ..
pair

9;6

11/6

Every Valve exchanged if same lights but does not function.
Please remit Postage.

BISHOPSGATE ELECTRIC SUPPLY (1924) CO.,

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.
Phone: Central 736r.

Telephone: Museum 3747 screws supplied.

4^14.1r

The GREATEST SENSATION and SUCCESS
"Her Daddy's Voice."
OF THE SEASON

The " World's Champion, the marvel " A.B." Head-

phone which has dealt the Knock Out Blow to

all

others and overshadowed them all
'UNQUALIFIED GUARANTEE. MONEY RETURNED \
.

-

IN FULL -IF UNSATISFACTORY.

PRICES :

17/6
15/6

"A.B.''nen-adjustalale

Some crystals are rather like
the curate's egg-good in parts.
If you are tired of searching

to the trade and to
factors.
Even this child can recog-

AMBATIELO BROS. LTD., vise her celebrated daddy's

" Ambatielo House," voice from across the At.
London, E.C.1.

1 /6
.Libeta! discounts both

Ask your dealer, or send
remittance to us for

Farringdon Road,

of sensitivity.

per box.

" A.B " adjustable

' samples to cover post ale as well

ryps-RnAkti The certainty
Iv"

KKR

lantic with A.B " Head phones.

Telephone: Clerkeazeell 7440 & 744r.

for a sensitive

spot, get the

" certon Krystal." By reason
of its entire sensitivity you can
rely upon obtaining louder,
clearer reception at ant' spot.

The IMPANDEX TRADING Co., Ltd.
5, Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate, E.C.2.
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Fig. 2 shows the coil coupling arrange- inept. The trap coil X is inserted between
the priniary and secondary coils. The coupling. between P and X, and also X and 5,
is independently variable. > This is im-

AN INTERFERENCE
+ ELIMINATING CIRCUIT.
:

(Contiwied from page 776.)

tss+oeooo4a .o

portant, and Means that the coupling of
the coils cannot lie handled. by plugging

#*

all the coils in the Usual type of three -coil
hbldei. The primary and secondary coils
are carried in a tWo-Coitholder, but the trap
:ceiLintist be stipp&rted in such a Way that

The difficulty encountered with this
eliminator circuit is that whilst it will work
splendidly on most aerials, it wilt not work

within, the same fine limits on others.
This it, of. course the unpleasant factor

-it can be;itioVel ybout tte .8.4 to .occupy any

deSired position between the primary and
secondary :Coils, whilst always maintaining

which prevents it being a sound proposition
commercially.

with excellent results as.reo-ardS selectivity
!

The values for the trap circuit I have
mentioned are those I have found most
suitable for dealing with the Manchester
station -wave of 375 metres*but the number -

of turns in the coil will no doubt have to
be suitably. increased- if the interfering --wave is of greater length. This, however, is
a very simple matter.,
I shall be greatly -obliged if any amateur
experimenter who carries out tests on the

lines indicated Will be good enough to
report results to the Editor, who will,
feel sure, be pleased in hear from him.

its vertical position. It will be appreciated
that the prh-hary and .AecoralaiT e
must also occupy a vertical position. The

A Manchester f-ett'
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS, London.

'coupling between.

:Air. Bernard Gripton, 25, Richmond Avenue,

A number of tests have been carried out.

with this trap 'circuit on various aerials,

781

.

is fixed- .the coils

left_ at an *gie - of .90

.

f-d.egrees during all tuning.:
The easiest way to. cO*trnet,
trap is to wind 50 -tithiSfOf
wire On a basket.
N0;g6
f Oilier with is in. - centre and
hl spokes.. The correct size of
coil is made if. the 411114ing is
carried out in the .i4"'iwe over
The
and -two under
coil can be dipped iii'Mdiriary

Dear Sir,-At the request of our member,
Sedgky Park, Manchester, I recently visited
his. home to examine and see in operation -

aii interference eliminator circuit which

PANEL
OP SET.

melted candle grease and the

c

spokes -removed.

SECONDARY
COrL

The -finished coil is fastened

to any,..standard basket coil
momif-, Which. in turn is plugged

into a coil socket fitted- to the

ebonite top of a small box
containing a .0005 mfd. vari-

able air condenser. The whole

unit is remarkably simple to
construct, and the - only important point to bear in mind

rRAPC0/4

PRIMARY
COIL

k
,1.11110,

isthat the -basket coil must be
Mounted in Such a way that it

can be moved 'between the

It must be accepted in considering any

rejector circuit that it is absOlutely essential
to have an efficient aerial. system. The
aerial resistance must of necessity be low.

Many will appreciate without question
that in erecting receiving stations in
given places it is absolutely impossible
in the ordinary way to definitely say an
efficient earth and aerial will be made, and,

therefore, whilst it is 'highly advisable to
take every precaution to see that the aerial
and earth arrangements are the best
possible, no one can say how the system
will actually turn out. Aerial systems cannot
possibly be standardised. POssibly more by
rood luck than anything else I find my own
aerial has a low resistance.
Simple Wave Trap.

Your own aerial system may be quite

primary and secondary duo lateral coils, and that all the coils must be
in the same line. This will be made quite
clear on reference to. Fig. 3.
The EliMinator Coil.

is controlled by the trap condenser. `
To work the circuit, first tune the
receiver to the desired station, leaving"- the
primary and secondary coils at right angles

to each other, and then insert the trap coil
with the trap condenser at full capacity.
Move the coil about until the position is

found where the interfering station has

completely disappeared or has gone down

to a very weak signal, and then start

suitable for the successful working of this
trap Circuit, and if you are seriously
interested, I do hope you will give it a short
trial.

a special coil between the primary and

Company station and receiving any of the
other stations of the Company, ' even
when their wave -lengths are only ten

secondary coils, and tune it to the undesired

wave so that the interference is got rid
of by absorption.

The electro-magnetie
coupling between the primary and secondary
coils -is cut by the, trap coil, but although

the passage of the undesired frequency is
blocked by the trap coil, other frequencies
4e allowed to pass. The coil does not act
as a damping plate, as , it_ can be tuned,
The trap coil and condenser make a small
closed oscillatory circuit.

he has been interested in" fOr --Sifinecton7

There are only two critical adjustments siderable time, and on this particular oecaof the trap circuit : (1) The position of the sion I had the opportunity of working the
trap coil in relation- to the - primary anki set myself.
secondary coils ; and -(2). the amount Of
I am very 'pleased to Say that the apcapacity to be put in the- trap circuit:which paratus came up. to all .expectations, and
-

adjusting the trap condenser and also the

The idea of this trap circuit is to interpose

CONDENSER

condensers and reaction coupling on the set.

If your aerial is a suitable one, I think
you 'will not have much difficulty in cutting
out interference from a local Broadcasting

successfully elinnnated the interferencefrom
-Y.' Manchester, enabling me to receive

quite 'clearly London and Bournemouth's
programme.
The simplicity of operation is very marked;

and, in my opiniOn, it is a device which
will be of extreme value to the general
public. I have therefore very great pleasure

in certifying that Mr. Gripton's apparatus:,
actually -works under the conditions named
above.
Yours faithfully,
J. E. KEMP.
(Chairman, The Manchester Radio Scientific.
Society.)

station. If your aerial is not suitable, you

Readers are invited to submit photographs of wireless

receive other stations which are impossible
to you without interference in the ordinary
way, although you may not be able to work
with absolute satisfaction on waves which

at the rate of 10/6 per photo.

metres different from that of your local
will still, I think, be able to cut out and

differ only slightly in length from that of
the local interfering station.

interest for publication in
"Popular Wireless. Every
photograph accepted and
published will be paid for

roputar -Wireless: and Wireless Review, November 29th, 1921.

stable in operation and ornamental in its

APP
Ipe

IA

111;lt

black and nickel simplicity, and quite unique

TLIS

in the invisibility of its cat's -whisker and
crystal. Were it not efficient in use it would
be worth 4/6 -as a novelty.

O

TESTED

*

*

Despite the numbers of crystal detectors
upon the market there is noticeable a great
lack of originality in design, and most new
products are merely based upon familiar.

models; with very little attempt to meet
The Technical Editor of `' Popular Wireless ' ' will be pleased to reoeive wireless 'sets and
component parts for test. Reports will be publishea under this heading.

In the crystal detector forwarded to 11s
Amateurs desirous of =obtaining a good. by the British Central Electric Co.,.:Ltd.,
direct earth cannot do better than employ a 6/8, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.G., We are
_Climax Earth Tube. - These cost 5/- each .'pleased to notice a genuine attempt to
and are, according to the sample sent us, solve the mechanical difficulty. of crystal
strongly fashioned Copper tubes, with contacts; The "Crystatitself is firmly held,
and can be ireyoived at will. - The cat's terminals tor. connecting,,Orposes.
whisker -Will engage the crystal effectively,
Climax Patents Ltd:; 182, Church
Street, W:8, also sent us a Climax Sure Set or a second crystal can be employed by
Crystal Detector; and it is:Without doubt the turn of tie knob. A transparent cover
one Of ' the-. neatest little componeniti- we affords protection from dust whilst allowing
have ever seen. It is fitted- to a .panel with all -adjustments to he made when in place,
two little plugs and sockets, while its ad- and at 4/3 we consider the instrument is
justment is purely automatic : one has only sound value for .money. It may be purto turn a little control knob until best chased without dustproof,Covei-for 3/6.

AS Mr. W. J. Hayes, of 43, Effingham
Road, Lee, S.E.12, states, there are a
good many different makes of terminals on the market, but we agree that his
" Safety Set " terminals are original and very
efficient components. Immediate connection

and easy disconnection, should a strain be
pat on a telephone cord, are the two main
essentials, and at 3d. each the single -tYpe
and 4d. the double, they shOuld command a
ready market.
*

*

The " Cushion " detector which is sold by
the Wireless and Electric Co., Ltd., of 18,
-Street, London, W.C.1, is provided with a patent anti -vibration arrange-

signals are 4tained.. It is 'sensitive and

*

-

.

*

.

-

We have recently tested a complete range of
"Discol" H.F. transformers. We find them to
be quite efficient and capable of covering their
speoffiedtanges under specified conditions.

ment between the actual detector and its
base. Added to this the detector, a sample
of which has been sent us, is a well -finished
component, with bright nickel fittings and a
glass cover with an opaque base to facilitate
adjustments. It is to be sold retail at 3/6,
and is to be recommended at this price. By
the way, the managing director of the above
company was previously works manager of
the Marconi Scientific Instrument Co.

the old problems in a new manner.

In " Unidyne " circuits they function
almost as well as the specially designed
basket coil types advocated. In view of
the fact that so. many H.F. transformers.

-

prove to be absolutely Useless in the above

circuits, readers are advised to give the
A Sparta gramophone owl -speaker attachment.

(Continued on page 788.)

Customer : I am wanting some parts to build a new set.
Dealer : We have the "Pygmallion" parts four valve set complete

for £2 : 19 : 11.

Customer : Quite unsuitable for my purpose, I want the best and only

the best will answer my requirements.

Dealer : Well, you are quite right, nothing but the best is of any use
if

you really want good results.

PLUG-IN TRANSFORMERS

No. 00. 80 to 150 metres,
101- each.
No. 0. 150 to 300 metres,
101- each.
No. 1. 300 to 600 metres,
101- each.

-

A series of H.F. Plug-in Transformers in six ranges of wavelength. They are made of our
highly polished non -less ebonite.
The windings are carried in stag-

No. 2. 550 to 1,200 metres,

101- each.

gered slots, well protected, ensuring
low self capacity and high efficiency.

HIGH-GRADE COMPONENTS

ARE WORLD FAMOUS.
Our Standard receiving apparatus is
used in every quarter of the globe,
and our components aro in demand
everywhere. We have a set or com
ponent for every requirement. We
alsO have imitators ; for efficiency
insist on having - M.H. Products.

The Best are M.H.

PRICES, in cartons:

No. 3. 1,100 to 3,000 metres.

101- each.

No. 4. 2,500 to 7,000 metres.

101- each.'

Each and every transformer is
tested to a standard oscillation,
and any not coming within very
narrow limits are rejected. Perfect matching is thus ensured.

Complete set Nos. 00 to 4,
.
55(-.
Any number of each transformer

can

be

supplied

matched, at no extra cost,
if specified when ordering.

Send for particulars of other M.H. products.

WIRELESS
WMI C_,HAE_ LTDENGINEERS,

IN CONJUNCTION W TH

Radio

Corner,

B .HESKETH LTD

179,

STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.2
:Barclays 364
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The New ,System of

Simplified Wireless Construction

The W.P
EziwWiring Series

the Pioneer
Publishers of Wire-

tiA's-

lilevature

less

THE 1RE.LESS

PRESS can claim: another noteworthy
achievement in the

publication of this
splendid
WIRING " series:

" =-

....r..each:
,

-

Postage- 2c1

the wireless enthusiast who is keen to build an
:efficient valve:receiver, but who is not sufficiently
fOrthed to maSter
master the technicaL circuit, the W.P.
Apart

'Ezi-Wiring Series is a welco,ine: innovation.

from other aids to easy construction, the wiring

NO. 1.

A Three-Nalve Portable Receiver
By Hugh:g, Pocock

-

This receiver can be used in any situation with a temporary
aerial or with the fraMe aerial incorporated in the receiver
itself.

diagrams are shown in four colours, a unique feature
which ensures the . merest novice being able to
understand them.

In addition, there are detailed constructional ex nations, progressive working diagrams and lay Outs showing the disposition of the various components. Photographs of the completed set are

?.
A Three -Valve Receiver
By F. FL Haynes
The tuning arrangements of this receiver are self-contained
and cover a band of wave -lengths between goo and -'2,000

All the B.B.C. stations are therefore within the
range of this receiver when used in conjunction with an
average outdoor aerial:- A straightforward three -valve

included in each book.

metres.

set, consisting of a high -frequency amplifier, detector, and
note magnifier, with reaction on the aerial inductance.

No. 3.
A Two -Valve and Crystal Reflex Receiver
By W. James
Reflex receivers are capable of giving a very high degree of
amplification per valve. This two -valve and crystal receiver,
unlike many reflex receivers, will be found perfectly stable

in operation, and will be capable of giving loud speaker
strength with a radius of thirty miles of a main B.B.C.
Station.

Every item which can possibly facilitate accurate,
speedy, and faultless construction has been adequately
dealt with. There are no loose sheets-,' and each, book

contains- full instructions on the operation:ov,the
set concerned.

We leave you -tO draw your own conclusionS from
this satisfied customer's appreciation.
-

" Reading an advertiseinent in

Np. 4.
A Four -Valve Combination Set
By W. James
A four -valve receiver of this type

is

ideal for general

reception both with telephones and a loud speaker. Switches

are provided so that two, three, or four ;valves may b'e
used at will. An entirely new principle is used to cut out
Loudthe I -1.F. Valve, no switches being employed.
speaker results from most of the British and Continental
Broadcasting Stations can be obtained with this receiver.

-a

weekly wireless

with particulars- of a book published
2/6 for home constructors, I made it my bUsiness:.

-publication

to purchase one. I was extremely disappointed to find
it contained only:what had already aPpeared.in wireless
books, and -the instructions were very.. .out -o -f -date.
The shopkeeper very kindly offered to exchange .this..
o. z Three - Valve,
book. Seeing your Ezi-TViring

I chose that, and I must tell you that against the book
I first purchased IT IS EASILY WORTH IO/L."

Issued by

ES

'Nolk)1"_RE
2- l5. Tr ENRX ET TA

no
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'PRONE

INGERSOLL WIRELESS Co.,

Ltd.,

'PHON E
4857

MAIL ORDER DEPT.: 26, CHANGE ALLEY, SHEFFIELD.
BRANCHES at: 2-6, SWINEGATE, LEEDS & 53, TYRREL ST., BRADFORD
IGRANIC COILS
HART ACCUMULATORS 9
CRYSTALS '
-276 .. .. 24/11 25 '51- -85 54,- 50 512 Cymosite
Tungstalite
Blue .-,..1/6.
75
'5/6
100
7/-1.50
7/10
4
v
30
..
30/2
.. 211'
Red :.
,
B4
35/- 4 v 40
35/8 200 818 250 91- 30019/5
Neutr'on
.
1/6
37B5
25/- v 20
B.T.H. in Cup.
.
1/3
45//11
Cossor P.1 : P2 .. 12/6 6 v 30
COIL:HOLDERS
Saturnium for results 2/3
55/1
Mallard H.F. L.F. 12/6 6 v 40
Ediswan A.R. .. 126
W. &111:44- Basket 5/VARIOMETERS
Including carriage.
VALVES

12/6 4 v 20 act.

A.R.D.E.

21/-

..

9/-

A.R.06 .. 25/-

Ingersoll R.

..

HEADPHONES

20/ - Brown F
A.
All valves are tested before
D .E.06

sending, and are at cus- B.T.H.

25,'-

..

..

Sterling

tomers' risk only.

Western Electric

Dainty ..

62/25/ 25/ 25/ -

15/-

Brandes
25/ 27/6 Dr. Petrie Power .. 1316

LOUD SPEAKERS

Amplion Junior

..

De Luxe
50/ Dragon Fly 25/ Standard
Dragon ..
05 5
Baby Brown
.. 50/ Solent R.E.
42'-

BAanda Table

Talker ..
Sterling Prima!

42/ ,

£7 7

All orders in strict
rotation.

25

L.E. TRANSFORMERS
Marconi Ideal .. 35/R.I. new type .. 25/Silvertown
21/Igranic
.. 21/ Ferranti
..
17/6

Lissen Ti

30/-

T3

Ingersoll King

Eureka 2nd

Concert
Grand
H.T. BATTERIES
Royal
Phoenix 36 volt .. 7/3 Amplitran
GO
11/6

..
..
..

16/8
213/ -

22/6

30/ 201-

18/6

1g1 TELEPHONE TRANS

Siemens9300
66

-

14/6

Ediswan 50

919

Including carriage.

FORMERS

.. 18/6

Igranic
R.I.
..

20/-

= 0 `Q.'PEirriaS

EXTRA

BEWARE OF AVORTHLESS IMITATIONS, SEE THE

TRADE MARK Meat ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

WATMEL VARIABLE GRID LEAK
(Patent No, zo6o9g)
GRID- LEAR

Continuously Vari-

:5 to 5,megolfms 2,'6

able.

proof.

Each tested
guaranteed.

ANODE
RESISTANCE
5o,o00 to roo,00ci

Cd.

4/-

.

,,

Suitable
Circuit.

for ANY

SEND P.C. FOE DESC-22PPT II' E FOLDER.

Note New Address
:WATMEL WIRELESS Co,.)

Profit

-

I

the
experience
of others

"Oar client is very pleased
with the panel. One of our
staff who has been associated

with the inanufactut e of ebonite

for nearly twenty years con-

siders it the finest piece of
polished ebonite he has seen:

"We are immensely pleased
with the panels supplied, the

Post free
Trade enquiries
invited.

THE BRITISH

EBONITE Co.,Ltd.
Hanwell, London, W.7.

this astonishingly -low-priced valve.
4 or 6 volts. Current consumption.
amp. 4 -pin fitting. Can be used as
Amplifier or Detector. Type L.V.S.
5111 post free.

THE IMPANDEX TRADING Co., Ltd.,
Import and Export,

Victoria Avenue, Bishopsgate, London, E,C. 2,

good effect of which is already
felt."

Look for
mark

on

11111111101111SEL

Tel. y990 Cierheinval

Complete satisfaction guaranteed with

Extracts from recent testi-

monials:-

by

32a, Goswell Road, LONDON, E.C.1

51STANDARD
DUIPH VALVE

Sterling Stocked.

ASK FOR CATALOGUE

.ohms 3/6.

and

Neat and well -made.

5,

Copper Aerial
ledtron
Ribbon

.

NOTE : ALL GOODS SENT CARRIAGE PAID

Silent in operation.
Constant in any
temperature.
Dust and - Damp

..

2/6 Valve Holders
75., 93., 1/-. 2/1/8
1/6
3/6 Aermonie
Valve Sockets id. 'and 2d.
Squatb Tinned Wire
2/6
Phone
Boards
4 foot strip.. ..
Plugs
1/-, 1/3, 1/6
Lead in Tube 6 inch 65. Coil
Basket Coil Holders
1/6
15 -in 1/3
9 -inch
9d. Burndept Detector
5/ 18 -inch 1/6 12 -inch 11- Ingersoll..
1/6
and
2/
Polai
B.M. 4/6 Solent ...
2/6 Patent .
..
3/6 5/6 Ric Met
6/Ingersoll Vernier
5/6 Ig,ranic
..
10/ - Lightning 'Switch .. 1/6 Spearpoint Whisker
3d.
Aermonie Nickel
7/6 Belling Lee
2/ - Nickel Studs
-IS
SS
dok. 7d.
Toowai
3,'6
W. and W.- aerial .. 8/-.
Condenser Vane's, -pair Id.
Seamark Anode with
.. Id.
Valve
Pins
Reactance 10/- & 12/6
INSULATORS
Phone Cords .. 1/9 2/6
RHEOSTATS Anode with Reactance
Utility
Switches
.. 51 Egg
10/- and 12/6 Small Shell
Ormond
-2/Spot on Ebonite .
If..
Ingersoll.
Solent
2/ 1/S.P.D.T.
on
Ebonite
Reel
4/6
Peerless 6 ohm .. 4fii Ebonite rotor..
Large
Shell
..
6d. D.P.D.T.
1/6
30 ,,,
2/3
..
Tumbler
Switch
"GRID
Barrel ..
41.
BuLdept, 51.
216, Solder Irons 1/6 2/8 3/6 Ebonite Panels cut to size
. ,
Dual
2i1.
34.
Ebonite
Knobs
2/6 W.O. Terminals ..
Lissen variable
2d.
7 2/6
Microstat
..
'9
2/6 Phone ,,
.. 2d.
Lissenstat Minor
3'6 Watmel variably
Spade
Large..
ALL GAUGES D C.C.
21d.
ANODE
RESISTANCES
Major .. 7/6
SS
Med. .. 2d
and Enamelled Wire.
2/6
Solent Unique
.. 3/6 Lissen
Small..
114.
Watmel
3/6
One -Hole Fixing
1/6
Red or Black 11d.
2/9 Dubilier
.. 5/6 Contact
Lissen Push Pull
VARIABLE
doz. 64.
2/6 Nuts 2 Studs
Series Parallel
.. 319 Mullard
CONDENSERS
to 8 B.A.
2d.
2d. .001
8/11/SATURNIUM, THE . CRYSTAL, 2/3 Washers
Screws 2 B.A.
.0002 4/6
.. 45. -0003 5/6
4 to 8 B.A..
3d.
With Knob and Dial
vN6TeRSOLL -` CONCERT
Switch arms 1/- La 1/3
Square Law
Oft41410 Slider Bars
.
3d. 001
.0005 7/Knobs G.W
1/- 0003 8/3
.00025 6/ 6/6
TWO -VALVE
Ebonite '45:
"
No
Knob
or
Dial
Crystal Cups 3d. and 41d.
TRANSATL ANTIC RECEIVER
With Vernier
Plugs 3d.. and 45.
With H.T. Battery and L.T. Accumulator, Wander
0095 12/6
13/6
Brass Rod
..
3d. .001
including Marconi Royalty.
Earth Clips ..
4d. 0003 11/6
Knob and Dial
Pulleys .
411-and I
ArALVES
.

..

B.T.H. R4
Ba

ERTE

(Patent No. :2166.77)

ERIAI

Hundreds of users say that the " VERTEX " is the
most compact, attractive and efficient aerial on the
market.

Easily attached to chimney -stack or face of
wall, as shown, it increases range, volume and purity.
It has one mast only, and can be installed in the most

confined space. The " VERTEX " obviates " interference." Complete with 50 -ft, downlead,

4 insulated arms and central steel hub 3-15-0
bracket, ready for mounting on mast
Steel wall brackets, with bolts, nuts, Rawlplugs and
screws can be supplied.

"VERTEX" INDOOR AERIAL

A most efficient long-range " VERTEX " Indoor

Aerial is also made for use where outside aerial is not
possible. Can be suspended in loft under
roof or in a top room. With 35 -ft. down- x3-15-0
lead, insulated cords and ring for suspenson
Trade Enquiries Invited

WIRELESS APPARATUS, LTD.,
35, Panton Street. Haymarket, S.W.1.

this trade

all panels.
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Special Announcement
Owing to the unquestionable success of our lines last season, we have

been asked by hundreds of customers to give them- something

Special for this Season. We now offer these wonderful bargain lines
in Radio Products, and still .safely say that we give the finest value
'in the Trade.
WALMER ADJUSTABIA.
LIGHTWEIGHT
(to
4,000 .ohms, wide single
leather headband,- very .comfortable,
high.grade. finish, seASitive - and
durable, perfect adjustment. Retailed
at. 18/6, our,.special price 1 1 /00
postage 6d. ";:itra.
Any -Four Headphones, postage - free.
Any. Two Headphones, postage V. only.

WALMER LIGHTWEIGHT
,
ozs.), 4,000 Ohms, wide single
leather headband, very comfortable,
high grade finish, sensitive and

(9

durable, eikry:'phone guaranteed.
Retailed at 15/6, our special price
10/6, postage 6d. extra.

TRADE SUPPLIED. ACKNOWLEDGED TO_ BE THE FINEST VALUE ON THE MARKET.

WIRELESS DISTRIBUTING CO., Ltc1;;- WIRELESS HOUSE, STOKE NEWINGTON RD.

LONDON, -N 1 6.

Money refunded if not approved within 7 days of purchase.

SELLING LIKE WILDFIRE
THE

" MIRACLE " MASTER
VALVE RECEIVING SETS

":.

THE WORLD'S BEST RECEIVING SETS THAT HAVE BEEN PERFECTED

RARRTUE

FOLLOWING CONSIDERABLE RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENT

DESIGNED FOR RECEIVING ANY WAVE-LENCTH,1 & 2 VALVES

I

VALVE .. £2

.. 13

2

3 -_0
- 12 - 6
-

*no

Possessing

Inc:tiding B.B.C. Coils
Plus Marconi Royalties

ea.

Nature's wonder crystid.
Read what an expert says :
. 1 must say that URALIUM and is certainly second to none
deserves to be given every praise.

Loud Speaker Results have been obtained as follows :40

Tf E WORLD'S

sensitivity

ranges-such is "UR AL 1U

I Valve 20 miles from B,B.C., and all B.B.C. and Continental on Phones
2

remarkable

at every point and giving loud and
perfect reception over maximum

.

WIRELESS

STORES,

WALLINGTON

THE

10111
1.44111

ii

AN IDEAL XMAS PRESENT.
VENNOPHONE

3pfstexFtrreae.op
Chelmsford

extra coilo
cola_nd phones of
hest make,

XMArli4.

'---.--

\

0

"..

-----..........

%

915,

--

\

I/6 of all Dealers.

NiT".

-

.....,,

15,GRAPE ST, SHAFTESBURYAVF..,NUE;LONDON,W.C.

tiviviroonfirmairairnotowifivardwAtentenvamonfoutomitivel-DISTR IBUTOt(S

Larseashires& Cheshire
HENRY HOLLINGDRAKE & SON. LTD.,

West of England & South Wades

ILFORD. LONDON,

Scotland & Ireland
V ZEITLIN & SONS (Wireless Dept. U),

E.

Catswhisker

'.

.
fo.. ., *,- -.
.7- '..&.---'...sd-..i_tllj.11)11/111V.slAtliYiltUthul.titfoilfil,t0,1%;14alknodar,v,:,vrya.,lcit
BOWER ELECTRIC ...LIMITED C
-

'.p -N

THE VENNOPHONE CO.
7, SHAWVILLE GARDENS

CRANBROOK ROAD,

WONDER CRYSTAL

Obtainable insilaxi.es."..

- .-------_1*

,-,--.4,.

CRYSTAL RECEIVER
Double Detector. Coarse and Fine
Tuning. Plug for Extra Coils.
Polished Cabinet. Panels of Best
Ebonite, 9 x 6 x 1. Indicating
Terminals.

s

*-- .7----

NAIIIREt

-=-

BOWER ELECTRIC (Bristol) LTD.,
135, Victotia Street, Bristol.

144, Theobald's Road, London, W C.1

Wireless Factors. Princes St., Stockport,

Leeds

T. 13. MORLEY & CO.,
67, Basin hall Street, Leeds.
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RADIO "STOCKS"

ANOTHER 7 -DAY
SENSATIONAL OFFER!
r--1
As an advertisement we have decided to dispose,

of a limited number of NEW and SUPERIOR

YOUR WIRELESS FRIEND.

FEATHERWEIGHT ADJUSTABLE PHONES

FIRST CLASS VARIABLE OON DENSERBT-

\1 I 11/0/0

Best British make. Perfect finish. Absolutely Finest Value obtainable

'001

'0005
'0003
'0002
'00005

Ordinary.

With
Vernier.

.. 5/6 ..

7/-

..

7/3 .. 8/9

.. 5/ 1 ..

.. 4/5

Square
Law.

With
Vernier.

.

at the astounding figures below

.

VARIOMETERS :-Wonderful value :* Special All Ebonite Moulded Ball
Rotor Double Silk Wound, extremely close coupling, one -hole fixing,
A superior article, only 5/-. As above, but Tubular Ebonite Rotor,
All -black Dduble-cotton Wound, one -hole fixing, 1/6 to 4/- each,
All are best value obtainable. Jgranic and Edison Bell Yarlometers,

/0"-, post paid.

HEADPHONES.-Special Exhibition offer of Raclstoek 'phones at whole=

4,000 ohms, light, very comfortable,
superior finish throughout, extremely sensitive, guaranteed, 9'6 post
free. N. ct. K. pattern, 11/6 ; Dr. Nesper adjustable, 12,16 ; Brown's
F., Sterling Brand, etc., 25/,
Sale prices.

Specification :

LOUDSPEAKERS., --Our special, 2,000 ohms, full clear tone, suitable for
low -power sets, 21.; 'Sterling Dinkie, 391- ; Amplion Junior, 27.'6 ;
Dragonfly, 25/- ; Amplion new models and all makes in stock.

IVIANSBRIDGE CONDEN3ERS.-Special offer :
Octopus " brand, best
quality obtainable ; accurate, permanent, noiseless ; beautifully

2

s -c

Post 94..

420

pairs

3a6
Post 9d.-'
These first-class phones are exceptionally light, comfortable, do 'not catch
in the hair, and the adjustment enables- you to obtain maximum sensitivity

on weal; signals and full volume without distortion 'on loud signals,

SCIENTIFIC'
SUPPLY_ STORES
HEAD DEPOT :-80, Newington Causeway, London; S.E.i.
BRANCHES: -126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1; 7, St. George's Circus, S.E.1;
16, Manette St., Charing Cross Rd., W.1;.207, Edgware Rd., W.2;
Phone: lisp 4177
84, Church Rd., Upper NorwOod, S.E.

VALVE1LD1ER

DRILLINGJIG

DRILLING
SIMPLIFIED
USE THIS JIG. YOU

SAVE TIME AND
TROUBLE, YOUR

_,

2'16 ;...better finish
2 -way plated, 3/6 ; ditto, 3 -way, 4/6 ; Polar with Vernier, .2 -way
3 -way 9/6. Doswell and.many other makes in stock.*

VALVE FITS

BASKET COIL HOLDERS.Be4 quality, plug in, block base, 1:2 each ;
ditto, no block, 104. ;. Universal 27way,.5/6 ; 3 -way, 7/6.

VALVE FOLDERS.-Solid hand -polished Ebonite, 10d. each ; Special
Anti -Capacity IegleSs Sunken -Socket .Tops, prevent "valves burning,
out. Is. each. Murray's Patent, Very efficient, :with simple fitting

PERFECTLY.

Highly recommended.

COILS.: Finest Duplex Basket, Waxlegs, most efficient for any circuit
and any position. Set of 5-Nos. 25 to 100, 1/10 ; ditto, for Chelms-

FROM YOUR DEALER, 11 3.

ford, No. 150, 1/3 4. No. 200, 1/6. As above, but extra large air
spaces, coils

3

.M54

-COIL HOLDERS :-All Ebonite, really fine;

showing only :1; in:above panel, 1/3.eaeh.

22l6

dill

cased,,two extra fixing lugs; tested at 350 volts direct current for.
insulation ; there are none better.
'OE 2'.05, 3f; ;
3,16. ; *5 3/6
1 mfd., 316
.2" x lr X -1,"
2" x Ur X Pa%
fr X 1',V X -,1"
2 mfd., 3,10
2" Y. 11," X 11

Post 6d.

pairs

A CCUMULATORS.-Best British, 4 Vt. 40 Amp., 16/6 ;
Vt. 60 Amp.
19/6 ; 4 Vt. 80 Amp., 23/6 ; 6 Vt. 60 Amp., 27/6 ;',6Vt. 20 Amp., 33.
6 Vt. 100 Amp., 38/6.
AERIAL WIRE. -7/22 ; Best M.D. Copper, 11101
SPECIAL : For Better Results use " Radstoek Wonder Aerial",'? the
aerial of the future ; 40 strands phosphor bronze alloy does not

deteriorate like copper; high value of inductance; light in weight,
but very strong, flexible as string ; 100 ft., 3/6.
BATTERIES.-Best British H.T. Batteries, 36 Volt, 7!-; 63 Volt, 12,'-.
Finest Continental,. 66 Volt, 613.
-B_ONDENSERS.-(Copper and mica). Fixed; to .001, 94, ; to .005,"
;
to .01, 1/9 ; to .1,
; Edison Bell Fixed Condensers. to .0a1.3 3 ;
.002 upwards. 2/- ; Dubilier up to .0005, 2/6 ; .001 upwards, 3'-.
TRANSFORMERS, L.F.-" Pow -quip," 12/- ; " Bucks," 1116 ; " Bad -stock," 10/6 Royal, 20/ --best of all. All makes stocked.
TRANSFORMERS, H.F. ENERGO.-No. 1, 3/3 ; 2, 3/6 ; 3, 3:9 ; 4, ka
5, 5/- ; 6, 5/9.
SLEEVING.-(Insulating), 3 ft. lengths, 3 for 104., finest quality.
SWITCHES.-S.P.D.T., 1/3 ; D.P.D.T., 1/8. Panel mounting, S.P,D.T.,.
10d.; D.P.D.T., 1/-.

Irfr
.pair.

MICMIIIINI=1,=

Dials and Knobs Included

.. 3/ 1

1-

i

0000/

9/6 ::'11/8/10/6/7 .. - 7/6 .. 9/..

: CLO 4
DATE
' DEC.

or BAK-FIN WKS., BIRMINGHAM.

in. wide, Sets of 5; Nos. 25 to 100, 2/9. Igranic, O'Keefe,

Energo, Lissen Coils, etc., all in stock.
VALVES.-Dutch, 4/6 ; R. type, 5/-; French R., 6/10; French dull
Effiitters, finest on market for effiCiency and low consumption, 16/6.
All makes in stock : Cossor, Mullord, Marconi, B.T.H., etc.
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.-Mierostats, 2/9 ; Lissenstats, 3/6 ; our own
Special Solid -Ebonite, 21- ; for Dull Emitters, 2/6 ; guaranteed.
Cheaper type, efficient, 1(6 each.

f

`N:NINPIN

CONSTRUCTORS.-Sets of Parts : We specialise in quoting for complete -sets of parts. No matter how small or how large your requirenienta, ,we-will be pleased to quote you our best terms and also give
you technical advice. If possible, send &list of parts required together
with circuit required.
CRYSTAL AND VALVE SETS.-Complete at Special prices.

if

THE

CRYSTAL SUPREME

-

Experimenting with crystals is a thing

of the past-for why seek to improve
on perfection ?-if you buy the

EVERYTHIAIC WIRELESS AT LOWEST PRICES

Send for Free List.
Ail goods on 24 hours' approval. Send ample postage : surplus refunded.

RADIO STOCKS 2.;,/lielwIrftlt)',
RADIO HOUSE,NEWMAN STREET,
'Phone : MUSEUM 3205.

OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.I

'Trade
enquiries
welcomed.

(Valve Power) CRYSTAL.

star "
item I Use a " VALPO " Crystal and your cat's -whisker heroines a
fixture. Each " VALPO " Crystal tested and GUARANTEED. Loud
Super -sensitive all over-no dodging around the crystal during the

reception on crystal alone: beautiful pure tone for amplification by, one,
two, or more valves. Price 1 /6, complete with silver cat's -whisker.- Of
all reliable Wireless Stores, or post free direct. Satisfaction Guaranteed

or Messy Refunded.
Merton Davis, Parnell & Co., 359, Strand, London, W.C. 2. (Regent.4232)
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CLIX Popularity

P.

41telirdp1P1/4

4.V,wV\
/:',:(11/

\\

The Secret!

WlaqicYusicfronitheffies
I: RAY brings it

you can't have efficiency in Radio
anywhere unless you have efficient
contact everywhere.

a

°Lama its Purity -of rone
ROYAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE.
Dear Sirs,
It may interest4On to know'that I frave recently scientifically tested your- r-GIL-RAY " crystal. Its performance
was truly extraordinary when tested both electrically and
on a Crystal Set.
From its characteristic curves it wtritkd appear - to be
particularly useful in Reflex. Circuits.
Yours truly, L. C., D.1.C.;- A.I.C., etc.
Price 1 /6 of dealers everywhere. If unobtainablo; -please forwdrd
1/6 and name and address of dealer. Sole Distributors for U.K and Ireland
Theota/d 's Road
V. ZEITLIN & SONS, 14 4CONDON.
WC
--

Trade en (111111es welcome

il/its.'urn 3755 and 6 8 4 1.

'

c-gtpiELESSCRYSTAL
GUARANTEED

/111.1ZA
(6
CRYSTAL

you can use CLIX.

By virtue

of

the tapered threaded

design of its plug -socket CLIX ensures

perfect contact-an Obvious improve-

ment on various forms

-

of split -pin
which, however accurately
machined, can only permit of a

-plits,
CLIX,may be wired at
points':', B, C, D, or B.
F affords in ideal point

" twe-pbint " contact. Think it out I

for soldering when

permanent connections
are required.
Retail Prtees-CLIX with Locknut 3d.
CLIX Insulators
(6 colours) id. each
CLIX Bushes
(6 colours) id. pair

Obtainable front all

Wireless Dealers or direct
front Glee Patentees and

p
L
Th3

With

Electro-Ln'z'

159 Uses

Manufacturers :

ucTiopmemaosED
`atk.\

?

You can't use solder everywhere-but

AUTOVEYORS LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors,

NV4\

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.
,kssits058,110,t0kOkiftifttqa

VALVE RENEWALS
We repair, by our patent process (for which we
have the National Physical Laboratory's report of effi-

ciencY), all standard types of valves at
Up to 3 valves cheap- 6% carriage paid Remittance must he
est method is to send
enclosed with
by letter post.

(excepting Dull Emitters)

AND

valves.

at least equal efficiency to

GUARANTEE

MUNDAY, Luay
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

59, WATLING STREET., E. C.4. 'Phone CITY 29 72 (One door from Queen Victoria St. & Queen St.)

AND AT

45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3.
'Plane : Royal 4132.

three days,
or refund your money without quibble.
to

in

renew turnvalves,

ACCUMULATORS IN STOCK

THE ECLAT ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,

SPENCER HILL ROAD, WIMBLEDON.

2 -volt, 40 amp.
2 -volt, 60 amp.
4 -volt, 40 amp.
6 -volt, 60 amp.

/TWO, THREE and FOUR VALVE

WIRELESS RECEIVERS

PANELS ONLY COMPLETE SETS

Two Valve .. £12 0 0 Two Valve , . £17 10
Three Valve.. £15 17 6 Three Valve.. £22 5
Four Valve .. £25 5 0 Four Valve .. £27 5
F'OR purity of tone coupled with volume

0
0
0

they are a revelation and must be

seen and heard to be fully appreciated.
A PAYMENT DOWN OF ONLY £4 7 6 will secure
the finest 2 -Valve Receiver, completely equipped,

regardless of cost, balance payable in convenient

monthly instalments. 4 -Valve Cabinets from 30 Gus.,
or as illustrated 50 Gns.
Demonstrations daily and particulars from the
London, Distributors :
H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd., 49,53. Sussex Place.
South Kensington, S.W.7.
'Phones : Kensington 8550i9 and 5948.

CHARGED
.
.

.

.
.
.

.

.

9/6.,

12/-

ao

16/6

26/6 t

We are Stockists for

STERLING, POLAR, RADIO,
INST., ORMOND, FORMO, &
BURNDEPT
ACCESSORIES.

NO POST ORDERS
SPECIAL' L.F. TRANSFORMERS

.

.

10,/- EACH.

EVER -READY H.T. BATTERIES.
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ployed in 1st and 2nd stages of L.F. really
surprised us, inasmuch as signals- were

APPARATUS TESTED

received as linully and clearer than with
three stages of standard bright emitters.

(Continued from page 782.)

<>, -0 0 0

4:
" Discol " typdiheir consideration when the
-<>

-

occasion demands.
*

up odd moments turning over a pile of newspaper cuttings. One of these proved to be

the wireless notes of a well-known Sunday
newspaper, in which it was averred that dull

emitter valves had not yet reached the
efficiency of bright emitters. We were

testing two B.T.-H. dull emitters, and results

gave the lie to the written word. It is a

plugs and so we

B.T.-H. dull emitter, but perhaps this is more

Type R

B3

B5

134

44-

(c

revelation, but with previous experience of
B4's we knew what to expect.
We used the B3's in all three positions,
with an accumulator and with dry batteries

results were superior to those obtained with.

standard bright emitters. The B6's em -

were not sur-

prised to discover
among the above
An Atlas combined grid leak
and condenser.

an Atlas coil so
fitted.

is

This coil

very well

made, being gratifyingly rigid in construction. It is so wound that considerable air
space between turns and layers is obtained,
while on test, it preyed highly efficient in
respect of tbili tuning and coupling.
The Atlas coil holder, which retails at 8/9
is provided with a micrometric adjustment,
Which besides being smooth and positive

in action is so designed that the moving

not used B.T.-H. dull emitters they are a

and in dual circuits. In every instance

From Messrs. H. Clarke & Co., of Old

.

They are slightly microphonic, but With
all due respect, not as microphone as 'one
particular B.T.-H. bright emitter we
possess.. Grid bias does not prove.essential,
but is a:distinct advantage.
Taking',e,--erything into consideration we
have come to the conclusion that a, valve
set is hardly complete without at .least one

regrettable fact, but there is still quite a lot
of suspicion abroad in respect of .dull
emitters, though not in the services, kir we
have seen B4's in use by both the R.E.'s and
the R.A.F.
The B.T.-H. Co. had sent us samples of
two types, the B3 and the B6, the specifications of which are as follows : B3, general
rpin-pose valve, 1.8 volts, .35 amps., max.
anode volts 80, plate resistance 27,000 ohms;
price 21/-. B6, Power valve, 3 ;volts, 12
amps., Max. anode volts 120, plate'resistance
-6,000 ohms ; price 35/-. To those who have

Rb

-As a matter of fact, we cut the plate voltage Trafford, Manchester, we have received a
down to 9 yolWbef ore standard results.were range of components for test. Clarke's, of
obtained. Every additional few, volts . course, are the people who introduced the
porcelain cell
above this,up.to 45 or so, resulted in sheer
gain.

Quite a coincidence, but whilst we were
testing some valves -the oth4.day we filled

common knowledge than we imagine
hope it is.

B6
The complete range of

coil cannot move independently of the controlling handle. This we consider a. really
commendable feature and provides just that
one refinement which a component needs
to possess to be- better. than others of differ;
cnt makes. The Atlas filament control is
unique_ in design arid smooth and certain in
action ; at 6/6 we consider it a proposition we
can recommend to .our readers. ,Similarly,
the Atlas variable- grid leak is distinctly unconventional; and we congratulate. Messrs.
Clarke:for so consistently leaving the beaten
track.. Like the -filament resistance it is one -

receiving valves,

all of which, with the exception of the R type,
are dull emitters.

hole motniting; and proved on test to be
reliably etlktant. This, too, at 2/6 we
.

cvsider 1,60:good value for money.

THIS NEW AMAZING CRYSTAL
will stand the test of time.
It is a natural 'product, with every facet sensitive.

..........0.7kwIlill it/i,Iii/i-!..??:=-.4.,
---PAD1___Q,W
aim lame.

=twc--=was.10"7:---WIbtriA.'---:
too'

49., , rhid
4.141114/Silt

0.
a 'tativ,..
--V6

tkitnettl
glatitiN.

RY5IAL

:,.....-- ...---........

__,...
4.... o. a . oto. ..ems

It is tested under actual working conditions. The
strongest guarantee of perfect service.
One Trial will convince you of the superiority of
this wonderful Crystal.

FOn my 2/7 Crystal Set I am able to use
four pairs of 'phones at wonderful strength,
thanks to Ledion.--H. H., Watford.

I

I

:at

Ai"

Price 1/6 in airtight
cases.

Sole Distributors:

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.,
2, Finsbury Avenue, London, E.C.2.
Telephone : London Wall 2475.
An Advt. of LEMON Products,
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SPECIALITIES
-,Before making the Wireless Set you have in --

PA a.. 5

'mind, ask your dealer to show you the

'

/20 ohms2r7 2

range Of Clarke's " ATLAS " components;
Designed by experts, made by skilled work -people, carefully tested,: and thoroughly
guaranteed, it is 4rpcsaible to 'get greater
value

or more

tt
1111

2000 -zri.4.o
e000

.

,0

dependable components.

/1

1100111011111001111or

Fixed -Grid' Leak and Condenser.

vitts

The.Condenser c'asings'' areArtade -of strong Bakelite, and

only the very best copper foil-atid the finest ruby mica
as the dielectric. - Not
condenser of the actual
capacity named, but the.c
it y. is kept absolutely constant, The Leak is encased' nm'eat--ehaniW, tubes, the ends
of which are surmounted by b
nickaalatted caps, also
irass

IEMEN
1.-1EADPHONES
AHD

OR)

fitted with our latest pattern of bracket -cum -soldering tag,
All values supplied both of Leak and Condenser. Condenser

tested to ',coo volts.
Prices from 316 eachr

LOXID SPEAKERS
BRIN6
TO THE TOWN

THE 11USIC
OF THE
COUNTRY
AND TO
PRICES:

Coil Stands.

120 ohms

The illustration shows tl e " Atlas" patent micrometric
adjustment, which yields a perfectly even slow motion, and
prevents the falling over of the moving Coil. Gives an
accuracy of tuning which is a delight. There is no fear of
f4" missing " carrier waves owing to a too quick movement
of the Coils. Mechanically and electrically sound in design,
these Coil Stands are made and guaranteed by experts, and
are sold at surprisingly moderate prices.
Made in both two and three-way patterns and fitted with
neat tension adjustment.
Two-way patterns 89 each. Three-way VII- each.

MP

2./00.

2000

4000 a .(215.0

THE COUNTRY

THE MUSIC
OF THE TOWN.
Ohledi2able

all Dealers.

Say " ATLAS " and be Safe
SOLE MANOFACTGRERS :

1:69

H. CLARKE & Co. (Manchester) Ltd..
RADICrEIVGINEERS

Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.

'

'Phones: 683 & 793 Trafford Park. Grams: "P irtoid, Manche ter.

SIEMENS BROTHERS

CO, .LTD.
- WOOLWICH, LONDON, SE.18.

A180 manuictitpers of

WIRELESS RECEIVING SETS. BATTERIES. &c.
)

.3=Nzivkw,aa;mt,_

_
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heard in the telephones. .1N -hat is the capSe of

the noise, and would grid bias or better filament 'control cut it out, as it is very disturbing and quite spoils the programmes for
a moment or so and makes distant transmis-

sion very hard to tune in, as it is almost

All Editorial Communications to be addressed- The Editor, POPU LAR.
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon, Street, London, E.C.4.
Editor
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

as Me ofQin/11 query cannot be reproduced in
the answer: Cush should be Sent in the ,form --of postal

Technical Editor :
0. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

,The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to .the fact that, as much of the information
given 'in- the colitnins of this paper is of a technical
nature. and concerns the most recent developments in

F.R.G.S.

Assistant Technical Editors :
K. 0. ROGERS.
P. R. BIRD.

Foreign Correspondents :

to patent, or who desire advice on Patent questions, to
our patchtngent. Letters dealing with patent questions,

WIRELESS ANP WIRELESS

of .0d. a guy or is for three:- Alt queries must be

Technical Query Dept., POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
E.C. 4, and must be accompanied by a stamped and
addressed envelope. Copies of the queries sent should

will not be so pronounced m)Ing to' the different
construction of the valve.

" biotristTiVE

cause interference 1
The circuit would not be successful. The best
method of adding reaction to the " P.W." Set is to

couple aerial and anode coils together in a two -coil holder. This arrangement can then be 'connected to

the circuit at the same points as the fixed coils

would have been.: It May be necessary to reverse
the anode roil, in the same way that a reaction coil,

ileStiOnY

is reversed.

" INTminsTEn " (Johannesburg).What is

`and, .' wery

"-Sykes
mierdphdne, and, upon what
principle does itwork.?
a

R. T. L. (Chadwell Heath).-I have two dull

emitter valves (Det. and L.F.) of. the 06
amp. type, and notice that when I move in
the room where the set is a ringing noise is

The Premier

Variometer

'

Tlie " Sykes " mierophdne, which was adopted by
the E.B.C., is electromagnetic in principle and does
not depend upon- the loose -contact principle of the
carbon microphone:
Essentially it consists of an extremely light coil,
arrangccEso as to lie in an intense magnetic .field
between,a, pair of opposite magnet poles.
(Continued 022 'page 794.)

For -distance
You need tension-,
wound Coils.
It is in tile reception of the

Inside winding, suitable for broadcast reception on any P.M.G.Aerial,
extraordinary -close coupling ensuring large tuning range, Inductance,

distant stations that the

higher efficiency of Reactone
TenSionWound Inductances
is most apparent - when
every " five -O's -one " too
much self -capacity tells, and

the. highest 'possible - 93 to I.
Metal feet can be adjusted to four
different positions. As used in the
SingleValve receiver for all wave=
leagths, described and illustrated
in" -Modern Wireless," July issue.

when you need to pick out

one narrow wave -band from
a jargon of jamming.
It is then that the Sharp tuning

PRICE 10/- Postage 6d,

If it's a FALLON---it's

of Reactone Coils counts-

and the unique construction
that gives, without shellac or
wax, a highly efficient, rigid

as good as the Best.

Fixed Condensers

and uniform inductance.
. .
.II you use a Valve Set,
note how readily even No. 2.5 Reactone will oscillate.

Made of the highest quality mica

and copper foil; each one

and
guaranteed.
tested
FALLON Fixed Condensers

are right up to FALLON
standard. Fitted with soldering tags and nuts for
making clean connections.

supplied in sets of 5
(Nos. 25, 35, 50, 75

and too), and each

All Correspondence, Post Orders, nod
applications for Trade Terms to:

Fallon Condenser Co., Ltd.,
WHITE RIBBON WORKS, BROAD
LANE, TOTTENHAM, N.15.
Branches: 143, Farringdon Road,

.004, 2/ Fixed Condenser with Grid Leak
PP

combined 2 -or 3 megohms 2/6 each.

'

E.0.1.; 3, King's
gate, Manchester;

St., West Deans 120,

Wellington

St., Glasgow; 7, Howard St., Delfast.

i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Barclays 361.

-ND

set is boxed. Be sure

to sse the name " Re -

(atone." 4/6.
No,

FIX FALLON CONDENSERS
-they improve results in add sets
Capacities up to 'oar, 1 / 3 each.

(CardifE) encloses a circuit

which he has evolved from the " PAY." Set,
and asks if it would be efficient or would it

if sent td The Editor,. will be forwarded to stir own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded .
to readers.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

titaateve.\\,.

and for this reason they are known as " miCropheinic "
valves. You will find the Caine ringing Can beinduced
in a bright emitter if you tap it ruttier hard, though it.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS:

REVIEW, The Eleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John B. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4:
Technical queries are answered by post at a charge
gildressed to the

emitters have a tendency to vibrate in thismanner,

The Editor will be very pleased to recommend
readers of POPULAR WIRELESS WI/b./isms ant /inventions

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
Photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsi- bility for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted' for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope :must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
POPULAR

rubber or thick felt, so as to clamp out any mechanical
shocks due to movement in the room, etc. Most dull

doing sp.

L. S. LEES, Paris Dr. ALFRED GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; R.' YATES, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS. Holland.

Editor.

shocks to the valves. These valves are so sensitive
that any slight vibration makes the electrodes inside
vibrate also, and that gives rise to current variations
in the, telephones which, in turn, give out the ringing
noise you mention. Unfortunately, the only real
cure is to stand the set or valve sockets on " Sorbo

the Radio world, some of the. arrangements and spebialities described may be the subject of Letteri Patent and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to .obtain
'

permission of the patentees to use the. patents before

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

The

The ringing is due to mechanical and not electrical

causes, and is the outcome of small mechanical

orders.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Staff Consultant:

iductance Cork

(Chelmsford), price, 216.
550

Ask your TVireless Dealer.

In case of difficulty

send P.O. for 419 (or 2/9 for the Chelmsford),
itli your Dealer's name and address, to Sole
DistributorS for U.K. and Ireland.
144,

-

impossible to tune without moving ?

V., ZEITLIN & SONS.

Theobaid's Road, LONDON, W.C.I.
'Phones: Museum 3795, 6841.

Manufactured by Lewis Harforth & Co.,
London.
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Use any Coil for

IGRANIC

a

Honeycomb COIL
Gimbal Mounted..

Built on the- same

Tuned Anode.

principles

An entirely' new and exclusive idea. Permits

the use of any type of Plug-in coil being
used in place of a High Frequency Trans-

.

Merely insert the Tunode Plug in
the Transformer Socket and the correct Coil
in the Tunode Plug. All connections are
made- internally. The same variable conformer.

denser

previously used for the

Transformer will be used for the
Tuned Anode. Coil.

PRICE

as

the

Igranic
faMous
t Honeycomb_ Plug
notinted Coil,- In
-sizes to cover
NV.a,Ve-length ranges
;1430

nteties,

to' 23,000

.,Price frog] -4/10 to
.7

size.-

gaccording to
-

3/6

IGRANIC

t intro kts\l,,\WAV ss

TRI PLUG
COIL HOLDER -,

For -use with " Igrauic " Plug
Type Honeycomb Cons, it is
arranged to tate one fixed and

two movable coils.

Price with

,stand and ebonite operating
hanilles
21
For pane l mounting .. 151,

kunirutugor

.

Build your

set now
for

Time's shortshort- now if you want

your set to " listen -in " to the

PRICES.
0001 mfds. 7.'00O2 mfds. 8;6

coming Christmas broadcast pro-

0003 mfds. 10/'0005'mfds. 10/6

001 s:riftls; '11,6
Dual Condenser for 2
stages of
H.F.
- 15;6

IGRANIC

Filament Rheostat 30 ohms.

Designed

veto -Scott Square taw Condenser.
Experts who have seen and used it are
'frankly amazed that such a welt -made
cOndenset can be sold at such a
'moderate figure. From top -to bottom
the Pete -Scott Square Law is a good
piece of engineering skill. Its plates
(registered design No. 707,585) permit

the true square law tuning being obtained over the whole. of its curve.
Standard one hole liking will enable
every experimenter to substitute 'it for
any old-fashioned condenser without
alteration to set,
A special feature is its 2 -piece dial,
which is absolutely seif-centreing. Any
-

dial that must be setztn its shaft with
some form of set screw cannot be true

and must develop an unsightly wobble.

Send 3d. for a copy

of our large 48 -page

Illustrated Catalogue,
showing you how to
save by dealing with a.

all

repute.

and drilling template for panel
mounting,

They include Honeycomb Coils, -Fula-',merle Rheostats, Intervalv.e, Tran;'

Folders on

formers, Vatiometcrs, Variceounlers,
Bi-plug Coin Holders,. jrisplug,
Holders,
Battery
Potentiometer:,
_Vernier Friction Pencils, etc.
erahLee
All of which caery is sis nroiit

Unettes, Unit System
and Pilot Panel Service
sent free of charge.

Transformer.
Specially designed for selectivity and small

Tunes very sharply
with a variable condenser of 0002 mfds.
Primary and secondary wound in a number
high -frequency losses.

Air core. Standard
of separate grooves.
Manufactured from
4 -pin fitting.

6/6

a better set with

used. Current carrying capacity_
0'4. amp. Price, with screws -

Mail Order House of

The long distancellf

pure ebonite, hand turned and
polished. PRICES: 300 t0 boo metres

for controlling

types of Dull Emitter Valves.
It is smoothly and evenly
variable over its whole resistance range, and permits of very
Suitable for
fine selectivity.
controlling up to four valves
according to -the type of valve

grammes-hut if you build
with Igranic components there
still -is time, for you can rest
assured that your set will be a
real success as soon as you've
completed the "wiring." Don't
risk failure-see that you build

IGRANIC

Auxiliary Rheostat 25
For joining, in -series "with
existing rheostats to obtain
additional resistance for the
control of Dull Emitter Valves,

';AsIK your dealer about thelit.,
WRITE FOR LIST 2.313

Igranic Electric Co. Ltd.,
149, QUEEN VICTORIA ST.
LONDON.

Any value of -additional- resistance up to 25 ohms may

therefore be obtained, Easy
to fit. No further control
required. Price 1.3

Works : BEDFORD.
Dirininghain, Bradford, Cardiff,
GlasgOtv, Manchester, Newcastle.

ss,

Chelmsford and Radiola Wavelengths 7/.
Hatched for two stages of ,high
Peto - Scott's

frequency ySe at 710 extra charge.

Wireless
Book 1,3
Post free 1,5

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.
Registered 0 (ices : 77, CITY ROAD, E.C. (For all Mail Orders).

Branches: London: 62, High Cardiff:
Holborn,94.
W.C.1,
and
230.
Queen
Street.
Wood Street, Waltharnstow.
Liverpool: 4, Manchester Street. Plymouth : Near
Derry's Clcch
G.A. 1851

IPRANIC VERNIER FRICTION. PENCIL
Designed for use with yariable condenserz, varomet: rs
and similar apparatus to convert the plain instrument
into vernier type. You merely drill a hole in the panel
near the edge of the dials and press in one of the hushes
For fine .adjustment the
supplied with the -pencil.

pencil is bisected in the bush-so that the rubber ring,
engages with the bevelled face of the dial-and rotated.
By sliding the clip attachment towards the brass pin

a pencilmay be converted into an anti -capacity adjuster.
Price complete with clip, spare rubber ring and 3 bushes.

-
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EinitterSP
ePaire
(laic
44.00000040.040......0444440-~0.
Good News !

10/6.

D.E.'s repaired 'for

'25 amp. filaments. As good ,as news

With 2 volt

Prompt service.

18/6

type or kind having electrodes brought out at
opposite ends of tube (i.e., low capacity type). We return your valve
Can't repair " WECO

New Radion Cool Valves,
C 1. Fil. 2 volts '25 amp. For general

equal to new.

purposes.

C 2. Fil. 2 volts '35 amp. Fox L.F,,
C. Fit.) volts '06 amp., 211- each.

RADIONS Ltd., BOLLINGTON mAcarsFIELD.
THE
.

662:111VIFILICIP9LEIL1SFI 99

Imuiri

FIVE AMERICAN STATIONS IN ONE NICHT!

YOU DON'T KNOW

ReCeived clearly by an amateur who followed the instructions con-

tained in RADIO. PLAN No. 1, and made the P.P.V. 2 from a
few inexpensive parts. This wonder circuit receives all B.B.C.
stations, the nearest on loud speaker, all European transmissions
from Holland to Rome, and at least three American programmes

What your set can do till you have fitted it with
the latest improvement in crystal reception.
That wonderful device

FE

THE,

G 213MC F#X.4-Ir

ki / BIC "

nightly. Easy enough for a chil. . construct. If you fail, we will
put you right. Over 60,000 alrea. .uilt and not a single complaint.

GIVES CORRECT TOUCH TO MANY SENSITIVE POINTS

AND MAKES CRYSTAL RECEPTION AS STABLE AS VALVE.

PRICE
it dillicult

F._
F.7.:

'I..--

=

to

6d.

EACH

RADIO -PLAN No. 1, 2/- Post Free
tells you all you want to know: Simple pictorial diagrams, full
wiring instructions, with every connectiom explained, and instructions how to make your own coils.

eareputableersRao
dOf

i

o'dain locally, post free direct from sole distributors,

L. APPLE, Ltd., 13, Brewer Street, London, W.1.
Trade terms on application.

Anode 20-80; & amplification about 9 in each case,

Telephone: Regent 1584.

="--

YOUR SEASON TICKET TO AMERICA !

=

PRESS EXCLUSIVES;;Oireless Publishers,

-

DON'T BUY A NEW CRYSTAL, but secure to -day

"KMPLYVVI-IISK

IMMO

2, Wine Office Court, Fleet. Street, London, E.C.4

-*BUY THE BEST FROM BLANDS*Telefunken Lightweight
'phones
Dr. Nesper Type 'phones
Duolateral Coil Winder
Sj.tper7ite Crystal and Whisker.
-06 Valve

1

.

s.

d.

1

0
6
0

12
4
2
18

One hole fixing.
Handsome nickel
dial.
Pros,

Pat,

12452.

6,
6

Winding cannot be damaged
by ordinary use.

Posta'e Extra

Size, ri ins. diameter, 1 in. high.

B.Sc.,
82a, Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.

From all Wireless Stores, or direct from:

Liberal Trade Terms

S. E. BLAND,
Wis:eless and Electrical Engineer,
Central 8521.

EFIFICIENCY As

IT "WASN'T ON WEDNESDAY."
Asked the meaning of the word revolution, a small boy said that it was "some-

thing on Saturday -as it wasn't on Wednesday." HOVIMO Connectors are a
revolution in H.T. Efficiency. Their use avoids soldering and cheapens cost
of complete battery by from 25 per cent. to 5o per cent. The HOVIMO
also ensures perfect "silent" working, is everlasting, allows easy replacement of units, will take ordinary wander -plug, and
Makes, it possible to keep your H.T. at an equal votage,
British Made.
P. MOLBACK, 27, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.I.

'Phone:
Chancery 8351

Phosphor Bronze
contact arm.

Ask your PLUG HOLE
dealer
for then

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO

Co., Ltd.,

Electrical Engineers & Mans! acturers,

22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

RAYKAGE
PREVENTS
FING&
BREA

11011111111i
rime

SLIP OVER
TERMINALS &CLINCH.

'TACCARD
WHEN FITTED ro
"--;' 1-1EADPHONULOUD SPEAKER LEADS

FITTED IN A MINUTE.
NEVER WEARS OUT.
ROUGH USAGE C'
CANNOT HARM LEADS.

Per noz

Ask your Dealer for The TAGGARD "

From

dealers
or direct.
1111011111111

-

GRIP

or send crossed

for 116 toBEXLEY, KENT.

P.O.

GILLIES BROS .,

Popular TVircless. anti If

Wej

s Review November 291h, 1924.
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/

A

WE couldn't improve the technical qualities
of B.T.H. Headphones. They were and

are perfect in tone, clarity and volume.
We have, however, embodied a great many

constructional improvements in the latest

pattern, which make it the most comfortable
*ma convenient instrument of its kind. Here
are some

the more important features of the
new B.T.H. Headphones :Weight, with cord, only 92 ozs.
No hair -catching projections.

No " scissors " movement of headbands.
diustable to any head by a single moveut, without the manipulation of screws
nuts.
No screws or nuts employed in construction,
and therefore nothing to work loose.
Minimum number of separate parts.
Body of ear -piece made of non -resonating
material.
Diaphragm rigidly clamped around periphery
between surfaces of non -resonating material.

Permanent magnets are really permanent
and are not affected by lapse of time or
external changes of polarity.

13.T.H. Headphones are unequalled
for sensitiveness, volume, comfort
and appearance.

Price 25/ per pair
(4.0

Obtainable from all

Electricians & Radio Dealers

Advertisement of The British Thcrmon Houston Co Ltd.
Crown House, Aldwych. Loud n, W C2

1'27
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 790.)

of different types in uie. Which is the best one
for the reception of broadcasting on a crystal
set ? -, I have plenty of room in which to fix it,

and I could get It 20 ft..high without -any
- trouble, and higher if necessary or advisable.

The movement of the coil in the magnetic field
due to its vibration gives rise to induced currents
in the coil, the potential of which depends upon the
speed of movement of the coil across the field:
This potential is applied to a non -inductive resist-

_

Adrian E. Sykes,

In future a cterge of Sixpence per Query will
be' made for answering all technical questions
submitted to the Technical Staff of POPULAR

ance in such a way that the resulting wave -form
corresponds exactly with the sound waves acting
on the microphone.
The invention was due to an Englishman, Mr,
*

.Sc.,B A.ALLE.E.
*

*

M. F. T. (Bishop's Stortford).-I often see

it advised that telephones should be connected

the right way round in a valve circuit, but
my own 'phones are not marked at the ter-

It should be at least 30 ft, high for really good results.
For an earth plate you will find that a sheet of copper

If the polarity of the windings of the 'phones is
not marked, it is not very difficult to determine by
means of a dry cell and a suitable resistance. Re -move
the earcaps and diaphragms from the 'phones, and
to each earpiece connect one terminal of a dry cell,
the other terminal being connected to a resistance.
The purpose of having the resistance in series is to
prevent too great a current from passing into the
windings of the magnets.
Now hang a series -of pins on to the poles of the

magnet and connect the free end of the resistance to
the other end of the magnet's windings. If on making
this connection the pins drop off the magnet, reverse
the dry cell and then repeat the experiment. If the
weight of pins is arranged with card, it will be found

that the current will always tend to knock off the
pins when flowing in the " opposing ". directi s.
If, however, the pins remain attracted to the
magnet When the current is flowing through the
windings, the direction of flow is correct. -The terminal of each 'phone should therefore be suitably
marked so that the perinaneht plate current will
always assist the fixed magnetism of the
.

J. W. A. (Watliiagton. Oxon)."-I wish to

erect au aerial, and amConfiiseetby the numbers

will give excellent results, or a large sheet of -galvanised

metal will be quite O.K. Bury to a depth oilliout 3 ft..
or more if possible, in damp ground, antrmake

that the earth lead is well soldered to. the metal
sheet. You will, find that a water pipe or tap will make
quite an efficient earth if it is possible to use the
direct method,

S. C. 0. (Dagenham, Essex1.-,-Wha t. is meant

,WIRELESS. A group of three queries will be

addressed envelope in addition.

by the reactance of a circuit ?
Reactance is a function of the indUctihice, capacitw
and impressed frequency.

The reactance due to an inductance is given by

THIS' NEW ARRANGEMENT IS
NOW IN FORCE.

of finding out in which direction they are
t hem"?

Our Query' Department.S-

E answered for One Shilling. Postal. Orders must E
be.enclesed with all queries and a stamped

minals or on the leads. Is there any method

wound, so that there is no risk of demagnetising

You will probably find that a 100 ft. single aerial
will be best for the reception of broadcasting. Sc;,
that it is well insulated at both ends. Loudest signals
will be obtained if the lead-in end of the aerial points
towards the station that is required to receive. -Use
7(22 enamelled copper wire, and keep your aerial
as far away from trees as possible, and, as height is
the all-important factor, -get it as high as practicable.

2
fret! uency - x- inductance in henries.
reactance due. to capacity is given by

E Since the incepfion of POPULAR WIRE.
LESS, readers haVe had all their problems E
-E-= settled for theni free of charge, but with the H
great increase in the circulation and the coneH spending increase in the number 6t queries sent E

in, the task of dealing with the latter has be= come gigantic. A large Technical Staff is now H
E employed answering queries, and it is with -the

E object of relieving the pressure on them that E
E - we have decided to make the small charges E.
:7-1 mentioned.

Readers of POPULAR WIRELESS know that E
E the Editor and Staff of this journal have always E -1.FE:

H bad, and always will have, their best interests H

at heart.

7111111111111111111I111911111111111111111119111111911111111111911111111hE

I am also in doubt as to the earth. Should
this connection be made to the actual ground,
itself by a buried plate similar to those usetlia.
the Post Office for telegraph working ?

1

The

.

3
x frequency x capacity in farads,
'both results being expressed in " apparent ohniiii"
An inductance in series with a capacity ha, reactance
equal to the sum of- time reactance of the inductance

and the reactance'of the condenser.

R. J. H. W. (Abingdon).-I have a crystal
set and a two -valve -'set (detector and _LI,.
amplifier), lout, -.I should like -to increase the

range of both thes6 receivers by a valve

at radio -frequency on 'the tuue(t.
amplifyi
anode s
-. What are the einirfecties
for 'adding I.E. ' amplification, to an: eVisting
receiver I
.

.

.

.

.

I wish- to experiment. with - tuned -anode.
H.F., and should like to know if a single
ME. Valve is added to a valve detector, earl
another H.F. stage be placed in front of this,
so as to make - tine.
two H.E. and detector,
Without material
to the wiring ?
Tic' a'ecompanyingi diagram shows, at the top,

the connections for adding, a tuned -anode H.F.

(Mai/rued na page 799.)

It MUST be . -a " MARS"

-the secret's in the spiral spin.

BRITAIN'S BEST VALUE.

BECAUSEexpert supervision,- materials, and
Skill are used in con.struction.
The special design and
construction of each
Car -piece concentrates
the action of the
Magnetic. poles on the
most sensitive point
o f the diaphragm,
thereby giving super sensitivity and a deep
rich tone, absolutely
free- from all inherent
Only

SUPER -TONE
HEADPHONES
ARE

-

THE BEST'
WTI
.

.

metallic noises.

The Headband has been
specially designed to give
you the maximum comfort.

NOTE
.

" Popular Wireless says : " We have
no. hesitation in recommending the
Mars Aerial wire to the attention of
our readers, and intend to discard 7/22's
in the case -of our own aerial in future.
" Radiostat " in the " Sunday Chronicle"

" If you want the very best get
the new Mars ' Aerial. This will give
you 3570 more power.
says

30,000

get

Post your order at once along with cash for'22/6, and if,
for.any.reason whatsoever, you are not satisfied, we invite
be refunded.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

ARTHUR G. FOULDS, LTD.,
DUNEDIN STREET, EDINBURGH.

enthusiasts

agree.

you want the best aerial

OUR FREE TRIAL

you to return 'phones within seven days, free from damage
and in new condition, when full amount of cash paid will

Mars

If

.

It's

good
for COILS

-Try It.

MNTE:The

AERIAL

9/6 FROM ALL LEADING DEALERS OR FROM THE SOLE

MANUFACTURERS AND PATENTEES : E. & W. G. MAKINSON,
LTD., WELLINGTON WORKS, WELLFIELD ROAD, PRESTON.

Popular 'Wireless and IT'ireles Review, November

29Nf, 1924.

INDIS.PE,NSAI$LES
TO

-

MAXIMUM RADIO. EFFICIENCY

J

GOOD COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS DESERVE A -GOOD PANEL

PARAGO

Uni,ioxii Fins Grain,

That
'Matt rinih.. GUARANIES'
Non-lilstallia Surface, tree of
leakage.

x

.. 2;6

x

313

5(3

811,x

Quality
Specification
Home Constructers

reception ehould apply for
our 16 " pp. Cataloguefree on request.

" Popular Wireless "-CUT, EDGES SQUARED and GROUND,
Prices for drilling -and engraving upon request.

?id, per square inch..
STANDARD SIZES.
24 X to x 1 .. 14/6
24 X 12
1 .. 17;6

8X

18

Y.

6x

PARAGON POLISHED
MAHOGANY EBONITE

6/9

12 X 8 x 1 .. 6/to x 8 x 4 .. 6/9
7 X 5 x 1 .. 2/3
1 .. 4/6 so x 9 x 4 .. 6/8
4...15/3 9 x x .. 3/5
3/3
no x 5 x

54 X 1. 2/9
.. 4/7

12 X IS X 1: , 7/3
x 7 X
12 X I2
.X
8/6
6x
4
If
12 X 1 -10- 22 .X rr x
16
to.,-;
..11/6.
9 x.
16x 12 X 1 ..131. 12
x

Is NOT a composition, but GUARANTEED POET OFFICE
QUALITY EBONITE, and is of similar specification to

the

now universally used PARAGON EBONITE,

I24eX 91X 1 .. 7/6.

.. 8/3

o

wish to be gertain of perfect

Special panels for Receivers desCribedln this or any previous issue of

" Popular Wireless."

8 x .- 6 x

at

Nl

t:de!'rst EBONITE PANELS

Tested and ReC0/12111P)Ide,d, by

8

Po

PANELS CUT TO SIZE, squared, edges ground, id. per square inehr
THE-

cia.q2Av Nq
PANEL MARKING PROCESS

This name, on every envelope

is

your only guarantee
against
spurious imitations. Nugraving is

PARAGON-CURTIS ONE PIECE MICA CONDENSER

guaranteed for an indefinite period
against chipping or cracking.

en= MOM TERM

ONE

V6MCGIJMN2 at=
Tatnalib ANODIS ORM?
No`t?. Op OM

6.4. 6.4. @PP OIIII
Da,17. 1112 12 LP.

--

PARAGONPATPP°CFlYRI

126a6FaCE7, KGSPRGSMCI

PIECETIS-woww

MICA CONIY.'
ACCURATE -AND UNIFORM CAPACI'T'Y.

Walk908 LS.4.0 LS.4 00
OM R? Ca. 13.6 iaoVii

Technical and Constructional Authorities reiterate their opinion

6366. ECM 572.031T1

fixed condenser manufacture prevents any guarantee of uniform

® cm.

mug

LMEMPI2E1 GML101161 ,

unsg.a.vaan 17213E.
r=to t
1=t
gg aVg CUP' cigg
ra

8-

that the successful home construction of receivers implies the close
adherence to the original specification. The ordinary method of

capacity. The method adopted, however, in the PARAGONCURTIS not only guarantees uniform capacity throughout
production, but guarantees also 5 per cent accuracy.

It will be realised that in any published circuitous specification
of fixed condensers of a specific value-the PARAGON-CURTIS
you buv is uniform and accurate-essential for perfect recettion.
Complete with Grid leak Clips
..
..
Grid leak ..

LliVINERNET41:1

..

.

..

2-9

81:1IICCUSHZi3 6006. P1113U6

c.

0

6

51

21

(3

el 1000 S2

IMPUTITZ ICSD 138/13
D.1360C1Pfl FLUB Una
ECIC11202 1313)ME3a2

lou MEag7nia2r7

e35zo MaIffiniSTAZ
MUSISIM1

WareEtT62 Gilo go 6

COMPLETE AS SHOWN

I

1

0.3RTis

1

I

CONSTANT TUNED

I

600- S000

1

I
ill

1

,Il

I
1

1

I

I 111111
it

h

Di
ii

1

i

" Constant
Tuned " High
Frequency Amplifier is the only automatic
high frequency amplifier which guarantees
high efficiency for two stages of radio
The

1

I

1

No Tuning Condenser. Required

I

i

CURTIS FILAMENT RIMOSTAT

H.F. AMPLIFIER

1

1

;

CURTIS CONSTANT -TUNED

I

1

6d.

Curtis

amplification on any wave -lengths between
30o and 3,000 metres, and requires no
additional controls.
For t h e g r a a t er
convenience of the constructor and to con-

form to e x i s t i n g p a n el designs, the
CURTIS CONSTANT -TUNED is connected
up in exactly the same way and replaces
the ordinary H.F. Transformer.

(Working diagrams supplied with every
model.)

I
1
1

]
]
1

I
1

^ ^^

only be understood by fitting the CURTIS.: o_tO 4o ohms;
quick and slow action ; D.E. Valves may be used.in coniunction
with 6 -volt battery if your Rheostats are CURTIS. .Price 5/-

-

PARAGON-CURTIS Products are always of uniform and depetutable quality. Ask your focal agent for full particulars, and
illustrated catalogues,

PETER CU-RTIS, LTD.,
7 5, -CAMDEN
ROAD,
N. W., 1.
'Phone :
Paraerex."
Telegrams

1

I

Model A, 300 to 800 metres, 15/-, postage 63.
Model B, 800 to 3,000 metres, 17/6, postage 63.

I

That better reception is obtained if filament control is perfect can

BIRMINGHAM :
MANCHESTER :

North SOS.

76, Newall Street,
312, Degnsgate.

Central 7236.
Central 509$.

In (onjunetion with

THE PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO,, LTD.
parcloys :367 .
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HULLO EVERYBODY!! All tla(ese Gourds sent

E LUXE"

JACKSON BROS.

-

_

VARIABLE

.

B. "'CONDENSERS.

LAW

KNOB AND BUSH.

-

IL I

.SODARE

AS SHOWN, WITH -DIAL,

'0005
'0003
'0002

Fax,elgra. /Piacliirid aria F.cost

MODEL TWIN CONDENSER

ALL

Super

Standard

Micro -

denser

5/11
5/4
4/11

UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING.

SQUARt

NEW
11101DE
With knob and dial.

LAW

WITH VERNIER.
.001
7/3
.0065 0003 6/9

AL'114,4

EBONITE

ENDS

ENDS

STERLIo6
with Vernier.

-001
.0305
-00015

Marconi-Osram

R. or R 5 V

GOSn ELL

SQUARE LAS'.

ENGINEERING
Patent Valve Holder

30'- Goswell

2 -way

coil

Mullard-Ora

16

holler
25,16
23'6 Goswell 2 -way VerGoswell

3 -way

Coil

93

- 11/6
- 12/6

"RI"

.

8./8 ; 250, 9/- ; 300, 9/5 a

400, 103 ; 500, 10/6
Fil. Rheostat, ..

Standard Grid Leak, 1/-, 1,3, 2;'6

Shrouded

Powquip,"
18/-

4,'6

WATMEL

14/6

BRETWOOD

.. 7/(New Model)
.. 7/- Var. Grid
Leak
3/ Anode Resistance.. 31WATES
MICROSTAT
TELEFUNKEN 4,000

Potentiometer
30 -ohm Rheostat

For D.E. or n /9
R. Valves A/
Post Free.

ohms HEADPHONES

As light as a i 7 i
Feather ..

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'SE
GALLERY

DOOR g.

Fill111111111111111I111111111111111111111111110

I

II1

I

Var. Grid Leak ..
Anode Resistance

2,:6

FRENCH
THOMSON - HOUSTON

tion.

alight

return east,

reserved

JUST TRY THEM.

3/6 4,000 ohms

per Pair

15 /11

EDISON BELL
.0001 to -0005 Fixed
..
.002 to -006

001

.

P.1
P.1

Cossor
Cossor.

Myers -Universal

Mullard H.F. (Red Ring.)
Mallard L.F. (Green Ring)',

nier Coil Holder ..

POLAR

A.R.

'

Complete with Knob and Dial

DULL kW TE:rt

7;6
Holder ..
091 var. Condenser 10'6
10'6 Goswell 2 -way. Panel
'005
1016
Mounting
3i-0003
'0003 10/- Micrometer Condenser 5, 6 Goswell 3 -way. Panel
_
Mounting
..
Cam
Vernier
2
-way
'0005 10/11
11," - Goswell 3 -way Cant
Coil Holder
With EBONITE DIAL and
Vernier
.. ..12!6
With Knob and Dial. Post Free. Polar 2 -way, with
Two Knobs. Post 6d. Set.
4.
11,
Vernier ..
LISSEX,
HEADPHONES
Polar 3 -way, with
We can recommend these
17-, Variable Grid VWF. 2 6
Vernier ..
33
26
Anode Resistance
as being excellent HeadPolar -Junior, 2 .
3'6'
phones, with a great repuway Cam Vernier 6: - Lissen Minor
ENER
GO
7,6
Lissenstat..
tion.
- 4,000
Polar Junior. a.. 10'6
ohms resistance,
way Cam Vernier 9'6 Do. Universal
'.. 2.9
2 -way Switch
each
..
£1 0 0
H.F.
Trans.. 3'9
Series Parallel
B.T.H., 4,000 ohms reformers
. 30 T1 Traniformers
sistance, each
£1 5 0 ACCUMULATORS No. 1. 150-450
3,'6
randes Matched Tone,
T2; 25/- ;] T3, 16,6 ;
No. 2. 250-700 .. 3;11
MADE BY WELLCoils : 25, 4110, 30; 35,
4,000 ohms resistance,
No. 3. 450-1200 .
4,3
40 4;10; 50 5:-, 60 5, 4, Is
each ..
11 5 0 KNOWN FIRM FOR No. 4. 900-2000
4,6
ME.
Brown Type A, 4,000
5:4, 100 6/9.
No. 5. 1600-3000
4/9
POST
PRICES.
resistohms
No. 6. 2200-5000
5 point switch .. 4'4'11
41
10'6
4.3
ance, each .. 03 2 0 2 v. 40 amps ..
Lissen choke.. .. 10/ 4
v.
40
amps...
..
17'6
Sterling, 4,000 ohms re..
AMPLION BASKET Aux. Res.
1/3
.
20,6
sistance, each £1 5 0 4 v. 60 amps...
Dragon
Fly,
2
-way,
Gecophone, 4,000 ohs
m 4 v. 80 amps... .. 24,6
4,11.
25'6
v.
60
amps...
29,resistance, each £1 '5 0
6 v. 80 amps... .. 3416
McinICHAEL'S H.F.
NEW
Post
EBONITE 6 v. 105 amps. .. 49'6
TRANSFORMERS
MODEL
Prices. 3/16th in.
in.
150- 300 1(14
IN SEALED
6x6
1/6 2/300- 600 tur
BOX
7x5
. ,
2/14
1,100-3,000
each
21
8x6
..
2/- 3/Voltmeter, C and S, one (Manufacturer's Don't Bay Otherwise.
9x6
..
2/2 3/3
4/6
hole fixing, lt 3
advance.)
10 x 8
3/- 4/2
Post 25/- Free
47
12 x 6
3/3 4/2
100,000 ohms
12 x 9
..
4/3 5/6
Backs
Fixed .. 2,6
49
"PowquiP
12 x 11
.. 5/6 7/6 Formo,
32
2 meg. Leak 2,6
12i6
14 x 10 ..
5;6 7;6 open 12/6
FORMO
Both with clips.
Cut to Size, 3/10 in. at ;',d.
SHROUDED
square inch.
18, Genuine
16
44
DUBILIER
Bretwood
Rheostat,
DR. NESPER
29
-001, .002, -003, -004,
with Dial,' Valve -holder,
HEADPHONES
extra valise,
005, -006, Fixed .. 3/-.
1/9
diaphragm,
Adjustable
2
for
2 for
2/6
-0001, 0002, 0003,
receivers,
detachable
1:6
-0004, .0005
.. 2/6 lOnchester
"Powquip," Ormond,
leather
-covered,
double
53
Type 577, .01
7/6
D.P.D.T.,
14/6
15'6
lone
head -springs,
Grid Leaks, each
2,6
1/5
flexible
nickel Please Note. Large stocks
cords,
Resistance
Anode
kept,
but orders accepted
parts.
Very
plated
S.P.D.T.,
dist inctcinders'ding
50,000, 70,000, 80,000
comfortable fitting to the on
ho des1/2
that salne will
100,009, on stand
LOOK
FOR
THE
head.
patched at the- earliest
complete
..
5/6
possible date as cannot he
TRADE MARK.
for delays
12,'11 answerable
4,000 ohms .
supples.
IGRANIC
manor acturers'
Post 6d. pair.
Tartar, all sent in rotaCoils : 25, 5/- ; 35, 5/- ;
15
150, 7/10 ; - 200,

.11.1LIATE S

001

units of 00025 or .0003. 9;5
John Blair, Esq., Rexall Pharmacy, Equal
Complete with Knob and Dial.
Millom, says:- Your Condensers are a REVELATION to me as a Dealer. Sept., 1924.
C. Walton, Esq., Andover:NEW MODEL
Tested your Condensers on Megger
and got ' INFINITY."

7h. ;

ON

RISK.

- 9:6 - 11/6 THORPE BA (5 -pin) 176
SQUARE -LAW .00075 -- 8:6
8
9/- - 11/- PHILLIPS . 4 ELECTRODE
.. .. 12'6
.0005 - 7/- - 81- - 101-00025 - 12,'6
(Both for UNIDYNE.)
.001
- 9;6 '00025-619 .0003 - 5, 9 - 6/9 - 8/9
-0003
12/6 .0007519:.43002 -5 6 00025 - 5f9 - 6!9 - 8,'9 BRIGHT
12/6 each
:0005 - 18/11 0005 -8:- ;0001 -15'3
1:"9 _
B.T.H.
;
R. -Type
TWIN (w.ithout Vernier) .0003 -6,9 Vernier 4,6 Vernier 4,- - 4;3 Ediswan

POST 6d. SET.

50, 5/2 ; 75, 5/6 ; 100,

VALVES

POST SENT AT

PURCHASER'S

" I.E." ordinary type

21:- each

Type

.

B.T.H.
B.3
Ediswan
A.R.D.E..
Marconi-Osram
D.E.R.
Type
25 /- each.
B.T.H.
..
B.5
Ediswan
A.R.0.6
Marconi-Osiam
D.E.3
Mallard ..
D.F.Ora
DULL EMITTER. POWER VALVES

Far use 'with.
and
D.E II. Valves.
Idarconi-Oaram, Type
DA.6,2-25 volt, .25
amps. 25.0t11.I. EMITTER [PER VALVES

For 'use with '06 Valves:
25:-

B.T.H. Type B.6
Marconi-Osram

-

Type D.E.4
Mullard,Type D.F.A.2 30t-'

PDsyER VALVES

For use with Bright Emitters
B.T.H., .. B.4
35'MarconiD.E.5 35/ -0sram
Mallard ..D.P.A.1 35/-

'06 French Meta116/11

.. 13/6

'06 Dutch

Phillips '04 Type16/11

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS
Wire Wound Type,
Rotary Action.

IGRANIC ohms each.
Plain Type
4&7
4'6
With Vernier Adjustmeat
.. 4 7/ Plain Type
.. 30 7/ The Raymond
6 1/6
The Ormond ..
2/ BASKET COIL HOLDERS
No. 1
..2 for 21 No. 2
.. 2 for 2/6

(both with plug)
Coil Stand 2 -way for
Basket Coils.. .. 4/11
to Universal 2 -way for
Basket Coils.. .. 511
" BABY " COIL STANDS
.. 3/2 -way on base
3 -way on base.. .. 4/9
(brass fittings)
2 -way ex. handles .. 416
do
.. 5;6
(nickel fittings)
2 -way Cans Vernier,
high-class
5/9
Several high-grade patterns.
2 -way
at 5/-, 5/8
3 -way

113

2-

1i3

46

Cut

51 Enclosed Detector Eli - -0003 with Grid Leak 2,6 from Solid
1 crometer Adjustment,1/9 Variometer
10/6 Rod
1/3
I By post 2/3.
Twin Detector ..
5 6 Legless 1/3

K. RAYMOND

27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques ana postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

48

5-1
11;9

3 -way

..

at 6/11, 7/0

annimilimumniunimmininip
54

HOURS

":12 OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - 9 to 7.45 FT:
R. SUNDAY - 10 to 1
Phone: GERRARD 4637
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rHULLO EVERYBODY!!cALLER Q

4/ THESE GOODS ARE
SENT BY POST. Packing

PARTS FOR 2 -VALVE
"IJNIDYNE" RECEIVING SET
The 4 -electrode valve. Thorpe
K4 eaoh .
..

17/6
10d.

6 Terminals for ..
..
2 Microstat Filament Resistances each
..
..

2/9

2/6

1 Variable Grid. Leak
1 Single -Pole Double -Throw
Switch
..
.

1/3

1.0005 Variable Condenser,
with Vernier

..

-7/3

1 Cam Vernier 2 -way Coil

-

..

51 in. x
PanelHolder

FERRANTI
L.F,

9/

11 in, drilled to

BETTER
THAN

THE

hold two 5 -pin valve holders

for
..
2/.
BEST
1,'6
2 5 -pin Valve Holders each ..
1 Fixed Condenser, .001
2/2, 3/1 Fixed Condenser, .0002 L2, 2/2,'3;'1 Shrouded L.P. Transformer,
Try our
20/10-1
1011
, 8 yds. No. 18 Gauge, Tinned
Copper Wire
..
.
light
as a
Necessary Screws, Nuts, and ash- Feather Phone
ers Free if above lot purchased, and
4000 ohms.
Post Free.

17/6

L.F. TRANSFORMERS Lead-in tubes : 6d., 7d., 85.
Valve Pins and Nuts 2 a ld.
Eure.ka, Concert Grand
£1 10/ - Stop Pins and Nuts 2 a id.
Nickel Termilials,
2d
No.. 2. (Second
Stage)
81 2 6 Nickel Contact Studs
2 for 11.
'milk,- 5-1 Ratio
211 1d1The Ferranti, 4-1 17.6 Nickel Switch. Arm
(one -hole fixing)
The Silverton, 5-1 21! The
G.R.C. 5-1
15/ - Loading Coil and plug 8d.
The G.R.C. 10-1
20/. 6amages. Permanite
12Marconi
' Ideal .
6d.
Condenser BrUshes
-

Power ..
Burndept ,L.F. 5-1
Ratio
Lissen T. 1 L.F.
T. 2 L.F.
T. 3 L.P.

,

351-

.

251-

.. 801-

35, -

BABY MODELS
Sterling, 4000
ohms ..
82 15/Sterling Dinkie
1 10/ -

Brown's 2000 ohms 2 8 'Araplion Junior
1 7,6

Dragon Fly ..

25: -

Ultra

27/6

FOR NEUTRODYNE
NEWEY SNAP
TOOLS'
TERMINALS.
CIRCUITS.
Set of Spanners
" Ind. Vernier. Complete Set.. .. 2/6
Taps, 0,2,4,8 B.A. set 2/ - " Colvern
The
low
maximum
of
Small Soldering Irons 1/- any vernier is adversely
DIAMOND WEAVE
7 Twist Drills. .. 1/11 affected by capacity effects BASKET COILS (5)
- and any vernier which is EXTRA AIR SPACE
.
WAXLESS)
employed to give fine (DUPLEX
Equal to Honeycomb.
tuning MUST NOT be in 25,
35,
75, 100 (waveassociation with the main lengths marked).
tuning condenser.
Set of 5, 3;9
PRICE
2/6.
..
Post
3d.
SHIP FON
" POLAR "
STRIP RHEOSTAT,
MICROMETER
MYt RS. VALVES
7 ohm (with fuse), 3/- UNIVERSAL.
LCONDENSFR,
D.E.
30 ohm,
3;Boxes, ALL SIZES,
60 ohm,
3/ 21/ stocked.
POTENTIOMETER,
West End Stockist 600 ohm,
4:6
RAYMOND " FIXED
Polar, Edison Bell, FerCONDENSERS.
DUBILIER TYPE
ranti, Silvertown, DubiFIXED CONDENSERS. Ebonite Base, Terminal lier, Lissen, Energo, UniFittings.
dyne, Eureka, G.R.C.,
Post
Free.
The cases are a moulded
.0001 to .0005, 1/2 Sterling parte,. etc.
composition of extremely 001,
.002
to
.004
1/3
high insulation quality, .006
Aerial, 100 ft. 3/ .. 1/6 Tape
and are non -hygroscopic ; 01 and .02
,,
2/6
1/9 Sausage Aerial
'

5/6

.002 Ruby mica only is

used for dielectric, and the
conductive surfaces are

cut from the best copper
sheet.

Bus Bar, A square,

..
Bar, 18 square,
MANSBRIDGE TYPE Bus
15 feet
..

ACCUMULATURS

.. 3:9 250 .. 7/6
.. 4'- 300 .. 8- 1 mfd.
.. 5/6 400
9'6 2 mfd.
Set of 4 for B.B.C.
50
75
100

10d.

16 D.C.C. Wire per lb. 3/-

wave lengths

.. 14;11

minals, Clix,

Cardboard

Post 3d. each.

a,iacl
t.l .PE5rr MODE 7.

CHELMSFORD 5XX.

Post Price:

IMPOSSIBLE TO EQUAL FOR CRYSTAL SETS.

RIGHT OPPOSITE

iDALY'Si
.

B GALLERY DOOR 725milinintittunitiontinumitinta

Wire, per ilb.611
..
13
g.9d.20
-.
-g
2t,., g. .. 10d. 24 g... 1/26 g. .. 1/1 28 g... 1/3
D.C.C.

30-g.

.. 1'6 Etc., etc.

Neutron Crystal ..

W.O. or 'Phone ld. 11-d
Fancy Patterns 15. 145.
Extra large
. 25. 3d,

rd
Valve Sockets 2. for
Machine
cut
Screws
Stocked (Best).
Pulleys
.. .. did.

211

4 Taps and Wrench
Screwdrivers
..

1'6

..

..

Urahum

65.

H. T. BATTERIES

1,'-

midite
61 66 N. & Ii. , .
Enclosed Detectors
9d. 60 v. .. ..
4 v. 40 amps.
..
Large, Brass, on base 1'3 30 v. .
4 v. 60 amps.
..
Ditto.,
Nickel,
on
base
1'6
'
4 v. 80 amps.
MieMet Type
.. 2/8 60 B.B.C. ..
,,
6 v. 60 amps.
Variometers,(special)
16
35
B.B.C.
..
...
6 v. 80 amps.
Ditto., with clips, etc. 2:3 9v. B.B.C. ..
6 v. 105 amps. ..
Ebonite D.C.C. and
Dial
.. ..
3/911'5 (D.E.) ..
Hart's Stocked. All High
Also at 3/11, 4/3, 415 up. Ditto .. ..
Quality.

"DE LUXE"

PHILLIPS' 04
TYPE VALVE

A " REAL " BARGAIN

15/11

2,000 ohms 24/-

..

Legless Valve Holder 1/- Microstat

Solid Rod Ditto. .. l'Under Panel Ditto. L6
Ebonite Dials .. 8t1., 1/-

Switch Arms Sd. to

76
6
4
_9,6

.

..
..
..

5,6
2,6
1/9

FIXED CONDENSERS

26

..

1,,-

and
Flex. (Red
Black) per yd.
.. ..
4d. Shellac

2 MFD. ..
.
31.1
D.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Min Panel .. ..
1: On China Base
1-71
.

3d.

55..
Valve Templates 2d.
Electron Aerial .. 1/31 Loading Coil and Plug 8d.
Adhesive Tape Roll 215. Contact Studs 4 for 11d.
Copper Foil per foot 21d. Nickel ditto 2 for 11d,
1/2d. Mckel Switch arm
1 in. Fibre Strip 3 ft.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d. Sorbo ear caps pair 1/4
1, 4
5 a 15. Tumbler Switches
Ditto Staples
ORMOND" L.F. - 13111

..

..
2'- to 3/MAN IIIRIDGE I YPt

-

SUPER LOUD SPEAKER

7:11

.

,

`

On Ebonite Base I'll 2,1
S.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Miniature Panel .. 1035.
On China Base .. 1/1

On Ebonite 1$ to 1/9
Murray Valve Holder ..,4

Spring Washers 4 a 15.
Coil Plug on Bare 105.

12/6 FIBRE STRIP (For
Coils)

PHILLIPS

A Wonderful Transformer 4 'ELECTRODE VALVE

,

,

.,

., .

DUTCH '06 12/6 P.W. " UNIDYNE" '" ''' 'mg' ' in. '''''''''' 414
VALVES
`IVICLAL" (FRENC4) BREAST DRILLS chuck
jug io.ic.4c.
.06 VALVES, 15/11 Cut. Bevel and Gear 41 USUALLY IN STOCK

65. 'Phone Cords 6 ft. U., 1/3
Twin Flex 4 yds.
Twin Silk Small 6 yds. 6d. Nugraving .. ..
id.
Empire Tape 2 yds.
'
D.C.C. Bell Wire
5d. Alleli-Var. Grid Leak 1/3
10 yds.
Knobs 2 B.A. 2d. 3d. 4d. Best Sleeving 3 yds. 10d.
Small Knobs 6 B.A. 3d. Rubber Lead-in 10 yds.1:Small Knobs 4 B.A. 3d. Thick ditto., /td., 2d., -5e 3d.
Wander Plugs pair- 3d. Aerial, 7/22 100 ft. 1/101
Egg Insulators each ld. Ditto, Extra Heavy 2;3
- 100 ft.
2!Tape Aerial 100 ft
85.
Valve Windows 45. to 9d. Anti cap. Handles
1/Switches
Tumbler
.. 2d.
Mica .. ..

CRYSTAL SETS

De Luxe Crystal Set

1/16 sq.
is
sq.

-

15
feet 5d.
6d.
is feet

Et ty-v,--

7/11
25,
VA.
85.

4 Whiskers, 1 Gold
Coil Plugs (ebonite)

.. ..

Ditto
Shaped

65.

..

8-1d.

1/-'

..

1/9
15.
3d.
15.

5 ohm Rheostat .. - 1/3
Various 13, 1:6, 1:9,e1/11
With Dial .. .. 1/11

..

Ormond

'Phone Connector
Nuts 2, 4, 6 B.A. doz.
Washers
..12 a

130,LE s
-

SILT S -13AR

5 '9x4
8 x 6 10 x -8
7

12 X -9
12 ;/12

D.C.C. Coil

Basket Holders

..

,

Z*-Ci

-

5 equal25 to 100.._.

&ditto., Extra Air
.

ace
Also at 10d., 1-., 1/3, 1/6
Space
wa
200j3600
13 2 -way Coil Stands 1/11 67 waxed
150/3600
2,3 3 -way ditto .. .. 3111 Chelmsford
D.C.C.

With adapter ..
ts
11; D.C.C.
Extra Air
New 3 -pole Laminated Magnets, which ensure an
Space ..
2/11
yen magneetic pull and still greater volume. Windings well insulated. Large size earpieces and leather PARTS FOR ST. 100
headbands of standard " N & K " comfortable de- (Less Box & Ebonite)
sign. Technically, " N & K " Headphones represent
Absolutely Inclusive
the last word in Wireless Reception.

ininiiiiiiuniumniminninina

CONDENSERS.
-001, .0001 to .0005 10d.
1/-002, .003, 004 ..
.006, 1/3 ; 011,'9 ; 021/9

RAYMOND. GOODS
3/6 Tube, 3 x 7 in., 16 D.C.C., 7/11 9/11 12/11
square tinned, Radio 2 B.A. rod per ft. 21d. 5 Waxless Coils
3/11 and
6" 65 ..- 1/4
Press Transfers.
200/2000 .. .. 1/5 EBONITE 7x
L4
22/6 the Lot. Post free. 4 B.A. Rod per ft. 2d.

N

I

105. Terminals complete 6d. Brass Pillar .. 15. 145.

RAYMONII FIXED

9/6
16/6
18/5
23/6
27/6
33/.
38/6

,..

.001 to .0005.. each 1/- Best quality obtainable. 100 ft. 7/22 and 6
Insulators ..
3/6
permanent,
.002 to .006 .. each 1/3 Accurate,
noiseless, unaffected by
Post Free.
FOR 7 CIRCUIT
atmosphere, beautifully PARTS
CRYSTAL SET
cased, double insulators,
RAYMOND
(Percy Harris).
BROWNIE "IMPROVED"
two extra fixing lugs,
PLUG IN COILS.
.0003
S4. Law Con- WIRELESS SET - 7/6
made
entirely
finest denser, Panel,
25
3i9 150 .. 6/- materials, pass of
10
x
8,
all tests, Burndept Detector, TerRAYMOND
35 .. 319 200 .. 7/guaranteed.

..
..

2-meg. Leaks
Cheap Fixed..

.

15 feet

CONDENSERS:

NO POST ORDERS FOR SAME.

LARGE NUMBER OF BARGAINS TO CALLERS ONLY

.. 16;6 2 v. 40 amps.

LOUD SPEAKERS

12/6

THESE 3 COLUMNS FOR YOU

-u i

£6 65. OrL to £10.

with ex
handles .. , .
3 -way ditto ..
4.5 Batteries 415.
2 -way

Brass Coil Former
Twist Drills

..

..

1/11

2,8

,

8 x 6 .. 1/10

STOCK 9 x 6 .. 2,'10 x 8 .. 3/-

'

1,11lig

12 x 6 -. . 3/-

SIZES

12 x 9 .. 4/3
1!-,1/3, 216
2/11 With adapter, 9d. extra. 3/16 in. 12 x 12 5/6
14 x 10 5;6
Arm 12
4/9 Switch
5t1.
WE STOCE
Studs, 12 Nuts,
Cut
to
size
1 -in.
12 Washers.
2/11
114

K.
RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,

LEICESTER
SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post rders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm, Moneys sent must be registered

Lot low.

in.

Id. sq.

EBONITE.

allillllI111111111111111111111111111111111111111E
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.
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'Phone: GEERARD 4637.
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AN INTERESTING AMATEUR STATION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, --4 note, in reading the Correspondence
in a recent issue of your paper, that Mr. C. Burrows,
of Belfast, reports reception of a station in France,
but whose call sign he is not able to give.
I vin inclined to think that it is a French amateur

that he is referring to ; because I have heard a
THAT. " SIMPLE:, SUPER -CIRCUIT."
The , Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

-

Dear Sir,-In response to requests from readers

I am furnishing, some 0/instructional details of the

" Simple Super -Circuit "-described in a recent number

of POPULAR WIRELESS.

.The wiring diagram is shown in Fig. 1 and the panel

lay -out -in Fig. 2. The apparatus necessary is as
follows :*Tsin -0005 'Md. variable condensers, one

similar station working on about 500 metres on the
days that he mentions.
I tuned this station in about 11.15 on a Sunday
evening, and several times since at ghoul 7,15 p.m.
on a Monday,- Tuesday, and Wednesdnr.'
He transmits gramophone records aniongst,which
-

°

are " Horsey, Keep Your Tail Up " (played at an
enormous rate and, I presume, by the .Savoy Bands,
since the singer gives the chorus in EnWsli) and
" Last Night on the Back Porch." .Aflei°every two,
or three record's he called
out in a very. high-pitched
voice, " Alto, dllo, ici poste
Radiotelephonic -me huit 6 I
(Hallo, hallo, 8 e I railing), no

quittez pas! ne quittez pas

(stand by, stand by)." -Then
folloWS the sound of the
°record being placed on the
gramophone and the scraping of the .needle. Judging
by the sound of the music,
'I should imagine that the
motor is being wound up
-while-the record is playing
Haring a list of Trench

amateur call signs, -I looked
op this particular one. Here
it is : 8 e I : Societe, aneiens
Etablisgements Ancel, -36,-

I've learnt the sound wisdom of metal.
It's sound, Unbreakable. and utiburnable-that's why I use Climax
Rheostats and Potentiometers.

0003 m61. variable condenser, three -coil holder,

-"asket. or honeycomb coils, rheostat, grid leak 'and
condenser, -001 fixed condenser, valve holder, eight
terminals.
It does not make anv difference whether the H.T.
negative is connected to 1.T. positive or :negative,
because -direct current is prevented from reaching_

They're metal cooled, too
Just listen.
The resistance element is a wire
spiral wound on a solid metal rod
and insulated by vitreous enamel
applied at a temperature of r,,mo°
Fahrenheit, and capable of standing

on a single valve reflex with
the anode: anti aerial coils
coupledtkellier. -The signal strength is treendeus.
m
In fact, .one can hear
nearly every movement in the room. His selection
of records, which he sometimes announces. consists
mainly of selections from. French comic operas and
" es tunes."
Hoping that this. some -What lengthy letter will be
of use to you,
am,

Yours faithfully,

15'

110, St. Allban's -.Avenue,
.

A MODIFIED " P.W." CIRCUIT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Owing to the very large number of

one, two, or three valves.

the insulating material nor
the resistance element can be burnt,

c9,IsrEV

The wire

resistance clement gives a, perfectly
Smooth adjustment.
It is, 'solid,
and therefore cannot be mcnianically
damaged. It -is in. intimate contact
with; M cooling . mass of metal, noel
--therefore .cannot be burnt out. No

Iva

RHEOSTAT©

clai,YZ°A° 0 °°

the grid by the condenser. Between the filament and
the aerial inductance.

The value of the variable condenser across the
aerial' coil was given as -0005 mfd., but there is no
objection to the use of a condenser with a greater
capacity.,.

noise can be set up in the receiving set.
These are marked points of superiority

over all types of rheostat including.
those employing granular or fibrous

It was stated in the article that the best H.T.

voltage was generally somewhere about 80 volts.
This, however, is when an indoor aerial is used. For
use with an outdoor aerial a 66 -volt battery will
be sufficient, because it is easier to make the set
oscillate with an outdoor aerial than with the indoor

material.

TEN GOOD FEATURES.
(1) Solid, rigid coil.

type.
Yours faithfully,
104, Fentham Road,
Peale MASON.
Erdington, Birmingham.

(2) Perfect .eooling.

.(3) Insulation- stands high tempera -

communications 1 have received since -you published
my letter some.weeks; ago, giving results obtained on
the " PEW ." set, I venture to enclose -herewith rough diagram of the circuit, as slightly medilled by myself,
With particulars of components.
I may say I have never yet seen any circuit giving
the aerial coil coupled to another, as in this case, and
I- attribute my success largely due to this method of
coupling -and 'to the placing of a variable resistance
across -the anode coil. You will see I have eliminated
the several switches suggested for the " F.W."
Combination Set.

With an improved aerial and earth the results
I get Breslau and other Continental stations very
well indeed ; and on August 23rd I enjoyed listening
for some time to an American station direct, the
from the B.B.C. stations have been astonishing, while
music being loud and clear and the announcer having
a very strong American accent. This is a remarkable

achievement for one. valve, so I am informed and
I have been challenged. on the point ; but I u -am
(Continued C??, page 800.)

tares and voltages.
WWII -breakable. Bakelite terminal bar.
(5)' Large and.well-Xpereedierminals,
(6) .Stecl grub screw,fixing for contact
brush.
lack nuts 'to work loose.
(7)
,

'

-

.

(8) Riveted- brush, with Perfect brush
contact.

(9) .Takes any Panel up td in. thick.
(so) Bakelite knob with blind brush.
Will not work loose.

Price :-Climax Rheostats, 6 ohm
pattern, 3:6 each. Postage 3d.
Climax Rheostats, 3o ohm patPostage 3d.
tern, 4-6 each.

W. J. ATTERTON.

Bedford Park, W. I.

1:4010k /

ffill"-e-tectric pressure of 2.000 volts.
The cooling far exceeds that obtained
by any other method, making a single
standard pattern equally suitable for

broken, or displaced.

Rue 41e Licge, Paris.
I have, received this Station

F/G.,

_

Climax :Plitentielmeter, 300 ohm
pattern, 6:- each:. Postage 3d.

CLIMAX PATENTS, Ltd.;
182, Church Street; Loudon, W.8
f.60/1/Te OR WOOD /44"e X 7X 5/is

.

-
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued from page 794.)
amplifier to an existing valve set. The aerial is
shown directly coupled, but, of course, loose coupling
may be used, if desired, although the extra control
is apt t6 -..'make the tuning rather complicated.
Connected as shown, a 35 coil for the aerial may
be used; hut if the aerial condenser is connected

,

in series.to sharpen tuning, a larger coil is necessary;
about-'7g.tinhs generally giving best results.

For the. anode circuit a 75 coil is used, and the

other vahre.s are as indicated.
ONE STAGEOFNF
FOR ADDITION TO

.0003

En5TING VALVE

To H.T.1TO

'O&M

FOILOMM
VALVE
GRID

AZ: -

2

55

Prnum MUIXEC

MINOR

To [-T.+ arid H7:-

" An infinite. capacity for taking pains " is

owe 5TA4E oF 11.F.
rbLFa
FOR CRY5TRI.PETECTOR.

t

8 '1
The ELF.-cr3-stal arrangement shown in the lower

part of the diagram is obviously very similar, but
the 'phones and crystal- are connected in series
across the anode circuit. It will be seen that the
filament rheostat is placed in the negative lead,
but the connections should be tried in the reverse
position, also, as occasionally this Is an improvement
with valves which do not require a slight positive
bias on the grid.
If it is desired to add a second stage of H.F. to an
existing stage, the alteration is made at the points
Al, Bl.
The aerial circuit is disconnected at Al, Bl, and
another valve is connected to these points by its
L.T.-Iead and the output to grid and filament, as
marked in the top of diagram as B2 and A2 respectively. The 2 megohm leak is a good standard
value for the fixed type, hut for critical working a
variable leak gives best results.

T. W. T. (Birmingham).-I have a first-class
crystal set with which I get splendid results,

and I am now anxious to experiment with valve

crystal reception. From all that I can gather,

there are many ways of adding valves to

crystals, but most of the descriptions I have
seen demand rather a lot of alterations to the
wiring of the crystal set. I wish to avoid doing
thid, and to keep the crystal set- as a complete
unit, because it is a particularly good instrument which I am loath to alter. Can you tell
me of a book showing how valves could be
added to such an instrument, without alteration to its internal connections ?

still our motto, and never was it better illustrated
than in the TrueMusiC Minor.
This wonderful little instrument gives ample
volume and perfect articulation for all -purposes.
Its sensitiveness can be judged from the fact that
excellent results have been obtained b. miles from
2 LO on a crystal set.
No illustration can do justice to its appearance.

The whole of the outside-horn and base-is

finished 'in nigger brown, and the inside of the
horn (which is of capper), is sand -blasted. The
wonderfully rich and warn effect of the brown
and copper must be seen to be appreciated.
The TrueMusiC Minor is- the Land Speaker, for
every home.

You can get yours from the nearest -dealer.
you have any difficulty.write to us -direct

If

LOUD SPEAKERS:
TrueMusiC Minor
TrueMusiC Junior
TrueMusiC Standard .
TrueMusiC Concert Grand

d.

..

21 -0

..

2

10

0

..

5
6

0

0

10
22

0

..

T.M.C. Clear as Crystal Headphones

6

You apparently did not see " P.W.," No. 121 (Sept.
20th issue), in which we published a description- of
such arrangements. The article was entitled, "Adding
Valves to a Crystal Receiver," and is illustrated 'by
diagrams showing the various connections referred
to. If this copy of " P.W." cannot.be bought locally

without difficulty, you should write direct to The
Amalgamated Press (1922) Ltd., Back Number Dept.,
Farringdon Street, E.C.4, from whom copies are
obtainable, price 4d. each, post free.

The Telephone Mfg. Co., Ltd., Hollingsworth Works, West Dulwich, S.E.21
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CORRESPONDENCE
(Continued front page 798'.)

'

quite confident on the matter, and am pleased to.
find in a recent issue of your paper that another
wireless enthusiast in another part of this country

was successful in picking up American telephony at
the same time.
Yours faithfully,
Glencoe, Scotland.
FAULTY UNIDYNE NOW WORKING..
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS. - '.

Dear Sir, -1- wish to thank yon for tlir information

received regarding my set (two -valve Unillyne). I
- have placed the fixed condenser; -001 across the
L.E. transformer, and -now I am:getting very good
100 ft: I can tune
results. With an indoor aerial
in with. ease, Newcastle, Glasgow, Manchester,
- - Belfast, Bournemouth, and Birmingham, 'the latter
lond-spealta strength.
If you wish to use this letter for publication you
.
can do so.
Wishing the. POPULAR WIRELESS and staff every

success.

.

I am,

Yours truly,

261, Main Road,
Glascote, Tarnworth; Staffs.
...
.

F. I. MORRALL.

THE RADIO-BELG1QUE STATION.
The Editor; POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Re Mr. Burrows' letter in "P.W." recently.

The station. -moll he heard is no doubt Radio
all
be
een -every
Beigiq.ue, w
,.3'S . " Alto,
hltt6r than a n y B.C.C. excepting
item.- I get
-Bournemouth; but his wave -length varies slightly
'

-

.

sdnrBlit tiftaini.,si°11.

Waye-length: 20:5 Ill; call Sign

Yours faithfully,
25, Addison Road, ''--

--

C. tillEPHEED.

-

tiouthsea.

RE NOVEL CIRCUIT,
.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

-

Sir,-I should Ifir&l.b supplement the remarks of

_Why we can guarantee the Eureka

permanently against breakdown
-

IREL ES S

enthusiasts
would be amazed to know

.

the number of ingenious

tests-from the examination of

the wire to, the actual meastirement of signal strength-that
every. Eureka has to undergo.
They Might be surprised to know
that the fine copper wire for its
coils costs considerably more

than that used in other trans-'

formers, because it must be a15-: ..
solutely joint -free. Through the

whole of its 2+ miles of wire

there are no soldered joints. And

this is where most breakdowns
occur.

The sudden surges of

current in transformer coils soon
-find out the weak snot and break
-

...

doWn the.insulation.

.

The_few shillings more vou may

have to pay for a Eureka is a

positive insurance against failure..
Why buy a cheaper Transformer

with only a short 'guarantee

Remember no Transformer ever
wears out-it can only fail when
its insulation breaks down. Not

only do we take extreme precaution in the winding of the
coils, but when the final tests
have been declared O.K. every

Eureka is permanently sealed in
its steel case.
Fourteen days in water could, not
harm it, and Faraday House re-

quired 'no -less than 2,000 volts to
break it down.. Obviously, there-

fore, a Eureka is --more or less a
life -time investment.

Sold by' all . Dealers, and manufactured only -by

Made in two types

PORTABLE UTILITIES CO4 LTD.

Concert Grand .. 30/ -

7 & 8, Fisher Street, LONDONON.C.1
Scottish Agents : FULLER, BLACKIE &
RUSSELL, LTD., 30, Gordon St., Glasgow.

Eureka No. 2

.. 22/6

(For second stage.)

Mr. A. C' Bates ititjtour recent issue (No.121) relative

to th#112o-ye.ilircuit.
tsoiertainly to be complimented, and any
Mr.,
-

furthetdMormation re same which lie may be able
to inintrrwill be.greativ. appreciated. My own trOuble in this set, like that of Mr. Bates,
is baud capacity. Using an indoor aerial Bournemouth and the Liverpool Relay Station come in
splendidly, whilst Radio lberica, Madrid, with one
stage of L.F. amplification can be timed in at good
headphone strength on every evening in the week,
when the local station (2 z N) has ceased operations.
- I am Using the new Radion G.P. valve with CO volts

on the plate.

Thanking Mr. Chitos and POPULAR WIRELESS for

the publication of the circuit, which has -given me
unboundecT pleasure.
I am,
,
Yours' faithfully,

E._ VIVIAN WORTH.

1, The Crescent.
REGARDING TECHNICAL QUERIES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In response to your request I am

writing to let you know the results re my set.

I

am pleased to tell you the reception is now A 1, and
I wish to tender my most sincere thanks to you fOr
your help. Since I altered it (it was such a simple
job when you had explained what toss needed that

I did it myself), Newcastle comes in too -loud on
three valves on 'phones, but it is fine on two valves.
Bournemouth is very strong, and I have been able 1,,
to pick Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow, 'Rain burg, Madrid, Opera Berlin (?), Breslau, and Paris
(Petit Parisien) up at good 'phone strength. -This
is with the same coil. No. 50. On Thursday night
I also had someone giving a lesson in some foreign
tang -Mtge after the B.B.C. had closed down. I note
in a recent " P.W." in future there will be a fee
charged for technical inquiries, and I must say it
is worth it, especially to anyone like myself, who is

unable to get about and ask advice from other
amateurs. In future I shall not hesitate to take
advantage of your terms. Thanking you once again
for your kindly help and wishing " P.W." and its
staff every success,
I am,
-

-

Faithfully yours,.-

64, Northgate,
H. rtlepool, Co. Durham.

TlIAISS WALL.

SOME HISTORIC BROADCASTING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

, Dear Sir,-I have read with much interest an

article iii " P.W.". of November 1St dealing with -the
'early days of broadcasting. While the author rightly

Low frequency

Transformer
('filbert Ad. 1534

gives the " birthday " of pukka wireless concerts
as 1022, it may be -of -interest to your readers to-know that the germ of Such entertainments -wasabroad some years previously.

(Continued on page 801.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued Pam page 802.)
4.

;803

77.FAin

-

am sorry I cannot give these, as I have been gradually

'

Before

'unwinding large basket coils until the correct and
best sizes were reached. I am using a silvered -hard
Dutch valve with about 78 volts H.T. Filament
temperature is also important, and a good rheostat
such as a Lissenstat Minor should be used.
Wishing your topping paper all the best,

I am, yours truly, A. H. C. NiellaiN.

112, Palace Road,
Tulsa Hill, London, S.W.2.

``MATTING " EBONITE.
The Editor, PiRULAR WIRELESS WEEELY.

Dear SiK,-41 notice in " Technical Notes " in a

recent issue of " P.W." a paragraph on Matt
Surfacing Ebonite: I found that in the case of a

large panel (mine -Was about 26 in. by 10 in.) the
surface is in thelorm of hills and hollows," and that
rubbing clown with sandpaper -or emery paper is a
very tedious lob, because one has to rub the hills"
off. I therefore hit upon the idea of using a cloth covered cotton wool rubber, the finest powdered
emery and water. The fine emery' powder is put
in at saucer, dry the rubber is fairly free wetted,
and the panel rubbed h Irtly from end to end until
the emery on the rubber becomes 'slightly pasty,
when the rubbing may be clone with more pressure.
Those who try this method will quickly be able to
arrive at the correct amount of emery and the proper
'quantity of water : the rubber must be kept wet
enough -to allow of free movement. If reasonable
care is used I find that'a' beautiful silk -like finish is
obtained, which is far superior to any dull finish
that I have seen.
-

-

36.

Yours, etl
Icadenhall Str6t, L61V.I0x4f

A. G. BATTY,

:HOW. I RECEIVED AUSTRALIA.
(Continued froM.-p cgs 743.)

wires fan-shapad under the aerial, each - . ,
wire about 25 feet long and buried under
the lawn at a depth of LLinches. At the
end of each " spo'ke "

.

are` is, a brass tube

D

six feet long, soldered, and driven, In.,the

T

wire is used thraughout in the earth system.

(a) not crowding set behind panel, thus
little capacity between wires.

In addition to having heard over 400
British and Continental amateurs, over
200 U.S. stations haVe been heard, the
greatest D X being U 7 F R at Medford,
Oregon, over 5,000 miles distant. It is
hoped that these notes will help others to
obtain that " great and glorious feeling "
which comes with real D X.

WIRELESS EXHIBITION.
the latest addition to the fast growing

weighs just on 14 lb., and is estimated to be
nearly 100 per cent. sensitive.

A brightly efficient and most compact
variable condenser, with corrugated plate
and a minimum clearance, appears in the

shape of the Formo-densor, also the popular

Formo L.F. transformer on stand No. 41.

Turning to receiving sets of an advanced
type, we are very favourably impressed with
(Continued on page 804.)

10NMIInaEl
Meats them. all.

SIM
is

it

inany:thonsti.nds of.Jsairs
of F. type- (Feathertocight)
Headphones
Here we
every week.
pre,: powerful
Fee a
about to shape a WHITE.:
magnet.
Af/
HOT

Ltd., produced the first Loud Speaker ever built
for Wireless use have certainly not been wasted.
Continual progress has been made-not only in

Vrown Wireless Instrunzents are manufac-

tured throughout at ire

the actual design of EN= Wireless Instruments-

Nottit --faUu

but in -nh thods of manufacturing that would permit
economies bang effected without sacrificing quali
Taking into consideration- the
mechanism df the
Xr0W11. Loud Speaker and the

exceptional results that it gives,
its cost is remarkably low. In
fact, it is only clue to the demand

demonstration that you can
appreciate. that it is entirely

without a rival both in volume
and tonal purity.

Loud

Its exclusive tuned recd and
cone -shaped ' aluminium diaphragm enabla-s- `the litOW11.
11.2 to give ample voluthe for
the room of average size. Don't
be misled by its small size, but
remember that its horn has been
designed by experts who -have

you are successful in hearing a

and the science of sound reproduction.

-not only from this country
but from all over the worldbeing so immense that its pre-

sent low selling price can be
reached.

buying

your

Speaker be sure to hear a
Zrown----for it is only when

family of baby speakers.
A giant specimen of natural crystal is to

be seen on the stand of Harding, Holland
and Fry, Ltd. This monster specimen

speqPers also produces

HE years that have elapsed since S. G. Brown,

Before

(Continued from page 755.)

sittl. for mrown Loud

-

The lead-in. front the: earth is
brought up the side of the wall -4 P.O.
insulators and through a glass tube in the
window frame to the set. No. 10 S.W.G.
ground.

The success of the set may perhaps be
attributed to three things : (a) Thick,
heavy gauge aerial wire ; (b) good earth
(ends of brass- tubes are always in water) ;

The hig_ factory IT :71,,,a-

at the home' of
e Loud Speaker

S. G. BROWN, Ltd.,
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3.
Showrooms :

19, Mortimer Street, W.1.

15, Moorfields, Liverpool,
67, High Street, Southampton.

made a life study of acoustics

Type 1-I.1, 21 in. high
120 ohms £5 5 0
2,000 ohms
£5 8 0
£5 10 0
4,000 ohms

Type H.2, 12 in. high :
120 ohms £2 5 0
£2 8 0
2,000 ohms
£2 10 0
4,000 ohms
Type Q (all resistances)

£15 15 0

Loud
Speakers
Gilbert Ad. r535
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WIRELESS EXHIBITION.
A TYPE FOR EVERY VALVE.

(0tin,tied from page 803)::

I

...

/;-47,-:/::: CORM

'

,7_4101OS9-'

Y.h CRT

PlekETTS! -600411
CADINETs

the exhibit of Hart Collins, Ltd., the
metre ex4-valYe cabinet receiver being

_

ample of its kind.

-Read and Morris have some really beautiful
exampleS. of pure craftsmanship and design.

219-229 SHAFTESBUPYAVENUE.W.C.2

191,:uXE

1;401/5" construe -Tors irsine,
PICKETTS' CABINET WORKS

The cabinet receiveys are true replicas of

BEXLEYHEATI-I

authenfiC period designs, and the whole of

the. controls are hand turned froin best

REPAIRSRewound,
Rewound re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest.Prices quoted on receipt of telephones Delivery three.

days.-THE VARLEY MAGNET CO., London;
S.E.13. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich Est 26 years

I---- INVENTIONS

eMitter. valves.

PATEN TED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free
Telephone

Chancery 7547

"P.W." UNI DYNE D.E.'S.

ANELOY pitioDucTs (Dept. P.25),
Eton Works, Upland Road. Condon, 5.6.22.

N.A.R.M., we find, on a large number of the.

Dutch 4 Electrode D;E. 1'8 volt, '16 amp.
ordinary. 4 -volt - ,

25/12/6
Concert tested, post free, 24 hours' approval.

171 I CPCI it

stands, many of the products. of the methben of the above association. - do this con-

OUT OUT OATWHISKERS

AT S EYE
once.

No

nice examples of the cabinet maker's craft
exhibited by Henry -Joseph & Co., Ltd.

Those in search of 'fine tuning gear will
find the very -thing in the " Colvern " two plate Vernier condenser, and at the modest
figure of half-a-crown. This beautiful little
gadget is quite one of the features of the

THE/ VALVE SET WHICH GIVES VALVE

VOLUME WITH CRYSTAL CLARITY -

Comi3letC Set of Tested Parts Inc I -Valve " Unidyne,"
including Cabinet and Drilled and EngraVe4E
for 2 -Valve " biriciymte

SU

-

£4 17 6

show.

VALVES EXTRA ACCORDING TO CHOICE,
Philips' Tested 4 -Electrode Dull Emitter
Valves, V6 --V8 volts, 't5 amp
, .:2B/- each
Philips' Tested 4 -Electrode Bright
Emitter Valves, 3'5 volts, '5 amp.
12/6

S, 57, FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4..

PASSMORE'S NOVELTY STORES,

126, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2.

-

SEND 3d. FOR OUR LATEST 80 PAGE WIRELESS CATALOGUE.

finish to -a good set, and we found seine very

COtyll1RX Co. (Dept. 3), 119, Meet St., E.C.4.

Do.

IPANELS IN LARtiE OR SMALL.
(2 U
ITIES InNaRAVED ,BY

Wireless Service, LtcV-z,".

..Microhm specialities make an interesting
display, the exhibits, comprising a number
of well produced variable cond.enserS and
grid leaks. A well made cabinet is a fitting

Ste 'adjusting,
Order from your dealer.
or send P.O.. 2/6 and
11d. stamp 'to-,
waiting.

ENGRAVING-.

nection we. note a prominent display of..

rectifiers.

FIXED DETECTOR
0.0:6,t up and listen.in
instomfort at

The tension: of the whisker
has fine screw adjust
merit by turning the
small ebonite knob.
WARD, Werndee Road,
South Norsgood, London.

1114IL ORDER'DEPARTMENT P.W.

The Aker Coinpany have an interesting
show of batteries, both -priniarrand secondary, also Heywoods' crystals, which are a
highly efficient and specialised series of -

- Argo instead tiie famous New improved

) aSj

fixed on any -part of the
crystal.

Gecophone and Polar lines on the stand of

TANAL.

,,,

'

spring brass arm and
thumbscrew can be firmly

-

Scott products, both in the complete receiver and in parts for home assembly.
Although officially "banned " by the

,

which by means of the

production. At 7s. 6d. this little receiver is
wonderfully good value. The New Times
Sales Co. have an,extensive exhibit of Peto-

,a. -.no, Concert tested and sent post tree on
24 HOURS' APPROVAL.

I.all I

The Whisker is enclosed
in a pointed- ebbnite tube

cient and a fine example of economical

VALVES FOR 12/6'
L.P.07
L.F
and Detector, Fil. volts 18 to 2'3, anode

imptp

CONDENS,

Send for Constructor's List (P.W.) FREE.
A RIGID . (CAT -WHISKER) DETECTOR

Aniiiiig.- the novel crystal receivers the,
" Brownie " stands out as well made, effi,

BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,
9, Warwick Court. Holborn, London. W.C.I.
Established 1840

lV/DEQDE.LPr08

ebeiiite, giving a delightful finish andsense
of toriela to the hand. The components are
splendidly Made, and. inOude a _number of
new ideas, the latest of which is the " Ant holder," a- quite new anti-microphonic,
anti -shock, and anti -capacity holder for dull

Eureka transformers are on view at the

stand of Portable Utilities, whose policy of
turning out a fine instrument, not intended

MI

493 a as NW 61:11111.1110 MT. 10 al a as 151 al MILai at
®rd
INVALUABLE TO ALL WIRELESS CON-

STRUCTORS

.

: ONE GROSS . OF ASSORTED

SCREWS, NUTS 9f

I
si

BA
. . and WASHERS,
H. BENNETT'

P J.
ii

4.. - -

STATION ROAD,
WILLESDEN JIINCT. a

Everything for- TY i reless .
illiff111111111.18. PM mamma ma alma 91.113 a Si Ia al el rs a a

PANELITE.

withstand 5.000 volts. Black fintih.

Will

Will

not

fracture. 6 x 6 is 3/16, 1/-;-7 x 5, 1/1; 8 a 5, 1/2;
9 a 5 1/4; 9 a 6, 1/6; 10 x 9, 2/2; l2 a 10,2/9:
14 x12. 4/6 postpaid. Other sizes and thickness pro rata

RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept. " P "),
143, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

BRITISH

SYNTHETIC

CRYSTAL

Surpassing all others in quality.

Limited

quantity still free for export in bulk. Apply:

Ashworth & Smith, 27, Blacklriars St., Manchester'

to compete with cheap or shoddy trans-

ALL POST FREE.

formers, has been amply justified.

These raises fit the ordinary 4 -Pin holder.

The Bullphone loud speakers make an
E. GEORGE, 70,..,Ha:ilsham Avenue, . imposing
array on the stand of Mr..
Streatham Hill, London, S.W.
W. Mien, the instruments presenting a
Be sure to mention POPULAR WIRELESS
(Continued on page. 805.)
. :iihen replying to Advertisements

BIJY-

Ensure the success of the set you
make by using Components which
are tested and guaranteed accurate

despatch. As used by foremost
TESTED workersre ersin famous sets.

Complete list free for Postcard
PARTS,taeini4ntgonyr. name and address.

MKRO
The Proprietors and Patentees of the

Ltd.,

SKINDERVIKEN BUTTON
and

LOUD SPEAKER CRYSTAL SYSTEM
are now in a position to supply parts to all experimenters nibs wish to make their own sets.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR PRICE LIST AND BOOKLET"The Marvels of the Microphone."
3rd Edition

Post free old. (P.O., not stamps).

32c, CRAVEN STREET, CHARING CROSS W.0.2.
SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON, PRICE 5/-

EIDWTER-LOWS CO. LTD. LETCHWORTH

3

.

c..4v.stal
Ser
The greatest and most efficient

Novelty Crystal Set since Adam!

His hat is the coil-his whisker
is the cat's-whisker-his ' dia- mond ' stud is the crystal
Perfect

results

guaranteed.

13 miles from 5 N 0.
Why not have a Set that is
good to look at-and gives loud
signals? He is 91" high made
Tested

of hand -painted china. Chinathe perfect insulator An ideal
Erseiesennut,,g_irne.adyrrfocor

18'3/

Peat
Fr

P. Patent No. 19519. Satisfaction or cash refunded.
J. P. GOWLAND, Wireless Manufacturer, Dept. P. 18,

Ellison Place, Newcastle-cn-Tyne. A free agencies stillopen
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WIRELESS EXHIBITION.
(Continued from page 804.)

particularly hold and substantial appear-

Or'
RADIO PERFECTION

ance suggestive of power and efficiency.

Ref ty terminals are well known, and we

find an interesting exhibit of these and

other lines,. crystal cups, etc., on Stand 51.
Nearby we Discover the " Bretwood " grid.
leak and aneKTe resistance, which uses a
plastic compound as the resistance element.
The tests on both the megger and the neon
lamp are most convincing; and'added to our
high opinion of this excellent 'resistance.
Some really excellent ideas- are shown by
Peter Curtis, Ltd, in the Duodvne -ffistruthents, also the new aperioclic H.F. transformers, which should be a great help in the
problem of H.F. .amplification.
The new fixed condensers are on the right
lines, and -promise to .retain their capacities
indefinitely.
Corning to the POPULAR WIRELESS Silver
Clip Competition, We find a seQees of most in,

teresting entries embracingihr freaks, but
many -good examples of serious work. At
the time of writing, and in view of going to
press somewhat early, we are linable to pro--

mounce as to ..the actual awards. These
will be annonnced at the first available.
opportunity.
The exigencies of space forbid a further or more detailed review of the exhibits, and
we trust our readers will have availed themselves of a. visit to the exhibition whenever
-

possible.

Our impression of the show is .one of a
marked practicability and enthusiasm -which

EACH of the three A.J.S. instru,
ments illustrated above comes easily
first in its own particular class.
Behind them are the vast-e-x----A.J.S. PATENT

VARIABLE LOW LOSS

CONDENSERS
Fitted with

vanes so

shaped as to give a negligible minimum capacity and a greater maximum than
be obtained with
can
other types. There is no
Fitted
rubbing . contact.
with Ebonite End Plates,
adjustable brass bushes,
knobbed dial, complete
with 22 -gauge aluminium
Vanes, .08 'spacers.
d.

.0002. mfd. capacity -10 6
11
12

.0003
.0005

6
6

In Polished Walnut Case
an6. Electro4latOd
Terminals.

f, s. d.

..0002 mfd. capacity 1 5 0

160
176

'0003
.0005

will make a distinct appeal to the serious
worker who is desirous of learning the latest
and best in wireless.

THE UNITOP
CABINET RECEIVER

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 758.)

importance is attached to the theory that

in condensers in which the dielectric is not
properly compressed between the plates
losses occur due to the_actual mechanical
motion of the plates, caused by the alternate charging and discharging and the consequent alternating attractions between the
plates.

Constructud to contain
the A.J.S. 4 -Valve Receiver,
the " Unitary"'-- Cabinet

combines supreme wireless

efficiency in the least possible space. It forins a com-

pact and attractive article
of furniture, and can,,easily
be carried outdoors to Shy

function where it may
Of finest
be required.
ma rials and workmanship
only, complete with 4 -Valve
:Receiver and all accessories,
in Mahogany or light or

dark Oak.

perience and unequalled resources
of a famous IVIanufacturing House.
The A.J.S. Loud Speaker not only
reproduces music or speech with a purity
and volume that must be heard to be,
appreciated-aPPearance also has ben cons

and artistic matt finish are a triumph of
British workmanship;

Quite an exclusive idea is the A.J.S.
"Unitop " FoureValve Cabinet Receiver.
It is an exceptionally 'handsome and com,
pact piece of furniture, easily portable, and
representing supreme Wireless efficiency
in the least possible space.
A.J.S. Variable Low Loss Con nsers,
with or without polished Walnut ease,
merit the closest investigation. Full specifi-

cation will be found on the left, but to.

aupreciate their real worth, as welt
as to sez. other A.J.S. InstrUments,
you should' call on your nearest A.J.S.

Dealer, or 'write for illustrated list.

A.J. STEVENS &-CO. (191,2 WIRELESS BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON'
'Phone: 14..

30 Guineas.

Simple Spanner.

A very simple box -spanner for the small

nuts used behind the panel may be made

from a piece of copper tubing about a
quarter, or three -eighths, of an inch outside
diameter, and about three inches long. One
end of the tube is given a fairly open flare

by driving it upon a punch or such -like
object.

The other end may be flattened in

such a way that the tip of a screwdriver
makes a fairly tight fit into it
The copper bit is then forced upon the end
of the screwdriver and, on being applied to a

hexagonal nut, it will be found that quite a
moderate pressure causes it to obtain
sufficient grip on the nut for tightening purposes.
Square -Law Condensers.

There seems to be a great vogue in the so-

called square -law condenser, one of the
advantages to be gained from the use of such
(Continued on page 806.)

Its perfectly proportioned curves

sidered.

IV

Without Accessories 224 10,.

THE A.J.S.
LOUD SPEAKER
The A.J.S. claims to be the last
word in Loud Speaker design. The
accurate proportions of its, non resonant horn give it those 'correct
acoustic properties which ensure the
true reproduction, while its extreme
sensitiveness enables the utmost

volume of sound to be produced

with complete absence of distortion.
PRICE :
With Metal Horn and
Electro-Plated Fittings.
.

£4

15

0.

With Oak or Mahogany Horn and Electro-Plated Fittings.
£5 10 0

Sign

11.1,

,Grams

lie.caption.Wolverbamoton:.,

S00
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from, page 805.)

a condenser being some increase. in the

facility with which tuning is obtained. A
squaredaw condenser is one in which an even

range of wave -lengths is obtained for the

whoe of the scale reading, so that there

is no crowding at one end of the scale. A
number of so-called square -law condensers
have recently appeared on the market, the

characteristic. feature being obtained by
means of specially shaped condenser plates,

which bear special geometical relations to
_--one another:

It may be noted that many

condensers,which claim to be square law
_ do not strictly give. a straight line variation,

.although. the departure froM the straight
line may not be considerable.

Aerial Insulators.. -.

In addikiOn to using material of high

insulation'resistance for aerial - insulators,

an ingenious method for the mechanical fOr-

mation of the insulators has been proposed

and patented by an official of the Air

The insulator consists of links
of the instItting material, after the manner
Ministry.

of the linf a chain, and they are formed

in such a way that the Material is of triangu,

-the extra few shillings that will

you a de -luxe

give

WITH perhw* a mistaken

lar cross-section, the base: of the triangle
being outwards --and- the -apex -inwards, so

-that each link is, so to speak, flat on 'the
outside surface and knife -edged on the

Receiver

inner part. It will be evident that such links
Will in general engage with each other at
point -contacts where the two interior knife- edge surfaces meet. By, this means the
surface leak, which.is usually the most serious fault of an insulator, is reduced owing
to the extreme smallness of the surface area
at the points of contact of adjacent links.

idea of economising,

W numbers bf "wireless enthusiasts when building their
first Set have

selected their components with

praiseworthy care and ignored the importance of the panel.

How absurd this is, will be apparent to all seasoned
experimenters. They know. perfectly well that even the
most expensive components can only give a fraction of
their effective results if the panel- is permitting high

Grid Bias.

In order to facilitate the application of a
grid bias battery to a low -frequency amplifying valve, a simple and ingenious valve holder has been introduced by W. Humphrys
(221,571-24) in which a break is made in the
grid -socket, the upper and lower portions
being in line in the. ordinary way, but dis-

frequency currents to leak in all directions.
So pay great attention to the
pane! and remember that even

Radion is the highest grade of
insulation material in the world

radio experts cannot tell the
difference between various qualities of ebonite by merely looking

at it. Your best safeguard, there-

and has been specially developed
for wireless use. Its use has

fore, is to select Radion-every

Magazines-indeed, you
will find that Radion is recom-

leakproof. Its beautiful polished
surface (whether in black or

Mahoganite) should not be re-

mended very extensively in most
of the constructional articles
recently published.
If an -expert, therefore, uses and

reception

recommends Radion in preference to ordinary ebonite, you
may be sure that it is exceptionally good.

panel of which is guaranteed:

moved. It will help to resist
dust and moisture, both of
which arc enemies of clear

connected from one another. Two small

been advocated by all the. min-

brass screws are inserted in the side of the
ebonite, one making contact with the grid socket and the other with the lower exten-

cipal

sion of the same, so that if the grid -bias
battery is connected to these two small
screws, the necessary bias is introduced.

The device- may be made in the form of an
adaptor, with valve -pins below -and sockets -

above, the adaptor being inserted in the
valve holder and the valve being inserted
into the adaptor.

Radion Sizes and Prices :
Size

Black

Maho-,

6" X 7'
6" x 101"

3/6
5/3

4/3

ganite

.6"/ X I

7/-

6!6
8!6

7" X 1.2"

7/-

8,'6

6'X21" 10/6 12/9
5/3 66
7' X 9"
r X10° 519 7/3
Special Note:-All

Size

MahoBlack ganite

8/- 10/3
7"X IS' 10/6 12/9
x 21" 12/3 15/7"x 24" 14/- 17/3
7'x 26' 15/- 18/6

Size.

German Microphone.

Black gManailr;

A somewhat new version of the familiar
hot-wire microphOne has been developed in

17/6 21 /3
10/6 12/9
IV X 12" 101- 12! 13/3 16/12"x21" 19/9 24/3
7' X 30" 1719 21/6
14'x I8" 1919 24/3
7"X 48' 28!- 34/6
20"X 24' 39/6 48/ in. thick-quite sufficient owing to Radion's
tremendous strength.
7"X 14'

B"X
9" X 14"

Germany, and is known as the KathodoThe ordinary hot-wire microphone
depends upon the placing of a fine electrically heated wire in a slot in a suitable metal
screen, in such a way that sound -waves in
phone.

the air cause motions of the air to and fro

in the slot, which have the effect of producing
corresponding variations in the temperature

S
tint -lull) Hard Rubber Co. (Britain) Ltd.,
13a, Fore Street, London,

From all Dealers

Gilbert Ad. 1342

and therefore in the resistance of the wire.
In the German version the electrically
heated wire is coated with oxides, so as to
increase its thermionie emissivity, and the
thermionic current from the wire is driven
(Continued on page 807.)

-

_
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
,(Continued from page 806.)

across 'the intervening air -space to a neighbouring metal plate. Sound -waves in the

- atmosphere have the effect, as mentioned
above, of causing oscillations in the air in

the vicinity of the heated filament, with

corresponding variations in the discharge current, the latter being then magnified by

valves in the usual way,

Owing to the

absence of a diaphragm, or any other system
having its own natural frequency of. vibration,
the translation -9i the sound -variations into
electrical variations by this method is claimed
to be very faithful.
New

.

New aerials seem to spring up like mushrooms, and, like the latter, some are good but
many are not. A very eonvenient type of
aerial, however, is the Ashtowaerial, and, in
addition to its convenience, it ii claimed to
giVe excellent results where space is limited

-

and where only one mast can be erected.
This aerial consists of seventeen vertical
loops, each about six feet long, connected
together in series. and laced itw. porcelain
bobbins between.two eirculgagalvanised
iron 'Spreaders, one 'being near the top of

and Sorcerers had their " Secrets'of
Healing" and " Secrets of Success," which they
Magicians

.the mast and -the other about six feet below.

The -whole- arrangement resembles g kind

would dispense for a consideration, but in these less

of vertical cylindrical cage. The. lead-iri
wire ris taken from the lower spreader..

romantic times success is more apt to be won on
sheer merit.

Grid Leak.

If you happen .to have one of the -small

Take the case of the Louder Valve. Four months
ago it was unheard of-to=day there are thousands
of enthusiastic " slaves Of the lamp who wilt
never go back to the old type of valve.
Why ? Well, because however you consider the
Louden Valve it is a sound investment.

glass tubes; with metal tips, which are

sometimes used. for electrical fuses, this can
be adapted to make a fix' grid leak. The
leak itself consists of a narrow strip ef.paper,
ar a piece of thread or fine string, ,soaked in
(Continued on page SOS.)

SUCCESSFUL MUSIC WORK.

It costs only ten shillings.

MUSICIANS, teachers of music, and
parents are unanimous in their praise
-

do with ordinary bright filament valves, and in spite
oldie fact that the anode is " full of holes' -volume
is, if anything, above the normal, showing that acfuT
use is made of the electron- stream.
It is the unwanted charges that escape through the

of the new " H-ARMSWORTFE CHILD-

REN'S MUSIC PORTFOLIO," Part 1
just issued, price -1/3.

In this wonderful

new work, the greatest masterpieces

music have been specially simplified.

of

All,

technical difficulties have been removed and,

at the same time, none of the actual beautf
of the original compositions has been loSt.
Thus children, or beginners, can now play
the finest music in the world with the same
-case with which they formerly played little
trifles of indifferent merit. The simplification has been done so cleverly that -even
a skilled performer Can obtain full enjoyment from playing over the musical gems
in the " HARMS WORTH CHILDREN'S
MUSIC PORTFOLIO." There are nine
fanious pieces in Part 1, including a Chopin

Nocturne, Handel's " Largo," and Mendelssohn's " Spring Song,"

--

turns of the anode, and, strangely enough, this is
precisely what we intend should happen.
It gives a silver -clear reproduction which is the

delight of all who have heard it, and the life of
the filament is exceptionally long:
So, naturally, the Louden is outstripping 'all other..
valves in popularity.

Winitirn
VALVES

There is no secret-only merit.

Special prae-

tleal articles -on karmng the piano, the
violin, and voice training will appear in

detecting and Low

Frequency Amplifying.
The Blue Louden for
H.F. implication.
Filament Volts 4.0-3.
Filament Amps. I'd.

The

music, of course, is printed on good paper,
full size. Finer value for 1/3 has never been
offered to music lovers. The work will be
complete in about 24- fortnightly parts, and
intending purchasers would he well advised
to place a standing order with their news- AD v -y,
agent or bookstall for the delivery of each
part as published,

Manufactured
throughout in
Gr eat Britain.

The plain Louden for

each issue of this popular work, in addition

to the superb music programme.

It takes so little2current

that -your accumulators will= -East twice as long as they

.

Anode

Volts

10-80.

-

All Loud ens are

-

Silver Clear and free

6 INIRELEs S

from "mash."

con The current consumption is. very low
and the life long.

ouben lintbe5 Stkier 01ear
of

THE

FELLOWS

MAGNETO

CO.,

LTD.,

PARK

ROYAL,

LONDON.,

N.W.IO.
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" MORRIS " Solid Oak Standard

Cabinet
with Lock
for anon kind of receiver. Bo ton

TECHNICAL NOTES. (Continued front page 507.)

clipboard with lock. Height, 3 ft,

6 in.; width, 2 It.; depth, 151 in.

Back panel removable.
Further smrticiaars on application.
PRICE z....4 10 0.

,

Indian ink and allowed: to ;dry. This is
_then simplyinsexted, in the fuse ease in place

Part Carriage and Packing 7/6 ex..

of the fuse and proper contact is made with

SOLID
OAK WIRELESS
TArilLE, with large drawer and

the metal tips.

bottom shelf for aneumelater, length
25 in., width 16 in., height 26 in
27 / 6, Carriage Paid.

Th`is

M. VERSTRAETEN (Dept 5),

WIRELESS INVENTORS -

PATENTS-TRAPE MARKS. Advice, Handbook111
tal

20 Amp . 2 Volt 8110 4 V.
17 8 6;17.. El 6 6
40 ,,
1 13 6
11/3
El 2 6

100NEW

tinm ....ee ohms..

Guaranteed. All makes 5/except Brown " 4" 61-, and Sullivan, Wax
filled, 101- per pair. Ex armyconverted to
high resistance, 2/6 earn earpieee - Ramagnetising" Mt per earpiece. Postage extra
8d. per pair.
W. JOHN MILLER, 68, sarringdon St. E.C.4,
2nd and 3rd goon. Phone i Central 1910. -

III.
011
.11.14

.

.

FIXED CONDENSERS EASILY MADE
Blackite Blocks, 7d. each.
Mica & Copper Foil, 7d: per packer
With toll instructions for making

20 sizes of fixed condensers..
136.kite for filling back of block of holes in panels
1;- per tin. All post fiee,

SECTIONAL STEEL MASTS

BULL
DOG BRAND.
Light,strong and cheap. An engineering job throughout, Complete with
.ground anchors, Dailey, insulators,

strainers, wire rope, cleat, thimbles base plate. drawing, and full
instructions. 30 ft., 42/-P40 ft.,
60/-; 50 ft.. 901-. Carr. paid.

WM. NORTH,

2, Colmore Place, Oldfield Lane, Leeds

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL

INV NB=
II

1.

lators use a battery tester, in the shape of a

syringe and hydrometer combined, for
testing the specific gravity of the acid.

I1 "i"

TRADR MARK

SECOND TO NONE.

IS

--sample, pest free, 11-- Please send local dealer's name,
- c. Proprietors, The Bright Co., London, .N.8. 'Phone
3/c -ant View 1296. Sole Wholesale Agent for London &

flame Couinies only: A.

wood Road, London,

J'.

E.9.

Conway, 86, Green'Phone Clissold 4936.

EXTRACON " THE VARIABLE CONDEN-

MICA. TrRIABLE-FIXED, '001.
Satisfaction or money bank.
Why not write your order now P

SER.

213

JOHN WALKER & CO.,

28, The Grove, Vauxhall, S.W.8

ACCUMULATORS.

0.A.V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and Perfect, but slightly soiled. Wo refund cash with carriage
total ways if returned within 7 days.
8/6 4v -100a a. .., 3216
2w -40a
...
1116 6v -40a
...
25 /
2v -60a
37/. 6v -60a
...
32 / 6
...
21/9 6v -80a
40A 4c-600
...
27 / 6
4v -6.0a

.

6v -100a

Special Line: -

2v -100a (Actual)

C.A.V.

46 /

W.2

----'PHONE and
REPAIR
SERVICEEx -Army 'Phones rewound,
ALL MARES
4,000 ohms, .4/6 per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1/

extra. Postage, 6d. Remagnetizing, 1/- per pair,

Transformers rewound, any ratio, from 5/-.
The H.R.P., 46; St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

-SUPERTONE HEADPHONES
LIGHTWEIGHT

BRITISH MADE
Per Pair 1 2'9 Post Free.
Money

THE GROVEDALE COMPANY,
1, Grovedale Road, Holloway, N-.19.

BEGINNERS

GUIDE TO

WIRELESS

1t you wish to make wireless sets which are

UNBEATABLE IN PRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY

this is the book you must have.

Everything is so clearly explained that any beginner, without previous experience, can make the
most efficient receiving sets obtainable,
Full Instructions are given for MAKING COMPLETE
CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO VALVE AMPLIFIERS,
OVAL AMPLIFICATION SETS. ALSO THE VERY
LATEST TWO, THREE, AND FOUR VALVE TUNED
ANODE RECEIVERS,

These little appliances, which are invariably
cylindrical, have a tendency to roll off the
table, and, being made of glass, the results
are often unfortunate. Further, if they are
not placed down gently en the table, since
the lower end of the glass touches the table,
there is again danger of breakage. In
general the device, although very useful, is
one which is particularly prone to accident.
All this; however, is very easily overcome
by the simple expedient of placing a small
square of rubber upon the lower end of the
glass. The rubber should be about one inch

,

ISO pages (28 diagrams) 1 /3 post.free.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money &turned.

SAXON RADIO Co, (Dept. 14.) South Shore, Blackpool

THIS CONCERNS YOU.

Ar 13,14 IV

FRENCH ..
DUTCH ..
PHILIPS ..

thickness, a hole being cut in the centre to
permit of its being pushed upon the lower

NOTE OUR PRICES,

R. Type.

.. 6/9
4/9
.. 7/3

..
..

solicited.

Write :

.

..

S.Dull Emitters.

..

Post Free in lots of three and over.
.

17/6
13/6 & 14/6
18/6

Trade enquiries

THE DUTCH VALVE AGENCY,

(0. R. THOMAS.)

(Gerrard 86111/

19, Craven Street, Strand, W.C.2.

_LOUD SIGNALS
0. (YORK) says : " Tour Unit added to crystal set
perfectly operates my loud speaker." Why not add

our Type 3 Unit to your crystal (or valve) set and
get this extra volume? It has no valves, batteries,
-etc., measures 5" by 6' by 5", and is easy, cheap
and -absorbingly interesting to make from our Dill size instructional blueprints of Unit, Circuits, etc.,
2/6, including special series link & brass brackets.
6.

DEBENHAM & CO.,
LOAMPIT VALE, LONDON,

S.E.13.

ONE

"EXTRAPHONE

'5

at 2/9

for each additional pair of telephones will allow

you to add any number of 'phones to your
crystal set without loss of signal strength.

STRANGE
BUT TRUE
Tested and Proved by Experts
Try it youiself.
Obtainable everywhere, 2/9 each, in
nine colours, or samples direct from

square and about an eighth of an inch in

part of the glasS tube. This prevents it

2716

MAUDE RUBBER CO.. 58. PRAED ST., LONDON

Every pair Guaranteed for td months.
refunded if not satisfactory.

frequency amplifying valves.
Safety Battery Tester.
Most valve users who value their acerimu-

Usual terms to the trade.

HAMILTON MAY, Doone
Cottage, Weybridge, Surrey.

with a reflex circuit there is a posSibility,
when everything is at its best, of operating

results is to employ the necessary low -

80
2 15 6
2

LOWKE
& SONS, Ltd., NORTHAMPTON
-

generally speaking, it may be said that such
claims are exaggerated. It is true that

the feat is accomplished at the expense of
clarity and quality of tone. It is still true
that in general the most simple and most satisfactory way of obtaining loud -speaker

1 12 0
1 17 0

,

Phones: B.T.H., W.E., Gecophone, 25/-. Alto, 12/6
H.T. Batteries, 86 -Volt 816, 60 -Volt .. 13'3.
Cash with order. Goods despatched per return.

by using different thicknesses of string, or
by using two or more cotton threads
(soaked in the ink) in parallel.

0, loud speaker, and the same may be said of
super -regenerative one -valve sets, but here

16/ 0
18/6

D T G, Type 5/-. Die. to Trade. Carriage 1/- extra
Valves : Marconi, Cossor, Ora, B. T. H., 12,,, 6

A good deal is heard about 'working a
loud speaker from a one -valve, set-, but,

a

ACCUMULATORS, ETC.

AND GUARANTEED.

Single -Valve Loud Speakers.

.1.102.101111=111351.655010056

-

The whole may thoe'bb

inserted in the original fuse clips, or, if these
a -re not available, spring clips may readily
be made from small strips of springy brass.
Different values of, the leak may be obtained

Melvill Chambers, 50a, Lord St., Liverpool.
and Cons. free.-B. T. KING, C.I..E.,Regd. Patent
I Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 143a, Queen Victoria St. E.C.4. 'Phone Central 092. 33 yrs. res.

.

EXitbe

W.

i68, FARRINGDON STREET, E.C. 4
(2nd and 3rd Floor)

'Phone: Central 1950

Agents wanted throughout Great Britain

from rolling off the table and also keeps the

lower part of the glass tube from contact
with the table. The other end is kept out

of contact with the table by the rubber bulb,
SO the instrument can be dropped carelessly
on the table without breakage. I believe a

glass battery tester, with this little rubber

square attached, is made by Messrs. Etienne
et Cie, 61, Great Eastern Street, ER.
Eliminating the L.T.

According to some experiments recently
made in America, it is possible to obtain a

sufficient stream of electrons through a
wireless valve, without heating the filament,

if a very high voltage is applied across the

anode circuit, something of the order of

200,000 volts having been mentioned. The

elimination of the low-tension battery is

greatly to be desired, but I think most valve
users will feel that the remedy, in the above

case, is rather worse than the disease.

to advertisements
WHEN replying
please mention "Popular

Wireless and Wireless Review " to ensure
prompt attention.

EBONITE BUSHES
For mounting on Wood Panel.

Perfect insulation.
Price 1/- for 12 (post free).
Easily fixed by drilling a I" hole.

DAREX RADIO Co.,
STANDARD WORICS,Waldram Rd.,

Forest Hill, London, S.E.23.

Trade Supplied.

THE HOLTITE SUPER CATSWHISKER
is an entirely new invention. It is not wire,
and does not Sausage or scratch the crystal. Also
being extremely flexible and resilient, it does not
slip off the crystal once placed in postion. Adjustment is simple, and excellent results are
or scud

achieved. Asia your "Radio.," elealcr for
65. (a Holtiles 10d.) to :--

" HOLTITE " Victoria House, WIDNES.
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YOUR LOUD SPEAKER
MUST be fitted with the

WILL'STECeT,A.

Pat.

if it is to produce perfect results. It
is sound expanding and tone purifyTwo
ing. Scientifically constructed.
sizes, 15/. and 30 / - each. Loud
Pat. No.
Speaker complete, £3 15s.
Head Dept.: 142, Gray's Inn R(1,178147,ii0
W.C.1. TeleENpTShone: Museum 7597.
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